
Limitations: The adverse event and product problem reports contained in this record are not 
necessarily causally related to (caused by) the reported product, nor do they mean the product 
was defective. Consumer complaints involving animal foods are received by FDA through 
voluntary reporting systems. Not all reports undergo follow up actions by FDA; however, each 
report received is important to FDA as part of our ongoing surveillance efforts related to pet 
food safety. Trends in reporting can provide an early warning of emerging safety issues of 
concern.  

Other limitations: 

• For any given report, there is no certainty that the reported pet food caused the adverse
event. The adverse event(s) reported may be more related to an underlying disease,
condition, or concomitantly administered medication.

• The report narratives are provided in the form in which we received them, the quality of
the information provided about the adverse event/product problem is dependent on
the quality of the information received from the veterinarian and/or pet owner.

• Adverse event report numbers should not be used to calculate incidence rates or
measures of relative risk. It is not data from a controlled study, and there is no accurate
way to know the true size of the population exposed to a product, nor the true
population affected with an adverse event.

• Adverse event data should not be used to compare the safety of different products.
Many factors can influence reporting, and products that are more widely distributed or
sold in greater volume may have more reporting than those with limited distribution or
sales. Products for which there has been recent publicity may experience more
reporting for a period of time afterwards. Underreporting is also common with adverse
event reporting systems.



Disclaimer: This record contains information submitted to FDA through FDA's established reporting systems.  
The existence of a report does not, itself, mean the product listed was defective or the cause of an adverse event.



EON‐491970 6/8/2022 19:04 Taste of the Wild with Ancient 
Grains

I purchased a 5 lb bag of this dog food (Taste of the Wild Ancient Prairie with Roasted Bison, 
Roasted Venison and Ancient Grains Dry Dog Food) because my store did not have the 
larger bag. Two of my dogs ate it,  and  who are both in great health and have 
no prior conditions.  threw up his food twice, once after breakfast and once after his 
dinner. He never throws up unless he eats something bad and he did not have any unusual 
symptoms prior to eating the food.  was not affected.

6 Years Pit Bull Dog 70 Pound

EON‐491882 6/7/2022 18:44 Pet 'n Shape Chik 'n Hide 
Twists – Chicken Wrapped 
Rawhide Natural Dog Treats

My dog had started to eat and drink les and less, we brought him to the vet 3 times for 
medications and fluids. They thought he had pancreatitis. He started drinking water 
excessively and urinating uncontrollably. We brought him to an Emergency Animal care 
hospital called . The admitted him immediately and within 
48 hours his numbers crashed and he nearly died. He was in the hospital on a feeding tube 
and on 4 machines to keep his numbers stable. He went from 5.5lbs to 4lbs and extremely 
weak. We spent about $26,000 in vet and hospital bills and are now on on-going medications 
we administer 3 times a day and a new special diet. He was diagnosed with Fanconi disease 
from the Pet n Shape Chick 'n Twists we had been giving him which we learned have been 
known to cause issues due to the chicken jerky from China. We sent his urine to 

 where the diagnosis for Fanconi was confirmed. The vet has 
attempted to contact the manufacturer.

4 Years Chihuahua Dog 5.5 Pound

EON‐491863 6/7/2022 15:00 Purina Cat Chow Complete Throws up immediately or within 10 minutes of eating the dry cat food "Purina Cat Chow 
Complete bag # 204410861808LO4.
She has eaten this brand of cat food for almost 4 years with no problems what so ever. She 
gets very sick and is in a lot of distress. I have tried to repeat giving her this cat food several 
times thinking it might just be an isolated incident, however, she gets very sick every time. I 
discontinued the Purina Cat Chow Complete for a different brand of dry as well as wet cat 
food and she is just fine, no incidences what so ever. Last night I wanted to see if she could 
tolerate the Purina Cat Chow Complete so I gave her a very small half of a hand full. Within 
10 minutes she was in distress and throwing up two different times. 
I got on the internet and discovered article after article about the Purina cat food products 
and to my shock, the amount of sick cats and unfortunately many deaths caused from this 
same brand!

6 Years Domestic 
Mediumhair

Cat 12 Pound

EON‐491861 6/7/2022 14:40 Greenies Hairball treats A couple months ago we purchased greenies hairball cat treats and began giving them to our 
cat  About a month after giving them to her she began to lose her appetite and 
become lethargic. It got so bad we had to take her to the vet. She was diagnosed with 
pancreatitis. I didn’t know what caused it until the vet recommended we check their food. 
They are on prescription food and the only new treat she had was the greenies hairball. 
When I looked at the label it said 19% fat! This is extremely high and the cause of her 
pancreatitis. She wasn’t given many treats a day either. I believe the company should be 
held accountable for making something so unhealthy for cats. I contacted them and they 
don’t plan to do anything. Most people don’t know about fat content for cats and they need to 
have a warning label at the least. Please do something so someone doesn’t lose their 
animal. Her vet confirmed this was the cause of her pancreatitis. After $600 of vet bills and 
weeks of her taking steroids she starting to improve.

4 Years American 
Shorthair

Cat 11 Pound
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EON‐491796 6/6/2022 22:04 4health Chicken & Rice 
Formula for Adult Dogs

Tractor Supply store in  is selling wet dog food that was recalled in 2017 - 
Chicken & Rice Formula for Adult Dogs UPC # 7 49394 01849 8. I checked for recalls when 
both of my dogs experienced severe diarrhea after having changed their wet food from 
homemade to 4health chicken & rice formula and there was no improvement in their 
condition after 4 weeks. I don't know if the food is the cause of their symptoms, but I did find 
that the store is currently selling the recalled product.

EON‐491601 6/5/2022 19:04 Wellness 
Core 
Grain Free 
Ocean
Protein Rich Nutrition

Started having a cough in early May. We thought maybe kennel cough. The vet x-rayed and 
said he had an enlarged heart. He was waiting to see cardiologist it had to go to emergency 
hospital because of breathing problems. They put him in oxygen chamber and said he is now 
in heart failure and has maybe 6 months to a year to live!! He has no known history of 
problems from his Breeder.

6 Years Portuguese Water 
Dog

Dog 60 Pound

EON‐491580 6/5/2022 11:08 Cesar classic loaf in sauce 
grilled chicken flavor, Cesar 
classic Loaf in sauce 
porterhouse steak flavor

I opened a tray of the chicken dog food and noticed a neon green tinge so I opened second 
container that was steak and noticed a greenish hue.

EON‐491579 6/5/2022 10:44 Whole Hearted Culinary Cuts 
Jerky Treats - Chicken Recipe

My dog had a severe bought of gastrointestinal upset (diarrhea) after eating a large piece of 
Whole Hearted Culinary Cuts Chicken Jerky treats from Petco. The dog was having perfectly 
regular bowel movements prior to being given the treat. That day they had two regular bowel 
movements. Approximately 3.5 hours after the treat was ingested, the dog had severe 
diarrhea several times over the next 12 hours, even needing to go out in the middle of the 
night which they never do. In hindsight, I did some research and found the these treats have 
historically been linked to issues similar to the one my dog experienced so I will not be giving 
these to my dog anymore. Just wanted to have something on record with the FDA in case 
anything larger comes out of it.

5 Month
s

Mixed (Dog) Dog 14 Pound

EON‐491568 6/5/2022 1:52 Diamond High Energy We bought Diamond High energy for our great Pyrenees and German Shephard. They had 
been on the same food for several months and it was time to buy more. As soon as we gave 
the first 2 bowls our German Shephard started acting strange. She threw up the food and got 
very weak. Had diarrhea and just seemed disoriented, would no longer eat or drink. We kept 
giving fluids through a syringe and she got better within a few days. She wouldn't eat the 
diamond food anymore though so we bought her some puppy food and then she was back to 
normal. As soon as she got better our great Pyrenees started with the same symptoms. 
Vomiting, diarrhea that night and the next morning her breathing was very labored and she 
kept drooling and wouldn't get up. It wasn't long before she stopped breathing completely and 
passed away at 2 years old. She was up to date on her shots and had been completely 
healthy up until that point.

2 Years Great Pyrenees Dog

EON‐491563 6/4/2022 21:20 Purina ONE Tender Selects 
Blend Adult Dry Cat Food

 was a very healthy domestic shorthair cat. We began to give him Purina ONE Tender 
Selects Blend Adult Dry Cat Food purchased from Amazon.com during the last year of his 
life. This made him very ill, and we took him into the vet and they said he was poisoned from 
something he ate, and gave him kidney disease. Please look into this cat food, for the safety 
of other cats so this does not happen again. Thank You

5 Years Domestic 
Shorthair

Cat 6 Pound
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EON‐491550 6/4/2022 13:52 SQUAREPET 
VFS VETERINARIAN 
FORMULTED
LOW FAT FORMULA
PACIFIC COD & OCEAN 
WHITEFISH MEAL DIET

On day 3 I noticed he walked away from the food then hesitated to eat it. 1/2 hour later he 
threw up what he ate. He was Lethargic and unable to focus for the entire day and night. He 
kept drinking water, lots of water. Then the next day he did not eat at all. So I left the food out 
all day and then that evening I tried giving him a piece of bread which he devoured. The 
following morning I went outside to clean up his yard there was piles of pet food vomit in the 
yard. Apparently he had been throwing it up for a few days because of the 6 meals I fed him 
5 main piles of vomit remained.

11 Days Cattle Dog 
(unspecified)

Dog 40 Pound

EON‐491549 6/4/2022 13:40 Instinct Original Grain Free 
kitten

I found blue plastic parts in a can of Instinct original grain free kitten food. Unfortunately I had 
been feeding cans from the same case to two foster kittens. The night before I opened the 
can with plastic one of them died from presumed constipation, and we can only now assume 
he had an obstruction from eating plastic that I didn’t see. 
I haven’t opened the rest of the cans.

EON‐491500 6/3/2022 14:08 Instinct Raw Boost Dog was refusing kibble for a few days. Dog vomited large volume undigested food. The 
kibble had a strong smell. I checked the bag of kibble and noticed that the kibble had a 
strong rancid smell. I picked the bag up to discard it when I noticed a greasy discharge from 
the bottom of the bag. I judged that the raw freeze dried kibble had turned rancid. I discarded 
the kibble, notified Amazon and Instinct Dog Foods.

7 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 18 Pound

EON‐491457 6/3/2022 1:12 Venture Limited Ingredient Diet 
for Dogs Rabbit Meal & 
Pumpkin Grain Free Formula

Upon starting this new bag of dog food (we have been using this brand since she was a 
puppy),  started having diarrhea that progressively got worse over the course of a few 
days that got to the point of having blood in her stools. She became very low energy and 
almost to the point of being lethargic. I switched her food immediately upon seeing the blood 
in her stools as I felt it was the new bag of food. Within 24 hours she was becoming energetic 
again and her stools looked much better. After 48 hours she was almost her 100% self again. 
I had this problem once before with this brand of food about two years ago that was part of a 
recall I was unaware of at the time. I am not seeing a recall on this particular batch as of now, 
but I feel as if this needs to be looked into because it may be the same issue again. I will be 
switching brands and not going back now that this has happened twice weighing the last 
couple of years with her.

2 Years Terrier - Boston Dog 19 Pound

EON‐491455 6/3/2022 1:04 Nutri-Source Element Series Lethargy, throwing up and bloody diarrhea for 5 days. She died on the 6th day. 1 Years Doberman 
Pinscher

Dog 66 Pound
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EON‐491406 6/2/2022 15:16 ACANA Free Run Poultry 
Recipe

Animal was suffering shortness of breath and cough, much in line with kennel cough or a 
pneumonia. After a week of being treated for kennel cough the animal became weaker and 
was X-ray and received an ultrasound. The dog was diagnosed with Heart failure, pulmonary 
edema and dilated cardiomyopathy.
The vet asked what food the dog was being fed, and I explained we have switched from 
Buffalo Blue Wilderness to Acana in October of 2021, and immediately he found studies 
indicating a link/ties. This breed is not susceptible to DCM.

I find incredulous that a pet owner can walk into a Petco or PetSmart and unknowingly buy a 
food that may be "harmful" to your pet. I understand some food may be "better" than other 
but it appalls me that food with potential harmful impact are allowed to be sold and marketed 
in such stores. This is not akin to knowingly buying cigarettes.

Studies have shown that a change in diet to a "Mainstream food" with grain has at times 
reversed the course. My dog has been on Purina for 2 days now and is taking 6 pils per day x 
2 - 2 antibiotics and 2 supplements (Taurine and L-Carnitine), and hopefully is recovering.

82 Month
s

Pointing Dog - 
German Short-
haired

Dog 55 Pound

EON‐491390 6/2/2022 14:40 Mon2Sun Chicken Wrapped 
Rawhide Strips

Pet came in for bloodwork and urine testing prior to dental. It was noticed on urinalysis that 
pet had a large amount of glucose in urine. Pet is asymptomatic. Bloodwork within normal 
limits. Pet has been getting different types of chicken jerky for years. There was a concern 
about acquired fanconi syndrome. A urine sample was sent to  that 
confirmed this.

5 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 9.6 Pound

EON‐491370 6/2/2022 13:56 Entero TruBenefits  notified a  team member during a sales call that  had passed away. 
 only shared that after starting the Entero TruBenefits  had diarrhea, 

became septic and then passed away. She indicated that was the only change made and 
that her vet told her to stop using it for her other pets. 

A veterinarian on  staff followed up with ,  primary and 
recommending veterinarian regarding this event on June 1st, 2022,  was 
unaware that  had passed away.  indicated she uses the Entero 
TruBenefits regularly in her patients and has not had any issues. She also could not confirm 
that  was told to stop using the products for there other dogs.  plans 
to have a team member of the hospital reach out to  gain details on what may 
have happened to  and agreed to share her finding with  when able.

4.5 Years Ridgeback - 
Rhodesian

Dog 97.2 Pound

EON‐491328 6/1/2022 22:00 F224-AssrtdHmlynDgChws A few months ago, I received a mold covered ordered of Yak chews from the company 
Chewy. The product is made by Jack N Pup. Believing it to be a one off, I reported it to 
Chewy and they send out a replacement that way mold-free. I reordered two packages of 
Jack N Pup, thinking everything was okay again. However, they are again covered in mold. 
The Lot number for both packages in the repeated issue is LOTA15CB and is also says 
EXP12023. The Chewy barcode is 057733007420. I'm reaching out because when I reached 
out to Chewy's support, they didn't acknowledge the problem and just sent a return label, 
which since this has happened to me multiple times, makes me worried that the reseller 
and/or manufacturer may actually know of this problem and not be voluntarily recalling 
unsafe lots or stopping sales of the sku until they can determine the issue.
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EON‐491324 6/1/2022 21:00 Purina Fancy Feast Gravy Wet 
Cat Food Variety Pack Poultry & 
Beef Grilled Collection - (24) 3 
oz. Cans

I ordered fancy feast wet canned cat food and friskies wet canned cat food from Amazon. 
When the item was delivered, I was home and as soon as I brought the box in you could 
clearly see something was leaking. I opened the shipping box and there was wet cat food all 
over the friskies box and the inside of the box was very hot. I opened the friskies box and all 
the cans were also very, very hot and one of the cans actually exploded open and it leaked 
all over everything. I decided to open one of the cans and you can clearly see and smell the 
food was not good. I then proceeded to open the fancy feast box and that box was also very 
hot and all the food cans were very hot. Fortunately, when I opened one of the fancy feast 
cans, the were not spoiled, however, at the bottom of the box was dead dried up maggots! I 
tried to contact amazon since they sold and shipped this item, it was not through a 3rd party. 
When I called, they just said they will not it, but when I sent something in writing I was told it 
was a shipping/delivery problem and all they can do is give me a refund. This is not 
acceptable. What if I didn't check the cans and fed my cats this food. Amazon needs to 
ensure any wet animal food they sell and ship is not kept in a location or amazon truck where 
there is no temperature control. Especially when the weather is 100 degrees out. Amazon is 
not taking this serious and is not being responsive to the concerns. Hoping the FDA can do 
something about this. I have pictures and emails that can be provided.

EON‐491310 6/1/2022 16:52 Country Kitchen Chicken Jerky 
and Sweet Potato, Country 
Kitchen Chicken N' Biscuits 
Peanut Butter Flavored Biscuits

Fed Country Kitchen Chicken Jerky and Sweet Potato treats (in addition to CK Chicken 
N'Biscuits PB) for the past 5 months, declining appetite for the past month. Two collapse 
episodes. Presented to our hospital 5/31/22 for these problems. Labwork showed 
normoglycemia to hypoglycemia with glucosuria, ketonuria and proteinuria. Moderate 
azotemia.

9 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 2.41 Kilogram

EON‐491307 6/1/2022 16:24 Blue Buffalo True Solutions 
Jolly Joints

I purchased well in date canned dog food and upon opening found mold on the food surface. 
The can was completely intact, not bulged, or otherwise showing signs of damage. I have 
photos of the can showing lot number, expiration date, label, and the mold. The upload 
feature isn’t working.

EON‐491278 6/1/2022 11:48 salmon recipe Blue Wilderness 
for adult cats grain-free formula

In 2 separate cans of cat food, I have found pieces of plastic about 10mm (1/4 inch) in size in 
Blue Buffalo adult cat wet food salmon recipe. 
Lot number: 20241210U 16:35 61WSM3
UPC: 5961000766
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EON‐491277 6/1/2022 11:48 Rachel Ray Nutrish beef brown 
rice and peas, Purina One Plus 
Healthy Weight Dry Food 
(turkey), Purina Alpo Variety 
Snaps 
beef/bacon/cheese/peanut 
butter, Pupperoni beef soft dog 
chews, Purina pro plan 30/20 
dry dog food, Pedigree 
dentasticks large fresh 
chicken/beef, Nudges grillers 
steak, Galedon farms freeze-
friend beef liver bites

6 Years Retriever - 
Labrador

Dog 60 PoundSubjective:

Patient was seen at regular DVM on 1/8 for lethargy, vomiting, pu/pd, and fever (~105.6*F); 
was sent home on outpatient therapy with oral medications (Famotidine, Cerenia, 

Denamarin) due to fever and elevated liver values; AUS performed 1/10? (no report)

Patient presented on 1/9 to ER for fever and inappetence; recheck bloodwork showed 
marked elevations in ALP, ALT, bilirubin, amylase/lipase, as well as thrombocytopenia; was 

started on IV Metronidazole and Unasyn which initially resolved fever, but then fever returned 
and Doxycycline was added. NG tube and IVF for supportive care. Recheck bloodwork 

showed mild to moderate anemia, PTT slightly prolonged. Added dextrose supplementation 
and DexSP steroid injection. Patient continued to have worsening blood values and severe 

lethargy, so owners elected euthanasia.

Objective:

PE: Severely icteric, lethargic

Gross Necropsy:
Heart: NSF

Lungs: Severe diffuse hemorrhage of all lung lobes with pulmonary edema on cut section
Stomach: Severe hemorrhage within wall of fundus and body of stomach, mucosa had 

diffuse petechiation; small amount of green watery/grainy material within stomach
Intestines: Diffuse petechiation of mesentery, diffuse icterus

Liver: Diffusely mottled and icteric
Gallbladder: Diffusely edematous with pale yellow to hemorrhagic wall, distended

Pancreas: Diffusely thickened pale white/yellow
Spleen: Small area of bright yellow fibrin on surface of spleen, otherwise NSF

Kidneys: Cortex diffusely hemorrhagic and medulla diffusely icteric with hemorrhagic capsule
Bladder: Urine was dark reddish/yellow/brown with hemorrhage within bladder wall
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Adrenals: NSF
Cecum: NSF

Reproductive tract: Absent
Small amount of grossly hemorrhage free fluid within abdominal cavity

*Frozen tissue saved for heart, lungs, liver, kidney, and spleen
*Gross images taken and saved to file

Additional Tests:
FUO Blood PCR Panel (IDEXX): Negative for all organisms

Serum copper level: 0.9ug/mL

Histopathology (
Aflatoxicosis

1) Severe subacute to chronic granulomatous hepatitis with multifocal random sinusoidal 
fibrin thrombi and liquefaction necrosis

2) Diffuse subacute to chronic hepatocellular regeneration with mild karyomegaly
3) Mild microvesicular lipidosis

4) Severe canalicular cholestasis
--The diffuse hepatocellular regeneration suggests exposure to hepatoxin within past 5-7 

days
--The karyomegaly, lipidosis, and cholestasis are suggestive of aflatoxicosis

--The granulomatous hepatitis is likely due to either an infection or adverse drug reaction

 GCMS liver toxin screen:
Negative for all toxins other than euthanasia solution

Frozen liver culture (IDEXX):
Few Staphylococcus epidermidis (suspect contaminant)
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EON‐491205 5/31/2022 13:08 Could Star Wag More Bark Less 
- Texas Style BBQ

By dog vomited several times upon eating this dog treat (Wag More Bark Less). 7 Years Chihuahua Dog 12 Pound

EON‐491158 5/31/2022 7:08 Blue Buffalo limited ingredient 
Salmon and Sweet potatoes

She has been eating this food for a couple of years with no problems! Opened a new bag 
sent by Amazon and has had severe diarrhea since! Pure watery type stool! Changed food 
and it stopped, tried Blue Buffalo once more to confirm and it is indeed that brand of food! 
Blue Buffalo limited ingredient Salmon and Sweet potato 24lb bag

8 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 90 Pound

EON‐491149 5/30/2022 23:32 Friskies canned cat food 
multiple flavors includes 
shreds/pate/prime filets, 9 lives 
meaty pate seafood platter

My cat  became ill with lethargy, no appetite, repeated vomiting on 5/26/2022 on the 
same day I took my other cat to the Emergency Vet due to similar symptoms. She then 
developed multiple episodes of diarrhea on 5/27/2022. She is not eating well and continues 
to have vomiting and diarrhea. She is scheduled to go to the vet tomorrow for evaluation.

14 Years Domestic 
Mediumhair

Cat 6 Pound

 Histopathology Consult performed by :
Aflatoxicosis (suspect insult was weeks to months prior to clinical signs)

Liver stains (HE, rhodanine, CD3, CD20, CD204) confirmed the findings from  
, though  interpretation of the chronic inflammatory changes is 

different  suspects the inflammation as secondary to the necrosis and cellular 
damage from the aflatoxins. Lymphoid and histiocytic neoplasia were also ruled out via IHC. 

Assessment:

Problem list:
Febrile

Inappetent
Lethargic
Vomiting

Icteric/elevated liver enzymes
Anemia

Thrombocytopenia
Leukocytosis

Hypoalbuminemia

Diagnosis:
Liver failure and subsequent DIC secondary to suspected aflatoxicosis
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EON‐491148 5/30/2022 23:16 Friskies canned cat food 
multiple flavors and variety to 
include pate/shreds/filets
Due to cat food shortage I have 
numerous cans purchased at 
multiple stores, 9Lives meaty 
pate seafood platter canned cat 
food 4 pack

On 5/24/2022 my cat started vomiting and not eating, was lethargic, no appetite and then 
started having watery diarrhea. Symptoms continued and he was taken to the Emergency 
Vet Clinic on 5/26/2022 and had blood work, x-rays and stool studies performed. Diagnosed 
with colitis and admitted to the Vet Hospital for hydration and nausea medication. He slowly 
improved and was discharged. He is slowly recovering. On 5/26/2022 my other cat became 
sick with similar symptoms and is currently ill and going to the vet tomorrow.

6 Years Domestic 
Longhair

Cat 16 Pound

EON‐491145 5/30/2022 22:04 Special Kitty Complete Nutrition Purchased a bag of Special Kitty Complete Nutrition from Walmart on . Have 
purchased this brand before so I trusted it. Within a week of feeding the cats the food, they 
started acting weird. A week after starting the food, found one cat deceased. Next day, found 
two cats deceased. The next day, five cats were deceased. The day after that, four more cats 
were deceased. The day after that three cats were found deceased. This all started after 
feeding them this food, which I stopped feeding after the first week. These are inside/outside 
cats that were all healthy and became lethargic, then stopped eating and drinking, stopped 
urinating, could not hardly walk, had seizures and then passed away.

3 Years Domestic 
(unspecified)

Cat 7 Pound
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EON‐491109 5/30/2022 9:04 Fruitables Skinny Minis 
Pumpkin & Berry Flavor

11 Month
s

Mixed (Dog) Dog 70 Pound

EON‐491094 5/29/2022 22:48 Country acres farmdog Both of my dogs have started vomiting regularly daily. The only thing that's changed is their 
dog food to country acres farmdog bought from king feed.

3 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 45 Pound

EON‐491089 5/29/2022 21:28 Orijen dry dog food tundra six 
fish regional red and original

I have been feeding my dog the same food for years, Orijen. He is 9 and a half and was 
diagnosed with a heart murmur 2 years ago. Today I was told that he may only have 6-24 
month to live due to cardiomyopathy. I went online to look to see whether I need to change 
his diet and found an article linking grain free dog food to cardiomyopathy in dogs. This is 
one more case. I also see that Orijen has a new line of grain based dog food. The fact that 
they never alerted their consumers to the risk is absolutely heinous. Please add this case to 
the records.

9 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 14 Pound

I recently purchased a 5oz bag of Fruitables Skinny Minis in Pumpkin and Berry Flavor (Lot: 
BB Feb/05/24 03622 02:29) for my 11 month old dog, (Bernese Mountain/Dalmatian 

mix). Unfortunately, this particular bag of treats has made her ill — throwing up on four 
occasions over the course of six days. I wanted to bring this to your attention as we are near 
certain her throwing up is a direct result of the Fruitable treats (parent company, Manna Pro). 

Allow me to provide you with a bit of background that made us draw the above conclusion. 

Last weekend I picked up two new bags of dog treats for  — the above mentioned bag 
and a bag of another brand. She has had both types of treats perviously, but certainly has 
been provided Skinny Minis more often than the other brand. In fact she has had Skinny 

Minis in a variety of flavours. 

Unfortunately, soon after we added the new treats into rotation she became ill and threw up. 
Initially, we attributed her being sick to drinking lake water; however, after throwing up on two 
separate occasions over two days, we realized it must be something regarding her new bag 
of treats. As I mentioned, two different brands of treats were purchased at the same time, so 

at first we didn’t know which was making her ill. 

We cut out both types of treats from her diet. However, on the morning of Saturday, May 28, 
2022 I provided her only two Skinny Minis (she was being a good girl and we had just run out 
of her liver treats). Within ten minutes,  threw up again. In total she has thrown up four to 
five times over six days. The only days she didn’t get sick were the days that the treats were 

removed from her diet. 

As the other brand of treats were not provided to her Saturday morning, nor did they come in 
contact with the Skinny Minis provided to her, we are relatively confident that the issue is the 

Fruitable Skinny Minis. 

To be clear  is otherwise fine. But considering the frequency of her getting sick, I thought 
it important to bring this matter to your attention.
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EON‐491087 5/29/2022 20:28 Purina Pro Plan Focus Classic 
Adult sensitive skin & stomach 
salmon and rice entree

My dog was acting normal and exercising like she normally does. We opened a new can of 
Purina ProPlan focus sensitive skin and stomach adult wet dog food (and we've been feeding 
her this brand for a long time now). She started acting different, being aggressive to 
neighbors and hiding in her crate. The next morning, we fed her the morning feeding (second 
feeding with this can) and about 1 hour later, she started vomiting excessively and having 
diarrhea with mucus. She was so dehydrated an in so much pain, we took her to an 
emergency animal hospital. She was given fluids because she was so dehydrated. Her 
bloodwork showed hemoconcentration of her CBC values, her bilirubin, amylase and liver 
tests were elevated. After hours of hydration, they were able to get her PT/PTT/INR, all of 
which were elevated. She received a transfusion of FFP, given denamarin for liver protection, 
vitamin K in case she had gotten in poison, IV fluids, and antibiotics in case this was 
bacterial. The morning after (today now), her coagulation tests normalized, but her liver tests 
had increased. She is having to stay a second night at the clinic for IV hydration and 
denamarin. 

We looked around the house she was in and the yard and found no trace of mushrooms, 
gum, medications that might have been on the ground, rat poison, etc.

2 Years Terrier - Boston Dog 22 Pound

EON‐491054 5/28/2022 21:40 Kirkland Signature Adult 
Formula Chicken Rice and 
Vegetable Dog Food 40 lb.

Three out of our four dogs experienced diarrhea and vomiting after a new bag of dog food 
was opened for use. We have used this dog food for more than 3 years and have never had 
an issue. One of the dogs had to be put down because a kidney issue was exasperated by 
the issue with the diarrhea and vomiting.  was the last dog to get sick. We immediately 
stopped the giving him the food to eat and started giving him a bland diet and his diarrhea 
and vomiting cleared up within a few days. Two of my dogs refused to eat the food and only 
ate it when they got really hungry. We have discontinued using the dog food for all the dogs 
and have had no issues since. We didn't take to the vet because we were able to get 
him better on our own.

12 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 45 Pound

EON‐491053 5/28/2022 21:40 (Merrick Grain Free Real Duck 
Dinner Canned Dog Food), 
(Merrick Grain Free Real Beef 
Lamb & Bison Canned Dog 
Food)

I purchased two 12 count cases of Merrick wet dog food on May 16th 2022. After feeding this 
bath of food to my dogs, they started to have horrible gas and 5+ accidents in the home. 
They were not eating any longer. I took my dog to the vet and they determined that he had 
gastroenteritis which is likley caused by his
dog food. 

(Merrick Grain Free Real Duck Dinner Canned Dog Food)
(Merrick Grain Free Real Beef, Lamb & Bison Canned Dog Food)

EON‐491052 5/28/2022 21:40 Kirkland Signature Adult 
Formula Chicken Rice and 
Vegetable Dog Food 40 lb.

Within a few days of opening a new bag of dog food, our dog  started having loose 
stools. not knowing what it was from, we continued feeding all four dogs the food and started 
monitoring . Our dog,  starting experiencing the same systems as  within a day 
or two of Lucy experiencing symptoms. We reached out to our regular vet but did not get a 
response back. The loose stools became diarrhea within another day or two at which time we 
stopped giving her the Kirkland's food and started giving ground turkey, pumpkin and rice. 
We took her to the emergency vet clinic and blood tests were run and it was determined that 
she had Clostridium. Our other dog  was diagnosed with that as well.  has 
recovered.

13 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 4 Pound
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EON‐490997 5/27/2022 19:16 BONIES Hip and Joint Formula Bought 2 Bonies Hip & Joint "bones" from Chewy.com and one was too hard for one of my 
dogs so only 1 ate it. As soon as he ate it he threw all of it up. He was not sick before this nor 
after. He is sensitive to non-organic foods and treats so even though this says it's organic, I 
think it may not be organic as claimed. Otherwise there is something else wrong with the 
product.

14 Years Dachshund 
(unspecified)

Dog 19 Pound

EON‐490994 5/27/2022 18:44 Kirkland Signature Adult 
Formula Chicken Rice and 
Vegetable Dog Food 40 lb.

Within a few days of opening a new bag of dog food,  started having loose stools. not 
knowing what it was from, we continued feeding all four dogs the food and started monitoring 

. We reached out to our regular vet but did not get a response back. The loose stools 
became diarrhea within another day or two at which time we stopped giving her the Kirkland's 
food and started giving ground turkey, pumpkin and rice. Within another day,  stopped 
eating, started throwing up, still had loose stools and became very lethargic. the next day we 
took her to the vet ER because it was a Sunday and we had still not heard from our regular 
vet.

14 Years Poodle - Toy Dog 9 Pound

EON‐490979 5/27/2022 16:04 Belle's Beef Burger (Fine 
Ground)

I placed an order of ground beef grind from an online retailer - RawDeliveryMN.com. After 
receiving delivery of the product, I opened one of the 5 pound tubes to begin preparing meals 
for my dog and cat. While preparing my pets' food with the "Belle's Beef Burger Fine Ground" 
product from this store, I found multiple chunks of plastic of various sizes. I have photos and 
videos of these plastic pieces intertwined with the beef product. It appears that pieces of 
plastic wrapper were ground up along with the meat.

EON‐490931 5/27/2022 9:52 Full moon natural essentials 
jerky tenders free range beef 
recipe

Two of my dogs had treats after their daily walk, and within 1 h had diarrhea and vomiting. 
Was sick for 2 days . 
We didn’t understand what Happened, thought maybe they eat something purified on the 
walk . So after they got better 
I gave treats again and they got sick again diarrhea and vomiting for 2 days , that’s how I 
understood that it’s those treats causing the sickness.

2 Years Pit Bull Dog 50 Pound

EON‐490913 5/26/2022 21:28 blue ridge beef 
beef for dogs

after being a loyal customer of blue ridge beef for 4+ years my dog is having severe health 
issues. I was a customer of blue ridge beef in North Carolina for years after relocating 
recently I started purchasing products from the location in Georgia and was very sad to find 
out it is two completely different products. All three of my dogs never had any issues when I 
was feeding them products from NC location, after purchasing products twice from their 
Georgia plant I noticed a severe change in the way the product looked, lasted and made my 
dogs health decline. All three of my dogs have salmonellosis!!!! I sent the food for tests and it 
came back positive for having salmonella. GEORGIA BLUE RIDGE BEEF SAID WE KNOW 
ONCE I NOTIFIED THEM SO THEY KNOW AND WILLING KEEP SELLING A PRODUCT 
THAT HAS SALMONELLA !!! THIS IS A SERIOUS DEAL. RAW FOOD IS NO JOKE AND 
THIS SPECIFIC PLANT NEEDS TO TESTED SO MORE DOGS DO NOT GET SICK LIKE 
MINE. NEVER HAD THIS ISSUE BEFORE WITH North Carolina BLUE RIDGE BEEF NOT 
TO MENTION I REACHED OUT TO OWNERS OF BOTH PLANTS AND NC LOCATION 
OWNER WAS WAY MORE APOLOGETIC ABOUT THE SITUATION VS GEORGIA PLANT 
OWNER SIMPLY SAID HE IS AWARE OF IT AND LAUGHED AT ME WHILE I AM STILL 
BATTLING FOR PETS HEALTH. PLEASE TEST GEORGIA BLUE RIDGE BEEF !!!!!

1.5 Years Bulldog - French Dog 29 Pound

EON‐490901 5/26/2022 17:00 Freshpet First  and  began eating grass shortly after eating . Same thing the next couple of 
days, except each dog was getting up in the middle of the night to eat grass. Finally, both 
dogs were vomiting in the night.  belly was making lot of noise too.

8 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 70 Pound
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EON‐490889 5/26/2022 15:36 Fancy Feast tender beef feast 
classic pate

I buy cases of fancy feast canned food in the tender beef pate. When I opened the good to 
put it on the plate a large piece of plastic that reminded me of the bottom of the shoe was in 
there. It smelled and was dyed same color as the food. I'm wondering if smaller pieces where 
in previous cans that I never noticed. That can not be good on my pets health

EON‐490874 5/26/2022 14:08 Bule Buffalo 
Natural Veterianary Diet 
Enhanced with Vitamins and 
Minerals
KS kidney support

I have a dog that is on Blue Buffalo kidney support can food. I have received 4 cases of this 
food all same lot number 20250113U 02:17 62LRC2H from Chewy and the food looks as if 
it's floating in grease when you first open the can. After the can has been refrigerated the 
food has big chunks of white stuff throughout the food and real thick white around the inside 
of the can. I have notified Chewy and Blue Buffalo also sending pictures. I was told from Blue 
Buffalo that it's to much fat in the food and not to give the dog the thick white stuff. It's 
impossible to pick the thick white stuff out of the food. I should not have to pick gunk out from 
dog food before feeding

EON‐490871 5/26/2022 13:24 Purina Dog Chow-complete 
adult with real beef

After 3 days of starting this food, our dog has had diarrhea and vomited until we stopped 
giving the food two days later. Our smaller dog refuses to eat it altogether.

13 Years Pit Bull Dog 100 Pound

EON‐490866 5/26/2022 12:56 Chicken & Turkey recipe in 
Tasty Gravy

Purchased 2x24 cans cat food on Amazon, when started to use them some of the (7) were 
liquid, soup like and rest of them were like dense pate , product have UPC number 
840243101870, made by Blue Wilderness "Wild Delights", 
Chicken & Turkey Recipe in Tasty Gravy - Flaked 5.5 oz.
expiration date august.29.2024, Lot : 20240829U 19:20 61WFTM3,
I still have 6 of those product, three of which appear to be liquified, 
I did contact seller Amazon, no response
Contacted manufacturer and on their request provided to them above info, offered to mail to 
them unopened product that is liquified and appear not to meet quality standard, since then 
no response (2 weeks), 
please advise, product is not for consumption and I did not gave it to our cats(two), product is 
stenchy and not as other of the same cans I have opened, out of 24 cans opened 7 that were 
stenchy and liquified which I discarded, used 11 that were good, still have three unopened 
liquified cans(when shaken they produce sound like water is inside) and three cans with solid 
food inside, all of them factory sealed and willing to send them to authority for inspection, 
please advise
Sincerely, 
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EON‐490833 5/26/2022 1:04 PURINA FRISKIES PATE WET 
12 can case

it takes me a lot to get to the store personally because I'm blind and I was bedridden for 
months so this was the first time I was able to go out and I had no choice because I don't 
have support so I had to go get my cat food I went all the way to the store with an Uber get to 
the store purchase the items I need purchase that box of cat food and get home and I open it 
and I noticed how badly it smelled the minute I opened the plastic it was so bad it smells as if 
I was surrounded by cadavers or baking meat that had been sitting for days when I 
proceeded to open the package I seen that there was a leak in there immediately I pulled my 
hand back and there was cat food that got all over my hands which couldn't be possible 
because you're not supposed to be open their cans that have to be lifted by tab and then 
pulled back to be open I didn't understand how it was open I don't know if it was a razor Mark 
or what it was but it was open I'm sending a screenshots my cat hadn't eaten for a day and a 
half and when I got home I was exhausted the whole point being is that I spent all time and 
energy to try to get this done not to mention money to get there and money back and buying 
the product in my cat sat there and sniffed the box as I tried to open it pretty pitiful because 
she didn't care at that point she was just hungry I couldn't give it to her now I have to wait to 
try to get back out again we don't have delivery in my area I live in a rural community so this 
was one opportunity I had

EON‐490831 5/26/2022 0:20 Purina One Chicken and Rice 
Formula

I opened our new bag of Purina One dry chicken and rice formula dog food and it had live 
larvae inside.

EON‐490830 5/26/2022 0:04 Special Kitty Complete Nutrition 
Cat Food

Purchased Special Kith Complete Nutrition Cat Food and within one week, 4 cats are dead, 2 
are almost dead and 4 are acting funny and lethargic.

Unknown Cat

EON‐490806 5/25/2022 16:48 Purina Pro Plan Sport 30/20 
Chicken & Rice and Purina Pro 
Allan Sensitive Skin & Stomach 
Salmon & Rice.

My dogs were slowly transitioned to purina pro plan. One became sick immediately, the 
others became ill in the following days and weeks while still on proplan as more proplan was 
added and less of the old food was subtracted. All dogs became ill with vomiting and 
diarrhea, two nearly died as a result of repetitive vomiting and dehydration, and 5 required 
hospitalization, medications to stop vomiting and diarrhea and rehydrating fluids. I was in 
touch with animal poison control on multiple occasions and they along with our vet 
determined the purina pro plan to most likely be the issue. Poison control
Advised that I report the issue to the FDA.

Years Dachshund - 
Standard Long-
haired

Dog 12 Pound

EON‐490802 5/25/2022 16:28 Earthborn Holistics Vomiting started May 5th then the dog became lethargic and less active. Came into our clinic 
) May 12th. Was gagging and vomiting all week prior to the visit 

(5/5-5/12). Dog is a farm dog and was healthy up until this point. No unknown ingestion that 
the owner was aware of. Radiographs showed gas bubbles in the intestines and had mild 
dilation. Bloodwork showed stress leukogram and slightly decreased Cl and K+, everything 
else was unremarkable. Administered barium and did a barium study - was unable to do 
repeat radiographs in the morning to see how the barium went through the intestines since 
the dog ended up passing away overnight.

6 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Dutch

Dog 60 Pound
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EON‐490787 5/25/2022 15:00 Go! Solutions Carnivore Grain 
Free Chicken Turkey + Duck 
Recipie

2 cats have been extremely ill requiring hospitalization, ultrasounds and blood work. One of 
them is still hospitalized 4 days later. The only common denominator is the food they ate. 
Both cats are refusing to eat or drink, vomiting clear liquid, bloody diarrhea and dehydration. 
One cat has been on 50ml of fluids per/hr for 4 days. Household doesn't contain live plants or 
other toxins that are known. Cat's are indoors. Urine and fecal cultures have come back 
negative for parasites, bacterium or viruses that could have led to this issue. Ultrasounds 
report that the intestinal wall of the cat is inflamed and possibly attributed to IBD, however 
that was a potential diagnosis because no other diagnosis could be made definitively. In 
other words it was diagnosis based on lack of a reasoning. 

A few days later a different cat became ill while the first was hospitalized with the same 
symptoms.

4 Years Bengal Cat 11 Pound

EON‐490769 5/25/2022 13:40 ALL dry dog foods have copper 
sulfate/proteinate which has 
been proven to cause CST 
especially in Labradors but all 
breeds starting to be affected by 
it. I have fed multiple different 
foods.

 contracted Copper Storage Disease approximately 3/2022. She was DNA tested a 
carrier/not affected. Approximately 4 weeks post breeding she stopped wanting to eat and I 
attributed it to being pregnant. Didn't get better after 2-3 days and did blood test. ALT over 
800+ then did Copper Serum test and normal range is .2-.8 but she was 1.4, highly toxic. Put 
her on Denamarin and D-Penicillamine but health deteriorated. Approx 2 weeks after 
whelping I took her to emergency and they did ultrasound. Liver enlarged, Pancreas had 
adema and intestines enlarged and swollen, ALT now over 1200. Had to Euthenize her. 
Approximately 20 +/- years ago ALL dog food companies switched from Copper Oxide to 
Copper Sulfate because it was cheaper. Their greed is causing MANY dogs, especially 
Labradors to die from CST. Here is just one of MANY links regarding this problem. 

he says the excess amount,-associated 
hepatopathy (CAH). I implore the FDA to require ALL dog food companies to stop using 
Copper Sulfate and/or Copper Proteinate in their formulas and switch back to Copper Oxide.

2 Years Retriever - 
Labrador

Dog 60 Pound

EON‐490765 5/25/2022 13:24 ALL dry dog foods contain 
Copper Sulfate/Proteinate which 
has been proven to cause CST 
in Labradors. I have fed Victor 
Purina Exceed Chicken Soup 
for Dog Lover's Soul etc

 contracted Copper Storage Disease approximately 1/2012 Before she showed signs 
of this disease, I had never heard of CST before and neither had many breeders I had asked 
about it. By the time she showed any symptoms, it was too late to save her as it had 
escalated to Pancreatitis then Diabetes which ended her life. Approximately 20 +/- years ago 
ALL dog food companies switched from Copper Oxide to Copper Sulfate because it was 
cheaper. Their greed is causing MANY dogs, especially Labradors to die from CST. Here is 
just one of MANY links regarding this problem. 

he says the excess amount,-associated 
hepatopathy (CAH). I implore the FDA to require ALL dog food companies to stop using 
Copper Sulfate and/or Copper Proteinate in their formulas and switch back to Copper Oxide.

2 Years Retriever - 
Labrador

Dog 70 Pound
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EON‐490759 5/25/2022 13:08 ALL dry dog foods contain 
Copper Sulfate/Proteinate. I 
have used many different 
brands. Victor Purina Chicken 
Soup for Dog Lover's Soul 
Exceed etc.

 contracted Copper Storage Disease approximately 7/2014. Before he showed signs 
of this disease, I had never heard of CST before and neither had many breeders I had asked 
about it. By the time he showed any symptoms, it was too late to save him. Approximately 20 
+/- years ago ALL dog food companies switched from Copper Oxide to Copper Sulfate 
because it was cheaper. Their greed is causing MANY dogs, especially Labradors to die from 
CST. Here is just one of MANY links regarding this problem. 

he says the excess amount,-associated 
hepatopathy (CAH). I implore the FDA to require ALL dog food companies to stop using 
Copper Sulfate and/or Copper Proteinate in their formulas and switch back to Copper Oxide.

7.5 Years Retriever - 
Labrador

Dog 85 Pound

EON‐490725 5/25/2022 10:00 Hepato TruBenefits  veterinarian recommended  Hepato TruBenefits on 2/24/2022. The owner 
reported administering the Hepato TruBenefits, but discontinued use on 3/11/22 because 

 had been drinking more water than usual. The owner had planned to follow up with 
her veterinarian at that time. On  the owner called to report that  passed 
away, she believed he went into cardiac arrest. The owner indicated she did not want a 
veterinarian or any staff from follow up with her.  recommended following up with 
her recommending veterinarian.

10 Years Terrier 
(unspecified)

Dog 16 Pound

EON‐490715 5/25/2022 9:44 Purina Cat Chow Naturals 
Original

We discovered a live maggot in our Purina Cat Chow Naturals bag. It is a new bag of cat 
food.

EON‐490699 5/25/2022 1:44 Canidae All Life Stages Light 
Lamb and Rice Diamond 
Naturals Lamb and Rice Flint 
River Ranch Lamb and Brown 
Rice

My dog , 8 years old, rough coat collie, has been diagnosed with Copper Storage 
Disease. During his 8 years of life we have fed him premium dog food from Flint River Ranch 
Lamb and Brown Rice, Canidae All Life Stages Lamb and Rice, Diamond Naturals Lamb and 
Rice, Salmon treats from Trader Joes and other places, and lots of different training treats. 
Last year (2021) his liver values increased sharply leading us to biopsy his liver. The biopsy 
showed he had moderate amounts of Copper in his liver. His report is available for your 
perusal. He is currently on Penicillimine 400mg 2x day, Ursodiol 250mg 1x day, Denosyl 425 
1x day and Vitamin E 1X day. We switched to Royal Canin Hepatic diet and most recently 
changed Just Food For Dogs Hepatic formula. Ursodiol made the biggest difference. I have 
two mini dachshunds who currently have no liver issues at all and ate the same food as 

. It's taken 8 months and several thousands of dollars worth of treatment and 
medications and very expensive dog food, to reduce the inflammation and copper 
accumulation in his liver, which I believe, may be due to added copper in processed dog 
foods.

8 Years Collie - Rough-
haired

Dog 61 Pound

EON‐490654 5/24/2022 14:16 Purina beneful chopped blends 
wet food

I was feeding her purina beneful chopped blends wet food she was great then she start 
having uncontrollable diarrhea with blood vomiting blood, and seizures

2 Month
s

Chihuahua Dog 1.5 Pound
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EON‐490638 5/24/2022 12:16 ACANA Wild Atlantic Grain Free 
High Protein Freeze-Dried 
Coated Fish Dry Dog Food

My dog was born in June 2015. He was a happy puppy and grew up to be a healthy dog. For 
a long time I was feeding him Merrick dog food. In November 2020 I started giving him 
Acana.

Last year we started noticing that he was loosing his energy. When we took him for a walk he 
would walk behind us. He still loved going out so we thought it was just him getting older. 

Three weeks ago he stopped eating his breakfast, and he began coughing throughout the 
day/night. He would only eat his food if we mixed it with some gravy and the cough never 
stopped. The previous weekend we were camping and while we were walking/hiking he 
wasn't able to keep up with us anymore, and eventually he could not walk so we to carry him 
to the car. We took him to the emergency room and he died there. The doctor said based on 
the symptoms we reported and the condition in which he was in that it was DCM. She asked 
if we were giving him grain free food. We were. Then I found all these articles about Acana 
and other grain free dog food brands which might linked to this disease. 

I have never before heard about the DCM before. There are literally thousands of dog foods 
out in the market and if this was more known in the community the owners could at least 
switch the food before it's too late. Unfortunately it is mostly just the owners whose dogs had 
died who know about this issue. 

Please do something about this!

6 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 52 Pound

EON‐490637 5/24/2022 12:04 Milk Bone brushing chews 
Large

After having one large size Milk Bone dental chew has bright red blood dome size in stool 
yesterday and today.

4 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 85 Pound

EON‐490619 5/24/2022 9:48 Jif Creamy Peanut Butter We put 2 tbsp or so of the now recalled JIF peanut butter in his Kong which he then ate. 
Later, he began throwing up at 5:00AM on Tuesday, May 17th and continued to vomit at least 
5 times before 7:00AM. It continued throughout the day where he was taken to the urgent vet 
who ran x-rays to determine if it was a blockage, but nothing was showing up as blocking so 
they suspected severe hemorrhaging gastroenteritis from something he ate. He continued 
throwing up multiple times an hour, not keeping down any water, which then escalated to 
including blood-filled diarrhea to which I then took him back to the emergency vet for him to 
be hospitalized. It was the only option due to the severe fluid loss and lack of improvement. 
He was hospitalized for over 36 hours and put on IV antibiotics, fluids, nausea medicine, pain 
medicine, and more. He improved after the 36 hours of medicines and was sent home with 
continued treatment to be completed at home.

11 Month
s

Mixed (Dog) Dog 60 Pound

EON‐490612 5/24/2022 9:24 Purina Dog Chow I purchased Purina Chicken Dog Chow around 9pm Friday May 20th From The Family Dollar 
Retail Store near My residents before consuming this productive my dog very active alert. 
After being on this diet for less than 48 hrs my dog began to vomit and bleed from his anus. 
An emergency vet was called out and said that my dog could have possibly eaten 
contaminated food

2 Years American Pit Bull 
Terrier

Dog 38 Pound
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EON‐490575 5/23/2022 19:04 Study # EH032022DDDTVIHUT
Product case 789
Adult Dry: Beef Pea Brown rice
distributed by: C+R Research
cr.support@crresearch.com
8669262375

Presented with bloody diarrhea, hospitalized for treatment of Septic HGE. No other known 
health conditions. Died 4 days post presentation of Sepsis. 
Complete medical record available upon request.

5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 22 Kilogram

EON‐490552 5/23/2022 16:48 I and love and you Baked and 
Saucy beef and sweet potato

Dog became extremely sick after eating the dog food. She was lethargic for days. She had 
diarrhea and frequent heaving. It did not occur to me that the food was the culprit as that is 
the only brand of dog food we have used until I realized she refused to eat the food after 
getting sick. The brand is the same as her usual food but not the type. This was the first she 
had eaten the “baked and saucy.” Various reviews on the website claim the same issues 
occurring.

17 Month
s

Dachshund - 
Miniature

Dog 10 Pound

EON‐490362 5/22/2022 11:00 Diamond puppy I purchased a 40lb bag of Diamond Dog food from Tractor Supply, both dogs have been 
eating Diamond puppy food their entire life, I have never changed their food. After giving the 
dogs this food from this particular bag, they started vomiting, diarrhea, lethargic, and not 
wanting to eat. I didn’t realize it was the food for about a week. To check to see if it was 
possibly the food, I bought them another bag, a 20lb bag this time. They were excited to eat 
it. The vomiting stopped, they got their energy back, and are no longer sick. I sent Diamond 
an email to inform them of the issue, but they have not responded.

9 Month
s

Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 85 Pound
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EON‐490341 5/22/2022 0:16 Hill's Prescription Diet k/d 
Kidney Care Chicken and 
Vegetable Stew Dog Food

 was brought to  on 1/6/2022 because of arthritic signs noticed 
with his back and to have his anal glands expressed.  suggested bloodwork, 
which was agreed to. After receiving  bloodwork results a week later, the vet 
discussed his levels indicate kidney issues which we were fully aware of. Due to this, instead 
of recommending an NSAID for  suggested he take a steroid for 
any spine discomfort and switch his food to Hill's Prescription Diet k/d Kidney Care with Dog 
Food as it was suggested that he be on a kidney friendly diet. Friday January 14, 2022 A 
prescription for the dog food at  was filled onsite.  devoured the 
food on 1/17/2022, and small amounts on 1/18/2022 and about 24-36 hours after the initial 
digestion, the dog totally stopped eating and would not go near anything that resembled this 
new prescription food. On 1/20  was taken back to the Vet and they were advised of his 
symptoms (lethargic, inability to eat, dehydrated, vomiting, diarrhea) and they provided fluids 
and anti nausea medication to continue to administer at home and was told to adhere to a 
bland diet. That evening he would still not touch soft food but he managed to eat some hard 
parcels of food after receiving the medication that day. On Friday he was not himself, and 
Saturday morning 1/22/2022 we rushed him back to  as his balance 
was off, he appeared to be fainting, very lethargic and overall not well.  initially was 
advising us that he could likely receive fluids and go home until it was demanded that he be 
given further attention as he appeared poisoned after eating this dog food and he was 
declining at a rapid rate.  made the decision to keep him as an in patient for the day 
and later called on January 22, 2022 to advise us that  needs to be transferred to 

 speciality animal hospital for 24 hour care and it was going to be paid for by  
 herself.  arrived that evening at  with hopeful intentions and within 

days he developed a heart murmur, heart failure, organ failure and more. He was a dog that 
had minor concerns, overly inquisitive parents and it appears that the care prescribed and 
potentially the DOG FOOD appeared to poison  and cause for a rapid decline.

14 Years Pinscher - 
Miniature

Dog 20 Pound

EON‐490300 5/21/2022 9:08 Blue Buffalo Life Protection 
Formula Adult Chicken and 
Brown Rice Recipe

I went camping with my dog, , and realized I forgot her dog food. I stopped in  
 to grab dog food and got a bag of Blue Buffalo, which I normally have. She developed 

diarrhea and vomiting after eating it. I thought she got the illness from something else along 
the way. 2 weeks later, after her food at home was finished, I started back with the bag I had 
bought in . She developed same symptoms of diarrhea and vomiting.

10 Years Australian Kelpie Dog 160 Pound

EON‐490278 5/20/2022 18:04 Victor Senior Weight 
Management

I had purchased 3 15lb bags of Victor Senior. After using about half of what I bought, I found 
mold in the dog foo md container and in my dogs food dish
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EON‐490216 5/19/2022 19:24 PetAg PetLac Kitten Milk 
Replacement (powder form)

3 Days Unknown Cat 160 GramI foster newborn kittens for a non-profit rescue organization and have fostered almost 100 
kittens over the past 5 years and recently had an unusually high number of kitten deaths all 
in a row. Between the end of March through mid April, 9 kittens from 3 separate litters, each 
litter kept separate from each other, all died after they were fed kitten formula from the same 
can of PetAg brand PetLac powder version of Kitten Milk Replacer. Only 2 remaining kittens 
survived after switching to a different can of kitten milk replacer after realizing the milk was 
the only thing the litters of kittens had in common. Although newborn orphaned kittens are 

known to have lower survival rate, 9 in a row out of 11 kittens total is very unusual especially 
for an experienced bottle feeder and it didn’t seem coincidental that the last two kittens 

thrived after switching to a different product after their 3 siblings had just passed away and 6 
other kittens before that.

The kittens came to me as healthy 2-4 day old newborns and over the course of 2-3 days 
they would slowly decline, begin refusing to nurse well then eventually refusing food at all 

which required me to tube feed every 1.5-2 hours and subcutaneous fluids every 8 hours but 
to no avail. The kittens would continue to decline and show some slight neurological 

symptoms and extreme lethargy and inability to keep their temperature up despite being in 
an incubator at 90°F. Once a kitten is truly moribund and mouth breathing they are unable to 
continue being tube fed at which point they would receive Karo syrup on their gums every 3 

minutes to try to stabilize and keep their blood sugar up until they are stable enough to digest 
food. The kittens never made it out of this stage as it is very difficult to bring a kitten back 

from being in that state without knowing/actively treating the underlying cause. The kittens all 
had blue swollen abdomens in this stage until death, which I’ve been told is bleeding and 
bruising due to sepsis. 2 of the 9 kittens who passed also got swollen paws, likely cellulitis 

secondary to sepsis. 1 of the 9 kittens had symptoms of pulmonary edema, blood tinged pink 
fluid coming from the mouth and nose shortly before dying. The kittens would one by one be 
in this moribund stage for up to 12 hours before dying despite constant 24/7 care receiving 

tube feeding and fluids until I switched formula. The 2 kittens from who survived from the 3rd 
litter bounced back immediately after changing formula and continue to do very well. 

I can submit a separate report for each of the 9 kittens who died if needed/asked but their 
stories are almost identical and likely redundant aside from date of death as they died on 

different days in that period of time.
I have contacted the manufacturer who asked for the information on the can for their own 

private testing purposes and I gave them the information on the can but have not heard back 
as of yet.

I am also wondering if this could have any possible connection to the recent human infant 
powder formula recalls going on as well as it could be possible for the companies to have 
ingredients in common from atheism same source/another manufacturer they may have in 
common although I would have no way to know where the companies source each of their 

ingredients or if they may have received ingredients from the same batch of a certain 
ingredient, etc.
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EON‐490211 5/19/2022 18:04 Taste of the Wild PREY Turkey 
Limited Ingredient Recipe Dry 
Dog Food

 was eating Taste of the Wild Prey turkey/lentil grain free diet for the 4 years O had her. 
No previous medical issues or conditions. Pet started coughing intermittently a few weeks 
ago, and then 2-3 days prior to presenting at  on 5/15/22, pet was 
lethargic, not eating, and breathing fast. Pet was diagnosed with DCM and subsequent 
congestive heart failure based on thoracic radiographs and echo by a boarded cardiologist at 

 Pet was started on medications, supplements and diet was 
changed but after a couple of days pet's condition declined and O elected humane 
euthanasia.

4 Years Shepherd 
(unspecified)

Dog 67 Pound

EON‐490201 5/19/2022 15:40 Good n fun Purchased good and fun triple kabobs 5 pack at dollar general. Treats were moldy. Returned 
them to store for exchange but all the bags they had were molded also.

EON‐490154 5/19/2022 8:48 Purina Proplan Food has large bits of unchewable food which expands in water. Both dogs were throwing up. 
We initially thought they were eating too much, then Sandy threw up a huge 1 inch bollis ball 
of the food. I examined it. It would not separate. It was like a marshmallow, but harder. I then 
experimented by putting a piece in water, and it swelled up the same way.  had been 
choking. Purina Pro plan purchased from Chewy. Estimated date below

4 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 90 Pound

EON‐490141 5/19/2022 0:48 Chewmasters Steakhouse Beef 
Stix

Dog is on regular diet, only new item is the Chewmasters Steakhouse Beef Stixs. Dog began 
to have loose stool, explosive diarrhea andvommiting. I stopped feeding him the treats with 
no other changes. Symptoms have gone away.

10 Month
s

Mixed (Dog) Dog 80 Pound

EON‐490123 5/18/2022 16:44 Hill’s K/D prescription diet My dog was put on the Hills K/D prescription dry food in 2021. Her kidney function did not 
seem to improve much, maybe worse. I am waiting for medical records to compare. In May 
2022, I went to the vet to buy more of this food. I was offered a free bag that had been 
opened and returned from another pet owner, due to the recent passing of their dog. After a 
week, maybe less of eating the food from this bag, my dog would barely eat it anymore. She 
had weight loss, upset stomach, decreased energy, and eventually wouldn’t even drink 
water. We took her to the vet, which resulted in finding that she had bleeding masses on her 
spleen and kidney. Spleen was removed. She seemed to be doing ok, and then died the next 
day after eating the food again. She had not eaten the food for at least 2 days prior to the day 
she passed away. I felt it was odd that another dog had died as well after eating the same 
food from the same bag. I understand this could be a coincidence, as these dogs did have 
kidney problems, per the reason they were on this diet, however, after researching myself, I 
found many articles with other pet owners losing their dogs after eating this food.

8 Years Terrier - Bull - 
Staffordshire

Dog

EON‐490117 5/18/2022 16:04 Hill's Science Diet Adult 7+ 
Indoor Chicken Recipe Dry Cat 
Food

I poured some Hill’s Science Diet Adult 7+ Indoor Chicken dry cat food into my cats bowl and 
there was a small piece of bone mixed in with the food. The piece was about ¼ to 3/8 inch in 
size and since it was cooked it has very sharp edges. If my either of my cats ate this I believe 
it would have likely caused some harm to their digestive system. 
The cat food was delivered from chewy online store and was delivered Fri April 15 2022 it 
was a 15.5 lb bag
The only identifying printed markings on the bag were the use by date of 12/23 followed by 
K0470449 063
i still have the bone piece and the bag
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EON‐490050 5/17/2022 18:12 Acana grain free red meat ranch 
raised beef Yorkshire pork 
grass fed lamb dry dog food. 
Acana Appalachian ranch grain 
free high protein freeze dried 
coated beef pork lamb bison 
and fish fry dog food.

Started with a cough 4/18, respiratory distress and fluid overload over the next 4 weeks 
leading to hospitalization for heart failure.

8 Years Bullmastiff Dog 147 Pound

EON‐490049 5/17/2022 18:12 Pure Bites freeze dried chicken 
breast dog treats

Sprinkled the freeze dried chicken on dry dog food and  was the only one who ate it. 
She began vomiting within 2 hours and continued for an hour.

4.4 Years Shih Tzu Dog 12 Pound

EON‐490039 5/17/2022 15:32 Orijen Six Fish Cat Food This is what I sent to Orijen Food. who is under In the Six Fish Cat 
Food,ref:_00DE0dSBp._5002S1Rm0gT:ref

We kept noticing orange specks in some the the kibble. as we got to the bottom of the bag 
we found a bright orange very hard plastic like piece, along with more kibble with the same in 

it.
code stamped on package 302E374-2014E BB16 JUL 2023 22:01JS UPC 0 6499220340 5
We have another bag we haven't opened yet they have diff codes but worried it may be the 

same? 302E374-2017E BB19JUL 2023 14:27AS
Let alone I would like to know what my Cat ate all this time?

On May 11, 20222 after sending pictures I received this.
Customer Care customercare@championpetfoods.comHide

To
Hi ,

Thank you very much for taking the time to send me the pictures of the lot information and 
plastic piece. I will be starting a Quality Assurance case and once I hear back from them I will 

let you know their findings. 
In the meantime, if you are worried about the other bag of food, you can try to return it to your 

retailer with the receipt for an exchange or refund, depending on their individual policies. If 
you do have any issues with this, I am happy to assist as well. 

Please let me know if you have any other questions and thank you again for taking the time 
to reach out to us.

Warm regards,
Celina

Customer Care
Champion Petfoods LP 
Toll Free 877-939-0006

#301, 1103 95 St. SW | Edmonton, AB, Canada | T6X 0P8

Problem started ? I know noticed orange specs around April 11th
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EON‐489975 5/16/2022 21:04 "Happy Hips Grilled Strips" I gave both of my retreivers 3 pieces of "Happy Hips" dog treats for 2 days. (from Whitebridge 
Pet Brands) They both became ill with diarrea. One of my dogs,  went on to become 
seriously ill. Bright red blood was squirting out of his rear. He stopped eating. I took him 
immediately to the vet. I explained that this product must have caused his illness because he 
was confined to the deck because of a sprained front paw. He could only eat what was 
controlled. The vet gave me antibiotics, but not enough I believe. He increasingly became 
more ill. When I took him back in the vet 3 days later, his kidneys were so damaged by 
infection, he had to be euthanized. I believe the vet did not understand what happened to 
him. I believe his colon was shredded and damaged by this product and became so infected, 
the small amount of anitibiotics was not enough. I have an X-ray of his damaged colon. The 
vet is afraid to admit she did wrong.

8 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 120 Pound

EON‐489970 5/16/2022 17:44 sportmix cat food original recipe we started noticing she was loosing hair after picking up this food at store (her first time 
eating this)

5 Years Domestic 
Longhair

Cat 12 Pound

EON‐489932 5/16/2022 13:16 ZIGNATURE TURKEY 
FORMULA DOG FOOD
Best by: OCT 12 2023
Lot: 10322PZTD
PD 04/14/22 LE 1552

Twice now, I've gotten zignature turkey food and fed her a fresh bag. As soon as she has 
food from the new bag she has severe diarrhea and vommiting. The first time it happened 
(about 6 mo ago), I switched to a new bag and the symptoms stopped immediately. This 
happened again now (5/16/22), so i'm filing a report.

7 Years Pit Bull Dog 60 Pound

EON‐489923 5/16/2022 11:44 Nutro Natural Choice chicken 
and brown rice recipe small 
breed adult dog

This is my dog's normal food. We opened a new bag on 5/11 and mixed it in with what was 
left of the prior bag. (I store it in a plastic container.) After eating in the morning, he had 
diarrhea within 90 minutes, but didn't seem sick through the day. After having it for dinner, he 
had diarrhea all night (outside at least 12 times over the next 16 hours, visibly straining and 
cramping as the night went on, and he'd mostly purged what was in his system, but was still 
trying to go). The next day and a half, I fed only rice and pumpkin, and he had a normal stool 
mid-day 5/13. I gave him a little bit of kibble with pumpkin that night for dinner, and he had 
diarrhea again pretty soon after, which again continued through the night. I bought a new bag 
of different dog food, switched back to pumpkin and rice, and started introducing the new 
kibble with pumpkin at night on 5/14. He did have some diarrhea with the new food, but much 
less severe. (Not fully liquid, more normal color, less frequent, never seemed to be straining 
to go or cramping up after he'd gone.) He had a normal stool yesterday, and didn't get us up 
in the middle of the night for the first time since this began. We have not given him any more 
of the Nutro kibble since 5/13.

2 Years Schnauzer - 
Miniature

Dog 18 Pound
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EON‐489910 5/16/2022 7:56 Pedigree Chopped Ground 
Dinner Chicken & Rice

I immediately.noticed the wet food was very hard toward the bottom, however, I dismissed it 
believing perhaps somehow it did not get mixed well at the factory. While it had somewhat of 
an odor, it was not necessarily foul, just seemed a little "off" or a little like "this could just be 
the smell.of this flavor", and so I mixed the food to break up the harder portion of it and fed it 
to my dog. I did not observe anything that could have caused the hard texture and assumed 
it was "just a weird flukey thing". Withing 30 minutes she had a large explosive diarrhea 
episode extremely foul in odor. She began panting a little bit. Took her outside. She had 
another explosive foul smelling episode of diarrhea that is very watery in consistency. My 
other dog who did not consume wet pedigree is fine and has no symptoms. I gave him only 
some dry Beneful brand food.  started panting a little bit once back inside but laid down 
and went to sleep the rest of the night. She awoke me at 6am today panting at the door 
which is not her usual behavior. She had a third episode of explosive diarrhea that's orange 
in color. All three episodes have resulted very orange colored poop. If she does not improve 
here forward we will be heading to the veterinarian office to avoid dehydration or other 
issues.

6 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 85 Pound

EON‐489902 5/16/2022 1:56 Authority® Skin & Coat Dog 
Jerky Treat - Chicken

Dog faced renal failure issues post consumption of this treat 2 Years Carolina Dog Dog 54 Pound

EON‐489880 5/15/2022 14:40 Kirkland Nature's Domain 
Salmon Meal & Sweet Potato 
Dog Food.

Shortly after we bought the Costco Blue bag Kirkland Nature's Domain Salmon Meal & Sweet 
Potato Dog food, 35 pound bag our dog stopped eating and had yellow diarrhea. We had 
blood test run at  and they were normal. The did a 
fecal PCR and found Clostridium Perfringens in her stool. We took her off the Costco food. 
We thought maybe it wasn't the Costco food and slowly introduced the food again. I gave her 
less that a cup the other day and the yellow diarrhea is already back. We plan on eliminating 
this for from her diet. We have a sample of the dog food if you need it. We do not have the 
original bag, but Costco tracks food we purchase.

5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 80 Pound

EON‐489817 5/13/2022 21:48 Wellness Signature Selects 
Flaked Skipjack Tuna & Wild 
Salmon Entree in Broth

Cat vomited violently and repeatedly immediate after consuming product 11 Years Domestic 
Shorthair

Cat 9 Pound

EON‐489814 5/13/2022 20:48 Members mark exceed grain 
free dry dog food wild caught 
salmon and pea 30 lb

Purchased new bag of sam's club dog food (members mark salmon and pea) first 2 days 
 began having explosive diarrhea. He began vomiting the next 3 days. Gave him 

pumpkin only for 1 week and he began to feel better and stool hardened up. He stopped 
throwing up and had more energy. Started him back on the dry food from the same bag and 
he had the same symptoms for 2 days. Switched again to pumpkin for 1 week and the 
symptoms left. Tried once more with the dry food and the same symptoms occured. I gave 
him pumpkin again to help him get back to normal which happened in 3 days. I purchased a 
new bag of members mark salmon and pea and began giving it to him and he has not had 
any issues since.  has been eating this dog food for over 7 years with no issues. I still 
have the bag of food if anyone wants to test it for disease.

9 Years Poodle 
(unspecified)

Dog 72 Pound

EON‐489787 5/13/2022 18:04 Good-n-fun triple kabobs On it around , was given treats made by Spectrum brands, as Good n Fun triple 
treat kabobs. Shortly after  became ill, with vomiting and lethargy. She stopped eating 
and started dying. 
These treats turned moldy, we have no doubt this is what caused her untimely demise. She 
ingested and was poisoned by these moldy treats.
We had no choice but to euthanize her to end her suffering.

9 Years Terrier - Bull - 
Staffordshire

Dog 56 Pound
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EON‐489771 5/13/2022 15:36 Blue Buffalo small breed adult 
chicken and brown rice recipe

I fed him Blue Buffalo for majority of the years I've owned him. I've had him for 4 years. He 
now has dilated cardiomyopathy, and researching brought me to some information on the 
FDA investigating certain diets linked to the condition. I strongly believe Blue Buffalo is the 
cause of my dog's DCM. I'm struggling to cope with the knowledge that, while believing I was 
doing something good for him, I was unknowingly giving him a food that potentially led to a 
disease that will very likely take his life. His medications can only buy him some time, not 
cure. I don't want more dogs to go through this, I don't want more owners to go through this.

12 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 22 Pound

EON‐489756 5/13/2022 13:16 Pedigree steak flavor for adult 
dogs

I opened a brand new bag of Pedigree steak flavored adult dog food after running out.  
has eaten this his entire adult life. For the last week he has experienced diarrhea and 
vomiting multiple times a day. His stomach is rumbling and making distressed sounds. I've 
confirmed he hasn't gotten into anything and nothing else has changed.

7.5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 30 Pound

EON‐489751 5/13/2022 13:08 Abound Lamb Rice & Avacado 
Recipe

 uncharacteristically hesitated before slowly eating her newly purchased dog food. A 
few hours later she was vomiting and was lethargic. She refused the food the following 
morning but accepted other food. The purchased food is Abound Lamb, rice, and avocado 
recipe with an expiration date of APL 12 2023.

10 Years Retriever - Golden Dog

EON‐489739 5/13/2022 11:52 Orijen senior dog food  began to lose weight really fast, he started having diarrhea. He began to look 
disoriented, weaving in-and-out, sensitivity to fast movements, bloating of stomach, vomiting, 
walking unbalanced/ falling over and his head drooped low. His ears turned reddish and had 
fever. He was lethargic and shaking all over. The lab work detected elevated liver enzymes 
and white blood cell count.

11 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 15 Pound

EON‐489737 5/13/2022 11:20 Clinical nutrition hills 
prescription diet feline i/d 3392 
exact ifo on can 03 2024 
T1842228A 049 28182 came 24 
in case seven left has been 
eating kidney values detected 
illness

Fresh undented sealed can of prescription cat food has black stuff in it. Don't know what it is 
or if it is cause of recent health issuse.

EON‐489695 5/12/2022 18:36 Blue Buffalo Life Protection 
Healthy weight adult Chicken 
brow rice Dry

Changed my Dogs food Thinking i was giving then a better food. Put all three of them on it 
they had it a few days they got so sick profusely started throwing up and had diarrhea 
painting not breathing right couldn't walk wouldn't eat or drink all three of them at the same 
time Took  to the vet and she was in ICU FOR 4 DAYS  came home over the 
weekend having to eat with a syringe she was fighting to live but she couldn't They all were 
Poisoned and  died  A horrible death not being able to breathing All the 
way to tears in her eyes These are Healthy Happy dogs always at their vet to make sure they 
are always heathy They are inside dogs and always are attended when they are outside

11 Years Siberian Husky Dog 83 Pound

EON‐489675 5/12/2022 14:32 Milk Bone brushing chews After giving him , a chew, he started with diarrhea every 2 to 3 hours
And you  by next day vomiting! We noticed in his vomit a very hard knob
From the dental stick! He continued working the diarrhea for another day & refuse to
Eat or drink water & became very nostalgic! We rushed him to our vet,  

 The next morning! I they X-ray his abdomen & could clearly see the bone
Obstruction! He was admitted to his the hospital & placed on An IV! If this does not pass
An operation may be necessary! It will s touch & go @ his age! No pet should ever suffer 
This product! It should be removed from the market immediately! I have notified Milk Bone
This day 5/12/2022

11 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 76 Pound
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EON‐489625 5/12/2022 0:16 Healthy Select Millet I placed an order of Healthy Select Millets on petco's app around a week ago and when I 
open the bag after I received, the millets smelled moldy. I give some to her on Thursday and 
obviously she doesn’t like it. However she only want millets as food and my home just had 
nothing but that brand, she have to eat those millets on Friday. On Friday night around 8:00, 
she started vomiting and spitting out almost everything she put in her mouth. I was terrified 
and immediately checked all the food. Everything else in her diet remained the same except 
Healthy Select millets. A day after I stopped giving her millets, her condition improved and 
she began to eat and defecate normally. I was afraid it would get worse (as we all know birds 
hide their illnesses), so I took her to the vet. Crop swab and stool tests showed no yeast in 
her gut. Both the doctor and I suspected that Healthy Select's Millets were causing her 
vomiting.

8 Month
s

Cockatiel 80 Gram

EON‐489592 5/11/2022 14:44 Ashland farms filet mig in flavor 
premium dog food in savory 
juices 3.5oz

Since I started feeding my dog 2 days ago Ashland farms soft food he has been sick having 
diarrhea and blood in his poop????

10 Years Chihuahua Dog 7 Pound

EON‐489559 5/11/2022 9:48 Purina ProPlan Adult Complete 
Essentials (cat). Chicken & Egg 
Formula

Purina ProPlan Adult Essentials Dry Cat food 6lb bag is mislabeled. It says Chicken & Egg 
Formula/Formule Poulet et Riz. This is incorrectly translated in French as Riz is Rice NOT 
Egg.

EON‐489538 5/10/2022 22:12 Diamond Natural Extreme 
Athlete Adult Dog Chicken and 
Rice Formula

Diamond Natural Extreme Athlete Adult Dog Chicken and Rice Formula (Barcode: 
74198609543) Purchased at Menards ) on Sunday 
5/8/22. Dog was fed dog food on 5/8/22 at 6pm and again on 5/9/22 at 5:30am. Dogs began 
to vomit and diarrhea starting 5/9/22 at approximately 5pm and has had 2 episodes of 
vomiting and 5 episodes of watery diarrhea.

1.5 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 75 Pound

EON‐489537 5/10/2022 22:00 Nature's Promise Free from 
synthetic colors artificial flavors 
Chicken Breast Jerky Tenders 
DOG TREATS NO POULTRY 
BY-PRODUCT MEAL

My father gave my dog a Nature's Promise Chicken Jerky for Skin & Coat treat at around 10 
pm. He had two normal bowel movements earlier in the day and had only eaten his normal 
dog food (last time had been around 6 pm). By 3 am,  was beginning to seem 
uncomfortable and in distress. He was whining so I walked him to the backyard to relieve 
himself. He had explosive diarrhea. Over the course of the day he vomited 6 times, had 
diarrhea 5 more times, was drooling excessively, could not urinate, was drinking water 
excessively, had no appetite, and was lethargic. I took him to his vet who administered a 
subdural fluid injection to rehydrate him. He had been 67 lbs one month earlier but after 
today was only 62.5 lbs. He is still very lethargic and has only slightly improved.

3 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 67 Pound

EON‐489535 5/10/2022 21:44 Purina Fancy Feast gravy 
lovers gourmet cat food
Chicken feast in grilled chicken 
flavor gravy

Diarrhea and vomiting for 5 days until a new batch of food was purchased 8 Years Domestic 
Shorthair

Cat

EON‐489498 5/10/2022 13:20 Hill's Science Diet
Savory Stew with Chicken and 
Vegetables
Small Paws
Adult 7+

I purchased wet dog food via auto-delivery. Last night when I went to feed my dog, ' I 
noticed the container was difficult to open, ONCE OPENED, THE WET FOOD WAS GREEN 
WITH MOLD. I was horrified and very upset. I took pictures of the label, date and the wet 
food. I have emailed Chewy.com via email including pictures. I also emailed Hill's Science 
Diet complaint forum.

EON‐489457 5/9/2022 23:44 Trader Joe's Chicken Breast 
Strips Dog Treats, Trader Joe's 
Chicken Strips Dog treats

Diarrhea after eating chicken strip dog treat 11 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 14 Pound
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EON‐489455 5/9/2022 23:40 Blue Wilderness High Protein 
Food for Dogs Rocky Mountain 
Recipe with Red Meat - Adult 
Healthy Weight

7 Years Sheepdog - 
Shetland

Dog 13.6 Kilogram a 7 year old male neutered Shetland Sheepdog, presented to  
 on  for evaluation of respiratory 

distress/lethargy.  reported that in November or December, began to get 
where he could only walk 1.5 miles on his walks, whereas he used to walk 3 miles with no 

difficulties. He also developed a cough around this time which was presumed to be allergies 
by his primary care veterinarian and Benadryl was suggested. He had bouts of diarrhea in 

November and January and has a history of vomiting roughly every 4 months. In January he 
began to eat feces, and he has always eaten cigarette butts.

On 3/21/22,  walked 3 blocks, lunged at another dog, then went limp with his back legs 
trembling and laid down. He also ate cigarette butts on this walk. He was taken to the 

veterinarian where hypoalbuminemia (1.4g/dL) and mild anemia (HCT of 32.8%) were noted. 
The hypoalbuminemia had been noted before on bloodwork. A dog chewable multivitamin 
was started with instructions to recheck in two weeks. The next day, began to cough 

more. On 3/24 the cough was more progressive, and  was taken back to the vet. Chest 
radiographs were performed and the primary veterinarian was concerned about pulmonary 

edema and heart disease and recommended an echocardiogram  was hospitalized 
overnight for medication and cage rest. He was discharged the next day and sent home with 

benazepril (0.5 mg/kg SID), atenolol (0.9 mg/kg BID), and
furosemide (1.4 mg/kg BID). The  declined echocardiogram at this time and  was 

instructed to return in 4-5 days for recheck.

 reported that  clinical status waxed and waned during the time before the 
recheck with the primary vet on  At this visit, no murmur was auscultated but quality of 

life issues were raised by the vet  was advised to try to decrease furosemide to 
1.4 mg/kg in the morning and 0.7 mg/kg in the evening, and if coughing returned to go back 

up to 1.4 mg/kg BID. On 3/31 Vito collapsed and was taken to the  
. He was placed in oxygen and was hypotensive throughout the 

night. He was given a dobutamine CRI, furosemide (2 mg/kg q8h), and pimobendan (3.9 
mg/kg BID). Mild anemia, hypoalbuminemia, and multiple electrolyte abnormalities were 
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noted. The morning of  was transferred to  with nasal cannulas in place on 
oxygen.

 ate Blue Buffalo Red Meat Grain Free food nearly his entire life. He was up to date on 
vaccines but rarely received flea and tick prevention per  She also reported that 
he missed his Proheart injection by 3 months last year while transitioning veterinarians, but 
that a negative heartworm test was performed on February 14th. He traveled frequently to 

New Orleans and lived with a Schnauzer in the home.

On triage exam,  heart appeared dilated and weakly contractile on TFAST scan. After 
obtaining a diet history from the owner, we were strongly suspicious of dilated 

cardiomyopathy (DCM) probably secondary to  grain free diet.  was 
informed that there was an approximately 35-45% chance of survival for DCM once it 

progresses to the point at which  presented. She elected to leave for hospitalization 
and cardiac workup.

We performed a baseline cortisol level on  to look for Addison's disease, which would be 
consistent with his history of collapse and chronic GI issues, but the level came back normal. 

An echocardiogram was performed along with a 6 lead ECG. Those tests, along with the 
thoracic radiographs from AERC, were sent to IDEXX for a cardiology consult. The 

cardiologist diagnosed dilated cardiomyopathy and believed it was probably secondary to 
 grain free diet, as Shelties are not a breed known to have a predisposition to DCM.

 was hospitalized in the oxygen kennel for continued care and monitoring. Per the 
cardiologist's recommendations,  was continued on furosemide (IV Q6h) and 

pimobendan (PO Q12h). We also gave butorphanol for sedation/pain relief and  blood 
pressures were measured via Doppler every 6 hours.

The morning of ,  appeared clinically stable, wanted to eat, was bright and alert and 
able to breathe relatively comfortably outside of oxygen. By the evening of  appeared 
more glazed over and did not want to eat but was still able to walk. He continued to decline 

overnight and early the morning of  he respiratory arrested. Cardiopulmonary resuscitation 
was not performed due to the ' wishes. Cardiac arrest and death was confirmed, and 

the  were informed of  passing.

 dilated cardiomyopathy is probably secondary to his grain free diet. The consensus 
among cardiologists is that grain free diets interfere with taurine absorption, an essential 
amino acid for myocardial health. There are multiple reports of dilated cardiomyopathy in 

dogs on grain free diets. A Chagas disease (trypanosomiasis) IFA was pending at the time of 
 passing, as there is one report of this disease causing congestive heart failure in a dog 

in the Jackson area, but the results of this test were negative and inconclusive with Chagas 
disease.
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EON‐489454 5/9/2022 23:36 Grain free IAMS PERFECT 
PORTIONS Healthy Kitten 
chicken recipe paye

Sudden paralysis, inability to urinate or defecate, unable to eat or drink on own, then death 
while at vet 
I’m not sure how to submit reports for  who passed on , and two males who 
passed on , and possibly 3 newborn kittens whose mom had eaten the kitten 
food.

7 Weeks Himalayan Cat 21 Ounce

EON‐489451 5/9/2022 21:04 Victor Hi Pro Dog Food

1000010289 2F06:17
Best By 12/27/22

All 4 dogs threw up after feeding. I regularly use this dog food with no issues but after 
opening the bag there was a strong smell of chemicals not sure of type of chemical. It did not 
smell like it usually does. The dogs ate it but a shore time after they threw up and refused to 
eat the dog food. This dog food was bought from Tractor Supply store but I did not go back to 
the store to talk to them as I received it curb side pick up. I have contacted Victor 3 times in 2 
months about the situation with no response.

1 Years American Pit Bull 
Terrier

Dog 40 Pound

EON‐489449 5/9/2022 20:24 NatureGnaws 
Beef combo pack

I purchased Nature Gnaws beef combo pack from Target on 5/5/22 after my dogs
had consumed mostof the snack I saw a metal bar I assume used for drying in the treat. I can 
only hope it was the only one.

EON‐489413 5/9/2022 14:04 Purpose Carnivoure Duck "for 
cats"

I found hard piece of black plastic in the cat food.

EON‐489359 5/8/2022 15:36 VICTOR Super Premium Dog 
Food – Hi-Pro Plus Dry Dog 
Food – 30% Protein Gluten 
Free - for High Energy and 
Active Dogs & Puppies, 
VICTOR Super Premium Dog 
Food - Hi-Pro Plus Dry Dog 
Food - 30% Protein Gluten Free 
- for High Energy and Active 
Dogs & Puppies

5 Month
s

Retriever - Golden Dog 22 PoundMy 5 month old mini goldendoodle, , was rushed to the animal hospital on Thursday, 
April 28th immediately after eating Victor Hi-Pro Plus dog food for lunch. He was at daycare 

and they noticed he was foaming at the mouth a little which could have been from his 
breakfast and then immediately after eating his gums, tongue and lips became swollen with 
uncontrollable drooling to the point of his fur being soak in the front (similar to taking a bath). 

The vet treated him for what we thought was an allergic reaction. He was given a shot for 
nausea and a shot of antihistamine. We went him, and I continued to monitor him. He would 
not allow anyone near his mouth and continued drooling and foaming at the mouth. He ate 
chicken and rice which I prepared fresh that night and drank a lot of water. By 5am the next 
morning he had thick mucus coming out of his mouth and brown/black pieces of skin. We 
went back to the hospital where he was sedated then admitted to be treated for chemical 

burns in the mouth. 

He was hospitalized from Friday April 29th through Monday May 2nd. He had to be given 
food via IV and had a difficult time chews for over 7 days. He was on meds for an additional 5 

days and went through an extremely painful and traumatic experience. 

In April I received a 40lb bag of food that smelled like strong plastic/chemical smell. I noticed 
after pouring the food that he wouldn’t eat so I smelled. I through this food out and didn’t get 

the lot number. I however did order another 5lb bag that smelled normal and fed him this 
food. I am 95% certain that it was the new food I gave him, but there’s a chance that he was 

given some of the food that smelled bad. 

The lot number for the 5lb bag is 1000010366 2W14:15 Best By 01/2/23 

I ordered another 40lb bag from Amazon as there are several reviews with similar issues 
(food smelled, dogs hospitalized). While this bag doesn’t smell like plastic, it doesn’t smell 

fresh either so adding the lot number as a precaution 1000011900 1F02:16 Best by 4/21/23
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EON‐489356 5/8/2022 15:16 Wellness Complete Health 
Adult Deboned Chicken & 
Oatmeal Recipe

We have three dogs, two boys and one girl. The two boys are on Wellness Complete while 
our girl eats Farmer’s Dog (she’s picky). Ever since we opened the newest bag of Wellness 
Complete, purchased from Chewy, the boys have been puking at least once a day. This 
happens hours after eating and is always a significant amount of undigested food. We’ve cut 
other items out of their diet too. Our vet is aware of the increased frequency in vomiting for 
the boys and agrees we should switch their food, as it’s not normal. To note, we watch our 
dogs closely when they play outside and have not witnessed them getting into anything else 
that would cause this terrible issue. Lastly, our girl is not throwing up.

For  — he has lost five pounds since starting this new dog food. He was just over 60 
pounds and healthy in June of 2021 (10 months old). Almost a year later, he is at 56 pounds 
and way too skinny.

2 Years Plott Dog 56 Pound

EON‐489355 5/8/2022 15:12 Wellness Complete Health 
Adult Deboned Chicken & 
Oatmeal Recipe

We have three dogs, two boys and one girl. The two boys are on Wellness Complete while 
our girl eats Farmer’s Dog (she’s picky). Ever since we opened the newest bag of Wellness 
Complete, purchased from Chewy, the boys have been puking at least once a day. This 
happens hours after eating and is always a significant amount of undigested food. We’ve cut 
other items out of their diet too. Our vet is aware of the increased frequency in vomiting for 
the boys and agrees we should switch their food, as it’s not normal. To note, we watch our 
dogs closely when they play outside and have not witnessed them getting into anything else 
that would cause this terrible issue. Lastly, our girl is not throwing up.

2 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 75 Pound

EON‐489337 5/8/2022 1:16 Purina Beneful Small Breed Wet 
Dog Food Variety Pack 
IncrediBites with Real Beef 
Chicken or Salmon.

My 4 year old dog suddenly became lethargic and ill within a week and went down quickly. I 
ended up bringing him to an emergency vet twice because of DKA. The diabetes was caused 
by a sudden infection, and GI issues that shut down my dog's pancreas. The source of the 
infection could be determined during this initial treatment. 

My 10 year dog 2 weeks later became lethargic and had dark urine and GI issues. I ended up 
bringing her to the vet's office to find out that a sudden infection caused pancreatitis and liver 
failure. She was still eating the beneful beyond when my 4 year old was eating the wet food. 

There are multiple reports on the amazon of other pet parents have similar problems. Link to 
the amazon reviews: https://www.amazon.com/product-
reviews/B08S7QQXCX/ref=acr_dp_hist_1?ie=UTF8&filterByStar=one_star&reviewerType=al
l_reviews#reviews-filter-bar

4 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 21 Pound

EON‐489330 5/7/2022 20:44 Tiki Cat Born Carnivore Chicken 
& Egg Dry Food

I found small pieces of metal embedded in my cat's dry food (Tiki Cat Born Carnivore 
Chicken & Egg Dry Food). I removed a piece of metal from the dry food and I jabbed it in my 
hand to see if it would jab me and it did. I checked because I wanted to see how sharp the 
metal was.
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EON‐489298 5/7/2022 11:08 Tuckers Frozen Raw Beef & 
Pumpkin Formula

I have been feeding Tucker's Frozen Raw (beef and pumpkin). Recently, the vacuum sealed 
packages have been leaking profusely as they thaw in the refrigerator. My dog developed 
severe dysentary and would not eat for days.

If those pouches could leak, bacteria could begin to develop in the meat.

12 Years Shepherd Dog - 
White

Dog 115 Pound

EON‐489297 5/7/2022 11:04 Ole roy porkhide natural 
smoked flavor twists

I purchased Ole Roy Porkhides from Walmart roughly two weeks ago.  received two 
treats last week and one on Thursday May 5th. She had no appetite all last week. Refusing 
her food ( she's regularly fed wholehearted beef brand dry food). Yesterday she was listless, 
had tremors, couldn't walk straight, wouldn't focus when her name was said. It was almost 
like she had been drugged. She'd just look up and out at the wall. She also kept going into 
seperate areas of the house by herself instead of staying with the family like usual.

4 Years Hound - Basset Dog 65 Pound

EON‐489274 5/6/2022 18:48 Solid Gold Fit as a Fiddle 
Weight Control with Alaskan 
Pollock Grain-Free Adult Dry 
Cat Food

I am worried there is something wrong with the last bag of Solid Gold Fit as a Fiddle cat food 
I received. My 3 cats have been eating this food for several years now with no issue and 
when I opened and starting feeding them from this new bag they have been vomiting, 
constantly! It was happening twice a day (45 minutes- 1 hour after each feeding) with at least 
2 but usually all 3 cats. I was quite worried as it went on for 3 or 4 days and I was going to 
take them to the vet and then I thought maybe I should switch their food and see if it helps. I 
switched to feeding only canned food and they stopped vomiting for the 2 days/5 meals that I 
fed them that. Then my mother stopped by my house and gave them the dry food not 
knowing I was worried about something being wrong with it, and all 3 cats vomited that 
evening. Now I am back to feeding them the cat food and have had no more issues. 

Can you please look into this? I am worried there is something wrong with this lot that could 
be making many cats ill. The lot number is 3191 9 2 1925 and expiration date is May 16 
2023. It was delivered on my March Auto-shipment from Chewy, and I just opened it at the 
end of last week.

7 Years Domestic 
Shorthair

Cat 9 Pound

EON‐489197 5/5/2022 21:12 Fresh chop
https://finleysexotictreatsllc.com/
products/fresh-chop

The Chopped produce was E Coli positive. My birds got extreme diarrhea! I went to the home 
where it is made and it was horrifically disgusting!! Roaches and dead mice everywhere! My 
birds had to receive veterinary care

6 Years Other Birds 450 Gram

EON‐489148 5/5/2022 1:28 Blue Wilderness Denali Dinner Purchased case of 24 from PetSmart  on 4/29/2023. When putting case 
away I noticed foul smell on cans. I found 1 damaged can that was leaking. Threw can away. 
On 5/4 I opened second can that was not next to spoiled one. It didn’t smell like it was bad. 
Fed to . She took one bite and refused to eat rest of meal. Threw up about 10 minutes 
later. I fed her regular RX meal 6hrs later and she ate some but not as much as normal. 
Seems to be drinking normally and no other vomiting episodes.

18 Years Domestic 
Mediumhair

Cat 6.6 Pound

EON‐489082 5/3/2022 20:24 Milk Bone Medium - For dogs 
over 20 lbs - crunchy texture 
helps clean teeth.

Noticed a long strand of plastic embedded into a milk bone treat, that will not come out 
without the use of pliers.

EON‐489026 5/3/2022 11:44 Natural balance limited 
ingredient diets grain-free sweet 
potato and venison formula

I opened a can of my dog's natural balance wet food the flavor was sweet potato and venison 
and while scooping it out I noticed black chunks mixed in with the food that we're not 
supposed to be there. I emptied out the rest of the can and I couldn't find any other black 
chunks these were the only two. The product was not expired as I explained to the 
manufacturer the expiration date is October 28th 2024.
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EON‐488936 5/2/2022 12:56 Full Moon kitchen-crafted 
natural dog treats: Chicken Fillet

Noticed white discoloration on a jerky treat that I pulled out of the bag, which was opened for 
the first time on 4/27. On closer inspection of the full contents of bag, it was clear that mold 
was developing and spreading throughout the treats. I'm shocked, and it may explain the 
diarrhea my dog has had for the past few days. In response, I've now notified the issue to the 
manufacturer via Amazon.com product review and now notifying FDA.

EON‐488905 5/2/2022 10:04 aller-itch immunity treats
website : www.nutri-paw.com

My dogs had allergies to a food and i saw some company advertising dog allergy treats, and i 
order it , i start giving to
my dogs from this treats once every day as it says on the box after 3 days my dogs start 
coughing vomiting nonstop, it is really bad product and it is 100% made just to steal people 
money with 0% help for the itching problem that what is supposed to be. Please check the 
company as it they will steal more and more from the peoples money and most important 
they will make their dogs sick.

Bulldog - French Dog

EON‐488870 5/1/2022 17:32 Iams proactive health healthy 
adult with salmon

Healthy indoor cat became critically ill over course of 2 days. Veterinarian suspects 
contamination from food

5 Years Domestic 
Shorthair

Cat 10 Pound

EON‐488866 5/1/2022 14:56 Milk Bone Good Morning Daily 
Vitamin Treats Total Wellness.
Milk Bone Good Morning Daily 
Vitamin Treats Healthy Joints.

I have been giving my dog Milk Bone Good Morning Daily Vitamin Treats (Total Wellness 
AND Healthy Joints), every day, for the past couple of years. Today I noticed that, what I had 
always thought was tiny particles from the treats, was in fact tiny bugs! All over the 
containers. The upsetting thing is, every single bottle that I had ever purchased, had these 
bugs! But it wasn’t until today that I took a closer look and noticed the particles moving. I 
recently took my dog to the vet, a couple days ago, because of allergies and he is on 
antibiotics. But I am convinced these bugs have been making him sick, because he didn’t 
have allergy issues prior to these treats! I also have a video of said bugs.

14 Years Pug Dog 14 Pound

EON‐488860 5/1/2022 12:32 Chopped ground dinner adult 
canned soft wet food variety 
pack with filet mignon flavor

On march 14 we took  and  to the vet for Rabies shot and while there the vet 
 educated us that  had a very small heart murmur. We were educated that it 

was so small so we had no worries.  had absolutely none of the symptoms that was life 
threatening, absolutely no symptoms to have health issues in the near future. From there we 
proceeded to live normal lives, the next month we picked up the case of pedigree canned 
food and fed him and  like normal. The next day 2 out of 3 dogs started not feeling to 
well. This slowly continued untill it did become alarming and led to vet visits. We have 3 dogs 
here, 1 does not eat this food and that one is not sick at all. Well about a week later as we 
were only focusing on tummy issues  went to the vet and was prescribed medications 
for his tummy upset like he had stomach flu, then the middle that night he woke sicker, we 
rushed him to the vet and he died. At the time the vet told us that due to him becoming 
constipated it was to much strain and he tore a heart string. Official cause of death. If him 
and the other dog did not become so sick to there stomachs this was avoidable. The other 
dog is normally a garbage disposal but was also sick and extremely bloated. Gassy. 
Obviously his stomachache at same exact time. Something in this case of pedigree has 
made our pets so sick it has led to death. The other dog is in his deathbed as I email you. 

 died of heart string tore but what we did was focus on his tummy trouble caused by 
his food like food poisoning. Therefore it put so much strain on his organ that his little body 
could not take it.

7 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 6 Pound
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EON‐488796 4/30/2022 0:08 Chicken Nibbles
Raw Dehydrated Chicken 
Breast

3/12/22 -  came to work with me for routine bloodwork. In a span of 4 hours, she had 
urinated large amounts four times. Her last 3 urinations were very clear, the urine almost 
looked like water. She also would not eat any treats/food offered to her while at work with me 
that day, which is unusual for her. Did an in-house urinalysis, found +3 glucose and +1 
protein in her urine, along with a specific gravity of 1.010. Ran in-house bloodwork, blood 
glucose was 95. Nothing else significant noted on blood work. Lepto panel was negative. 
Urine protein:creatinine ratio was 0.8.
Spoke with my family, and they had noted increased urination for a few days prior to the date 
listed above. Also had some mild inappetence, which continued throughout the following 
week. No lethargy noted. All symptoms were pretty mild  was put on a round of 
antibiotics (amoxicillin) for 2 weeks in case it was a kidney infection. 

3/31/22 - Tested my other dogs' urine as well, and our other Havanese  had +2 
glucose, and protein was negative so a UPC could not be run. Our other 2 dogs (labrador 
retrievers) had no significant findings in their urinalyses. Sent out Fanconi Syndrome Panels 
for both  and  Both have since come back positive for Fanconi Syndrome. 

 also had an ultrasound and echo done this day. Results relating to her kidneys found 
"Chronic benign degenerative renal changes with mild nephrolithiasis." Echo showed that her 
CVD had progressed from stage B1 to B2, and she was started on Vetmedin the following 
day 4/1/22.

All of our dogs had been fed chicken jerky treats for the majority of their lives, and this 
specific brand for at least 5 years. The treats were completely stopped at some point 
between 3/12 and 3/31, once we discovered the reports of chicken jerky treats inducing these 
symptoms. Symptoms have since resolved, but both of their urine is still positive for glucose.

13 Years Havanese Dog 12 Pound

EON‐488795 4/30/2022 0:00 Chicken Nibbles
Raw Dehydrated Chicken 
Breast

No significant symptoms noted. Possibly had some increased urination around 3/12/22, when 
our other dog,  first started having symptoms. No inappetence or lethargy noted. First 
tested her urine on 3/26/22, and the urinalysis came back positive for glucose. All recent 
bloodwork has indicated that blood glucose is within normal range. A urinalysis with urine 
protein:creatinine ratio was sent out on 3/31/22, but sample was negative for protein so a 
UPC was not run. Glucose was +2. A Fanconi Syndrome Panel was also sent out for both 
dogs that day, and both have since come back positive. We have not done any additional 
testing beyond bloodwork/urinalyses for Abbie, but plan to do an abdominal ultrasound in the 
future.

All of our dogs had been fed chicken jerky treats for the majority of their lives, and this 
specific brand for at least 5 years. The treats were completely stopped at some point 
between 3/12 and 3/31, once we discovered the reports of chicken jerky treats inducing these 
symptoms. Symptoms have since resolved, but both of their urine is still positive for glucose.

13 Years Havanese Dog 13 Pound

EON‐488792 4/29/2022 23:20 Pedigree Adult Complete 
Nutrition Chicken

 after 3 days of eating Pedigree food, lost complete ability to move, lost interest in 
food/water and had a distended stomach. She also seemed to be not completely alert of her 
surroundings. We did an emergency vet visit where they had to keep her.

10 Years Collie 
(unspecified)

Dog 70 Pound
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EON‐488783 4/29/2022 18:24 Small Batch Lightly Cooked - 
Turkey

I purchased a bag of Small Batch Lightly Cooked pucks April 9th. 
You defrost these and then feed them to your dog. My dog spit out something, so I 
investigated. 
It was a cigarette piece. I contacted the company. They apologized profusely and assured 
me this was an isolated incident. 

I got another bag of the same food, from a different store on April 18th. I opened the bag on 
April 25th and on April 27th, my dogs food contained another cigarette piece, which I saved 
in my freezer. 

The company would like me to mail it to them for testing.
EON‐488760 4/29/2022 14:32 CHICKEN NIBBLES 

100%NATURAL CHICKEN 
BREAST

purchased CHICKEN NIBBLES -- MADE IN CHINA and distributed by PCI(Pet Center Inc.)of 
Los Angeles, shortly thereafter took  age 13 and age 6 mos. to the vet for routine 
lab testing --both were found to have elevated urine glucose with normal blood glucose 
readings(FANCONI LIKE SYNDROME). The veterinarian alerted us to reports of problematic 
chicken jerky from china. My wife and I always purchase products that that do not have 
harmful additives mostly from a local high end pet store--so we started reviewing the treats 
we had purchased as well as calling the companies selling those products and inquiring 
about their suppliers (country of origin for any ingredients) ONLY one was from China--
CHICKEN NIBBLES (INGREDIENTS:100% CHICKEN BREASTS) from Pet Center Inc. 
Problem started (labs) around April 20,2022

6 Month
s

Coton de Tuléar Dog 7 Pound

EON‐488754 4/29/2022 13:04 Heartland Farms Duck Jerk After feeding Hartland Farms Duck Jerky to my dog, he started to display wasting symptoms 
including loss of appetite, severe vomiting, inability to produce bowel movements, lethargy, 
enlarged liver, enlarged kidney, and confusion. Ultimately,  died of these symptoms 
approximately 2 weeks after consuming this product.

15 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 12 Pound

EON‐488740 4/29/2022 10:00 4health Chicken and Rice 
Formula-Made with Wholesome 
Grains

From the first feeding of this bag of dry dog food, has had severe diarrhea. We have 
used this brand/flavor of food for over a year and have had very little issue. I noticed the 
kibble this time is larger.

3 Years Retriever - 
Labrador

Dog 82 Pound

EON‐488711 4/28/2022 17:12 Nature's Domain Puppy Chow 
and then Nature's Domain Adult 
(Various flavors; blue bag red 
bag yellow bag).

Patient was exercising heavily with owner. Patient fell over and died quickly. Patient 
presented to an emergency veterinary clinic, where death was confirmed. Necropsy was 
performed and revealed a globoid heart with marked dilation of the right ventricle, diagnosed 
as dilated cardiomyopathy. No previous heart murmur or clinical signs were noted on routine 
physical exam 2 months prior to death.

16 Month
s

Retriever - 
Labrador

Dog 51 Pound
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EON‐488691 4/28/2022 13:32 Pedigree Adult Roasted 
Chicken Rice & Vegetable 
Flavor Bonus Size

Owners purchased a bag of Pedigree adult dog food from  in  Friday 
4/22/2. She does not have the bag/serial number as they dump their dog food in a large 
plastic tub. They previously were feeding Iams but could not find any of that. Dog was fed this 
food on Sunday-Tues. On Tues afternoon, dog acted drunk, lethargic and could not get up 
and walk. Owner also has 2 Mastiffs who were eating the food. They seemed a little lethargic 
to her, but did not progress to the extent of this dog. She brought dog in on Wed 4/27 AM and 
she was ataxic and week. Blood work was ran and the dog was anemic HCT 27%, 
leukocytosis and elevated BUN and Crea. She was tacchcardic upon exam. Rectal temp was 
102.3 F. CRT was about 3 seconds. IV fluids were started at 1 1/2 times maintenance rate. 
She did well and was clinically normal within 24 hours. Renal values and leukocytosis 
resolved, but anemia persists.
The owner's parents also purchased the same Pedigree Adult Bonus size dog food but from 
Tractor Supply in , that same time. Serial 209C2WIT0117:56 Best before date: 
03/01/23. The parents have 3 dogs. One had similar signs of weakness and ataxia. One dog 
was comatose upon arrival at the veterinary clinic. IV fluids were started, but dog passed 
away within 16 hours of presentation. My colleague saw them and will fill out a report as well. 
The two families did not comingle the dogs and were not at the same premises.

10 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 60 Pound

EON‐488673 4/28/2022 10:24 Rachel Ray Just 6, Members 
Mark grain free treat biscuits

Dog developed DCM and heart murmur. She has been on a grain free diet since 6 months of 
age. She has eaten Rachel Ray Just 6 and Members Mark grain free dog biscuits since that 
time.

9 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 50 Pound

EON‐488671 4/28/2022 10:04 Pet Pride Sweet Potato 
Wrapped with Chicken treats for 
dogs

After receiving one treat a day for 3 days, developed severe diarrhea and vomiting. These 
symptoms were seen in my other dog who received the same treat but a week before he was 
ever given one. I had not tied her illness to the treat but believe now that it is the cause. Still 
experiencing symptoms after food withheld for 24 hours. Diarrhea only no more vomiting as 
of yet.

10 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 12 Pound

EON‐488670 4/28/2022 9:56 Pet Pride Sweet Potato 
Wrapped with Chicken Treats 
for Dogs

Purchased Pet Pride Sweet Potato wrapped with chicken (which is advertised on Kroger 
website as being made in USA and on bag says Made in Thailand) Initially gave only to 

 because our other dog is smaller and I didn't think he could manage to chew them. 
She received 1-2 a day for maybe 3-4 days with no effect. Then in night began severe 
diarrhea. Symptoms lasted for almost 10 days - gradually waning until today when she had 
her first normal bowel movement. Didn't eat much during this time Initially I attributed it to age 
or some other potential irritant unknown. Did not take to vet as her overall demeanor 
remained fairly good during the time and she continued to drink water. The reason I think it is 
the pet treats is because our little dog  ended up getting one that I dropped and was 
able to handle it well so I ended up giving 1 a day to him as a treat and after the 3rd one he 
too became violently ill.

14 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 45 Pound

EON‐488651 4/27/2022 22:08 Nature's Corner Water Buffalo 
Ear Dog Chew

After eating a Water Buffalo Ear, both dogs became very ill. They were extremely lethargic, 
refused to eat or drink, and experienced very loose bowels.

4 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 63 Pound

EON‐488640 4/27/2022 18:52 Kaytee Forti Diet Pro Health 
Egg Cite Parakeet Food

I bought Kaytee Forti Diet Pro health for my parakeets (there was no health issues with my 
birds prior, they were 100% healthy) and after they started ingesting the product about a 
week maybe a few days later the parakeets started acting a bit off. I monitored each of the 
birds even separated each bird as directed by a vet. While I monitored the birds, they 
seemed to fall straight to the bottom of the cages and just sat there. About 10 to 30 minutes 
later the parakeets were dead.

Parakeet
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EON‐488602 4/27/2022 14:32 Pedigree
Complete Adult Nutrition
Chicken rice and vegetable 
flavoring

lost control - couldn't walk or run without falling 3 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 75 Pound

EON‐488600 4/27/2022 14:20 Pedigree
Complete Adult Nutrition
Chicken Rice and vegetable 
flavoring

When we got home from the vet (leaving  with the vet) I went outside to look around 
for anything else they could have all 3 eaten and found nothing but while I was outside my 
husband felt sorry for them and fed them again! That's when we knew it was the food 
because  was unconscious by evening with her tongue hanging out and eyes rolled 
back and barely breathing. she laid on a blanket by my chair till Tuesday morning when she 
started coming out of it and we spent yesterday giving her water and different food and 
helping her walk as she was very uncoordinated and didn't know where she was! Has 
improved more today.

7 Years Cattle Dog - 
Australian (blue 
heeler, red heeler, 
Queensland 
cattledog)

Dog

EON‐488567 4/27/2022 7:52 Purina proplan urinary tract 
health turkey and giblets entree

I fed our cats in the morning and shared a can of proplan urinary between them. Afterwards i 
went to give them some dry food and found a piece of small hard plastic leftover in one of the 
bowls.

EON‐488563 4/27/2022 6:56 Pedigree: Adult complete 
nutrition- Roasted chicken rice 
and vegetable flavor

Moldy chow found in dog food.

EON‐488428 4/26/2022 16:24 American Journey Grain-Free 
Limited Ingredient Chicken & 
Sweet Potato Recipe Premium 
Loaf

Both dogs ate American Journey Limited Ingredient Chicken & Sweet Potato food for dinner 
and breakfast, and both had liquid stools beginning the afternoon after they first had the food 
(same lot but they ate from different cans). Our male dog has had some previous food 
allergies but never to any ingredients listed in the food. Our girl dog has never had stomach 
issues. Once we stopped giving them this food (about a day and a half later, trying to narrow 
down what was causing them to be ill) their GI symptoms cleared up the next day.

11 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 80 Pound
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EON‐488415 4/26/2022 14:32 Pedigree Steak & Vegetable 
Adult Complete Nutrition

On April 18th I purchased a bag of Pedigree dog food for my three dogs. All were in good 
health before this week. I began giving them this brand on the date purchased. Through out 
the next few days was fine, he showed no signs of illness. On the fifth day  I 
came home to find  laying on the ground breathing but unresponsive. He was 
surrounded by multiple piles of dog food that he had vomited. Within 10 minutes of me 
finding him, he passed. During that same night my other dog had vomited in her crate once. 
On the afternoon of , my boyfriend came home to find our other dog had passed 
sometime during the day. Just as  she seemed to be fine and hadn't shown signs of 
sickness other than vomiting once a couple of nights before. 

 had last seen the vet on March 1st, for neuter. He was in good health and fully vetted 
and up to date on shots. He was perfectly health following the month after until he suddenly 
passed after switching to Pedigree Dog food. 

I have contacted my vet and spoken with them, they believe that the food was the probably 
death of both my dogs. She researched Pedigree and although there are not current recalls 
on this brand there have been multiple reports of healthy dogs suddenly becoming very ill 
and even passing suddenly. Considering that the food was the only common factor between 
the two and all signs seem to be the same, we are almost certain that this was the cause of 
our family losing two our two fur babies. They were kept separated, since  had just 
been neutered and had to be kept away from for 60-90 days.

Within 5 days of switching my dogs, two perfectly health 1 and 1 1/2 year old dogs suddenly 
passed, with vomiting from the dog food. 

I will be contacting the manufacturer as well to file a complaint. Losing one dog suddenly is 
heartbreaking but to lose two is horrible. My family is heart broken!

2 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 37 Pound
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EON‐488402 4/26/2022 13:00 Unkibble Cod & Salmon There are two problems:
1. On 4/25 I gave my puppy his nightly manufacture recommended portion of food. A few 
hours later he became violently ill. Symptoms, included vomiting, diarrhea, muscle 
spasms/heaving, inability to keep water down, extreme lethargy, vomiting and defecating 
bile, foaming at the mouth, heavy drooling. There’s no evidence that he ate anything else and 
these symptoms were unlike more common cases where the dog may eat something they 
later jack up. His vomit only contained his dog food and water. Symptoms persisted for about 
8 hours. Of the 2 flavors of food  and  sold me, the cod, which contains pieces of 
freeze dried fish, smells off. 

2. Since using this product for approximately the last month, first tapering onto it and for the 
last week, exclusively using it, my puppy has been loosing weight, particularly since being 
exclusively on it. At first, this appeared to be him naturally loosing some of his early puppy 
chubbiness but it’s clear now that he’s not getting adequate calories following their 
recommended guidelines. The 1 month portion sold to me that is supposed to be based on a 
custom created dog and breed specific meal plan, does not include enough food, even when 
following their tiny portion sizes. The amount sold to me will not last half the length of time it’s 
supposed to even if I follow their guidelines. My Vet has expressed to me that their 2 
servings a day guidelines are inadequate. It’s my concern that their recommend portions are 
intentionally too small. A growing very active puppy cannot survive for a month on a few 
pounds of very low density kibble. 

This company does a lot of heavy marketing with a lot of sponsored online reviews, but when 
you do some digging you’ll find actual customers that have similar complaints as I do, with 
inadequate amounts of food, too small portions, and dogs getting sick. They also have very 
poor pricing transparency which should have been a red flag. I have since asked them to 
cancel all future orders and I will be switching to a traditional store-bought brand.

2 Month
s

Cattle Dog - 
Australian (blue 
heeler, red heeler, 
Queensland 
cattledog)

Dog 11 Pound

EON‐488393 4/26/2022 12:04 Iams Sensitive Digestion and 
Skin no

My Indoor cat became very ill with diarrhea from eating Iams Sensitive Digestion and Skin 9 Years Domestic 
Shorthair

Cat 9 Pound

EON‐488373 4/26/2022 8:56 Ashland Farms Special Medley 
Premium Cat Food.

She is still very sick from this 
product. She is by no means 
“out of the woods” yet!!!

I purchased the food at Dollar Tree around 8:30 pm, last nigh, April 25, 2022. By 11 pm, my 
cat was violently ill. She was panting heavily, trying to user the bathroom but unable to go. 
She could not even stand up!!!

3 Minute
s

Crossbred 
Feline/cat

Cat 6 Gram
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EON‐488357 4/25/2022 20:48 Rachael Ray Nutrish Savory 
Bites Yummy Chicken & 
Veggies Dry Cat Food Recipe

Description:

I was filling my cat's food bowl today, April 25th, 2022 at about 7:00pm EST. I walked away 
and put the bag back, came back to check on my cat eating, and noticed a flat object at the 
top of the food bowl. I immediately picked it up, flashed my phone camera at it to see what it 

was, and noticed black fibers sticking out of it. It's coated in the cat food blend, but clearly 
has something nonedible in it. It is nowhere near the shape of the cat food. It is roughly the 
same size as a US Quarter. My first assumption was that it was probably dropped in during 
manufacturing; possibly a piece of the conveyor belt or something (but that's not my job to 

conclude). My first reaction was to take photos and send them to friends to ask what I should 
do, and here I am making a report because I am fearful someone else may not pay attention 

to their pet eating and they could choke on such a large object, nor would they digest it. 

I would like to note that I am probably about 3/4 the way through the bag, so there is 1/4 of it 
left. I did not notice any other objects prior to this, I have only seen a few strange-shaped, 

small pieces of cat food that I tossed assuming my cat shouldn't or wouldn't bite something 
that hard or brittle. I have always seen that in other dry pet foods, though, and deemed those 

ordinary. I will likely not use the rest of this bag, but I am keeping it in case any further 
information is required outside of the rest of this report. Also, when I received this bag after 

purchasing it online, there were no punctures and no damage to the pet food bag itself. 

This was ordered from Amazon, and I have high doubts about getting any sort of response to 
this issue through the company, so I have not contacted them yet. I would rather file an 

official complaint immediately.

To conclude: my pet did NOT consume the foreign object. My pet has not exhibited any 
symptoms so I assume he has not ingested any other potential foreign objects in this pet 

food.

Best if Used by Date: 02-09-23 / February 9th, 2023

Lot Number: 1349804091735

Storage: At Room Temperature

No testing was done or submitted on the foreign object or pet food

Purchased: Amazon.com
Amazon.com order number: 113-9594566-3456230

Order Placed: February 27, 2022
Delivered Mar 1, 2022
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EON‐488351 4/25/2022 19:28 Farmland Traditions Dogs Love 
Chicken Premium Jerky Treats 
for Dogs

My dog vomited all day after being given jerky treats from a new package. I experimented 12 
hours later, giving him one. He vomited several times again. Lot: AJFTOLIC48469 BO41 1. I 
have 3 bags I ordered from Amazon. They refuse any returns or refunds, so I have 3 large 
bags that will make my dog sick. I have not given him any since.

4.5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 66 Pound

EON‐488229 4/23/2022 11:20 Purina Pro Plan
All Ages
Performance 30/20
For Canine Athletes
Chicken & Rice Formula

Bag of dog food had odor when opened different from the last 30 bags that we have fed our 
dog. Assumed it was a change in the ingredients. Fed food to  3 times over the course of 
4 days and she became sick each time. Supplemented with our other dogs food to insure it 
wasn't an issue with her.
Best By Sep 2023
20711086 0923L03

3 Years Corso Dog Dog 115 Pound

EON‐488223 4/23/2022 9:32 Prime blends chicken and beef 
recipe in wholesome broth

Fed her the product 2 times in one day, added to her dry food. The next morning I awake to 
her having throw up in her crate partially disgested food. She drank alot of water but then 
later threw that up as well

6 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 35 Pound

EON‐488207 4/22/2022 21:48 Tucker’s raw frozen beef bones 
3” 4-pack

The day after having Tucker’s raw frozen marrow bones both dogs became very ill. The 
smaller dog began vomiting repeatedly and was hospitalized at our vet. The larger dog 
began vomiting later the same day and required vet care as well.

3 Years Retriever - 
Labrador

Dog 75 Pound

EON‐488124 4/21/2022 19:24 True Meals multiple varieties Infestation by moths/maggots in Tru Meals manufactured by Tyson. It was returned to our pet 
store and I filed a report with Tyson/Tru meals online and never heard anything back. Food 
was not expired however bags have holes from manufacturing process causing an obvious 
entryway for contamination/infestations to happen.

EON‐488110 4/21/2022 17:16 Royal Canin Gastrointestinal 
Moderate Calorie Thin Slices in 
Gravy

 has been on Gastrointestinal Moderate Calorie Thin Slices in Gravy diet for many 
years. Most recent order I received was on Jan. 20th 2022 with the following info. on bottom 
of can: BBD 16 Nov. 2023 20 2 and 146D2RSD03 20:50 RFGM. Never had a problem with 
this food in the past. These cans were of a different consistency and instead of gravy it was 
like a gel with flecks of yellow particles in the food and when the can was emptied instead of 
being white you could see the yellow color stains in it. I opened numerous cans of the 48 
received and they all looked the same as I described. This food made  sick after 
having eaten 2 cans with several days of vomiting the same color yellow that was in the food. 

 had to be taken to the Vet. 2 times for dehydration and vomiting and given IV fluids 
and a shot for nausea both visits. Vet. Bills totaled $258.45. Reached out to Royal Canin with 
no satisfaction.

11.5 Years Ragdoll Cat 12.14 Pound

EON‐488007 4/20/2022 22:40 Taste of the wild stream puppy 
food

I opened a new bag of taste of the wild pacific stream puppy food. My dogs ate it, vomited 
and they had bloody diarrhea. At first I didn't link it to the food. I thought it was unusual they 
were BOTH sick with the same thing. They continue to be lethargic and uninterested in 
everything. They are getting worse. I realized it all started with the food. I saw online that this 
food has caused the same thing in other dogs. My gosh, why is this food still out there? My 
dogs have gone from active and healthy to practically dead.

11 Month
s

Poodle - Miniature Dog 10 Pound
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EON‐487994 4/20/2022 18:44 Sundays
Food for Dogs

Sundays Dog Food (https://sundaysfordogs.com/)
April 9: located a piece of glass in the bottom of the dog food bin. I contacted the company 
and they refunded me as well as sent out a replacement order. I shipped them the piece of 
glass found for research. There is no lot number or dates on any of the boxes or interior bags 
of the dog food. 

April 20: Half way through the new replacement order (first bag), I found a piece of dog food 
with a piece of plastic embedded in it. Until I can get my dog onto a new food which takes 
time, I need to examine every piece of food now. I am unsure if my dog ingested glass or 
plastic but these are 2 separate incidents from 2 different orders of food. 

I have saved the food with plastic in it for your examination. I also have pictures of the glass 
and plastic. Please reach out to me with questions / next steps.

EON‐487985 4/20/2022 17:32 OC Raw Fish and Produce Dog began vomiting shortly after eating serving. Continued to vomit for an hour until nothing 
left to vomit. Upon inspection of the vomit, there were pieces of white rubber. The unused 
patties showed the presence of the same material. The consistency of the patties were also 
less formed than normal. The batch number for the OC Raw Fish and Produce is 8679.

8.5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 85 Pound

EON‐487980 4/20/2022 17:16 Purina Alpo TBONZ steak 
shaped dog treats Ribeye flavor

He threw up several times, was weak didnt want to move and had bloody stools i stop giving 
them to him then i have my mothers dog 3 treats in which she became sick also

2 Years American Pit Bull 
Terrier

Dog 80 Pound

EON‐487961 4/20/2022 15:04 Blue Homestyle Recipe Adult
Beef Dinner with Garden 
Vegetables

The veterinary diagnostic laboratory received a sealed can of wet dog food and requested a 
Listeria culture. Culture and PCR were negative for Listeria. In addition, a Salmonella and 
anaerobic culture was set up the following week. Both additional cultures were also negative.

EON‐487900 4/20/2022 2:36 OL Roy Munchy Bones Chicken A couple hours after giving  two of these munchy bones he began throwing up and 
ended up vomiting four times during the night. Would not lie down and developed acites in 
his stomach.

12 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 100 Pound

EON‐487896 4/20/2022 0:24 Antinol for Dogs PCSO-524 Antinol is a supplement for joint health/arthritis.  had previously been on Super Snouts 
Mussel Powder, and responded very well. Within the trial period of Anitol (15 days) she 
because lethargic, could not get out of bed, and could not get up or down stairs. After a few 
days back on the original powder, she was back in good health.

12 Years Chihuahua Dog 15 Pound

EON‐487886 4/19/2022 20:40 Blue Natural Veterinary Diet GI 
Gastrointestinal Support

Produce consists of "Life Source Bits" (Vitamins, Minerals, Antioxidants) and regular nutritive 
kibble. Per manufacturer, ratio should be 90-95% regular kibble and 5-10% Life Source bits. 
The bag of kibble that I received had about 20-30% regular kibble and 70-80% Life Source 
Bits. I am very concerned that others not familiar with this product (Blue GI Support dry food 
for Cats), would not know that the ratio of Life Source Bits to regular kibble was much much 
higher than it should be (by my estimate, perhaps 70-80% Life Source Bits to 20-30% regular 
kibble). Unaware, they might proceed to feed this food to an already ailing cat who needs a 
prescription kibble. At best this might fail to provide adequate nutrition, at worst it could 
actually be dangerous (megadoses of vitamins and minerals can cause illness or death).

EON‐487885 4/19/2022 20:32 Purina Pro Plan Adult Sensitive 
Skin & Stomach Lamb & Oat 
Meal Formula

I opened my dogs food bag and there were several chunks of white and green mold and 
moldy pieces throughout the bag, as well as green mold up the side of the bag.
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EON‐487814 4/19/2022 16:44 Purina Friskies Pate' Ocean 
Whitefish & Tuna Dinner

Extreme vomiting 4 Years Mixed (Cat) Cat 8 Pound

EON‐487756 4/19/2022 11:20 Just Food For Dogs: Chicken 
and White Rice receipe

She woke me up suddenly about 5 in the morning, pacing at the door to go out
I see that she already pooped (not completely diarrhea but almost. Very mushy/mucous-y)
We get downstairs to the sliding glass door and she starts mildy vomitting and convulsing on 
the floor
My first instinct was to stay with her till it subsided and then immediately gave her water, she 
drank.
& then went outside to potty
After she came inside, she seemed a little lethargic but fine.
It's now almost 8am.. I've been monitoring her as she's been sleeping.

Side note: My usual vet is closed today. 
Called an emergency vet and they don't have any appointments available today. 
I was given an option to take her to their sister vet location or to monitor my baby (after 
explaining the situation) 
I chose to monitor because her symptoms are mild. 
Im quite sure it's the food as thats exactly what she threw up and its the last thing she ate..
I also only started her on it a week ago.

16 Years Poodle - Miniature Dog 20 Pound

EON‐487746 4/19/2022 10:24 Nutro Natural Choice Large 
Breed

Began to slowly stop eating and regardless of trying many other alternative foods was not 
interested. In the manner of 8 months lost 8lbs and her liver enzymes off the chart. Especially 
the ALT levels. Sent home with meds.. back again couple weeks later another blood test ALT 
down some but not a lot sent home continue on meds. Two weeks later back more blood 
work n more meds. Regular vet sent us to specialist who did a more thorough blood test 
continue with meds, urine analysis performed. Results possible copper storage disease,CT 
scan and x-ray done to be sure nothing visible causing issues, none found biopsy of liver 
done. Results indicate copper storage disease. More meds prescribed and special diet 
required. Meds only available thru compounding pharmacy. More expenses to endure. CT,x-
ray & surgery $8000 meds $500 Food $60 for 7lb bag $80 for a case of 12 cans. No 
guarantee that her system will adjust to those all. Two weeks since surgery and she is still 
throwing up and not her self. She is only two Imy heart breaking thats she is going thru this 
all and the amount of stress and sadness it is causing there is no dollar amount to erase it all. 
Being older had to reach into my retirement account to pay for it all. Tried insurance but they 
are claiming pre existing condition believe because it's happening to often. Something needs 
to be done.

2 Years Retriever - 
Labrador

Dog 55 Pound
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EON‐487741 4/19/2022 9:44 Full Moon Kitchen-Crafter 
Natural Dog Treats

100% USA Made Human Grade 
Dog Treats

On April 9, 2022, I purchased a 24 oz bag of Full Moon Kitchen-Crafted Natural Dog Treats 
from Walmart, bar code 0 72745 97493 9. I have been giving her this brand for almost 2 
years without any adverse issues. After consuming my dog would either vomit or shortly after 
have diaherra. 

At first, I believed this must be a stomach bug or some other issue. However, once I stopped 
giving, after about 2 days, her the treats the issue also stopped. After another 2 days of 
ensuring she was not having issues, I resumed giving her the treats. Again, the issue 
returned. I stopped again and then a few days tried it again with the same result. 

She has been off the treat now for a few days and had no issues since that time. As no other 
treat she receives seems to be causing issues, I am led to the conclusion it has to be this 
treat.

I advised the company, Full Moon, of the issue for them to be aware as well.

4.5 Years Great Dane Dog 107 Pound

EON‐487689 4/18/2022 15:12 Purina One Smartblend Lamb I purchased a 31.1 bag of Purina Lamb Smartblend Dog Food to feed my two dogs. We have 
been feeding them this brand for approximately 8 months.

 (our female foster dog) become ill after eating the food I purchased on 04/05/2022. 
Today marks one week of diarrhea, vomiting, and decreased energy. Our dog  
became ill on Thursday with the same symptoms.

 became better after a rice and chicken diet for four days (Tuesday - Friday). She was 
given a half cup of food on Saturday after showing a desire to eat again and drinking water 
without being forced. She became ill again within the hour. 

 ate the food again on Sunday morning, and was ill again within two hours. He is 
high energy, and has been sleeping most of the day today (Monday 04/18/2022).

3 Years Pit Bull Dog 40 Pound

EON‐487674 4/18/2022 12:44 Pure balance- Lamb and Fava 
bean recipe

On Sunday  I bought a bag of pure balance dog food from freehold Walmart. 
On Tuesday morning I woke up to my ten year old dog having seizures. My four year old dog 
seemed normal. We rushed my older dog to the hospital and due to his old age we put him 
down. When I returned home my younger dog just seemed sad (she seemed fine in earlier 
hours) I didn’t leave her side all day long because she’s never been without my other dog. 
Throughout the day we noticed her starting to act more weird and no longer thought she was 
just sad. At 7:00 pm same day my younger dog started having seizures. We rushed her to 
garden state animal hospital and she stayed there for three days. 
After seeing no neurological advances in her condition and still no answers we also had to 
put her down. 
We searched everywhere for signs of something they could have gotten into but found 
nothing. We also have two other dogs on the property and the only difference is their diet. I 
bought this bag of dog food two days before my dogs started showing odd behavior.

4 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 55 Pound

EON‐487654 4/18/2022 11:44 Purina One Weight 
Management

Both of my dogs presented with GI issues after consuming a new bag of dog food. They have 
consumed this product before without issue. The dogs were assessed by the vet and no 
parasites or bacteria were found in their stool samples. Conclusion was that something they 
consumed caused them to be unwell.

6 Years Hound 
(unspecified)

Dog 55 Pound
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EON‐487595 4/17/2022 13:12 Friskies Poultry Pate Favorites On April 2nd I bought my cat Purina Pate wet food. She has never gotten sick before from 
wet food. The first time she ate it she immediately had diarrhea. I didn't think much of it at the 
time. I ended up the next day giving her the wet food again and once again she immediately 
had diarrhea again. She was completely fine before she ate the wet food. She had a upset 
stomach the whole entire day after eating it both times.

6 Years Mixed (Cat) Cat 10 Pound

EON‐487559 4/16/2022 10:28 Special Kitty 
Pate Special Supper Dinner

The cat vomited and was unwell. Because she can have a sensitive stomach, I didn't think 
anything about it in relation to the food. A few days later she got sick on a different can of the 
same product, but still did not connect it to the food as being spoiled or wrong. I switched her 
wet food and she was fine. I gave the rest of the can to the dog and then she vomited, too, 
which she never does. We haven't given any more and everyone has been fine.

12 Years American 
Shorthair

Cat 15 Pound

EON‐487555 4/16/2022 10:00 Greenies. Pill Pockets Chicken 
lavour

As we opened a pill pocket ,we noted the texture was not the same. In close inspection, there 
was a dark plastic imbedded in the pill.
The plastic was removed We took pictures

EON‐487552 4/16/2022 8:36 HONEST KITCHEN 99% MEAT 
BOOSTER SALMON & 
POLLOCK DOG TOPPER, 
Honest Kitchen Salmon & 
Pumpkin Stew Dog Food 
Topper

For the second time in a abouta 12-month period, I purchased Honest Kitchen products and 
my dog became violently ill after consuming: projectile vomiting and bloody diarhhea - lasting 
over a day. She has some health issues - skin allergies and arthrtis and is on Rimydyl - but 
never had a reaction like that to food until I fed her last summer HONEST KITCHEN 99% 
MEAT BOOSTER SALMON & POLLOCK DOG TOPPER - purchased from Chewy.co, and 
most recently,Honest Kitchen Salmon & Pumpkin Stew Dog Food Topper purchased from 
Petco in .

11 Years Pit Bull Dog 50 Pound

EON‐487536 4/15/2022 21:44 Freshpet Select Slice & Serve 
Roll

The past week he has vomited several times after eating the Freshpet food. 7 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 14 Pound
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EON‐487535 4/15/2022 21:44 Royal Canin Ultamino 7 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 30 Poundhad been eating Royal Canin's Ultamino for dogs for almost as long as we had her, 
from about the age of 2-3yrs up until she stopped eating just before her passing. She had a 

chicken allergy and we suspected a grain allergy as well, though she tolerated eating 
Greenies and Zukes treats; she never tolerated cooked chicken and rice. Because Ultamino 
is technically a grain-free product, it is in hindsight that we are curious about a link between 

her cardiac condition and being on this food for so long.

11/11/2019 -  had collapsing/tremoring episode and was evaluated by primary vet. A 
heart murmur was heard on ausculatation and she was referred to a cardiologist. Labs were 
also done with appointment showing leukopenia and an elevated proBNP (1,561), BUN 15, 

Cr 0.9.

11/20/2019 - Cardiologist evaluation with EKG and echo. Diagnosed with a grade III/IV late 
systolic murmur lattice of left cardiac apex. Heart rate sinus rhythm at 114, pulmonary sounds 

clear. Echo showed "murmur was secondary to a mild-moderate jet of mitral valve 
insufficiency. This is occuring secondary to mild degenerative change affecting the distal 

portion of both mitral valve and leaflets. There is very mild prolapse of the distal segment of 
the anterior mitral valve leaflet. This has led to mild left ventricular volume expansion and a 
very mild left atrial enlargement. Contractile function is well-preserved. The tricuspid valve 
remains compentent and no right-side enlargement is seen. Outflow patterns are normal. 

Mitral inflow patterns normal. No masses or effusions are seen. Diagnosis: Degenerative/mix 
ominous mitral valve disease with small torn chordae tendon a segment and mild left 

ventricular volume expansion and mild left atrial enlargement." Started on 2.5mg 
pimobendan BID, follow-up in 5-6 months.

6/18/2020 - No new issues. Planned cardiologist follow-up and echo. Diagnosis: 
"Myoxmatous degenerative valve disease - ACVIM stage B2. Thickened mitral valve leaflets, 

mild enlargement of the left atrium and left ventricle, but previous or current signs of heart 
failure. Current echocardiogram abnormalities include the following: moderate mitral valve 
regurgitation, moderately increased left ventricular chamber size, borderling increased left 
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atrial size, no tricuspid regurgitation or right-sided cardiac chamber enlargement." Very 

similar condition to initial evaluation; continue pimobendan at same dose, recheck in 9-12 
months.

3/25/2021 - Cardiologist follow-up and repeat echo. "...ACVIM stage B2 (based on pre-
treatment echo on 6/18/20...while this stage was previously appropriate for , her 

condition would technically be staged as B1 at this time, given normalization of left atrial size. 
Current echo abnormalities include the following: moderate mitral valve regurgitation, normal 
left atrial size, mildly increasd left ventricular chamber size, no tricuspid regurgitation or right-
sided cardiac chamber enlargement." Continue pimobendan at same dose, follow-up again in 

9-12 months.

12/29/2021 -  was taken to primary vet "for increased coughing and recent syncopal 
episode. The episode was described as occurring after going up stairs, then collapsing and 
recovering quickly. An EKG on this date was normal. Bloodwork was normal aside from an 

elevated NT-proBNP of 3,129. Chest x-rays revealed mild to moderate cardiomegaly with left 
atrial enlargement. A mild diffuse bronchointerstitial pattern was seen, possibly indicating 
early CHF or bronchitis. A trial with [25mg] furosemide BID was started. Hydrocodone was 

also initiated to use as needed. 

1/6/2022 - Bloodwork repeated and revealed BUN 40, Cr 1.6. Furosemide was decreased to 
12.5mg BID at that time and diet was changed Royal Canin Renal Formula with Hydrolyzed 

Protein." 

After the furosemide was decreased, did well for about a week before having three 
syncopal episodes over a series of days, all of which occurred after some form of activity.

1/19/2022 - Cardiologist re-evaluation, physical exam notable for "HR 184, sinus rhythm, 
grade IV/VI left apical systolic murmur, RR 24, normal respiratory sounds and effort." Repeat 
chest x-rays done showing "left-sided cardiomegaly including left ventricular enlargement and 
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moder left atrial enlargement. Mild generalized interstitial pulmonary pattern. Normal 
pulmonary vascular size with mildly decreased vascular detail. Overall, findings are 

suspicious for pulmonary edema..." Labwork: BUN 37, Cr 1.47. Echo showing "left atrial size 
appears and maesures moderately to severely increased. Mitral valve appears moderately 

and diffusely thickened. A portion of the anterior leaflet is oriented toward and located within 
the left atrium, indicating previous rupture of one or more chordae tendinae. There is 

moderate to severe mitral regurgitation, with an eccentric jet directed toward the dorsal and 
left atrial free walls. Left ventricle: intraventricular septal and left ventricular free wall 

thicknesses are normal. Left ventricular chamber size appears and measures severely 
increased. Tricuspid valve appears mildly thickened. Normal right atrial and right ventricular 

size. There is very mild tricuspid regurgitation. Diagnosis: myxomatous valve disease - 
ACVIM stage C. This stage includes previous or current congestive heart failure that is 

treatable with standard heart failure therapy. Possible mild residual pulmonary edema based 
on today's x-rays." Furosemide increased to 20mg BID, pimobendan increased to 3.75mg 

BID; started on 5mg enalapril BID and 12.5mg sprionolactone BID. Instructed to call 
cardiologist with update in one week, formal follow-up in 3 months.

2/3/2022 - Follow-up labwork completed.  had been doing well, no syncopal episodes, 
mild coughing throughout day. BUN 60, Cr 2.08. Long discussion with cardiologist regarding 

whether or not to decrease doses of medications to alleviate strain on the kidneys. After 
much back and forth, decided to continue on the same doses with follow-up labs again in 1-2 

weeks.

2/16/2022 - We reached out to primary vet after  had shown decreased appetite on 
Royal Canin Multifunction Renal + Hydrolyzed Protein, then finally no appetite. Increased 

reluctance to take treats, even some of her favorites like apple slices and greenies; she had 
previously been a very food-driven dog, so this was a dramatic departure from her status 

quo. Multiple different canned food and toppers introduced to try and stimulate appetite with 
only some success. Increased water consumption and we began noticing that she seemed 

like she was having more trouble walking on our hardwood floors slipping when just the
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EON‐487526 4/15/2022 18:04 Purina Friskies Shreds (chicken 
& Salmon

The latest 72 count box of Purina Friskies is making her puke. doesn't matter which flavor. 
This is a newly opened box

9 Years Norwegian Forest Cat 10 Pound

EON‐487478 4/15/2022 12:36 Royal Canin Adult and Puppy 
for Golden Retreiver

Please contact me I typed a very lengthy explanation and lost it to timed out would be easier 
to verbally explain please

EON‐487447 4/15/2022 3:12 Diamond Naturals Large Breed 
Puppy

Symptoms of Aflatoxin toxicity. 
Feeding Diamond brand dogfood.

Mixed (Dog) Dog

EON‐487437 4/14/2022 21:40 Greywood Manor Provisions
Beak Bars

Gave a new treat to my lovebirds: a mated pair with 4 3-week old babies and another bonded 
pair (both males); they all died within 18 hours; a complete and total tragedy

Parrot

like she was having more trouble walking on our hardwood floors, slipping when just the 
week prior she could walk just fine across it. We also noticed her hind legs trembling 

intermittently when she would eat. Differential diagnosis advancing kidney disease vs. taste 
alterations from enalapril and spironolactone.

2/17/2022 - Appointment for labwork and exam with primary vet. BUN 88, Cr 2.9, SDMA 30 
(previous SDMA values: 22 in 1/2022, 12 in 12/2021). Instructed to stop enalapril, decrease 

spironolactone and furosemide, added appetite stimulant.

2/24/2022 - Follow-up with primary vet;  had been increasingly eating less, decreased 
interest in any foods, wobbly on her feet. Bloodwork re-checked: BUN 105, Cr 3.7, DMA 38. 

Instructed to stop spironolactone, decrease furosemide; primary vet to consult with 
cardiologist re: plan.

3/2/2022 - had stopped eating completely, some interest with appetite stimulant up 
until the day prior; a few episodes of vomiting, increasingly clumsy on feet, even when 

outdoors. Bloodwork completed. Presumed that her kidneys were failing; discussion held re: 
euthanasia vs an ICU stay to see if gentle rehydration could be attempted.

Admitted to ICU later that day for gentle overnight hydration. Received antibiotic in case of 
kidney infection, received trazodone to ease anxiety. Urgent labwork completed showing 

BUN 127, Cr 9. Abdominal ultrasound completed 3/4/2022 that did not show any concerns. 
Labwork had not changed the following day and we discharged her from the hospital so she 

could be home.

Her condition gradually worsened until she could no longer get up on her own. She was fed 
and given medications via syringe. Discomfort increased gradually until she was vocalizing 

and jumping up suddenly to readjust or just stand, trembling. Decision made to proceed with 
euthanasia on . Seizure in the afternoon prior to arrival of vet.

While much of  decline was a result of the cardiac medications taking a toll on her 
kidneys, and perhaps an underlying kidney issue that hadn't been diagnosed, the potential 
that her need for cardiac medication was precipitated by eating a predominantly grain-free 
diet. The first ingredient in Ultamino is corn starch. CORN STARCH. We never thought to 
have her taurine level checked, and it has only been after her passing that we have done 

research into all of this, and so are submitting this report with hopes that it can aid others and 
prevent this from happening to another family.
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EON‐487428 4/14/2022 17:20 IAMs proactive health healthy 
kitten, Purina Friskies Party Mix 
cat treats

Cat has been lethargic, hiding, napping for several days in a row and is still lethargic. Was 
found to have tested positive for salmonella by the stool sample

10 Month
s

Domestic 
Mediumhair

Cat 6 Pound

EON‐487418 4/14/2022 14:56 LUVSOME CAT TREAT (FISH 
AND CHICKEN TREAT CUP)
.78 OZ DATED AUG 30 2023 
(82921)

lovsome Fish and Chicken treat cup .78 oz given twice. dated Aug 30 2023 (082921)
after only eating about 4 bites, she vomited in the dish (on treat). we pulled it away and 
thought she may have had a fur ball issue. given a second time a week later, same exact 
reaction. Since it contains fish, we wonder if something went bad.

1 Years Unknown Cat 8 Pound

EON‐487396 4/14/2022 12:24 Fancy Feast canned kitten treat 
with gravy

Our pet become sick after eating products. Once they were removed she got better.

EON‐487348 4/13/2022 18:16 Wag Jerky Chicken - Whole 
Muscle Chicken Breast

My dog was boarded for five nights and when I picked her up she was happy and healthy. 
When she got home she had a treat (Wag Chicken Jerkey - Amazon) and played with her 
ball. Then she started throwing up, more than I have ever seen her throw up, at least 6 or 7 
times. Then she stopped eating. The next day she didn't want to eat or play, slept all day. 
The next day after, she ate only a little and slept all day, didn't play at all -- which she does 
every day with her ball. Today she ate only a little bit of food and has been laying around. No 
play.

8 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 8 Pound

EON‐487341 4/13/2022 16:52 9 Lives Plus Care She was throwing up white foam and I thought it was anxiety but a week later she's gotten 
extremely lethargic and won't eat. I've been giving her little pedialyte, unflavored. She 
seemed to be gaining strength back and today I'm trying UTI medicine because her pee is 
bright orange. But now, I'm noticing yellow tinting in her ears, like jaundice. Which indicates 
liver disease or failure. I have 3 cats and have always fed them the same Heartland farms cat 
food. About 2-3 weeks ago, I tried 9 Lives Plus Care bought at dollar general, and this is 
whats happening, and my third cat has had no symptoms.

4 Years Norwegian Forest Cat 9 Pound

EON‐487283 4/12/2022 23:56 Pet-Ag KMR Kitten Milk replacer 
for kittens newborn-6weeks.

Upon opening the initial can for the first time, I saw clumps floating at the top of the milk. The 
clumps have a very greasy feel to them. I have never seen this before in KMR. I contacted 
my vet and she said don’t use it. So I opened the second can and it had floating clumps in 
the milk as well. I do have pictures of the problem as well as the cans. The information 
stamped on the bottom of the cans are the same.

EON‐487281 4/12/2022 22:16 Meow Mix Tender Centers 
Salmon & White Meat Chicken

After 2 or 3 feedings  began behaving strangely, meowing loudly from time to time, 
laying around instead of being very active & playful & developed very foul smelling gas & 
loose poos. I changed to a different food once I noticed he wasn't well & so far he's a little 
more active, not meowing like before but still has loose poos & extremely foul smelling gas.

11 Month
s

Unknown Cat 10 Pound

EON‐487274 4/12/2022 19:04 Purely Fancy Feast Natural 
Flaked Skipjack Tuna Entree in 
a Delicate Broth Plus Vitamins 
& Minerals

This may be totally unrelated to the pet food but I have a concern it may have been. I 
purchased the pet food because my cat loves tuna. I have purchased Fancy Feast before but 
in the can, not the plastic container. I gave my cat half of the container which he loved and 
ate all up about 7PM the night of  He went to sleep and woke up and came 
downstairs around 6:30AM the morning of . We found him about 2 hours later. He 
had died suddenly. I just want the food checked out so no other kitties get harmed.
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EON‐487222 4/12/2022 8:04 Livelong Healthy and Strong 
Yummy Seafood

All 5 of my cats starting with  stopped eating and began vomiting and having diarrhea 
for several days. I have 2 older cats (  13 and  12) who were fed Solid gold dry 
food and Livelong wet food. I also have 3 younger cats  3,  2, and  

 2) They are fed open farm dry food and livelong wet food. The only overlap in their diet 
was the livelong wet food. We purchased the food from Amazon and found similar instances 
occurring in the review section which lead us to believe that Livelong was the issue, that and 
once we changed their food away from livelong they all showed signs of recovery.

11 Years Maine Coon Cat 8 Pound

EON‐487221 4/12/2022 7:56 Ol'Roy Beefhide Triple Flavor 
Kabobs

On 3/05/2022 I purchased Ol' Roy Beefhide Triple Flavor Kabobs 24oz expires on Nov.18th, 
2022. WOO24L 106 UPC is 8113139816 the numbers above the barcode is 023335 from 
Walmart at  ST# 00340. And I 
purchased a bag of Ol' Roy Beefhide Coated Munchy Sticks, Chicken Recipe,16.9 oz 40 
count. Expires Feb. 25, 2023 Woo33J 716 barcode top #023335 UPC 8113139814. I noticed 

 was not him self not to long after giving him one on the Triple Flavor Kabobs. He didn't 
want to eat or drink anything, was just laying around, when he is all up and playing. then he 
started throwing up. It was a yellow green color. So I took him outside to keep him from 
making a mess in the house. After a bit it looks like he's going to use the bathroom so as I 
watch him I see it is like water, and a dark color with some red blood maybe in it. So I 
watching him closely. As I am scared Iam going to loose my little buddy because I dont have 
the money for an emergency vet call. So I started trying to get some money together and 
finally was able to take him in and the vet asked what has he been eating. I said just his reg 
dog food and treats. Well the vet said he had a bacteria infection and gave us some meds for 
him. Took them just like doc said to and made a full recovery. Well I also have 4 big dogs 
where I thought they were ok until it was time to scoop poop up and thats were I saw the 
same as my little  had. Yesterday I was able top get them some antibiotics from the 
feed store. so we will see. I live in  I afraid there is a much bigger problem out 
there then what has been recalled all ready this year (2022)

1 Years Chihuahua Dog 7 Pound

EON‐487197 4/11/2022 19:20 Natural Balance Blue contaminants observed in wet dog food
EON‐487176 4/11/2022 16:24 Blue Wilderness High-Protein 

Food For Cats Nature's 
Evolutionary Diet with Chicken 
Grain Free Formula Adult

Cat has always eagerly eaten Blue Wilderness grain free adult chicken cat food with no 
problems. With this bag she goes to her bowl, sniffs at the food and usually refuses to eat it. 
When she has eaten it she frequently throws up shortly afterwards up and the food looks only 
partially digested. Except for B.W. I haven't found any other brand of cat food she likes, but 
she has been eating some of the dog food. I put the cat food out for her and throw it away 
when she doesn't eat it.

12 Years Unknown Cat 10 Pound
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EON‐487140 4/11/2022 12:44 Hill's Prescription Diet 
Urinary Care
c/d multicare
Chicken and Vegetable Stew

 has been on the Hill's Prescription C/D diet, both wet and dry food, since May 2021. I 
recently purchased 24 cans of his wet food, Hill's Prescription C/D Chicken and Vegetable 
Stew flavor, from our vet. About a day after feeding him the new batch of food I noticed his 
stool had softened. I didn't initially associate his soft stool with the food because at the time 
he was weaning off the medication Atropine. I thought it was perhaps a withdrawal symptom 
that would improve over the next few days. It did not, nothing else had been changed with his 
medications or food except this new batch of wet food that we purchased. He had been on 
this diet for nearly a year, and I know Hill's announced they are changing their labels but said 
nothing about changing the food, so again I assumed it wasn't the food. I discontinued the 
food for a few days and seen that his stool returned to normal. I then gave him the wet food 
again yesterday (4/10/2022) and this morning he is back to diarrhea. I will be returning the 
remaining 21 cans to the vet. I don't know if this is a bad batch (#T2540848A 057 3386, Best 
Before 03 2024) but it still has the old/original label on it, not the new kind Hill's has been 
promoting. I also noticed in  last bad of dry food we purchased there was an insert 
talking about the new labels, but on the back it gave directions on how to switch from old food 
to new food yet nothing has been said about an ingredient change, just a label change.

10 Years Domestic 
Shorthair

Cat

EON‐487096 4/10/2022 21:20 The blue Buffalo Co. Puppy 
chicken and brown rice recipe

After one day of eating the puppy food my dog's started having severe diarrhea and throwing 
up.

EON‐487065 4/10/2022 0:40 Instinct raw boost On two separate occasions the product was purchased from local Petco and upon feeding it 
to my animals realized it was full of bugs. Instinct raw boost chicken

EON‐487048 4/9/2022 16:24 eCOTRITION Snak Shak 
Activity Log For Guinea Pigs & 
Rabbits

The product is eCOTRITION Snak Shak Activity Log For Guinea Pigs & Rabbits. I found a 
metal sheet (width 1/5 inch, length unknown because the remaining part is still hidden in the 
log) when half of the log was eaten already.

EON‐487040 4/9/2022 13:24 DreamSticks
The Healthy Alternative to 
Rawhide

I bought Beef and Chicken DreamSticks (by Petmatrix) in Sept 2021. I fed some beef 
flavored ones to my dog. She had diarrhea for 5 days. At the time, I didn't connect the 2 as 
she has been eating DreamSticks (Chicken, Peabnut Butter, Beef) for 5 years now. She's 
been getting Chicken DreamSticks since then. No problems. Two days ago, I gave her 
another beef stick. She had diarrhea for one day. I thought it was a one off. Yesterday, I gave 
her another beef stick. She had diarrhea and vomited. I finally connected the Beef Sticks with 
illness.

Batch Code: PP20221
Best by date: 08/07/2023
Made in China

The chicken sticks are made in Vietnam.
I have 4 bags of Beef sticks.

10 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 50 Pound

EON‐487031 4/9/2022 10:32 Golden Rewards Chicken Jerky 
Recipe

Extreme explosive diarrhea with blood. Lethargy. Now is in pet hospital for 2+ days with 
pancreatitis and on IV.

11 Years Retriever - 
Labrador

Dog 70 Pound

EON‐486950 4/8/2022 12:32 Pedigree healthy weight Purchased a brand new bag after  had issues on 04/04/2022. Started feeding  
the new bag on 06APR2022 and that night his stomach was very upset and hurt him all night. 
He could not get comfortable, was panting and had gas. I discontinued use immediately.

6 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 60 Pound
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EON‐486947 4/8/2022 12:24 Pedigree Healthy Weight On Monday 04APR2022 around 3am  started to have what appeared to be a seizure. 
He lost control of bowel ( stool was solid) and was rolling back and forth uncontrollably. When 
rolling subsided he still presented confusion. He was taken to the emergency vet where they 
were unable to detect the cause.

3 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 68 Pound

EON‐486916 4/8/2022 3:12 Blue buffalo beef and liver She ate a container of the blue buffalo beef and liver flavored wet food and threw up after a 
few hours while she was asleep

2.5 Years Shepher Dog 
(unspecified)

Dog 65 Pound

EON‐486893 4/7/2022 16:52 Zignature Kangaroo Formula 
dog food

He developed a cough, and had trouble breathing one night. I took him to the Pets ER, where 
they did an ultrasound and said he had an enlarged heart, and referred me to a cardiologist. 
The next day he saw the cardiologist who diagnosed him with diet associated 
cardiomyopathy.

4 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 75 Pound

EON‐486869 4/7/2022 11:04 V-Dog Kind Kibble
Lot number 21298

On March 09, 2022 patient presented as a new patient to our practice with hypothyroidism 
where treatment had lapsed the only health history prior to an episode of collapse that 
morning which was described as a seizure. On blood work that day, the thyroid did read low. 
Resumed treatment with levothyroxine at 0.3 mg BID. 
On March 22, 2022 presented lethargic and weak acutely that morning. Was unable to stand 
for long periods and was tachypneic. Quickly decompensated, collapsed, urinated on self 
and vomited. stood again, was put on flow by O2 and FAST scan of the thorax performed. 
Consistent with dilated cardiomyopathy and possibly scan pericardial effusion. Moments later 
arrested, recovered spontaneous heart beat and respirations but arrested again and 2nd 
attempt at resuscitation was unsuccessful. During 1st resuscitative attempt, IV access was 
obtained and blood work was obtained. Post mortem exam revealed a significantly dilated 
heart with no significant pericardial effusion. The auricles were bilaterally dilated with blood 
which I suspect is what I assumed was a pericardial effusion. The heart was submitted to 
pathology and the findings were consistent with DCM. Patient had been eating V-Dog Vegan 
dog food for greater than 1 year, need to confirm duration with owner.

5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 40.7 Pound

EON‐486856 4/7/2022 8:36 Tasteful adult wet cat food 
Chicken Entree in savory sauce 
tender morsels Blue Buffalo

After purchasing a can of Tasteful by Blue Buffalo wet cat food, I came home and opened the 
can. Immediately I could smell something was wrong. I am a cat owner so I know what wet 
cat food smells like. This food was grey and patchy with a horrific vomit smell. I attempted to 
take the food out of the van into a container so I could examen what was wrong, but the 
stench was so foul I could not stop gagging and just threw it away. I can’t believe this was on 
the shelf of a store for anyone to buy. Thankfully my cat didn’t go anywhere near this food.

EON‐486840 4/6/2022 23:56 Nutro Natural Choice Large 
Breed Adult & Senior Dry Dog 
Food Chicken

had bloody diarrhea and ended up with a diagnosis of gastroenteritis after a trip to the 
Emergency Department.

10 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 65 Pound
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EON‐486833 4/6/2022 21:40 Horizon Legacy All Life Stages 
Grain-Free Salmon Dry Dog 
Food 8.8-lb bag

I regularly order Horizon Legacy All Life Stages Grain-Free Salmon Dry Dog Food, 8.8-lb bag 
from the online retailer, Chewy.com. However, since the last order, they shipped the already 
expired dated old food. Since the expiartion has 1 month by the actual date expired , I did not 
claim. THen, now 04/2022, I received again the expired date old product (Lot # B10341, 
Expiration date is 03/2022). I contacted this company, Chewy.com and they requested to 
return the food and they send the replacement (the CS promised to send the Fresh item at 
least exp/2023).
HOwever, I received the replacement today, 4/06/2022 the same Lot NO. & Expiration Date, 
03/2022. I contacted Chewy.com again and what they told was IT IS THE PRINTING 
MISTAKE for the expiration date. HOW COME???? This is really excuse. What the important 
issue id YOU SENT THE OLD PRODUCT TO MY DOG. Generally, if it tell Exp/03/2022, the 
food was produced about 1-2 years ago. This item is Fish/salmon product. you know the 
bacteria grow. Also, they used to have Vacuum bag (The fresh one) but I received the old 
looks like the returned by somebody item. 
Anyway, I buy this same product since I had my EX-dog who died in 2019 as 17 years old, 
and know well about this products. So, When I got a new dog in 2020, I give the same one. 
I'm very familiar with this food, maybe more than the Chewy.com's CS.
I contacted the brand manufacturer already but what the agent told me was They don't know 
wyh Chewy.com shipped such old product and tells go to AMAZON.
I can't believe this answer from the manufacturer also.
Anyway, this claim is about Chewy.com. who know they shipped the old products 3 times but 
they did not fix correctly, they shipped the same old products twice. They excuse this is from 
the misprint by the manufacturer. Then, what the consumer like me can do? I just give the 
OLD PRODUCTS to my dog? This is not a cheap dog food. It is $33.99 plus Tax for just 8.8 
LB. Chewy.com should so something to solve this issue. YOu can not send the OLD 
PRODUCTS to consumer.

EON‐486753 4/6/2022 6:56 Wellness Core Grain-Free Dry 
Cat food.

We received a new bag of Wellness Core cat food and all three of our cats are sick. They 
have all been eating this food for a long time without issue.

1 Years Domestic 
Shorthair

Cat 7 Pound

EON‐486747 4/6/2022 4:12 Heartland farms rawhide jumbo 
pork femur bone

I bought a new treat from Dollar general. I thought a dog bone would be perfect for  
He ate about 1/4 of it and stated to be sick. He laid down and slept alittle. He has vomited 5 
times and from what I believe but can't 100% say..he had a seizure in his cage..

7 Years Retriever - 
Labrador

Dog 83 Pound

EON‐486743 4/6/2022 0:08 dynamo dog functional treats I purchased dynamo dog functional treats. After about a week of giving our dog these treats 
we noticed they had white mold on them and then it turned into green mold. Our dog got very 
sick, she stopped eating, very lethargic, would not drink water and could not poop. Took her 
to vet and spent 800 dollars on blood work and xray. She had a mass of undigested food. 
The vet gave her a IV and a anti nauseous pill. We didnt know the treats were moldy 
because you couldnt really see the treats in the bag. I looked at reviews on amazon and 
chewy and there were hundreds of complaints of the same white mold. We called the 
company and they did not seem concerned and seemed to not care. Why are these still on 
the product. Thank god our dog bounced back but I am sure there are other dogs that are 
getting sick from these treats. The expiration date on the bag say Feb 2023. Lot number 
2041219103012 05. dynamo dog soft chews 14oz tummy pumpkin and ginger.

6 Years Beagle Dog 50 Pound
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EON‐486732 4/5/2022 19:32 Whole hearted FLAVOR-
BOOSTING GRAIN FREE 
MEAL TOPPER FOR DOGS
Whitefish Recipe IN GRAVY

The Whole Hearted Grain Free Meal Topper for Dogs-whitefish recipe contains fish bones 
and fish scales. I pulled at least seven fish bones out of a 2.8oz portion of fish/gravy.

EON‐486605 4/4/2022 13:52 Jiminy’s Chewy Cricket Treats Wobbly, lethargic, unresponsive, nausea, attempted vomiting 1.5 Years Chihuahua Dog 5.1 Pound
EON‐486571 4/4/2022 1:20 furrytail Pet NMN

EON‐486554 4/3/2022 14:20 Hills Science Diet Adult 1-6 Older dog in good health started having Diarrhea inside home with extra mucus after eating 
new bag of dog food. Have been using this brand and recipe for over a decade without issue 
before this event. Tried feeding dog chicken and rice and then reintroducing the science diet 
food but the diarrhea returned. Dog recovered again as soon as diet returned to chicken and 
rice and continued with new dog food

14 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 55 Pound

Hi Team

I was browsing online and trying to find some supplements for my cats. Accidentally I found 
this product, link below:

https://www.furrytail.net/collections/wet-food-treats/products/pet-nmn

There is not much information on this website to explain what is this, a medicine or food? 
They only tell that their product is the FIRST anti-aging product tailored for pets, approved by 

the United States Food and Drug Administration (U.S. FDA). 

Has FDA ever approved that kind of unidentified product? 

In the description they say this product can help pets with the below functions: 

Anti-aging
Brain rejuvenation

Improve sleep quality
Enhance endurance and heart strength

DNA reparation
Sugar and Weight control

Is that possible? 

This is a misleading information page, the product is unidentified, and they exaggerate the 
effect. I am afraid this kind of unknown product will kill many animals with the name of "FDA 

approved"

Please investigate this seller and protect benefits of USA customers! 

Kind Regards
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EON‐486546 4/3/2022 10:32 Purina ONE +PLUS INDOOR 
ADVANTAGE

On 03/28/22, My cat (Indoor Only) became ill. We believe it was him that vomited 
multiple times through the night. He proceeded to entirely refuse food for many days even 
though he was being treated by his vet for nausea and dehydration. He did not start eating 
normally until 04/02/22. He continues to be on several medications for this issue.

On 03/29/22, My cat  (Indoor Only) vomited, and has since shown lack of 
appetite/sensitive stomach, and occasional vomiting. Though he has not required medical 
care.

Approximately on and since 03/29/22, (Indoor Only) has show very mild sings of 
reduced appetite, no vomiting

Suspecting their food to be the cause, a change was made to a different brand on 04/01/22 

On 04/01/22 , and on 04/03/22  (both Outdoor Only) began showing mild signs of 
lack of appetite ( are more noticeable). Though with them its hard to tell if its related as 
they may find food elsewhere at times

These dates are to the best of my knowledge. All cats were in excellent health before this 
issue began. All cats are stable or improving.

14 Month
s

Domestic 
Shorthair

Cat 9 Pound

EON‐486484 4/1/2022 20:40 Nutrisource Adult chicken & rice 
recipe (dog food)

Dog lost interest in food - eating less amount and less frequently. Loss of appetite main 
concern to vet. Ultrasound found possible cyst and liver issues. Surgery done - found large 
clot (not cyst) and several lesions on liver. Still waiting testing to tissue

Collie - Border Dog

EON‐486483 4/1/2022 20:40 Purina Bella Grain free pate 
with vegetables

Dogs was put on allergy and steroids meds for a cough due to allergies. I started feeding him 
the Bella grain free Pate because it was easier to give the pills in the pate. Within a few 
weeks  was coughing 24/7. He developed fluid in his abdomen. Months of tests and vet 
specialist he was determined that  had Dcm. He been on meds for over a year with still 
no change but no getting worse

7 Years Terrier - Rat Dog 16 Pound

EON‐486459 4/1/2022 17:04 Nutro Chicken Naturals My dog was impacted by copper-associated hepatopathy due to over-supplementation of 
copper in commercial pet food. I implore the FDA to take corrective action to lower the 
maximum copper concentration/ have food without man made synthetic copper in 
commercial dog food to mitigate this avoidable and potentially fatal illness. My dog was put 
on a copper restrictive dog food which she won't eat and started on multiple medications. Her 
ALT was elevated. A biopsy confirmed copper storage disease. She stopped eating, vomited, 
had diarrhea and lethargy, & excessive thirst. The exorbitant cost of the prescription 
medication is a financial burden besides making my dog constantly nauseated and caused 
her to vomit frequently. She isn't tolerating the treatment. The penicillamine alone is $250 for 
a one month supply. She is also on Ursodial and Denamarin which is another $90 per month. 
Finding food that she will eat has been extremely difficult. I found "The Scoop" dog food 
made by a Vet that contains no man made synthetic copper. I have to have it shipped and it 
is expensive.

7 Years Siberian Husky Dog 45 Pound
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EON‐486421 4/1/2022 7:40 Victor Dog Food - Hi Pro Plus My dog has been throwing up and eating grass. I thought it was just an upset stomach for a 
day or 2 and would pass. Then within a few days after a red rash appeared on his 
stomach/groin area. I thought it was a seasonal allergy thing, but it started to get worse and 
purplish in color and scaby looking. I realized after he refused his food for 2 days it was that. I 
switched his food and it went away.

6 Years Weimaraner Dog

EON‐486410 3/31/2022 21:08 Nulo Freestyle Grain-Free 
Turkey & Chicken Recipe Cat & 
Kitten Food

We've been using the same Nulo Freestyle Turkey & Chicken Recipe Grain-Free Canned 
Cat & Kitten Food, 12.5-oz, for several years and the food consistency and appearance has 
always been very consistent, until our order from Chewy of two cases of this food (12 cans 
each).

Food from both cases is very different from what we've been getting. It's much wetter (soupy) 
and, when mixed up, instead of being smooth (like all pate cat food) it's chunky. Also, the 
color is darker and more brown than all previous orders.

We contacted the manufacturer regarding this issue and their response was that this is a 
natural product and that "These slight variations are perfectly safe and natural." My 
observation is that the "variation" isn't remotely "slight." And, given that we've never seen any 
significant variation in appearance and consistency in the several years we've been using 
this product, we're not remotely convinced this is within the "normal/natural slight variation" 
range.

Quote from Nulo’s email response:
“There are several factors that can affect the aroma, texture, and color during production. For 
instance, the moisture, density, and cooking conditions can vary slightly based on the natural 
ingredients we use. As part of a robust quality assurance program, all of our products are 
evaluated for physical attributes prior to distribution, including the color, aroma, and texture. 
These slight variations are perfectly safe and natural and should not affect how well your cat 
does on our food!”

EON‐486333 3/30/2022 19:44 Amazing dog treats A dog treat beef roll the company is called amazing dog treats . I found glue holding the treat 
together . Very concerning

EON‐486332 3/30/2022 19:44 Blue buffalo co
Life protection formula
Senior chicken and brown rice 
recipe

Changed food for a senior dog Mixed old food for transitioning. Within that time. She started 
sneezing. Took her to vet put on antibiotic noticed excessive panting and shaking starting. 
She would be ok until about an hour after giving her new food. Then the panting and shaking 
increased. Called vet took off new food put on plain chicken and rice. Improvement in ONE 
DAY. Finally connected the food with what she was experiencing. Am following up with vet 
APRIL 1 2022around

14 Years Spaniel - Cocker 
American

Dog 23 Pound
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EON‐486316 3/30/2022 14:08 Unrefined Smoked Turkey with 
Ancient Grains & Superfoods.

I purchased a bag of dog food from Midwestern Dog Food Company. The name of it is 
"Unrefined Roasted Turkey with Ancient Grains." My dog has been on this food for many 
months. When I got to the bottom of the bag, there was a 3" x 3" hard substance mixed in 
with the food. It is a hard resin looking thing. I immediately went to the store to purchase 
another bag of food and stopped giving her any more from this bag. I also immediately 
contacted the company on a Friday. I went to the contact page and filled out my info and did 
not hear anything back. I emailed. I did not hear anything back. I left messages and did not 
hear anything back. I private messaged them on facebook and did not hear anything back. 
The person who is in charge of consumer complaints is on medical leave. She did call back 
finally but I could not get the call at the time. 10 minutes later I called her back and pleaded 
for her to call me back. She did not. She is working from home while she is on medical leave. 
She finally emailed me and said she did not get any of the messages stating what was 
wrong! And did not address anything further. I emailed her screamiing for her to call me. She 
emailed me today and asked for the date on the bag. Well the date is on the very top of the 
bag where you rip it off to open the bag, so the date is long gone. I again begged for her to 
call me and I have not heard back a thing. No one messaged me back from facebook and no 
one else contacted me through messages I left on the phone. Finally today I had enough and 
called human resources of the company. The woman was very nice but was not trained as to 
what to do so she assured me she would call " the woman who is home on medical 
leave and tell her to call me. That was early this morning and it is almost 2:00 pm and I am 
sick of this. This is the WORST customer service of any company I have ever encountered. 
You would think that if anyone found ANYTHING in their dog food, that they would call or 
contact the consumer back immediately. It is going on 7 days and I have not heard back. I 
fully believe this company needs to be reported and reprimanded on the way they are not 
handling this situation at all. I do not know what this substance is. I have photo's of it and I 
still have it in the bag. If it is a food source of some kind, well then fine, but at least we need 
to know! But I have never heard of a 3" piece of hard substance in food before. This 
company is horrible!! Thank you.

EON‐486283 3/30/2022 1:56 ZuPreem Pure Fun Enriching 
Variety

Purchased a new bag of ZuPreem Pure Fun. The adult male was given the food and then fed 
the baby. Shortly after they both became ill.

5 Weeks Budgerigar 1 Gram

EON‐486282 3/30/2022 1:32 ZuPreem Pure Fun Enriching 
Variety

Purchased a new bag of ZuPreem Pure Fun. About an hour after feeding my budgie the new 
food he became ill.

4 Years Budgerigar 5 Gram

EON‐486274 3/29/2022 21:56 Purina Pro Plan 7+ Complete 
Essentials Shredded Blend 
Beef & Rice Formula High 
Protein Dog Food

Seizures intermediately and getting worse, with an up and down motion 9 Years Retriever - 
Labrador

Dog 81 Pound

EON‐486270 3/29/2022 19:48 Purina Beyond natural cat food
Simply

I purchased the bag of cat food on 03/24/2022, both of my cats vomited up the cat food 
shortly after eating. Since then the cats have been puking up white foam and have been not 
feeling well. They vomit every time they eat it. They also have loose stools.

2 Years Domestic 
Longhair

Cat 8 Pound

EON‐486262 3/29/2022 18:00 Zuke’s mini naturals salmon 
recipe training dog treats

Switched to Zukes naturals training treats (salmon) a month ago and over the course of a few 
weeks my dog started acting off and like he didn’t feel good. Vet could barely determine what 
was wrong. Puking up small amounts of bile, hiding in the corner, eating a little less.

2 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 90 Pound
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EON‐486182 3/28/2022 19:36 Blue buffalo Chicken and brown 
rice life protection formula

After eating Adult Blue Buffalo chicken and brown rice - blue bag of food my dogs both had 
diarrhea, vomiting and blood in their stool.

1 Years American Pit Bull 
Terrier

Dog 48 Pound

EON‐486165 3/28/2022 15:08 Blue Buffalo Senior chicken and 
brown rice

2 different dogs both fed Blue Buffalo Senior (Lot 20230415D1A10:43) and both got very sick 
after eating.  refused to eat it anymore after being sick and required vetrinary care with 
an antibiotic.  is still recovering but got violently ill(throwing up, diarrhea, lethargic). 

 even had a minor stroke and severe seizure after eating the food.

11 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 40 Pound

EON‐486132 3/28/2022 9:36 nulo small breed grain free 
salmon and lentils

I started feeding my dogs this food about 6 months ago and I gradually saw them vomiting 
and more lethargic. My 7 year old dog who had clear checkups even 6 months prior suddenly 
died of heart failure several weeks ago.

7 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 10 Pound

EON‐486129 3/28/2022 9:28 Natures Menu Chicken & Duck, 
Natures Menu Turkey With 
Chicken

Natures Menus Sachets food, flavours chicken and duck and chicken and turkey contain 
small pieces of sharp black plastic. These have been found in nearly every packet we have 
opened for the last 2 weeks.

EON‐486112 3/28/2022 1:16 Purina One Plus Hairball 
Formula

I have 3 cats. All three had just had exams and vaccinations within last 30 days and were 
healthy. Two cats are spayed females sphynx 1 year old. One cat is spayed female domestic 
short hair. Upon purchase of a new bag of Purina One Plus Hairball Formula (their normal 
food in combination with Rachael Ray Indoor Complete) all three cats began vomiting. We 
repurchased both brands and fed both foods separately instead of mixing them as per usual. 
It was at this time we discovered the Purina food was indeed the food causing the three cats 
to vomit multiple times per day. We then again threw out the Purina food for the second time 
and have not repurchased.

1 Years Sphynx Cat 7 Pound

EON‐486098 3/27/2022 17:00 Golden Rewards Sweet Potato 
Wrapped Duck

My dog ate one Golden Rewards Sweet Potato Wrapped with Duck treat. She woke up 
vomiting, this happened over the next few nights combing with diarrhea. After the 3rd night I 
got scared and took  to the vet. He asked did I feed her anything new. I 
told him about the above. He gave me antibiotics and told me to feed her a bland boiled 
chicken and rice, and to watch her.

7 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 92 Pound

EON‐486086 3/27/2022 8:04 Purina one pro plan All three of my dogs got sick after eating purina one pro plan from petco and one dog has 
died
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EON‐486076 3/26/2022 22:48 Feline 
Greenies 
SMARTBITES
CHICKEN FLAVOR HAIRBALL 
CONTROL
NO Artificial Flavors 
Preservatives or Fillers
Treats for Cats / Cateries Pour 
Chats

5 Years Mixed (Cat) Cat 10 PoundI've been feeding my Cat  10 to 15 Feline Greenies Hairball Chicken flavored treats for 
about 3 years.

Daily. She only ever has coughed bup a Hairball when we were out of or could not find the 
product in stock at Petco / or Unleashed by Petco. The next day with the Greenies she would 
cough up a hairball. She Stan too really love this treat. I'd never had a cat that likes it loved 

treats. About 45 days ago I found really without looking for it a small bump on her chin. I tried 
looking this up online but could not find much execute for feline acne but she don't show any 

signed if that . Just this bump. I thought maybe a tic m. I'd never seen one so I purchased 
anything I needed to remove we it if it were the day after that which was about 3 days after 
the first notice if it it had grown but not like a tic would and daily it grew and grew. It is now 
the size of a large. Marble. I lump extruding from here chin almost at the tip . But to see it I 
need to make her look up ir move her head up. I have not touched it. At a week or more I 

took her to the vet who explained she'd tested to out rule scabies and acne and told me this 
was a tumor and to remove it would cost alot if money. I took her home to start to raise the 

money through go fund me but a week about 3 weeks into that growth she developed 
another it too had grown to this size on her back close to her spine but not so far that she 

can't reach it to scratch or lick it so it's hard to keep either of these wounds medicated. It was 
suggested I try Vitericyn Plus, Antimicrobial Hydrogel twice daily to keep it then was 

instructed by a Vetranarian to clean it with,an feline DouxoS3 PYO, Antiseptic Antifungal, 
Ophytrium Chlorhexidine pads, then gently apply Neosporin 2 times daily. These two 

processes the first four a week and the second for 2 weeks lead me to a also recommend 
product to keep her from licking the wound which is what she'd been doing with the ointment 
and scratching the scab off the chin daily. During the first month she developed 4 tumors a 
very small one in the back of her neck which did not as if yet grow. It's 2 weeks old. But at 

that same time I doing that one she'd been awkwardly licking her lips almost as if she'd eaten 
peanut butter I looked to see and there's a small marble size tumor on the inside of her right 
side of her lip. Not on her gums and teeth but lip.Ive then but only a few times tried to put a 

thin coat of a Pierces All Purpose NU-STOCK that creates a hard type she'll over the 
wounded area and small like menthol and will keep the animal from licking. She's not eating 
she's lost at least 3 lbs. I was told by friend who's pets had cancerous tumors she'd likely die 
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EON‐486032 3/25/2022 19:56 SmartBones
Twist sticks
chicken flavor, Smartbones 
the healthy alternative to 
rawhide
churro style sticks

 starting having excess thirst and urinating constantly. Took them in to do labwork found 
glucose in urine. Had the urinary issues for about 2 and half weeks. No incontinence was 
noted. Less energy but nothing drastic. Seen by Internal Medicine.

9 Years Chihuahua Dog 6.72 Pound

EON‐486029 3/25/2022 19:20 Meow Mix Cat vomited at least once a day and most days twice for a little over two weeks. The vomiting 
stopped after we switched food.

4 Years American 
Shorthair

Cat 15 Pound

EON‐486015 3/25/2022 16:00 Kirkland Signature Natures 
Domain organic chicken grain 
free formula dog food

In July 2021 dog developed cough and by November she was diagnosed with DCM. We had 
to put her to sleep as she medication was not working and needed oxygen to breathe

4 Years Cattle Dog 
(unspecified)

Dog 45 Pound

EON‐486010 3/25/2022 15:36 PURINA PRO - LAMB AND 
RICE

I PURCHASED A PURINA DRY KIBBLE DOG FOOD AND FED MY DOG A BATCH. MY 
DOG BECAME SICK THE NEXT MORNING WITH VOMIT AND DIARRHEA. I INSPECTED 
THE BAG OF KIBBLE AND SUREL ENOUGH I FOUND MOLD AND INSECT EGGS IN THE 
ENTIRE BAG. MY DOGS HEALTH IS MY MAON CONCER. HE WILL BE SEEING A VET 
FOR FURTHER EVALUATION.

EON‐485989 3/25/2022 12:24 Ol' Roy Meaty Loaf Wet Dog 
Food Variety Pack Filet Mignon 
Flavor and Chicken & Rice 
Dinner 13.2 oz 24 Cans

1 case containing 24 cans

I purchased a case of Ol' Roy Meaty Loaf Wet Dog Food Variety Pack, Filet Mignon Flavor 
and Chicken & Rice Dinner from Walmart.com. I got about half way through the case, when a 
can I opened was full of mold. There was black mold all over the underside of the lid and the 
entire can was full of white fuzzy mold. I opened 2 other cans with the same problem. After 
opening 3 in a row like that, I threw the rest of the case away because I didn't want my dog to 
get sick.

and to prepare for that she's eat 3 maybe at the most Greenies when her lip started 
aggravating her affecting her ability to eat she stopped asking for the Greenies so that 

stopped. In the 6th week after I have not f I thought long about how this 5yr old healthy cat 
could have developed these huge tumors that are quickly killing THAT prompted my thought 

about the Greenies I'd repeatedly purchased without hesitation for 4 please years feeding 
them to her without worry as they are sold by a large healthy petty food supply store Petco, 
Unleashed by Petco and I've trusted the employer inocent to this issue I am sure. But the 

company. I started by googling GREENIES and Tumors I found a story about a dog 2005 . 
Agreed it , then kept looking for more , Greenies Is at the TOP of a DO NOT GIVE YOUR 

CAT THESE TREATS list in an article by a blogger I believe I can look for that and add any 
detail about anything later.  is sleeping in the tub she use to hop in too tell me to 
wanted to play fetch. This cat is it was the most active cat I've ever  owned it even 

heard of she talked , followed me anywhere and everywhere, she and I trained each other for 
specific things. Indoor outdoor  had waited to tell me she wanted out, them in. Several 
ways she wanted the Greenies depending on which room or I need a wagon which shed ride 
in , a certain chair on the patio, a soft side box in the bedroom. Her cry was beautiful. All of 

that is gone she can not meow Yesterday I tried googling "Lawsuits Greenies Tumors" so so 
many stories. It was a page that was Titled "Poisoned Pets" that led me here. She is my best 

friend , she's gotten me though years of grief, COVID the sweetest most loving cat. She's 
suffering now.
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EON‐485922 3/24/2022 14:24 Pet Center Inc. 
Chicken Nibbles 
100% Chicken Breast 
Raw Dehydrated Chicken 
Breast

Patient became acutely poluric and polydipsic on 3/15/22. Urinalysis revealed minimally 
concentrated urine and 2+ glucosuria. Urine culture negative. Bloodwork showed normal 
blood glucose, elevated SDMA, and elevated liver enzymes, which were unchanged from 
recent labwork performed in January. Abdominal ultrasound was performed in January by 
board-certified veterinary radiologist, no abnormalities seen. 
Patient was diagnosed with Fanconi-like syndrome. Bile acids test was performed to ases 
liver function and found to be normal. Leptospirosis titers were submitted and results are 
pending.
Upon further questioning of owner, it was discovered that the dog was being fed Chicken 
Nibbles freeze-dried chicken treats, made by Pet Center Inc, made in China. Suspecting the 
treats are the cause of the dog's fanconi syndrome.

9 Years Terrier - Scottish Dog 16 Pound

EON‐485920 3/24/2022 14:16 HIGH PERFORMANCE DOG 
FOOD 26/18, JOY HIGH 
PERFORMANCE, JOY 
SPECIAL MEAL, JOY PUPPY 
FOOD

WE ARE A VETERINARY PRACTICE BASED IN . WE HAVE IMPORTED 
VARIOUS DOG FOOD FROM; 

JOY DOG FOOD, 1102 KENNEDY, P O Box 305, PINCKEYVILLE, IL 62274.

THE DOG FOOD IMPORTED IS AS FOLLOWS;
JOY PUPPY FOOD 35Lbs, 100BAGS

JOY SPECIAL MEAL 50Lbs, 120BAGS
JOY HIGH PERFORMANCE 26/18, 50Lbs, 300BAGS
JOY HIGH PERFORMANCE 26/18, 20Lbs, 300BAGS

JOY HIGH PERFORMANCE 26/18, 40Lbs, 78BAG

THIS DOG FOOD WAS MANUFACTURED BY
CARGILL ANIMAL NUTRITION

1400 MCKINLEY ROAD,
ST MARYS 
OH 45885

IT WAS OBSERVED THAT SOME OF THE DOG FOOD SUPPLIED HAD A VERY SHORT 
EXPIRY DATE BY THE TIME THE ITEMS WERE RECEIVED BY US IN . 

FURTHER THERE WAS A RANCID ODOUR EMANATING FROM THE DOG FOOD WHICH 
CAUSED THE DOGS TO REJECT THIS FOOD. 

WE HAVE RAISED THESE ISSUES WITH BOTH THE SUPPLIER - JOY DOG FOOD, INC., 
AND CARGILL ANIMAL NUTRITION. THE SUPPLIER - JOY DOG FOOD HAS CHOSEN 

NOT TO ADDRESS THE ISSUES RAISED AND CARGILL ANIMAL NUTRITION INFORMS 
US THAT THEIR PRODUCTS ARE GOOD AND THAT THEY WILL ONLY AGREED TO RE-

IMBURSE US FOR THE PRODUCTS SUPPLIED "OUT OF ROTATION".

WE HAVE HAD BUREAU VERITAS AND THE  ANIMAL FEED 
LABORATORY TO CONDUCT TESTS ON DOG FOOD PRODUCTS AND THE LATTER'S 

TEST RESULTS INDICATES CONTAMINATION.
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EON‐485886 3/24/2022 3:28 I and Love and You Bully Free 
Ranger Bully Stick

She ate a bully stick and a couple hours later had a horrible diareah. She never had that 
issue with a bully stick before. All the other food she ate was food she did fine with before.

13 Hours Siberian Husky Dog 50 Pound

EON‐485884 3/24/2022 2:04 Pedigree Chopped Ground 
Dinner Chicken & Rice Dinner

There was a piece of blue plastic mixed in with the wet food when I opened the can. I saw it 
before I gave it to my dog but I discarded the food in case of contamination, and I saved the 
can and piece of plastic.

EON‐485856 3/23/2022 15:52 “Tropiclean Fresh Breath Dental 
Health Solution for Dogs”

The Veterinarian found a Mass Cancerous Tumour on my dogs abdomen. He just had the 
tumour removed during a surgical procedure and we are waiting for pathology to come back 
to see what stage it’s at and if it has spread or attached itself to vital organs. I started thinking 
of all of the products introduced to my dog when I first found the lump. When I looked at the 
ingredients on the bottle of “Tropiclean Fresh Breath Dental Health Solution for Dogs,” 
manufactured by: “

 I saw that Citric Acid and Sodium Benzoate were both listed as ingredients. When I 
researched the combination of these two ingredients, it showed that when these two 
ingredients are mixed/combined, they react to form a harmful new chemical called Benzene. 
Benzene is a carcinogen associated with malignant tumours in animals.

4 Years Havanese Dog

EON‐485823 3/23/2022 10:36 Nutro Wholesome Essentials 
Senior Cat Chicken and Brown 
Rice

 and  had their regular vet visits.  with a clean bill of health, with 
developing thyroid issues. Both are litter mates. About a week later, stopped eating. 
Took her back to the vet. Vet administered anti-nausea medication and subcutaneous fluids. 
No fever.  developed symptoms soon after. We had recently opened a new bag of 
their dry food, and Harriet tends to eat more of the dry food than . Changed dry food. 
When through about a week of diarrhea. Both cats have mostly recovered, though it took 

 longer.

Dry food is Nutro Wholesome Essentials Senior Cat Chicken and Brown Rice

15 Years American 
Shorthair

Cat 11 Pound
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EON‐485795 3/22/2022 20:44 Kitzy Cat Food 3 Years Russian Cat 12 PoundI ordered my very first bag of Amazon kitty cat food on April 27 , 2021. I was getting ready to 
move in a month and did not open this bag of cat food until after we had moved into our 

apartment on Mat 29, 2021. Probably was between 1 to 2 weeks before I opened the bag of 
Kitzy cat food by Amazon. 

My cat suddenly started urinating outside of his litter box. This went on for about a week. We 
had just moved so I had assumed the move had stress  out. I am new to owning a cat. 
We moved into her new place on May 29th, 2021. I already had the bag of cat food but had 
not opened it until we had been living at her new home for a couple weeks. The only thing I 

noticed was  started urinating outside of his litter box daily. His you’re nating outside his 
litter box went on for a good week. I only noticed the blood after he had urinated on my 

daughter’s mattress cover. That was when I saw Blood mixed in his urine. He was squatting 
and giving a little push every 5 to 10 minutes at this point.

I thought it was because we had moved. I thought it was stress. . He probably had been on 
Amazon‘s Kitzy cat food for maybe a good week . I had been around a week after starting the 

food Dazai started urinating outside of his litter box and to when I Saw The blood on my 
daughters mattress protector. 

So he probably was bleeding for a good week without me knowing it. I took my to a 
doctor the next morning. That was on June 23,2021. 

The 2nd time I bought Amazon’s brand of cat food. About a week after I started feeding 
Amazon’s food he started using the litter box every few minutes.  would do a squat. I 
checked and did see blood in his urine when he urinated on a blanket. I had to take him to 

his doctor again. doctor clearly stated there are no urinary stones or anything. * I will 
be getting  medical records so that I can provide the exact details of his visits. 

After each of these doctors appointments the doctor had me put him on a expensive 
prescription food so he had stopped taking his normal food and eight only a prescription pro 

plan food.  would slowly get better

So in February I received a new Amazon cat food bag on the 11th. I started feeding it to 
on the 12 \ 13th of February. One February 23, 2022 I started to notice the exact same 

symptoms. was going to his litter box every 30+ minutes. I immediately checked and 
saw that his urine did have blood in it. This is when I made the connection to the Amazon cat 

food. I use a clumping litter. After my cat would squat with a little push only a clump barely 
the size of a pea was made.  would urinate normal amounts as well. The quick squat 

and the cat litter clump that was the size of a pea was in between his normal urinations. 

Since it was still early on I pulled him off Amazon’s Kitzy Cat Food and purchased a bag of 
purina one food. Within a week his symptoms disappeared. I saved the cost of another very 

expensive that bill.
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EON‐485779 3/22/2022 16:44 Simply Nourish Small Breed 
Adult Dry Dog Food Natural 
Chicken and brown rice

About a year ago I switched my dogs to simply nourish dog food, everything was fine for 
about 6 months and then I bought a bag and all of them became sick, for approximately 3-5 
days after my dogs ate the food they were vomiting, had diarrhea with blood in it. Nothing 
had changed for them, it was the same dog food they had been eating so I stopped that food 
and switched and they got better immediately. I thought it's been awhile and maybe it was a 
bad bag of food, bought it again and started feeding my dogs on 3/18 and by the morning of 
3/19 2 of the 6 dogs were sick and by Sunday night all 6 were sick again. It was the food, 
nothing else in their routine/diet had changed.

12 Years Chihuahua Dog 5 Pound

EON‐485750 3/22/2022 13:04 Nature's Promise Free From 
Real Country

Our dog  had been fed Nature's Promise free from real Chicken dog food for many 
years. As of the past few months we were noticing she would vomit up her food some times 
and was having bad gas in the house. She also did not seem to want to readily eat the food 
first thing in the morning like she used to. We decided to throw away that food and get a new 
bag. After a few days the same symptoms occurred and we got worried so we took her to the 
vet on  for tests and they did a stool sample and blood work. We also then changed 
her from that Nature's Promise food to Nutro senior formula which we did on . 
After we switched her away from the Nature's Promise food to the Nutro we noticed she 
wanted to eat it right away. After starting on Nutro on the  she stopped throwing 
up her food and also the bad gas stopped happening and she seem like she had more 
energy and always wanted to eat her food again first thing in the morning. The vet came back 
with all of the tests and gave her a clean bill of health. Switching her away from the Nature's 
Promise food atleast helped with all of her symptoms she was having. We did see this food 
was recalled 3 years ago for high vitamin D levels and the symptoms she was having 
matched some of those due to that food and high vitamin D levels. This is why we wanted to 
report this issue recently to the FDA, this could be harming many other pets again. Sadly and 
we have no idea if it is related to this terrible food or not, our dog did end up dying on 

. A week after switching her food to the Nutro and having her do so 
much better on that food, she had a seizure during a thunder storm on the  and we don't 
know why, and she ended up dying in the car on the way to the Emergency Vet. We are very 
concerned that possibly the exposure to that terrible Nature's Promise food for a period of 
time while it was causing her issues could have caused her to finally have this seizure but we 
can't say it did or didn't kill her as the seizure could have been unrelated and there is no way 
to know if it's related to her death. Her symptoms while on that Nature's Promise Free From 
food though were very bad with the gas and vomiting and something was definitely affecting 
her within that food and we switched her food as soon as we thought there was a problem, 
but maybe that food was bad for her longer than we realized! Currently she did die of the 
Seizure on the  and I'm concerned this food may harm other animals and this 
needs to be investigated.

12 Years Bulldog Dog 55 Pound

EON‐485749 3/22/2022 13:04 Blue Buffalo Doberman and pit bull fed BLUE BUFFALO GRAIN FREE dog food until age 5. At age 5 
diagnosed with DCM. With medication my dog lived another 2 years. BOTH Dogs died 
because of congestive heart failure at at 7.

6 Years American Pit Bull 
Terrier

Dog 60 Pound
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EON‐485734 3/22/2022 12:08 Merrick Classic Healthy Grains 
Small Breed Recipe

 had diarrhea and vomiting hours after having the Merrick Classic Healthy Grains Small 
Breed Chicken Recipe for breakfast. It was the first meal she had from the newly opened bag 
of dry food ordered from Petco.com (888 824-7257), on 01/14/22. She has been on the same 
brand and recipe for several months. Initially, I didn't think it could make  sick. However, 
the consistency, smell and texture, and color of the kibbles were very different and was 
brimming with scary looking white particles. Her stool started as moist then got more frequent 
and wet as the day progressed. She was given the same food for dinner. In the evening, 
blood was laced with her stool. The following morning blasts of wet bloody feces were 
scattered around the house.  was lethargic, sad, and got weaker with continued 
constant diarrhea, some vomiting and lack of sleep for several days. 

The problem was reported to the following: Petco.com (case # 3368777), Petco Store on 
 (02/23/22), Merrick Pet Care (case # 00253765).

 was examined and treated by  on 02/04/22 for her 
symptoms. The veterinarian diagnosed gastroenteritis from something she ate.

The following pieces of information were taken from the bag of food returned to Petco Store 
on 02/23: 2090016 20/262/16:07/V5, 22808 35302, best by 09/06/23 21340 03 1 14:12. It 
was confirmed by the sales associate that the kibbles were a lot larger, darker, and different 
in texture. He claimed it was his first time to see the scary particles. He further advised a 
mistake in formulation can happen. This can and had caused pets getting sick. He stated the 
incident will definitely be reported to his manager so Petco can investigate.

11 Years Terrier - Australian Dog 21 Pound

EON‐485687 3/21/2022 20:48 Avo Derm Gave my dog 1 cup of Avo Derm dog food. She started to decline the next day. Heavy 
breathing, lethargic, throwing up.
She seems to be declining. I took her to the vet. They did an x-Ray nothing showed up.

10 Years Retriever - 
Labrador

Dog 84 Pound

EON‐485679 3/21/2022 19:32 Purina Cat Chow Indoor Hairball 
+ Healthy Weight

My cat  had initial symptoms of vomitting. Within a few days he had vommitting, 
diarrhea, was not eating, was very lethargic, stopped drinking water, started loosing weight, 
and was overall not doing well. I took him to the Emergency Vet and he was put on different 
medications to help with the symptoms. I returned to the ER a day later because he had 
gotten worse and was starting to act disoriented, the vet ran diagnostics and did x-rays. His 
diagnostics came back very poor, the vet said his kidney was failing and his liver was starting 
to fail and his white blood cell count was 3 times what it should have been and his intestines 
were filled with gas. She told me it would take extreme measures to attempt to keep him 
alive, and he was in a lot of pain so I chose to have him euthanized because he was 
essentially too far gone. My second cat  began having similar initial symptoms 
(vomiting, soft stool) and the only thing these two cats shared was dry food, so I immediately 
took away the food and within a day he was back to normal. I am extremely concerned that 
this cat food was the cause of my cats death.

2 Years Maine Coon Cat 16 Pound
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EON‐485656 3/21/2022 16:08 Unfortunately I don't remember 
foods that I was feeding at time 
of diagnosis and prior to 
diagnosis - this is a general 
comment about the need for 
FDA safety limits on copper 
supplementation.

My dog developed copper accumulation hepatitis, as diagnosed with liver biopsy, which 
requires treatment with life-long diet changes, medications, and monitoring. I am concerned 
that excessive copper supplementation in dog food caused or contributed to this problem 
Please lower the maximum copper concentration in commercial dog food to help prevent this 
avoidable and potentially fatal disease.

4 Years Doberman 
Pinscher

Dog 65 Pound

EON‐485624 3/21/2022 12:16 4health Lamb and rice with 
grains

For two weeks when I bought another bag of food for the dogs, my oldest  has 
barely ate any of his food. Ive switched their food once and have been on the same food for a 
year. Saturday March 19th at 1:20 am, my husband and I woke ups to  having a 
massive diarrhea with blood. I took him outside to walk around and he started pooping out 
blood and vomited after. On Sunday morning, I tried to feed him again but he wouldn't eat. 
He started to shake and acting like he was hot. So I took him outside again and he had liquid 
diarrhea then dripped blood for 10 minutes.

3 Years Pit Bull Dog 65 Pound

EON‐485610 3/21/2022 10:52 Acana Grasslands I fed  and my two other dogs Acana Grasslands for years.  has now developed 
Dilated Cardiomyopathy and the Cardiologist believes it to be food related.

9 Years Terrier - Irish Dog 38 Pound

EON‐485587 3/21/2022 9:08 Nom Nom Pork Potluck and 
Nom Nom Turkey Fare.

I order NomNomNow fresh pet food. One two occasions now the company has delivered the 
pet food at approximately 45-52 degrees. In contacting the company, their support team has 
told me the fresh food (containing turkey or pork) to be safe and to serve to my animals. They 
say "if the food is cool to the touch, it is safe". However, as a result of feeding this to my 
animals, has become very ill with intense stomach issues and diarrhea. Then reading 
the USDA and FDA websites, I see that food becomes unsafe at temperatures above 40 
degrees. The company NomNomNow is giving false information, after delivering food at 
unsafe temperatures, which may have led to bacterial growth in the food and sickness in my 
animal. They also know that my other dog  is only 8 lbs and they continue to send food 
cut into 2" pieces. This has resulted in my dog  choking on the food and we needed to 
save her from almost choking to death. We reported this to NomNomNow and they assured 
us that they would report this to their QA department and it would not happen again. 
However, they continue to send food in large chunks and in sizes that remain a choking 
hazard. The company seems to be intentionally training it's staff to share false and 
dangerous information with consumers, they continue to deliver food at unsafe temperatures, 
and they continue to ship food that is a choking hazard to small pets.

10 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 20 Pound

EON‐485578 3/21/2022 1:32 Purina Dog Chow Chicken 
flavor

 started showing hives, and major ear infections following eating the Dog Chow from 
Family Dollar at  in  I just saw this recall today, this 
is why I am now reporting it. He has to eat food intolerance dog food now. He was fine before 
this food.

2 Years Pit Bull Dog 50 Pound
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EON‐485575 3/20/2022 23:08 Wellness CORE Natural Grain 
Free Wet Chicken & Chicken 
Liver Pate Indoor Food

Cat had been brought into the vet 4 times because he was eating little to no food. He had 
become lethargic and was vomiting and had consistent diarrhea. Upon many tests and xrays, 
we could not seem to find the cause of the issue. Eventually, I realize his food does appear 
to smell pretty different upon opening it. I get the idea of going to the other Petco location 
across town to see how my cat responds to that food versus the food purchased from 

. My cat eats up every bit of it and leaves nothing on the plate. I also 
took a photo comparing the freshly opened cans from both locations. Will post pictures if 
prompted.

After taking a break from the store for a month and ordering online with Chewy, today 
(3/20/22) I had to return to the location for a few cans while I waited for my 2nd batch from 
Chewy to arrive. I opened the can of food before leaving to make sure it looked fine and it 
did. 

Upon getting home my cat this time refused to eat any of the food I just purchased which 
absolutely shocked me because last time he would at least eat a little bit of the rotten food 
from that location 1 month prior. Shortly after, I got a notification on my phone from my air 
quality that the TVOC (Total volatile organic compounds) was abnormally higher than usual. I 
then did some testing on the air quality with the cans purchased from that location and 
another can of food from another store (same brand, different flavor). The differences are 
stark and alarming. (will post pictures if prompted)

Petco Location: 
Food: www.petco.com/shop/en/petcostore/product/wellness-core-indoor-canned-cat-food-55-
oz-2001759?

7 Years Maine Coon Cat 23 Pound

EON‐485573 3/20/2022 21:48 Freshpet select slice and serve 
six pound roll. Chicken flavor.

Product is something I have used for years. Previously this same even occurred. Company 
advised throw product away. Six pound tube of dog food upon opening was full of a large 
amount of white, thick mucus/pus/slime that didn't smell good. Company advised this occurs 
if the package seal is broken and air is allowed to get inside. I had two of these and opened 
the 2nd one, it as well was full of white pus exactly as had happened before. A search of the 
internet found many other reports of such problems and sick pets. I did not feed this slime to 
my dog. Product is by FreshPet.

EON‐485572 3/20/2022 21:32 Purina Pro Plan
Adult
Complete Essentials 
Shredded Blend Chicken & Rice 
Formula 
47 LB

1.      Mislabeling/misrepresentation of a product.

2.      Selling a different and less expensive product under a different and more expensive 
brand name.

This is NOT THE SAME Purina Pro Plan Adult Complete Essentials Shredded Blend product 
inside the bag.
I strongly suspect the dry kibble inside the bag is that of Purina ONE Smartblend Chicken & 
Rice Adult Formula Dry Dog Food. I purchase both varieties of Purina every month and have 
them both open side-by-side at the at same time for feeding. Both Purina Pro Plan and 
Purina ONE Smartblend. The kibble in the bag of Purina Pro Plan is different than usual. It it 
the same in texture, size, shape, and density as the Purina ONE Smartblend kibble. It’s not 
dense and large like it usually is.
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EON‐485563 3/20/2022 18:32 Hills Prescription Diet Urinary 
Care c/d multicare with Chicken. 
Wet cat food pate.

 has been on the Science Diet prescription c/d urinary for about a year with no 
issues. He's been fine up until February 2022. I bought him some cans from Petsmart of the 
Hills science diet c/d prescription urinary and within a few days he was barely eating. He's 
had no issues with the food prior. I emailed his vet on 2/21 and brought him in, and when lab 
results came in it showed that he was in renal failure. He went in for a full week of all day IV 
fluids which was a significant cost in vet bills, but has improved. He continued to turn his 
nose up at these cans, but during the end of the week of fluids I tried giving him fancy feast 
which got him eating again. He ate immediately, and has ate that since to regain his strength 
and maintain functions of his organs. He has made steady improvement after the full week of 
IV treatment, at home subq fluids, and giving him the brands other food. I believe something 
happened with the batch of cans we got at Petsmart that day that caused him to go into renal 
failure because he was fine prior. He hasn't fully recovered, but he is significantly better than 
he was on 2/21.

10 Years Domestic 
Mediumhair

Cat

EON‐485397 3/17/2022 16:08 Simply Nourish Salmon and 
Sweet Potatoe Limited 
Ingredient Diet Small Breed

When I was pouring some dog food into my dogs bowl I noticed a white object stuck in a 
piece of kibble, when I pulled it out to inspect it I realized it was a razor sharp fish bone. Upon 
further inspection of the food there were many pieces with this same issue. My dog had 
previously been to emergency a couple weeks prior with vomiting/ diarrhea bleeding from his 
rump and high fever that I have suspicion was related to this but can't prove. I notified 
petsmart and they exchanged the bag of food for a different brand. I also called the number 
on the bag which is made by petsmsrt and they said they would open up a ticket to 
investigate and get back to me within 48 hrs and they never did. This is very dangerous and 
feel this needs to be looked into urgently. I will put the day the problem stated as the date I 
purchased the bag. I also have pictures of the kibble with bone sticking out.

EON‐485396 3/17/2022 16:04 Diamond NATURALS Active 
Cat Chicken Meal and Rice 
Formula; Guaranteed Probiotics 
80 Million CFU/lb; With Cage-
Free Chicken Protein Complete 
and Balanced Food for Cats.

Pet food product contains sodium bisulfate which is listed as "hazardous" by OSHA and 
further identified by Pro Chemical and Dye's Safety Data Sheet as a cleaning compound and 
"not approved for use in food or animal feed". 
Diamond Naturals Active Cat Chicken Meal and Rice Formula, a Complete and Balanced 
Food for Cats, 6 lb bag of dry kibble, widely available, lists Sodium Bisulfate as the seventh 
ingredient in its list of ingredients. The amount of sodium bisulfate is not stated, but by 
hierarchy of the ingredients list, could be significant and harmful to the health of any animal 
consuming it.

EON‐485339 3/16/2022 22:08 Weruva Outback Grill with 
Sardine and Seabass now in 
Gravy

I noticed a very large bone in my cat’s wet food on 2/23/22. Upon further inspection, in 
addition to the large bone, the food was full of small bones, too. It did not seem safe for my 
cats to eat. I contacted the store where I bought the food, and the manager told me there 
should not be bones in the food. She said she would contact the manufacturer and call me 
with an update, but I haven't heard back. I contacted my veterinarian, and she confirmed that 
cats should avoid eating fish bones. 
this report contains information on the first batch of food I discovered with bones, but I have 
found several others since. My cats are very picky and we had a lot of this brand's food, so 
we've been inspecting it closely before feeding it to our cats. At least 3 types of this brand's 
food have had bones.
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EON‐485297 3/16/2022 13:28 Purina ONE +PLUS
Indoor Advantage

After feeding cat from this new bag, in addition his usual can of Fancy Feast, he started 
drinking large quantities of water, and urinating in great excess. Brought him to vet, and he 
was diagnosed with diabetes, with a count of over 500. Was instructed, and purchased 
equipment to administer insulin. Peanut reacted poorly after one shot, and decided this was 
not the path we were going to take. Was suggested I change his diet, and feed him only the 
wet food. Within 24 hours, Peanut started to return to his old self, and is back to normal. He 
was so ill, I was prepared to put him down. Fortunately, simply removing this dry food made 
all of the difference, and saved his life. Made 2 trips to the vet, at a cost of $934., which I 
cannot afford, plus the emotionally draining, and heartbreaking experience, which almost 
cost me the loss of my companion. Would like you to help save some other pet owner the 
pain of such an experience

9 Years Domestic 
Mediumhair

Cat 15.9 Pound

EON‐485233 3/15/2022 16:00 Fromm Reduced Activity & 
Senior Gold

The Fromm Gold Senior/Reduced Activity Dog food AND the Fromm Gold Small Breed Adult 
5 pound bags are labeled for puppies. I reached out to both my distributor and Fromm Family 
Pet Foods, and Fromm says there is nothing wrong with the food, and don't want us to pull 
the food from the shelf. The bags state they are for "maintenance", not all life stage, or 
gestation and growth. Shouldn't they come off the shelves? That violates AFFCO labeling 
and could be unhealthy for young dogs, or pregnant dogs who eat it.

EON‐485214 3/15/2022 12:20 Taste of the Wild PREY Trout 
Recipe For Dogs

 was taken to the vet for persistent cough and vet suspected kennel cough, prescribed a 
round of antibiotics. One week later,  was taken to another vet who performed an 
echocardiogram and identified DCM. was taken to an emergency vet where she was 
administered oxygen and prescribed medications (medicines: clavacillin (amoxicillin 
trihydrate/clavulanate potassium) 250mg tablets, cerenia (maropitant citrate) 60mg tablets, 
pimobendan compounded quad 15mg, furosemide 40mg, mirtazapine 15mg, metronidazole 
250mg). She showed an increase in energy levels, but was not eating, so was taken in to 
another veterinary urgent care. The vet discovered that  was in heart and kidney failure. 
A vet attempted to euthanize  the next day,  died during the sedative administration 
(before the euthanization medication was injected).  had been eating Taste of the Wild 
PREY Trout dry dog food for 2.5 years.

5 Years Terrier 
(unspecified)

Dog 45 Pound

EON‐485175 3/14/2022 18:56 Chicken Nibbles Raw 
dehydrated chicken Breast 
Pet Center Inc

My dog developed extreme thirst & frequent urination 8 Years Spaniel 
(unspecified)

Dog 24 Pound

EON‐485171 3/14/2022 18:04 Pedigree Big Dogs On bag. The 
receipt says pedigree large 
breed

On February 3 I purchased 3 bags 9f pedigree big dog. I feed my 2 great Danes, and great 
pyrenees this and my 2 beagles get the pedigree adult. On  before 11ammy Danes 
began shaking violently and foaming at the mouth they soon dead. Later around 2pm one of 
my 4 month old Great Pyrenees great dane mix puppies started showing the same symptoms 
however she must have only eaten a few pieces because she got better then that evening 
one of my beagles started showing symptoms she vomited up some of that pedigree dog dog 
she must have found some because I don't feed that to them. After several hours she got 
better. I contacted pedigree and they were not much help. I shill have the food and the 
receipt however I don't have the bags as we store the food in a container and we burn the 
bags.
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EON‐485168 3/14/2022 16:44 country kitchen serrano ham 
bone

I bought my dog a country kitchen serrano ham bone treat on . on  
she was very sick. throwing up lots of appetite. extremely thirsty but couldn’t keep water 
down. She vomited bone fragments. She was very constipated. I called the vet on  in 
afternoon who said because she was constapated to wait until end of day to see if she has a 
poop. is not then take her to the ER the next day. We woke up on  to see her laying in 
a pool of blood and dead. She obviously has her stomach preferated from the shards of the 
bone. They had a warning label on the inside of the package which you don’t see until it’s too 
late. i want this product removed off the shelves so other fur babies can have their lives 
spared.

9 Years Beagle Dog 40 Pound

EON‐485162 3/14/2022 15:12 Purina Kit & Kaboodle Cat got very sick and constipated after using this product 2 Years Domestic 
Longhair

Cat 16 Pound

EON‐485151 3/14/2022 14:12 American Natural Premium
Original Recipe
Premium Dog Food

Every 10 kibbles in the 40lb bag has mold on it

EON‐485140 3/14/2022 13:08 Purina Friskies Pate Mixed Grill
Amazon purchased 12/29/2021

15 Years Domestic 
Shorthair

Cat 15 Pound passed away on .
We had to chose to euthanize her. 

What I am concerned most about, is that I have 2 cats, one is 13 and the other was just 
turning 16 this month.

Both were indoor cats their whole lives. 
I am writing because of two main things: 2 cats experiencing abnormal symptoms after eating 

new flavor of food. 
and one resulting in death. I want to make sure I report this, in case others are experiencing 

something similar, and to prevent it from happening to another cat. 
Both cats have been on Friskies wet poultry platter most of their lives. 

I have been unable to get that food for months- not sure what the issue is.
I tried Friskies wet Mixed Grill Pate for the last week.
One the previous food a week back- cats were fine.

5 days into the new food-
both cats throwing up, bile, loose stools, one cat with bloody type.

Eventually the 16 year  female grew more ill. 
The bile was yellowish and I could tell it wasn't normal.

She started to have trouble walking and eyeballs had the white sheath over the eyeball- 
indicating severe dehydration.

I also saw her consume 2 bowls of water, and took her in the next day.
we confirmed she didn't have a uti- 

and we did a urine test and blood work.
she was in severe DKA- with the worst case acidic blood.

If I gave her fluids and antibiotics, for another day and took her home- the doctor said she 
was at risk to go into a coma or pass more severely.

The only other option was a 4/5 day hospital stay with constant monitoring, her blood was all 
acid sugar levels out of control.

I am not a scientist and I am not placing blame, but I do want to report it in case it is 
happening to others. 

The other cat- male, 13 years old- was also throwing up bile, 3 times that I witnessed.
This cat doesn't throw up, I have seen it twice and it's always a hairball. 

This throw up with bile yellowish/green.
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EON‐485109 3/14/2022 0:16 Feed meow boost chicken feast 
for cats

Received wet food cat shipment. Opened box of assorted pouches. Picked one that was 
oddly not like the others. It was puffy, swollen package and when opened splashed a watery 
liquid (not jelly like previous pouches) and an awful strong spoiled smell. Didn’t feed pet.

EON‐485098 3/13/2022 17:44 Blue Wilderness Nature's 
Evolutionary Diet for Seniors 
with Chicken Grain Free

Dog ate 1 serving out of brand new bag of Blue Wilderness Nature's Evolution Diet Senior 
with Chicken and began vomiting within an hour of eating on Friday, March 11th. Dog 
vomited all night long and was examined by a vet on Saturday, . Vet performed a 
barium test to verify that dog did not have a swallowing issue and performed a lung/chest x-
ray. Dog was prescribed an antibiotic, Augmentin Amoxi-Clav and an anti-nausea 
medication, Cerenia. Dog got one dose of each of those but threw up the intact pills 
Saturday, . Dog passed away in the early morning hours of Sunday, .

13 Years Retriever - 
Labrador

Dog 77 Pound

EON‐485093 3/13/2022 15:48 Bil Jac
Little Jacs
Small Dog Training Treats

Treats were used for training on two separate days. First day dog suffered neurological 
symptoms which would appear from being exposed from toxican. Took to vet immediately 
and unable to determine toxican at that time. Treats used a second time for training and 
puppy once again began to display neurological symptoms. Only common factor between 
both incidents is use of treats (same bag$.

3 Month
s

Sheepdog - 
Shetland

Dog 9 Pound

EON‐485069 3/12/2022 21:32 Portland Pet Food I looked back at my purchases and on December 8th, 2021, I purchased Dog food from 
Whole Foods Market. My dog ate it and I had no idea if it made her sick because I also 
bought my dog a dog treat too. At that time I did not suspect anything. My dog had vomiting 
and diarrhea. On March 1st I bought the dog food again, I did not suspect anything wrong. 
She ate it. the next 48 hours she passes away. I suspect the food was either spoiled or 
something is very wrong with it. Please consider an inspection.

16 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 45 Pound

EON‐485066 3/12/2022 20:32 Kibbles 'n Bits Mini Bits Beef & 
Chicken Flavors

 was perfectly healthy before eating this food. We bought a 14.3 lb. bag of Kibbles 'n 
Bits Mini Bits beef and chicken flavor because the food we normally feed him was out of 
stock. After a couple days of eating this food he became sick and lethargic. He refused to 
eat, had constant diarrhea, difficulty walking, and shedding his coat for the first time in his life. 
He's been laying in his bed for days pooping on himself. After looking up his symptoms 
online, I found a lawsuit that was filed in 2018 against Kibbles 'n Bits for food that contains a 
Euthanasia drug, Pentobarbital. The symptoms sound exactly like what my dog is 
experiencing. The food was supposed to be discontinued, but there were comments on the 
forum as recently as last month from people saying their dogs died or had seizures after 
eating this food.

13 Years Pit Bull Dog 72 Pound

EON‐485055 3/12/2022 13:40 Freshpet select slice & serve 
roll grain free chicken recipe

Each time dogs were fed product, they developed severe diarrhea and one developed 
vomiting. When food was withheld or they were given boiled chicken instead, the symptoms 
were no longer present. Gave them the product again, this time an entirely new package and 
again they got sick. This has happened several times now over the past two months.

5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 35 Pound
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EON‐485054 3/12/2022 13:28 Purina One Smartblend Classic 
Ground 
Vibrant Maturity Adult 7+
Turkey & Barley Entree

Fed her the usual dinner from a new case, 1/3 can Purina One Smartblend classic ground 
canned food. I noticed she pooped a lot during the evening, but not diarrhea. About 2 hours 
later, I heard her vomiting and saw that she had made some diarrhea on the floor. I then 
noticed she was acting dazed, frozen for a few minutes, and when she tried to walk her hind 
legs were dragging. This continued, so I wrapped her in a towel and held her. It was 11 pm 
on a Saturday, my only option was emergency vet, so I watched her closely. She continued 
to be lethargic and dazed, but her respirations were only slightly elevated, no panting. I let 
her sleep, and the next morning she was better, normal, and fine all day. Trying to rule out 
food vs illness, I opened a new can in a different flavor from a different case and gave her 
half her usual amount. 
About 1.5 hours later, she vomited the food up, and began that same behavior, staggering 
around dragging her hind legs.
She also seemed to lose control of her bowels a couple of times. It seemed to me like she 
was poisoned. I called the emergency vet, a 2 hour wait in the car they said. So I watched 
her closely again, hoping that since I had only given her half the food, it would be less 
severe. I held her again, her breathing was ok, put her to bed and stayed close. The next day 
she again was better. So I haven't given her any more of that food since and she has been 
fine, no more issues. I'm not risking trying it again, so I will be throwing out 2 cases of 
dogfood I guess. I will keep it just in case you deem it worthy of testing. I sure don't want any 
other dogs to get sick, or worse, die .

16 Years Chihuahua Dog 7.5 Pound

EON‐485013 3/11/2022 17:04 Dr. Mercola HEART HEALTH 
for Cats and Dogs

I gave my dog 1/4 of the suggested dosage of HEALTH HEART by Mercola for 3 days. On 
4th day he had a massive seizure. There were no other changes to his diet or activities. I 
contacted Mercola and they did not care. In fact they BLOCKED me from posting a polite and 
reasonable review on their website, and BLOCKED me from posting on their forum. I wanted 
to warn others of possible seizures, no one should have to see a tiny dog like this writhing on 
the floor screaming in pain. Mercola should be investigated, as I have since learned that 
others have similiar ex

8 Years Maltese Dog 7 Pound

EON‐484986 3/11/2022 12:00 Friskies Gravy Swirlers Feeding all my cats friskies gravy swirlers dry cat food,they all started throwing up.none of 
them were doing that before,i feed them frieskies dry food all the time,soon as i opened the 
new bag 16 lb.feed for 2 days,they keep throwing up.i quit feeding from that bag,started 
feeding from a new bag,to early to teel from new bag just yet.

7 Years Mixed (Cat) Cat 5 Pound

EON‐484953 3/10/2022 20:44 Pure balance pro veterinarian 
formulated. Pure Balance pro+ 
Sensitive Skin & Stomach with 
turkey

When pouring food into the cat bowl I heard a weird sound. I sifted thru the food and found a 
small metallic ball of rusty metal. It was about 2mm. Not very big at all. It It hadn't made the 
sound I don't know if I would've noticed. I sifted thru the rest of the food and didn't see more 
pieces but did throw it out in case there was some in the kibble itself.
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EON‐484925 3/10/2022 13:08 Great Choice
Chewy
Grain & Gluten Free
Chicken Jerky

On 10/18/2021, the dog presented to my hospital with signs of PU/PD. Exam was normal. 
Labwork was performed and found to be normal other than low USG and 1+ glucosuria with 
normal blood glucose. O was advised to monitor her for continued PU/PD and get us a total 
water intake amount per day average.
On 2/22/2022, the dog presented to my hospital with signs of worsening of PU/PD. O states 
she is drinking 4.25 cups/day which is quite excesive for a dog her size. Exam was normal 
again. Labwork was performed and found to be normal other than low Phos & K, low USG 
and 2+ glucosuria with normal blood glucose. Spoke w/ O as I was concerned with Fanconi-
like syndrome and he states that for a long time, she has been getting a chicken jerky strip 
daily since she likes to eat them. He said he started feeding them to her prior to the initial 
visit for PU/PD in October. He uses the same brand "Great Choice" Chicken Jerky. I 
consulted with an Internal Medicine specialist and she stated that the cause is most likely 
due to the jerky and to discontinue the treats and report them. Owner has just discontinued 
feeding the treats and we are awaiting to see if she improves with the discontinuation of the 
product.

4 Years Dachshund - 
Miniature

Dog 9.87 Pound

EON‐484919 3/10/2022 12:08 MiNTiES Dental Treats Gave 1 minties treat to  before bed two nights ago - next morning, she did not eat or drink 
anything, then vomited up only the minties treat and yellow vile. She did not eat or drink 
anything else again until that evening, but it was very little. I thought she was okay and it was 
just a fluke tummy issue she had since she seemed just fine, so last night I gave her another 
minties treat before bed. The next morning - same thing - she did not eat or drink anything 
else and seemed extra needy and clingy, then she vomited up just the minties treat and 
yellow vile again this morning. She has only had a bit of water to drink and just wants to 
cuddle. I am monitoring her and will take her into her vet if she gets any worse. I did also 
report this to PETIQ directly.

4 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 50 Pound

EON‐484912 3/10/2022 10:04 Golden Rewards duck jerky 
recipe

I started feeding , Golden Rewards duck jerky. I thought it would be a good treat, being 
that it's real duck meat. , who had perfect health, is now having diarrhea & drinking and 
urinating more than usual. She also has a lack of appetite, which says alot because she 
loves to eat.

1.5 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 4 Pound

EON‐484904 3/10/2022 7:08 Other Test Turtle
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EON‐484887 3/9/2022 19:44 Ol' Roy Natural Pork Femur 
Chew for Dogs

In the past I have purchased the same product multiple times, and it was fine. This time it 
was moldy and I am concerned that it will kill or sicken a dog.

3/8/22 at Walmart in  I purchased two Ol' Roy Natural Pork Femur bones. Under 
the knuckle it appears moldy and gray. This is NOT visible unless the dog chews the bone 
and the knuckle falls off (which always happens eventually). The first bone I gave him 
yesterday took a while for him to chew off the knuckle and then I discovered it was 
gray/moldy underneath and I took it away from him. Upon opening the package to the second 
bone that I purchased yesterday, the knuckle easily fell off in my hand and was gray/moldy 
underneath. The package was intact, undamaged until opened.

I believe this may be a nationwide problem and the product should be inspected and 
probably taken off the shelves of all Walmart stores. I believe Mars Pets manufactures this 
product for Walmart. They should be investigated to see if it is a problem with all of their 
bones, not just Walmart bones, and not just the 

These bones are relatively new to the , they were shipped in within the last 
month or so. I purchased the $3 smaller pork femur size, but they also carry a larger size. I 
have purchased both in the past and they were fine. Walmart also carries additional types. 
They have 3 shelves of various Ol' Roy bones in the pet section at the very back of the store. 
Please investigate before a dog dies or becomes sick.

EON‐484876 3/9/2022 16:28 Diamond natural large breed 
dog food

I fed both dogs diamond naturals dog food starting 3/3/22. Late in the evening,  had 
severe diareah. It continued as I was still feeding them the same dog food through 3/8/22 at 
which time I took it away, fed them boiled chicken & rice, no seasonings. Their poops 
solidified , and I am now feeding them a different dog food; an they are tolerating it fine.

12 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 77 Pound

EON‐484866 3/9/2022 13:44 Good 'n' Fun Triple Flavor Rolls, 
Good 'n' Fun Triple Flavor 
Kabobs

Owner brought patient in for excessive urination and water intake in December 2021. The 
patient had labwork completed which showed glucose present in large amounts and a very 
dilute urine sample. The patient's blood glucose was normal so testing for fanconi syndrome, 
leptospirosis antibodies and a urine culture were completed. The urine culture was negative. 
The leptospirosis panel was positive for a variant that the pet had been vaccinated for but 
treatment was started for possible chronic carrier of leptospirosis. Diet and treats were 
discussed and it was found that Sophie had been given chicken jerky treats that were made 
in China. She had been fed these every day for the last few months. A fanconi panel sent to 
UPENN and patient diagnosed with a fanconi like syndrome based on the findings on this 
panel. Chicken treats were stopped in December 2021

9 Years Chihuahua Dog 7.6 Pound

EON‐484865 3/9/2022 13:44 Hill's prescription diet metabolic 
weight managment dry dog food

Our dog was prescribed Hill diet dog food due to her weight gain. She was taken to the vet 
for her walking with a limp sometimes and our vet said if she lost weight it may help her since 
she had no signs of hip or leg issues. We started her on this food and within a week or two 
we noticed she was clumsy which was not normal for her. It continued to get worse and i 
noticed she would not see things when i offered it to her like treats or toys. We took her back 
to the vet right away and they determined she was 100% blind. She did lose weight and has 
not limped any more but now she has no sight and is learning how to make her way around 
out home while she runs into everything.

7 Years Retriever - 
Labrador

Dog 90 Pound
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EON‐484822 3/8/2022 22:28 Specialty Hill’s Science Diet 
Sensitive Stomach and skin 
adult canned

With i hours he was vomiting and continued to do so for over 24 hours. I took him to the vet 
(Sunday). Blood work sowed elevated numbers in liver (3x normal). Unknown reason. 
Antibiotics, meds given. He is still not completely well and will have more blood work in 2 
weeks. Product: hills science diet canned: item 694772 lot T0831525 008 27465 best before: 
02 2024. I opened the van and fed him. Can was not damaged.

4 Hours Terrier - West 
Highland White

Dog 20 Pound

EON‐484813 3/8/2022 18:20 Roosevelt Wishbone Chicken 
and Green Lentil Grain Free 
Recipe Dry Dog Food & Big 
Ron's BBQ Beef and Green 
Lentil Grain Free Recipe Dry 
Dog Food

4 Years Great Dane Dog 130 Pound, a 4 year old Great Dane with no prior health problems collapsed suddenly after a 
walk in May 2021. He was rushed to the nearest vet ER with a cardiologist. Upon arrival, they 
admitted  do an echocardiogram and observe him over night. Tests showed his 

heart was enlarged and he had atrial fibrillation. He was diagnosed with Dilated 
Cardiomyopathy and A-Fib. and given a grim prognosis of about 1-3 months. He was put on 
Digoxin, Pimobendan, and Diltiazem to control his heart rate.  had no prior health 
concerns. He was a perfectly happy and energetic 4 year old Great Dane. He never showed 

signs of A-Fib, lethargy, never had pale gums, etc. This collapse was a complete shock.

The cardiologist immediately asked us if was on a grain-free diet. He had been on 
Roosevelt Grain-Free Dry Dog Food. He mainly oscillated between the "Big Ron's BBQ Beef 

& Green Lentil Grain-Free Recipe Dry Dog Food" and "Wishbone Chicken & Green Lentil 
Grain-Free Recipe Dry Dog Food" variations. 

The cardiologist immediately suspected this might be diet caused but there was no way to be 
sure. Along with the medications, Remington was prescribed Royal Canin Early Cardiac Diet 
Dry Dog Food and has been on that since May 2021.  improved enough to make it 

to his follow up appointment in October 2021. This re-check echocardiogram indicated a 
smaller heart (though still enlarged) but the a-fib still persists. The cardiologist explained how 
the change in diet along with the cardiac medications have helped steer clear of that previous 

grim prognosis. Though  still has DCM and A-fib, his life-expectancy is shorter 
than normal but not as short as we had once thought. 

I feel Roosevelt Grain-Free Recipe Dry Dog Food should be analyzed and a determination as 
to if this can contribute to DCM in dogs. I figured my story could be beneficial in terms of 
research and preventing anything like what we went through from happening to another 

unsuspecting person interested in introducing a grain-free diet to their dog. 

 is still alive today but he is not recovered, and his DCM is being checked on 6-
month intervals. His condition improved some but DCM is tricky so the cardiologist couldn't 
say for sure he is "recovering" or if he's "stable" or ultimately "declining". We just know he 

made it past the 3 month mark but the recovered DCM dogs usually go after about a year or 
so, per the vet. 

I can provide  medical records if there is no opportunity to attach them to this 
report.
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EON‐484799 3/8/2022 15:16 Various food used dry 
dehydrated and raw

Acutely ill with vomiting and loss of appetite and elevated liver enzymes November 2017. 
Clinically responded to supportive care treatments. Years of waxing and waning liver enzyme 
elevations with periodic loss of appetite and vomits until liver biopsy May 2020. 
Histopathology of liver showed copper toxicity with an elevated copper level found on tissue 
testing.
The hepatopathy she experienced for years is thought to be due to over-supplementation of 
copper in commercial pet food. She is now stable with no vomiting on a low copper diet. I 
implore the FDA to take corrective action to lower the maximum copper concentration in 
commercial dog food to mitigate this avoidable and potentially fatal illness.

14 Years Poodle - Miniature Dog 14 Pound

EON‐484798 3/8/2022 15:16 All products I have fed my dogs 
for past year or so!

 has began throwing up regularly numerous times a day/night and having diarrhea, 
was often bloated, etc. After seeing his enzyme level had become so high, my vet 
recommended finding aow fat dog food low in copper/ copper sulfate and immediately putting 
him on SamE and milk thistle supplements to help support his liver. My other dog, , a 
10 year old husky mix was having the same symptoms Both of their blood analyses tests 
showed very high ALT liver enzyme 
levels (225 and 190). I subsequently read an article in Whole Dog Journal about the dangers 
of excessive copper in dog and cat foods that was causing an alarming number of serious 
liver health issues and deaths n pets and that while the recommended level of copper was 
7.3mg/kg there is no maximum limit required by the FDA, which is the only agency 
authorized to change regulations regarding the nutritional content of dog foods. The Journal 
of the American Veterinary Medical Association (JAVNA) has also expressed serious 
concern about excessive amounts of copper in commercial dog foods. I also googled a 
number of sites reporting on this problem and the consensus is excess copper creates 
serious and
potentially deadly problems for both dogs and cats and needs to be addressed and new 
standards enforced by the FDA immediately. Why would any manufacturer want to continue 
to put so much of a dangerous supplement in their foods?!

I called all the manufacturers of the higher end "better" dog foods I have used (Blue Buffalo, 
Avoderm, Eagle Pak, Taste of the Wild, Annamet, Evangers, and NONE of them would tell 
me the mg/kg for copper sulfate. A few could tell me the 
copper content (around 15.84mg/kg for Eagle Pak) which seems excessively high above 
recommendations.

8 Years Spaniel - Springer 
English

Dog 53 Pound
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EON‐484784 3/8/2022 12:44 SMALL BATCH DOG
*people*pets*planet
Rabbit Batch Sliders

On 3/6/22 I went to the store “ ” located at  to 
purchase treats for my dog. I was looking for natural homemade food as my dog has irritable 
bowel syndrome which both the owners are aware of from me informing them. The food I 
wanted to try was not available and one of the owners recommended “TOP BATCH”
he stated “such great company all natural whole ingredients, best company, try it” I reminded 
him again about my dog eating difficulties, he reiterated “try it great natural company and 
safe”. I took his word for it since I trusted this store as I visit it several times weekly for the 
last year. My dog had only two patties to start, and then another two patties later during the 
same day. That night my dog had Tonic Clonic seizure and then another one only 17 minutes 
later. This never happened with my dog. I checked ingredients in the food and noted there is 
“organic garlic” which is poisonous and lethal to dogs in any amounts. I took my dog to the 
emergency room and his labs were abnormal, and was given IV Fluids. He remains weak, 
not himself. I went to the store today 3/8/3022 and verbalized to one of the owners “the food 
you recommended has poisonous ingredients inside”, and “my dog had seizures, we were in 
emergency room, I'm.lucky he's alive”- the owner smiled and stated “oh come on he has eat 
a lot of that for it to happen”. He then said “i have many customers request it, six or more. So 
don't eat it that's all”. I reiterated slowly so to ensure the man understood since he does not 
speak English well “no, there is garlic in there and it's poisonous to dogs, this is known, you 
need to remove it from.your shelves, you could kill dogs or make them ill” he said multiple 
times “im busy taking inventory cant do now” I told him that I wanted to just show him the 
ingredients of the toxic dog food. He repeated “i cant in middle of my order now” and “ill tell 
company but I keep it here for my customers that like it”. He was not looking at me 
throughout this banter, refused to discuss further or listen to reason.

7 Years Shih Tzu Dog 16.8 Pound

EON‐484705 3/7/2022 11:04 Simply Nourish Adult Dry Dog 
Food - Natural Chicken and 
Brown Rice

 had been on Simply Nourish dry dog food for years. We had just opened a new bag 
when symptoms started: severe diarrhea, vomiting, listlessness. Then she stopped eating 
altogether. We brought her to the vet on 02/05/22 who gave her fluids and a cerenia 
injection, plus fortiflora, metronidazole and canned EN food. on 02/07/2022 because she was 
not improving we brought her back where they did blood work and an ultrasound. Both found 
nothing. On 02/07-08/22 we brought her to  for more extensive 
testing. They kept her overnight and again could not find anything wrong with her. We 
eliminated food one at a time, and found that it was Simply Nourish that was causing the 
issue. That bag of food has since been returned to PetsMart for a full refund. We plan to 
notify the manufacturer next.

9 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 145 Pound

EON‐484690 3/7/2022 3:36 Farmina Natural & Delicious 
Wild Boar Grain-Free Mini 
Breed Formula Dry Dog Food 
5.5-lb bag

Both dogs were fed Farmina Boar and Apple food. Both developed vomiting within 3 days of 
starting the dog food.

4 Years Corgi - Welsh 
Pembroke

Dog 38 Pound

EON‐484688 3/7/2022 3:24 Golden Rewards all natural 
jerky cuts

After providing the treats she had horrible diarrhea for 5 days. I took her to the vet and they 
said it was something ingested. They gave her several medications. $280 vet bill.

13 Years Pug Dog 30 Pound

EON‐484687 3/7/2022 3:16 Blue Buffalo Blue Wilderness 
Trail Tubs Beef Stew.

Purchased 8, 8oz. tubs of Blue Buffalo Blue Wilderness Trail Tubs, Beef Stew dog food from 
Amazon. Upon arrival I noticed that the foil cover on one of the tubs was greatly expanded 
like it was ready to explode. Since this could possibly be botulism, I returned the product to 
Amazon. They refunded my money but did not ask for the product to be returned. If you 
would like to test this, I would be happy to send it.
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EON‐484623 3/5/2022 9:52 Texas Natural Freeze Dried 
Products

30 minutes after ingesting food,  became short of breath and wide eyed. I called the 
avian vet, wrapped him in a towel, and ran to my car. Before I could get out the parking lot, 
he stopped breathing and passed with his brother.

10 Years Cockatiel 42 Gram

EON‐484622 3/5/2022 9:40 Texas Natural Freeze Dried 
Products Chop

After ingesting food, about 30 minutes after,  became unable to stand. Breathing heavily. 
I tried to check his throat for blockage and also give water with a dropper. I called the vet and 
wrapped him in a towel. He suddenly had a seizure and passed instantly. This took all of 10 
minutes or less.

10 Years Cockatiel 55 Gram

EON‐484588 3/4/2022 17:12 Pedigree chopped Ground 
Dinner

Found pieces of blue rubber-like material in a can of dog food.

EON‐484582 3/4/2022 14:52 Call of the Wild Dog Food 
Pacific Stream

Presented for a 2 day history of lethargy and inappetence and marked acute polyuria and 
polydipsia. Patient very dehydrated with elevations in BUN, Creat, Phos, low sodium, low 
chloride, non-regenerative anemia, monocytosis. USG 1.008. Abdominal ultrasound did not 
reveal any abnormalities with urinary system or anything else.

2 Years Retriever - 
Labrador

Dog 84 Pound

EON‐484575 3/4/2022 13:24 Sheba Perfect Portions variety 
pack

I purchased a multi pack of Sheba cat food from local Family Dollar in January 2022. The 
packaging contained two rat feces droppings in the bottom of the box. I am not sure of exact 
date. I am only reporting due to the recent recall to bring awareness.

EON‐484566 3/4/2022 12:24 Acana Pork & Squash dry dog 
food

Not a week into  full transition to Acana's Pork & squash dry dog food, my mother and 
her husband and myself quickly began to notice  deteriorating right in front of us. After 
roughly a week, he could no longer jump on our beds and obviously struggled to get on the 
couches. He had little to no energy, at times totally lethargic. His hair began shedding 
considerably, as well as as turning grey. He drank excessive amounts of water, and His feces 
became large and roughly the same size of each meal received, runny, and constantly 
varried in color and shade however more on a greener-shade . It was as if he could not 
digest the food; which was safe to assume since we could physically see majority of the 
kibble bits still undigested in his feces. Within two weeks he began to rejected his meals 
inconsistently, however noticably, "upchucking" it immediately after eating. He also suddenly 
became constipated, hardly able to relieve himself daily, and at this point he barely got up out 
of his bed. I would also have to physically pick him up if he wanted on the couch, which prior 
to this he would run and jump with ease. By the third week his eyes began fogging over with 
what seemed to be an extremely fast onset of caterax. He no longer attempted to climb any 
furniture and stopped getting up to greet anyone at the door or approach any visitors. I 
thought I was watching my dog pass away right before my eyes. Upon removing the food 
completely from his diet half-way threw the third week, a mere three days later all symptoms 
had began to reverse if not disappear all together. (except the clouding in his eyes) although 
the clouding has become less noticable, it is however still present. Because of covid, the 
soonest available vet appointment wasn't for another two weeks, for which I feared he 
wouldn't make it that long with how quick the onset of these symptoms apprehended Jack. 
Instead, I decided to change his diet without delay to which he has fully regained physical 
ability and temperament entirely.

8 Years Karelian Bear Dog Dog 47 Pound
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EON‐484549 3/4/2022 11:40 Purina Alpo cookout classics 
dry dog food

We purchased Alpo dog food for the first time ever from wholesale in Saskatoon, a few days 
later our two healthy, happy and very loved dogs were so sick. They were puking, had 
diarrhea, were weak and refused to eat. We are first time dog owners and looking back we 
should have taken them into the vet immediately. We had gotten hopeful because the next 
day one of our dogs started to get a bit better, then on the same day sadly our other dog 
died. It has broken our hearts, we love him and he is a part of our family, before feeding this 
so called food to our dogs they were healthy, energetic and strong.

10 Month
s

Mixed (Dog) Dog 30 Pound

EON‐484523 3/3/2022 23:00 Chewy Grain and Gluten-Free 
Chicken Jerky

Blood and urine drawn during recent routine health check with the veterinarian revealed 
abnormalities of the liver.

5 Years Dachshund 
(unspecified)

Dog 20 Pound

EON‐484510 3/3/2022 19:24 Holistic Health Extension Grain 
free salmon recipe

We have been feeding  “Grain free-Holistic Health Wellness” Kibbles(salmon) since he 
was a puppy.
He was the healthiest dog we ever had. Full of life, full of energy, and one day last week he 
started not feeling good, fast forward 3 days and he collapsed in the waiting room of our vet. 
He was gone within 45 minutes. We did found out through autopsy/necropsy that he had Diet 
related DCM and it is NOT genetically related. He was pure breed and came from a long line 
of champions.
Doing some research and I found out that his food was correlated with other DCM cases. I 
have all the reports autopsy/necropsy, which states that “a contributing issue was heart 
failure, as the heart featured evidence of pre-existing DCM”

4 Years Retriever - 
Labrador

Dog 106 Pound

EON‐484441 3/2/2022 23:24 Acana Duck Recipe in Bone 
Broth

I was making my dog's food this morning and I found a piece of metal in the food the size of 
an unfolded small paperclip in his can of Acana wet food if I had not found this within my 
dog's food he would probably need surgery or could have died.

EON‐484416 3/2/2022 15:28 Lotus Just Juicy Beef Shank 
Stew For Dogs

Open can of Lotus Just Juicy Beef Shank Stew For Dogs and found finely crushed stoned 
mixed in with the product.

EON‐484394 3/2/2022 12:32 Blue Tastefuls Tuna Entree in 
Savory Sauce Tender Morsels

Vomiting and lethargic after eating the food. The food texture has changed from formed to a 
soup like content. I opened several other cans in the case to find they were all the same. I 
thought they had added additional moisture but upon feeding  she became ill. I have 
emailed Blue Buffalo twice and they will not respond.

4 Minute
s

Domestic 
Shorthair

Cat 9 Pound

EON‐484384 3/2/2022 11:08 Fromm Gold Adult Formula Doctor described heart murmur 9 Years American Pit Bull 
Terrier

Dog 60 Pound

EON‐484365 3/2/2022 7:24 Taste of the Wild Pacific Stream 
Canine recipe

1 hour after consuming product she began vommiting profusely. 5 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 60 Pound

EON‐484364 3/2/2022 7:04 Taste of the Wild Pacific Stream Vomits profusely within an hour or so after consumption. 10 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 170 Pound

EON‐484351 3/1/2022 22:52 Purina ProPlan Adult Sensitive 
Skin and Stomach

Packaging fails to provide kcal per g. This is provided for *every* product intended for human 
consumption. Most dog food products provide this essential information. But Purina says that 
the energy content per g is not a required disclosure on pet food. Why? The manufacturer 
surely knows this information - why is it not provided to consumers / pet owners?
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EON‐484343 3/1/2022 20:12 Nutro Natural Choice Nutro Dog food is labeled on the front as 'Lamb and Brown Rice Recipe' and 'NO chicken by-
product". The ingredient list, however, indicates that the 2nd ingredient is 'chicken meal'. We 
are discussing UPC 7910512963. Now, maybe 'chicken meal' is not a 'chicken by-product' - I 
don't know. But as a consumer, I see 'NO chicken ...' and presume...well...no chicken. We 
had previously fed a Nutro 'chicken and rice' recipe, but our dog was having skin/allergic 
issues and (1) wanted to eliminate the chicken products and (2) stay in the Nutro family b/c it 
was eagerly consumed and highly rated. The inclusion of chicken meal in a product that - on 
the front - in bold text - says 'NO chicken by-product' (emphasis Nutro's) is deceptive at best 
and, potentially, dangerous from a chicken allergy point of view. This product needs 
relabeling immediately and Nutro/Mars PetCare needs to be sanctioned / fined for their 
deception.

EON‐484340 3/1/2022 19:52 Clenz-A-Dent dental sticks for 
small dogs under 17lbs

Dear FDA,

I bought the following product for my dog from Fuzzy.com on 16Jan2022 (delivered on 
19Jan2022): Clenz-A-Dent dental sticks for small dogs under 17lbs. My dog experienced the 
following issues with the product: 
1. Product was not digestible: it comes out with the feces.
2. On 01Feb2022 my dog looked sick in the early morning after I gave him just half a stick 
(50% of recommended dose). The dog threw up a piece of it. My dog is young and healthy. 
Never had such issues with any other dental sticks in the past. My dog does not take any 
medications nor has any comorbidities. 
3. There is NO lot #s or expiry date on the product (information was obliterated prior to 
receiving the product).

Incident has been reported to Ceva animal health on 03Feb2022, case # .
Issue has also been reported to the store (fuzzy.com) where the product was purchased 
from.
Representatives from CEVA USA Animal Health told me on few occasions that I shouldn't be 
reporting the issue to FDA as per them it 'was not reportable' to the agency. After careful 
reviewing of official information on the FDA website, I completely disagree with them. One of 
their agents even tried to stop me from reporting the case to FDA. I explained to the agent 
that it was my right as a consumer to do so. Communication is available upon request. I 
believe that the manufacturer is not reporting important information to FDA. 
The issue regarding missing Lot # and expiry date on the package was brought to the 
attention of the manufacturer and the store where the product was purchased, however they 
have remained silent on this topic. I was asked to provide this information to the agent from 
CEVA when I was contacted by phone on 04Feb2022, however due to the reason noted 
above I was not able to provide this information. I sent them pictures of the product per their 
request.

2.5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 11 Pound

EON‐484335 3/1/2022 18:04 Bella natural bites ( chicken and 
beef)dry dog food by Purina

Purchased new bag of Purina Bella Dry dog food at Winn-Dixie in  
yesterday. Opened bag had no damage to the bag the top of bag was full of spider webs, 
clumping of food and had small winged insects in the bag.( Indian Meal Moths?)
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EON‐484315 3/1/2022 13:20 Golden Rewards Chicken and 
Sweet Potato jerky treats

Owner reported an increase in drinking and urination in January of 2021. Labwork done at 
that time showed dilute urine, a trace amount of glucose(suspected as an artifact) and an 
increased SDMA, so early kidney disease was suspected. In January of this year, there 
senior labs were again performed and a large amount of glucose was noted in s urine, 
but her blood glucose was normal. Fanconi Syndrome was suspected, which was confirmed 
with diagnostic testing. On further discussion, it was discovered that  owner had 
been feeding her Golden Rewards chcken and sweet potato jerky treats. She just stopped 
them last week after the diagnosis was made.

10 Years Chihuahua Dog

EON‐484293 3/1/2022 6:20 Purina One SmartBlend classic 
ground grain-free formula 
chicken & duck true instinct.

Canned dog food had a significant amount of mold upon opening sealed can. Expiration date 
of December 2023, purchased February 28, 2022. Information on the bottom of the can; 
“13501159 L2TP90240”. Purina One SmartBlend classic ground “real chicken and duck”.

EON‐484288 3/1/2022 1:16 Dumor Small Rabbit
Classic Diet
Pet Rabbit Food

After he started eating the bag of food,  was unable to stand or sit up by himself and 
began to have seizures. After this began I looked and there was a worm type bug and some 
kind of cardboard/carpet fibers in the food once I broke the pieces of food apart.

2 Years Rabbit 16 Pound

EON‐484279 2/28/2022 20:48 Purina Pro Plan chicken and 
rice

Episodes of loose stool with small spots of blood, started immediately after eating from this 
bag of dog food. Same type and flavor of food for past 5 months.

7 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 65 Pound

EON‐484234 2/28/2022 11:28 Fruitables Whole Jerky Bites
Grilled Bison & Apple Jerky

I went to feed my dog a Fruitables whole jerky botes grilled bison and apple jerky treat and 
noticed a blue plastic embedded into the treat

EON‐484224 2/28/2022 10:32 Wellness Core RawRev High 
Protein with Wholesome Grains
High-Protein Kibble + 100% 
Raw Turkey (filler-free freeze 
dried bits)

Received an auto shipment from Chewy on January 24 containing two bags of Wellness 
Core Raw Rev dog food (Turkey). Both arrived undamaged an have been unopened until 
today. Upon opening, found the product in both bags covered in mold. Both bags appear to 
have been from the same lot based on code stamp.

EON‐484200 2/27/2022 22:48 Golden Rewards Chicken Jerky  was a healthy, active, alert, vibrant dog. I've had him since the moment he was born. 
He always had the best dog food, both canned and dry. I read ingredients very carefully. He 
enjoyed freeze dried liver treats and occasional bits of dog jerky. This past summer (2021), I 
had gotten him the Golden Rewards Chicken Jerky treats and he liked them - so much so 
that it seemed after a while he stopped eating his regular dog food. He would eat the jerky 
treats, though. Then he started acting weird - hiding under the bed, and then eating 
everything in sight that he could find. I didn't know what was wrong with him. He'd stand in 
the yard, looking confused. Then one day, I went to put his harness on for a drive and he 
screamed in pain. I took him to the vet. He was tested for everything and they thought maybe 
it was a UTI because there was nothing else coming up on the tests. Then I realized he was 
blind. It was confirmed and the vet asked if he had been poisoned. I said no. After negative 
tests for Cushing's etc., he had high blood pressure, kidney issues, and blindness. I read 
studies about the chicken jerky causing these issues. I realized had been affected as 
well.

9 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 20 Pound

EON‐484192 2/27/2022 19:40 Nutrena Loyall Life Large Breed 
Puppy Digestion Support High-
Protein Chicken and Brown 
Rice Recipe Dry Dog Food 40 
lb. Bag

New bag of loyal life large breed puppy food, animal has been eating same brand since birth. 
Vomiting immediately after eating, continued for 3 days anytime ate the kibble. Changed to a 
different brand, no problems. Puppy is fine now.

20 Month
s

Siberian Husky Dog 60 Pound
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EON‐484191 2/27/2022 19:28 Nutro Natural Choice - Chicken 
& Brown Rice Recipe for Puppy

Opened new bag of same food. In two days neurological dysfunction (loss of balance, muscle 
control). Vet had dog fast and 2 days later vastly improved, almost normal. Feed dog Nutra 
from new bag again and symptoms came back even worse. r currently unable to stand 
or walk great difficulty swallowing.

6 Month
s

Other Canine/dog Dog 36 Pound

EON‐484187 2/27/2022 19:04 Kasiks Wild Pacific Ocean Meal 
Formula Grain Free

My dog  collapsed while on a hike in December 2021 and was shortly after diagnosed 
with Dilated Cardiomyopathy. All possible causes were ruled out except for diet.  was 
being fed Kasiks brand Ocean Whitefish formula for 5 years and this is a grain free formula 
with lentils and chickpeas in the top ingredients. She was being fed this due to having a 
sensitive stomach and an allergy to chicken so this limited ingredient food she seemed to do 
well on. I’m December 2021  was in congestive heart failure due to her DCM diagnosis, 
which was categorized as severe and life threatening. Since she has changed food to Purina 
Pro Sensitive Salmon and Rice and began a demanding medication regimen including 
several medications for her heart, diuretics as well as taurine supplementation and so far has 
remained stable. 
I had heard of DCM and the concerns with grain free but the data being shared in FDAs 
website was last updated 2019 and makes DCM appear to be so extremely rare I did not 
think it would happen to my dog. Through networking and researching online DCM seems 
MUCH more common that past numbers have shown and it is crucial to publish updated data 
about DCM case numbers especially as awareness is increasing. I’m making this report to 
hopefully add to the accuracy of prevalence and I’m also pleading that the public needs to 
know more about the prevalence and concerns of Thai disease, even if there is not clear 
evidence of causation, accurate numbers of dogs facing this disease is key to help dog 
owners make decisions about the care of their pet. Our local pet store is distributing a 
handout about DCM that states only 350 cases have been reported out of 89 million dogs 
and they are quitting the FDA. Need updated data release please!!!

6 Years Retriever - 
Labrador

Dog 75 Pound

EON‐484184 2/27/2022 18:20 GOLDEN REWARDS Chicken 
Jerky Recipe

January 19,  had no appetite, fatigue, bloody stools, and weight loss for 6 days. 
Taken to animal clinic. She had x-rays, finding that the intestines were swollen. Exploratory 
Surgery and Biopsy was done. had Cancer.  ,  went to sleep. Today 
I am emotionally distressed and do believe that the Golden Rewards Chicken Jerky might 
have been swelling Snowballs intestines. Thank-You

6 Years Maltese Dog 16 Pound

EON‐484175 2/27/2022 15:40 Taste of the Wild Prey  was fed Taste of the Wild - Trout formula for 5 years. Very healthy dog who never had 
health issues during annual vet visits. During his last annual check up, a low grade heart 
murmur was detected and he was brought in a month later for recheck. During recheck,  
was diagnosed with dilated cardiomyopathy, heart murmur - grade 6, cardiac arrhythmia, and 
tachycardia.

6.5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 60 Pound

EON‐484135 2/26/2022 13:08 Acana puppy food Vomiting, bloody diarrhea, wet snout, lethargic started last week when I opened the dog food. 
Was almost immediate one of my dogs wound up in the emergency room after a week of 
eating it!

17 Month
s

Bulldog - French Dog 27 Pound

EON‐484124 2/26/2022 5:52 Naturediet - Feel Good Wet Dog 
Food Natural and Nutritionally 
Balanced Puppy 390g (Pack of 
18)

Sickness and diareah loss of appetite after 1 meal mixed in with the other 3 usual for the day 
to gradually introduce it but the next day these symptoms occurred I called a video vet and 
waited a day then tried normal food again. This product smells off lots of reviews say the 
same thing happened to them I left and Amazon review and emailed the company that 
makes the food but I got no reply.

5 Month
s

Retriever - Golden Dog 12 Kilogram
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EON‐484111 2/25/2022 23:44 Diamond Naturals Dry Food for 
Adult Dogs Chicken and Rice 
Formula

After months of switching to diamond naturals all ages dog food was diagnosed with 
severe vitamin d deficiency. Losing about 15 pounds of weight and severe nausea and 
vomiting as a result.  was in perfect health prior. Has started improving after different 
food and vitamin d/ calcium supplements.

5 Years American Pit Bull 
Terrier

Dog 56 Pound

EON‐484090 2/25/2022 17:08 Pedigree large dog National recall on there store products
EON‐484089 2/25/2022 17:04 cesar breakfest & dinner

grilled steak & eggs flavor + 
chicken & liver Flavor 12-100k 
(3.5 oz)tray

purchased chewy.com breakfast & dinner ( grilled steak & eggs flavor + Chicken Liver 
Package lot # 145F2KKCFK2133 /
grilled steak & eggs flavor had larva in it. Chewy.com replaced it. However, re-order same 
brand, flavor (lot number 12061ARXF6) had white specks similar to larva in prior batch

EON‐484032 2/24/2022 23:52 Hill’s Prescription Diet Multi-
Benefit W/D Chicken Flavor

My cat is on the C/D prescription food through Hill’s prescription service. We noticed her 
throwing up undigested chunks of food right after eating it. This has been happening almost 
every time she eats the food immediately after eating it. She has been on this food for years 
and has never had this issue. We thought it might be something with her health, but our dog 
got a hold of some her food and had the same reaction. The dog ate some of the food and 
also immediately threw it back up in undigested chunks. We are starting to wonder if this is a 
bad batch of food.

14 Years Mixed (Cat) Cat 15 Pound

EON‐484016 2/24/2022 17:08 Purina pro small Breed chicken 
and rice formula

This animal was switched from the purina pro weight management food to the purina pro 
small breed food. Two weeks later he was hospitalized for enlarged livrr, raised liver 
enzymes and dehydration.

4 Years Chihuahua Dog 6 Pound

EON‐484001 2/24/2022 13:20 Zignature Kangaroo Formula 
dry dog food

I started feeding my dog Zignature Kangaroo dry food around 2018 as recommended by the 
food store saying it may be better for his allergies to use a more exotic meat. That is the only 
food I fed to him until June 2021 when at the young age of 6 he went into full congestive 
heart failure with CXR showing horrible pulmonary edema and his heart so enlarged that it 
was taking up the majority of his thoracic cavity. I was told immediately by the vet that 
because of his young age it was diet-induced and I should immediately switch his food and 
prescribed several heart medications/supplements and saw a vet cardiologist who did an 
echo and confirmed diet-induced cardiomyopathy. I was told that if he were any older they 
would tell me there's no way he'll survive but since he's 6 he may survive long enough for his 
heart to remodel--hopefully without permanent scarring/fibrosis. I have a repeat TTE pending 
for 03/2022. I've spent about 250/mo on his medications-some harmed his kidneys and had 
to have extra medical costs and prescription changes. $300/mo on hybrid home cooked 
salmon/turkey/brown rice/green beans/carrots mixed with Purina pro plan as recommended 
by vet. Extra costs of vet visits and procedures/testing. Will see in March if he's improving.

6 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 68 Pound

EON‐483991 2/24/2022 11:32 Nutro grain free
Nutro ultra

Had  for 8 years. Was feeding him grain free nutro kibble for about 6-7 years until I saw 
the 2018/2019 report from FDA. Switched to normal kibble mixed with raw/freeze dried. But it 
might've been too late for the transition as  may be diagnosed with DCM. Will have more 
results in the next few weeks.

10 Years Terrier - Silky Dog 12 Pound

EON‐483990 2/24/2022 11:08 Purina Proplan Complete 
Essentials Ocean Whitefish 
Tuna Entree Grain Free Classic

Found mold in unopened canned cat food.
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EON‐483972 2/23/2022 23:56 Organomics I relied on Organomics Pet Food website to order healthy organic pet food from what was 
billed as a family & woman owned manufacturer. When I place the order I paid via PayPal so 
that I would have protection. I followed up by checking the transaction on PayPal and the 
transaction showed the purchase link to Against The Grain, a different brand. This alarmed 
me so I ran the trademark for Organomics and to my horror found the owners to be Evanger's 
Dog & Cat Food Co, Inc.. Evanger's is the company that has a horrid safety record that 
includes Pentobarbital in their food.

I searched the entire Organomics website and there was no disclosure that this was in fact 
Evanger's. I expect more transparency than this and corporations with horrible safety records 
that have killed many dogs should not be allowed to hide behind newly created trademarks to 
hide these facts.

I immediately canceled the order and then thought about how many people out there order 
Organomics, who know about Evanger's, and think they are doing the right thing switching 
brands while not realizing they are getting something made by Evanger's again. This is 
sickening.

This needs to stop. If their isn't a regulation there needs to be one. They should have to 
disclose who they really are and consumer's should not have to run the Trademarks to find 
what company they are dealing with. This is simply indecent.

EON‐483963 2/23/2022 20:28 Nudges Natural Dog Treats 
Jerky Cuts Made With Real 
Duck

Purchased a bag of Nudges Brand Duck Jerky Treats at Walmart. Our dog became sick 
within 8 hours of our opening this new bag of treats and feeding her approximately two treats. 
When I examined the treats themselves, I discovered they were covered in blue-gray colored 
mold spots each about 1/4 inch in diameter. These spots were dark in the center with lighter 
gray edges encircling the spots. I thought perhaps the bag was defective, or perhaps had a 
tear in it which caused these treats to spoil, but I found the bag to be entirely intact. The bag 
was completely sealed when I first opened it, so apparently these treats were sealed with the 
mold inside the bag. Since these treats had been our dog's favorite treat up until this time, I 
bought a new bag at Walmart the next day. When I opened the new bag, it was the same 
thing all over again. The treats had mold spots forming on them and did not smell right. I 
probably should have returned the treats to Walmart, but I was so disgusted that I just threw 
them away. Both bags had the same Best By date and Lot Numbers on them - Best By 
07/14/23 0142MSU23 13:47 0072. Fortunately, our dog seems to be recovering. She had an 
upset stomach and was weak and lethargic for three days, but now on the fourth day, she 
seems to be getting better.

10 Years Terrier 
(unspecified)

Dog 57 Pound
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EON‐483947 2/23/2022 16:44 There was all types of dog and 
cat food there. I photos if you 
need them and videos

Im writing concerning the storage of pet food at  
. I had furniture stored here and I was cleaning out my storage unit which was rat 

infested. I noticed on a number of occasions that there was at least 6 or 7 units full of pallets 
of various pet food. On many of these occasions there are people in trucks and rental 
vehicles picking up the pallets (30 plus sitting around outside) The units are also full of food. 
A fork lift loads the trucks. Whenever I was there people seem to quickly disappear. I have 
videos and photos of everything. i informed the management because of the rats and they 
did not seem concerned and they are aware pet food is being stored there. I called the 
county code enforcement thinking that it must be against code and a health hazard to store 
pet food in this manor for people as well as the animals being fed this food. Incidentally, the 

 is right around the corner I would think this would be a concern 
for them as well.

EON‐483945 2/23/2022 16:20 Purina Pro Plan Veterinary Diet 
NeuroCare

I transfer my pet food from a sealed bag into a closed food container with a latch and I found 
a small baby dead rat or mouse in the food.

EON‐483936 2/23/2022 14:44 Purina ProPlan (she is now on 
Rx hepatic diet and hasn't eaten 
this food for more than 5 years 
so no details). I'm making up 
most of the info just to get past 
this form.

 was diagnosed with Copper Storage Disease at age 18 months. At that point, she had 
no symptoms, but her ALT and ALKP were elevated. She was diagnosed via liver biopsy and 
her copper quantification (performed by the lab at  was 7280 parts 
per million of copper. My dog was impacted by copper-associated hepatopathy thought to be 
due to over-supplementation of copper in commercial pet food. I implore the FDA to take 
corrective action to lower the maximum copper concentration in commercial dog food to 
mitigate this avoidable and potentially fatal illness. We are lucky that  is alive today, 
after copper chelation medication and prescription low-copper food.

7 Years Dalmatian Dog 40 Pound

EON‐483932 2/23/2022 13:56 Coshida dry cat food complete My mother has been feeding our cats lids "complete" dry cat food for a long time, and I had 
noticed a decline in their health. One of my past jobs was an pet nutritionist so I thought 
comparing my old notes and reading over the ingredients I may find something. 
I never thought I would discover that their food does not contain Taurine!! An essential amino 
acid that cats NEED in order to develop strong heart muscles and good eye sight, along with 
various other issues that can be caused by a taurine deficiency and I now fully believe that 
the cat food is the entire reason one of my cats passed last year.

EON‐483931 2/23/2022 13:48 Kirkland Signature Adult Dog 
Food

There has been an uptake in cases of Copper Storage Disease over the last 8 years since I 
have been involved in the Dalmatian community. I highly suspect it is due to the switch of 
chelated copper used in dog food. These are young healthy dogs that die by 1 to 2 years of 
age or sometimes they make it to 8 years. I did have a dog that died at 8 and his liver had 
shut down. I didn't have a necropsy done to confirm copper toxicity but it is very likely. 
Something has to be done. Please help.

8 Years Dalmatian Dog 25.54 Kilogram

EON‐483888 2/22/2022 21:04 HALO Chicken & Salmon 
Recipe for Small Breed Dogs

On 20-Feb-2022, upon opening a can of Halo dog food (chicken & salmon recipe for small 
breed), a small blotch of mold was identified. It was black/green in color. A second can was 
opened from the same case, and it also had a small spec of mold. A similar incident occurred 
on 20-Nov-2021 but I did not realize it was mold until my dog became very ill about two hours 
later. His stomach cramped and he developed a loose, watery stool. I took him to the animal 
hospital, but they were booked for five hours so I brought him home. He recovered a few 
hours later. I tossed out that case of Halo. I noticed mold again on 20-Feb-2022. I did not 
feed him. Today, I called Chewey.com to report the incident. I asked the service department 
to notify Halo that their dog food contains mold and they should recall it. I will no longer 
purchase this brand.

7 Years Terrier - Cairn Dog 12 Pound
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EON‐483878 2/22/2022 17:56 V-Dog kindkibble 5 Years Dalmatian Dog 76 Pound

EON‐483862 2/22/2022 15:44 Canine Carry Outs Beef Flavor 
Dog Snacks

On 2/19/22, I opened a new bag of these treats and gave some to my 3 dogs. Since then, on 
2/20, 2/21 and 2/22 each of the dogs has vomited up whole, undigested treats (now 3 days 
after eating them). We've purchased these treats in the past and had no issue, so I am 
concerned that this batch is tainted somehow.

7 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 65 Pound

Food arrived on Monday, 1/24/2022. Dog first ate from this bag of food on Tuesday, 
1/25/2022. 

3 episodes in 1 week: 
1. On Wednesday morning, 1/26/2022, dog collapsed on floor during meal. He removed 
himself from the floor, regrouped in another area, and returned and finished his meal. I 

assumed he had slipped, and was otherwise fine. About 15 minutes later, I saw him 
wiggling/twitching his leg while laying down. I got him up and standing to investigate. He 
immediately collapsed on his right rear leg. Fell to the floor. I picked him back up. This 

continued for about 15 minutes. It was before 8am. I called his vet and left a message, then 
got him back on the bed, as I didn't know what else to do. He fell asleep. About 1/2 hour later, 
he got up and was fine, with no evidence of any further symptoms. Vet assistant called back 

later and advised me to video if the same thing happened again. 
2. Friday morning, 1/28/2022, immediately after breakfast, I took dog to walk on the beach 
(we live 13 blocks from the beach and walk there twice daily, usually). He was fine, until he 

played a little with another dog, then collapsed on his rear legs. This time, he didn't try to get 
up. He sat on the sand. I encouraged him to get up, and within about a minute he did, but his 

legs were wobbly. I immediately walked us back to the car. His symptoms only lasted for 
about a minute more. I took him to the emergency room, . They 
checked him thoroughly and found nothing wrong, but advised I rest him, with no off-leash 

walks, for the next week or two. We didn't have any more beach walks for several days.
3. Tuesday morning, 2/1/2022, again (3rd time) within about 15 minutes of eating breakfast 

containing kibble from the new bag, dog collapsed as he had the previous Wednesday 
(during his first episode). This time was very bad. He couldn't stand straight at all, wobbled, 
fell repeatedly. This lasted for about an hour and a half. I took several videos, which I still 

have. His head bobbed. He seemed very, very drunk, confused, and terrified. He got himself 
up several times and moved long enough to lurch into the next room, then collapsed again. I 

sat with him. After about 90 horrible minutes, the issue resolved itself. He already had a 
routine vet visit scheduled for that afternoon, so I kept the visit and had him examined again. 

No problem was found. 
That was the last time I fed him that food. During this long episode, I thought, and realized 

that each of the three episodes had happened within 15 minutes of him eating this food. He 
had never had an episode before, and since I stopped feeding him food from this bag, he has 

never had an episode since. That Friday, 2/4/22, I took him to a neurologist, where he was 
again examined. No problem was found with him. He also had a T4 thyroid test; it came back 
completely normal. A friend (head of Dalmatian rescue) suggested there may be mold in the 
food. The food looks normal (I have kept all of it), but his symptoms match those I have seen 
described online. He saw 3 expert vets in 1 week; none found any problem with him. I think it 

is something in the food.
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EON‐483861 2/22/2022 15:44 Canine Carry Outs Beef Flavor 
Dog Snacks

On 2/19/22, I opened a new bag of these treats and gave some to my 3 dogs. Since then, on 
2/20, 2/21 and 2/22 each of the dogs has vomited up whole, undigested treats (now 3 days 
after eating them). We've purchased these treats in the past and had no issue, so I am 
concerned that this batch is tainted somehow.

1.5 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 65 Pound

EON‐483860 2/22/2022 15:44 Canine Carry Outs Beef Flavor 
Dog Snacks

On 2/19/22, I opened a new bag of these treats and gave some to my 3 dogs. Since then, on 
2/20, 2/21 and 2/22 each of the dogs has vomited up whole, undigested treats (now 3 days 
after eating them). We've purchased these treats in the past and had no issue, so I am 
concerned that this batch is tainted somehow.

1.5 Years Pit Bull Dog 54 Pound

EON‐483852 2/22/2022 14:32 Purina Proplan Focus Large 
Breed Dry

Presented acutely for lethargy and nausea. Vomited one time and became inappetence. 
Diagnostics were supportive of liver injury. This started after being fed a new bag of dog food. 
There was no observed dietary indiscretion or observed toxic I ingestion. The dog was tested 
and positive for 0.54 ppm of Vomitoxin

9 Years Unknown Dog 43.1 Kilogram

EON‐483851 2/22/2022 14:32 Kirkland Signature Natures 
Domain Salmon and Sweet 
Potato Formula Food for Dogs

8 Years Siberian Husky Dog 80 Pound was sent to boarding with a new bag of food. Boarding facility reported  was 
vomiting and having diarrhea the first day (Monday). Second day (Tuesday),  refused 
food in the morning and continued having diarrhea through the day with severe lethargy. 

Refused food at dinner even when incentivize with additional meat and meat broth. Diarrhea 
continued through the night. Third day (Wednesday) he ate a little bit of food in the morning 
but did not eat a full meal. His lethargy was notably less in the morning. Didn't have diarrhea 

until later in the day. Late on the third day he resumed vomiting and was taken to an 
emergency vet. Emergency vet noted severe dehydration and pushed a bolus of saline 

solution. X-ray and ultrasound imaging was completed to look for GI issues and none were 
found. Anti-diarrhea meds were provided and he was sent home. (Note, he returned directly 

home from the vet and did not return to boarding facility.) 

We brought him to our regular vet in the morning on Thursday where they noted he was still 
severely dehydrated and pushed two more boluses of saline. Our vet also took ultrasound 
imaging as well as fecal samples to diagnose. No issues were found in the ultrasound or in 

the fecal analysis. No cause was identified by our vet.  returned home that evening and 
slept through the night. 

His lethargy decreased through the day (day 5) and the diarrhea stopped by evening. He ate 
a little bit of food in the evening. Note, this food was NOT from the new bag but was the 

same formulation. He continued to improve through the next day and by day 8 was back to 
normal. Throughout this time, we fed him from older supplies of food and kept the new bag 

segregated even though we weren't sure if it was the cause.

On 2/21/2022 I fed him a single cup of food from the new bag mixed with a cup of food from 
the old supplies. Approximately four hours later he began to have diarrhea that continued 
through the night, needing out every hour or so from 10 pm to 7 am. After 7 am he was left 

outside as temperatures had risen sufficiently to be safe. The suspect bag has been 
segregated. He does not have lethargy at this time but since it has been less than 24 hours 

since the single cup of food, the diarrhea is continuing. 
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EON‐483711 2/21/2022 19:08 Plan Development Puppy 
Shredded Blend Chicken & Rice 
Dog Food

Owner noticed some white powder on the chicken pieces in the dog food. Then, noticed 
small black bugs. As they got to the bottom of the bag saw all these white worms that looked 
like maggots.

EON‐483694 2/21/2022 14:48 MERRICK GRAMMY'S POT 
PIE GRAIN FREE ADULT

ONE OF OUR DOG TEAM OPENED A CAN OF MERRICK AND IT HAD A HYTPODERMIC 
NEEDLE INSIDE THE CANNED DOG FOOD. NO FOOD WAS SERVED BUT THIS IS AN 
ISSUE. WE CONTACTED MERRICK. THEY ARE CLOSED FOR THE PRESIDENT'AS 
DAY. THESE ARE THE NUMBERS ON THE CAN: GRAMMY'S POT PIE, BEST BUY OCT 
2023, 2\ 298 CL 3 00175 1252

Unknown Dog

EON‐483676 2/21/2022 11:20 Nutro Adult dog 1+ healthy 
weight chicken and brown rice 
formula

Both dogs vomited and were wrenching. They have both eaten this food before with no 
issues. Not wanting to eat.

8 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 95 Pound

EON‐483639 2/20/2022 17:36 Fromm Gold for Senior; also 
Wellness

My dog was impacted by copper-associated hepatopathy thought to be due to over-
supplementation of copper in commercial pet food. I implore the FDA to immediately take 
corrective action to lower the maximum copper concentration in commercial dog food to 
mitigate this avoidable and potentially fatal illness.
Elevated ALT and ALK levels were first noted ~4 years ago, and we followed  
bloodwork (ALT/AST/ALK levels) ever since and treated him with SAM (Denamarin). Later, 
ultrasound was used to learn whether there was focal or diffuse inflammation in the liver. In 
the summer of 2021, during surgery at , his liver was 
biopsied, which showed copper accumulation (2510 ppm dw in fixed tissue). Since then we 
have treated  with penicillamine as well as SAM and ursodiol; his ALT levels are 
beginning to lower but he requires twice daily medication and we worry about the damage 
already done to his liver.

12 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 49 Pound

 has been on Kirkland Nature's Domain Salmon and Sweet Potato formulation since he 
was one year old. He was diagnosed as a puppy as being grain intolerant. He has a severe 
reaction to grains including, wheat, barley, rice, oats, and any other grains. He has severe 

vomiting, diarrhea, and swelling around the face and neck. He has been on a grain free diet 
since a puppy and has had severe reactions when fed grain-based foods. One notable 

incident occurred a couple of years ago when he was fed grain-based food by the vet after 
surgery. He began vomiting and had swelling around the face approximately three hours 

after eating. He was brought back to the vet where he was given anti-inflammatory 
medication and saline to hydrate him. We were able to determine that grain-based food was 
given to him as part of the normal post op process. As they had only given him a little bit of 

food the reaction was minor and cleared up overnight.

Note, our second dog, a one year old Dutch Shepard female, has been fed the same food as 
 She has no allergies or grain issues and did NOT have any adverse reaction to the 

food. She was fed from the same bag at boarding and was fed a single cup of food mixed 
with two cups of older food on 2/21/2022 with no issues noted.
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EON‐483623 2/20/2022 11:24 Acana Heritage Free Run 
Poultry Dog Food

Hello FDA/HHS staff: 

I purchased a bag of Acana Heritage Free Run Poultry Dog food at my local  
) on 1/29/22. My dog has eaten this food for probably 5 years 

without a problem. I threw the bag away, so don't have the batch number. After eating the 
food, my dog started diarraheaing every day, and would need to use the bathroom up to 5 
times a day. On several occasions, she went on our rug, which had to be cleaned up. My 
husband stepped in one pile and ruined his nice shoes. After about 2 weeks, I had enough 
and took her to the vet as well as informed .  returned my money, and I 
brought the food back to them. At the vet, they tested her for giardia (I brought 4 days worth 
of poop in, but they could only test the most recent), and also had blood work done ($400). 
Negative giardia results (no worms) and she is in perfect health. Also, I bought other food 
after I returned the Acana (some other brand), and her poop is back to normal. I have the test 
results if you need them as well as a small bag of the bad food still. The vet said they could 
not test the food. I also returned back to  and informed them, as well as passed 
along my dog's test results (transcribed text from my vet when she called me and left a 
message of the test results).  said they would contact Acana. I can't figure out 
what else was bad except for the food. I don't want anyone else's dog to react negatively and 
hope you contact Acana and investigate. It's probably a bad batch, but I had to spend $400 
and yucky situations of cleaning up diarrhea to deal with this issue, so it would be nice if 
Acana compensated me in some way for this. However, not likely. At the least, it would just 
be great if someone could investigate so no one else has to go through this ordeal. At this 
point, I don't know what else I can do. 

Thank you! 

Cheers, 

11 Years Shiba Inu Dog 28 Pound

EON‐483605 2/19/2022 21:56 Purina Pro Plan Chicken and 
Rice Adult formula

 had diarrhea and threw up the dog food. Diarrhea persisted for over 48hours. 6 Years Retriever - 
Labrador

Dog 75 Pound

EON‐483540 2/19/2022 0:04 Wellness Complete Health 
Petite Entrees Mini Fillets Grain 
Free roasted chicken beef 
carrots and green beans in 
gravy

About 30 mins to 1 hour after eating, the dog became temporarily blind. She walked in 
circles, crying and walking into walls and objects. She would not respond to voices and 
startled when touched. She would either walk back and forth or begin turning in circles until 
she fell over screaming and in distress - unable to figure out how to pick herself up off the 
ground. 
The first time this happened, it lasted approximately 3.5 hours. We were not sure it was 
caused by the food, and about a month later gave her the food again, which caused identical 
symptoms to begin. It has been 2 hours since onset of symptoms and she is still in distress, 
and appears to be blind.

15 Years Chinese Crested 
Dog – Powder 
Puff with veil coat

Dog 9 Pound

EON‐483534 2/18/2022 20:20 Acana Adult Dog Brother had abnormal holter report. Routine holter report showed 218 PVC's, echo revealed 
changes suggestive of occult DCM. ProBNP Normal. Medications started, food changed to 
Purina. 
Followup echo showed no progression/stable. Holter 11 PVC's

5 Years Doberman 
Pinscher

Dog 65 Pound
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EON‐483533 2/18/2022 20:20 Acana Adult Dog  is breeding stock and a conformation show dog. Routine holter testing revealed over 
700 PVC's, repeat holter one month later showed over 300 PVC's. Followup echo showed 
changes suggestive of occult DCM. Bloodwork normal other than elevated liver enzymes, 
ProBNP 923.  was switched from ACANA Chicken Grain Free to Purina Salmon, 
started on pimobenden and enalapril, taurine supplement. Repeat holter a year later showed 
34 PVC's, echo mild improvement to static. Holter one year later revealed no PVC's

5 Years Doberman 
Pinscher

Dog 90 Pound

EON‐483532 2/18/2022 20:16 Acana Adult Dog Recipe Brother had abnormal holter. Routine holter monitor revealed no PVC's. Echo showed 
changes suggestive of occult DCM. Blood work essentially normal. ProBNP 1110. Started on 
medication
Was fed Acana chicken for three years, changed to Eukanuba Chicken ~6 months prior.

Follow up planned

5 Years Doberman 
Pinscher

Dog 85 Pound

EON‐483528 2/18/2022 18:52 Nudges Natural Dog Treats
Grilled made with Real Steak

Diarrhea for 3 days and then vomiting in 3rd day until we stopped giving him the product. 9 Years Schnauzer - 
Miniature

Dog 15 Pound

EON‐483450 2/18/2022 13:32 Friskies Seafood & Chicken 
Pate Favorites 40 can box 
including Salmon Dinner 
Mariner's Catch Ocean 
Whitefish & Tuna Dinner 
Chicken & Tuna Dinner

Several cans of Friskies wet food seem to be contaminated with a hot pick substance. Most 
of the contamination is small and I missed it at first but there are large spots that I saw first 
and then I noticed the smaller red flecks throughout the food. Friskies Pate, UPC 
5000017085. Noticed first in cans of "Mariner's Catch" but when looking at others, it was in 
them as well. I reached out to Purina by email, online form submission and calling but they 
were not helpful or responsive until I tweeted pictures and told people not to purchase Purina 
pet food since it seems to be contaminated with something and they were not responding to 
me.

EON‐483411 2/18/2022 11:28 Purina Pro Plan Sport All Life 
Stages Performance 30/20 
Salmon & Rice Formula Dry 
Dog Food 6-lb bag

Delivered from Chewy Feb 6 
2022

On the evening of 2/16/2022, I was scooping Purina Pro plan Sport when I saw I had 
scooped a dead mouse, screamed and threw it back in the bag. As you might guess I was 
completely grossed out and upset. I took pictures of the bag (with mouse in it) and the 
outside of the bag with lot number etc. The dog food is stored in our pantry (a closet) inside 
our house. 

I contacted Chewy (they refunded my money) and Purina by email. I was called by Purina on 
2/17/2022, they left a voicemail. I returned the call and spoke to a "supervisor" Michael who 
would not give his last name. Michael apologized, offered coupons or refund check, both of 
which I declined. When questioned about next steps, he said he would pass it on to the 
Quality Assurance Department but no they could not offer any follow-up on results. He 
couldn't tell me in what plant the food was manufactured. The case number with Purina is 
22055177.

EON‐483380 2/18/2022 8:24 The Farmers Dog Fresh Food Three days after eating the food both dogs were vomiting had diarrhea, mucus and blood in 
stools. Bothe required medical attention and one was admitted to the hospital where she 
remains as I file this report.

1 Days Dachshund - 
Miniature

Dog 8 Pound

EON‐483318 2/17/2022 15:04 Hill's Natural Jerky Strips On , I gave my dogs, Hills Natural Jerky Strips at approximately 5:30. At 
approximately 6:45, Rosie vomited and by 11:52 she was dead.

10 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 55 Pound
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EON‐483293 2/17/2022 12:12 Toceranib mini tabs 7.5 mg The vet prescribed Palladia to treat my daughter's cancer.  has carcinoma with 
unknown primary. The drug was specially compounded by the pharmacy. Per the vet's 
request, we started Palladia on Monday 02/07/2022.  began not feeling well the 
following day as she experienced rapid breathing, lost of appetite, muscle weakness, etc. 
She suffered all the side effects associated with Palladia. Her symptoms have gotten worse 
going into 3 rd day on Wednesday .  was unable to go potty, unable to walk, 
her hands and legs had collapsed. Her body was so weak and passed away that evening!

10 Years Chihuahua Dog 7 Pound

EON‐483292 2/17/2022 12:04 Purina Pro Plan Active 27/17 
Small Bites Lamb and Rice

I have discovered pantry moths in dog food emptied into a bin and purchased from petsmart 
on 2/7. Several days ago I saw one adult flying insect in the bin. I killed it without identifying it 
and searched a little inside but didn't see others. I found another 2 nights ago in the same 
place, so I downloaded an app to identify it. It was partially identified as some sort of small 
moth but it was dead and disfigured so pantry moth was only one option. I searched through 
the bin, closed it tight and decided I’d do something if if I found another after not opening it 
again. This morning there were 2 live adults id’s 100% as pantry moths.

EON‐483285 2/17/2022 11:04 V-Dog  was vomiting and unable to keep water or food down. Vet did an x-ray to see if there 
was an obstruction in her system. The x-ray showed an enlarged heart.

7 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 51 Pound

EON‐483251 2/16/2022 18:12 Taste of the Wild High Prairie 
grain free; switched from Taste 
of the Wild Pacific Stream grain 
free about 3-4 months ago.

Extreme difficulty breathing that developed over a week's time. Brought dog to emergency 
vet clinic in middle of night when she could not lay down to breathe. Lungs were totally white 
on x-ray and heart appeared enlarged. DCM confirmed by echocardiogram and positive 
response to treatment for heart failure.

4.6 Years Great Dane Dog 137 Pound

EON‐483231 2/16/2022 15:52 Purina Pro Plan Hairball 
Management (Cat food)

I began feeding my cat Purina Pro Plan hairball control food a few weeks ago. This was only 
a very small portion of his diet as I only fed him an eighth of a cup in the morning and the rest 
of the day he eats a different brand. On or about the fifth day of consuming the food, he 
vomited in the morning. For the next five days or so he vomited once or twice every single 
morning. This was out of the ordinary as he rarely vomits hairballs and when he was vomiting 
in this case there was no hair and the vomit was clear. On or about the fifth day of vomiting, 
his vomit contained specks of blood. I suspect his stomach lining was irritated by the 
constant vomiting causing it to bleed. I ceased continuing to feed him the Purina PP. The 
next day he did not vomit. On the second day without the food, he vomitted once. After that, 
he no longer vomited again. I suspect there is something in the food that built up in his 
system over several days that began to trigger the vomiting. Hence, why he didn't start 
vomiting until about 5 days after he started eating the food and the fact that the vomiting 
didn't immediately stop after the food was discontinued.

8 Years Domestic 
Shorthair

Cat 13 Pound

EON‐483199 2/16/2022 8:44 Blue Tastefuls Chicken Entree 
in Savory Sauce Tender 
Morsels

I opened a can of my cat's wet food and it had a distinct odor of rotten meat/ manure. I 
figured it was just a bad can so I opened a different one of the same flavor and it also 
smelled bad. I opened two more cans and they also had the same foul odor. I believe this lot 
number of food has gone bad. I also noticed when I started checking the lot numbers on the 
cans that many of them had small dents on the bottom. I bought a case of 12 cans of this 
food and they were packaged in cardboard trays so I don't think the dents were a result of 
shipping or getting moved around on the store shelves. The food is Blue Buffalo Tastefuls 
Chicken Entree in Savory Sauce Tender Morsels. It was purchased at the PetSmart in 

. The lot number for 
the cans is 20241020U with a best by date of 2024 Oct 20.
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EON‐483100 2/14/2022 17:48 Natural Balance Gentle Balance 
Dry Dog Food

Dogs began projectile vomiting, experienced nausea, lethargy, one dog now in acute liver 
failure.

2 Years Poodle 
(unspecified)

Dog 90 Pound

EON‐483083 2/14/2022 13:52 Hill's Science Diet Beed & 
Barley Entree Adult 1-6

Produced diarrhea. Withheld food, then gave again and produced same effect but worse. 2 Years Cattle Dog - 
Australian (blue 
heeler, red heeler, 
Queensland 
cattledog)

Dog 32 Pound

EON‐483075 2/14/2022 12:48 Ark Naturals Brushless 
Toothpaste Dental Chew 4-in-1 
Dental Chew wiht Toothpaste 
Center

slime-green diahhrea lasting over several days. Needing to go outside to the bathroom 
multiple times overnight. Unwillingness to go for a walk (very abnormal).

5 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 70 Pound

EON‐483057 2/14/2022 10:24 GRILLERS Made with real duck 
by Betsy Farms

 came to live with us on January 15th. I still had the bag of treats leftover from  
not realizing that was what caused him to have his fatal seizure.  was given one treat 
daily until she had a seizure on January 24th. The only thing that both dogs had ingested 
was treats from this bag.  was a purebred in excellent health. She had another seizure 
on January 29th, and a 3rd seizure on February 3rd. She was seen at our local vet office on 
January 31st, who advised us that the treats were most likely the issue and to continue to 
watch her closely and if she had more thatn one more seizure to bring her back in for blood 
work. At time of this report, she has not had any new seizures since February 3rd, 2022.

4 Years Retriever - 
Labrador

Dog 60 Pound

EON‐483056 2/14/2022 10:12 GRILLERS Made with real duck 
by Betsy Farms

 came to live with us on Nov 1st 2021. I purchased these treats on the approx date of 
December 15th. He began vomiting within 3 days of eating these treats but we thought it may 
have been his food or table scraps. He had a fatal seizure on the night of December 21st. I 
saved the bag of treats for a future dog and that dog also had seizures. Another report will 
follow.

6 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 85 Pound

EON‐483050 2/14/2022 7:48 Sundays for dogs The only health problems are dog had before having the food was just chronic reverse 
sneezing and a cyst on his paw both of which are completely unrelated to this food intake. 

We tried converting them from his usual dog food to Sundays for dogs. With careful 
conversion and one day of feeding them half the other food and have Sundays for dogs, 

 developed vomiting diarrhea and extreme lethargy. ( He is old but generally has 
more energy than he did). Took him completely off of this food for over 24 hours and the 
symptoms started to alleviate. Wanted to test to see if he had an issue with this food so put in 
an extremely tiny amount one square and within one and a half hours he had loose stool and 
vomiting or regurgitating up whole chunks of kibble and the sundaes for dogs. 

(This is voice typed on my phone so I apologize for any misspellings that occur as a result it 
is very difficult to use your form on mobile)

11 Years Dachshund 
(unspecified)

Dog 19 Pound

EON‐483038 2/13/2022 20:56 Pure balance pro Do not buy this brand of cat food 
(Pure balance pro )
What happened I bought this food brand she was fine until she started eating this and then 
Friday she was acting weird figured it was just her being her and then yesterday I haven’t 
seen her almost all day and I found her dead under my daughter bed. Now my ct who was for 
my therapy is gone my girls and I are taking it very hard. I haven’t been able to sleep eat or 
even get out of bed she was only 10
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EON‐483023 2/13/2022 13:08 Blue Buffalo Tastefuls Tender 
Morsels Chicken Entree Wet 
Cat Food 5.5 oz can case of 24

4 Years Persian Cat 10.62 PoundI opened a new can from the 24 count pallet of Blue Buffalo Tastefuls wet cat food on the 
evening of February 10th. I ordered this food from Chewy.com and received it on January 

10th, but had other loose cans that I wanted to use first before I opened up the pallet.  
has always had this wet food and has never had any issues. There was no damage to the 

can, and the food itself looked and smelled fine, and she ate it all as usual. Within an hour I 
noticed that she was in the litter box more frequently, and was also pawing at the ground 
significantly more than normal. When I checked her litter box, I noticed that she had very 

loose, foul smelling stool, which caused concern, as her stool is usually very firm and does 
not smell very much. She started to hide under my bed during the evening, which is also 

unlike her. 

On February 11th, she seemed lethargic, still hiding under the bed. She would come out to 
occasionally eat her dry food, Blue Buffalo Indoor Health, and to drink some water. At the 
time I did not come to the conclusion that the wet food had made her ill, so I fed her more 

around noon. Again within a short time she had more very loose and bad smelling stool. She 
continued to hide under the bed, and because she is long haired, she had fecal matter in her 

fur that I had to clean. I then realized that the wet food may be the issue. 

On February 12th I did not give her any wet food, only dry. Up until noon she had eaten a 
small amount and had some water, and was still mostly hiding under my bed. When her 

feeder dropped her dry food around noon, she did not come running like she usually does, 
and when she did eventually come out, she didn't touch the food at all or drink anything. 

Around 4:30 PM she started having loose stool again, and at 8:45 PM she started to vomit, 
which to this point she had not done. She had more loose stool around 9 PM and vomited a 

second time at 9:34 PM. I needed to clean fecal matter from her fur numerous times 
throughout the evening. 

I decided to take her to a local 24 hour emergency vet in my area around 10:30 PM, as I was 
concerned that she was dehydrated and maybe was running a fever. I took her to  

 where I spent a total of 4 hours 
while she was being treated. She was given x-rays under sedation, and anti nausea injection 

and fluids, and I was sent home with a probiotic to help with her stomach issues. Her 
diagnosis was gastroenteritis. 

As of today, February 13th, she is doing a little better. She is still recovering from the 
sedation, but has eaten some dry food and has not had any loose stool.
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EON‐483022 2/13/2022 13:08 Nulo freestyle high-meat kibble 
salmon & peas recipe, Nulo 
freestyle high-meat kibble 
turkey & sweet potato recipe

8 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 110 Pound

EON‐483017 2/13/2022 10:56 Primal They are labeling pet food as human grade. Some of the meat used is rotten and green. Also 
comes in bags that say not for human consumption. No food for humans is manufactured at 
this facility

EON‐482969 2/12/2022 3:08 Hills science diet prescription 
dog food Z/D.

Purchased Hills Science Diet Z/D prescription dog food from pet smart in  
2/11/2022 and there are metal shavings in the food. Some of the shavings are baked into the 
kibble.

Overnight my dog,  went from being what appeared to be healthy, happy and active to 
no longer eating and having labored breathing. It was a Saturday evening and he was 

running around the yard chasing his ball and being his usual self. However, within 24 hours 
and thousands in vet bills later, I learned that my dog had DCM. They drained nearly a liter of 
fluid from his pericardium and almost lost him the process. The fluid was clear and they told 
me this was a good sign since it indicated that it was likely not cancer. However due to the 

amount of fluid and the fact that the fluid appeared to be building back up rather quickly, the 
prognosis was not good. They eventually stabilized him, but he was oxygen dependent at 
that point and they informed me there was no way he would survive the trip to the nearest 

cardiac specialists at Kansas State. Initially we were hopeful that we'd be able to put him on 
a treatment plan and enjoy a few more weeks or even months with him before saying our 
goodbyes, but his case was so severe that I was forced to say goodbye to my best friend 

later that day. After speaking with multiple vets and specialists about his case, we believe the 
swelling and fluid around his heart had been building up for some time. In the weeks prior I 

recall him coughing in the night, but I brushed this off as him simply hacking up something he 
had previously chewed on, which wasn't uncommon. His coughing was mild and not intense 

and it never occurred to me it could be the early signs of DCM and the pressure building from 
the fluid around his heart. The vets immediately asked what kind of food I was feeding him 

and they informed me that it was linked to his condition. I was shocked. I meticulously 
researched dog food companies and nutrition. I'm an active individual and exercised my dogs 

every day. I fed them what I thought was the best food available - high protein grain free 
formulas from dog food companies with little to no recalls and sourced the highest quality raw 
materials for their food. My dogs were fed Fromm and Nulo grain free beef, lamb, and salmon 

formulas almost exclusively for several years leading up to the event. They never missed 
their annual vet checkup and  had his senior exam with full blood and urine analysis that 
prior Fall. I thought I was doing the very best to increases the chances that my dog could live 

a long and happy life - we played and exercised regularly to maintain a healthy weight and 
kept him mentally stimulated. He was well socialized and trained off leash. It's extremely 

frustrating to find out that the food I was feeding him could possibly be linked to his early and 
untimely death. His veterinarian was  at  in 

 Please feel free to reach out for any additional details. I hope this information 
will help speed up your investigation into the linkage between grain free diets and DCM in 

dogs and that more people will have awareness of this issue to be able to make more 
informed decisions about their pet's health and diets.
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EON‐482959 2/11/2022 22:40 Good ‘n Fun Triple Flavor 
Kabobs: premium chicken 
wholesome duck hearty chicken 
liver. Snack for dogs. Net wt. 48 
oz (1360 g)

When I opened The GoodnFun Triple Flavor kabobs tonight I noticed the treats were very 
hard. I poured them out of the bag and the duck portion of the kabob appears white, as if it is 
molded.

EON‐482943 2/11/2022 16:40 Freshpet tender chicken recipe  has eaten this brand of food for 2 years. This batch, fed to him, he had an accident, 
and pooped all over my bed. Second day, he pooped all over his crate, same on third and 
forth. I stopped feeding him
This food, and went back to his dry food - and he recovered within 24 hours, and has not had 
an incident since.

16 Years Havanese Dog 17 Pound

EON‐482930 2/11/2022 14:40 Hill's Science Diet Puppy 
Chicken & Brown Rice Recipe 
Dry Dog Food

Dog became intensely ill with diarrhea / bloody stool. Had to go to emergency vet for anti-
diarrheal and fluids. Has been on this food all puppy life, no new treats or foods, and never 
encountered this type of illness before

10 Month
s

Mixed (Dog) Dog 25 Pound

EON‐482911 2/11/2022 11:20 Purina adult dog food Dog has history of seizures but had been well controlled for years. Another dog in the house 
had never had seizures and suddenly started having them. Then  had several that 
required medication to stop. She is one of three dogs with reaction.  is a 3 year old 
Labrador and never had any seizures or GI issues. She had 2 seizures within a few days and 
then diarrhea off and on for a week. Another dog (dachshund) got into their food while we 
were out of town and he also had gi issues and possibly seizures (unwitnessed). The fourth 
dog who ate some of the food only had a little bit of it. It is not her main source of nutrition.

14 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 30 Pound

EON‐482899 2/11/2022 6:04 Evolve Classic Super Premium 
Food for Cats Deboned Chicken 
and Brown Rice Recipe

I bought three bags of dry cat food. I opened one and poured it in food container. Later that 
night I heard the other two bags crinkling and making noise. I listened for awhile, thinking 
there were insects or rodents in the bags. I opened one bag and poured it out to examine it. 
No signs of insects or rodents, but the food looked weird. It had white specks on the kibble 
and they were misshapen. At the bottom of the bag was whole pieces of rice and peas, with 
other debris that looks like flax seeds. Throughout the kibble you can see whole rice and 
peas cooked into the kibble.

EON‐482888 2/10/2022 23:08 Nutro Wholesome Essentials 
Large Breed Adult Lamb & Rice 
Dry Dog Food

Started new bags of Nutro adult lamb and brown rice recipe dry dog food dog food in 12/2021 
and most recently 2/2022. In both instances dogs began having excessive diarrhea and 
vomiting within 12 hours of start the new bags. Leading up to this event there were no 
changes in diet or environment. The only “change” was a new bag of Nutro food, which has 
been used constantly as the food source for years. Both times led to vet visits with blood 
work, x-rays, and fecal samples, all of which came back negative for parasites and other 
abnormalities. After explaining the situation to the vets, they suspected the cause of illnesses 
was the Nutro dog food as the timing coincided with the openings of both bags. After looking 
into the issue in more detail I became award the company has drawn FDA attention in the 
past due to similar issues, and from my personal experience it does not seem like the issue 
has been resolved.

5 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog

EON‐482877 2/10/2022 17:56 Farmina N&D Ocean Cod Spelt 
Oats & Orange Mini Adult Dry 
Dog Food 5.5-lb

Found small, pointy fish bones sticking out of the dry kibble from Farmina Cod, Spelt, Oats, 
and Orange recipe mini adult dog food that I purchased on January 29. 2022. (I noticed the 
problem on Feb. 10. 2022).
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EON‐482870 2/10/2022 16:32 Purina Fancy Feast Medleys 
Tuna Florentine

I received 8 cases (24, 3 oz cans each) of Purina Fancy Feast Medleys Tuna Florentine Cat 
food in an order from the distributer Chewy. When I opened the can, the product was sticky, 
shiny, and dark brown with a strong odor. I have used this product for years and it is typically 
white, creamy, and lacking the odor. I did not feed the product. I contact Chewy who offered 
to refund the order once returned. I contacted Purina out of concern for the safety and quality 
of the product. Purina was unresponsive and said there was no product problem, nor change 
in the formula. I have pictures of the defective product and the product of an older lot showing 
the difference.

EON‐482852 2/10/2022 12:20 Whole Hearted active 
performance

I purchased this food on Jan 30th and I have been feeding this to my dogs since. On the 
morning of 2/10, I opened the bag of food to pour into the food container, then I saw live 
worms swarming in it. 
A couple of days ago, my dog, Brandi has started showing symptoms of inflamed stomach 
issue and has been bleeding through her anal. We went to a vet yesterday and the vet 
diagnosed her with colon inflamation. I notified my vet today regarding the situation and he is 
currently looking into it as well.

3 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 32 Pound

EON‐482821 2/10/2022 0:04 Cesar home delights After feeding Cesars Wet Dog food, specifically the home delights chicken noodles my dog 
started having uncontrollable bouts of diarrhea. She eats cesars but this is the first time such 
a response has occurred. I will be taking her to a veterinarian as soon as I am able to as it is 
after hours. I have heard others have also fed this dog food to their dogs and they were 
diagnosed as having salmonella. This food needs to be tested immediately and recalled so 
no one else gets sick if its the reason these dogs are getting sick.

1 Years Havanese Dog 7 Pound

EON‐482818 2/9/2022 22:00 Purina pro plan sensitive skin 
and stomach duck entree soft 
cat food

Excessive vomiting after eating Pro Plan Sensitive Skin and Stomach Duck Entree. After 
giving it to another cat, noticed a black soot like substance in bottom of can.

15 Years Domestic 
Shorthair

Cat

EON‐482745 2/9/2022 1:04 Grain-Free dog food Dog started a diet on grain-free dog food. Shortly after was taken to the vet for a check and 
was detected that she had a small murmur. Dog was still on grain-free food, however after 
several months - noticed weight loss, itching, couldn’t keep the food down. Dog was switched 
to food with grains in it - the systems stop - but still had a murmur which developed in to 
congestive heart failure and passed away at 12 years of age. No prior health issues, healthy 
dog prior to giving her grain-free food.

12 Years Sheepdog - 
Shetland

Dog 8 Pound

EON‐482721 2/8/2022 15:04 Greenies Pill Pockets Chicken 
Flavor

Purchased Greenies Pill Pockets Chicken Flavor. Have used these products frequently. 
Expiration date was February 17th 2022. My dog became violently I’ll after consuming this 
product and threw up in multiple occasions throughout the morning. Have been using these 
products for over a year.

8 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 12 Pound

EON‐482716 2/8/2022 14:16 Purina Pro Plan Adult Hairball 
Management Chicken & Rice 
Formula

Shortly after eating a new formula of cat food, my cat  died. The very next day my other 
cat  had a stroke. The only common denominator was the new cat food.

13.5 Years Mixed (Cat) Cat 18 Pound
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EON‐482665 2/7/2022 20:56 IAMS healthy adult Chicken 
Recipe

During the course of six days this last week our young cat had three serious downturns on 
Monday, Thursday, and finally Saturday when she died. Until the last time, she recovered 
slowly after yet another tough night and a day or more of not eating and drinking water. She 
was thoroughly checked out by a vet on Friday morning, including blood work. Everything 
was good and her strength and appetite returned to normal. The vet suspected she'd eaten 
something toxic but none of us could think of anything at home that could have possibly 
caused a reaction.

We gave her dry food and water on the days when she was recovering, but when she 
seemed well we gave her the Iams wet food because she liked it and it would help rehydrate 
her. On Saturday morning when she was well again we gave her another packet, which she 
ate enthusiastically. Two hours later she started shutting down quickly. We comforted her but 
she was soon shaking and imobile, and over the course of three more hours she died. 

We had taken her with us to a hotel for our weekend trip not wanting to leave her with 
neighbours in a weakened state. The hotel room was a clean, contained space with no 
suspicious poison sources like house plants, so on. All theoretical poisonous sources in our 
home were excluded.

While our cat was suffering on Saturday we pieced together the sequence of her downturns 
that followed feeding on the Iams cat food. She would recover on dry food but went downhill 
when the wet food was added.

We, nor the vet, suspected her food as a source of poison. When it became abundantly 
obvious on Saturday, it was too late. A very sad ending to a happy life, and though we had 
nothing but good intentions we can't help but feel partially responsible.

5 Years Unknown Cat 20 Pound

EON‐482658 2/7/2022 17:08 Kirland
Nature's Domain Beef Meal & 
Sweet Potato

Been feeding dog Kirland Nature's Domain Beef Meal And Sweet Potato for 2 years. Never 
had an issue with the food. Recently we purchased a new bag on January 28th 2022. We 
noticed the bag Graphics changed. We didn't think anything of it as Alot companies do that 
and the bag still said beef and sweet potato. We fed our dog this food and that night she 
started vomiting. Again didn't think much of it as dogs vomit all the time. But this continued 
for 4 days. We tried to think what changed and the only thing that was different was her food. 
So we started doing research and the formula actually changed on the new food! The first 2 
ingredients where the same on both. But that's where the similarities stopped. They removed 
alot of ingredients, there where new ingredients, and other ingredients where in different 
locations on the list. Also the Kibble actually looks different side by side. We eneded up 
getting some of the original food from my parents as they feed their dogs the same. This 
fixed the issue after feeding her the original food. There is nothing stating it's changed There 
are other reports of the same thing on Costcos website.

3 Years Unknown Dog 60 Pound

EON‐482636 2/7/2022 13:36 Purina Pro Plan Large Breed 
Puppy

Dog has thrown up after eating this food from the current bag of ProPlan Large Breed Puppy 
multiple times. She was regularly fed this and had not had any adverse reaction prior to this. 
This bag had small fish-shaped bits I believe may be cat food, which I am concerned may be 
the cause of the adverse reaction to this particular bag

1 Years Retriever - 
Labrador

Dog 70 Pound
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EON‐482629 2/7/2022 12:20 Blue Wilderness Healthy - 
Holistic brand

We purchased the expensive bag of dog food from Petco and when we opened the bag we 
found maggots and other types of bugs in the food. How sick is this!! There needs to be a 
recall on this brand of dog food.

4 Years Greyhound Dog 40 Pound

EON‐482623 2/7/2022 11:12 Feline Natural lamb and king 
salmon feast. Freeze dried and 
canned

After eating the food, both cats threw up all over the house. 2 Years Domestic 
Shorthair

Cat 11 Pound

EON‐482618 2/7/2022 9:56 Purina Beyond Natural Cat 
Food SIMPLY GRAIN FREE

Their mood changed and they both to have diarrhea, and stopped eating their food. We 
normally have a 11 pound of "Purina Beyond Simply GrainFree" cat food-bag that we use to 
feed two cats.  3years old, and weights 12 pounds), and  We place some of the 
food in a seal tupperware container. We purchased this page on January, 27th, from our local 
PetSmart, at . Yesterday, we discovered that the 
bag was full of webs, and maggots. The tupperware container also had maggots in it. We 
immediately, went to this PetSmart and spoke with store manager, "Tommie". Per Tommie, 
they recently discovered this issue within the store (PetSmart) with the Purina dog food, but 
wasn't aware of the problem with the cat food. She stated that they notified Moths flying 
around the store, and later discovered the larva, and webbing in and around their Purina dog 
food. This bag UPC number is 17800-16408, Best Used buy date Jun 2022, 0958 1082 1638 
L07-94. Please contact the company, and let me know the results. Thank you!

3 Years Mixed (Cat) Cat 10 Pound

EON‐482617 2/7/2022 9:44 Purina Pro Plan Complete 
Essentials Ocean Whitefish & 
Tuna Entree

I opened a new case of the Purina Pro Plan Complete Essentials Ocean Whitefish and Tuna 
Entree on Thursday. My cat began having diarrhea Thursday evening and has continued to 
have diarrhea 24 hours after this food was taken out of his diet.

2 Years Domestic 
Mediumhair

Cat 12 Pound

EON‐482606 2/7/2022 6:08 Pet Botanics Mini Training 
Rewards Chicken Flavor

I opened a package of Pet Botanics Mini Training Rewards - Chicken Flavor for the first time. 
I found a cluster of the normally brown treats inside the bag covered in white and black fuzz. 
Clearly some kind of contamination issue.

EON‐482596 2/6/2022 21:56 Purine one smart puppy blend My puppy presented with a severe liver disease which is worsened by high copper levels in 
pet food

1 Years Corgi - Welsh 
Pembroke

Dog 36 Pound

EON‐482593 2/6/2022 20:04 Purina Pro Plan adult complete 
essentials. Chicken and rice 
formula.

We bought a new bag of Purina Pro Plan, which is the only food we have ever given him. 
After having the 1st 2 meals he started having runny stools. We stopped the food and gave 
him rice and cooked hamburger for 2 days with pumpkin puree. His stools got better and we 
had bought a smaller bag of that same food to try to narrow down what caused the issue. 
The original bag was 47 pounds but the newest bag was 6 pounds. It took about 10 weeks to 
get through the 6 pound bag without any issues. At the end of the small bag I mixed half a 
scoop of the other suspected food with the last of the new bag. Sure enough, in the middle of 
the night he had to use the bathroom and he had diarrhea again. This type of dog food has 
shredded chicken in it, so we suspect salmonella.

1 Years Sheepdog 
(unspecified)

Dog 35 Pound

EON‐482571 2/6/2022 6:20 Hills prescription diet My dog always eat Hills food because we love the quality of the food and I noticed that my 
dog has problem now with his diet. Then I red that Hil’s food has a problem with the Vitamin 
D cause toxicity on the dogs that’s means that my dog was eating bad food starting on 2018. 
Now his stomach is not the same anymore.

EON‐482512 2/4/2022 19:16 Fresh pet select
Tender chicken recipe

Earlier this week we had a major issue with vomiting and diarrhea. Blood in stool and needed 
to be rushed to vet yesterday and then again today. He was given many tests then given an 
IV for dehydration. We almost lost him. Speaking with my vet today, she reported to me that 
she believed the cause was his food, as another small dog was brought in with the same 
symptoms and had eaten the same food. Pet fresh, chicken and rice with carrots and peas.

13 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 7 Pound
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EON‐482460 2/4/2022 9:44 Nutro - Lamb and Brown Rice 
for Large Breed

My dog was impacted by copper-associated hepatopathy, AKA Copper Storage Disease 
thought to be due to over-supplementation of copper in commercial pet food. I beg the FDA 
to take corrective action to lower the maximum copper concentration in commercial dog food 
to mitigate this avoidable and potentially fatal illness. I did my due diligence in researching a 
top notch, non-gmo dog food, Nutro - Lamb and Brown Rice for Large Breed. I switched my 
dog to this and within a month, he was having noticeable issues such as, lethargy, loss of 
appetite. 

As a dog owner, you know your dogs. I immediately took him to the vet to find out he had 
highly elevated liver enzymes. After treatment with different antibiotics, prescription 
supplements, more blood work, nothing was working. We ultimately had to do a liver biopsy, 
which is traumatic for the dog, to find out his liver was full of chelated copper. MAN made 
copper that has been added through the agricultural industry, then to the dog food industry, 
who then in turn are required to add even MORE MAN made copper. This is a MAN made 
disease that is slowly killing loving pets. 

I got in touch with Nutro to find out the copper content of the formula  was eating was at 
almost 15%!!! That is outrageous considering it's almost double the requirement. Because of 
this,  now has to have constant blood work, an expensive restricted copper food, 
restricted treats, and supplements for LIFE. PLEASE take this seriously and do something!

EON‐482435 2/3/2022 17:24 Freshpet Vital Chicken Recipe 6 
Pound Roll

My animals were fed FreshPet Chicken Select Roll. All four animal experienced excessive 
peeing and green stools. The food was noted to be excessively oily .

10 Years Shih Tzu Dog 18 Pound

EON‐482396 2/3/2022 11:08 Purina Puppy Chow Complete  and her litter mates have been with me since the day they were born on . 
When it came time to whean them I used Purina Puppy Chow and followed the weaning 
guidelines. They were doing great and thriving. Got vaccinated at 6 weeks. When the current 
bag of food started getting low, I bought a new bag at my local Walmart which is where I got 
the first one but a larger bag. I do not have the bag from the first one. I still have half a bag of 
the current bag in question though. We started the new bag on the 22nd with the afternoon 
feeding. By the 26th,  stopped eating, drinking, was having straight mucus bowel 
movements, was lethargic, and wouldn't respond to treatment. The vet bn the  originally 
thought they just had a cold. When she did not respond to treatment and passed away on the 

 we started looking into what everyone with symptoms had in common.  litter 
mates ( ), my 12-year-old personal dog  and another 
unrelated 12-week-old puppy named  had all had food from the concerning bag.  
had stolen some from the bag while I was feeding the puppies, so her symptoms were mild 
and dissipated with small amount of treatment.  and the littermates of  have not 
been in contact at all. I have a very strict policy of puppies not being in contact until they have 
had their full set of 4 DAPP vaccines.    and  have started 
treatment for a possible salmonella infection and have responded well. I am aware that this 
treatment can cover several possible issues that could cause these symptoms. So my reason 
for contacting is to ensure the proper precautions are taken to make sure that if it is the food 
that we can get it pulled before more dogs are harmed or possibly die due to it being 
contaminated.

8 Weeks American Pit Bull 
Terrier

Dog 7 Pound
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EON‐482372 2/2/2022 23:44 Nature's Promise
Free from synthetic colors 
artificial flavors
Lamb & Brown Rice Formula
Dog Food

Nature's Promise Lamb and Rice
Lot: UDL1M10 0521
Expiration Date: Jul 31 2024

On 1/16/2022 we fed our dog Nature's Promise Lamb and Rice canned food -- for his 
birthday. We haven't given him canned food since last year on his birthday. Then he had 
regular food for 2 days. Approximately 30 hours following the food exposure, on 1/19/2022 he 
developed weakness in both hind legs. He seemed uncomfortable but not acutely in distress 
besides his difficulty walking. We brought him to the vet the next day. After we noted the 
lameness his appetite was significantly reduced. For that reason, I picked up a few more of 
the same brand and type of canned food to get him to eat. His symptoms progressed from 
his lameness (1/19) and later the vomiting (1/27 am), excessive salivation (1/27) and 
aspiration pneumonia(1/28). His veterinarian team had discussed a differential of myasthenia 
gravis or botulism. We discussed that he had not eaten anything raw and that the time frame 
did not seem to match botulism. 

However, on later reflection we realised that approximately prior to his first symptoms we had 
given him Nature's Promise Lamb and Rice canned food and that we had continued to give a 
small amount everyday while he was unwell.

 symptoms continued to progress and over the course of 2 weeks he went from an 
active healthy older dog to admitted with no ability to bear weight, severe aspiration 
pneumonia and inability to maintain his oxygen saturation. Ultimately our vet recommended 
compassionate euthanasia. 

If testing for botulism in this lot of the dog food is possible we would recommend it. I would 
hate to see another dog affected.

9 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 81 Pound

EON‐482370 2/2/2022 22:12 Pedigree Large Breed Adult My Pomeranian puppy had consumed a few kibbles from a fresh bag of dog food (that we 
only give to our big dogs) that when we had opened and started to pour into our dog food 
storage container, noticed a very strong, un-natural order. So I told my husband that we need 
to pour it back into the bag and take it back to the store where we purchased it and let them 
know that this dog food is bad and that it should be taken off the shelf...just in case, and sent 
back to the company. As we were pouring the kibble back into the bag a few pieces fell onto 
the floor under a a cabinet. Thats when I saw my pup eating it and she ran off before I could 
get it away from her....for just in case she got she on it.

8 Month
s

Other Canine/dog Dog 5 Pound

EON‐482332 2/2/2022 13:16 Friskies Pate Country Style 
Dinner

Purchased Friskies Pate Country Style Dinner canned cat food for the first time because 
grocery store product choices were limited. Cat ate half a can of the food, then became sick 
approx. an hour later. When we attempted to give her the 2nd half of the can of food, she 
smelled it and walked away. We fed her a different food, and didn't have the issue again.

9 Years American 
Shorthair

Cat 11 Pound

EON‐482320 2/2/2022 10:28 Friskies dry cat food
Friskies wet cat food 
Fancy feast wet cat food
9 lives wet cat food
9 lives dry cat food

Since before Thanksgiving 2021, Target local stores (  and 
 as well as Target.com) have sold expired cat food in the form of dry and wet 

food.
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EON‐482229 2/1/2022 11:20 Kirkland Signature Nature's 
Domain Salmon & Sweet Potato 
Formula food for cats

I bought Kirkland Signature Nature's Domain salmon sweet potato formula for cats, 18 lb 
bag. ITM. / ART. 570940 best buy Dec 31st 2022. I opened the bag on Sunday and filled my 
cat bowls, my cats started throwing up, at that time I didn't piece it together with it being the 
cat food. By Monday morning all my cats were sick, throwing up everything and showing 
signs of being lethargic, I figured out it was the food, dumped it and went out and got another 
brand, filled their bowls and none of them have gotten sick since. I feel like this is a bad batch 
that has something extremely toxic to cats, all of my cats were getting violently sick. Hoping 
that Noone else is going through what I went through. This product almost killed my cats and 
I'm convinced if I didn't figure it out sooner then I would have lost them.

EON‐482170 1/31/2022 19:00 Little Caesar’s Home delights 
turkey potatoe and vegetable in 
sauce

After eating little Caesars she had bloody diarrhea and has been vomiting. 6 Years Terrier 
(unspecified)

Dog 9 Pound

EON‐482167 1/31/2022 16:32 Hill's Prescription Diet z/d In April, 2021, my wire fox terrier was taken to  for a bad spell of 
diarrhea. The conclusion was that the Hill's Z/D canned dog food caused the diarrhea. We 
had been serving it to him for a nearly a year but this batch had an extremely foul smell and 
(made me nauseous.) As a result, a decision was made to stop serving this food until his 
stool was back on track. On June 9, 2021, we started serving a new batch of Hill's Z/D 
canned food. On June 11, he began vomiting, shaking and having bad diarrhea. We took him 
to the emergency room at . He passed away from necrotizing 
pancreatitis on . 
Hill's Z/D batch 1: T2820509 088 31179; bar code 5274270180; code 7018
Hill's Z/D batch 2: T0510317 095 31179; bar code 5274270180; code 7018

12 Years Terrier - Fox Wire Dog 24 Pound

EON‐482133 1/31/2022 11:40 The Buffalo Co. Blue 
Wilderness High Protein Food 
for Dogs Healthy Hollistic - 
Nature's Evolutionary Diet with 
Chicken Adult Large Breed

Noticed from Chewy biweekly auto ship delivery being delayed and possible package 
tampering
Packaging appears to be resealed and dogs becoming more sick - nausea / vomiting / 
energy level low
Purchased brand in store to compare seals are different
I have notified the manufacturer of my concerns and will be reaching distributor
I have not opened the bag and will would be delighted to share pictures and send you a 
sample of the food to check for tampering

1 Years Bulldog - 
American

Dog 80 Pound

EON‐482129 1/31/2022 10:48 Taste of the Wild Pacific Stream We had fed Dakota Taste of the Wild Pacific Stream grain free dog food for years. He was 
diagnosed with Dilated Cardiomyopathy (DCM) and Congestive Heart Failure (CHF) due to 
the DCM in September of 2021. He has been on medications since then. Our veterinarians 
informed us that this is due to his grain free diet of Taste of the Wild.

8 Years Retriever - 
Labrador

Dog 92 Pound

EON‐482105 1/30/2022 19:24 Ol' Roy Chicken & Rice Dinner 
dog food

Ol Roy canned dog food Chicken and Rice Dinner, expiration date November 19 2024

Went to open can of dog food, (pop top) as I popped it the lid blew off injuring my fingers, 
scratched my wrist Had white foam bubbling out of it and the contents of the can rose up an 
inch.
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EON‐482092 1/30/2022 14:44 Purina Proplan On Friday when I opened the Purina Proplan dog food package to feed my labrador I realized 
that the food package was full of worms, the package had an expiration date of 01/23 and it 
was not damaged, I always keep them inside my house, where I keep my on groceries, and 
when I contacted Purina, they were more concerned with giving me coupons and discounts 
and trying to blame me for what had happened, instead of acknowledging that what 
happened was wrong and that they should investigate what happened because this can 
make pets sick and that should be the important thing. I have pictures and videos that can 
prove what happen.

EON‐482081 1/30/2022 10:28 Fancy Feast Medleys
White Meat Chicken Primavera
With Garden Veggie & Greens
In a Classic Sauce

It is a fact that cats will starve themselves to death if their food is changed. The cat food 
shortage is putting all cat owners in danger of serious health problems with their pets. I can 
not find my cat food anywhere and I mean ANYWHERE!! I've called Purina. Purina deferred 
to the distributer and the distributer blames CO-vid and unable to get the ingredients to make 
the food. What is being done by the government to remedy this situation? The shelves in the 
stores are completely bare. Consumers aren't getting answers and the situation is getting 
worse and very serious for cat owners everywhere. I was offered coupons for food I can't get. 
Something needs to be done immediately. This is being under reported on the news. My pets 
are quickly losing weight. Cat owners are in a constant panic in the cat food isle. Why is there 
dog food yet there is no cat food???? This makes no sense and the government needs to 
step in and do something. The problem keeps getting passed on to the next person and I'm 
not getting any answers. I am specifically looking for Purina Fancy Feast Garden Medleys 
White Meat Chicken Primavera. Purina says they don't want to change the recipe. What is it 
in the cat food that Purina can't get yet they're able to make dog food? As a consumer, I want 
answers to this. I'm seeing the shortage all over the internet, YET, I'm not seeing anything 
being done in the Hierarchy at Purina. People can barely afford to feed themselves, now 
we're going to be forced into making our own cat food that our pets may or may not eat. If 
Purina can get the food on the shelves, perhaps they need to share their recipes with the 
public so our pets don't starve to death.

EON‐482080 1/30/2022 10:24 Purine Pro Plan adult Complete 
Essentials lamb and rice 
formula

Opened new bag of food for evening meal. Overnight had a loose stool accident. Ate 
breakfast, was in and out during day, unknown if any u usual stools, ate dinner, overnight 
loose stool. Repeat both meals, again accidents overnight, continually getting worse. 
Stopped feeding that food and accidents stopped. Never lost appetite, acting mostly normal 
with the exception of accidents. Fed to 2 dogs, both ended up with accidents and loose 
stools.

11 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 70 Pound
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EON‐482071 1/30/2022 1:04 Blue Wilderness Denali Dinner 
with Wild Salmon Venison and 
Halibut-Grain Free

This is in reference to finding a plastic shard piece in my cat's Blue Buffalo Wilderness Denali 
Dinner wet food can, this evening, Saturday, 1/29/22. My boyfriend found a piece of a small 
hard plastic shard inside the can that is very sharp, similar to a credit card thickness. I've 
usually found small bone shards in the past but thought it normal due to animal by-product. 
But since this is a sharp piece of plastic I'm worried if my cat may have ingested some the 
previous day Fri, 1/28/22. He only noticed the second day as we typically feed her half of the 
can one day and serve the rest the next day. Unfortunately, he had thrown out the rest of the 
food after noticing and only saved the can and plastic in question. He didn't know to save the 
remaining portion for further investigation. Needless to say, we still found the piece of plastic. 
I've notified Blue Buffalo of the incident/not interested in a refund as I'm now worried about 
their product but wanted to inform them in case others reported the same issue. I've also 
messaged my veterinarian via e-mail for guidance.

So far, she appears fine and we haven't noticed anything like this with past foods. I'm hoping 
there were no other pieces in yesterday's portion but hard to tell without the rest of the food. 
We'll continue to monitor her and report anything to our vet should happen and continue 
checking her food in better detail. I've enclosed some pictures for reference.

EON‐482060 1/29/2022 19:52 Acana free-run poultry Specifically my dog  has been given this food for over a year and a half, Acana free-
run poultry, she started to develop problems a week after we got her the new dehydrated 
treats from the same brand. She was unable to keep her food down and became sick and 
dehydrated. We rushed her to the vet where they did testing and she had a blockage in her 
tummy. The doctor meantioned that she could have swelling of the pancreas caused by the 
high fatty content of the treats. Later we discovered that the Acana and Orijen brand dog 
foods have been recalled but not forced to take the product off the shelves. Out other dog 
also became sick from this food.

2 Years Cattle Dog - 
Australian (blue 
heeler, red heeler, 
Queensland 
cattledog)

Dog 48 Pound

EON‐482047 1/29/2022 14:28 Fancy Feast Chicken Feast 
Classic Pate

I ordered two cases of Fancy Feast chicken feast classic pate from chewy.com. Both cases 
arrived with multiple bulging cans and multiple rusty cans. They expire December 2023. The 
ID number on one of the cans is 13579052L111340754.

EON‐482014 1/28/2022 21:48 Pedigree Adult complete 
Nutrition Roasted Chicken Rice 
and Vegetable Flavor Dry Dog 
Food

This bag of food started Tuesday , diarrhea started Wednesday  bright red 
blood in stool Thursday  with no interest in food or water, unable to get up or walk. 
pale gums. Euthanized at 3:30 PM by veterinarian.

14 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 55 Pound

EON‐482012 1/28/2022 20:56 Ol’ Roy Dog Treats Our dog regularly chews bones without any issues whatsoever. However, every bone he has 
chewed from this batch bag has lead to almost immediate vomiting within 15 minutes. The 
exact same symptoms been observed with our second dog, who is a different breed and 
different age.

6 Month
s

Mixed (Dog) Dog 25 Pound

EON‐481880 1/28/2022 7:52 Farmina Ancestral Grain Lamb 
and Blueberry

Dog began vomiting blood shortly after feeding from a new bag of food. Within a day, it 
progressed to diarrhea. After an emergency vet visit and visit to his regular vet, he was 
prescribed an antibiotic and anti diarrhea medicine and put in a bland diet, as no cause could 
be found.

6 Years Great Dane Dog 109 Pound
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EON‐481876 1/28/2022 3:52 Acana light and fit Received the diagnostic of heart failure and pulmonary edema due to DCM. Symptoms were, 
labour breathing, fast paced heart beat and reluctancy to exercise/walk.
Taken to hospital and performed clinical analyses, blood panel, urine, X-ray from heart and 
lungs and ultrasound. 
Dog has been on a grain-free diet for the past 2 years and, most recently, changed to Acana 
brand about 6-7 months ago.

8 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 8.7 Kilogram

EON‐481875 1/28/2022 2:44 Pet Pride 
Everyday Essentials For Happy 
Pets
100% COMPLETE AND 
BALANCED NUTRITION

I purchased A 50lb bag of pet pride by Kroger @  about a month ago. My dog has been 
throwing up for the last week and trying to eat the little bit of grass that I have. I was 
concerned but I thought it was maybe because of the change of food. Poor thing has been 
eating food with mold on it!!!! This whole 50lb bag of pet pride dog food has mold through out 
it!!! I am very concerned for my dogs health now because of this!! What is the justification for 
this?????!!!!!!!! Not my dogs health now!! I am VERY distraught!!

EON‐481860 1/27/2022 17:52 Small world Guinea pig I purchased Guinea pig food from Walmart in  on Sunday, I started noticing my 
Guinea pigs were sick Tuesday night, by Wednesday one pig had died, Thursday 2 more 
pigs has passed away and the remaining pigs are now lethargic, some can't walk, none of 
them are eating or drinking.

2 Years Guinea Pig

EON‐481834 1/27/2022 14:32 Diamond Naturals Small and 
Medium Breed Puppy Dry Dog 
Food - Chicken and Rice 
formula

There’s a small sharp object sticking out of a kernel of puppy food. It’s small like a sticker or 
sliver of metal.

EON‐481822 1/27/2022 13:04 Green coast pet chicken crisp Dog had diarrhea for days after consuming treat. 
We cleaned up her diet and backtrack her meals. Then I gave the treat a few weeks later, 
after bland diet and she had severe vomiting and diarrhea.

Alaskan Klee Kai Dog

EON‐481784 1/27/2022 2:24 Wellness complete health small 
breed natural ingredient plus 
nutrients for small adult dogs
Deboned turkey and oatmeal 
recipe

I recently introduced my dogs with wellness adult small breeder food purchased from 
Amazon. Both of my dogs suffered acute kidney failure. One of them passed away 2 days 
ago and the other one is currently in ER healing. Please test the product. Dogs are family 
loves friends and my Everything !

EON‐481718 1/26/2022 11:20 Ichon
Lot 0716632
Exp 07/2023

 (Shepherd collie mix) and  were to receive their weekly ichon injection for 
arthritis.  was given 1.5 ml and  was given 0.8 ml, both in the right lumbar region. 
Approximately 5 minutes after receiving the shot,  began to tremor and fell to the 
ground, barely responsive. She was given dexamethasone sodium phosphate 1.5 ml,  
vomited and was semi conscious. He received 1.0 ml of dex. Both dogs began to seizure and 
became bradycardic  HR-8;  HR 10). They were taken to the hospital where both 
received 1.0 ml of epinephrine, IV's placed, heart monitor, pulse ox and BP cuffs attached. 
Atropine was given,  was intubated, fluid boluses were initiated, dogs were both 
hypotensive.  received a second dose of dexamethasone. After approximately 2 hours, 

 began to regain consciousness,  required approximately 3 hours to wake up. 
Both dogs were lethargic for the rest of the evening. After 24 hours they began to eat and 
perk up. Initial labs were stable, however 24 hours after  liver enzymes were 6X her 
previously normal values.  liver was ok.  received a total of 3,500ml normal 
saline and  2,000 ml. Both also received 500ml IV the following day.

15 Years Beagle Dog 40 Pound

EON‐481530 1/25/2022 11:44 Golden Rewards Sweet Potatoe 
Wrapped with Duck

Both of my dogs got extremely bad diarrhea and vomiting after I gave them these treats 4 Hours Pit Bull Dog Gram
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EON‐481501 1/25/2022 10:32 Fromm four star nutritional Severe diarrhea Retriever - 
Labrador

Dog

EON‐481437 1/24/2022 15:48 Amazon Brand - Kitzy Wet Cat 
Food Gravy Grain Free 3oz 
Pack of 24 (Salmon Chicken 
Tuna)

This cat food made two of my three cats sick, one of them so sick that I had to seek out 
emergency veterinary care, incurring a vet bill of $360. Both cats presented with diarrhea, 
and my one cat had both diarrhea and was vomiting BLOOD.

13 Years Domestic 
Longhair

Cat 20 Pound

EON‐481412 1/24/2022 12:48 Purim’s Fridkies Pate’ Quarter of 5.5 oz can to each cat. Smaller female ate one bite, spit it out and sniffed several 
times before walking away. Larger male ate but vomited seven times within ten minutes of 
eating. Turned to foam the last three times.

10 Minute
s

Domestic 
Shorthair

Cat

EON‐481398 1/24/2022 10:52 NutriSource Large Breed Beef 
and Rice with Wholesome 
Grains

I purchased a new bag of NutriSource Large Breed Beef and Rice dog food in the evening on 
Wednesday, January 19, 2022. The bag was stored in a 55 degree heated garage until 
Saturday, January 22, 2022 at 7:45am.  was fed her normal breakfast, 1 1/2 cups of 
food, from the new bag. Starting at 9:15am,  began vomiting until approximately 
12:15pm, through about 8 segments.  was closely watched from 1/21/2022 around 
3pm and had not gotten into anything, had not been introduced new food, seemed 
completely normal, and was not sick.  has never gotten sick and has used Nutrisource 
dog food since she began kibble- Large Breed Beef and Rice specifically since 03/2020. Per 
the vet, food was withheld the rest of 01/22/2022 and rice and veggies were given on 
01/23/2022 and she has been doing fine since.

3 Years Retriever - 
Labrador

Dog 60 Pound

EON‐481394 1/24/2022 9:36 Natural Balance Ultra Premium 
Dog Food Beef Formula

On or about January 12, after eating a meal that included Natural Balance Beef Formula 
canned dog food (lot 1143089),  experienced severe physical symptoms, including 
vomiting, difficulty breathing, shortness of breath, fatigue and lethargy. We suspected she 
had ingested something that caused the problem but didn't immediately attribute it to the dog 
food. The symptoms resolved after 48 hours. Then, yesterday, we again fed a meal 
that contained the same food from the same lot as above, and she is again experiencing 
similar symptoms. She is still experiencing physical issues this morning.

4 Years Weimaraner Dog 65 Pound
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EON‐481360 1/23/2022 13:04 Purina Pro Plan Adult Sensitive 
Skin & Stomach Salmon & Rice 
Formula

 vomited the first meal she ate from a new bag of the food, but at the time I didn't 
know which of our 2 dogs had vomited. A half hour after her 2nd meal, which was breakfast 
the next day on 1/21 at 5:20AM, she vomited all her breakfast. A couple hours later I offered 
her a handful of the food on the floor. She ate one or two kibbles then backed away. Our 
other dog, whose name is  then ate the remainder of the food from the floor. When 
given lunch at 11AM she first backed away from the food but then ate a little of it. Shortly 
afterwards she vomited again. About an hour after lunch I again offered her a handful of food 
on the floor, which she refused to eat but  then ate. I then contacted our vet at 1:30PM 
by phone. The vet office was shorthanded so couldn't see  so the Dr. prescribed 

 Cerenia. I picked up the Cerenia and gave it to her at about 4:30PM. Based on the 
vet's office advice, I waited 1 hour to offer  dinner.  sniffed the food and 
walked away from it.

The next morning, 1/22, at breakfast she ate a kibble or 2 then walked away from the food. 
Same thing happened at lunch on 1/22. We gave her the 2nd dose of Cerenia about 3PM on 
1/22. At dinner on 1/22, we gave her the dog food that we normally give to our other dog, 

 She sniffed it then eagerly ate it.

I suspect both dogs came down with diarrhea as there are a number of diarrhea stools in our 
dog yard. I witnessed  with very loose stools.

We switched  over to the type of food in question in late November last year at our 
vet's suggestion to avoid poultry due to a suspected allergy to poultry. She ate most of a 41 
pound bag of the food with no problems. "s &  problems started with the first 
meal of a 2nd bag.

18 Month
s

Retriever - 
Labrador

Dog 60 Pound

EON‐481356 1/23/2022 12:16 Taste of the Wild Trout Recipe 
for Dogs

 was put on grain free food (Taste of the Wild limited ingredient trout) to be consistent 
with our smaller dog who has a history of food allergies. A few weeks ago she started loosing 
weight gradually and three days ago she went into CHF. Per assessment at emergency 
hospital she has been diagnosed with CDM and enlarged heart. In hindsight her general 
“laziness” over the last several months was likely progression of the disease. She is a vibrant 
loving pup, ready to play with any willing dog and has never looked or acted unhealthy until 
the past two weeks where she declined. We did notice she was lazier than our other dogs (ie 
did not like long walks) and I had her labs, etc checked in October - all normal. Her diet 
however was not discussed at that time as I had no idea there was this risk. In hindsight her 
energy level follows text book progression of heart disease.

20 Month
s

Ridgeback - 
Rhodesian

Dog 60 Pound
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EON‐481347 1/23/2022 6:04 Vital Cat Freeze-Dried Turkey 
Dinner Patties

I purchased a bag of Vital Cat Freeze-Dried Turkey Dinner Patties on January 17th at The 
 in . I had never purchased this product before. 

I was breaking up a patty tonight to give to my cat when I felt something hard and sharp -- it 
was a large bone fragment. I carefully went through 1.5 patties and found 37 pieces of bone 
(and some cartilage) of varying size, though most were close to 1/4” in length! I ran boiling 
water over them in a sieve and removed as much meat and tissue as I could. See attached 
photo below.

My husband has given it to our cat a couple of times, including this morning -- thankfully, she 
barely ate any of it today, but she did eat quite a bit the other day. She has vomited several 
times in the last few days (unusual for her) and I'm terrified that this may be the issue. 

The numbers printed on the bag are 20230629 041072.

EON‐481336 1/22/2022 20:44 Purina One +Plus Large Breed 
Adult Formula

Plastic screw found in purina one large breed dog food

EON‐481278 1/21/2022 16:32 Royal Canin Feline Urinary SO 
canned wet food in 5.1 oz cans

Royal Canin feline Urinary SO wet canned food in their newly formulated 5.1oz cans made 
my cats very sick with food-induced severe prolonged diarrhea for over a month and which 
required extensive veterinary care treatment. I have had 2 vet diagnosis from separate 
practices confirm that it was indeed Royal canin's feline urinary SO feline wet food that 
caused the severe diarrhea. This adverse reaction caused my cat undue stress and illness 
and me to spend a total of $1779.48 between 10/11/21 and 12/3/21 to treat the adverse 
reaction Royal Canin's feline Urinary SO wet food in the new 5.1 oz cans. My Vet (  

 has the remaining cans from the bad batch case I purchased. 
Medical records show there was no underlying or present or preexisting illness that caused 
the diarrhea. The process of eliminating the Royal Canin feline Urinary SO wet food abated 
the diarrhea. I have had no such issues with the prior formulations or other cat food. I filed a 
claim with Royal Canin and they have dodged and denied responsibility for making my cats 
sick which was documented and confirmed by 2 licensed veterinarians from 2 different 
practices. These 2 US veterinarians stated and confirmed that your Feline Urinary SO wet 
canned food made my cats sick (food-induced diarrhea) and nothing else after numerous 
expensive tests, treatments and medications to treat the food-induced diarrhea. The tests 
and process of eliminating the feline urinary SO wet canned food from their diet was a clear 
and undeniable correlation. I shared all medical records with Royal Canin supporting no other 
diagnosis or cause but the food. Also, Royal Canin has been recalled at least 3 times in the 
past 15 years and I reported another instances of your Urinary SO for dogs causing diarrhea 
which was reported to me by a vet tech. It’s clear Royal Canin's urinary SO wet food is 
making animals sick! 

I am filing this complaint with the FDA consumer complaint organization because Royal 
Canin should not be allowed to evade responsibility for making my cats sick and I should be 
reimbursed for the extensive out-of-pocket costs to treat my cats for this confirmed and 
documented food-induced diarrhea and for the harm caused to my cats.

American 
Shorthair

Cat

EON‐481204 1/21/2022 11:20 Zupreem natural with added 
vitamins minerals amino acid

Little brown bugs inside pet food and expired sold by pet supermarket 
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EON‐481167 1/20/2022 19:04 Wellness grain free pate 
chicken entree smooth loaf

Opened can of cat food to extremely foul odor and strange product consistency. Product has 
been saved in freezer and other cans of same food retained in house.

EON‐481105 1/20/2022 8:44 9Lives 
Meaty Pate 
Super Supper

13 oz can

I bought 5 cases of wet cat food. My cats will not touch it. 
I feed feral cats and they too will not eat it. NONE of it. 
Will not even try to eat it. 9 Lives.
I spent $1.00 per can, 12 cans in a case. 5 cases. 
I am not so concerned about the money, but very 
concerned my feral cats will not eat it. They eat just 
about anything. I have at least 10 feral cats at any given time.

EON‐481098 1/20/2022 1:04 Blue Wilderness Trail Treats 
Grain free biscuits - Duck 
recipe.

While giving both dogs treats, they began getting more agitated over the days. Then their 
thirst
increased along with increased urination. After approx. a month, they began urinating without
even realizing they were urinating (i.e., while on my lap). One dog (described above) began 
having
twitches and jerking movements. I stopped the treats and it subsided in her. The other dog 
passed away.
I wonder if these treats played a role in it, as he was older.

7 Years Terrier - Rat Dog 11 Pound

EON‐481082 1/19/2022 17:56 BLUE WILDERNESS 
NATURES EVOLUTIONARY 
DIET WITH CHICKEN LOT # 
20230420L 6 1 11:21

I fed my cat blue wilderness cat food from grocery store. my cat became very ill vomiting with 
diarrhea screaming in pain and salivating.Took my cat to vet and they gave her antibiotics. 
manufacture is Blue Buffalo. lot # on cat food is 20230420L 6 1 11:21

6 Years Unknown Cat 7 Pound

EON‐481081 1/19/2022 17:56 Barkworthies Belly Bark Acute vomiting, inappetence, abdominal pain. Referred for emergency evaluation and 
subsequent endoscopy by  to remove 
obstruction created by partially digested treat (days after ingestion). Can provide medical 
records from both our practice and VTH.

18 Month
s

Other Canine/dog Dog 5.2 Pound

EON‐481067 1/19/2022 14:36 Purina Pro Plan Performance 
30/20

We bought a new bag of the same food we have always fed, 2 days in he started having 
explosive diarrhea. My other dogs who eat the same food we’re just fine, but they were 
eating from a different bag. I fasted him for 24 hours and then he had solid poop. So I fed him 
again, same bag, and he started having explosive diarrhea again. I fed him dinner, same 
thing. I fasted him for 2 days and his poop was solid. Tried to feed him again, same thing. 
This kept happening. He was not having any treats or chews. Just the dog food. No change 
in routine, no change in amount of food. And he only had diarrhea when he ate from that bag. 
I switched him to a different bag of the same food and he hasn’t had diarrhea since.

6 Month
s

Retriever - Golden Dog 40 Pound

EON‐481058 1/19/2022 13:24 Taste of the Wild Prey Turkey  started becoming weak and lethargic when we took him to his regular vet they told us 
to see a cardiologist immediately. We were able to get an appointment but ended up taking 
him in with an emergency visit because he collapsed and couldn't breathe well. The 
cardiologist performed many tests and stated he was diagnosed with DCM and might not be 
able to recover.

7 Years Terrier - Bull - 
Staffordshire

Dog 60 Pound

EON‐481044 1/19/2022 12:04 Purina Waggin Train chicken 
jerky tenders

Dog has had a diarrhea since eating the chicken jerky treats. The dog has been having 
diarrhea several times a day, for multiple days. The stool has started to have a mucus 
membrane.

7 Month
s

Retriever - 
Labrador

Dog 52 Pound
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EON‐481038 1/19/2022 11:24 Zesty Paws Core Elements 
Mobility Bites Hip and Joint

I have been ordering Zesty Paws Mobility Bites Hip and Joint from Amazon for well over a 
year. Open most recent container and offered a bite to my dog. She took it readily since she 
trusts me. She immediately grimiest, like when a person takes in a tart into their mouth. She 
then immediately shook her head. This was observed twice more and then I stopped giving 
her the Bite.

8 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 80 Pound

EON‐481037 1/19/2022 11:04 Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin 
& Stomach

I purchased Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin dog food as I've done in the past. This time, 
however, I did not notice that there were white spots on the dog food until a week or so when 
it became increasingly noticeable. When I looked into the dog food further, I noticed not only 
did it had mold growing on it but also bugs were in the food. My dog has thrown up and is 
experiencing itching in her rump area. I tried to contact the manufacturer but I receive a 
recording advising that there are no representatives to take my call. I am really upset.

6 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 26 Pound

EON‐481009 1/18/2022 21:04 Whimzees Natural Dental 
Chews Alligator

Dog was fed a Whimzees dental chew. Experienced abnormal vomiting and diarrhea of the 
chew pieces, with sharp shards present in the vomitus and feces. Light amounts of blood 
appeared to be present as well. She seems to be recovering and the issue seems to have 
resolved itself, but upon looking online at the Whimzees Facebook page, it seems like an 
abnormally high number of people are reporting similar experiences over the past month or 
so. 

I am concerned that this is related to a change in formulation or other batch-related issue that 
warrants a recall or further investigation of the product. The product seemed to have 
splintered into dangerous sharp glass-like shards upon chewing.

Poodle - Miniature Dog

EON‐481001 1/18/2022 18:36 Proden Plaque Off My dog had a health check-up and blood test a month ago. 
He is very healthy and has no health problems before eating Plaque Off. 
I thought it would be safe for my dog because the label only stated caution with hyperthyroid 
dogs. But his hair turned white.

4 Years Cattle Dog - 
Australian (blue 
heeler, red heeler, 
Queensland 
cattledog)

Dog 50 Pound

EON‐480999 1/18/2022 18:04 DreamBone Twists wrapped 
with chicken the healthy 
alternative to rawhide, 
DreamBone Twist sticks (made 
with real chicken), Train-Me 
Training reward (focuses - 
motivates - Rewards)
bacon flavor

Patient presented for increased drinking and urination 11/3/21. Urinalysis was checked and 
4+ glucose was noted as well as dilute urine 1.007. Blood was also noted and mild 
amorphous debris; however, no bacteria noted. P was treated with antibiotics Clavamox and 
clinical signs began to improve. Labwork was also run on 11/3 and was within normal limits. 
On recheck (11/23) urinalysis glucosuria (3+) was still present USG improved 1.027 
otherwise no other significant findings. Discussed taking off all treats and o had already 
started weaning off clomicalm. Urinalysis 12/6 still had glucosuria and labwork was wnl. Urine 
was obtained for Fanconi syndrome and sent to Penn. Results came back consistent with 
Fanconi syndrome. O had stopped all treats. Discussed case with an internist who stated that 
it can take several months for the glucose to clear if at all. Recheck urinalysis on 1/11 was 
negative for glucose. P is currently doing well we will recheck in 3 months.

4 Years Maltese Dog 11.8 Pound
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EON‐480983 1/18/2022 14:24 Hill’s Prescription Diet Kidney 
Care k/d with chicken

 was diagnosed with stage 2 kidney failure. He was prescribed Hill’s Kidney Care by his 
vet. Since we started the diet we have noticed a decline in  health. We did not think it 
was from the food but just his old age. He began to urinate more in the house (he is house 
broken), he had muscle deterioration, his neck would sag be limp and crooked. He lost 
weight and had stop me standing and walking. He also began to fall over and have seizures. 
We had to take  to the ER in 2 occasions and were told he may have a brain tumor. With 
that we began to spoil him with a change in dog food. Since the diet change we noticed he 
sprang back to his original health. He has no issues as stated above. We fear that the 
prescribed dog food made his health worse. My husband and I were at a point that we 
contemplated euthanizing him because of his health decline and poor life quality.

17 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 30 Pound

EON‐480976 1/18/2022 13:04 Buddy Biscuits Grain Free Cat 
Treats Savory Turkey and 
Cheddar

Accidentally fed 2 of my cats some treats before realizing the bag of treats possibly has a 
mold issue. There are several treats in the bag I fed them from that were half black or had 
black spots. I opened the other treat bag of the same lot number (hadn't been opened yet 
and stored in pantry like normal) and that bag had multiple treats that were moldy and it 
smelled bad. I have called my vet and reported to the manufacturer. This happened today 
1/18/2022. The treats are Buddy Biscuits Grain Free Cat Treats Savory Turkey and Cheddar. 
Best Buy date August 7, 2022. Lot number 0321 0401 5.

EON‐480929 1/17/2022 20:28 Tiki Cat Born Carnivore Low 
Carb Grain Free Dry Cat Food

Since late 2021, I have noticed bits of green rubber and plastic in Tiki Cat Born Carnivore 
Chicken & Egg Dry Food. My cat only has fangs due to genetic teeth issues, so her food is 
ground up fine for her to eat. I notified Tiki Pets about it November 1st 2021, notifying them 
that I thought it was part of her food until I found a piece that stretched like rubber. I was sent 
a replacement bag from Tiki Pets in mid November. After opening that bag, I saw more of the 
rubber in the food. I contacted Tiki Pets about it once again on December 21st 2021. The 
next day I heard back from customer service, confirming that they’ll look further into it. I 
emailed again on January 6th 2022 because I didn’t hear back. The next day, I was told that 
it was confirmed that rubber was found in the chicken meal, and that they’ve reinforced their 
standards + contacted the manufacturer and chicken meal supplier. They said to feel free to 
ask any questions. I sent an email back the same day this was received - January 7th, asking 
about whether customers will be publicly informed about these rubber pieces , if a recall will 
be done, and what will be done since my pet was exposed to these microplastics, since micro 
plastics can potentially leech cancer causing and immune system compromising chemicals 
such as PCBs, bisphenol A and phthalates? I haven’t heard back as of January 17th. Usually 
they get back to me in one day or the following day. I followed up on the 13th and still haven’t 
heard back. Extremely upset about how this is being handled. Since it was investigated and 
proven to exist in the chicken meal, which is in multiple dry products of theirs for both dogs 
and cats, I believe the public should be informed.

EON‐480926 1/17/2022 19:16 Kirkland Nature's Domain Beef 
and Sweet Potato Formula 
Food for Dogs

When I purchased this last bag, I noticed the packaging was different. The store has been 
unable to tell me whether the formula changed. The evening that we first started serving from 
the new bag,  began showing signs of stomach upset. It was initially mild. On Jan 15, 
the discomfort became a little more prominent - she was trying to eat grass and licking the air 
like she needed to vomit. On Jan 17, she was in full-blown panic distress and vomited froth. 
We were on the phone with the vet at this moment, and they advised us to bring her in 
immediately. They treated her symptoms and sent her home. I have taken her off the kibble 
and am currently giving her rice and beef.

9 Years American Pit Bull 
Terrier

Dog 80 Pound
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EON‐480916 1/17/2022 16:44 Purina Pro Plan Sport small 
bites

They ate dog food with live maggots in it before we realized it! 5 Years Portuguese Water 
Dog

Dog 57 Pound

EON‐480901 1/17/2022 14:08 Blue Buffalo Life Protection 
Formula Healthy Weight

Started Feeding new bag of food and 1 dog started having problems with loose mucus bowel 
movements. Watched her and continued to feed for 2 days and then started withholding food 
and still feeding other dog. 2nd dog started having issues and I quit feeding the food 
completely and the problems corrected.

8 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 16 Pound

EON‐480870 1/17/2022 0:08 Royal Canin Gastrointestinal 
Fiber Response

 had an acute episode of vomiting and diarrhea in September shortly after we opened 
this bag of food. Her sister did as well. I submitted a report for her sister as well.  
vomiting lasted a few days and was controlled with Cerenia. The diarrhea lasted a little longer 
and her stool took a few weeks to completely firm up. I took her to the vet for the vomiting 
and diarrhea and bruising on her belly. This was the second time she had bruising on her 
belly and I believe it was not related to the vomiting and diarrhea. I saved the bag not sure 
what to do with it, but because we had two separate times in September when we thought we 
were going to have to admit our cats to a hospital, I had packed a storage bag with some of 
the food from the bag of food I am now reporting. While the bag of food was tucked away so 
it could not longer be used, the storage bag of food was used this past December. The same 
vomiting and diarrhea occurred. This time the food was taken away faster and Cerenia was 
used to control the vomiting. Bland food was used to control the diarrhea and vomiting. She 
was affected by the food twice, but I will be reporting the most recent incident on this report 
since it is what prompted me to send one in.

14 Years Ragdoll Cat 10 Pound

EON‐480866 1/16/2022 23:32 Royal Canin Gastrointestinal 
Fiber Response

Acute vomiting accompanied by diarrhea. 14 Years Domestic 
Mediumhair

Cat 7 Pound

EON‐480863 1/16/2022 22:00 Kirkland chicken rice vegetable 
formula. Adult.

Sudden chf. Now dx with DCM. In Afib. Stage 3 chf. On cardiac medications. Entire history of 
events strange and hard to identify initially. Uncommon for breed and age.

3 Years Retriever - 
Labrador

Dog 80 Pound

EON‐480829 1/16/2022 0:12 Aller-Immune Bites - Lamb 
Flavor

Found what appears to be plastic imbedded in / sticking out of soft chew from Aller-Immune 
Bites mfg for Zesty Paws.

EON‐480823 1/15/2022 21:28 Blue Buffalo Blue Wilderness 
Turkey Recipe Wet Cat Food 
5.5 oz. Case of 24

I purchased 48 cans (5.5 oz) of Blue Buffalo Blue Wilderness Turkey Recipe Wet Cat Food 
(link here: https://www.petco.com/shop/en/petcostore/product/blue-buffalo-wilderness-turkey-
canned-cat-food-55-oz-2182549) from Petco. When I opened the first can, however, it had a 
very strong, foul smell and my cat refused to eat it. This is the only food she eats and she 
has never refused any food before. After trying other cans, it seems she only refuses cans 
from this lot number: 202409308 23:36 61WTM3 with the best buy information as 2024 SEP 
30. All of these cans I have opened have the same intense, spoiled smell. My cat happily 
eats the same food from other lot numbers, so I think this batch may be rotten. Fortunately, 
because she has refused these cans, she has not had any negative health consequences.
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EON‐480821 1/15/2022 21:16 PURINA KIT & KABOODLE 
16LB bag
Original
4 Tasty flavors
Chicken liver turkey ocean fish

I bought Purina's Kit and Kaboodle food for my three young cats:   and  Two 
Females, One Male both Intact and very healthy. I introduced this food in increments to ween 
them off of their old food about 3 weeks ago. Roughly 3 days after feeding,  started 
vomiting an orange tinted slush. I thought she just didn't like the food as my other two cats 
were fine. Another day passes and  stated having severe and violent diarrhea; It was 
also orange colored. After a few days, her anus became RAW PINK and blood in her stool 
from constant pooping. Two days later, she became frail, weak and couldn't even make it to 
the litter box almost always. I kept her separate from my other cats to rule out any other type 
of contagious sickness. Last week,  began to show the same symptoms- same Raw 
anus, constant orange diarrhea, she's INCREDIBLY lethargic and thirsty. She too is now 
having accidents all over the house.  so far has not showed any symptoms. 

This food is literal POISON. PLEASE RECALL THIS ITEM!!!
Both of my cats are now extremely ill and will need a vet to intervene.

8 Month
s

Unknown Cat 10 Pound

EON‐480819 1/15/2022 19:24 Milo's Kitchen Homestyle Dog 
Treats Beef Sausage Slices 
with Rice

I received this dog treats from a local food pantry that also gives out pet supplies sometimes. 
I began giving them to my dog, and my dog began having a reduced appetite and diarrhea. 
After a few days, I realized that these treats might be the cause of her stomach upset and 
stopped giving them to her. Her stomach upset then cleared up. I checked the ingredient list 
for the treats, and I noticed that both garlic powder and onion powder are on the ingredient 
list. I read online that alliums are toxic for dogs, so it seems odd that those are on the 
ingredient list.

6 Month
s

Siberian Husky Dog 22 Pound

EON‐480809 1/15/2022 15:32 Blue Wilderness High Protein 
Food for Dogs

Dogs behavior began to change 2 hours after ingesting the dog food. anxious, pacing, would 
not come to owner, lethargic after these behaviors and would not go up or down stairs or go 
outside. Dog would not eat or drink and started shaking the next morning. Owner took the 
dog to the vet and couldn’t get an answer. After this the dog was put on a bland diet and did 
not eat this food. Dog appeared stable and was recovering. The next day 1/14/2022 the dog 
had more of this food and began to throw up. As of now the dog is back to being stable 
again.

4 Years Unknown Dog 90 Pound

EON‐480804 1/15/2022 12:44 NATURAL BALANCE L.I.D. 
LIMITED INGREDIENT DIETS 
SALMON & SWEET POTATO 
FORMULA SMALL BREED

Natural Balance L.I.D. Limited Ingredients Diets, Salmon & Sweet Potato Formula - Small 
Breed - LOT # 1 288 094 1 289 094 3 2 01:47 (01:49 also)

We received this food for our small breed dog. Upon feeding our pet, we noticed sizable 
shards of what appears to be bone in the food that we not ground up. These pieces are of a 
significant enough size that we could physically cut or puncture our skin if not careful. This 
could potentially cut the inside of our dog's mouth or other internal organs if not completely 
broken down. We contacted both the distributor (Chewy) and the manufacturer (Natural 
Balance Pet Foods, Inc. CASE #80920, taken by Brandy 1-800-829-4493.
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EON‐480798 1/15/2022 11:12 Natural Balance L.I.D. 
Limited Ingredient Diets
Grain Free
Salmon & Sweet Potato

01/03/2022  had a Grand Mal Seizure, it was violent. Took him to the vet the next 
day. Again on 01/04/2022  had another Grand Mal Seizure. We took him on 
01/05/2022 to the ER Vet and he was given a complete exam. All though he did not have any 
seizure while in the ER they did find he had a heart Murmur which he was then examined by 
a Vet Cardiologist. The Cardiologist found that  has Dilated Cadiomyopathy. I was 
asked by 2 Vets at the ER if  was on a grain free diet. I said  had been on 
Natural Balance L.I.D. (grain free) since birth. He is now on Vetmedin for his heart and 
Levetiracetam for the seizures. It is a possibility that the heart issue may reverse with a new 
diet. He is now on Purina Pro Plan Neuro Care and we are adding Taurine (amino acid) to 
his diet per the Vet's advise.

4 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 69 Pound

EON‐480795 1/15/2022 10:44 Acana adult dog recipe Dog has been eating Acana adult dog recipe food since she was approximately 6 months 
old. At 8 years old she was diagnosed with congestive hearth failure and DCM, the cause of 
which is unknown.

8 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 70 Pound

EON‐480786 1/15/2022 5:44 Veterinary Exclusive Hills 
prescription diet Food 
Sensitivities z/d (interim 
replacement product)

Veterinary prescribed prescription food (used for past 6 years) - only food dog can tolerate 
has been out of stock for one year to Europe. Company-Hills-says cannot advise when will 
be available due to ingredient availability. . Yet product can be purchased solely in USA. 
Interim Replacement product now has fruit/seeds added with a recommendation noted to use 
only for 1 year (not included in original). Our dog is now attending vet with serious reaction 
(bowel issue, bleeding and vomiting). Alternative is our dog starves to death. Surely there 
must be some responsibility for a company providing prescription food to allow product 
remain out of stock.

8 Years Bichon Frise Dog 7.5 Kilogram

EON‐480768 1/14/2022 20:24 Hill's Science Diet Sensitive 
Stomach and Skin
Chicken and vegetable entree

 vomited, weak, shaking, stumbling around, doesn't want to walk. 6 Years Havanese Dog 17 Pound

EON‐480767 1/14/2022 20:04 SPC Chicken Jerky Savory 
Prime Treats

8-12 hours after eating the treats my dog began throwing up. I waited a week and gave him 
the treats again, he began to throw up again got terrible diarrhea and bloody stool. I had to 
take him to the vet for a gastrointestinal infection.

10 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 61 Pound

EON‐480725 1/14/2022 10:40 PawLove Beef Sticks Recipe  started throwing up a few hours after eating a Paw Love beef Stick I took him the vet 
and he had metal fragments in his digestive tract in the X-ray.

5 Month
s

Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 2.3 Pound

EON‐480707 1/13/2022 23:20 Blue Buffalo Wilderness Trail 
Treats Turkey Jerky

 had a bad reaction, she did not eat all day and was vomiting. We’ve noticed that this 
happened 30 min after we gave her Turkey jerky treats from Blue Buffalo. That followed by 
her skin to turn red all over her body, red eyes, ears and her snout was swollen causing her 
to breathe out of her mouth. We didn’t think much about the treat so we gave her Benadryl. 
The following day she felt better and we gave her the treat that day again  she usually 
eats light after an upset stomach and the same reaction happened again. I would like the 
batch of bag treat be tested or examined for a recall.

12 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 7 Pound

EON‐480705 1/13/2022 22:52 Kind rewards Gave the dog a treat and 2 hours later she had a seizure. Never had any issues before this. 3 Years Unknown Dog 55 Pound

EON‐480702 1/13/2022 20:28 Golden rewards premium dog 
treats "grillers mark" chicken

2 hours after giving her 2 dog treats she was extremely Ill. Couldn't hold down food or water 
for more than 30 minutes. Illness occured 1hr 45 minutes after injection of only 2 treats. This 
was her first and last time taking them.

11 Years Terrier 
(unspecified)

Dog 30 Pound
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EON‐480687 1/13/2022 17:36 Purina Alpo T Bonz Porterhouse 
Flavor.

I have 2 dogs. A healthy mix, 3 year old female at 30 lbs and a healthy pomeranian 11 years 
old at 7 lbs. Neither dogs have ever had any health issues. They have both been given Alpo 
T Bonz (Porterhouse Flavored) dog treats and had significant reaction to them. Throwing up, 
diarrhea and overall inactivity. It has happened over a period of 2 weeks. each time they only 
get sick with these treats. They have a major chemical smell and there have been many 
complaints concerning this brand/type of treat.

3 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 30 Pound

EON‐480619 1/12/2022 20:12 Reveal Chicken Selection In 
Broth 4xchicken breast 4x 
chicken breast with cheese 4x 
chicken 
breast with pumpkin

 was over weight and Vet said it was fine to feed cat just wet cat food. After a month of 
feeding  Reveal cat food she because very sick and started with neurological signs. 
MRI revealed Thiamine deficiency. No where on the product does it state that this is a 
supplemental food and only when the E.R. vet check the companies website does it state 
this. It should be marked on the box and a warning that it does not contain enough vitamins 
which could injure the cat.

3 Years American 
Shorthair

Cat 12 Pound

EON‐480488 1/12/2022 0:52 Freshpet Select grain free 
chicken recipe 
Slice and Serve roll

Fed the dog the Freshpet dog food. The next day vomiting and diarrhea ensued. She was 
taken to the vet who stated that another client reported to their office with the same 
symptoms, within the same time frame and that client was feeding their dog Freshpet too. 
Blood work was completed and her liver enzymes were extremely elevated (example: if 100 
was normal, my dog's levels were over 1000). 
My vet advised me to report this. My dog is still recovering at this time.

9 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 11 Pound

EON‐480476 1/11/2022 18:08 Golden Rewards Duck Jerky 
Recipe

I gave my dogs a jerky treat on 12/26/21 from a brand new bag of Golden Rewards Duck 
Jerky Recipe. On the 27th my female dog (  started showing signs of not feeling well. By 
the 29th she had gotten worse was vomiting and had bloody diarrhea and was very lethargic. 
I took her to the vet and discovered she had pancreatitis as well as Acute Hemorrhagic 
Diarrhea Syndrome. The vet was not sure of the cause from the X-rays but felt it was 
something she had eaten. I did not think it was the treats at the time since my dogs had 
eaten jerky treats in the past without a problem. After spending a night in the hospital and 
being hooked to an IV over night and the following day as well, she finally came home. I was 
able to continue nursing her back to health and she was back to her old self again by 1/5/22. 
On 1/10 I gave my dogs the same jerky treats and the very next day (today) my male dog 
(  started vomiting and has diarrhea. I then realized it must be the treats, since this was 
a new batch that they had never eaten before and were both now having a reaction to it. I 
only gave them two treats each from this batch - the first time that made my female dog sick, 
and yesterday which has resulted in my male becoming sick.

6 Years Spitz - German 
Pomeranian

Dog 10 Pound
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EON‐480475 1/11/2022 17:56 Golden Rewards Duck Jerky 
Recipe

I gave my dogs a jerky treat on 12/26/21 from a brand new bag of Golden Rewards Duck 
Jerky Recipe. On the 27th my female dog (  started showing signs of not feeling well. By 
the 29th she had gotten worse was vomiting and had bloody diarrhea and was very lethargic. 
I took her to the vet and discovered she had pancreatitis as well as Acute Hemorrhagic 
Diarrhea Syndrome. The vet was not sure of the cause from the X-rays but felt it was 
something she had eaten. I did not think it was the treats at the time since my dogs had 
eaten jerky treats in the past without a problem. After spending a night in the hospital and 
being hooked to an IV over night and the following day as well, she finally came home. I was 
able to continue nursing her back to health and she was back to her old self again by 1/5/22. 
On 1/10 I gave my dogs the same jerky treats and the very next day (today) my male dog 
(  started vomiting and has diarrhea. I then realized it must be the treats, since this was 
a new batch that they had never eaten before and were both now having a reaction to it. I 
only gave them two treats each from this batch - the first time that made my female dog sick, 
and yesterday which has resulted in my male becoming sick.

7 Years Terrier - Rat Dog 15 Pound

EON‐480447 1/11/2022 13:56 Purina cat chow complete Purchased 2 boxes of Purina cat chow complete from the store. Both boxes were very full of 
weevils (or some kind of bug).

EON‐480329 1/10/2022 6:48 Nature's Menu natural dog food Vomited all food for 1.5 days, then refused to eat 1 Years Shepherd 
(unspecified)

Dog 90 Pound

EON‐480312 1/9/2022 17:52 Blue Buffalo Tasteful 12-Count 
Variety Pack

My cat has been experiencing diarrhea after consuming Blue Buffalo's Tasteful wet cat food. 
I purchased two weeks' supply of the variety pack for pate and shredded combinations on 
12/24/2021. My cat has no other changes in diet or lifestyle besides consuming this brand of 
wet food. To test if it is this product, I switched to another brand (Wellness Signature Select 
wet cat food) for 3 days (1/2/2022 - 1/5/2022) where in this period, the diarrhea subsided and 
his stool returned to a healthy and normal clump composition. I returned to Blue Buffalo 
Tastefuls on 1/6 through 1/9 and noted diarrhea in my cat's stool again.

EON‐480309 1/9/2022 15:36 Merrick Real Texas Beef + 
Sweet Potato Recipe Grain-
Free Adult

Discovered a small piece of blue-colored material (plastic-like, hard material the size of a 
pinhead) baked into a single piece of Merrick Real Texas Beef + Sweet Potato Recipe Grain-
Free Adult Dry Dog Food. Dog has already consumed about 90% of the bag (purchased two 
4lb. bags and unsure which one the contaminated kibble came from). In recent weeks, dog 
has developed hair loss in a circular area on back about 3.5" inches in diameter with no 
known cause. No other symptoms were noticed and vet was unable to determine cause (vet 
visit occurred prior to finding the blue material).
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EON‐480307 1/9/2022 14:28 Purina Pro Plan Complete 
Essentials Adult 7+ dog food

On 11/30/21 I purchased a large bag of Purina Pro Plan Adult +7 dog food at Petsmart for my 
12 yo Australian Shepherd,  and placed in sealed storage containers in my pantry. I 
was switching food, and did find the stringy nature if it odd but just thought it was the 
shredded nature of pebbles. Over the course of this last month, she had become reluctant to 
eat, depressed, low exercise intolerance, gagging and diarrhea. Overall lethargic. Yesterday, 
when scooping her food there were white maggots, larvae in cacoons that actually had liquid 
come from them and webbing. The date of exp is Sept 2022. I’m completely disgusted and 
my dog is sick. I have all the pictures that shows a serious manisfestation in the kibble and 
inner and outer bag. I have NEVER had this happen in my 40 years of having dogs. Nothing 
changed except the brand of food. I would like answers. When googling this problem, it’s all 
over the internet with same problems, yet I have seen no recall info. I’ve contacted my local 
news, manufacturer and Petsmart. Something must be done and they should be held 
accountable. It is unacceptable that this continues to happen and they offer a refund and 
continue production as usual, only losing a customer here and there that actually pays close 
attention to the kibble as they pour it into bowl! I have appt for my dog first thing in morning 
and will find answers. But I know she is sick from me feeding her this nasty, spoiled, 
disgusting food for so long.

12 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 55 Pound

EON‐480295 1/9/2022 9:12 Good Friends Hi Energy 
Performance Blend

I have a kennel of Show animals. At the beginning of December I lost one due to what I 
suspected to be old age. On January 2nd, an intact female dog that is 4 years old, up to date 
on all vaccines, in perfect show condition with no history of illnesses had several epileptic 
episodes for several hours. She came out of them around 6 am and has been fine since. This 
morning, January 9th, a perfectly healthy male puppy went into an epileptic episode for 
approximately an hour. This puppy is housed in a completely different area than the female 
dog. They have had no contact. The only similarities between these three are that they have 
been on the same dog food. Good Friends High Energy 30/20

4 Years Catahoula 
Leopard Dog

Dog 40 Pound

EON‐480286 1/9/2022 2:08 Milo's Kitchen Homestyle Dog 
Treats: Chicken Jerky Recipie

The ingredients of Milo's Kitchen brand dog treats (specifically "Chicken Jerky Recipe") 
includes both garlic powder and onion extract. These are both highly toxic to dogs!

EON‐480283 1/9/2022 0:20 Dick Van Patten’s Natural 
Balance L.I.D. Limited 
Ingredient Diets Grain Free 
Belly Bites Semi-Moist Dog 
Treats Salmon & Legume 
Formula

Opened the bag for the first time by tearing it across the top and poured the product into my 
dogs’ treat container. Noticed that there was a white residue on some of the treats. Looks like 
mold.

EON‐480267 1/8/2022 15:12 Simply Nourish grain free adult 
small breed chicken with peas 
and potatoes

I opened a sealed package of dog food and there was mold growing in the food. It is Simply 
Nourish grain free adult small breed chicken with peas and potatoes dry food. The expiration 
date is in 2023.

EON‐480240 1/8/2022 0:48 Vital cat Freeze-Dried Duck Mini 
Nibs

I found a small piece of light green plastic in the duck nib when feeding my cat.

EON‐480236 1/7/2022 23:16 Purina Beneful Originals Poppy ate Beneful about five hours before she got sick. 24 hours later she was in acute 
kidney failure

3 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 50 Pound
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EON‐480233 1/7/2022 20:04 Wags Chicken & Brown Rice 
Recipe Dry Dog Food

I had five bags of this dog food delivered on 1/5/2021. None of the bags had any coding 
information- no best buy, no lot code. Nothing. I thought it must be a fluke. I called Amazon 
who owns the manufacturer and distributes the product. I was told the blank spot I saw on the 
bag was where the code date should be. It seemed to be no big deal to them. I'm in food 
safety so a big deal to me. I tried to call headquarters as I found the category manager on 
LinkedIn, but Amazon does not want you talking to people there at all. Then I looked at 
questions about the product, and another customer had posted no code/lot on bags in July 
as well so this is a recurrent problem evidently. I must say I had not checked my bags every 
time as was getting delivery each month so don't know how long this has been going on. A 
consumer would have no idea of age of foods and whether it was safe for the dog to 
consume. If there was an adverse event, regulatory would have no way to trace it as well. 
Plant needs to be visited. I have all 5 of the bags at my home. Amazon just told me I could 
toss it, and they would refund, but that doesn't take care of the issue. Something is going on 
with the plant as last month supposedly "nothing" was shipped as not available.

EON‐480222 1/7/2022 17:16 Instinct Limited Ingredient Diet 
Grain-Free Recipe with Real 
Rabbit Freeze-Dried Raw 
Coated Dry Cat Food

I purchased Instinct Limited Ingredient Rabbit cat kibble for my cats. The packaging shoes 
light brown kibbles. When I opened the bag, the kibbles were jet black/consistency looked 
like charcoal. The kibbles seemed to have some shiny coating on them. They had a strong 
odor to them. 

I was suspicious, but I thought this could be just a different color than I'm used to in cat 
kibble. Then both of my cats started throwing up, after a fed them a little bit.

I contacted customer support knowing a lot of others complained about this food specifically. 
They sent me an automated message saying that rabbit meal is black, and, that the color of 
the kibble is right.

Domestic 
Shorthair

Cat

EON‐480167 1/7/2022 1:40 Dick Van Patten’s Natural 
Balance limited ingredient Diets 
Grain free sweet potato and 
bison

Both dogs vomiting & Diarrhea until I took Chubby to the vet spent $100 at the vet, they got 
abit better after special pumpkin & rice diet & medicine. Introduce their regular natural 
balance limited ingredient Bison and sweet potato food back into their diet and it started right 
away again

7 Years Bulldog - 
American

Dog 110 Pound

EON‐480160 1/6/2022 21:44 Diamond Natural Indoor Cat 
food

Her stool became very soft with blood and mucous in it. Also vomiting up the food 2 Years Domestic 
Shorthair

Cat 11 Pound

EON‐480142 1/6/2022 16:04 Blue Buffalo Grain Free Dry 
Dog Food. Given to dogs for 9 
years

I had been hearing over the many many years and see in the dog food store ...."Grain Free 
Diet" for pets, since they are carnivores. Well, now my two dogs are suffering from poor heart 
failure due to nutrition. Not until recently I heard in 2018 that the FDA suspected pet food with 
a grain free diet had inhibitors in it that block important amino acids absorption for the heart 
muscle. I subscribe to dog food recalls via email. But, never heard of this.
I wish this suspected information was better given to the public to make their dog food 
choices.

9 Years Rottweiler Dog 80 Pound
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EON‐480122 1/6/2022 12:16 Aldi brand cat food - Heart to tail we switched to Aldi brand cat food and about 6 months after only feeding that brand 3 of our 
cats started having severe symptoms. One cat developed bladder blockage and the following 
day it progressed so that he even lost use of rear legs. Cat was brought to vet and died while 
trying to clear blockage. a week later a next cat presented with similar symptoms, brought to 
vet right away and the blockage was clear after multiple catheter flushes. Was told he had 
severe nutrition based sediments blocking his urethra. Around this same time a 3rd cat 
presented with adominal bloating and distention, discomfort. All cats were just around 1 year 
of age, unfixed. Did call Aldi about their food being a cause of concern, never received 
proper follow up. All symptoms cleared up after switching to a raw/natural diet.

1 Years American 
Shorthair

Cat

EON‐480114 1/6/2022 11:32 Black bag located outside the 
grooming salon in that shop.

Walnut tree pet supplies on  7ae has rats within the premises. 
The rats chew open the food bags, eat and urinate in the food. The owner and shop staff 
tape the bags back up and sell them. The treats in the shop are left out and rats run all over 
them leaving dropping and the whole shop smells like rat urine. I brought a bag in dog 
biscuits not realising the issue and my dogs became very poorly throwing up and an upset 
tummy.

1 Days Bulldog Dog 35 Kilogram

EON‐480072 1/6/2022 10:20 Pedigree for small dogs 14 or 
15 pound bag. Chicken rice and 
vegetables

I had the dog ever since he was 2 months old he was born downstairs from my apartment. I 
have fed him nothing but dry Pedigree dog food his whole life. I don’t give him treats or 
rawhide bones or even milk biscuits because they cause him to throw up. The only thing he 
has been eating now for over 5 years is his Pedigree dog food mixed with hot water to make 
it have a grave base. My dog got sick after I opened a new bag and poured it into his 
container and started feeding it to him. He also refused to eat it. He got deadly sick and I had 
to take him to the Blue Pearl emergency hospital. Where he was diagnosed with internal 
bleeding in his intestines and he had lesions and a mass. My dog ate nothing but pedigree 
dog food I believe something in the food causes health problems for the dog over a long time 
of eating that particular dog food.

5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 11 Pound

EON‐480064 1/6/2022 8:24 Country Kitchen Genuine 
Serrano Ham Bone for Dogs

I gave my dog a Country Kitchen Serrano Ham Bone from Walmart (1/5/22). Immediately 
after eating it, she started panting and drinking lots of water, which made her urinate on 
accident around the house. After a few hours, she seemed to be getting better. Around 7:30 
the next morning (1/6/22), she had vomited in her bed, a couple of places throughout the 
house, and urinated in the floor more. I don't have the money to take her to the vet, so I don't 
know if she'll be okay. 

The really frustrating part is, this has been a known problem since 2010, and these 
companies refuse to remove these things from the shelves, along with retailers.

7 Years Siberian Husky Dog 50 Pound

EON‐479953 1/4/2022 15:44 Blue Buffalo Wilderness with 
Chicken Adult Grain Free 
Formula

Death from Dilated Cardiomyopathy caused by diet of grain free formula food. 7 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 67 Pound

EON‐479939 1/4/2022 13:04 VIBRANT Life SMALL BISCUIT 
WRAPPED WITH CHICKEN 
DOG TREATS MADE WITH 
REAL CHICKEN

On 12/15/2021  presented to our hospital with symptoms of vomiting and diarrhea 
(hematochezia).  has historically had crystals in his urine and was changed to a 
prescription Royal Canin SO diet. Before the diet change,  had accidents in the house 
and had PU/PD. After the diet change,  PU/PD was greatly increased. For the month 
for  has been lethargic, owners state that they had been feeding him jerky treats that 
were made in Thailand. Yesterday  began to vomit and had diarrhea that has 
progressively become bloody diarrhea.

9 Years Chihuahua Dog 5.6 Kilogram
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EON‐479931 1/4/2022 11:56 Unknown There is a man named  in the  Missouri area who has been selling 
unmarked/unregulated bags of dog food for years. What he does is he goes to local farm 
supply stores, pet stores, etc. - then mixes several different varieties of dog food into barrels 
and bags, which he then sells to the public out of a shed on his property for cash to 
unknowing customers. He places the dog food mixture into unmarked and unlabeled bags, 
totes, barrels, etc. to sell, and because of this, there’s no real way to tell what exactly he’s 
mixing.
He’s been doing this for a very long time and he needs stopped, as this could put the safety 
of numerous pets at risk.
Here’s  contact information and address:

Thank you for looking into this matter. There are numerous violations occurring in regards to 
this matter. I would like to remain anonymous out of concern for my safety.

EON‐479923 1/4/2022 11:16 Honest Kitchen Limited 
Ingredient Fish Recipe

 was diagnosed with DCM (dilated cardiomyopathy) this week. He has been on a 
mostly grain-free diet since I adopted him 3 years ago. He has been on Honest Kitchen 
limited ingredient fish food for at least two years. He was recently switched to a food that 
includes ancient grains.

8 Years Bulldog Dog 60 Pound

EON‐479887 1/3/2022 17:36 Putin’s Friskies Seafood Pate 
Favorites 32 Cans

Cats are throwing up after eating the food
I have 5 indoor cats and they are all experiencing this problem

EON‐479881 1/3/2022 16:48 Purina pro plan weight 
management

Maggots in dog food. Store refused to take the rest off the shelf.

EON‐479866 1/3/2022 14:36 Hills prescription diet digestive 
care feline

My cat was vomiting every time he ate his food and he became lethargic. This carried on for 
the duration of feeding him the food. One day he began convulsing and was severely ill. I 
took him to the vet and they said his internal organs were shutting down. I took him home for 
the night and begin feeding him different food. He began to improve. I continued feeding him 
new and different foods. When I re-introduced his old food he became ill and began vomiting 
and became lethargic again.

14 Years American 
Shorthair

Cat 16 Pound

EON‐479856 1/3/2022 13:40 Blue Buffalo
30# BLUE Life Protection
Formula Healthy Weight
Adult Dog-Chicken

 suffered from Omitting, Diarrhea, which resulted in severe dehydration. We had recently 
opened a new bag of Blue Buffalo dog food and within a day or two of use  began to 
vomit and have severe diarrhea which ended up having blood in it. We took him to a vet the 
same day and the day before New Year's eve and he was treated but did not improve.  
continued to get worse since it was the New Year Holiday weekend and our normal vet was 
closed, we had to take him to an Veterinary Emergency Hospital because the symptoms 
persisted, severely dehydrated and he stopped eating or drinking. We also had a pug who 
started vomiting a day or two after Otis started his symptoms, but he did not get as bad as 

 We also haver another French Bulldog, who did not get sick, but refused to eat the food, 
but would eat other food.  had to stay the better part of 2 days at the Emergency Hospital 
but is now improving.

5 Years Bulldog - French Dog 23 Pound

EON‐479788 1/2/2022 18:20 Canine Carry Outs - Chicken 
Flavor (Made with real chicken)

Owner bought bag of treats. Patient had eaten this brand and type before. Owner gave treats 
and three days later Ruby became ill.

Symptoms: Hyperglycemia, Proteinurea, Diarrhea and Vomiting.

7 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 14.8 Pound
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EON‐479787 1/2/2022 18:04 Canine Carry Outs - Chicken 
Flavor (made with real chicken)

Patient has had this brand of treats and type before. O ran out of treats and purchased this 
new bag and Patient became immediately sick. Patient had also been eating Canine Carry 
Outs - Bacon flavor prior to this new bag. 

Symptoms:
- Acute renal Failure, Hyperglycemia, Pancreatitis & Proteinuria.

Patient is currently hospitalized.

18 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 15.4 Pound

EON‐479749 1/1/2022 16:32 Diamond Naturals 15 Month
s

Shepherd Dog - 
Belgian Malinois

Dog 55 PoundI have been ordering Diamond Naturals from Amazon for several months. I feed whole fresh 
foods for a.m. and Diamond Naturals in the p.m. No problems or issues of any kind. Then I 

opened a new bag several days ago. The kibble looked different. It smelled slightly different, 
but I got no notice that the kibble had changed ingredients, so I fed it as per usual. Within a 
few days I noticed that my dogs--who are normally active--were listless and lethargic. Three 

nights ago, one of them began vomiting up the Diamond Dog Food a couple hours after 
feeding. The other dog began having diarrhea and had to go out a lot more than usual. I 

didn't think too much of this, until it happened again the next night. That was enough for me! I 
stopped feeding the dogs this (supposed) dog food. I spoon fed them both white rice to settle 

their stomachs and then started feeding whole food both a.m. and p.m. They both seem 
better, but no where near the same level of energy/activity level as before. The last incident 

of vomiting was 48 hours ago, and it seems like all they want to do is sleep. After cleaning up 
buckets of vomitus and pudding-like poop, all I want to do is sleep, also! Really disgusting 

and scary! These are adored and adoring companion animals. One is in training as a Service 
Dog. The other is to be trained for Personal Protection. Very expensive dogs who (along with 

a third and fourth) will one day be bred for income. 

I called to try to find out exactly why Diamond Naturals had suddenly sent me a different 
kibble and what was in the kibble to make my dogs sick. I was on the phone with a customer 
rep and then a supervisor for at least an hour. They tried reading me off the ingredients on 
the bag! Whatever poisoned my dogs was definitely NOT an "ingredient" listed on the bag! 
They promised to remove the product from their catalogue. They promised to take down all 

that I had said and refer it to someone higher up the chain who would call me back in about 3 
business days. The supervisor told me that Diamond Naturals is now an AMAZON BRAND!!! 

Amazon's new dog food brand, "Wag", is manufactured in the Diamond Naturals plant in 
California. Hmmmm. Curiouser and Curiouser! So, they have Diamond bags and can now 
put whatever they want into that bag? I doubt I would ever buy "Wag". But, maybe, I got 

"Wag" anyway! Whatever it was, it was not the normal kibble, and it definitely made my dogs 
very ill--very fast. I still have no answer as to what was in that bag! 

Looking back over Amazon's reviews of this product I note that the same thing has happened 
to a number of customers. They buy the product over a period of time and then suddenly a 
"shift" in the product's appearance and smell and the "new" product makes their dogs sick. I 

looks very like a "bait and switch" type of deal.
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EON‐479743 1/1/2022 12:24 PURINA ONE 
TRUE INSTINCT WITH A 
BLEND OF REAL TURKEY 
AND VENISON

 THREW UP FOR 2 DAYS SO AS I WAS FEEDING HIM HIS NEXT MEAL, I 
NOTICED SOME WHITE SPOTS ON SOME OF THE PIECES OF DOG FOOD INSIDE THE 
BAG. THAT CONCERNED ME AS THE DOG FOOD SHOULD BE ALL DARK COLORED. I 
PICKED A FEW PIECES OUT AND SCRATCHED AT ONE OF THE WHITE SPOTS. I 
THEN GOT OUT MY MAGNIFYING GLASS AND LOOKED CLOSER AND IT LOOKED LIKE 
SOMETHING WAS INSIDE THE WHITE SPOT. SO I BROKE OPEN THE PIECE OF DOG 
FOOD AND TO MY SHOCK THERE WAS A LARVE INSIDE. I PULLED IT OUT AND 
SMASHED IT AND IT WAS DAMP AS IN "ALIVE." I OPENED UP MORE PIECES AND 
THEY ALL HAD LARVE IN IT. I LEFT A FEW OF THE PIECES IN A PLASTIC BAG ON MY 
KITCHEN COUNTER FOR A WHILE AND WENT BACK TO LOOK AT THEM ....AND TO 
MY DISGUST SOME OF THOSE WHITE SPECKS HAD AN OPEN HOLE IN THE CENTER 
LIKE SOMETHING WAS TRYING TO GET OUT OF IT. IT WAS HORRIBLE!!!!!!!!! NOTE: I 
CAN NOT READ THE BAR CODE NUMBER YOU REQUEST, TOO FADED OUT, BUT I 
SAVED THE WHOLE PACKAGE INCLUDING THE DOG FOOD INSIDE OF IT.

3 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 74 Pound

EON‐479741 1/1/2022 11:32 Kindfull. Chicken & salmon 
recipe

Therw up at night three nights in a row, thought he ate something, after the 3rd night he 
finally (unfortunately)had hives I could identify. Was confused because this food is supposed 
to be transparent, didn't look like anything he should have had a reaction to. Has not had this 
reaction to anything before.

5 Years Terrier - Fox 
(unspecified)

Dog 50 Pound

EON‐479716 12/31/2021 18:08 Royal canin digest sensitive I purchased about 24 cans of Royal canin’s digestive care, thin slices in gravy. My cats have 
been eating this for a year with no problems. But with recent purchase all 6 of my cats started 
vomiting and having severe diarrhea. It was so bad they couldn’t even make it to the litter 
box, completely uncontrollable. After a day or two I stopped giving them the canned food and 
the vomiting and diarrhea stopped. They are not back to normal yet but they seem to be 
getting much better. They’re no longer vomiting, but they’re digestive track seems better.

Years Domestic 
(unspecified)

Cat

EON‐479713 12/31/2021 15:56 Prairie Dog Bully Sticks Opened package of Prairie Dog Bully Sticks and found package was infested with bugs and 
larva

EON‐479680 12/30/2021 22:24 Minties My bassett hound has overall excellent health. He walks 5 to 8 miles a week. He was 
spunky... Full of energy. Lovable.. Even bought him shoes to learn to be a seeing eye dog. 
Im a oif veteran who is losing her eyesight and he has been my hero and motivation. He is 
athletic and trim and fit.. And now he is a special needs dog. My boyfriend bought him 
minties manufactured by sergeants and we gave him 2 or 3 treats. 1 to 2 days later he woke 
up not being able to move.. Sick.. Confused.. Blind.. Off balance. Nauseated.. Not 
defecating... ..pissing on himself.. Pacing. Lost.. I am low income and cannot afford vet bills. I 
called the vet iq line who manufactured the Minties. ... they said it wasnt popular to be a side 
effect.. But if you research the product.. It is. I would have never gave my dog the product if i 
would have known sergeants made the minties... My dog was a veteran dog..... He hiked.. 
He walked... A battle buddy.. And now I may have to put him down. Now im losing my best 
friend in a dyer time to need a best friend. A week from now is when i might get diagnosed 
with vision loss and i wont have my service dog anymore to get me through it. There is 
something wrong with those Minties. My dog just didnt wake up handicapped for no reason. 
Please hear me and test the product. There is no lot number on the dedicated lot number 
area and 46 out 40 greenies are left in the bag.... Yes..46 out of 40.

8 Years Basset - Artesian 
Norman

Dog 50 Pound
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EON‐479657 12/30/2021 15:56 Friskies Gravy Pleasers box of 
60 cans 10 of each flavor

We had been feeding our kittens and cat Friskies wet cat food and Meow Mix dry food. We 
noticed  throwing up around December 15th. He was lethargic and would not eat or 
drink. We gave him water through a syringe to keep him from getting dehydrated. He did start 
eating the Squeeze ups and finally started eating regular food again a few days later. We 
started feeding him Fancy feast wet kitten food to try to help him gain weight. Our other kitten 
died  with worse symptoms. (A report has already been filled out for her). Our 
other 1.5 year old cat has been lethargic and not eating for about a week but he doesn't eat 
as much of the Friskies wet cat food. My mom called from Missouri on December 27th and 
said her kitten and cat had stopped eating and drinking and the kitten had thrown up. We 
both were feeding the Friskies wet Gravy Pleasers cat food and had both purchased from 
Sam's club but in different states. We both stopped feeding the wet food. Both my  
and other cat have improved since switching their food, but  did not make it. She ate 
more of the wet food than the others so I do believe that is why it affected her the worst. The 
lot numbers I included are for the box but I can provide individual can lot numbers as well if 
needed. Not all flavors were fed from the box. I am trying to figure out how to contact Sam's 
club about the problem.

5 Month
s

Domestic 
Shorthair

Cat 5.5 Pound

EON‐479653 12/30/2021 15:24 Friskies Gravy Pleasers 60 cans 
10 of each flavor

We had been feeding our kittens and cat Friskies wet cat food and Meow Mix dry food. We 
noticed  throwing up on . She was lethargic and was having diarrhea. 
She would not eat. We gave her water through a syringe to try to nurse her back. She 
continued to have foam or gastric vomit and diarrhea the next day. We were going to take her 
to the vet the morning of  or to the ER vet if she was not better but by 730 AM 
on the  she had already died. Our other kitten had been sick about 5-7 days before  
with vomiting, lethargy, and not eating or drinking but we were able to nurse him back with a 
syringe of water and slowly giving him Squeeze Ups gravy treats. He did get better and we 
had thought  would be better as well. Our other 1.5 year old cat has been lethargic and 
not eating for about a week but he doesn't eat as much of the Friskies wet cat food. My mom 
called from Missouri on December 27th and said her kitten and cat had stopped eating and 
drinking and the kitten had thrown up. We both were feeding the Friskies wet Gravy Pleasers 
cat food and had both purchased from Sam's club but in different states. We both stopped 
feeding the wet food. Both my kitten and cat have improved since switching their food, but 

 did not make it. She ate more of the wet food than the others so I do believe that is 
why it affected her the worst. The lot numbers I included are for the box but I can provide 
individual can lot numbers as well if needed. Not all flavors were fed from the box. I am trying 
to figure out how to contact Sam's club about the problem.

5 Month
s

Siamese Cat

EON‐479578 12/29/2021 19:12 Lotus Beef Green Tripe Loaf 
For Dogs

We opened a new can of Lotus "Beef Green Tripe Loaf For Dogs" and the overwhelming 
smell of manure permeated our entire kitchen. This isn't the first can of this we've opened, 
and as far as dog food goes, this food normally smells pleasant/fine.

But this particular can is unmistakably contaminated with feces, which is why we're filing this 
report.

EON‐479517 12/28/2021 23:04 Fancy Feast® Savory Cravings 
Cat Treats - every single one of 
the packages are expired at this 
location.

2 different petsmarts in Tigard & Beaverton OR are selling Fancy Feast® Savory Cravings 
Cat Treats that are over 6 months expired. None of the treats in the either store have any 
unexpired items. I have pictures and videos reported to TikTok and fancy feast as well as 
petsmart corporation.
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EON‐479512 12/28/2021 18:52 taste or the wild ancient grains started feeding from a new bag of food, all 3 dogs had decreased appetite and then diarrhea 
and occasional vomiting

5 Years Great Dane Dog 68 Pound

EON‐479501 12/28/2021 16:28 Essence - The Embodiment of 
Superior Pet Nutrition 
AIR & GAMEFOWL (cat food)

I opened a can of Essence Air & Gamefowl canned cat food, and while spooning the content 
into a bowl, I discovered a string of white plastic.

EON‐479469 12/28/2021 10:44 Hill's Science Diet Adult 1-6 
Small Bites - Lamb Meal & 
Brown Rice Recipe

Below is what I wrote to the President of Hills Pet Food (Science Diet). -- Product is Small 
Bites Dry - Lamb - Product 855 Code 122022R3052059273)

Dear Mr. Nordengaard,

I have two small dogs -- very healthy three year olds. I fed them Small Bites (Lamb) and both 
were very sick. I am positive it was this dog food in that both got sick after eating it (both 
vomit and diarrhea). I have attached pictures so you can isolate the problem. I just do not 
want to see other dogs become very ill from this food.

Thank you, 

3 Years Chihuahua Dog 8 Pound

EON‐479455 12/28/2021 0:20 True Meals I went on Wednesday to Petco to grab food for my dog. I was in a hurry and saw there was 
spider webs and spider egg sacs on the bag of foods. I walked out disgusted by it and left. 
Today i had to go back and checked if the bags were cleaned, but they weren’t and this time 
they had worms inside them. I told the store clerk about it and talked to her manager. The 
manager was checking the bags but didn’t look deeply into them, so i got close to her and 
told her they all had the spider webs and several had worms inside

EON‐479451 12/27/2021 23:00 Rachel ray grain free Bloody stools vomiting byal 3 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 45 Pound

EON‐479367 12/26/2021 19:44 AvoDerm Original Worms in the dog food
EON‐479362 12/26/2021 17:48 Diamond naturals all stages of 

life dog food
Brand new bag of diamonds naturals dog food and there are worms all throughout the bag of 
food

EON‐479346 12/26/2021 9:12 Grillerz all natural dog chew 
pork femur at66-1w

The dog ate the bone, splintered and swallowed. Very soon after started vomiting. Vomiting 
continues. Taken to emergency vet on Christmas, she is given multiple tests and treatments. 
Stays overnight and continues to stay.

2 Years Retriever - 
Labrador

Dog 51 Pound

EON‐479296 12/24/2021 20:24 Pup-Peroni Original Bacon 
Flavor

Pup-Peroni Original Bacon Flavor Dog Treats contain the ingredients of garlic powder and 
onion powder which are toxic to dogs.

EON‐479274 12/24/2021 11:28 Blue Buffalo Wilderness High 
Protein Grain Free Natural Adult 
Pate Wet Cat Food - Salmon

If you read all of the latest Amazon and Chewy reviews for the Blue Buffalo Wilderness High 
Protein Grain Free, Natural Adult Pate Wet Cat Food, specifically the Salmon flavor, you’ll 
see that something has changed and all of the cans are coming with Grayish colored food 
now and my cats, along with many others, won’t go near it. There are some cans within each 
batch that they will eat though. I don’t know if it’s harmful or not at this point but it seems 
widespread.
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EON‐479269 12/24/2021 10:04 freshpet select multi-protein 
complete meal chicken beef egg 
& salmon recipe with sweet 
potatoes & garden vegetables

12/24/21 feeding my dog with a bag of Fresh Pet and found mold in the food. The bag has a 
sell by date of 04/06/22. Unfortunately I had already feed about 3/4 of the bag to my dog. 
This is the second time, within a few months, I have found mold in a bag of Fresh Pet, the 
first time I just threw the bag away, this time I feel the need to report it. After a quick Google 
search it seems this is an ongoing issue with Fresh Pet dog food. This company should NOT 
be allowed to continue to sell dog food with mold.

EON‐479237 12/23/2021 17:40 Fancy Feast Seafood Feast 
Classic Pate

We bought a few cans of Fancy Feast pate. Milo ate it and started throwing up and having 
diarrhea with blood in it over the next couple of days. His condition worsened and was 
diagnosed with pancreatitis. He is now on several medications, as a result. We have another 
cat named  who is 13 years old who also ate the food and had the same symptoms 
and was also diagnosed with pancreatitis. She is also on various medications.

11 Years American 
Shorthair

Cat 14 Pound

EON‐479235 12/23/2021 17:20 Natural Balance Chicken and 
Sweetpotato 40 lb bag

 began with refusing food. If he did eat any, he would vomit up all and then have a 
horrible odor from his mouth

13 Years Collie - Border Dog 36 Pound

EON‐479176 12/23/2021 9:44 The Delca Corporation Advent 
Calendar For Dogs

On three separate occasions, had both vomiting and diarrhea. All 3 were shortly after 
opening the product and on days she had a treat from it. I noticed pattern after the third time 
and threw away all treats, and she has not had symptoms since, nor has she had any 
vomiting or diarrhea in the two weeks since discarding the product.

5 Month
s

Havanese Dog 10 Pound

EON‐479164 12/23/2021 1:28 Neuman’s own organic chicken 
dinner for dogs

This report comes from a purchase of Neumans Own organic chicken dinner for dogs canned 
dog food. Upon opening the can , it exploded out and a very foul odor came with it. It looked 
like raw ground meat and definitely not consumable. Had to store in a tight Ziploc bag and I 
took pictures of the product and reported it to the manufacturer. I had to disinfect the areas it 
had touched. I want to make sure they have reported it so no dogs could potentially be 
affected by it. The number on the can was 280GM2H21. 1159. Best by 10/14 2024. I have 
not received adequate follow up on this and want to be sure this had been reported, thank 
you.

EON‐479144 12/22/2021 20:16 Zignature Kangaroo Formula  was started on Zignature Kangaroo Grain Free dog food (approximately around 
12/2014) because of severe itching on other diets. Zignature Kangaroo food 'cured' the itch. 
She was able to get off her anti-itch medications and live a normal life. June 4, 2021  
began with a cough and was diagnosed with congestive heart failure with pulmonary edema 
and suspected dilated cardiomyopathy (later confirmed via echocardiogram by  

that day at 6 years old. Her situation progressed quickly and she needed to 
be put down on . We were told after the CHF/DCM diagnosis that there was 
ongoing research suspecting a link between grain free diets and heart issues in dogs. We 
also have another dog that has similar heart problems, however DCM/CHF has not been 
officially diagnosed via echocardiogram.

6 Years Ridgeback - 
Rhodesian

Dog 124 Pound

EON‐479137 12/22/2021 17:56 Dr. Marty Nature's Blend for 
Puppies Freeze Dried Raw Dog 
Food

A very sharp and small bone-like object was found inside Dr. Marty Nature's Blend for 
Puppies Freeze Dried Raw Dog Food. It was very tough and unbreakable. Contacted Dr. 
Marty was simply being brushed off by the customer rep as they have nothing to do with the 
food. The item is dangerous and can post serious harm to puppies.

8 Month
s

Pug Dog 12 Pound

EON‐479077 12/22/2021 11:28 Meow Mix Tender Centers At first, she was fine with the food and loved it. After more than 3 weeks of having it, though, 
she started vomiting. She finished the whole 13.5 lbs bag within that time. Thinking that it 
may have been the food, I changed the food and she was fine after that. I believe it may be 
the real meat in the center that may go bad after a while that got her sick.

9 Month
s

Crossbred 
Feline/cat

Cat 5 Pound
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EON‐478987 12/21/2021 10:24 Simply Nourish® Limited 
Ingredient Diet Adult Dry Dog 
Food - Natural Salmon & Sweet 
Potato

We found what appear to be fishbone shards sticking out of our new bag of food. They were 
protruding enough to concern us of pain or damage to his mouth/intestines if ingested. We 
discontinued use.

EON‐478970 12/21/2021 4:44 Instinct, Stella Chewy In a desire to do the best for our 4 cats, we bought Instinct, Stella Chewy cat food (freeze 
dried kibbles, grain-free) from  Fed our cats for 3-5 months. One of our cats had 
heart congestive failure after her thyroid treatment and passed away after a week of 
treatment. She had never had heart issues before. We took our other 2 younger cats to the 
Vet by end of last October. And, these 2 cats had heart murmur and the Vet confirmed the 
reason was such kind of food. I called one of the manufacturers letting them know about the 
issue. An associate who answered my phone just tried to explain and not admitting it. Now, 
according to the Vet, we need to send our 2 cats to cardio test. The cost estimate is $600-
700 for each cat. How do we file the claim to these manufacturers and or the store?

American 
Shorthair

Cat

EON‐478961 12/20/2021 23:44 Legends 21-8 dog food 
extruded

We recently swapped our dogs from kibble &bits to legend puppy food and since eating the 
puppies are getting sick every few mins and pooping blood

6 Month
s

Beagle Dog 5 Pound

EON‐478932 12/20/2021 16:04 Serrano ham steak Feed him approximately (4) 2in x 1in x .25in. pieces of ham steak at evening. Following 
morning he had diarrhea which lasted until midday. Upon eating a full bowl of normal food 
that evening, GI issues returned to normal. Ham steak is now in trash.

6.5 Years Shepherd 
(unspecified)

Dog 100 Pound

EON‐478853 12/20/2021 1:24 Pure Harmony Jerky Strips I have given my dogs Pure Harmony Jerky Strips twice. First occasion they both had diarrhea 
for a week. I thought maybe they got into something. Today I gave one dog a Jerky Strip as a 
reward and not the other. The dog that got the jerky strip has diarrhea again. She’s house 
trained and never goes on the floor. She did twice tonight and has to go outside every 5 for 
more diarrhea. It’s going to be a rough week again.

5 Years Terrier - Jack 
Russell

Dog 15 Pound

EON‐478841 12/19/2021 15:44 Purina Pro Plan complete 
essentials beef & chicken 
entree in gravy Adult cat food

He was sick with vomiting, diarrhea, lethargy, loss of appetite, dehydration. He was was seen 
and diagnosed with gastroenteritis in Oct. he recovered within a week. My other cat also had 
a day of vomiting but less severe and I realized that it was after eating 3oz can of purina pro 
plan beef & chicken (unsure if it caused it or if she caught his illness) yesterday 12/18/21 I 
fed  purina pro plan beef & chicken and he is sick again with vomiting, diarrhea, and 
lethargy. I have now pulled the food and all the cans have the same lot # 
12731160L4EK41139 Best By: Sep 2023 I can say for sure both of my cats became ill after 
eating that beef & chicken entree in gravy purina pro plan complete essentials 3oz can In Oct 
( 2nd cat) and in Dec.(1st cat 2nd illness) same lot, same expiration date.  initial 
illness started 10/10/21 and he recovered by 10/18/21( unknown date ate the food because 
not putting it together yet/cause of illness)  became ill 10/19 milder, not seen by vet 
recovered quickly by 10/20 (1-2 day vomiting diarrhea) Tyson became ill again last night 
12/18/21 and was taken to vet but no availability so took home and drinking water, small 
amount of food, treated with left over carafate medication and probiotic in his food, min foos 
and mild diet today. He will see regular/primary veterinarian hopefully this week if 
appointment available. Or may need to go back to ER depending on how he does .

8 Years Domestic 
Shorthair

Cat 16 Pound
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EON‐478803 12/18/2021 18:16 Green Butterfly Brands
Beef Jerky
Treats for Dogs and Cats

I received four 4 oz bags in two separate shipments of Green Butterfly dehydrated beef jerky 
treats for dogs that were growing mold inside the sealed bag. Lot #3322 Expiration date: 
06/2023. I have taken photos, and returned them to Amazon. The packaging was 
undamaged and the shipping container was undamaged. I have also contacted the 
greenbutterflybrands.com through their website today. Their address is  

I have been using the product for at least a year, always purchase it through Amazon and the 
product is usually drier and less pink. I think they were insufficiently dehydrated. I put a piece 
that seemed uncontaminated in the oven and heating revealed more mold colonies that were 
not visible before heating. 

I am concerned that consumers will not notice the mold, or feed a piece that seems fine but is 
also contaminated. My dogs are both under 20 lbs and this could at the very least cause 
gastric issues and require a vet visit. Thank you. 

 

EON‐478802 12/18/2021 18:16 MeowMix Tender Centers 
Chicken & Tuna Basted Bites, 
Iams Urinary Tract Health

Signs of dehydration slowly presented themselves. At first, just more cuddly and cat naps 
more than usual but very easily missed until they get really sick. All other behavior, eating, 
drinking etc were completely normal. Start showing more signs of dehydration. They go from 
showing signs of being off to gravely ill and rushing to the emergency vet within about 4 
days. So dehydrated they can't walk, very lethargic, drinking but no appetite. Almost like they 
are drink. They lose weight very rapidly and coat loses it's shine. Once this shows you will 
need to get them into the emergency vet within 48 hours.

It is presenting as kidney failure. Kidney numbers are off the chart so it presents as chronic 
kidney failure (which is fatal to cats eventually). Left him at the vet hospital for IV fluid 
treatments for 24 hours, antibiotics, anti nausea meds, and pain meds.

He did better after getting home with continued antibiotics, IV fluids administered at home, 
anti nausea meds and being switch to the kidney care. He seems to be doing better now with 
continued care at home for a week.

I made sure to fight the dehydration first to see what symptoms were left after. Euthanizing 
was in the conversation but I wouldn't. He has made almost a full recovery. Then my next 
cat,  presented with the exact same symptoms. He is now deathly ill the same way 

 was. I will be submitting a separate report for  The only thing it could be was 
the food I purchased at Pet Smart. I have always fed them the MeowMix but bought the Iams 
Urinary Tract Health. I do not usually purchase the cat's food at Pet Smart. I usually buy it at 
Meijer's. The cats have eaten Meow Mix for a long time, usually mixed with the Meijer brand 
indoor cat food.

4 Years Domestic 
Shorthair

Cat 11 Pound

EON‐478801 12/18/2021 18:16 Purina Cat Chow Indoor Hairball 
+ Healthy Weight

We fed Purina cat chow Indoor Hairball and Healthy Weight to our cat. 12 hours later the cat 
had diarrhea that did not resolve until ~36 hours after we stopped feeding him that food.

10 Years Unknown Cat 12.5 Pound
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EON‐478753 12/17/2021 20:24 Golden Rewards Duck Jerky 
Recipe, Golden Rewards Sweet 
Potato wrapped with Duck

We have been giving our two dogs the Golden Rewards series of treats for over a year now. 
We purchased them each time at our local Wal-Mart. We sporadically give them these treats 
as rewards, and have never had the suspicion that they are potentially harmful. Recently, 

 our Chihuahua began to exhibit vomiting, frequent urination, diarrhea, and lethargy. We 
had him seen by a veterinarian who performed a blood panel test, indicating that his kidneys 
were failing, and has been a progressing problem. He could have been in constant pain this 
entire time. He was unable to be brought home, and had to be euthanized to ease his pain 
for good. He was not going to recover.

4 Years Chihuahua Dog 4 Pound

EON‐478745 12/17/2021 17:56 Kirkland Signature Nature's 
Domain Organic Chicken & Pea 
Dog Food 30 lb.

Pet has a 2 month history of worsening cough and exercise intolerance. Physical exam 
revealed severely elevated heart rate (~180bpm) without pet appearing stressed. Pet had 
chest x-rays performed to assess for cardiac vs pulmonary disease and revealed a markedly 
enlarged heart with no obvious pulmonary abnormalities. Echocardiogram performed 
revealed dilated cardiomyopathy. Pet is on a grain-free diet, so specialist (Cardiologist) has 
diagnosed pet's dilated cardiomyopathy secondary to chronic grain-free diet.

5 Years Poodle - Standard Dog 49.5 Pound

EON‐478653 12/16/2021 18:20 Retriever Mini Chunck adult 
complete nutrition

was unaware that the dog food was moldy. after a few day they got very weak in the back 
end.unable to move walk drink or eat. they had severe diarrhea. they are recovering now but 
my oldest dog is still struggling. i have been giving them asprin charcoal tabs and cbd oil.

1228 Years Unknown Dog 30 Pound

EON‐478627 12/16/2021 13:52 Purina Dog Chow with Real 
Chicken and Savory Gravy

Purina Dow Chow. High Protein with Real Chicken in Savory Gravy. 24 can package
Sam’s Club UPC: 17800 18540
UPC ON INDIVIDUAL CANS: 17800 18343
Best by: Sep 2022
Lot: 12701157 L6DU40744
Purchased at Sam’s 
Noticed can was bulging so I very lightly lifted ring to vent(was not going to give contents to 
my dog). Lifted ring just enough to vent slightly but pressure inside was much greater than 
expected. The top almost blew off completely. Noticed some bubbles on the surface of the 
gravy. I reported this to both Purina a d Sam’s Club Corporate. After checking remainder of 
cans I noticed a couple others with a slight bulge. I place the one can in a ziplock bag for 
safety and to save if anyone wanted it for cutter examination. 
I can be reached by cell: 

EON‐478556 12/15/2021 17:52 DogLicious Dog treats rawhide 
treats

I gave  a rawhide bone on December 11th, 2021. I also gave my other dog one. They 
both began vomiting and having lose stools Monday, Dec 13th in the early morning hours. 
When I gave them the rawhide, I thought it looked weird, but my husband gave it to them 
anyways.  was seen at the veterinarian today, Dec 15th for gastroenteritis and 
dehydration. The veterinarian agreed it was likely the Rawhide as neither dog was given 
anything else besides regular food and milk bones.

1 Years Shepherd 
(unspecified)

Dog 68 Pound

EON‐478555 12/15/2021 17:52 Good 'n' Fun Triple Flavor "The 
12 Days of Dogmas Calendar"

gave  "1 Corgi Chewing on a Treat" from "The 12 Days of Dogmas Calendar" on 
Tuesday December 14 2021 afternoon about 4PM. He threw up treat by 6PM. Has vomited 
bile twice on Wednesday Dec 15. Never has vomited after treat before, no vomiting after 
meds.

13 Years Pointing Dog - 
German Short-
haired

Dog 67 Pound
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EON‐478543 12/15/2021 16:36 Ollie Pets Inc. Dog got EXTREMELY sick, vomiting profusely, refused to eat more. Took to vet and his liver 
enzymes were extremely elevated. Went to inpatient hospitalization, was tested for every 
possible illness with no resolution. 

Dog got better on his own, and once he recovered, I gave him his  food again (not 
originally suspecting this was the cause). Once again he got extremely sick and required 
hospitalization. I stopped feeding him the food and he got better on his own.

4 Years Australian Kelpie Dog 65 Pound

EON‐478528 12/15/2021 14:36 Bully Stick Bites (1 lb. 2lb. 3lb.) 
Premium Dog Chews - Easily 
Digestible Bully Stick Dog Treat -
100% Beef Bully Bones 
[Amazon name]

Amazing Dog Treats [Bag 
name]

We have a small (23lb) dog who loves to chew and likes small "bully bites." This morning we 
found a remnant of a treat wrapped around a rusty and large metal hook, obviously a farming 
byproduct that's made its way into the treat. The hook was fully embedded in the treat and 
not visible when we gave it to her. She managed to eat around it, leaving the sharp-ended 
hook with a little of the treat wrapped around it.

I am obviously very upset but also grateful that she's a small and a smart dog who didn't 
actually swallow this object. It could easily have caused massive medical complications had 
she have eaten it.

I will be writing to the company and reporting this on the product's Amazon page so other 
consumers can avoid the company. I am so shocked to have found this, and very disturbed.

EON‐478467 12/14/2021 19:24 Earthborn Holistic Primitive 
Natural

Fed Earthborn Primitive since he was 5 months old until 2020 when I learned of the DCM 
risk. Earlier this year we noticed his heartbeat was more visible and physically would move 
him when beating. Last week he started gagging in middle of night. Vet confirmed enlarged 
heart and heart disease. 

Note 2nd Whippet died last year, but had cancer so cannot confirm if connected.

10 Years Whippet Dog 30 Pound

EON‐478463 12/14/2021 17:52 Perky-Pet Hummingbird Ready-
To-Use Nectar

Perky-Pet's "No Refrigeration Required" (Written on the front label) hummingbird bird food 
turned yellow brown. I asked Amazon and Perky-Pet about it and Perky-Pet responded: "Our 
liquid nectar has no shelf life before being opened. Once opened, it can be stored covered in 
the fridge for up to one month, after which we recommend replacing it." Of course it doesn't 
need refrigeration before being opened or they couldn't sell it. We hope it didn't harm the 
hummingbirds as we had fewer as time went on.

EON‐478381 12/14/2021 7:04 Butchers grain free joints and 
coat with salmon oil
Contains 2x with turkey 2x with 
salmon 2x chicken. 
6 cans.

Upon making my dogs food, I emptied the tinned wet food onto my dogs dry biscuits, when 
mixing I noticed blue plastic in with the meat.
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EON‐478366 12/13/2021 20:08 Nature's Advantage Butcher's 
Beef Dinner 
Nature's Advantage Beef 
Burger Dinner 
https://naturesadv.com/, Beef 
Freeze-Dried Grain Free Meal 
Boost Topper Pork Dinner 
Patties Freeze-Dried Grain Free 
Cat Food Pork Mini Nibs Freeze-
Dried Grain Free Cat Food
https://www.vitalessentialsraw.c
om/cat/food/, Vital Essentials 
Beef varieties- all freeze dried 
and frozen formulas

The Carnivore Meat Company has several brands (Vital Essentials, Nature's Advantage, and 
Vital Cat) that include beef and pork-based diets with complete and balanced claims but no 
apparent calcium source on the ingredient list. Either the diets are lacking calcium, or the 
company is not using the correct ingredient under the "meat" umbrella (beef and pork should 
not have bone). They claim the diets include "bones" but none of the ingredients should 
include bones.

EON‐478362 12/13/2021 19:08 Nature's Logic Distinction 
Canine Beef Recipe

11 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 95 PoundWed 12/8/2021, dinner (5:17 pm), opened new bag of Nature's Logic Distinction Beef kibble. 
(Dog's been eating this just fine for months.) Bar code: 56243 00683 Jan 11 2023 X22 12:26

At 12:16 am, she had a raging case of diarrhea - pudding with mucus. 1:12 am - again. 2:30 
am again. 4:57 am - pure liquid. Breakfast (Th 12/9) 8:09 am fed same food (added a little 
canned pumpkin - home remedy for dog diarrhea). She had to go out immediately (couldn't 
even wait for other dog to finish - other dog's on NL Venison feast - can't eat beef) - liquid 

diarrhea. 3:02 pm - pudding with mucus. 3:06 pm finally heard back from vet - gave her one 
pill Pepto Bismol (he said 2 OK, but wanted to start low). 5:14 pm dinner - more pudding right 

after. 8:40 pm - liquid with mucus. 8:48 pm - 2 Pepto pills (one full adult dose). Made it 
through night. Fri 9:54 am breakfast (with pumpkin). Stool was two-tone, half formed & half 
soft. Wouldn't leave water alone (excessive drinking). Dinner 5:18 pm - same kibble & pk. 

5:29 pm small, hard stool. Stinky gas rest of evening. 8:26 pm - pudding again. 10:25 pm 1 
Pepto pill + 250 mg metronidazole. (Have on hand for other dog who has IBD. Vet had said if 

Pepto didn't work, would Rx the Flagyl (easier to type!). Decided to give her some of other 
dog's stash. Not sure dose, but other dog is half size, so figured 250 mg OK. Sat he did call 

in Rx for  at 250 mg b.i.d.) 11:06 pm - pudding with mucus. 3:32 am Sat other dog 
(  - 50 lbs) started having issues. (She has been having bouts of IBD & Dr says may 
not even be food. Not sure if it's a flare or if she got contaminated by other dog?) 10:05 am 
breakfast - did a cold switch of  to the venison & continued Flagyl & started  on 

Flagyl. Both dogs started improving. 

I tried contacting Nature's Logic because I was concerned it was the food. It started as soon 
as opened that bag & stopped as soon as switched her to something else. They just said 

don't feed if if not comfortable & take back for refund. No other complaints, so they don't care. 
(Saved food for testing, if needed.) We can't be the first?

We'd had an issue with Fromm Pork & Applesauce back in Nov 2014. That time they were 
both on same food & both ended up with bloody diarrhea. Got them on meds (Flagyl + 

amox.) & switched to another brand. I'd contacted Fromm & they had the same dismissive 
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EON‐478341 12/13/2021 14:36 Earthborn Holistic Grain Free 
Roasted Lamb

Was forced to switch dog food when MWPF recalled her Earthborn Lamb. It was not known 
to me that the brand she had been on was contaminated. However, the stores had taken one 
brand off the shelf. I went to a Earthborn Lamb Grain Free Holistic. In or around March - May 
2021, this brand was listed as questionable for aflatoxin or salmonella. Grain Free food 
should never contain toxins from grains. The FDA Field inspector took a sample to the lab for 
testing and found 4 toxins related to grains that were identified in my dogs illness and 
ultimate death from inflammation that continued to worsen over a period of 2 weeks under 
veterinary intervention and oversight.

9 Years Cattle Dog - 
Australian (blue 
heeler, red heeler, 
Queensland 
cattledog)

Dog 72 Pound

EON‐478307 12/13/2021 9:24 Science ID dog food constipation nausea vomiting 11 Years Terrier 
(unspecified)

Dog 25 Pound

EON‐478295 12/12/2021 23:24 Full Moon Natural Essentials 
jerky tenders Free Range Beef 
Recipe 100% USA made 
Human Grade dog treats

Gave both dogs these treats. Pomeranian got bad diarrhea and some vomiting that lasted for 
over a week.  got diarrhea but not as bad. Stopped giving treats and both dogs got 
better. Gave them half a treat again & both got diarrhea again.

3 Years Spitz - German 
Pomeranian

Dog 7 Ounce

EON‐478288 12/12/2021 19:56 Iams Proactive Health Pate 
canned food with chicken and 
whole grain rice

There were white worms in the can that caused him to be so sick he vomited for weeks. He is 
not as playful, acts lethargic, has stomach and breathing problems and acts like he is afraid 
to eat.

4 Years Shih Tzu Dog 14 Pound

)
attitude. As I recall - there ended up being issues & dogs died. But they blew me off when I 

reported. (Have proof of all this - recorded calls, etc.)

I don't know for a fact that it's the food, but it hit hard the first scoop out of that bag & cleared 
up when switched to something else. The pumpkin and Pepto weren't working (pumpkin 

alone usually works for the occasional issue). I don't want other dogs to get sick or die. I'm 
not returning the food in the hopes that someone will want to investigate it.

Yes, I log everything that goes in/out of these dogs - both have food allergies/intolerances. 
It's just become a habit to log it all to try to track possible issues.  has the delicate 

system.  is usually pretty solid, but has some food allergies, but they don't result in GI 
issues.
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EON‐478285 12/12/2021 19:04 Petplate barkin' beef entree 2 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 52 Pound

EON‐478282 12/12/2021 18:00 EVx Low Phosphorus formula Evanger's has a line of apparently therapeutic diets being sold direct to consumers without 
veterinary authorization. In addition, none of the products appears to have the required 
species designation on the principle display panel. Finally, for the Restricted Diet Low 
Phosphorus product, they are making a low ash claim AND a low carb claim. 

https://evangersdogfood.com/shop/?swoof=1&product_tag=evx-restricted-diet
EON‐478259 12/12/2021 3:24 Great Choice Chewy Grain Free 

and Gluten Free Chicken Jerky
Dog began having onset diarrhea 10 Month

s
Dachshund - 
Standard Smooth-
haired

Dog 13 Pound

My dog recently started a sample of petplate barkin' beef entree food for the first time as a 
food topper. After less than 3 days of eating the food she had an episode and had to be 

rushed to the emergency vet. 

She collapsed on our floor. Defecated herself. Was barely breathing. Thankfully we were 
there. This was minutes after she was bouncing off the walls. She had another accident in 

the car. But we got her here right away. She finally stood on her own as we got her here, but 
she definitely did not appear to be right or feeling good. They asked if she had ever had any 
seizure events and none with us. I asked her foster before us, too, and she said no. Not sure 

what it could be. We swept the house. She didn't appear to get into anything. It was really 
sudden. There was no garbage or visible trash or animal carcass in the yard she would have 

gotten into. 

The only recent change was adding the petplate fresh food topper to her dry kibble. We 
thawed it according to directions upon arrival in the refrigerator before feeding it to her. 

She had to be kept at the emergency vet overnight and is approaching a 24 hour stay. 
Nothing showed up on ultrasound for a blockage or injury. She had free floating fluid in 

abdomen. They took a sample and it was blood. So she bled into her abdomen somehow but 
no visible signs on the ultrasound to tell how. They said her signs, symptoms, blood work, 

bloody stool, gastritis, vomiting, diarrhea, neurological, etc, is usually consistent with eating 
garbage or something dead or rotten. But all of our garbage is closed. She cannot get into it. 

And as far as we know, she hasn't gotten into any dead animal carcass in the yard. 

They've given her an appetite stimulant to see if they can get her to eat a little and drink a 
little and keep it down. So they will continue to keep her under observation until that is stable. 
All of her vitals are stable and good now. Just need to get her eating and drinking. Her kidney 
values went back into a more normal range. Which is good. They will check again after they 

get her eating and drinking again. 

Are there any other reports of similar issues with other dogs at the moment? Is there a recall 
or withdrawal we missed? We have the food and will take it to the vet. This is very concerning 

to us. Please respond with what we should do next. Thank you.
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EON‐478239 12/11/2021 16:00 BLUE - Life Protection Formula Vomiting and diarrhea 6 Years Retriever - 
Labrador

Dog

EON‐478228 12/11/2021 11:16 FRISKIES PURINA I have found plastic the size of quarter in the wet can food in friskies I buy from walmart super 
center every week. I was able to spot the plastic and was shock how sharp it was, I didn't 
think I would have caught that on time. I'm super shocked I don't know how this is even 
happening with human food & pet foods. Almost like the production/manufacturing facilities 
don't care. I'm glad I caught this on time. Please do a recall or something this could've been 
more serious if my cat consumed it

EON‐478204 12/10/2021 19:28 Horizon Pulsar grain free all life 
stages

 started losing weight and the vet did ultrasound of stomach which was normal so they 
did chest X-rays which showed dilated cardio myopathy

3 Years Retriever - 
Labrador

Dog 26 Kilogram

EON‐478201 12/10/2021 19:04 Blue wilderness chicken & 
salmon grill high protein food for 
dogs

Opened sealed can of dog food, saw bright blue plastic pieces - did not serve dog food

EON‐478199 12/10/2021 19:00 Royal Canin Gastrointestinal - 
Low Fat

My dog has thrived on Royal Canin Gastrointestinal (Low fat) canned food for 6 years but 
has recently developed digestive problems. Around that time I discovered that the food was 
different - seemed significantly oilier. Upon contacting the Royal Canin company I found that 
they had recently added two new ingredients to the above-described food. I could add more 
detail, but the upshot is that she is experiencing diarrhea and some distress, and I would like 
to know why the Royal Canin company made the change in the formula, and if they plan to 
continue with this formula. Seven years ago, when I adopted my small dog, she and I spent 
several months with her life in danger due to a (so far) undiagnosed health problem. Royal 
Canin was a life-saver, but now I am concerned that I may lose my little dog.

One other situation that I feel definitely should be investigated is the fact that one of the 
ingredients listed on the above mentioned can of food is carrageenan. This has been found 
to cause diarrhea - and even cancer - and has been banned in the European Union.

EON‐478192 12/10/2021 16:32 Farmina N&D Pumpkin Dog became increasingly nauseous the longer she ate the food. Nausea subsided and 
Appetite returned when food was discontinued. Nausea returned when the Farmina food was 
reintroduced.

6 Years Patterdale Terrier Dog 42 Pound

EON‐478175 12/10/2021 13:32 Blue Buffalo Fit and Healthy Dog began vomiting blood and is now on fluids at emergency vet 5.5 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 109 Pound

EON‐478144 12/10/2021 9:48 Stella and Chewy's Carnivore 
Cravings Chicken Flavor

My cat ate Stella and Chewy's Carnivore Cravings Chicken flavor for cats and is vomiting 
and is profusely sick. This is the second time it has happened with the Stella and Chewy's 
product. The first time he ate Stella and Chewy's Raw Food Chick Chick and was vomiting. 
The vet put him on an antibiotic. I thought by switching to carnivore cravings food, the 
problem would be fixed, but I think the problem is listeria in the food.

8 Month
s

Ragdoll Cat 13 Pound

EON‐478142 12/10/2021 9:08 Gravy train can food with beef 
and bacon.

I fed my small dog some gravy train can food. She has thrown up 3 times. I never had a issue 
with her throwing up. She is not active and just lays around.

EON‐478128 12/9/2021 21:56 Purina Pro Plan Veterinary 
Diets OM Overweight 
Management Formula Dry Cat 
Food

vomiting 9 times over 8 hour period
no further eating/drinking for 72 hours

required veterinarian intervention for i.v. fluids and special soft food treatment

8.5 Years Domestic 
Shorthair

Cat 18 Pound

EON‐478122 12/9/2021 19:08 Heartland Farms Puppy Recipe Gave dog food this am, first time using this dog food, come home to extreme diarrhea with 
blood, seizing, and dog in a dazed stat, not able to stand or walk properly.

12 Weeks American Pit Bull 
Terrier

Dog 8 Pound
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EON‐478088 12/9/2021 11:44 Owner reports OC Raw, Owner 
reports ground beef from 
Sprouts

See above 6 Month
s

American Pit Bull 
Terrier

Dog 13.7 Kilogram

EON‐478068 12/8/2021 23:28 Blue Health Bars 
Baked with bacon egg & cheese
The Blue Buffalo Co.

Began giving  a Blue Buffalo Health Bar (Bacon, Egg & Cheese flavored) everyday for 
one week and a half and then he began to have frequent diarrhea for 2 days with streaks of 
blood.

10 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 60 Pound

EON‐478066 12/8/2021 23:04 Dura life High Protein 4 of the dogs do live at my house suddenly got ill. 2 have died. 1 is at the very overnight. And 
one was treated and is home still sick. They suddenly had elevated sodium levels and off 
electrolytes. So far the only dog that isn't sick is the one that stays outside. We think its 
because he is able to find things outside that he likes better. I hope he doesn't die too.

6 Month
s

Hound 
(unspecified)

Dog

EON‐478058 12/8/2021 18:40 Diamond PUPPY My puppy's breeder started their puppies on Diamond puppy food when the breeder weaned 
the puppies from nursing. I kept my puppy on Diamond puppy food. He did well on the food 
for a couple weeks until I purchased another bag from local Tractor Supply on 11/24/21, 
opened the bag on Friday 11/26/21 and started him on that bag of food. By Sunday 11/28/21 
afternoon my puppy showed signs of extreme lethargy. I took him to a local 24/7 Emergency 
Veterinary clinic. The clinic kept him overnight. I picked him up on Monday 11/29/21 and 
continued him on the food. Meanwhile my family's adult dog consumed some of the Diamond 
puppy food Saturday 11/27/21 and threw up Sunday 11/28/21, and consumed some 
Diamond puppy food on Monday 11/29/21 evening and threw up on Tuesday 11/30/21 
morning. My puppy continued the Diamond puppy food, had diarrhea Wednesday 12/1/21 
evening, showed same lethargic symptoms Wednesday 12/1/21 late evening, and vomited 
Wednesday 12/1/21 evening. Took him back to the 24/7 Emergency Veterinary clinic. 
Stopped Diamond puppy food (last consumption Wed. 12/1/21 evening) and his health has 
started to improve. Took him to primary vet Mon 12/6/21.

10 Weeks Retriever - 
Labrador

Dog 19.9 Pound

EON‐478057 12/8/2021 18:28 Pedigree (brand)
Chopped Ground Dinner 
Combo with Chicken Liver & 
Beef

On 3 different occasions, the dog was fed "Pedigree Chopped Ground Dinner Combo with 
Chicken, Liver & Beef". Each occasion resulted in severe GI upset (diarrhea) for the dog after 
no more than 1 - 2 meals with this food. 
On each of the three occasions, owner discontinued feeding this food and fed only chicken 
and rice, before resuming use of this food. While dog was not eating this food, GI symptoms 
resolved. On the third occasion, owner switched to a different food following chicken and rice 
regimen. All GI symptoms resolved until owner once again resumed feeding this Pedigree 
food and the dog's GI symptoms resumed. Owner discontinued use of Pedigree food. Over 
the course of 2 - 3 months, owner fed dog a different dog food and the dog had no GI 
symptoms.

8 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 60 Pound

EON‐478011 12/8/2021 8:52 Pedigree marro bone biscuit Purchased new bag of treats that she regularly eats on Saturday 12/4. I had given her treats 
on Sunday, but my bigger dog snatched them. My 30# dog became sick on Monday. 
Projectile vomitting, lethargic and not eating. I withheld treats and food for 24 hours. Gave 
small dog the shizhu one treat prior to bedtime on Tuesday night a few hours passed and 
she began crying out. Took her out 5 times between 4am and 7am and she had diarrhea. 
She drank water 7:30 and immediately vomitted mealy undigested treat. Only after eating 
treats one time did both dogs become violently ill on separate days.

13 Years Shih Tzu Dog 12 Pound
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EON‐477977 12/7/2021 18:12 Advent Calendar for Dogs  started vomiting uncontrollably and was unable to hold down any food after 
ingesting day 5 treats of the calendar (Symptoms began 12/6/2021). On 12/7/2021 she had 
an appointment with a veterinarian who diagnosed her with severe upset stomach and 
dehydration. She was then given appropriate injection medications and take home 
medications.

2 Years Corgi - Welsh 
Pembroke

Dog 21 Pound

EON‐477939 12/7/2021 11:44 Core RawRev Small Breed Dry 
food

Fed small portion of new bag of Wellness RawRev Small Breed Dog Food. She has had this 
product before with no issues. Within 3 hours, severe vomiting, urination and diarrhea in 
living room (I was in den). Next day, went to vet. $400 visit and blood work, meds, digestion 
food et al. Came home, fed small amount of vet food. No issues. About 7 p.m. that evening 
fed a small amount of the RawRev food which she ate. 3 a.m. got up, went into living room 
and once again had violent vomiting, diarrhea and massive urination on carpet. Stopped all 
food. Bloodwork came back normal. Fed her vet food again. No problem. Added new kibble 
(not RawRev or Wellness brand), no problems. Reaction came within hours both times after 
ingesting the RawRev food. Reported it to Wellness Nutrition and returned to PetSmart who 
said they are notifying their regional HQs.

4 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 25 Pound

EON‐477929 12/7/2021 9:52 Taste of the wild I have been questioning my dog and cats chronic cough to almost choking, urination, 
sometimes blood when urinating, mucus bowels. The vet doesn't understand where it is 
coming from. I had contacted Taste of the wild a few month back questioning their animals 
wet food for my cat, I slightly warm my dog and cat's food in the microwave to take the chill 
off and it sparks. I was told through the company that it is naturally occuring minerals and not 
to be alarmed, Then I was looking to obtain the wet food for my dog and cat through the 
internet just today and stumbled across articles that other pet owners have experienced the 
same issues. I was in shock, when I reported my cat to taste of the wild, they never said 
anything about their pet food, yet the soft food has been pulled from most places and no one, 
not even store owners are reporting to customers as to why. I have inquired to retail 
distrusters, the company directly and my vet was unaware as they didnt get any notice on the 
issues with the food.

4 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 11 Pound

EON‐477924 12/7/2021 8:56 Purina Pro Plan Focus Classic 
AdultSensitive Skin and 
Stomach Salmon and Rice

Multiple cans of Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin and Stomach, Salmon and Rice flavor, had 
small flexible blue plastic pieces found in the food. Purchased from Petsmart in  
on December 2, 2021.
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EON‐477874 12/6/2021 15:20 Loyall performance Nutrena 
(cargill limited (not the 
TrueMune formula).

1 Years Crossbred 
Canine/dog

Dog 10 KilogramProduct Name

Loyall performance Nutrena (cargill limited (not the TrueMune formula).

Type of container

Saddle bag and resealable dry kibble bag

Lot number and expiration

St-21033 0208 45515 Expiration 02 February 2022

Net weight

15 kg (33 lbs)

Date and place of purchase

Purchase in early February 2021 and March 11, 2021

The food is made at the Cargill Limited factory

0A3, 127 Zimmerman Street South Strathroy Ontario

N7G-1H4 Canada

Ontario, Middlesex County, Strathroy-Caradoc
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Food laboratory test results

Biovet May 18, 2021: 28.5 ppb Zearalenone.

Biovet October 28, 2021: 42.9 ppb Zearalenone, 28.25 ppb T-2 / HT-2 toxins (see 
documents)

How food is stored

The bags of food are delivered to us every 2 weeks on a pallet through the mill. Food is in the 
original 15kg bag. We give our dogs food straight from the bag; we do not transfer the food to 

other containers.

Description of the problem with the product

Abnormal odor, different color from bag to bag, foreign body with other kind of animal and 
livestock food and other unidentified kibble.

Detail following consumption of the pet food product.

Species, ages and condition

Dog: breeding male, pregnant female, lactating female female in heat.

Dog aged in 6 months and 6 years of hybrid breed of small size

Lhasa paso, poodle, shah-Tu, bichon, terrier, cocker spaniel.

Farming in good conditions all vaccinated, wormed and microchipped. Followed by the same 
veterinarian for more than 10 years . The kennel holds a 
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valid MAPAQ license for 50 dogs or more.

Dogs eat dry dog ??food only.

Quantities

The dogs are divided into pens in groups of 4 individuals with a 9 quart stainestil pail filled 
with ad libitum food.

All of the bags of food we received were consumed by the animals, straight from the original 
packaging.

The last bag of food we had in our possession was taken to the Biovet laboratory for 
analysis.

Clinical signs

Puppy death at birth 1-3 days

Higher mortality rate in puppy litters

Endocrine disruptor

Termination of pregnancy

False heat

Loss of productivity

Vomiting
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EON‐477858 12/6/2021 12:40 Tiki Cat Velvet Mousse Kitten My 16yo cat had GI lymphoma, but was doing well with treatment. She had recently began 
losing interest in many of her favorite foods (happens with chemo) which is why I purchased 
this kitten food at the advice of other cat owners who were going through similar. Vomiting 
was something that did happen with her disease, but not often and not the way she vomited 
after eating this food!!! I gave her a bit of this food on 11/17. Within one hour she was 
projectile-vomiting and looking absolutely miserable. She vomited 5-6 times in under an hour. 
Because she had started to lose interest in eating and because she did have cancer, I 
thought she was at the end of her life suddenly, and I made the decision to euthanize her that 
day. A decision I deeply, deeply regret. Had I thought for a second that this food had made 
her vomit, I would not have made the decision to euthanize her!!! I had an oncology 
appointment for 11/21/2021 and I would have made her comfortable until that appointment 
and I would have discussed further treatment options with the doctor. Because this food 
made her sick, I don't have my companion of over 16 years anymore. 

Less than 2 weeks later I got a new kitten and gave this new kitten this food after having her 
for 3 days, just because I had it on-hand and thought it was a good food at this point. My 
kitten had the same exact reaction, and also diarrhea! It took over 48 hours for my new kitten 
to go back to normal and eat again after getting sick from this food. My kitten was healthy 
with normal, solid stools prior to feeding this food. After 48 hours and giving her pedialyte for 
dehydration with a syringe, she is back to normal with normal stools again.

16 Years Domestic 
Shorthair

Cat 10 Pound

g

Diarrhea

Most problematic phase November 2020 to April 30, 2021

So suspicion that other batch before 21033 were contaminated.

I enclose you photos photos with necropsy report and laboratory analysis. As well as part of 
the letter received from  and important note

Cargill Limited says it respects the AAFCO standards, on the other hand Mrs. Sue Hays 
director of AAFCO sent us a link with the acceptable standards of aflatoxins and for pets it is 

20 bbp us for Zearalenone we have double 42.9 ppb.

Thanks 
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EON‐477828 12/6/2021 5:52 Royal Canin HP
Hydrolyzed Protien
Dogs

My almost 4 year old Shepard mix has food allergies and has been on Royal Canin HP 
Hydrolyzed Protien food for about 3 years now. A few months ago, I received a new bag of 
dry food, 23.5# bag, poured it into the large container I keep in the kitchen and threw out the 
bag with that mornings garbage. That night when trying to give him his dinner, he refused to 
eat. Thought he was sick, but he was clearly hungry. At first he would take some but then spit 
it right out. I tried to hand feed him, he just sniffed it and walked away. I had some of his old 
food in his travel dog bag and that he ate! A friend of mine who rescues happened to have a 
bag of the specific food he eats that was donated to her facility, I quickly went and got it and 
my dog happily ate his dinner! I tried for days to try to see if he bite at it, but he would sniff 
and pushy hand away. Clearly he smelled something not good with it. (We believe he is part 
hound, he walks with his nose to the ground all the time!). I called the company and were 
happy to send me a new bag, but I want to know what is in this food that my dog wound not 
eat! Is there any way to get it tested! How expensive is it? Is it worth the trouble? I still have 
the container full of food. I have-not thrown it away yet. The company said it probably is just 
rancid, maybe sat on truck or something but I remember reading that the food was 
manufactured in the same month that I received it, September! Let me know what I should 
do? Thank you for your time! 

EON‐477822 12/6/2021 0:36 Acana Wholesome Grains 
Small Breed Recipe

Purchased a new 11.5 lbs bag of dog food and my pet was hesitant to eat it. After further 
investigation the entire center of the bag was obeyed in mold.

EON‐477809 12/5/2021 16:56 purina one plus heathy weight. 
High protein formula

Saturday we opened a new bag of dog food (purina one heathy blend lot number 
131110791758L04 Expiration 5/2023). Sunday night the first dog started to throw up but was 
sent back home to college. The other two dogs stayed home and continued to eat the food. 
Monday morning / sunday night the second dog started to get sick, throwing up, dizzy, falling 
over, diarrhea, etc. The third dog started the same thing couple days later. Dog two was sent 
to the vet on friday. They told us he was in ketoacidosis and his enzymes where high He died 
a half hour later. The next day we took dog three to the vet and he is going down the same 
path as dog two. .

6 Years Maltese Dog 20 Pound

EON‐477799 12/5/2021 11:32 Kibbles N Bits Original Savory 
Beef and Chicken Flavors

I gave Kibble N Bits dog food to my dogs as a real quick pickup from  in 
 on 12/1/2021. When I got home and gave them the food they ate it quickly. The next 

morning (12/2) I realized all 3 of them had vomited throughout the night. When we let them 
out they ran around but did not eat anything that morning or that evening. I assumed that 
their bellies were upset over something they had eaten while they were out running around. 
On 12/3, it was a similar situation. The morning of 12/4 all 3 dogs were acting normal, when I 
returned home from work 8 hours later. My older German Shephard/Husky mix (3 yrs) was 
laying in his kennel deceased. My chocolate lab (2 yrs) had vomited some more. My Husky 
(1 year old) was acting a little irritable but was ok over all. 

The only thing that was changed during this time frame was the dog food. We have since let 
the 2 remaining dogs out multiple times to make sure they are doing ok and they are but they 
refuse to go anywhere near the dog food.

Mixed (Dog) Dog

EON‐477766 12/4/2021 13:12 Kibble n bits bistro oven 
roasted. Beef spring vegetables 
and apple flavors crunchy and 
meaty

I purchased bag of dog food on 11-22-2021 the food smelled very bad. I did not have money 
to buy new bag for magi. I bought dog food that made magi sick from grocery outlet yucca 
valley on 29 palms highway ca 92284 the owners claimed nothing wrong with dog food 
refused to give refund. I fed magi some food our of the kibble n bits bistro for 3 days

7 Years Collie - Border Dog 100 Pound
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EON‐477738 12/3/2021 19:44 Wellness complete health small 
breed

I found a hunk of mold which I am concerned contains aflatoxin in the recently purchased bag 
of food. It's the food I have been feeding for months. He has exhibited circling, 
neurodegerative signs, intermittent vomiting and bloody stools, an episode of seizures and 
pulmonary edema. In the last 48 hours he was exhibited vomiting and diarrhea, echymosis 
on skin, circling and agitated behavior, lip smacking and bloody stools.

16 Years Maltese Dog 14 Pound

EON‐477736 12/3/2021 19:04 Fancy Feast Chicken Feast 
Classic Pate

Each time I fed him Fancy feast classic chicken pate (best by oct.2023 1302160L21340542 
and 13021160L11340542) he vomited it all up within 30mins. He usually eats this same pate 
1 can once a day and has never had issues except with these cans.

2 Years American 
Shorthair

Cat 11.7 Pound

EON‐477693 12/3/2021 15:24 Loyall performance Nutrena 
(cargill limited (pas la formule 
TrueMune)

1 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 10 Kilogram
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EON‐477687 12/3/2021 14:48 Package does not contain a 
name other than Pawstruck.com 
and "Premium Pet Products"

I ordered "beef collagen sticks" from Pawstruck (directly from them, not through a 3rd party). I 
am not sure what they sent me, since the packaging does not identify the product contained 
therein nor ingrediants nor country of origin (which I believ is Brazil). I can't give these to my 
dogs since I don't know what they are.

EON‐477649 12/3/2021 4:16 Blue buffalo wilderness salmon 
recipe grain free dry dog food 
20 pound.

Started feeding dog Blue Buffalo Salmon kibble. Within a few days diarrhea. Fed her the food 
for 2 plus weeks as was not sure of correlation. She started vomiting. I stopped feeding the 
food and reported to ‘Chewy’ where I purchased it.

1 Years Brittany Dog 29 Pound
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EON‐477628 12/2/2021 17:36 Vital Essentials
Beef Mini Nibs

We recently purchased Vital Essentials, freeze-dried, Beef Mini Nibs to add into the dogs 
food as a mixer. Two dogs were eating this food. The first dog weighing in at 50lbs developed 
a high fever and pancreatitis on 11/24 "  spent a full week very sick in the hospital. 
Today 12/2  (weighing 105) went into the hospital with pancreatitis. We now know the 
correlation as this was the only new food introduced to both dogs. This is serious as the food 
effected both dogs pancreas. They will both need to be on prescription food.  is still 
currently in the Hospital very sick.

4 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 50 Pound

EON‐477572 12/2/2021 10:40 Blue Buffalo Health Bars
Bakes with Apples & yogurt

Dog vomited several times and acted lethargic over the course of several weeks. The dog 
seems to be ok. We cant be sure that the treats were the cause. Our carpet is lightly stained 
in 4 or 5 spots.

4 Years Poodle - Miniature Dog 13 Pound

EON‐477539 12/1/2021 18:12 Golden Rewards Chicken Duck 
& Beef Jerky Recipe

 was doing well all day. I got off work at 5 and we went for our usual walk. We got back 
about 5:30 and i opened a new bag of treats and gave him one.  became ill 
approximately a half hour after eating the treat. It was like he had a stroke and couldn't use 
the right side of his body. He wouldn't sit for a long time. Finally he layed down after a few 
hours he eventually got back up and made his way to the middle of the floor where he 
collapsed and wailed a few times before he finally succumbed.

14 Years Poodle - Medium 
size

Dog 18 Pound

EON‐477495 12/1/2021 12:20 Tender & True
Turkey & Brown Rice Recipe

I have been feeding  this product for over a year, Brand is Tender & True, canned 
Turkey & Brown Rice Formula, Product #33011.

Can I opened last night (Nov 30, 2021) texture looked different & odor was different, smelled 
slightly off to me. Fed him 3 1/2 oz at dinner. This morning (Dec 1, 2021) he ate grass & 
threw that up. Stool this morning soft & mucous covered.

I purchased 12, 13.2 oz cans last week at  
. All cans have best by date of 6/20/2024. All cans have 

Lot # P101LT6111C. Six of the cans have 6:13 after the Lot #. 5 have 6:43 after the lot #. 1 
can 6:44.

The can I opened last night was 6:13. I have the remainder of the food in my refrigerator in a 
glass container. I will be returning the 11 unopened cans to the store & advise that I reported.

12 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 7.55 Kilogram

EON‐477486 12/1/2021 10:28 Fresh Kisses 
All Natural
Double Brush
Infused With Coconut + 
Botanical Oils

Following the consumption of one Fresh Kisses Coconut+ Botanicals dog treat, two dogs in 
our home developed bloody diarrhea within 12 hours. Nausea, exhaustion and general 
malaise developed throughout the day after consuming a single treat.

8 Month
s

Retriever - 
Labrador

Dog 50 Pound

EON‐477459 11/30/2021 23:08 American Journey Violent vomiting and diarrhea x 2 days after eating specified dog food. This dog food is not 
new to our dogs’ diet. They’ve loved it, and have had it for dinner every evening for over a 
year.

EON‐477450 11/30/2021 19:12 Wellness CORE classic pate - 
Kitten smooth turkey & chicken 
liver recipe

I was mixing the cat food on a plate before serving my pet and found a worm in the food
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EON‐477426 11/30/2021 15:08 Nature’s Recipe Grain-free 
Chicken Sweet Potato & 
Pumpkin Recipe

On the afternoon of 11/29/2021, dog #1 began vomiting and having bright red diarrhea. Dog 
#1 was seen immediately at regular vet. Fluids were injected and anti-nausea medication 
was given. Told to see Emergency vet if conditon worsened. Overnight diarrhea increased 
and dog could not control bowel movements. Only bright red diarrhea was coming out. Took 
dog to ER vet on 11/30/2021 around 7:30am. This is when Dog #2 began vomiting and has 
vomited twice more as on 11/30/2021 at 12pm. Called regular vet to let them know that now 
dog #2 is now vomiting. Dog #1 is currently being treated by emergency vet and we are 
waiting for an official diagnosis. Dog #2 is being monitored at this moment.

3 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 62 Pound

EON‐477362 11/30/2021 8:52 Hills Science Diet Adult 1-6 
Small Bites Lamb Meal & Brown 
Rice Recipe

In mid September or so, i switched my dog from Hills Science Diet Adult 1-6 Lamb and rice, 
to adult 1-6 small bites lamb and rice. Same manufacturer, same food. the small bites are a 
bit easier for my dog to chew than the larger piece version. About a month after the switch to 
small bites my dog started having incontinence issues from the constant consumption of 
water after eating. the cycle has continued and progressed to getting worse. she drinks water 
and pees now every 2 hrs and is turning her nose up at the food. she has never been picky. if 
she finally decides she is hungry enough she forces herself to eat, and the water 
consumption and urination situation increase yet again. she has vomited the food up in the 
past, and instead of having energy has become more lethargic and lazy when she is normally 
a very high energy dog.

3 Years Carolina Dog Dog 43 Pound

EON‐477315 11/29/2021 14:36 Royal Canin Gastrointestinal 
Fiber Response Dry Cat Food

All 7 cats eat the food. Some cats eat more than others as they eat canned also. All cats 
exhibited Gastroenteritis from between 2 to 14 days, according to the quantity eaten. One cat 
went to the veterinarian for anti-nausea and anti-diarrheal meds as well as an appetite 
stimulant. His radiograph showed excess gas in his colon and a slightly enlarged spleen. All 
cats exhibited nausea, loss of appetite, diarrhea, and lethargy. 6 of 7 cats resolved without 
veterinarian assistance. One cat resolved with veterinarian assistance.

Domestic 
Shorthair

Cat

EON‐477278 11/29/2021 10:56 earthborn holistic unrefined 
roasted rabbit with ancient 
grains and superfoods dry dog 
food

shotrly after starting a new bag of the food, newton developed a skin rash on his belly and 
bad smell over his body.

3 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 89 Pound

EON‐477269 11/29/2021 8:32 Old glory hearty turkey and 
cheese dog food

I fed my dogs 'Old Glory: Hearty turkey and cheese ' dog food and they are currently each 
experiencing adverse reactions.

10 Years Retriever - 
Labrador

Dog 70 Pound

EON‐477260 11/29/2021 0:08 Golden Rewards Chicken Jerky 
Recipe (16 oz)

I fed my dog the recommended amount of treats and 24 hours later he started having severe 
diarrhea

10 Month
s

Poodle 
(unspecified)

Dog 66 Pound

EON‐477241 11/28/2021 13:48 Cesar Home Delights To Whom it may concern, 
I recently bought food for my pets ( Cesars ) and the date depicts that the expiration date is 
until 8/31/2023 yet when I opened it about to feed my dog; it was rotten and the odor was 
disgusting (it smelled like dead animal) I took pictures of the product. I’m concern since 
maybe others might not noticed if there are still products like that. It can definitely cause 
harm to the pet.

EON‐477236 11/28/2021 10:56 The Honest Kitchen Grain Free 
Beef Recipe Tasty Whole Food 
Clusters

Found a piece of blue plastic stuck in a piece of kibble
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EON‐477227 11/28/2021 8:40 Paws Happy Life mixed formula 
cat food

Can has tried different types of food, usually takes a day to get used to a different,thats 
normal for her, but this time after she slowly gave 2 days of nibbling on Paws Brand Happy 
Life Cat food with the Siamese on the front, she suddenly stopped and refused to eat it 
anymore. She then vomited a few times through out rhe next couple of days and would not 
even get up, she started acting different, she would behave naughty and actually start biting 
or batting at my children, so i have been feeding her turkey only.. until i can get her. A 
different type if food. She literally wont touch the other one. Its no good!!

11 Years Mixed (Cat) Cat

EON‐477192 11/27/2021 11:20 Blue buffalo homestyle recipe 
Turkey meatloaf dinner with 
Garden vegetables

Blue buffalo canned food. Turkey with garden vegetables. Dogs ate the food in the evening. 
Their next bowel movement was full of grown worms. They had not had any worms in any 
previous bowel moments. They are inside dogs and this was the only change in their routine. 
They usually eat different food. This canned food is the only difference. It looked a little weird 
when it came out of the can but we dont usually buy this food and didnt know.

10 Month
s

Bloodhound Dog 80 Pound

EON‐477191 11/27/2021 11:12 Blue buffalo homestyle recipe 
Turkey meatloaf dinner with 
garden vegetables

Blue buffalo canned food. Turkey with garden vegetables. Dogs ate the food in the evening. 
Their next bowel movement was full of grown worms. They had not had any worms in any 
previous bowel moments. They are inside dogs and this was the only change in their routine. 
They usually eat different food. This canned food is the only difference. It looked a little weird 
when it came out of the can but we dont usually buy this food and didnt know.

11 Years Shar Pei Dog 69 Pound

EON‐477189 11/27/2021 9:24 FORZA10 ACTIWET RENAL 
SUPPORT

Manufactured by Artic Pet
www.articpet.com

Forza10 Acti/wet Renal Support--for Dogs

FOUND Chunks of BONE in newest product release with new label. Many 10mm in diameter. 
These chunks of bone hang in suspension within the food and have not been in the previous 
same product. They are undetectable unless mashing the food into a puree
NOT COOKED BONE< NOT BONE MEAL< NOT SOFT BONE <NOT CHEWABLE 
BONE>NOT DIGESTABLE BONE
POTENTIALLY LETHAL for a little dog in renal failure weighing less than 10 lbs
These chunks of bone are hard as gravel. 

PLEASE CONTACT ME VIA EMAIL FOR PICTURES

OR PLEASE ACQUIRE THIS NEWEST PRODUCT WITH NEW LABEL AND INVESTIGATE 
DEFINITELY NOT A PATE

10 Years Chihuahua Dog 8 Pound

EON‐477177 11/27/2021 1:44 Lotus Free Range I was conducting a few experiments in a lab class to determine if there had been any 
adulteration of the cat food I buy. I tested for human DNA and the results indicated there was 
more than just trace amounts in the food. I even sequenced the product and compared it to 
my own DNA and everyone in the lab and found it did not match anyone's. I'm not sure if this 
is something to be concerned about, but it seems unlikely that a small amount of human DNA 
would have produced such clear results. My cats have not experienced any adverse reaction 
to the food.
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EON‐477130 11/26/2021 12:44 BLUE Wilderness Adult Dog - 
Chicken

We purchased the BLUE Wilderness Adult Dog - Chicken on 11/13/21 from the PETCO 
 

They got the runs really bad after the first time having food from this bag. 
We put them on a bland diet for a few days thinking they ate something strange we didn't 
know about. 
Couple days later tried to give them the food again. They got the runs a 2nd time. Back on 
the bland diet for a couple days.
Tried the food again. They got the runs for a 3rd time. 
We stopped giving it to them after that and they have since recovered back to normal again.
They have been under our supervision the whole time and haven't eaten anything else. 

Prior to this event, then had been on the same food for ~4yrs without incident. 
The Lot code for this batch is Lot: 20230309AH1D2147

7 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Belgian Malinois

Dog 55 Pound

EON‐477119 11/26/2021 12:04 Cadet Bully stick Premium Dog 
treats

Cadet Bully Stick Open packed smelled fishy. Gave the treat to dog yesterday. Concerned 
the odar was really strong.
Dog sick this morning, vomiting with diarrhea.
Taking to urgent care today. Initially vomited water this morning. Able to keep some down. 
Will not eat.

6 Years Pit Bull Dog 35 Pound

EON‐477085 11/25/2021 16:44 Nylabone Natural Nubz Edible 
Dog chews.

I buy Nubz at Costco. I live far from the store so I buy several packages at a time. Last time I 
bought 3 packages. 2 have white mold on the Nubz. The 3rd does not. They are all the same 
lot#. All expire in May 2024.

EON‐477050 11/25/2021 2:12 Purina Dog Chow Chicken After 12 months of seeing bugs flying in my home and running around killing them l 
recovered that opening a 50 bag of Purina chicken dog food pouring into there new container 
there were bugs crawling in the food at the bottom of the bag was loaded with these moth like 
bugs. I was sick to my stomach, then thinking what have l done to my animals and having 
these things in my home. Purina had to know what they were packing I these bags there is 
no way they could not see them. Not only they are selling a product that is infected with bugs, 
what is this food doing to animals also bring these nasty annoying bugs in one's home. This 
must be stopped it's not healthy for animals or humans. These bugs go everywhere now l 
have to have a someone come in my home to get rid of them, more money Purina coste

EON‐477007 11/24/2021 13:04 Wysong Uretic Dry Natural 
Foods for Cats.

Cat ate the food, and he began vomiting for days. My vet thought that my cat got into 
something, because he has been wandering outside, however after being given antibiotics 
and anti-nausea medicine, it did not help. The vomiting continued for about a week until I 
took him back to the vet and the vet asked what food he ate. I was then informed that it was 
most likely the food, as it is not regulated correctly and is not a reputable brand. Upon looking 
further into it, I realized I am not the only person who had this issue with the food, but the 
company deletes negative reviews to improve its image.

8 Years Domestic 
Shorthair

Cat 13 Pound

EON‐476965 11/23/2021 21:16 Earthborne K95 Beef New can of dog food opened, smelled like fecal material. Was dog's usual brand and flavor of 
food, so I am familiar with its normal quality. Opened new can of same brand/flavor and it 
was as expected.
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EON‐476951 11/23/2021 16:04 Stella & Chewy's 
Grain-Free
Purrfect Pate
Turkey
Cage-Free Turkey Recipe
Turkey Pate In Turkey Bone 
Both Gravy
100% Human Grade
Crafted in the USA

I found a piece of light blue, thin plastic in Stella & Chewy's Turkey Pate for Cats. Notified the 
manufacturer, and alerted them to the fact that I'd be contacting you to file a report as well. 
The plastic measures roughly 5/16" x 1/4" (8mm x 5mm). It was embedded in the middle of 
the pate, and I noticed it while using a fork to break down the pate block as I normally do. 
This pet food is supposedly human grade and made in a human grade facility. Another issue 
I've had with their food (and they've been contacted about it multiple times) is large pieces of 
bone in their pate varieties).
Please note that I'll provide the lot number on the label but, as I told the manufacturer, 
because the information was printed along the perforated line for opening the carton, it was 
difficult to read, but I did my best.

EON‐476941 11/23/2021 13:20 Primal Nuggets for Dogs developed diarrhea of several days duration and inappetance. Diagnosed with 
Cryptosporidium on diarrhea PCR panel by Idexx

6 Years Poodle - Medium 
size

Dog 10 Pound

EON‐476894 11/22/2021 22:28 Nutro chicken and brown rice 
recipe small breed adult dog 
food

I found a pseudoephedrine pill in my bag of Nutro small breed dog kibble.

EON‐476888 11/22/2021 19:32 Wellness ninety-five percent 
Beef

This is a canned food product, Lot number 795BC3, Best by 30 July 24. Purchased by case 
of 12 cans from Chewy.com. Cans looked intact. Upon opening the cans the food smelled 
putrid and sour, a vomit like odor. Opened four cans and they all smelled the same. Four 
cans were discarded. One unopened can was kept as evidence, if requested. Another case 
of 12 cans plus remaining 7 cans from opened case were returned to Chewy.

EON‐476859 11/22/2021 15:12 Tremenda Sticks We gave him a Tremenda Stick, he ate it (normal speed, appropriate chewing), and then 
vomited within 3 minutes. We tried again 24 hours later, in case it was unrelated, and the 
same result occurred.

11 Years Terrier - Rat Dog 18 Pound
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EON‐476802 11/21/2021 21:48 Purina Fancy Feast Gravy 
Lovers Poultry & Beef 
Collection

5 Years Mixed (Cat) Cat 7 PoundOCTOBER 18, 2021
I ordered Fancy Feast Gravy Lovers Poultry & Beef Collection (24) 3 oz. cans from Amazon 

on October 18, 2021. 
The product code on the box reads: 1193 9052 1054 L91 1230 Best By: Jul 2023.

Amazon has record of the transaction and delivery date.
NOVEMBER 10,2021

I began feeding the product to my cat,  on or about November 10, 2021.
I fed my cat the product 2 times daily from Nov.10-Nov.19, 2021--a period of 10 days--20 

cans of the product.
NOVEMBER 16, 2021

On or about November 16, 2021,  had a seizure and urinated on the floor under my 
bed.

Never prior to this time has  ever had a seizure--she has been in excellent health.
This event occurred in the middle of the night, and I awoke to find  postictal under the 

bed drooling and catatonic.
I did not know at the time what I witnessed was the aftermath of a seizure.

NOVEMBER 18, 2021
On November 18, 2021, I traveled by car with  from  to Daytona Beach from 

5:15am to 9:30am. 
I did not feed her in the morning but traveled with her in her cat carrier.

I fed  upon arrival.
Later that morning,  had a seizure.

 had another seizure later in the day after I fed her again.
That evening, I took  to  around 8pm.

I asked to admit  for overnight.
The doctor indicated that the hospital would not take her for overnight observation.

The doctor would not examine  because she was agitated.
I requested both sedation and hospital admission and was denied.

I took  home and planned to go to a veterinarian in the morning.
 had 3 more seizures during the night.

NOVE BER 19 2021
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EON‐476740 11/20/2021 11:44 Purina Pro Plan Focus - Large 
Breed Formula

3rd instance of pantry moth infestation in Purina Pro Plan dog food. Today I will return my 
third bag in 4 months to Petsmart ) where we purchase our dog food. I have 
now returned 3 bags - all different production lots. THERE IS CLEARLY A QUALITY 
CONTROL ISSUE WITH PURINA PRO PLAN DOG FOOD. The FDA needs to tighten its 
inspections of Purina Pro Plan mfg plants. None of the bags we purchased were broken or 
had their seals broken. The moths were sealed into the bags at the mfg plant.

Purina has refunded my purchase price (using coupons for future purchases) for past issues - 
including their product causing a pantry moth infestation in our home. At the behest of our 
veterinarian and breeder we have been hesitant to change foods for our dog. I am concerned 
that other consumers are subjecting themselves to the same issue and it is NOT being taken 
seriously or addressed by Purina, despite their verbal assurances.

EON‐476710 11/19/2021 22:32 Blue Buffalo Wilderness Duck 
and Chicken Grill

There was mold on the Blue Buffalo Wilderness canned dog food (duck and chicken grill 
flavor) when it was opened. Expiration date was for 07/19/2024 Lot number 20240719U 
18:15 62WD2H.

EON‐476705 11/19/2021 20:24 Come and get it I bought a 47 pound bag of come and get it, steak. On the second day of eating it all 3 dogs 
started throwing up all over my house. Taking all 3 to vet in the morning.

8 Years Chihuahua Dog 5 Pound

NOVEMBER 19, 2021
At 8am the next morning on November 19, 2021, I drove  to  

in Daytona Beach, Florida.
 was sedated twice and given anesthetic gas in order to be examined and have 

bloodwork done.
The vet policy did not accommodate animals overnight.

Friday evening about 945pm, I went to Publix to purchase new cat food--the same brand but 
different batch.

NOVEMBER 20, 2021
Seizures occurred at 245am, 4:00am, 1030am, 1000pm

 called with blood results. 
No indication of diabetes.

Bloodwork normal.
Continued to monitor .

NOVEMBER 21, 2021
Seizures occurred 12:30am, 330am, 700am

I took  to the Animal Emergency Clinic at 840am.
 was admitted for 3 days to be stabilized and monitored for seizures and nourishment.

 is currently in the hospital as of today--November 21, 2021.
From my observations, the food product could be the cause.

I saved the box, the remaining unopened cans, the current can.
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EON‐476648 11/19/2021 10:20 Brown's Tropical Carnival 
Gourmet Food Pet Mouse and 
Rat

Browns puts walnuts and raisins in their pet food for mice. Walnuts, raisins, grapes, and 
rhubarb are extremely poisonous to mice. I found this out from the top five websites after 
becoming suspicious after finding the second dead mouse who still had a walnut in his teeth.
This product needs to be recalled and relabeled as rat food only.
I already talked to some high and mighty person named  that works there. Nothing 
like being talked down to by a person who did not due their research before putting both 
raisins and walnuts in a food labeled as mouse .
Walnuts and raisins are poisonous to all mice!
The public needs to be warned!!

Mouse

EON‐476624 11/18/2021 22:20 Blue Wilderness Chicken 
Recipe for Kittens Grain Free 
Formula

A small piece of shredded green plastic was found in a tin of Chicken Recipe Blue 
Wilderness For Kittens

EON‐476596 11/18/2021 15:00 Victor Super Premium Dog 
Food 
Select 
Ocean Fish Formula

Was feeding Tater Victor Ocean fish for approx. 3 years.  had always had a 1/1V heart 
murmur so I decided to have it evaluated by a cardiologist. His first echocardiogram showed 
an enlarged left ventricle DCM and was put on medication and a diet change. I switched from 
Victor Ocean Blend to Purina Pro Plan Sensitive stomach and after 6 months another echo 
was done and a normal left ventricle and was diagnosed with food related DCM.

7 Years American Pit Bull 
Terrier

Dog 76 Ounce

EON‐476524 11/17/2021 23:36 Purine one.lamb and rice 
formula

Severe diarrhea 6 Years Collie - Border Dog 40 Pound

EON‐476508 11/17/2021 15:48 ANY PRESCRIPTION DOG 
FOOD THAT IS NEEDED FOR 
DOGS WITH HEATH 
PROBLEMS ROYAL CANINE 
BLUE BUFFALO UR ECT

My concerns about this problem is I find it oddly disturbing that individuals can’t buy the 
proper dog food to suit THIER dogs problems for example as a consumer my dog requires 
prescription good as being a consumer it’s hard to get a prescription for the food and you 
can’t purchase it with out it I’m pretty sure that it’s 5,000 others with the same problem I find it 
disgusting and it need to stop the food that is needed for the canine should be at reach if 
needed and not require a prescription , other then that the food is good . I just feel it shouldn’t 
have any restrictions to purchase it .

Spaniel - King 
Charles

Dog

EON‐476493 11/17/2021 13:48 Brush Bone My dog is far from an aggressive chewer, but the Brush Bone from Bulbhead did not hold up 
for more than a few minutes. Sadly, my girl swallowed a 2-inch ribbed piece that was 
removed by the pup because the locking mechanism failed to do its job. This ribbed piece is 
the insert that gets covered with peanut butter. Sadly, just by squeezing the dental toy, my 
dog and any dog, can push up a portion that can be bit and swallowed just as my dog did.

The manufacturer's website says this product can cause choking and bowel obstruction if 
swallowed. As a result, off to the veterinarian we went to induce vomiting to remove the piece 
swallowed. $150 later, the item came up. There is no way to keep the ribbed insert from the 
dog's access. As a result, every dog who chews this dental bone will force the centerpiece 
out and be put at risk for either choking or bowel obstruction. 

This toy is the worst and most dangerous product I have ever purchased. If you check their 
reviews online you will see that this dental bone is a danger to dogs for the same reason.
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EON‐476474 11/17/2021 11:04 Ol Roy High Protein (Owner did 
call in and report to company 
but no longer has the bag

2019 RFR Report EON-377130 - CVM resubmitting as PFR

Owner noticed food intake drop for about a week and then the 2 dogs in the house stopped 
eating the food altogether for a couple days. PE was normal on both patients. Roundworms & 
hookworms were found on a fecal for the older patient, NPS for the younger patient. CBC & 
Chem revealed increased WBC and Calcium increased in both dogs (Calcium was 10.1 and 
10.9), one dog had increased BUN (36), Crt normal both patients. The younger dog had 
vomited once while intake was decreasing but had not since. O declined Vitamin D profile 
testing due to cost.

Owner has 2 dogs, both decreased intake for about a week before they stopped consuming 
the food altogether for 3-4 days. Owner also tried feeding Pedigree when the dogs weren't 
eating, they wouldn't eat that either. Owner offered Hills food to both dogs after they were 
examined and blood work done, they both ate and showed more interest in food at that point.

Unknown Dog

EON‐476470 11/17/2021 10:08 Temptations Gave cats treats and soon after 2 started throwing up. I thought it was an anomaly so I gave 
them the rest of the treats a few weeks later. Four started throwing up and having bloody 
stool. One has been pulling out his fur after he has bloody diarrhea.

1 Years Mixed (Cat) Cat 5 Pound

EON‐476462 11/17/2021 8:16 Pet'shape chik'n hide twist, 
Nudges natural dog treats

Owner reported that  and  (the two Maltese) have been eating the same two 
brands of chicken jerk for the past 3 years or so. O said that at least once a year  would 
appear a little sick and for no reason would be loosing weight. On Feb 2020 Victor had a 
blood work pre dental and he was azotemic and had proteinuria 1 + of glucose in his urine 
(normal glycemia .  was referred to a internist and was recommended to stick with a 
kidney diet. At the point  was given fluids SQ at home and had been constantly traces 
of glucosuria and proteinuria. The fluids were stopped as pet seem stable and was  
was not so compliance with the SQ fluids at home. in few weeks he was sick with lack of 
appetite, PU/PD, lethargy and diarrhea. His renal values were spiked and he had 3 +++ of 
glucosuria and significant proteinuria . 
O was feeding daily for the past 3 years 2 chicken jerk at day for the both pets even after 
recommendation of limit the food for just the renal diet prescribed. 
Leptospirosis titles were negative and  urine test to check for Fanconi (like) 
syndrome came back positive.

6 Years Maltese Dog 9.6 Pound

EON‐476441 11/16/2021 21:44 Hill’s Science Diet Adult 
Sensitive Stomach & Skin

Less than 24 hours after opening a new bag of Hill’s Science Diet (cat) Sensitive Skin & 
Stomach,  started vomiting. He continued to vomit after any food in take over the course 
of three days. After several vet and vet ER visits, imaging scans, and blood work, we tried 
new food and he was ok.

1.5 Years American 
Shorthair

Cat 15 Pound
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EON‐476411 11/16/2021 16:44 Ol' Roy High Protein Beef & 
Lamb Flavor

Acted normal and ate some of the product. After eating he refused to eat and wouldn’t take 
the food. Next day he had bloody diarrhea, vomiting, and lethargy. Contacted a vet and 
suspected he got into poisoning which we do not have in the home. Went to an emergency 
vet and he had gone into comatose as we arrived. They treated him for suspected parvo but 
he unfortunately passed. The parvo treatment they were giving him was not working and I 
suspect that it was due to the food as I have seen several reviews and accounts claiming the 
same exact thing happened to them with the exact symptoms. Our dogs do not leave the 
house and we have not introduced any new dogs. We are skeptical about the possibility of 
him even contracting parvo while our other dogs are experiencing similar symptoms but not 
as bad. Our other dogs have refused to eat Ol Roy so we switched their food and so far they 
are doing excellent.

3 Years Siberian Husky Dog 55 Pound

EON‐476335 11/15/2021 21:48 Merrick purrfect bistro chicken 
pate

I am seeing multiple complaints of this brand of cat food , quality issues

Today I opened a can of the Merrick wet cat food / bistro / chicken pate 

Long behold , a black dark spot in the middle that appears to be mold 

Please check similar complaints with Amazon . I bought my cat food at Petco but this seems 
to be an ongoing issue with no regulation .

EON‐476331 11/15/2021 20:32 Good n fun triple flavor kabobs
Premium chicken wholesome 
duck hearty chicken liver 
Delicious pork hide premium 
beef hide

On 11-12-2021 around 10:00pm I gave my mini dachshund a GOOD N FUN treat he did eat 
the full treat.
On 11-13-2021 I woke up around 9:00 and feed him, I noticed he wasn’t acting his normal 
self because when I’m preparing his food he start to bark and run around when i set his food 
down he was all clumsy and tripping everywhere and fell in his food bowl,I didn’t think nothing 
of it so i took him to the bath room and realized that i needed to take him to the vet well about 
1 hr goes by he starts to get a little jerky and falls over and starts seizing ,so we rushed him 
to , I brought the treats with me and gave them to the vet so 
she could look it up and turns out there has been 2 recalls on them that I was not aware 
of.The vet done blood work on  turned he was having a liver failure and 
pancreatitis,and still having seizures.It was a pretty expensive vet bill which included all the 
blood work,his medication,X-rays,and fecal exam.well later on that day we leave the vet 
around 5:00,we get back home and he is still having minor seizures but not as bad he 
couldn’t walk or sit up,he was basically laying on his death bed.we are giving him all his 
meds as needed and is very slowly recovering that I am aware of but it will be a long path 
ahead of the little guy, I have pictures of the treats, all the blood work info and videos of 

 
I CAN PROVIDE MORE INFO IF NEEDED

16 Month
s

Dachshund - 
Miniature

Dog 8 Pound
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EON‐476329 11/15/2021 19:48 Purina One Smartblend Chicken 
and Rice formula

I found white spots on the large irregular pieces of my dogs Purina one chicken and rice 
formula. Upon looking closer at these, I found live larvae/worms inside of them. There was a 
couple of black bugs I have found around the bowl when feeding but was unsure of their 
origin. Now I know. This is 1 of 2 bags purchased from Menards in the last 2 months. I will be 
checking the next bag as well for these spots and larvae. As for any adverse reactions, My 
dog has had intermittent diarrhea for a couple of months. 

I did leave a voicemail this evening with Purina. 

Thank you for your help with this gross and harmful situation.
EON‐476232 11/14/2021 10:04 Old Mother Hubbard Classic P-

Nuttier Oven-Baked Dog 
Biscuits - Large

I pulled one of the biscuit treats out of the bag to feed my dog like I do every morning. This 
time I noticed what looked like a string coming out the end of the treat. I tried to pull it and it 
was cooked into it. It also turned out to be a string of semi soft plastic. I immediately took 
photos and started this report. Strings can cause major abdominal issues in animals and 
even death if ingested.

EON‐476199 11/13/2021 13:48 Nudges Natural Dog Treats I ordered three bags of Chicken Nudges from Sam's Club and they were delivered last week. 
Opened one bag and realized they were molded and throughout. Looked at other bag one 
unopened and very moldy throughout and other one still seems OK, but same information 
manufacturers information and concerned they could cause serious harm to a dog if 
ingested. Tyson Foods is parent company and when I called them they were very 
unconcerned about the problem.

EON‐476197 11/13/2021 12:56 Special kitty cat food All cats had diarrhea and vomiting. The kitten had diarrhea with blood in stool and needed to 
be put on antibiotics.

Unknown Cat

EON‐476195 11/13/2021 12:32 Fromm Shredded Chicken in 
Gravy

My dog was in great health and just had annual health check in beginning of Oct. All 
bloodwork/urinalysis good. Only a history of pancreatitis. Since we owned him (for all 15 
years) he never drank much water. From the beginning of Oct till end of the month he drank 
an excessive amount of water, had loss of appetite and weight decreased. It was determined 
by vet within the end of Oct. that he might suddenly be in renal failure according to tests done 
- urinalysis and bloodwork. On  we had to have him euthanized. He had been eating 
Fromm canned dog food which is their Shredded Chicken. Just discovered that there is a 
recall on this food because of high vitamin D levels, resulting in renal failure. The "sell by" 
dates on our cans were for 05/24 and the recalled cans are 08/24. Is there a possibility that 
this issue goes even further back and Fromm didn't know - or is it possible that they could not 
have known?? When and how are problems like this discovered and how long does it take for 
these companies to issue recalls? I worry that my dog had been fed food that should have 
been taken off the shelves.

15 Years Chinese Crested 
Dog – Hairless

Dog 11 Pound
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EON‐476191 11/13/2021 12:04 4health with Wholesome Grains 
Salmon & Potato Formula Adult 
Dry Dog Food 35 lb. Bag

Purchased typical dog food we have been using from Tractor Supply on 10/30/21, started 
feeding it to our two dogs around Monday 11/8/2021. By Tuesday night, our smallest dog 

 (under 20lbs) developed severe diarrhea & then start having bright blood in his poop, 
which prompted an emergency vet visit on Thursday 11/11/2021. Vet reported acute 
pancreatitis from testing & treated in the office, instructed to stop dog food and immediately 
started rounds of meds and bland diet of rice and chicken. We continued to feed our larger 
dog  (about 40lbs) the dog food. Last night 11/12/2021,  started exhibiting same 
symptoms of  - ie diarrhea. We had still been feeding  the dog food since we 
thought this was an isolated illness with  We stopped feeding  any of the dog food 
this morning, but we are very concerned that the dog food may be contaminated with some 
sort of mold or toxic spores. We reached out to Tractor Supply Customer Solutions on their 
website and sent an email this morning, and we are going to follow up with our vet again on 
Monday reguarding our concerns that this might be the dog food now that  is exhibiting 
the same symptoms. If the food is the possible cause, we don't want other dogs to become 
sick.

6 Years Terrier 
(unspecified)

Dog 38 Pound

EON‐476189 11/13/2021 11:52 4health with Wholesome Grains 
Salmon & Potato Formula Adult 
Dry Dog Food 35 lb. Bag

As reported to Tractor Supply website this morning: 
Purchased typical dog food we have been using from Tractor Supply on 10/30/21, started 
feeding it to our two dogs around Monday 11/8/2021. By Tuesday night, our smallest dog 

 (under 20lbs) developed severe diarrhea & then start having bright blood in his poop, 
which prompted an emergency vet visit on Thursday 11/11/2021. Vet reported acute 
pancreatitis from testing & treated in the office, instructed to stop dog food and immediately 
started rounds of meds and bland diet of rice and chicken. We continued to feed our larger 
dog  (about 40lbs) the dog food. Last night 11/12/2021, he started exhibiting same 
symptoms of  - ie diarrhea. We had still been feeding  the dog food since we 
thought this was an isolated illness with  We stopped feeding  any of the dog food, 
but we are very concerned that the dry dog food may be contaminated with some sort of 
mold or toxic spores. Please advise. I'm going to try to reach someone at your Customer 
Solutions now, and we are going to follow up with our vet again and contact the FDA about a 
possible issue with the dog food. If the food is the possible cause, we don't want other dogs 
to become sick.

6 Years Terrier 
(unspecified)

Dog 17 Pound

EON‐476188 11/13/2021 11:52 Instinct Raw meals feeze-dried 
real beef recipe

She was vomiting and vomitted up blood. This was for 6 days. She was gassy with upset 
stomach and diarrhea.

8 Years Collie - Border Dog 42 Pound

EON‐476170 11/13/2021 3:52 Blue Buffalo Blue Bits Savory 
Salmon Soft-Moist Training Dog 
Treats 4 oz

I opened the bag of blue Buffalo blue bits savory dog treats and lay them on a piece of paper 
towel. I was going to start slicing the treats to break them up into smaller pieces. I 
immediately notice the texture of the treats were a lot harder than usual. I started cutting it 
and then found a bug that’s still alive and moving from one treat to another and then I see a 
dead bug as well. I started taking photos and videos.
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EON‐476147 11/12/2021 17:16 Pizzle Hello, I work as a  and I was given samples of Bull Pizzle from some of the workers 
at Best Buy bones and my dog had gotten sick from it. I didn’t think that was the cause at first 
until I saw the workers drop cooked product into blood and water on the floor then tossed it 
back into a box without cleaning at all. The place has a god awful smell to it and days looks 
like they killed the product in shop with how much dirty blood they let get everywhere. While 

 I overheard the management talking about their product being 
filled with bugs and they told the workers to leave them to the side and recook them, only for 
me to see the workers bring them back in. I know they also own dotty’s and have been 
storing bad product in their warehouses. I’m only reporting this because I think it’s absolutely 
disgusting and I don’t want anybody else’s animal getting product with salmonella like mine 
did and having them get sick or worse die. I’ve left anonymous reviews about them but they 
just keep getting deleted. I couldn’t get a picture but their drain also smelled like something 
died and one of the workers said gross maggots then didn’t proceed to clean it out. I’m very 
concerned about the treats coming from Best Buy Bones, I’ve warned everybody about not 
buying stuff from Best Buy Bones, Nature’s own pet chews, and  pet supplies because 
they’re all shady and owned by the same people that whenever they have bad product they 
just move it between locations to hide stuff during inspections. I’ve been holding off on 
reporting this because I didn’t want to lose my contract but I can’t sit by when my little boy got 
sick and could’ve died

EON‐476131 11/12/2021 14:24 Tried serveral differet kinds of 
foods . Not surr of id in the 
environment or the water thats 
the hole reason for trsting to find 
out

This dog was given to us bc he was not being taken care of. Nearly starved to death. Lived in 
a chain outside. This was fall of 2019. We took him in amd he began gaining weight and 
looking significantly better and quickly. Thiugh within a week and a half. Still gaining weight 
began to become more picky about eating. We took him and had his vaccines done, 
deworming and nuetered. That winter hed begin having random episodes of apnea while 
sleeping. He monitored his blood pressure, oxygen levels and the vets never have had any 
suggestions. His anal glands began getting impacted. The vets suggested allergy meds that 
disnt work but usually antibiotics he improved temporarily. He will not drink standing water 
out of a dog bowl. It has to be running water and our tap water makes the dogs cough so we 
keep ice and lots of bottled water that theyre given through a syringe in times where he 
desperately needs fluids. We also noticed a change in his eyes. Began wondering about his 
eyesight. Had thst checked and the vet said he was fine. He does seem to have a lot of 
congestion in his head. A humidifier helps sometimes. He just seems like his head hurts. 
Weve had abdominal xrays done on him too. Came back abnormal with still no suggestions 
from the vets. His bark has become a very high pitched almost scream. Hes had intermitted 
skin infections that resolved. Its just a bunch of symptoms we cannot find the common 
demoninator in the equation. He always feels better after a bath. Not in our tap water. My gf 
collects rain water for the dogs and he always has a waxy substance thays extremely difficult 
to remove from his coat. My gf used dawn dish soap on him and he began smelling like 
ammonia. He was hot to the touch. Some sort of chemical reaction occured. We immediately 
rinsed him with cold water and let him air dry. My gf uses charcoal when upset stomachs 
happen and rehydrayes them with bottled water or pedialyte. Ended up get another puppy 
which have wayched the same problems arise

2 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 55 Pound
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EON‐476117 11/12/2021 12:44 Purina Pro Plan Bright Mind 
Small breed

We have been feeding  this food for years with no issues. About. Amonth or so ago, he 
got to where he didn't want to eat it. We chalked it up to arthritis and his jaw and softened it 
with water. Two weeks ago he ends up with diarrhea and vomiting and at the vet costing us a 
couple of hundred dollars because his gut was messed up, likely pancreatitis. He got treated 
and went on a bland diet.

We go to transition him back, he is resistant to eating again and gets sick. We roll back to 
bland and he is fine.

We have a new bag of the food cause maybe it was just that bag. Put him on it two days ago. 
He is back to diarrhea and exhibiting UTI symptoms again (could be coincidence but the 
restart had uti symptoms and he had them last night too).

I am taking him off of it for good.

It should be noted that someone in Amazon reviews from October is reporting the same thing 
with them noting that the store they returned it to had an uptick in returns of that food for the 
same reason.

The date started will be the first signs of significant issues but there was suspicion prior to 
this.

14 Years Schnauzer - 
Miniature

Dog 21 Pound

EON‐476043 11/11/2021 13:04 Kirkland Signature Puppy 
Chicken Rice & Vegetable 
Formula

Since eating the new (previously unopened) bag of Kirkland Puppy Food, in the yellow bag, 
my puppy had experienced severe diarrhea and vomiting.

10 Month
s

Collie - Border Dog 45 Pound

EON‐476012 11/10/2021 20:56 Purina One Smartblend Chicken 
& Rice Formula

I noticed a few beetles around the container that we keep the dog food in. When I looked 
more closely at the food I saw a white substance on some of the pieces that I'd never seen 
before. When I poked at the substance I saw a beetle larvae. After we dumped the food in a 
trash bag there were numerous larvae and dead beetles at the bottom of the container.

EON‐475992 11/10/2021 15:44 Canidae Under the Sun Grain-
free Adult Whitefish

Severe DCM diagnosed. Based on breed, appearance of heart, and history of being fed grain 
free diet, suspect diet-associated DCM. 

Diet: Canida Under the Sun- Fish (Grain Free)

5 Years Pit Bull Dog 37 Kilogram

EON‐475960 11/10/2021 10:48 WholeHearted Grain Free 
Salmon Formula Dry Cat Food 
12 lbs.

Kitten was eating food. Was fine yesterday. Today bloody diarrhea, limp. Rushed her to the 
vet for her to die while there.

10 Weeks Domestic 
Longhair

Cat 1 Pound
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EON‐475922 11/10/2021 9:56 Hepato TruBenefits  a 9 year old, female Boston terrier was seen by her veterinarian  
 on 10/11/21 for bloating, lethargy and being uncomfortable. It was identified 

that  had elevated liver values and was recommended to start 1 capsule of VRS's 
Hepato TruBenefits once a day.  purchased the Hepato TruBenefits at  

 and began giving to  on 10/11/21. There were no other known 
medications or supplements being given to  during this time, however  
did share she was waiting on a medication to add into  regimen. On 11/18/21 VRS 
spoke with  and no adverse events or reactions were noted,  was 
doing well on the Hepato TruBenefits. On 11/22/21  called to report that two 
days prior, on 11/20/21  became uncomfortable, bloated and would not lay down, 
regardless of seeming very tired.  reported that  passed away on 

, it is unclear if this was a natural death or if  was euthanized. , 
a veterinarian on staff at  spoke with  on 11/2 and  
shared that she believed  had something else going on that was missed and was not 
related to the Hepato TruBenefits.

9 Years Terrier - Boston Dog 17 Pound

EON‐475905 11/9/2021 23:24 Shih Tzu Adult Dry Dog Food Dog started eating royal canin shihtzu food and developed dcm and passed away shortly 8 Years Shih Tzu Dog 12 Pound
EON‐475901 11/9/2021 21:24 Purina waggin train chicken 

jerky tenders
Diarrhea off and on for a few days. Had discontinued giving the treats to the dog and 
resumed a week after symptoms went away. At which time diarrhea began again

4 Month
s

Siberian Husky Dog 30 Pound

EON‐475871 11/9/2021 13:48 Merrick Backcountry Freeze-
Dried Raw Mixers Real Beef 
Recipe with a blend of 
vegetables + fruits

I bought Merrick freeze-dried raw mixers to put on top of my dog's food on Friday, October 
29, 2021, from Petco. I put a few on both of our dog's meals twice on Saturday, October 30, 
2021. Our second dog is a 70lb female pit mix. On Sunday morning when I went to feed our 
dogs one of the freeze-dried bits had a long piece of what appears to be paper or plastic in it. 
Once I saw this I discontinued giving it to our dogs and isolated it. Starting that same day, 
Our 20lb schipperke male dog could not keep any food down that he ate and would vomit any 
food he consumed. This continued for several days. On Thursday, November 4th I took him 
to the vet to get checked out. The vet admitted him and performed several tests over a 2 day 
period and ruled out a foreign object, pancreatitis, and other genetic disorders that could be 
causing the serious health issue. He has been on the same food for several months and no 
other new environmental factors were introduced besides the new treats. He was released 
back into our care for monitoring on Saturday, November 6th, and is slowly getting better.

7 Years Schipperke Dog 23.3 Pound

EON‐475843 11/9/2021 10:28 Kit N Caboodle Cat 1 threw up after eating 
Cat 2 was found dead later that day.
We took the food away for 3 weeks and gave other food to Cat 1 a Calico female. This 
morning the Cat 1 was re given the Kitn Caboodle Cat food and threw up everywhere like 
before.

5 Years Domestic 
(unspecified)

Cat 10 Pound

EON‐475834 11/9/2021 8:36 Wellness dry food Pet is asymptomatic. Had routine bloodwork for dental procedure that showed elevated 
thyroid and triglycerides.

4 Years Shih Tzu Dog 12.2 Pound
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EON‐475794 11/8/2021 15:48 Purina ProPlan Adult Chicken 
and Rice Formula

Our dog had been eating Purina ProPlan Adult Chicken and Rice formula when she 
developed frequent diarrhea, lethargy and vomiting episodes. We spent 9 hours at the 
emergency vet doing labs and imaging to rule out an obstruction. She was diagnosed with 
gastroenteritis, given an antibiotic, and fed rice and chicken for a week, which resolved the 
gastroenteritis. In the mean time, we bought a different kind of dog food. My dogs have no 
contact with other dogs. I've talked with 2 other dog owners who have had the same issues 
and used the same dog food, which is the only common thing between the dogs.

11 Years Retriever - 
Labrador

Dog 70 Pound

EON‐475759 11/8/2021 10:56 Blue Buffalo Freedom Grain 
Free Chicken Adult Dog Food

Chicken Potato Peas

Dog was being groomed and collapsed. Transported to office in extreme dyspnea with bloody 
froth.
Radiographs showed end stage cardiomyopathy. Dog dog within 30 minutes of getting to 
office.

4 Years Shih Tzu Dog 12 Pound

EON‐475734 11/8/2021 1:28 Gravy Train Caused dogs to become extremely dizzy and disoriented as well as vomiting. Great Pyrenees Dog
EON‐475732 11/7/2021 23:56 Paws Happy Life Dog treats were given as reward through the day for both dogs. The female Bichin Frisée, 8 

years old had less treat and only vomitted and passed foul gas. The other male Maltese-
Poodle mix had more treats. He vomited, had diarrhea for three days and was very lethargic.

2 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 14 Pound

EON‐475711 11/7/2021 12:24 Pedigree Mealtime Dog Food 
Bonus Pack 55 lb

Dog refusing to eat the food after 1 week, drinking a lot of water. Bought bag of food from 
different retailer, no issues.

9 Years American Pit Bull 
Terrier

Dog 160 Pound

EON‐475710 11/7/2021 11:44 Authority Sensitive 
Stomach+Skin
Salmon+Rice Formula

I bought the Authority brand sensitive stomach, salmon and rice, dry dog food, manufactured 
by PetSmart. It was at the PetSmart located at  in  

 When I got home I pour a bowl for my dog then went to put it in the food bin we have. 
After I poured it out I realized one of the pieces had a large white thing poking out of it, which 
turned out to be a sharp piece of plastic. Upon closer inspect tons of pieces had plastic bits 
of different sizes all throughout, I'd estimate at least a 10th of the bag I have has plastic 
pieces throughout. I took the food away, but am unsure if my dog ate any before I did. I called 
PetSmart customer services which said they were contacting the store and doing an internal 
report.
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EON‐475683 11/6/2021 17:52 Diamond Naturals Large Breed 
Lamb Meal & Rice Formula

I recently purchased a bag of dog food on 10/17/2021, lot number DLB0802GVN, to make a 
switch in their food. We did the recommended food change over procedure, to slowly 
transition the dog to diamond naturals. Everything was fine for the first few weeks they were 
100% on the food and then they all started vomiting several times a day until we took them 
off of the diamond naturals.

There was a total of 4 dogs effected:  a 1.5 year old German Shepherd intact male,  
a 6 year old American Akita neutered male,  a 5 year old Lab Shepherd mix intact male, 
and  a 5 year old Lab mix neutered male. All 4 dogs were in perfect health and current 
on vaccines prior to consuming this product. 

We put them on boiled chicken and rice with pumpkin and yogurt to sooth their stomachs and 
to add probiotics back into their gut health and went back to the diamond naturals food 
slowly. When they were back on the diamond naturals they all began to vomit again. 

I have never had all 4 dogs puking several times a day until they were eating this product and 
that is severely alarming. Unfortunately for us, the issues weren't starting until the bag was 
mostly empty so it isn't able to be returned to the store we purchased it from which was the 
tractor supply in , Washington. 

I am positive it was the food that was causing the vomiting. No new foods or treats were 
introduced to their diets aside from the diamond naturals stated above, they were not 
exposed to anything outside of their home environment due to respecting Covid social 
distancing rules, and they did not consume anything outside as they are monitored closely. 

We made a quick transition to another food due to being alarmed at the vomiting, and it 
immediately stopped after they stopped consuming the diamond naturals. I still have some of 
the dog food left over from the bag of the diamond naturals if lab testing is needed.

6 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 80 Pound

EON‐475653 11/6/2021 4:24 Hills Natural Jerky Strips Purchased Hills Natural Jerky Strips from Chewy. After hours of giving him the treats he 
became quite ill. Vomiting for hours with dry heaves, lethargic, no appetite, watery diarrhea, 
drinking more water than usual, not sleeping, in great discomfort.

11 Month
s

Havanese Dog 11 Pound

EON‐475643 11/5/2021 23:20 Sportmix premium high energy  fine been hunted a lot in great shape and health. Ran 17 miles when I caught her she 
seemed like she was belly breathing. So I hurried home and she died. That night thought it 
was odd but thought she could have run into something and had internal problems. But two 
days later My male dog I call  was fine in the morning. When I got home from work he 
was belly breathing and had runny nose. Loaded him up very weak and before I got to the vet 
he passed away. The both have been eating sportmix 26-18. Both dogs was in excellent 
shape they could run 30 miles at over 12mph. This came on quick with death as a result.  
was 3yrs old.

5 Years Foxhound - 
American

Dog 50 Pound

EON‐475630 11/5/2021 18:44 Rachael Ray Nutrish little bites 
real chicken & veggies recipe

The animals had one bowl of the food. The following day the dogs had diarrhea 
uncontrollably. That has continued for 4 days. One of our dogs isn’t as bad. She is only 4. 
She has loose stool. Our older dog has had to go to the vet because she is going pure blood 
when going to the bathroom. She was screaming when going to the bathroom the first night. 
This has been like nothing I have ever seen before. The vet did say it was from the food.

8 Years Shih Tzu Dog 13 Pound
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EON‐475626 11/5/2021 18:00 FRESHPET® SELECT SMALL 
DOG CHICKEN & TURKEY 
RECIPE WITH CRANBERRIES 
& SPINACH

Our dog has had Nonregenerative Anemia for over a year now and has been on harsh 
medications that really affect his appetite and has overall made him a very picky eater. We 
have to hand feed him FreshPet Select small dog food (1/8lb ROLL) and previously other 
fresh pet roll products. Since hand feeding him we have now been using WHITE generic 
disposable plates every feeding. I noticed about 6 or 7 "rolls" ago that when I cut into a brand 
new, freshly opened roll, and place the food on the plate, as I am feeding him his bites (hand 
fed bite for bite by pinching the food together and placing it in front of him) there are an 
INCREASINGLY disturbing amount of hairs of various sizes, colors and textures within these 
bites of food and within the chunks of these freshly opened rolls. Being that this is the ONLY 
food he will eat since being on this medication, I have just been pulling these hairs out as I 
see them. At this point, he is beginning to become a little constipated and I am wondering if it 
is because he is ingesting so much hair in these meals. 

I AM CONCERNED ABOUT THE ENVIROMENT THAT THIS PRODUCT IS BEING 
PREPARED/MADE/PACKAGED IN. 

I DO NOT KNOW OF A REASON WHY THERE WOULD BE SO MANY HAIRS IN THIS 
FOOD OF VARIOUS SHAPES AND SIZES. 

THIS IS A PRODUCT QUALITY CONTROL/ CROSS CONTAMINATION ISSUE.

Japanese Chin 
(Spaniel)

Dog

EON‐475581 11/5/2021 12:04 Hill’s Prescription Diet - Derm 
Complete

Took her to vet last Friday as she has issues with allergies. Got a Cytopoint injection and 
started this new food. Immediately noticed bloating of her abdomen, gas and drinking a lot 
more water. Started pacing at night. Not sleeping. Couldn’t settle. I thought it was her 
adjusting to the new food. By the next day from starting food she was trembling and it got 
from bad to worse. Then she started whimpering on and off. By Tuesday she was in 
unbearable pain. I took her to Emerg that night. I was given Robaxin and Gabapentin. The 
trembling started to settle my Thursday but still mild trembling. More frequent urination. Peed 
herself twice and her ALP is through the roof. I’m worried sick.

11 Years Schnauzer - 
Miniature

Dog 21 Pound

EON‐475544 11/4/2021 21:40 Triumph Jerky Bites Deboned 
Duck Vegetable & Blueberry 
Grain-Free Dog Treats 20-oz 
container

Opened a sealed container of new treats and there was extreme mold. 2nd time it has 
happened with these treats.

EON‐475540 11/4/2021 20:04 Premium Bull Sticks Please investigate this product immediately and get it off of the shelves. I bought Cadet Bull 
Sticks from Costco Item 1542618. Lot #CLT66039. Best before date 8/31/2022. Both of my 
dogs have had diarrhea for a week. They have also been vomiting. They are so dehydrated 
that their urine is brown. I don't know if the Bull Sticks have Salmonella or they are just 
horrible for dogs. You can also see the reviews on Amazon about the same complaints from 
other dog owners. 

Similar product: https://www.amazon.com/Cadet-Real-Beef-Bully-
Sticks/dp/B07SNGL8S1?th=1

This is not just a unique situation with my dogs. Plenty of other pets/owners are experiencing 
the same symptoms. This is a dangerous product for dogs.

6 Years Great Dane Dog 130 Pound
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EON‐475522 11/4/2021 17:00 Ava optimum health for small 
breed dog food

Dog became ill 1 day after using a new batch of Ava small dog food. Didn’t think it was the 
food for one second just thought it was a bug but one week later introduced the dog food 
again after having vet prescribed bland food and he became ill again.

10 Month
s

Dachshund - 
Miniature

Dog 4 Kilogram

EON‐475501 11/4/2021 14:24 Kaytee Forti Diet Pro Health 
Small Animal Food For Mice 
And Rats 5-Pound

Mouse food purchased on Amazon killed 3 groups of my mice, I kept buying new ones, the 
last pair died on my daughter’s birthday together (they are her pets)…then I realized the food 
was killing them, many other reviews on Amazon have the same experience, no deaths since 
changing the food

6 Month
s

Mouse 10 Ounce

EON‐475491 11/4/2021 13:24 Natural Balance L.I.D Limited 
Ingredient Formula Grain Free 
Lamb Formula

Dog would not eat food, which is unusual as he typically loves Natural Balance L.I.D Lamb 
Formula Grain-Free. He had diarrhea with mucus for 8 days in a row. The vet put him on an 
antibiotic. There was no improvement with the antibiotic and the same food. Returned to the 
vet, supplied a stool sample and tested negative for parasites, worms, giardia, etc. Vet 
supplies us with a probiotic (FortiFlora) and Hills Prescription Diet wet dog food (Muti-Benefit 
w/d formula).  has been great since the food change, no diarrhea. Suspected it may be 
the Natural Balance food and looked at recent reviews on Amazon, where we were ordering 
it from. A few of the recent reviews stated similar symptoms. After he is done with the cans of 
Hills, we will switch to a new brand of dog food.

6 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 49 Pound

EON‐475490 11/4/2021 13:20 Answers Pet Food Beef This is from a batch of Answers Pet Food purchased in Colorado. It's Beef. It's from a 40lb 
box and it looks like every tube in this 40lb box has this thick leather-like outer layer. I know 
there have been some changes with the company and thought you might want to investigate 
this.

EON‐475432 11/3/2021 18:08 Retriever hi protein adult 
preformance

Opened a brand new bag of retreiver high protein 50lb bag dog food and the first thing i had 
seen was a clmp of moldy dog food

EON‐475423 11/3/2021 17:04 Purina Friskies Poultry Pate 
Favorites 32 cans

1 day after feeding diarrhea began, in day 2 she was in respiratory distress and in critical 
condition rushed to the vet and was intubated.

1 Years Siamese Cat 9 Pound

EON‐475409 11/3/2021 15:48 Evangers Organic Beef Dinner After opening a new can from a new case ordered of the Evangers Organic canned beef cat 
food, my cat a minor seizure within a few hours. I did not think food was of concern until I 
researched and found that this company has had issues with this in the past.

12 Weeks Domestic 
Shorthair

Cat 6.6 Pound

EON‐475374 11/3/2021 10:52 nutro large breed puppy food my lab had no problem eating a 30lb bag thru the course of 3 weeks but the replacement bag 
purchased from amazon (i don't think that's relevant) must have been different. he didn't 
seem to like the smell but reluctantly ate a little now and then when really hungry or i added 
something to it. once that was gone i had another bag already waiting. apparently from the 
same batch and also from amazon. just the time stamp was different. in 5 days he would 
rarely touch it. when he ate it, result was almost diarrhea. nothing solid about his stool. one 
day i didn't feed him nutro and result is solid stool almost instantly.
im guessing you have a bad batch of food.

code: 133a1nch10 13:47 us61591 nutro large breed puppy food

8 Month
s

Retriever - 
Labrador

Dog 72 Pound

EON‐475369 11/3/2021 10:32 Fromm Salmon A La Veg He went to the vet because he threw up several times. The vet detected a heart murmur in 
March. Vet recommended to switch to chicken and rice dog food which we did as instructed 
(adding to existing food so he could gradually get used to new food). I gave him a 50/50 
combination of Fromm’s salmon a la veg and Nature’s Variety pumpkin with either chicken or 
lamb. When problem was detected i was using lamb.

6 Years Spaniel - Field Dog 40 Pound
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EON‐475361 11/3/2021 9:56 Blue Delights For Small Breed 
Dogs 12 County Variety Pack - 
New York Strip Flavor in Gravy 
and Filet Mignon Flavor in 
Gravy

I fed my dog Blue Buffalo Wet Dog Food, which she has eaten before with no problems. 
However, this time when she ate it she began to have diarrhea which lasted for 24 hours. 
She then began to vomit and the diarrhea became bloody. I took her to the animal hospital 
where the veterinarian diagnosed her with colitis.

8 Years Poodle 
(unspecified)

Dog 11.6 Pound

EON‐475356 11/3/2021 8:16 Friskies Country Style 
dinner/Chicken and 
Tuna/Turkey and Cheese 
shreds/Turkey and Giblets/ 
Mixed Grill/Tasty Treasures 
Turkey and Liver-Beef and 
Liver/Ocean Whitefish

The general health of outdoor colony is jeopardized by the presence of Guar gum in the 
Purina Friskies. First it was Fancy Feast and now all their cat food contains it. It made our 
pets sick and many died a decade ago. Now Purina is back to using it regularly in their food. 
Their food is no longer "Made in America". Even the cans have begun to become a yellow tin 
color. I suspect China but their labels indicate a global unknown source. (1) Why are they not 
required to identify the source of this food? (2) Guar killed our animals before in large 
numbers so why was it not prohibited for use in pet food? I became suspicious when several 
times backyard hungry cats backed away from the food.

Domestic 
(unspecified)

Cat

EON‐475334 11/2/2021 22:16 BDN Pet Foods Beef Supreme My parents told me about an issue with the dog food they feed their dogs. I feed my dog the 
same, so I opened a bag of Beef Supreme and it smells like something is wrong with it so I 
am not going to feed it to my dog.

EON‐475331 11/2/2021 21:08 BDN Pet Foods Beef Supreme The food was prepared as usual and placed in front of  He absolutely refused to eat 
the food and he normally has a healthy appetite.

4 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 85 Pound

EON‐475330 11/2/2021 20:52 BDN Pet Foods Beef Supreme  ate the dog food. The next day, he had diarrhea and was sluggish all day. It took him a 
day or so to return to his normal self.

8 Years Retriever - 
Labrador

Dog 75 Pound

EON‐475329 11/2/2021 20:40 BDN Pet Foods Beef Supreme She ate the food and was up all night and very agitated. The next day, she vomited and had 
diarrhea and was very sluggish. She was still moving very slowly for the next few days.

8 Years Retriever - 
Labrador

Dog 70 Pound
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EON‐475310 11/2/2021 14:52 Taste of the Wild Salmon We were walking our dog  who is a 9 year old shepherd mix and he suddenly 
collapsed. We took him to the emergency vet, where they noticed a heart murmur and 
irregular heartbeat. After 2 days at the emergency vet, he was diagnosed with Dilated Cardio 
Myopathy (DCM), in which the vet believes he developed due to a grain free diet. 

I know that DCM (Dilated Cardio Myopathy) could be genetic. However, my family adopted 
the entire litter of pups from the rescue we got them from. His brother and 2 sisters do not 
have this condition, they also are not eating a grain free diet. Also,  has been going to 
the same vet since a pup, they never noticed an irregular heartbeat nor a murmur. 

We did not intentionally put him on a grain free diet. We wanted to give him the best kind of 
food possible, after looking around, we opted for Taste of the Wild, Salmon flavor. We did not 
realize this is a grain free dog food, we also did not know of the risks of a grain free diet. We 
also gave him a can of Nutrish food each night, which is grain free and has tapioca in it, 
again, no clue that tapioca could be harmful as well. 

We never heard of the BEG diet and had no clue that such a thing existed until now. I wish 
that there were warning labels on the food that states that eating a grain free diet for larger 
dogs could result in DCM. 

Because of the lack of labeling and warnings on grain free foods, my pet has to take 
medication twice a day and get his heart monitored quarterly. His life expectancy is also 
greatly shortened. Something must be done to warn pet owners of this!

9 Years Shepherd 
(unspecified)

Dog 51 Pound

EON‐475246 11/2/2021 9:44 Purina benefit originals PetSmart dc 38 leadership (  soave,  harshbarger) have systematically 
discontinued all food safety measures for The sake of productivity and workforce staffing 
goals and have been open about this in private discussions. Maggots, flies, decomposing 
food are all present around ready to be packed food. Dry/wet food present in massive 
quantities all over the ground.

EON‐475232 11/1/2021 23:00 Check with client she has 
mulitple packages

Patient was healthy with rising kidney values over one month. Presented to ER and 
transferred to the Internal Medicine service with glucosuria. Patient Fanconi testing noted 
postive results.

3 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 2.3 Kilogram

EON‐475229 11/1/2021 22:32 Train-Me!
Training Reward
Bacon Flavor

Dogs were given the Train-Me training treats. Lucy developed a severe case of hives. Her 
ears swelled to around an inch thick, her neck and face swelled. She was given an antibiotic 
and and antiseptic shampoo and Benadryl.

8 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 80 Pound

EON‐475227 11/1/2021 21:56 Train-Me! 
Training Reward
Bacon Flavor

 developed hives covering his body. His ears swelled up to around an inch thick, this 
face, throat and neck swelled. At the vet he was diagnosed with a severe allergic reaction. 
He could not be given a cortisone shot due to the Rovera for the oral melanoma. He was 
treated with antibiotics, antiseptic shampoo and Benadryl. It took a little of over a week for 
him to return to normal.

8 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 90 Pound

EON‐475226 11/1/2021 21:56 Fromm Family Recipes
PurrSnickety 
Salmon Pate - food for cats

I purchased this food at the pet supply store today and gave it to my cats as soon as I got 
home. Within 45 minutes both cats who ate this food started profusely vomiting. One cat 
vomited 15 times within 10 minutes and was taken to an emergency vet clinic. The other cat 
who ate less vomited less and did not need emergency attention

6 Years Domestic 
Longhair

Cat 16 Pound
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EON‐475136 10/31/2021 22:20 Blue Buffalo Dental Bones Dog 
Treats

Healthy dog was fed one Blue Buffalo Dental Bones Dog Treats and has suffered constant 
diarrhea for four days requiring being taken outside to poop every hour. Poop is just water. 
On day four we are seeing her start to have more runny poop consistency of applesauce, still 
nothing solid.

4 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 55 Pound

EON‐475130 10/31/2021 18:56 Good 'n' Fun Triple Flavor 
Twists

After eating 2 treats in a 6 hour time span, my dog became very ill. She was panting, 
slobbering, had a fever, which all culminated in uncontrollable diarrhea for 24-28 hours.

7 Years Bulldog - 
American

Dog 53 Pound

EON‐475077 10/30/2021 9:56 Diamond Naturals Adult Dog 
Lamb Meal and Rice

Within a couple of days of starting this food,  (who has an iron stomach) started having 
terrible diarrhea. We didn’t stop the food until her brother got sick as we thought she might 
have gotten into something. There was no proof of that, but food has never made her ill.

14 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 20 Pound

EON‐475075 10/30/2021 9:44 Diamond Naturals Adult Dog 
Lamb Meal and Rice

Within a few days of starting this food, my dogs became lethargic and nauseous. Eventually 
they had diarrhea, which has gotten so bad that they’re now just pooping mucus.

14 Years Shih Tzu Dog 20 Pound

EON‐475051 10/29/2021 18:56 FANCY FEAST SAVORY 
CRAVINGS CAT TREATS

I noticed that the beef Fancy Feast Savory Cravings Cat Treats have partially hydrogenated 
oil as a main ingredient!!! I just noticed it today, never paid attention before until my husband 
said it has a strange waxy/melty feel to it, like a solid oil feel to it. I would have never thought 
such an ingredient would be in there. I thought this stuff was banned! It should NOT be in 
anyone's food, human or non-human. Thank You, 

EON‐475047 10/29/2021 17:28 Earthborn Venture Turkey Our dog has been eating Earthborn Venture Turkey for well over a year now and we have 
recently had a serious health scare with him that appears to be related to his dog food. After 
more research, we found out the dog food was recently recalled, so I was told to submit a 
report. Our dog ended up in the vet hospital with an inflamed stomach and dangerously high 
liver levels due to toxicity from something he ate, but he is a trained service dog and does not 
eat anything besides dog food (literally, if we dropped a piece of chicken on the floor, he 
would not react). He is finally home from the vet, but he may have permanent liver damage. 
He is still refusing to eat the Venture, but is happily eating the food the vet gave us, and it 
worried me to find recent recall information, so I want to make sure this is reported in case it 
is related.

5 Years Poodle - Standard Dog 65 Pound

EON‐475002 10/29/2021 12:20 Loving Pets Gourmet All Natural 
Premium Duck Filet, Cadet 
Gourmet Duck Breast

10/1/21: Pet presented for pu/pd for the past few weeks but only when owner gave all natural 
chicken and duck treats (Loving Pets Gourmet Duck and Cadet Duck Breast) both made in 
and products of China. Vets at  said  was slightly higher last time pet was 
there. Owner approves bloodwork, urine and spot  if needed. Otherwise doing well. 
Planned to eval labs and proceed accordingly, rec stop jerky treats in case Na+ content 
increasing thirst.
10/4/21:Advised owner of wellness results and increased trilglyc and elevated Creat, o says 
Pu /pd is recent. requested collect urine to complete database, and feed i/d food vs the raw 
diets and treats which may be an issue for kidney.
10/8/21: Internal med consult prob fanconi syndrome from jerky treats. Per owner history of 
feeding duck and chicken jerky treats and Pu/pd with normal serum glucose and glucosuria is 
consistent with renal tubular damage. Some is
reversible by stopping the treats and some can be permanent. Recommend confirm by 
running a specific test for fanconi syndrome through Antech. Antech sends to  genetic 
lab.

8 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 7.66 Pound
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EON‐474991 10/29/2021 11:00 Purina kitten nurture I bought purina kitten chow nurture for my adult cat and 3 kittens. I went home and fed them 
and after all 3 of my cats started to vomit horribly and they continue to vomit as I’m writing 
this. They also show no interest in eating along with bad diarrhea. When the food is offered 
they sniff the food and run away from it. This food has made all of my cat/kittens sick amd 
something needs to be done about this. I purchased a large 14 pound bag that was a waste 
of money and put my cats health at risk. This product should be taken off the shelf and 
recalled. I know for a fact that this food is the culprit.

4 Month
s

Unknown Cat 1 Pound

EON‐474969 10/28/2021 23:32 Canadian Naturals  has been experiencing exertion based collapse 5 Years Mastiff Dog 135 Pound
EON‐474968 10/28/2021 23:24 Pup-peroni

Original beef flavor
My dog became lethargic and would not eat. Her stool became soft and runny and the color 
of pup-peroni. She was seen at the vet and a diagnosis was not made. The veterinarian put 
her on antibiotics and probiotics. My walmart had been out of pup-peroni for over a month 
and just recently got them in stock. My dog got sick after starting this new bag.

10 Years Maltese Dog 11 Pound

EON‐474956 10/28/2021 18:32 Wellness complete adult large 
breed

After opening a new bag of a food she's had since 2017, she had diarrhea. Vet was phoned 
for advice.

5 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 80 Pound

EON‐474955 10/28/2021 18:32 Nutro Natural Choice Chicken & 
Brown Rice

Nutro caused my dog to have diarrhea for weeks. After I spent $600 on vet bills, and the vet 
did not know what was wrong, I realized it was the food.

13 Years Chihuahua Dog 19 Pound

EON‐474947 10/28/2021 15:28 Farmland Traditions Dogs Love 
Chicken Jerky Treats

After 3 previous dogs all died of kidney failure, we noticed that our newest (who was still a 
puppy) would occasionally throw up after eating the treats. We were concerned since she is 
young and otherwise healthy so we took her to the vet to find out she is showing signs of 
kidney damage already. We just lost our greyhound this week to severe kidney disease but 
didn't put 2 and 2 together until she threw up again that it could have been the treats that 
were killing our dogs. I googled and found lots of consumers experiencing the same issues 
with their dogs and these treats.

2 Years Unknown Dog

EON‐474888 10/28/2021 0:24 Natural balance limited 
ingredient diet duck and Potatoe 
formula graine free

I was recommended this brand and to opt for a grain free formula by my prior vet. My bull 
terrier was recently diagnosed with DCM (dilated cardiomyopathy) and my vet said it was due 
to the grain free diet he had been on for several years. I am completely shocked how these 
grain free products are being sold when so many dogs are being diagnosed with heart failure. 
Unfortunately, my pet will have to be on medications for the remaining time he has left. I was 
told he only had a few months to live and it's devastating to hear the news. Specifically 
because all this time I thought I was feeding a nutritional food to my dog. I just spent
spent five thousand dollars to try and save my dogs life. This product should be taken off the 
shelves and the company should be held liable for the damages caused because of their 
reckless actions

7 Years Terrier - Bull Dog 60 Pound

EON‐474878 10/27/2021 18:04 Royal Canin Veterinary Diet 
Feline Hydrolyzed Protein Adult 
Hp Dry Cat

Food-17.610 Dag

There was a string of some sort baked into the kibble. I removed it and kept it for evidence 
but after five days of not hearing from the food maker, my cat discovered it and ate it.
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EON‐474845 10/27/2021 13:28 DogSnob Smoked Turkey 
Topper

Labeling Issue & LYING About Nutritional Facts

10/18/21 
I emailed the company, Dog Snob, asking for nutritional facts. Especially the fat content per 
one pump serving. I need to know the fat content since too much fat will cause both of my 
pets into a pancreatitis attack. Dog Snob only presents the ingredient list online. Dog Snob 
would email me back the ingredient list. I explain that I didn’t need the ingredient list and that 
I need the Nutritional facts. Dog Snob replied again with direction to their website, stating I 
would find what I need. Again, the website only shows the ingredient list. My last email to 
Dog Snob I specifically asked, what is the amount of fat per one pump of gravy, and I also 
attached a photo example of a Nutritional Facts label I got off a website in a google search, 
which I pasted the link below. Dog Snob never replied back to me.

10/26/21
I emailed Dog snob from a different email address asking for the fat content. Dog Snob 
replied with the Nutritional Facts label I got off the website and claimed it as their Nutritional 
Facts label for their gravy topper product. I obviously know for this to be a lie since I am the 
one that provided the label as an example. Other consumer will not know this a fake label 
that is not actually for Dog Snob’s gravy topper. 

I just want the nutritional facts. I am not understanding why the company Dog Snob is lying 
about it. If they don’t have the nutritional facts, they just should simply state that instead of 
passing off a fake label that I got off the internet.

LINK:
chrome-
extension://efaidnbmnnnibpcajpcglclefindmkaj/viewer.html?pdfurl=https://www.accessdata.fd
a.gov/scripts/interactivenutritionfactslabel/assets/InteractiveNFL_UnderstandingTheNFL_Mar
ch2020.pdf&clen=389441&chunk=true

EON‐474799 10/27/2021 7:40 They were dog treats I fed my pet treats from this business and she became violently ill. She convulsed and threw 
up repearedly. I took my pet to the vet aand they identified the treat as being contaminated.

Chihuahua Dog

EON‐474776 10/26/2021 20:44 Fancy Feast Chicken Feast 
Chunky
net wt 3.02 oz

bottom of can:
Best By: Sep 2023
12561162 L11891425

Can of cat food, Fancy Feast, Chicken Feast Chunky contained a sharp piece of metal about 
5/8 " by 1/4 ". Opened this can on 10/26/2021. I purchased three cartons of FF chunky 
chicken item #76065. This can has Best By date Sep 2023; numbers below the best by date 
are: 12561162 L11891425. I purchased on 10/20/21 and received the shipment on 10/25/21. 
Order number 1111198401-1 from Chewy.com, . I 
have contacted Chewy.com on 10/26/21 by phone. The cans of chunky chicken with the 
above listed numbers (12561162 L11891425) are not all packed in the same carton. I have 
the piece of metal and pictures of the metal with the food on a plate.
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EON‐474642 10/25/2021 17:04 Farmina N&D Quinoa Skin & 
Coat Quail & Coconut Recipe

Foreign objects found in Farmina N&D Quinoa Quail & Coconut canned cat food. Product 
label has Best Buy date of May 2024 and lot number 052421. 

What appears to be bone fragments was found in canned food. This is not disclosed on the 
list of ingredients. The size of the bone fragments could have caused harm to my pet had I 
not noticed. Also, the presence of bone fragments likely increases the amount of phosphorus 
contained in the food about the amount communicated by the company- which could cause 
health issues when fed to cats on a phosphorus restricted diet.

American 
Shorthair

Cat

EON‐474616 10/25/2021 13:20 ROAM Pet Treats
Kanga Chew
Outback Kangaroo
Long-lasting

Purchased ROAM Pet Treat - Kanga Chew / Outback Kangaroo on 10/24/2021 from 
PetSmart. Gave to my dog on same day and the chew (supposedly a kangaroo bone) broke 
into sharp shards of various lengths (1" to 2"). I removed the entire chew bone from the dog 
to avoid additional ingesting of sharp shards capable of puncturing the digestive system. 
What a tragedy it could have been! How can this product be sold?

EON‐474611 10/25/2021 12:44 Rewardables Hide Free 
Chicken Chews for Dogs

Gave Rewardables Hide Free Chicken Chews for Dogs to both my dogs. Within 20 minutes 
the first dog (  had vomited 3 times until she expelled all the chew.
Then the second dog (  started vomiting 30 minutes after the chew was given and 
continued to vomit for 5 hours. She became weak, lethargic and really wasn't doing well. She 
had expelled all of the chew and continued to not do well.

1 Years Cattle Dog - 
Australian (blue 
heeler, red heeler, 
Queensland 
cattledog)

Dog

EON‐474550 10/24/2021 13:20 synack test synakc test Budgerigar
EON‐474549 10/24/2021 13:04 test synack test Cockatoo
EON‐474524 10/23/2021 18:24 Castor & Pollux ORGANIX 

Organic Small Breed Recipe 
Grain-Free Dry Dog Food

May of 2020  suddenly developed a cough. At first they told us it was Kennel cough 
and since he was recently groomed we thought that must be it. But when his cough 
continued at the month mark we called the Vet back. They asked us to bring him in and 
discovered he had Mitral Valve disease. He had never had any heart issues up to this point. 
They told us he had 6 months to 3 years to live. He was put on two different medicines that 
did not seem to help.  died on . 7 months after he started coughing.

8 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 19 Pound

EON‐474508 10/23/2021 13:00 4 Health
Whitefish and potato
Grain free

Fed 4 health grain free whitefish and potato since birth. Was diagnosed with a heart murmur 
at age 4 and has been diagnosed with cardiomyopathy diet as cause per vet

4 Years Weimaraner Dog 79 Pound

EON‐474470 10/22/2021 22:24 Nature's Recipe Grain-Free 
Salmon Sweet Potato & 
Pumpkin Recipe Dry Dog Food

I ordered "Nature's Recipe Grain-Free Salmon, Sweet Potato & Pumpkin Recipe Dry Dog 
Food" item number 51505 on Chewy's website. The first time, there were what looked like 
plastic pieces baked into the food. I was given a replacement after reporting the problem to 
the retailer. I found pieces of cat food and burnt pieces of cat food in the replacement bag.

EON‐474423 10/22/2021 12:52 Evolve Simply Six Dog Food 
4lb.

Evolve Simply Six Dog Food 4lb. Bag. It has a very strong odor when opening the bag, like a 
plastic smell. The food smells like a strong plastic smell. I have used this dog food for years 
and have never smelled that before. I bought 2 bags and the unopened one I opened and it 
smelled like the 1st one. My dog doesn't eat much of it and is acting weird this morning, like 
is having hard time moving. I called the manufacturer and am returning it to the store I bought 
it from.
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EON‐474422 10/22/2021 12:36 Evolve 
Grain-Free Jerky Bites
Real Salmon #1 Ingredient

Deboned Salmon and Sweet 
Potatoes
No Soy. No Corn No wheat

No artificial colors flavors or 
preservatives

Over the last few years, I've purchased Evolve Grain Free jerky bites with Lamb and Salmon 
as #1 ingredients. I've made two previous complaints to Sunshine Mills, Inc. concerning a 
white mold like film found on the surface of these jerky bites. The company told me that they 
would report this issue to their Quality control dept. but I never received any feedback on the 
outcome of those reports. The company reimbursed me $5.00 for each complaint. Today I 
found the same white mold like film on the Evolve Grain Free Jerky Bites with Salmon as #1 
ingredient. I called the company to report this occurrence for the third time. They offered to 
pick up the package and have it tested for the cause of the white mold like film on the treats. 
I'm keeping a sample of this for myself for FDA if you choose to do your own investigation. 
Date below is for the third occurrence of this problem but I've reported the same issue to 
Sunshine Mills twice before over the last couple of years. Over the last few months, my dog 
has had stomach issues requiring Vetinary care but no specific cause was determined.

EON‐474385 10/22/2021 1:44 sdfghju xxxxx 10 Years Abyssinian cat Cat 10 Pound
EON‐474371 10/21/2021 19:04 N & D Salmon P began to vomit twice daily after new bag of food was administered. 2 Years Poodle - Standard Dog 66 Pound

EON‐474364 10/21/2021 17:52 Zignature Kangaroo Formula 
Dog Food

Started to lose balance on walks (r/o vestibular vs primary cardiac). Survey whole body 
radiographs confirmed significant heart enlargement. ECHO confirmed Dilated 
Cardiomyopathy. No history of prior heart disease. She has been eating Zignature Kangaroo 
formula. Started on Vetmedin, Enalapril and Taurine today

11 Years Pit Bull Dog 58 Pound

EON‐474312 10/21/2021 11:56 IAMS PROACTIVE HEALTH 
INDOOR WEIGHT & HAIRBALL 
CARE. WITH CHICKEN AND 
TURKEY

The cats were fed this food for about 4 days when after 3 days it was clear that all cats had 
diarrhea and were vomiting. 2 days after I stopped giving that food to them 2 of 5 cats still 
very lethargic ,diarrhea and vomiting. They refuse to eat only drinking water

4 Month
s

American 
Shorthair

Cat 2 Pound

EON‐474265 10/20/2021 20:12 synack synack Affenpinscher Dog
EON‐474224 10/20/2021 12:40 <details/open/ontoggle=prompt(

document.domain)>
<details/open/ontoggle=prompt(document.domain)> 4 Weeks Budgerigar 44 Gram

EON‐474214 10/20/2021 12:24 <details/open/ontoggle=prompt(
document.domain)>

<details/open/ontoggle=prompt(document.domain)> 5 Weeks Budgerigar 180 Kilogram

EON‐474199 10/20/2021 10:56 Meow Mix, Friskies Mariner's 
Catch Pate

Originally submitted by RFR EON-474184. FDA CVM resubmitting as PFR. 

 notified about the death of 22 cats that were being feed both a dry and wet cat 
food. Meow Mix has recalled other lots of food that are contaminated with Salmonella. Owner 
reported cats were throwing up undigested food and had labored breathing after throwing up 
the food. Cats live outdoors, close to the house, and are all fed the same food. Deaths 
occurred over a period of . 

Contacted ODA to report his cats died after eating the Meow Mix food. The owner brought 
the bag of food to the ODA Animal Disease Diagnostic Laboratory where it is awaiting 
testing, pending a response from FDA after this consumer complaint is reviewed. 

22 cats ate the same hard Meow Mix food and soft Frishies Mariner’s Catch Pate. The UPC # 
29274 52099 7, the expiration date is Mar 27 2023 and the lot # is T 255 803 4 0728 and 
canned cat food is UPC# 0 5000 42504 4, best by JAN 2023 and lot # 10071157 L63820651. 
The 22 cats died over a  period, after throwing up undigested food and exhibiting 
labored breathing.

Unknown Cat
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EON‐474197 10/20/2021 10:40 Purina One Smartblend Large 
Breed Adult Formula Joint 
Health

Originally submitted as RFR EON-473648. FDA CVM resubmitting as PFR. 

Consumer purchased 2 bags of Purina One Smartblend Large Breed Adult Formula Joint 
Health online from Pet Care Rx Meds on September 11, 2021. She fed the food to her two 
dogs and they got sick. She had to take them to the vet. 

Symptoms of dogs included vomiting blood, lethargy, bloody diarrhea, quit eating and 
drinking. Vets diagnosed with Hemoragic gastro enteritis. Dogs were sick on 15th of 
September, 2021. Dog 1 went to vet on 18th of September. Dog 2 went to the vet on 22nd of 
September. Labs were drawn by the veterinary.

Unknown Dog

EON‐474185 10/20/2021 9:00 Acana grain free dog kibble At age 6 my vet noticed a heart murmur during a routine examination and gave us a 
pamphlet about DCM. She's been eating Acana brand kibble basically her whole life. Wanted 
her to be counted and known about for the open investigation into DCM in dogs related to 
their food. I will be switching her to an alternative food in the hopes that her condition does 
not decline. Please hold these manufacturers responsible. Make them change their formulas 
to omit the suspect ingredients or at least label the link to the condition on the packaging, 
please. I only want to give my dog the best and I thought I was, I am sick over this.

7 Years Terrier - Boston Dog 28 Pound

EON‐474157 10/20/2021 2:04 Purina One Healthy Kitten 
Formula

She was given the food last night, in the morning throw up was found. She was given the 
same food again that morning and after a few hours she threw up multiple times. She has 
never thrown up nor had any accidents before this.

5 Month
s

Siamese Cat 6 Pound

EON‐474140 10/19/2021 18:20 My Pet Carnivore
Ground Turkey Chicken and 
Pork varieties fed to these 
ferrets., Raw chicken eggs from 
private flock.

Patient presented for examination and fecal after developing intermittent soft/granular stools. 
Parasitology was negative, fecal culture showed salmonella group B (final serotyping 
pending).  
Patient also receives raw chicken eggs (sourced from private flock)

2 Years Other 
Mammals

1.2 Kilogram

EON‐474119 10/19/2021 15:08 GO-CAT® Indoor Chicken Dry 
Cat Food

Purina states that cats are natural grazers, which is a myth and considered false from 
multiple sources. Purina should be required to remove that from their packaging and website. 

Here is what it says on their website: 
"How to feed your indoor cat
As cats are natural grazers, they are happy to nibble on dry food left out for them during the 
day (wet food will go stale too quickly to be left out)."

Leaving dry food out for cats is considered less healthy than feeding them larger meals 1-3 
times a day, and can easily lead to weight gain.
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EON‐474107 10/19/2021 14:04 Royal Canin canine 
Gastrointestinal low fat

Exact name of the product and product description (as stated on the product label): Royal 
Canin canine gastrointestinal low fat 6.6 lb
Type of container (e.g. box, bag, can, pouch, etc.) bag
Product intended to be refrigerated, frozen, or stored at room temperature: room temperature
Lot number - This number is often hard to find and difficult to read. It is stamped onto the 
product packaging and typically includes a combination of letters and numbers, and is always 
in close proximity to the best by/before or expiration date (if the product has a best by/before 
or expiration date). The lot number is very important as it helps us determine the 
manufacturing plant as well as the production date. : 134C1RLB01
Best by, best before or expiration date: 19 FEB 2023
UPC code (also known as the bar code): 30111 48386
Net weight 6.6 lbs
Purchase date and exact location where purchased: 10/7/21  

Results of any laboratory testing performed on the pet food product: none
How the food was stored, prepared, and handled: room temperature, kept in original 
container/bag
Description of the problem with the product:
Food appears to have other type of kibble in the bag, different size/shape kibble (concerned 
possibly dry cat food as the size/shape of kibble looks like cat food). Client purchased a bag 
and noticed issue at home after opening a bag. Staff opened bag off the shelf in hospital 
(same lot/exp) and found same issue. Pictures attached (all pictures taken in hospital).

EON‐474104 10/19/2021 13:48 Diamond naturals small breed 
adult dog chicken and rice 
formula

I opened a new bag of Diamond Naturals small breed adult dog- chicken and rice formula, 
and my dog started to vomit the next day (around six times) and had diarrhea for an entire 
day, by a veterinary recommendation I switched to boiled chicken and rice, then around 5 
days later my dog had stools with blood. So I had to take my dog to an emergency service 
and I was told he had a gastroenteritis/colitis. 
I continued feeding my dog boiled chicken and rice and also another food for gastrointestinal 
issues prescribed by his vet. He was doing perfectly fine again and all his exams appeared to 
be ok, no worms or anything else.
Yesterday I tried to start with the Diamonds natural kibble again and my dog is throwing up 
and has diarrhea, just like when all of this started. This has not happened to my dog with 
previous bags of the same food. I wonder if there is anything bad with it. The production date 
or code are not visible in the bag anymore, but the code bar numbers are 7419860827

9 Years Dachshund - 
Standard Smooth-
haired

Dog 15 Pound

EON‐474074 10/19/2021 10:44 Wellness core classic pate 
kitten smooth Turkey and 
chicken liver recipe. Grain free

There was a visible green piece of plastic in the kitten food. It is definitely plastic and I 
noticed it this morning. I purchased the kitten food from petsmart in  10/15. It is the 
wellness core kitten classic pate in turkey and chicken liver recipe. The numbers on the can 
are 7CCKC1 00:09 and best by is 19 Jul 24
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EON‐474073 10/19/2021 10:44 Purina pro plan chicken and rice 
hairball

Fussie Cat Market Fresh 
Chicken & Turkey Recipe Grain-
Free Dry Cat FoodFussie Cat 
Market Fresh Chicken & Turkey 
Recipe Grain-Free Dry Cat 
Food

 had a sudden death on . Prior to his death I had switched his dry food 
to Fussie Cat Market Fresh Chicken & Turkey Recipe Grain-Free Dry Cat Food for 7 weeks, 
starting roughly 8/23 and ending 10/7. On  I begin feeding Purina pro plan chicken 
and rice hairball. I have contacted Purina and will be providing them with a sample of their 
food for testing. 

I observed no symptoms prior to  passing.

3 Years Siberian Cat 16 Pound

EON‐474066 10/19/2021 10:16 Wellness Complete Heakth She died. 14 Years Chihuahua Dog 11 Pound
EON‐474004 10/18/2021 15:04 Taste of the Wild Prey Angus 

Beef Formula
We brought our dog to the vet on 10/15 as she had labored breathing, stopped eating, and 
had loss of energy

 clinic suspected dilated cardiomyopathy with chest x-ray and 
EKG. They advised to bring her to an emergency cardiology clinic.

We brought her to  teaching hospital where they 
diagnose the DCM and prescribed meds + change of diet

12 Years Retriever - 
Labrador

Dog 75 Pound
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EON‐473918 10/17/2021 21:04 The Farmer's Dog
Rambo's Turkey Recipe

8 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 79 PoundOn October 12th I started feeding my dog,  (German Shepard/Golden Retriever Mix) 
fresh food (Turkey) from Farmer's Dog (https://www.thefarmersdog.com/) after about a 2 

week break from the food. I used the fresh food as a meal topper. (I will list his other foods at 
the end of this narrative.) I gave him approximately 1/4 of the bag (approximately 4 to 6 

ounces) of food that arrived frozen and thawed in my refrigerator. (Note, my fridge is brand 
new and the temperatures are below 35 degrees.) I am a former, school trained chef with 

years of restaurant experience and handle my dog's food with the same food safety protocols 
that I would at a restaurant!). 

This was my second order from Farmer's dog.  seemed to do well on his first batch so 
I opted to continue with the fresh food as a meal topper. This shipment arrive via FedEx on 
October 9th. the shipment arrived mostly frozen after a one day shipping delay. All of the 

packages of food were immediately placed into my freezer. I pulled a package of Turkey on 
October 11th and allowed it to thaw in the refrigerator overnight. I started feeding one quarter 

of the bag of thawed food on the morning of October  for his breakfast. He got another 
quarter in the evening for dinner. The same pattern occurred on the  On the morning of 

October  I woke up to see that my dog had vomited his dinner sometime during the night. 
Based on how dried it was I would estimate that it had been at least two to three hours since 

he vomited. Shortly after I woke  signaled that he urgently needed to go outside. Once 
we were outside he immediately defecated a runny diarrhea. At this point, he was not 

showing any signs of being sick beyond the vomiting and diarrhea. I decided to feed him a 
light breakfast of a little bit of his canned food with some freshly cooked rice to help the 

diarrhea. He ate his breakfast and then laid down in his side of a dual recliner ("his" chair). 
Approximately 2 or 3 hours later, he once again vomited and several episodes of diarrhea 
followed that. After he vomited in this instance he clearly exhibited signs of not feeling well. 

He was lethargic, his eyes were watery and he had an intense thirst. As the day wore on, he 
became more lethargic and I had to really convince him to go outside to urinate/defecate. 
During the evening I tried to feed him a very small amount of dinner and he immediately 

vomited that. By this time of day his vet's office is closed so I hoped he would be fine during 
the night and I could take him to the vet at 7am. Late in the evening, approximately 11pm 
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 became very thirsty again. I let him drink water and he drank a quite a bit. I figured he 
might be dehydrated and hoped his system would take in the and help him feel better. it 

couldn't have been more than 10 minutes after he drank the water that he vomited every bit 
of it. He constantly wanted water through the night so I tried to give him just a few sips at a 

time but each time he vomited the water up along with mucous almost immediately. He 
signaled the need to go outside several times during the night with the same resultant 

diarrhea. I live in a 3rd story apartment so we always have to go up and down 3 flights of 
stairs. Approximately 5:45am,  was too weak to go back up the stairs and he went 

almost limp when I tried to lift him. He was awake and alert although very lethargic. (By this 
time neither of us had slept and I thought maybe he was just exhausted on top of not feeling 
well and was also dehydrated. I my concern for him was certainy raised at this time but since 
he was awake and responsive, and with the hope of seeing a vet in just over an hour, I was 
not at a panic level yet.) At this point I walked him back to the car and helped him climb in. i 
went to his vet's office to wait for them to open at 7am. When they opened, they said they 
could not see my dog due to a full schedule. I repeated this at another branch of his vet's 

office that opened at 8am and they too said they could not see him. I went to an immediate 
care vet that was supposed to open at 9am. They said they had room to see  at 

11am. I drove down the street to buy coffee at a drive-thru then went back to the vet's office 
to wait in the parking lot. During these few hours in the car he tried several times to lay down 

to sleep but he always sat up to lay his head on the window ledge to get fresh air from the 
partially opened window. When I pulled into the parking lot at approximately 10am,  

collapsed in the front seat of my car and became unresponsive. He appeared to be breathing 
well at this moment. Just a moment later he rolled over and started gasping for breath. I ran 
to the office of the vets office and they immediately came out but in the less than 30 seconds 
that I was gone, he stopped breathing and had no pulse. The vet performed CPR but he was 

pronounced dead approximately 10:20am. I did not think to ask for them to check him for 
toxins.  was a highly trained service dog and we were extremely close and I was 

understandably devastated by his unexpected death. I left his remains with the vets office for 
private cremation and return of his ashes. It was only 24 hours from when I first saw signs of 
his illness to the time of his death. He has had minor episodes of diarrhea or diarrhea and 
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vomiting that is typical of dogs several times during his life. In each case he recovered 
without medical intervention within 24 hours or less. 

if it is worth noting, the first time he vomited the vomitus appeared partially digested. During 
the following vomiting episodes, the vomitus appeared whole and intact. Rice grains were full 
and the formed chunks of his wet food were still whole. His diarrhea produced a thick, liquid 
stool that ranged from light brown to dark brown. The last stool at approximately 5:40am was 
very yellowish brown, thick with mucous and small grains that resembled the texture of the 
Farmer's Dog food. I preserved a sample of the stool, double bagged and in the freezer. 

Being a valuable service dog,  was never outside, or anywhere else for that matter, 
unaccompanied. He was let off his leash once or twice a day to play in our yard but he was 

constantly supervised. He was trained to leave anything on the ground if I told him to. If I ever 
saw him dip his head on or off the leash I automatically told him to "leave it" and he always 

complied no matter what the substance was. I never saw him ingest anything outside.  
was afforded good health care and I always carefully monitored his health. His food was 

always safely handled, his food and water bowls were washed with soap and water at every 
meal and I was extremely careful with keeping anything (chemicals, medications, foods 

known to be harmful to dogs, etc) out of his reach.  got regular exercise and he was 
constantly with me so I was keenly aware of his health and moods. Up until the morning of 
the th, he was as healthy, active and happy as ever.  suffered from food allergies 

that manifested in itchy, irritated and flaky skin when he was 2 years old. Consequently I kept 
his diet very steady with the same foods up until the time I added Farmer's Dog foods to his 

diet. 

His typical diet consisted of 1/2 cup of FirstMate Grain Friendly Lamb & Oats kibble and 1/2 
can of Taste of the Wild Sierra Mountain Lamb in Gravy canned food. When feeding the 
Farmer's Dog as a meal topper, the kibble was reduced to less than 1/4 cup per meal. 

Farmer's Dog Turkey was packed on October 4th, reported as being shipped on October 5th, 
arrived October 11th. The label has the designation C5 and the lot number is 16C3079. I 
pulled the bag out of the garbage with food remains inside it, bagged it and put it in my 

freezer. The remaining bags of Turkey are still frozen with the same lot number and they will 
not be disposed of until cleared by your agency. 

The Taste of the Wild Sierra Mountain canned food has a lot number 59XM10 and marked 
"best by March 23, 24." Both cans that Rambo was fed from in the prior 48 hours are the 

same lot number and date. of I also preserved the last can that was opened of the Taste of 
the Wild canned food. It is also bagged and frozen. 

I can provide the lot number for the kibble if needed. I just need to get some help lifting the 
bag out of it's storage container.
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EON‐473908 10/17/2021 16:56 Hills Prescription Diet He has been on this prescription urinary care diet for years. Purchased this new bag on 
10/11/21 and he starting throwing up every day since. I have stopped and returned the 
remaining amount in the bag.

6 Years Domestic 
Shorthair

Cat 18 Pound

EON‐473895 10/17/2021 13:04 Natures Recipe Chicken variety; 
with duck with venison with 
chicken only and Nature’s 
Recipe Original chicken recipe

Fed Natures Recipe chicken Variety, venison, chicken and duck recipes. Fed food in am. 
Became lethargic during day. Tried a different type at dinner. Hesitant to eat dinner. Slight 
moaning during day. Tried to feed a couple more days. Refused to eat. Got diarrhea. Started 
feeding home cooked chicken with rice. Gradually became normally energetic within 3 days. 
Kept feeding home made food. He became well and excited to eat after about 2 days. Fed for 
2 weeks. Thought it was the type that I ordered. So I ordered ordered the non variety plain 
Natures recipe Original chicken recipe. I mixed 1/2 of tub with my rice. He wolfed it down. 
During the night, slight moaning started. Now he will not eat again. The first package was 
ordered from Amazon.it originally came from Walmart. The next package was ordered from 
Pet’s Mart online.

9 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 10 Pound

EON‐473883 10/17/2021 9:44 Milk-bone
Medium

I purchased milk bone brand milk bones for my dog and thousands of little black beetles 
started infesting my home. I tracked them to the bones. After doing a quick google I found 
there were many people with the same problem.

EON‐473829 10/16/2021 0:12 Pure Balance Grain free salmon 
and pea

Purchase pure Balance Grain free salmon and pea dog food tonight. Opened it and went to 
feed dogs when I notice white in the brown kibble. Upon inspecting it I noticed sharp shards 
of what I assuming is bone. It's not just one or two pieces it's alot and after dumping it back 
into bag from bowl there was little white pieces in bowl. By feeling the sharpness to some of 
these pieces I do believe if a dog were to ingest there would be an extremely high chance of 
injury.

EON‐473748 10/15/2021 12:32 Purina Busy Bone Intestinal blockage. Critical. One bone and got sick. 4 Years Chihuahua Dog 12 Pound
EON‐473724 10/15/2021 8:48 Friskies Tasty Treasures Prime 

Fillets Scallop Flavor with 
Ocean Fish and Tuna in Sauce 
Friskies Tasty Treasures Prime 
Filets Scallop Flavor with 
Chicken and tuna in Gravy

I have 8 cats (one does not eat wet) out of the other 7when they eat Tasty Treasures Ocean 
Fish and Tuna (Scallop Flavor) or Tasty Treasures Chicken and Tuna in Gravy (Scallop 
Flavor) they vomit.  stopped eating it when offered and now has diarreha very bad. I 
stopped feeding the cats and switched for a week. Scallop flavor was always the favorite out 
of 8 finicky cats so when I found the Scallop flavor in Tuna and Chicken w/Gravy i felt lucky 
since it is nearly impossible to find any cat food.

3 Years Unknown Cat 10.5 Pound

EON‐473688 10/14/2021 15:52 Canidae All Stages Less Active 
Chicken Lamb & Fish Formula 
Canned Dog Food
Lot Code; 088A1 CPRD 11:35 
(A) Best By MAR 29 24

Frequent Diarrhea Bichon Frise Dog

EON‐473658 10/14/2021 12:16 Fresh Pet Select Slice & Serve 
Roll 
Multiprotein Chicken Beef Egg 
& Salmon Recipe with sweet 
potatoes & garden vegetables

10/12/2021 0800 - opened new roll of Fresh Pet, affected dog given 1/4 mark of roll and 
unaffected pet given 1/2 mark of roll
10/12/2021 (between 1000 - 1100) - affected dog threw up food, no unusual/alarming 
behavior remainder of day
10/12/2021 2200 - went to bed, affected dog seemed a little puny, but again not alarming
10/13/2021 0600 - awoke and when I checked affected dog he was agonal breathing and 
laying in urine and loose feces, he was limp when I picked him up and died within a few 
minutes
10/13/2021 0930 - taken to vet, he is expected to be picked up for cremation on 10/20/2021

17 Years Chihuahua Dog 7 Pound
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EON‐473656 10/14/2021 12:12 True Meals Chicken Receipt 
adult dog food

New Bag of True MealsChicken Receipt Adult dry dog food was infested with Indian meal 
worms

EON‐473653 10/14/2021 11:32 Merrick Grain free Healthy 
weight recipe

My dog has been eating the grain free healthy weight dog food for approx 8-9 months without 
any issues. He was about 1/2 thru a bag. He was fed breakfast as always and hours later 
threw up all his I digested dog food. I fed him a reduced amount that next morning and agin 
he vomited food. He was acting lethargic, not playful. He continued to drink water, urinate 
and had bowel movements. I started the Chicken and rice diet. We did this for three days. 
During this time I pressed another bag of the same dog food because I thought maybe the 
previous bag was a “bad batch.” I added part dog food back into his chicken and rice diet and 
he had no vomiting. He did not vomit while consuming only the chicken and rice. I opened 
the new bag and gave him that for breakfast , left my home for a few hours and my son came 
home to find he had once again vomited all the dog food. He activity was completely normal 
prior to ingesting the food from the new bag. My vet has been contacted regarding the 
symptoms and the food. He will again eat chicken and rice and I will not continue to feed him 
food from either bag .

4 Years Great Dane Dog 142 Pound

EON‐473649 10/14/2021 11:24 Rachael Ray Nutrish PEAK 
Nutrient Dense Dry Dog Food 
Grain Free

Multiple bouts of watery diarrhea, including 3 accidents in the middle of night. Vomiting 11 Years American Pit Bull 
Terrier

Dog 60 Pound

EON‐473647 10/14/2021 11:04 Fromm Large Breed Adult Gold 
Food for Dogs

Diarrhea with mucus whenever food is consumed. Same brand & type as fed for whole of 
dog’s life. No other changes to diet or signs of contamination. Food has been withheld and 
symptoms stopped, symptoms restarted as soon as food is introduced.

4 Years Irish Wolfhound Dog 150 Pound

EON‐473638 10/14/2021 9:32 Buddy Biscuits with natural 
roasted chicken.

I gave all 4 of my dogs a Buddies Biscuit. Within a half an hour all 4 dogs were sick and 
vomiting.

4 Minute
s

Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 23 Kilogram

EON‐473615 10/13/2021 21:20 Pedigree Dentastix triple action 
fresh

After having only 1 of these out of a new box, she became really sick, diarrhea, vomiting 
blood. Wouldn’t eat or drink water. She had had these before with no issue. I would only give 
her 1 a day or every other day. This was a brand new package. After the 2nd day of diarrhea, 
and vomiting that’s when she started vomiting blood. I took her immediately to the 
Emergency Veterinary Clinic. Having to take 2 days off work and $150 Vet Bill later, she 
seems stable at the moment.

6 Years Chihuahua Dog 9 Pound

EON‐473608 10/13/2021 18:28 The Honest Kitchen Grain Free 
Fish Recipe

I sent a message to The Honest Kitchen about sharp pieces of oyster shell found in the dog 
food I had just placed down to feed my two 12 week old Poodle puppies. As soon as I did so, 
I noticed the oyster shell in the food and dug it out just befor ethey scarfed it down. I then 
sent a message with pictures to The Honest Kitchen and after several messages back and 
forth, they finally responded that they would replace the food when it comes back into stock. 
Their general lack of concern and the fact that they made me respond to several email about 
the product, when I provided the necessary information up front causes me to think that they 
were more concerned with putting me off, and perhaps get out of replacing the product, than 
the safety concern of their prodict itself.
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EON‐473603 10/13/2021 17:32 Purina Friskies Pate: flavors... 
Salmon Mariner's Catch Sea 
Captain and Ocean White fish 
(?) Multiple cans were 
purchased and I don't know if 
they are all from the same Lot 
#'s.

After feeding my cat his morning breakfast (Canned Friskies 1/4 of can, probably even less 
than that), he immediately vomited. There was no hair ball, only liquid food. For the rest of 
the day he had 1/4 C dry food, and kept it down fine. Later that evening, I fed him his wet 
food for dinner. Again he vomited instantly. The next morning, I threw out the old can, and 
opened a new one. Again, after his breakfast and dinner of wet food, he vomited AGAIN. The 
next day (day 3) I opened another new can, and the same thing happened. I looked at the 
Lot#'s and they were all the same. I finally got another can of Friskies Pate, from a different 
Lot number, and for the last 2 days, he's been fine. I spoke to a friend who shops at the same 
store, and buys the same brand/type of wet cat food, and she said the same thing happened 
to her cats about a month ago. Which was around the time I bought my canned cat food. 
However, she didn't have any cans left to check the Lot #. She threw the unused cans away.

13 Years Domestic 
Longhair

Cat 13 Pound

EON‐473585 10/13/2021 14:36 Stella & Chewy’s Canine Cage-
free chicken raw coated kibble: 
Lot #2000 (or 2006) 28 
PR0024727, Stella & Chewy’s 
Canine Meal Mixers: Lot 
#20204PR0033075

Patient referred to neurology for tremors, potential seizure activity and intermittent vomiting 
that began 5/12/21. MRI of head and CSF tap WNL. 8/9/21: Total T4 3.9 (0.8-3.5) 8/19 : 4.6. 
Full thyroid panel not run. Neurologist noted patient was eating raw food and referred to 
Nutrition service. Raw food discontinued. 

Full dietary history disclosed patient on unbalanced homemade diet x 3 years with small 
amount of raw commercial food. No overt exposure to thyroid tissue. Concern exists for 
hyperparathyroidism, panel pending. However, T4 has dropped to: 9/23: 2.9, 10/11: 2.5 with 
discontinuation of raw diet as only change. Clinical signs improved but not resolved.

3 Years Schnauzer - 
Miniature

Dog 4 Kilogram

EON‐473578 10/13/2021 13:32 Purina ONE SmartBlend Vibrant 
Maturity Adult 7+ Turkey & 
Barley Entrée

Began feeding my dog purina canned dog food in March 29, 2021. He began to show signs 
of appetite loss, weight loss, lethargy, depression, vomiting and diarrhea. At his annual exam 
it was noted that he was 56 pounds in May. His health seemed to continue to decline and 
was brought back to the vet in august where it was noted that he had lost more weight, down 
to 49 pounds. His labs were done, xrays and ultrasound. His liver enzymes were noted as 
abnormal and inflammation in his intestines was also noted. His liver enzymes have 
continued to trend upwards. He's been put on several meds to help stimulate his appetite and 
help with the diarrhea. On September 15 2021, i opened a can of the wet food and found a 
piece of blue plastic. I reported this to Purina and in turn received a replacement case of 
food. I've since ordered 4 more cases and have again (yesterday) found pieces of blue and 
white plastic in the food. My dog has a follow up vet appointment today for these ongoing 
health issues which I will be informing them of the plastic to see if this may be what is causes 
his illness. I am not sure if this is what is causing him to be sick but I would like to see a recall 
on this food immediately. I'm not sure what measures Purina has taken since my original 
report but I have not heard anything back on the incident.

9 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 49 Pound
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EON‐473528 10/13/2021 0:24 Rachael Ray Nutrish Turkey 
Brown Rice & Venison Recipe 
Adult Super Premium Dry Dog 
Food

This started Friday October 8th, 2021 and is still and issue today, October 13th 2021. 
I bought a new bag of Rachael Ray Nutrish Turkey, Brown Rice, and Venison dog food on 
Thursday evening. On Friday after her breakfast she was very lethargic and in the evening 
she began to vomit it all up. She threw up twice after eating the new food and at first we 
thought it was a stomach bug. On Saturday she refused to eat her food at all and she was 
tired and could barely get up. That night I got her a different brand of wet dog food (one we 
had never had before) to see if she could eat it easier because she hadn't kept down a meal 
in two days. She had no issues after eating the different food and the next morning I gave her 
another container of the wet food Sunday morning for breakfast. That night I thought she was 
feeling better so I gave her the Nutrish for dinner and on Monday we found out she had 
vomited again. Same result that night after feeding her the Nutrish. Today she wouldn't eat 
again, completely avoiding the bowl and just laying on the bed for hours. I bought the other 
food once I realized she wouldn't eat it and once again she was more then happy to try the 
new food while avoiding the Nutrish. This has never happened before and she has been 
tired, her stomach is gurgling loudly, and she hasn't eaten any of the original food since 
despite never having had this issue before.

9 Years Retriever - 
Labrador

Dog

EON‐473515 10/12/2021 19:36 Purina
Fancy Feast
Poultry & Beef Classic Pate 
Collection

Started using the Fancy Feast Poultry and Beef purchased from Amazon. Fed 3 meals on 
day 1. On day 2 had 1 meal and then the diarrehea started. I didn't I realize it was the wet 
food for 6 days and then stopped all the wed food and only gave dry (Beyond chicken and 
Egg dry food). The next day just a little, some improvement and the next day better again. Bu 
10/10/2021 his poop looked regular. Purina Fancy Feast say they never had a recall for this 
line of their Purina food, but they do now and should be accountable for it. Amazon did 
reimburse me for the 3 packages of 30/cans I had ordered on 9/28/21 and not to return to 
them so I still have it. Was going to just toss it but do you want to test it?

3 Years Domestic 
Longhair

Cat 15 Pound

EON‐473468 10/12/2021 12:36 Kibbles & Bits Original Opened a bag of Kibbles N Bits and it was full of worms. This is not the first time this has 
happened

EON‐473447 10/12/2021 10:12 Farmland Traditions Dogs Love 
Chicken Premium Jerky Treats 
for Dogs (3 lbs. USA Raised 
Chicken)

I ordered a bag of Farmland Traditions Dogs Love Chicken Premium Jerky Treats for Dogs 
(3 lbs. USA Raised Chicken). I opened the bag the same day I received them and it was full 
of molded chicken strips.

EON‐473425 10/11/2021 21:52 Special kitty gourmet seafood 
flavor blend dry cat food

After consuming this pet food they started having severe diarrhea to the point that their butts 
are raw and putruding. They have also lost some weight due to this. This isn’t the first time 
this has happened with this brand & im extremely unhappy. I’m pretty positive this lead to the 
death of one of my kittens a couple of months ago but I honestly have no way in proving so.

Unknown Cat

EON‐473417 10/11/2021 19:40 Fancy Feast Melodies 
Florintine chicken tuna turkey

Three weeks ago animal started to get sick and throwing up. Look sick, getting dehydrated 
took cat to vet and vet said looks like poisoning from food ask he based that on the fact 2 
other cats had same issues

11 Years Domestic 
Shorthair

Cat 12 Pound
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EON‐473411 10/11/2021 17:24 Royal Canin Urinary SO I fed my dog one bag of Royal Canin Prescription Food (SO). I began to feed my dog a 
second bag of Royal Canin Food (SO). After 3 meals, my dog had symptoms of being unwell. 
I brought her to the emergency vet clinic, . The veterinarian 
performed bloodwork which showed abnormal liver values requiring hospitalization and an 
ultrasound. My pet received supportive care in hospital and the ultrasound. The ultrasound 
incidentally caught a mass on an adrenal gland, but no findings were noted to explain the 
abnormal liver values. The emergency vet clinic retested the liver values later that day and 
most had returned to normal, or almost to normal. My pet will be having her liver values 
rechecked again this Wednesday. I work from home and my pets environment is extremely 
well controlled. I have another dog, who has not had any similar illness. I have not returned 
my pet to the Royal Canin SO and she continues to appear healthy following this incident. I 
have saved the bag of food and alerted Royal Canin.

10 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 50 Pound

EON‐473384 10/11/2021 9:56 Wiggles and Wags Bake Shop 
Sprinktacular

I purchased Wiggle and Wags Bake Shop Sprinktacular treats from PetSmart located on 
s on 10/10/2021. I had purchased these treats for my 

dog for his birthday on Tuesday and wanted to take his birthday photos including the treats, 
so I opened them when I arrived home that evening. After opening them I noticed one of the 
treats had what looked like fuzz and a seed of some sort in the center. I then further 
inspected the center of the treat by gently taking a toothpick and dragging the ‘seed’ out only 
to learn it was not a seed but rather a maggot. The maggot appeared to be dead. I have 
since repackaged the treats to return to the store and fortunately as I had only opened the 
treats to take my dogs photos Sunday he fortunately did not consume them. I did give him 
another treat by this brand I purchased the same time as the sprinktacular, fortunately he did 
not like it and therefore did not consume it before I learned of the maggot.all treats have been 
packaged back up to return to the store today, 10/11.
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EON‐473371 10/11/2021 0:24 Fromm 4 star nutrition shredded 
beef in gravy entree

Fromm 4 star nutrition shredded 
chicken in gravy entree

My dog was eating a staple of Fromm dry food and wet. I had large bag of the dry food but 
ran out of the wet. I bought a selection for 12 cans of Fromm canned food, two cans of the 
Frombayla, and then ten cans split between the shredded chicken and shredded beef. My 
dog vomited four times - twice on two different days immediately after eating the chicken and 
the beef. One day, I fed her the combo dry food and wet. The next day, she vomited twice 
and didn't eat for 24 hours. I fed her something else, and she was fine. I fed her the other 
product, and the same thing happened again - vomited twice and didn't eat for 24 hours. 
Serendipitously, a friend notified me that Fromm had a voluntary recall on the food. I 
immediately returned the cans to the store and sent the alert to my vet, who insisted on 
seeing my dog asap for blood work She came back with mildly elevated kidney levels, and 
the vet wants to repeat the bloodwork. I called Fromm to let them know and to ask them to 
pay for the vet bill. They needed proof the expiry date on the can to prove it was same as the 
recall. I didn't have the rest of the cans but only one of the beef, which was from a different 
batch than on the recall. I argued with them that I believed they have more batches tainted as 
my dog was ill. They would not relent nor agree. I did not buy the cans in a case but rather 
picked up random cans of Fromm, so there's no telling what dates I fed my dog - whether 
they were from the official recall or not. Fromm refused to hear me or believe that my dog 
was ill from their product despite my willingness to offer to send the vet report and all of my 
receipts of what I bought as well as identifying the store I bought it all from. My dog was fine, 
having just had her 2 year wellness check up 2 months prior, ate their food and got very ill. 
Fromm knows they have some issues as they already had a voluntary recall. I believe that 
they have a far more widespread issue than they will accept. My dog got sick from their 
food!!!

2.5 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 76 Pound

EON‐473357 10/10/2021 14:44 Fromm Family Large Breed 
Puppy food

 6AM, Opened new bag of Fromm Large Breed Puppy food (lot#12/08/2022 B26 
08:24)(same brand of food they have been on since 3 weeks of age) Began throwing up, 
diarrhea, excessive drinking, one had large amounts of blood in diarrhea. All tested negative 
for coccidia, parvo, giardia, salmonella. I stopped giving them this food  NOON, 
and opened up a new same brand of food symptoms began decreasing. Several days later 
they all appeared to be loosing weight. As of Wednesday 10/06/2021 they appeared to be 
having normal stools and gaining weight. This is all symptoms of excessive vitamin D. All 
have been taking off this Fromm food and switched to Pro Plan EN and Pro Plan Large 
Breed Puppy and 50/50 ration. All had 5+ days of Metronidazole Susp 62.5 ML twice a day. 
One puppy died .

7.5 Weeks Weimaraner Dog 14 Pound

EON‐473338 10/9/2021 23:52 Rachel Ray Nourish 
Real beef pea and brown rice 
recipe

Fed both of our dogs 1 cup each of New bag of dog food. Both dogs are vomiting at the same 
time 3 hours later.

11 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 40 Pound

EON‐473319 10/9/2021 15:44 Blue Life Protection Formula We have noticed the food color and consistency changing over the past few bags. The last 
bag was darker and smelled different than recent and after the first bowl our retriever threw 
up consistently for 2 days straight. While trying to trouble shoot this we spelt introduced this 
food after rice and as soon as the food was brought back he threw up instantly. It is important 
to note this dog has never missed a meal in his life and is now refusing to eat this food when 
brought to him. We tried another holistic food and immediately he ate it up and has held it 
down all day. Upon researching this product online we came across Amazon reviews 
indicated similar problems from recent reports. This product needs to be looked into before 
more dogs are hurt.

5 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 95 Pound
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EON‐473316 10/9/2021 15:16 Dick Van Pattens
Natural Balance
L.I.D.
Limited Ingredient Diets
Salmon & Brown Rice Formula

After feeding newly purchased dog food, dog had watery diarrhea, which it has never had 
before.

10 Years Dachshund 
(unspecified)

Dog 16 Pound

EON‐473314 10/9/2021 14:16 Purina One small bites beef and 
rice

 - Boston terrier mix had diarreah for 2 days which worsened one night and was taken 
to our vet. He had no fever, stool sample showed no disease, he ate and played as usual 
showing no other symptoms of disease. Vet put him on a pro pectalin which helped some. 2 
days later 3 other dogs had diarreah - remedy was to buy a different dog food and the day 
after being fed the diarreah stopped,

7 Years Terrier - Boston Dog 38 Pound

EON‐473299 10/9/2021 9:56 Go! Solutions Skin + Coat Care 
Lamb Meal Recipe Dry Dog 
Food

My dog has been eating Go! Solutions Skin + Coat Care Lamb Meal Recipe Dry Dog Food 
regularly. I just opened a new bag and for 2 days she has refused to touch it. I finally gave 
her a different brand with similar ingredients, and she ate that willingly. I'm worried there may 
be something wrong with the food.

EON‐473285 10/8/2021 22:48 Purina Friskies Extra Gravy 
Pate With Tuna In Savory Gravy

I opened a can of wet cat food I had just bought and it was discolored. The top was dark grey 
not pink or brown, the water/gravy in the can was dark not light brown and transparent, and 
the inside of the can had a dark ring around it. It also smelled stronger/worse than wet food 
normally does. Last year I opened a can of wet cat food that was extremely moldy but the 
can was also pretty dented (I assumed the dent is what caused it), so now I buy indivual cans 
not packs and don't buy any that are dented, so I'm quite shocked that this can was spoiled.

EON‐473245 10/8/2021 13:00 Victor Super Premium Dog 
Food

Classic 

Hi-Pro-Plus

In July of 2021 I purchased 2 bags of Victor brand dog food for  and my Shar Pei. 
The first bag was eaten without issue. The second bag, the Hi-Pro-Plus was started 
approximately 5-6 weeks later. Shortly after the switch both dogs began to act disinterested 
in their food. I attributed it to the heat since both of them generally eat less in the summer. By 
the 24th of August  began to have diarrhea and barely ate. He was taken to his vet 
and given an exam and told to switch foods, my Shar Pei stayed with the Victor brand food. 
By September 12th my Shar Pei began to act lethargic and vomited after eating, and  
was still feeling bad, possibly getting into the other's food. Victor brand was stopped and both 
dogs were switched to Purina, my Shar Peiimproved almost immediately,  still looked 
and acted like he felt bad. By the 16th of September  condition worsened to the 
point of him vomiting and having profuse diarrhea. On the 17th  had to go back to his 
vet for more medication and fluids at this point. After a week of medication  slowly 
began to act like himself and regained his appetite for non-Victor dog foods.

3 Years Cattle Dog - 
Australian (blue 
heeler, red heeler, 
Queensland 
cattledog)

Dog 59 Pound
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EON‐473231 10/8/2021 11:52 4 Health Grain Free Turkey & 
Giblets

 had been eating this brand (4 Health Grain Free) and flavor (Turkey & Giblets) for 
several years with no problems until it became difficult to obtain through Tractor Supply for a 
few months in mid 2021. During that time,  ate the Chicken Dinner flavor of the same 
brand and few others with no adverse effects. When the Turkey and Giblets was finally 
restocked in our local store on 9/11/2021, I purchased one case (24 cans) of that flavor, as 
well as 10 cans of the Chicken Dinner and 6 cans of the Chicken and Whitefish flavors. The 
first time I fed him the Turkey and Giblets, he threw it up and became very nauseous. He 
refused to eat anything (tried many different brands as well as home cooked chicken) for 
several days and would only eat a bite or two after that for almost 2 weeks. My other cat had 
the same reaction and refused to eat anything for the same period. I am keeping these cats 
for a friend who runs an animal rescue and her 10 cats had the same reaction to this food - 
all of them threw up and stopped eating. She also heard from clients of hers in other states 
whose cats had the same reaction. Of course, I did not feed the 4 Health brand again after 
that initial reaction and have returned all the remaining 4 Health food to the store. I explained 
the problem to them at the local Tractor Supply in  and told them they should 
not try to sell the food to anyone else as I didn't want to see any other animals sickened as 
mine were. I also called the Tractor Supply Customer Support line (877-718-6750) and was 
referred to American Customer Service (888-376-9601) to report the problem to the 
manufacturer's Help Line, which I did on 10/7/2021.

10 Years Domestic 
Shorthair

Cat 10 Pound

EON‐473203 10/8/2021 0:04 Nutri source pure vita turkey 
with sweet potato

At first itching, sores and biting at hind legs than a month later started throwing up, weight 
loss, excessive panting was diagnosed with high thyroid. My other dog just had itching and a 
few small sores. I just found out today my friends dog is sick with the same thing which is 
extremely rare for dogs and I found out she feeds her dogs the same food. I think the only 
reason my dog is alive is because I changed his food.

10 Years Terrier - Cairn Dog 11 Pound

EON‐473198 10/7/2021 21:04 Instinct Raw Cage free chicken 
recipe

Both dogs have continuing problem with diarrhea and the only thing they share in common is 
the raw dog food. They eat different kinds of kibble with it.

3 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 85 Pound

EON‐473178 10/7/2021 15:44 Publix Premium Dog Food All three of our Samoyeds have had 4 days of severe diarrhea since starting them on the 
publix dog food brand.

3 Years Samoyed Dog 37 Pound

EON‐473163 10/7/2021 13:52 Inception Fish Recipe I opened a new bag of food and fed it to my dog, and that night she began vomiting. I gave it 
to her in the morning before I smelled the food and noticed that it had a peculiar chemical 
smell. She began vomiting again after her meal. I brought the bag to the pet food store and 
the clerks there also noticed the unusual smell.

11 Years Retriever - 
Labrador

Dog 82 Pound
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EON‐473136 10/7/2021 11:12 Pack'N Pride. Natural 
Goodness for your four-legged 
foodie. Sushi Sensation, Pack'N 
Pride. Natural Goodness for 
your four-legged foodie. Chicks 
and Fish, Digby's Diner Chicken 
Treat Medallions, Pack'N Pride. 
Natural Goodness for your four-
legged foodie. Get Ducky, 
Pack'N Pride. Natural 
Goodness for your four-legged 
foodie. Chick Chick Hooray, 
Pack'N Pride. Natural 
Goodness for your four-legged 
foodie. Chicken wrapped cod 
skin twist, SmartSticks. The 
healthy alternative to Rawhide. 
Vegetable & Chicken Dog 
chews, SmartBones the healthy 
alternative to rawhide. made 
with real peanut butter 
vegetable and chicken dog 
chews, SmartBones the healthy 
alternative to rawhide. made 
with real beef. vegetable and 
chicken dog chews

Dog had chronic ingestion of various brands of jerky treat (most/all made in China). 
Developed polydipsia and glucosuria. Further testing including  Fanconi screen 
identified severe aminoaciduria including cystinuria, compatible with fanconis. Ongoing 
treatment july 2021. Presented 2019.

3.4 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 12.8 Kilogram

EON‐473125 10/7/2021 9:08 Zignature Kangaroo Formula I have been feeding both of my dogs Zignature Kangaroo formula since March 2020. A few 
weeks ago, they both developed a cough and I brought them to our vet, who referred us to a 
cardiologist at the M. Both of my dogs have developed enlarged 
hearts and were both diagnosed with dilated cardiomyopathy. They ran numerous tests, x-
rays, EKGs, and blood work to determine it was related to their dog food and not caused by a 
parasite, virus, or a structural condition they were born with. My dogs are not related 
genetically and are in otherwise great health. They have never had any medical issues 
previously. Poppy is now on four prescription medications and three vitamins a day, and we 
will have to continue to take them to the vet for check ups on their condition. I immediately 
switched their dog food to Purina Pro Plan. While they are stable at this time, it is unknown if 
their conditions will improve. The cardiologists at A&M were completely shocked about both 
of my dogs being affected by the same condition at such young ages, but once everything 
else was ruled out, it became obvious that feeding them Zignature Kangaroo formula directly 
caused my young, healthy dogs to develop dilated cardiomyopathy.

5 Years Whippet Dog 12.6 Kilogram
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EON‐473124 10/7/2021 9:08 Zignature Kangaroo Formula I have been feeding both of my dogs Zignature Kangaroo formula since March 2020. A few 
weeks ago, they both developed a cough and I brought them to our vet, who referred us to a 
cardiologist at the  Both of my dogs have developed enlarged 
hearts and were both diagnosed with dilated cardiomyopathy. They ran numerous tests, x-
rays, EKGs, and blood work to determine it was related to their dog food and not caused by a 
parasite, virus, or a structural condition they were born with. My dogs are not related 
genetically and are in otherwise great health. They have never had any medical issues 
previously. Sprout is now on four prescription medications and three vitamins a day, and we 
will have to continue to take them to the vet for check ups on their condition. I immediately 
switched their dog food to Purina Pro Plan. While they are stable at this time, it is unknown if 
their conditions will improve. The cardiologists at  were completely shocked about both 
of my dogs being affected by the same condition at such young ages, but once everything 
else was ruled out, it became obvious that feeding them Zignature Kangaroo formula directly 
caused my young, healthy dogs to develop dilated cardiomyopathy.

21 Month
s

Whippet Dog 16.2 Kilogram

EON‐473115 10/7/2021 3:24 Blue Buffalo adult wilderness 
grain free

Husky collapsed suddenly. Rushed to ER but passed on arrival. Was given CPR and 
adrenaline but did not take. Fed blue Buffalo since puppy. No health issues. No signs of 
heart problems on vet visits. ER had no explanation for such sudden cause of death. 
Possible link to grain free diet. Fed blue Buffalo grain free wilderness chicken.

8 Years Siberian Husky Dog 50 Pound

EON‐473099 10/6/2021 19:24 Kirkland adult dog food chicken 
rice and vegetable formula 
made with fresh chicken

within hours of opening a new bag of dog food(same kind they always have just new bag) my 
dogs all started throwing up. One of my Bull dogs and Lab recovered within 24 hours. My 2 
year old Bulldog ended up in the hospital over night with a temp of 103, asperated on his own 
vomit and had to be in the oxygen tank. He was in the hospital for 24 hours then came home 
and was on a boiled chicken diet. Within 24 hours he was back into the emergency but I 
couldn't get him into the same vet so I had to take him to  He is still on boiled 
chicken and has to take anti nausea meds so he can feel ok enough to eat. His stomach is 
still very angry. He's not out of the woods yet and I hope when his meds wear off he doesn't 
stop eating again. If that happens I will have to take him in a third time and the vet may need 
to check his intestines.

2 Hours Bulldog - French Dog 835 Pound
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EON‐473039 10/6/2021 11:16 Abound Chicken & Brown Rice 
Recipe

 (a mixed breed) was extremely healthy before opening anew bag of kibble. When I 
gave it to him for the first time, he sort of balked which was unusual behavior of his 12 years. 
He began showing symptoms of hacking after consuming said kibble and shortly after that 
began panting almost incessantly. Since it was over the  holiday, I couldn’t take 
him into the veterinarian until . The vet did X-rays and told me he 
was in trouble. He couldn’t receive enough oxygen and he was concerned that he had a 
mass in his heart. We scheduled an ultrasound for the next day and they said there was no 
mass in his heart, but the were concerned about his heart valve and he had pneumonia. He 
was prescribed an ace inhibitor, lasix, and another heart medicine. He improved slightly but 
began panting incessantly quickly thereafter. I called the vet on  and he 
said to give him another lasix and keep it cool in the house. I followed his direction but no 
improvement. I took him back in on the  and he had another X-ray and was given fluids, 
a penicillin shot, and other antibiotic of which I can’t remember the name. He was a little 
better when he arrived back home, but things escalated quickly and he passed away 4 hours 
after arriving home. 
I was not originally concerned about the kibble until  my 130 pound bull mastiff balked 
at the same kibble after his death. This was extremely strange behavior from him, but I 
thought he was sad or depressed about  So two days ago I decided to switch to open 
a new bag of kibble instead of feeding him the kibble in question, and he ate right up as 
normal and has continued to eat normally. I called the  veterinary 
diagnostic lab to see if they could possibly run some tests on the kibble and they provided 
me with this link. I am concerned that the kibble exacerbated  death.

12 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 52 Pound

EON‐473012 10/5/2021 21:32 Taste of the Wild Prey Trout He was diagnosed with Dilated Cardiomyopathy. From my research it is possible that his 
food may have contributed to his condition based on current FDA studies. He has been on 
Taste of the Wild most of his life and Taste of the Wild limited ingredient at least 2 years prior 
to diagnosis.

10 Years Schnauzer - 
Miniature

Dog 27 Pound

EON‐473008 10/5/2021 19:52 Chewmasters Superfoods 
Turkey Jerky with Chicken

Both dog started vomiting, diarrhea and stopped eating and drinking. The symptoms became 
worse over a 48 hour period.  was rushed to the emergency vet where he received 
treatment.

3 Years Retriever - 
Labrador

Dog 62 Pound

EON‐473007 10/5/2021 19:28 Chewmaster Superfoods Turkey 
Jerkey with chicken

I gave both my dogs the Turkey Jerky purchased from Costco and both dogs started vomiting 
with diarrhea.  became lethargic and refused to eat or drink. I took her to her regular vet 
who treated her on 10/1/2021 but she did not improve. On Saturday I took both  and my 
other dog  to the emergency vet.  was admitted into ICU for 3 days and we 
almost lost her. She is recovering at home currently and seems to be improving.

12.5 Years Retriever - 
Labrador

Dog 90 Pound

EON‐473004 10/5/2021 18:28 Marie's Magical Dinner Dust 
Grass-Fed Beef Recipe

Gave recommended amount of 2 tablespoons with kibble Friday night. Saturday night,  
woke up throwing up. He stopped eating/drinkin Sunday and developed the following 
symptoms: lethargy, white mouth/tongue, eating grass, no appetite, frequent diarrhea. Took 

 to emergency vet Sunday afternoon after noticing he was in a lot of pain and that 
tongue was white. Vet couldnt figure out what was wrong and prescribed some meds for 
upset stomach. Symptoms did not go away and took  to his normal vet on Tuesday 
morning where they did x-rays and blood testing where they didnt find anything wrong. They 
therefore diagnosed  with gastroenteritis from something he ate. Since he hadn't eaten 
anything out of normal besides this Stella & Chewy product, the vet said it's was most likely 
that since it was a pretty big coincidence. The vet encouraged me to make this report.

6 Years Shih Tzu Dog 12 Pound
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EON‐472999 10/5/2021 17:24 Merrick grain free  had a heart murmur and followed up with a cardiologist at the VCA and was 
diagnosed with mitral valve disease that continues to progress.  has fainted twice in 
the past month and is now on 6 pills a day, cough medicine and now heart disease dog food. 

 has heart disease and in the beginning stages of heart failure. His medicine is 
keeping him alive by allowing the valves to open giving oxygen to his brain. I believe this was 
caused by the grain free Merrick dog food that  ate every day since he was a baby. 
We are devastated.  can no longer run or play without coughing and hacking and is 
restricted from quality of life. we are just keeping him comfortable and enjoying the time we 
have left with him.

9 Years Maltese Dog 12 Pound

EON‐472986 10/5/2021 16:04 Fromm oatmeal salmon, Acana 
duck, Zignature duck, Natural 
Balance chicken and lamb

Dilated cardiomyopathy-mild left atrial enlargement; rule out nutritional vs other. Mitral 
regurgitation-mild to moderate. Biventricular congestive heart failure.

Bulldog Dog

EON‐472984 10/5/2021 15:44 Ultra Fresh Betta Pro Shrimp 
Patties

The company Azoo is selling fish food under the brand Ultra Fresh on Amazon and through 
pet food distribution companies in the USA. The companied failed their veterinary inspection 
with the USDA. They are illegally importing their food and selling it in the USA when it has 
not been approved for sale or licensed by AAFCO/State Ag Departments.

EON‐472983 10/5/2021 15:40 The Raw Butcher Chicken 
Pucks

I'm a veterinarian located in Chicago and am extremely concerned by a diet that one of my 
clients is feeding that she has purchased from a local dog food 'company'. It is a raw diet with 
no apparent adherence to many FDA guidelines and no concern for AAFCO guidelines, 
calorie statement, name and address of manufacturer, etc. They state the food is a 
"Complete Balanced Meal" but when asked regarding nutritional adequacy, their response 
was " The AAFCO is a private association that has guidelines for a nutrition in pet diet. They 
actually don’t test your food. A lot of the big name corporate brands that have AAFCO are 
packed with fillers and preservatives. We have a guaranteed analysis done to all out blends. 
"
My patient's current diet consists of only this food which allegedly only contains " Chicken 
hearts, chicken liver, chicken gizzards, chicken leg quarters" There is no evidence of 
vitamin/mineral supplementation. I'm concerned there is inadequate nutrition based on this. 
I'm worried about other pets potentially being seriously harmed by this diet and was not sure 
what to do next.

EON‐472980 10/5/2021 15:04 Blue buffalo little bits treasts After giving my 2 dogs blue buffalo little bites treats. They both got sick and started vomiting. 
The puppy miniature pinscher was taken to the vet. And placed on meds she still continued 
to vomit till I realized that was the only thing that had changed. After I took them away in 2 
days she started to do better. My larger dog only was just trying to vomit. I still have the bag 
of treats.

1 Hours Pinscher - 
Miniature

Dog 3 Ounce

EON‐472971 10/5/2021 14:16 All pet and bird food in the 
warehouse. Hundreds of rat are 
living in the pet food bags and 
the company is shipping this to 
stores.

The True Value distribution center is infested with rats in the pet and bird food areas. They 
arent doing anything about this issue and its only getting worse.
Location is in 
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EON‐472964 10/5/2021 13:24 Earthborn Holistic Meadow 
Feast

I was using the Earthborn Roasted Lamb and supply dropped to zero in . The pet 
food store told me there had been contamination in that plant but that all the food was 
recalled. I started using the Earthborn Meadow Feast. Within 2 weeks my dog became very 
sick with foul diarrhea, lethargy, then vomited. She refused to eat and I took her to the 
emergency vet, then followed with her regular vet. They did barium swallow, biopsies of 
intestinal wall, found inflammation in bowel and stomach and concluded food irritation/allergy. 
She died within a week from refusing to eat, failure to thrive, she acquired megaesophagus 
and was in pain. I had to euthanize her. I never suspected it was her new food but my family 
searched and found that AFTER the original recall FDA inspected plants and found no 
support for action taken to prevent contamination and was warned. This was in May that I 
purchased the bag of food. June 28 the dog was deathly sick and not recovering. The food 
company Midwestern refuses to acknowledge the presenting symptoms of food-born illness. I 
feel this plant should be penalized further until FDA is satisfied that their recommendations 
have been implemented. I feel the company should reimburse me for the vet expenses. My 
emotional pain is not quantifiable.

9 Years Cattle Dog - 
Australian (blue 
heeler, red heeler, 
Queensland 
cattledog)

Dog 77 Pound

EON‐472913 10/4/2021 20:12 Fromm Shredded Chicken in 
Gravy Entree food for dogs.

 had diarrhea and was throwing up, and after a few meals she refused to eat the food. 6 Years Cattle Dog - 
Australian (blue 
heeler, red heeler, 
Queensland 
cattledog)

Dog 45 Pound

EON‐472912 10/4/2021 20:04 Fromm Shredded Chicken in 
Gravy Entree food for dogs.

 had diarrhea and was throwing up, and after a few meals she refused to eat the food. 
She continued to be ill for three (3) days.

12 Years Chihuahua Dog 9 Pound

EON‐472911 10/4/2021 19:44 Fromm Shredded Chicken in 
Gravy Entree food for dogs.

 had diarrhea and was throwing up, and after a few meals she refused to eat the food. 11 Years Chihuahua Dog 11 Pound

EON‐472910 10/4/2021 19:40 Whole Hearted Complete Adult 
Nutrition Grain Free Food for 
Dogs (Chicken and Vegetable 
Recipe)

The dog was fed twice, about 12 hours apart, part of this can of dog food, a total of about 1/3 
of the can, when shortly (within a few hours after 2nd feeding, she started having diarrhea 
and throwing up. The diarrhea, a refusal to eat (nausea) continued for two more days until I 
had to take her to the Vet for treatment.

10 Years Chihuahua Dog 14 Pound
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EON‐472905 10/4/2021 18:44 WHIMZEES Hedgehog Dental 
Dog Treat - Natural 1 Count

11 Month
s

Setter - English Dog 35 Pound

EON‐472897 10/4/2021 16:56 Dream Bone Twist Sticks Pet was diagnosed with Fanconi Syndrome after have been given these treats. Pet has been 
improving since stopping the treats.

3 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 6.7 Pound

EON‐472894 10/4/2021 16:44 4Health dry dog food Began noticing coughing, fatigue, redness of eyes. Took to vet diagnosed with CHF. 10 Years Brittany Dog 35 Pound
EON‐472892 10/4/2021 16:24 Taste of The Wild (Grain Free); 

Prey Variety
Seen for wellness PE on 1/12/21, no heart murmur ausculted. O switched food to Taste of 
the Wild (grain free). Seen for wellness on 7/10/21 and a 3/6 left apical systolic murmur was 
ausculted. ECHO performed by boarded cardiologist on 8/4/21 which confirmed DCM 
(severe). Concern for diet related dilated cardiomyopathy. P started on Pimobendan and 
Benazapril per cardiologist and food changed to Nutromax Grain inclusive diet. Plan to follow 
up with recheck ECHO at 6 months.

10 Years Pit Bull Dog 39 Pound

I purchased the treat and gave it to my other dog, also an English setter, 50 pounds. It was 
the only thing they had eaten that day. Hadn't had any regular dog food yet that morning. He 

ate some of it and left it. Then  took it and finished the rest. I don't know the exact 
portion of the treat that each dog consumed. The last time she had eaten before that was her 
normal dog kibble the night before. Within 30 minutes of consumption,  began violently 
and persistently vomiting. The first episode, she vomited all the chunks from the treat. She 

then continued to vomit every 10-15 minutes or so for the next few hours until she began just 
dry heaving multiple times in a row. When she would lay down to rest between episodes, her 
whole body was trembling. Vet said that indicated she was in pain. Took her in that day. Ran 
an X-ray. Couldn't find anything. Sent her home with anti-nausea meds. Continued vomiting 
at home and refusing all food and water. Acting weak and didn't want to move from her bed. 
Took her the next three days as she didn't improve. Received two rounds of subcutaneous 
fluids in attempt to hydrate her. In all, she received 3 or four more X-rays, and was admitted 
for a day while they put her on IV fluids and an antibiotic and administered a barium swallow 

to try to determine the cause of the continued pain and vomiting (blockage? Ulcer?). Vet 
determined that the severe and persistent vomiting caused gastric ulcers. Was put on 

multiple meds to coat the stomach, eliminate nausea, and encourage motility. Syringe fed her 
a pureed RX diet and water for several days before she slowly began eating and drinking 

again. She is still not back up 100% to her normal food intake but is eating enough to show 
progreess two weeks later. She was already a skinny puppy prior to this, so this event has 
made her appear skeletal. Vet said the treat was stated to be for dogs at least 40 pounds. 

Prior to this incident and within the prior month, she had weighed 35 at the vet. Vet said there 
was no way that small of a difference in weight would have caused this severe of a reaction, 

plus, our other dog had eaten some of the treat before it got to her. Vet said Whimzees brand 
treats are not as digestible as they would lead you to believe. There are many, many reports 
online of dogs having similar severe reactions, which we discovered the first day when I was 
searching online to try to figure out what was wrong with my dog. I have contacted Petsmart, 
where we purchased the treat, to inform them of all this. I also contacted Whimzees (WellPet) 
to inform them of this, but they deny all responsibility. These treats should be recalled. If this 
was a human food, there is no way it would be allowed to market with the number of adverse 

reactions are clearly happening, as evidenced by all the negative reviews online.
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EON‐472887 10/4/2021 15:56 NUTRO ULTRA Senior High 
Protein Natural Dry Dog Food 
with a Trio of Proteins from 
Chicken Lamb and Salmon 30 
lb. Bag

Our pet is a 9 year old Maltese. She started vomiting after we started the food. We slowly 
transitioned her food when we switched. We are experienced dog owners as well as health 
care providers. She does not get any table scrapes and a bully stick or greenie for an 
occasional treat. There are no other pets in the household. There are multiple other reviews 
on amazon of other animals having the same symptoms of bile colored vomit. I saved the 
food. Can it be tested? Also I took my dog to the vet and some of her bloodwork was 
elevated. The best by date is nov 10,2021 and Lot 046C1NCH10 there is also the US61591 
on the bag. Thanks

Maltese Dog

EON‐472834 10/4/2021 9:48 9 Lives Tender Morsels with 
real beef in sauce

When opening a 5.5 oz can of 9 Lives Tender Morsels with real beef in sauce the contents 
exploded.

EON‐472809 10/3/2021 18:48 Taste of the Wild
PREY
Angus Beef Recipe for Cats
A Limited Ingredient Diet

As a former vet tech and 55-year cat owner, I knew to start our cats on very small amounts of 
a new bag (5-10 nuggets as a treat twice a day, increasing to 10-20 nuggets by the third 
day), new flavor of dry cat food - Taste of the Wild Prey Angus Beef - on Sept 8, 2021. (All 
cats were previously fine for at least 6 months on the same recipe line in Turkey flavor.) I 
noticed some soft stools in their boxes, though my husband usually does most of the 
scooping. I told my husband to not give any more of this food for couple days. We stopped 
the food Sept 10-11. There were no more soft stools after that. We re-tried the food again 
starting Sept 13-14. Sept 15-17 I witnessed  having watery explosive diarrhea on two 
occasions; I did not witness  but there were several smelly splatters in 4 of our 5 
litter boxes that I cleaned up for roughly 3+ days; I don't know how many my husband 
cleaned up.  only had soft-formed stools (he ate less of the food, is on maintenance 
azithromycin, and normally has hard segmented stools). All cats that ate the food vomited 
once a day for a couple days and lost their appetites.  appetite decreased 
somewhat for about a week while  is just getting his back at the beginning of October, 
though is still eating smaller meals.  normally our best eater, is still eating very small 
meals as of Oct 3.  &  stools have slowly gone from wet-to-muddy-to softly 
formed over 3 weeks.  &  have lost weight, roughly 0.5 to 1 lb. Our fourth cat, 

 [16 yrs], a picky eater, did not eat the food; he has been fine. I contacted the store 
(Chewy.com) and the manufacturer, Tasted of the Wild (TOW). TOW veterinarian called and 
discussed bland diet (which I was already beginning to implement) and dysbiosis. TOW was 
not interested in testing this particular bag of food (which I still have sealed and stored), citing 
that no one else made a complaint about this 5000 bag lot. In hindsight, we noticed a 
stronger smell than our usual dry kibble cat food when we opened this bag, but just thought it 
was because we haven't gotten a beef flavored kibble for many years.

14 Years Domestic 
Shorthair

Cat 12 Pound
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EON‐472808 10/3/2021 18:48 Taste of the Wild
PREY
Angus Beef Recipe for Cats
A Limited Ingredient Diet

As a former vet tech and 55-year cat owner, I knew to start our cats on very small amounts of 
a new bag (5-10 nuggets as a treat twice a day, increasing to 10-20 nuggets by the third 
day), new flavor of dry cat food - Taste of the Wild Prey Angus Beef - on Sept 8, 2021. (All 
cats were previously fine for at least 6 months on the same recipe line in Turkey flavor.) I 
noticed some soft stools in their boxes, though my husband usually does most of the 
scooping. I told my husband to not give any more of this food for couple days. We stopped 
the food Sept 10-11. There were no more soft stools after that. We re-tried the food again 
starting Sept 13-14. Sept 15-17 I witnessed  having watery explosive diarrhea on two 
occasions; I did not witness  but there were several smelly splatters in 4 of our 5 
litter boxes that I cleaned up for roughly 3+ days; I don't know how many my husband 
cleaned up.  only had soft-formed stools (he ate less of the food, is on maintenance 
azithromycin, and normally has hard segmented stools). All cats that ate the food vomited 
once a day for a couple days and lost their appetites.  appetite decreased 
somewhat for about a week while  is just getting his back at the beginning of October, 
though is still eating smaller meals.  normally our best eater, is still eating very small 
meals as of Oct 3.  &  stools have slowly gone from wet-to-muddy-to softly 
formed over 3 weeks.  &  have lost weight, roughly 0.5 to 1 lb. Our fourth cat, 

 [16 yrs], a picky eater, did not eat the food; he has been fine. I contacted the store 
(Chewy.com) and the manufacturer, Tasted of the Wild (TOW). TOW veterinarian called and 
discussed bland diet (which I was already beginning to implement) and dysbiosis. TOW was 
not interested in testing this particular bag of food (which I still have sealed and stored), citing 
that no one else made a complaint about this 5000 bag lot. In hindsight, we noticed a 
stronger smell than our usual dry kibble cat food when we opened this bag, but just thought it 
was because we haven't gotten a beef flavored kibble for many years.

14 Years Domestic 
Longhair

Cat 11 Pound

EON‐472798 10/3/2021 13:40 Arm & Hammer Tartar Control 
Dental Water Additive for Dogs

Around July 30, 2021 he started taking a tartar control additive in his daily water. During this 
time he developed pancreatitis. He made a full recovery from the pancreatitis and started 
eating and drinking as normal. Around September 7 he developed diarrhea again with a little 
bit of blood and was not eating or drinking regularly. We brought him into the vet for a check 
up because his sister  had just been recently diagnosed with severe kidney failure. On 
September 10 the vet ran a blood test on  and it indicated that he was also in kidney 
failure. However, since his sister had just passed away from this disease we started to look 
into what could have possibly caused both of them to get this condition at the very same 
time. We immediately stopped giving the water additive as we thought that could be the 
source of toxicity. This was on September 11, 2021. Since that date we have not 
administered any of the additive in his water and have been treating him daily with 
subcutaneous fluids. Within three days of daily treatments his condition has already started 
to improve and his kidney levels have gone down by 50%. He continues to receive treatment 
and went in for for a recheck of his bloodwork within one week. His levels continue to 
improve, but he is still not in complete normal range. The vet is optimistic that he will make a 
full recovery. I feel certain that both the pancreatitis and kidney failure were a result of the 
water additive. I have attached a few reviews from other customers experiencing similar 
sickness within their dogs. There are far more available online, but I didn't have the ability to 
attach all. I believe this product is toxic for dogs and should be pulled off the shelves 
immediately. I am also in the process of having hair and nail analysis done and will send 
information as I receive it.

11 Years Poodle 
(unspecified)

Dog 17 Pound
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EON‐472797 10/3/2021 13:24 Arm & Hammer tartar control 
dental water additive for dogs

 began taking Arm & Hammer tartar control additive in her water for approximately six 
weeks. Within one month of taking the additive in her water she became symptomatic. She 
had diarrhea, vomiting and was lethargic. At the time we did not know that the water additive 
was the source of her illness. We took her to the vet who thought she might have some sort 
of intestinal bacteria. This was on . Over the course of that weekend her 
condition continued to decline and she became dehydrated. We took a trip back to the vet 
and they ran bloodwork resulting in her being in severe kidney failure. We begin 
subcutaneous fluids daily for four days to see if her condition would improve. She only 
continued to decline and began to refuse to eat or drink. By the  day of this treatment the 
vet advised that her condition was irreversible and therefore we had to make the difficult 
decision to euthanize her as we did not want her to suffer. The entire time she was going 
through treatment we continued to give her the water with the tartar control additive. During 
the course of her treatment our second dog began to become ill with diarrhea. His blood 
panels were checked and he also was in kidney failure. He had a blood test two weeks prior 
with no indication of kidney disease. This caused us to look at what we may have done 
differently that could have resulted in kidney failure in both of our dogs simultaneously. The 
only thing that we knew had changed within those six weeks leading up to the events was 
giving this water additive in their daily routine. I am asking that you look into the contents of 
the solution as I feel there is something toxic that has unfortunately led us to this point. This 
product needs to be recalled and pulled off the shelf. I have attached other reviews where pet 
owners experienced sickness as a result of using this product.

11 Years Poodle 
(unspecified)

Dog 17 Pound

EON‐472788 10/3/2021 9:28 12 count variety Is pack blue 
wilderness by blue Buffalo

I have been feeding both my cats the blue Buffalo wilderness wet food for a few months. The 
last delivery of a 12 count pack I realized the top of the food looked a little bit different, there 
was a there was a white residue when I opened the can on top of the food. I thought this was 
just fat on top of the food, Though after them eating it for for about 2 weeks I noticed one of 
my cats was getting sick and vomiting And then the following week my other cat started to do 
the same thing.. I called my Vet and it was recommended to switch you switch foods but 
keep the same brand and see if they stopped getting sick.. I switched foods to blue Buffalo 
Blissful belly and they have not gotten sick. It has been a week now since they have been on 
the new food and stopped using the other food.

Years Domestic 
Shorthair

Cat

EON‐472773 10/2/2021 22:00 Beneful Medleys in Sauce Dog 
Food (12 ct)

Several cans of Purina Beneful Medleys in Sauce Dog Food (12 ct) bought at Smart and 
Final located in , USA on August 31, 2021. 4 of the 
cans were covered in a black powder and one of the cans had a green moldy growth coming 
out of it. I discovered the problem after my dog ate the food in the rest of the cans.

EON‐472705 10/1/2021 16:44 Diamond Maintenance formula 
for moderately active dogs

Please see above 15 Years Terrier - Jack 
Russell

Dog 17 Pound

EON‐472654 10/1/2021 9:20 Blue Buffalo superior nutrition 
ultimate protection. Puppy 
chicken and brown rice recipe

Vomiting and refusal to eat 7 Years Terrier - Bull - 
Staffordshire

Dog 55 Pound

EON‐472635 9/30/2021 19:44 Purina one smart blend chicken 
and rice formula

I opened a new, sealed bag of purina one smart blend chicken and rice food to find it full of 
dead bugs
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EON‐472630 9/30/2021 17:36 Taste of the Wild We’ve been feeding our sweet  man Taste of the Wild food and last week he started 
throwing up and not wanting to eat. The vet checked him for parvo and sent us home with an 
antacid. Fast forward to this week and our baby threw up over 20 times in one night and had 
no energy. He lost 2 pounds in 4 days, X-ray came back as no obstruction. His labs showed 
that he is starting to go into liver failure and has a very little amount of platelets and that he 
most likely has Aflatoxin poisoning from the food. Since then he’s been put on 5 different 
medications and we’ve been cooking him foods high in nutrients that should hopefully help.

5 Month
s

Siberian Husky Dog 36 Pound

EON‐472612 9/30/2021 14:36 TASTE OF THE WILD PACIFIC 
STREAM

AFTER FEEDING MY 12 WEEK OLD FRENCH BULLDOG TASTE OF THE WILD PACIFIC 
STREAM HE HAS EXPLOSIVE DIARRHEA AND VOMITED UNTIL IT WAS CLEAR. HE 
NOW REFUSES TO EAT!

12 Weeks Bulldog - French Dog 8 Pound

EON‐472574 9/30/2021 4:32 The pea dry food My cats entire system shut down after eating your food. I had to put him down because of 
how bad it was failing.

11 Years Domestic 
Longhair

Cat 60 Pound

EON‐472516 9/29/2021 15:36 Canine Chews Premium 
Beeefhide Rawhide Chews for 
DOgs

My service animal injested half a rawhide around 3pm on 9/27/21 and did not have her 
regular bowel movement at 7pm. Woke me up around 10pm restless and asked for a chew 
toy so I gave her another rawhide. After finishing the rawhide she politely asked to go outside 
and had one of the biggest piles of diarrhea I've ever seen this dog produce. She has since 
asked to outside about every 4 hours in order to strain out another pile of loose stool. The 
evening of 9/28/21 this incredibly trained animal was so sick she was crying as she had an 
accident inside because she couldn't hold it to the door. Her stools have slowly but steadily 
continued to solidify and there have been no changes in diet besides these rawhides in the 
past 2 weeks.

1.5 Years Greater Swiss 
Mountain Dog

Dog 102 Pound

EON‐472503 9/29/2021 11:56 Purina Pro Plan Adult Sensitive 
Skin & Stomach Salmon & Rice 
Formula

Best By Feb. 2023
12341085 1309L07

We have been giving are two dogs (Keeshond breed) Purina Pro Plan Adult Sensitive Skin & 
Stomach Salmon & Rice Formula for over 4 years. Because they had skin and stomach 
issues with Chicken and other brands for dry dog food. Our dogs need a low protein dog food 
without chicken. They have had no problems until now. After spending over $200 Medication 
and Vet bills. It was determined that something changed in the Purina Pro Plan food. Our 
dogs only eat Purina Pro Plan food and carrots for treats. I contacted the store where I 
bought the food. They said that customers have been reporting that their dogs are getting 
rashes from this food and they are not carrying it anymore. They also,stated that this started 
3 months ago. Here's the info from the dog food bag. It is 41 lb bag and bar code is 38100-
18272. The Best by Feb. 2023 (12341085 1309L07).  is starting her three medications 
today (09/29/2021). I have to go back to the Vet. in three weeks. Hopefully she will be 
completely recovered by then.

7 Years Spitz (unspecified) Dog 63 Pound

EON‐472502 9/29/2021 11:52 Fresco Jerky Treats My husband bought Fresco jerky treats at Sams Club and gave them to our 3 dogs.  
went in for her annual checkup and in her urine sample her glucose level was high and had 
some issue with her pancreas The vet contacted me and asked me if she was given jerky 
treats and I told her yes. The vet also said that this could lead to fanconi disease. She said to 
stop the treats and in 5 days bring in another sample. We haven’t had the other two dogs 
tested but made appointments for them

9 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 95.3 Pound
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EON‐472490 9/29/2021 4:24 Homeopathic Eye and Upper 
Respiratory ethanol 25%, 
Homeopathic Skin and itch 
ethanol 25%

I gave my dog the product from Only Natural Pet company called: Homeopathic: Eye and 
Upper Respiratory. It's a holistic product. This product shouldn't be allowed to be sold as it 
has 25% ethanol and no expiration date on the bottle. I did 2 sessions of the drops because it 
says to give about 5 to 10 drops, and doesn't bother to say how many drops per the weight of 
the dog which is already dangerous, but I didn't think anything of it because their products 
are supposed to be approved by a vet. My dog because sleepier than normal to the point 
where I was afraid that she was going to go into a lethargic state. She also lost some appetite 
after taking it. I thought it was just that bottle. I had a different product I also got from teh 
same company which is also a holistic product and it was for skin and itch, also 25% ethanol, 
approved by a vet. Same thing, same reaction. I'm just thankful because I know some dogs 
take awhile to show symptoms while mine showed hers right away. Thank God I only had her 
on it for a couple of days. That should tell you something about these 2 products that it only 
took 2 days for her to react to it. Please do a check on these products. Nothing should be 
allowed to have ethanol in it and I hate myself for trusting this company's crap, saying their 
vet approved products. You all also need to get on them about putting expiration dates on 
their holistic products. There's no telling how long their stuff has been sitting in the 
warehouse!

Other Canine/dog Dog

EON‐472466 9/28/2021 18:04 Temptations Tasty Chicken 
Flavor Treats for cats, Fancy 
Feast Gravy Lovers chicken and 
beef feast in grilled chicken 
flavor gravy, Fancy Feast 
seafood feast in gravy grilled, 
Fancy Feast Delights with 
cheddar Grilled chicken and 
cheddar cheese feast in gravy, 
Royal Canin Kitten canned food 
thin slices in gravy, Purina 
Proplan Complete Essentials 
white meat chickenand 
vegetables entree adult cat 
food, Purina Proplan Complete 
Essentials Sole and vegetables 
entree in sauce, Purina Proplan 
Complete Essentials chicken 
and rice entree in gravy, Royal 
Canin Kitten food dry kibble, 
Proplan Veterinary rx 
Supplements Fortiflora

i-STAT Chem 8 revealed a mild ionized hypercalcemia. This may be due to idiopathic 
hypercalcemia, vitamin D toxicosis, PHPTH, neoplasia, etc. PTH, PTHrp, vitamin D level 
pending to MSU. 

25-Hydroxyvitamin D (RIA) = 731 (127-335), Parathormone Related Protein (RIA) = 0.0, 
Ionized Calcium (ISE)= 1.41 (1.00-1.40), Parathyroid Hormone (CLIA) = <0.50 ( 0.7-3.40)

3 Years Domestic 
(unspecified)

Cat 4.6 Kilogram

EON‐472458 9/28/2021 15:44 Kirkland organic chicken and 
pea
Acana meadowland grain free

P diagnosed via echocardiogram with dilated cardiomyopathy and congestive heart failure. 
Prev p only ate grain free food.

10 Years Terrier - Bull - 
Staffordshire

Dog 81.2 Pound

EON‐472424 9/28/2021 11:12 Jerky Treats Dog Snacks Beef 
is the #1 Ingredient

I gave  one treat after his morning walk. Within hours he had runny diarrhea, shitting 
all over the house. I started feeding him boiled rice with ground chicken.

14 Years Pekingese Dog 17 Pound
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EON‐472421 9/28/2021 10:48 Jerky Treats Dog Snacks Jerky 
Treats Beef is the #1 Ingredient

I bought two bags of Big Heart beef jerky treats at Costco to feed one strip daily to a male 
Wheaten terrier, male pekenese poodle mix, and a female chevalier King Charles bichon 
mix. All were in good health. Within 12 hours all were distressed with runny diarrhea and 
lethargy. Day three and counting, I’m still treating them with diet of rice and ground chicken 
with vet prescribed probiotic. I hope they are recovering.

11 Years Terrier - Irish Soft-
coated Wheaten

Dog 60 Pound

EON‐472392 9/28/2021 1:08 Friskies Seafood & Chicken 
Paté Favorites

Only after eating the “seafood” variety of this cat food, Friskies seafood paté, did my cat very 
shortly begin having seizures and vomiting. (This is a food I had bought in the past, and my 
cat had had seizures but so had not been able to pinpoint a cause.)
I bought the 40 can pack from Chewy.com and started with the Chicken variety and there 
were no seizures. As soon as I switched to the seafood cans, he would start symptoms. 
Vomiting would happen very shortly after eating, and I always would think it was something 
else, but the vomitus was undigested cat food. He would have seizures and “fits” — shaking, 
stumbling, falling that would last a few seconds, but would be frequent. I then decided to see 
if the food really was the cause by alternating chicken vs. seafood cans. I tried the poultry 
variety and the seizures wouldn’t occur. I’d switch to the seafood and the problem would start 
again. I told Chewy.com about this and they kindly issued a refund.

14 Years Siberian Cat 11 Pound

EON‐472375 9/27/2021 17:20 Pure Balance Grain-Free 
Chicken & Pea Recipe Dry Dog 
Food

I own 2 dogs and I purchased 3 different flavor bags of the Pure Balance Grain Free dry dog 
food online from Walmart.com last week, due to the fact that it's advertised as not containing 
grain or byproducts, also less expensive than other leading/pioneer brand label ones, so I 
decided to give it a try since the seller was Walmart, giving me some confidence in the 
quality of the product.
The dogs wouldn't eat any of them and they really eat everything. I tried camouflage/mix in it 
with wet food from other brands like Pedigree which they love, even beef bone or chicken 
broth unsuccessfully. They both just plainly refused to even get close to it which is an 
indicator of something terribly wrong with it.The dogs wouldn't eat any of them and they really 
eat everything. I tried camouflage/mix in them with wet food from other brands like Pedigree 
which they love, even beef bone or chicken broth unsuccessfully. They both just plainly 
refused to even get close to it which is an indicator of something terribly wrong with it. 
As I looked in the bags for information of the manufacturer and customer service contact 
information I couldn't find it anywhere so I proceeded to Google it just to find out that the 
product comes from China. 
I obviously contacted Walmart to return the product and tried to find out if the product comes 
in bulk and it's packed in US (should be printed on the bag) or if it comes already bagged but 
they wouldn't give me the information.
I used to work in quality control inspections and legislation so I find it very odd that this 
product is sold by a major food seller and I question its origin and the seller's quality control 
standards reinforcement before selling it. 
Additionally, I also found that Amazon sells it with the front face of the bag and no additional 
information, routinely they display all bag sides, and the bags have a different look/design 
than the ones from Walmart.

EON‐472366 9/27/2021 16:24 Natures Recipe Prime Blends 
dry dog food.

Dogs stopped eating the dock food, have vomiting and diarrhea for a week and still will not 
eat that brand of food anymore.

Bulldog - French Dog
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EON‐472344 9/27/2021 15:48 ProPac Ultimates My dog stopped eating, turned yellow, was very lethargic, had trouble with her legs slipping 
out from under her. We took her to the vet and it was concluded that she had liver failure, but 
the vet was unable to determine why at the time.

10 Years Catahoula 
Leopard Dog

Dog 35 Pound

EON‐472336 9/27/2021 15:28 feline wrm clear

https://dailymed.nlm.nih.gov/dail
ymed/fda/fdaDrugXsl.cfm?setid
=904f5ad7-58bd-4c1b-ad34-
9b8be11c54a7&type=display

I am interested in the Feline wrm clear product by Homeopet. Upon looking up the 
ingredients, I found that black wallnut might be toxic for cats. Their website said that they are 
registered with FDA and that their facility is monitored by FDA. However, they claimed that 
the following link is fake: 
https://dailymed.nlm.nih.gov/dailymed/fda/fdaDrugXsl.cfm?setid=904f5ad7-58bd-4c1b-ad34-
9b8be11c54a7&type=display 

I asked about approval, registration, and clinical trial results but they seem shady. I have not 
bought their products yet but I suspect that it would cause harm.

EON‐472321 9/27/2021 14:24 Shawnee a symbol of Quality 
100 years of Amimal Nutrition 
Ben's Best Dog Food

21% protein 
NET WT. 40 LBS (18.14KG)

One of my dogs has been having bad stomach issues. We have used the dog food for years, 
so I didn't think anything about it..until I was making my dog a bowl. I saw a piece of plastic 
stuck inside the kibble.. then found more. It's everywhere in the dog food. And that can so 
major damage on any dog..especially my 6 lbs 14 year old Chihuahua. I hope this does not 
cause my animals any further harm. I will never buy the product again.

Shawnee Milling Companies- Ben's Best Dof Food
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EON‐472301 9/27/2021 12:40 Purina Pro plan sport 27/17 14 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 58 Pound 
9/21/2012 

 

 is an active German Shorthair pointer born 07/07/2017. He has been on Pro Plan 
30/20 for most of his adult life with no digestive issues. He has gradually been reduced from 
6 cups of food a day to 2.5 to 3.0 cups and I made the decision to switch over to a little lower 

fat product in the same Pro plan line to increase the physical amount of food. 

On Sept. 16th I began a transition from Pro Plan Sport 30/20 Lot # 140109? 2055L27 ? (lot 
number hard to read) to Pro Plan Sport 27/17 lot # 12025001 233L11 (again hard to read). I 

mixed approximately 3 cups of the 27/17 sport into the 30/20 Sport by hand to begin the 
transition. I have never had any issues switching bags of the same feed with  or had 

any digestive upsets even with treats or human food -which he does not often get. 
 received a morning and evening feeding on Sept. 16 of the mixed feed as well as 

another feeding the morning of Sept. 17th. 
I was gone for approximately 3 hours mid-day to mid-afternoon on Sept. 17th.  was in 
the house and he had vomited twice and urinated on the floor by the door. The vomit did not 

appear to have anything in it but digested and undigested food. His stomach was clearly 
upset and he was in distress. He vomited a few more times late afternoon/evening but at this 

point it was mainly saliva/ mucus. He was not fed any food Friday evening or Saturday. 
On Sept 18th it was obvious he was sick. He was dehydrated, lethargic, appeared to be in 

pain, tail tucked, and his stool was atypically very dark and tarry. When I got him up he drank 
copious amounts of water. My vet was called – they do not have an emergency service on 
site. The emergency service is over an hour away. I called the Pro plan line on Sept 18th at 
9:00 am to see if they had any issue with the Pro Plan Sport formula 27/17. I was advised I 

simply transitioned him over too quickly – she recommended I should have gave him 10% of 
the new food for 7-10 days. After conferring with my vet I decided to give him more time as 
he seemed to improve toward evening. A chat was also initiated at Chewy with one of their 
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EON‐472244 9/26/2021 18:24 Zignature Trout and Salmon 
Formula, VetriScience 
Compose Long Lasting, Bark 
Worthies Daily Health Boost 
CollagenPlus (wrapped with real 
chicken beef stick)

 was fine in the morning. I bought 3 pet products at about 2:00. I fed him the food i 
just purchased and also gave him 2 different treats at about 2:30. around 3:45 he began to 
spit up white foam, he became lethargic and confused, he died about 5:30.

5 Years Mountain Dog - 
Bernese

Dog 105 Pound

vets. 
On Sept 19th he was still dehydrated and drinking copious amounts of water. I called the 

emergency service and described his symptoms and they felt it was not an emergency based 
on his symptoms but to contact my vet Monday morning and call them again if he got worse. 

He was interested in food so he was fed 3 heaping tablespoons of cooked rice and a 
tablespoon of a canned food to get him to eat the rice. He kept this down in the morning 

feeding and I repeated it in the evening increasing the rice to 4 heaping tablespoons. He was 
still uncomfortable and not at a normal activity level. I measured out food in my feeding cup 
to determine how much of the new food he had received as a percentage. Results attached 

in excel- 5 reps. 
On Sept 20th I called my vet’s clinic. They did not have any available appointments and my 
regular vet does not work on Monday.  attitude had improved- he was a little more 

active and not as dehydrated- however he still was drinking large amounts of water. He was 
fed 4-5 heaping tablespoons of rice and 2 tablespoons of the canned dog food morning and 
night and he kept this down. His stool was looser (not formed- but not diarrhea) and slightly 

orange colored. 
 was brought to the clinic on Sept 21st. He presented with pain in his abdominal area. 

He was closer to his normal self but still off. Blood work showed high ALP-591, GGT-74 
levels. The ALT cold not even be measured – it was off the chart. 

 had his annual exam on 07/21/21 and passed the exam and blood panel testing with 
(in my vet’s words) flying colors. 

I am looking for answers on what could have caused these acute symptoms. The only thing 
that I changed was the food- prior to this he was a normal happy senior. In fact, a very 

healthy one – the only reason I requested the blood panel on 07/21/21 was because of his 
age. We are currently treating him for liver issues and he will have another blood panel test 

on Thursday to see if the liver enzymes have come down. 
The severity of the digestive upset coinciding with the feeding transition obviously had me 

concerned. I would be interested in any microbial and mycotoxin testing that was done on the 
lot and/or ingredients as part of your Quality control program and to make sure a formulation 

error was not missed. 
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EON‐472242 9/26/2021 17:56 Nature's Domain Puppy 
Kirkland

 got very sick and began throwing up. I took her to the vet and she began treatment. 
Her condition became worse and she was referred to  
(internist) in  It was determined that she was suffering from high calcium and 
kidney numbers. Blood work was sent to MSU for review. They determined that her vitamin D 
level was very high.

4 Month
s

Mixed (Dog) Dog 15.8 Pound

EON‐472219 9/26/2021 2:24 The honest kitchen - Whole 
Grain Beef Recipe

After starting taking the food, she starting developing the stiffness of legs, then following 
week starting having sezuire and vomiting 2 x a week.

4 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 5 Pound

EON‐472155 9/24/2021 18:24 Kirkland Signature Nature's 
Domain Organic Chicken & Pea 
Dog Food

We have been feeding  Kirkland Natures Domain for several years not aware that it had 
been implemented in causing dilated cardiomyopathy in dogs. She went into severe 
congestive heart failure, was hospitalized requiring emergency care and now requires a 
cardiologist. Her medicines are several hundreds of dollars a month now.

7 Years Mastiff Dog 165 Pound

EON‐472154 9/24/2021 18:20 Kirkland Signature Nature's 
Domain Organic Chicken and 
Pea Dog Food

My dog developed dilated cardiomyopathy after being fed Kirkland Natures domain dog food 
for many years

4 Years Retriever - 
Labrador

Dog 105 Pound

EON‐472140 9/24/2021 16:48 Purina Pro PLan Adult Sensitive 
Skin and Stomach Salmon and 
Rice formula

Vomited three times when exposed to the dog food. GI system is still sensitive. 7 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 90 Pound

EON‐472078 9/24/2021 10:24 Fancy Feast Medleys White 
Meat Chicken Tuscan

Opened a new can of Fancy Feast Cat food and it was full of maggots. 5 Years Maine Coon Cat 27 Pound

EON‐472065 9/24/2021 8:44 Full Moon Natural Essentials 
Jerky Tenders free range beef 
recipe 100% human grade

We purchased these treats for our fur baby in Publix and when we got to the bottom of the 
bag, we found mold. We regularly purchase this brand Full Moon Natural Essentials for our 
fur baby because we thought your product was made with quality ingredients and fresh. We 
were upset to find mold in the bag and even more upset that we had given our fur baby treats 
from this bag prior to noticing the mold. I have sent the manufacture an email with pictures.

EON‐472052 9/24/2021 0:44 Royal Canin Medium dry dog 
food 17 lbs bag.

digital date on bag says 20 
Feb/Feb/Feb 2023

Both dogs have used this formula without issue for months. Recent purchase of 17 lbs bag 
caused adverse reaction for both dogs. Loose, light colored, narrow, small stools. Change 
was immediate. No other treats/food/meds are new at the same time as this newly purchased 
bag of food. Purchase from Chewy.

Purchased 30 lbs bag of same formula from Petsmart. Began to feed and within 3 days dogs 
are back to normal.

14 Years Spaniel - Cocker 
American

Dog 30 Pound

EON‐472019 9/23/2021 15:24 Authority Experts in Nutrition 
Everyday Health Adults 1+ 
Flaked Tuna & Vegetable 
Entree in Gravy

Found a piece of wood, like a splinter, in two pieces in what remained in the pet food after my 
cats ate it. I don't know if my cats ingested any.

EON‐471991 9/23/2021 12:16 Zignature Kangaroo Formula  was taken to urgent care for an ear infection on 9/18/21 where they detected a heart 
murmur and saw enlargement of the heart on the xray. On 9/20 an echocardiogram was 
done and  was diagnosed with Grade2/3 Murmur and DCM. The vets have stated this is 
most likely a result of a Taurine deficiency resulting from his food (which is not grain free). He 
has been on this food for 4+ years.

5.6 Years Portuguese Water 
Dog

Dog 51 Pound
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EON‐471958 9/23/2021 5:44 Merrick Grain-Free Healthy 
Weight Recipe

 collapsed suddenly one evening while walking down the stairs. He convulsed and 
yelped for approximately 30 seconds. 

When he came to, he was dazed and had difficulty walking. We took him to the emergency 
vet who diagnosed him with pericardial effusion (same as  who passed 4 months prior). 
To rule out issues with this particular vet, we were referred to another vet who produced the 
same diagnosis. His prognosis was not good so the decision was made to euthanize him. 

This was our second dog in 4 months to succumb to the same issue. Again, two different 
dogs, different breeds, fed the same food, died within 4 months of each other of the exact 
same cause. Given recent research and statements made by the FDA about links between 
certain dog food ingredients and dilated cardiomyopathy, we felt it was important to record 
our experience.

11 Years Collie 
(unspecified)

Dog 35 Pound

EON‐471955 9/23/2021 5:28 Merrick Grain-Free Healthy 
Weight Recipe

 collapsed suddenly one evening. She seized and stopped breathing for approximately 
30 seconds. When she came to, she was dazed and had difficulty walking. We took her to 
the emergency vet who diagnosed her with pericardial effusion. Her prognosis was not good 
so the decision was made to euthanize her.

At the time, we felt this was likely age-related...until our second dog  (completely 
unrelated to  developed pericardial effusion approximately 4 months later under the 
exact same circumstances.  had to be euthanized as well.

Again, two different dogs, different breeds, fed the same food, died within 4 months of each 
other of the exact same cause. Given recent research and statements made by the FDA 
about links between certain dog food ingredients and dilated cardiomyopathy, we felt it was 
important to record our experience.

14 Years Chow Chow Dog 40 Pound

EON‐471919 9/22/2021 17:40 DreamBone The dog had been given the treats for over a year with no issues. After purchasing a new bag 
and giving the treat to the dog in the afternoon, she vomited the treat along with her regular 
dog food. There were large pieces of the treat in her vomit. Not thinking much of the incident, 
she was given the same treat the next day, with the same result. On the 2nd day she vomited 
more and into the third day in which she didn’t eat or drink. That is when she was brought to 
the veterinarian. She has been there for 2 days now and all we have been told is that her 
Hematocrit is high, likely due to dehydration.

7 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 12 Pound

EON‐471897 9/22/2021 14:24 home cooked vegetarian diet Dilated cardiomyopathy- rule out nutritional vs idiopathic; moderate left atrial enlargement. 
mild to moderate and mild tricuspid regurgitation. Pleural effusion-scant consistent with 
congestive heart failure

Retriever 
(unspecified)

Dog

EON‐471896 9/22/2021 14:20 Zignature Kangaroo Grain Free, 
Fresh Pet Wet food

Dilated cardiomyopathy-moderate left atrial enlargement, likely nutritional. Moderate mitral 
and mild tricuspid regurgitation. Pulmonary hypertension-mild. Congestive heart failure.

Weimaraner Dog

EON‐471872 9/22/2021 12:24 Wellness Core grain free Dilated cardiomyopathy-rule out nutritional vs idiopathic. Severe left atrial enlargement. 
chronic degenerative valve disease-moderate mitral regurgitation. VPCs

Retriever - Golden Dog

EON‐471871 9/22/2021 12:12 Zinature Kangaroo grain free Dilated Cardiomyopathy-moderate left atrial enlargement, suspect nutritional. Tricuspid valve 
mass (suspect myxoma vs myxosarcoma). Moderate mitrial regurgitation. Congestive heart 
failure. Pericardial effusion. Wide complex tachycardia

Pointing Dog - 
German Short-
haired

Dog
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EON‐471870 9/22/2021 12:08 go! solutions by Petcurean  had one feeding of Petcurean go! wet food at 11am yesterday. I left the house and 
returned at 3pm to find vomit in several places around the house, and the cat still vomited 
several times while I was tending to her. Subsequently, she had a bout of VERY smelly 
diahrrea. It smelled like something had died. My vat had already left for the day and the tech 
said to monitor  breathing. If she showed signs of labored breathing I was prepared to 
take her to an emergency vet clinic. 

 remained lethargic for several more hours, not eating or drinking. Finally, around 
10pm, she took a small amount of different canned cat food. She is fine this morning. I'm 
certain this was caused by the food, and don't want this to happen to other cats.
I still have a supply of this food, which I plan to throw away, but I'll keep it until I hear from 
you as you'll probably want the lot # and expiration date. The expiration date is 5/29/23 but I 
don't know where to find the lot #.
Thank you.

6 Years Domestic 
Shorthair

Cat 11.5 Pound

EON‐471869 9/22/2021 12:04 Greenies Pill Pockets 
Peanut Butter Flavor
Capsule Size

I bought a brand new bag of peanut butter flavor Greenies capsule-size pill pockets. Right 
after feeding them half a serving size, the dogs developed explosive diarrhea with loud gas. It 
looked like the dogs had ben prepped for a colonoscopy. Neither dog had EVER had these 
symptoms and nothing was new regarding their food. They don't receive treats and they do 
have toys as they're not puppies. They wrestle with each other and go on walks. Both dogs 
were in excellent heath as proven by vet records. 

I did not realize it was the Greenies. When one dog vomitted, after days of diahrea, I rushed 
her to the veterinarian. Xrays, bloodwork (twice), and fecal test (twice) did not reveal 
ANYTHING that the vets could figure out. The xrays revealed issues with the intestines but 
no obstructions. For three weeks, the vets did not know what was causing the issue but it 
was not bacterial because the they prescribed over 5 medications but nothing stopped the 
problems. It was strange that both dogs suddenly got sick after the greenies entered the 
situation. It dawned on me---stop the pill pockets. When I did, after 5 days, the explosive 
diahrea stopped. 

I did not realize that I was continuing to poison them with the pill pockets when I was giving 
them the prescribed medications. I kept the bag of Greenies and would like them tested. 

I insured ~$3500 in vet fees with all negative tests. Vets had no idea what was causing the 
issue but the 5 medications had no impact. Once I stopped the greenies, the dogs got better 
once they were completely out of their system. 

PLEASE test the product. I kept the bag. I found others in Texas who had the SAME issues. 
They posted their complaints on www.ConsumerAffairs.org and AMAZON in August 2021 for 
the SAME product.

4 Years Hound 
(unspecified)

Dog 45 Pound

EON‐471829 9/22/2021 0:28 Taste of the wild sierra 
mountain.

Dog was fed grain free taste of the wild sierra mountain for most of her life. She was 
diagnosed with
DCM about 2 weeks ago. She passed  She was placed on a dieretic and vetmedin heart 
medicine before passing.

8 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 79 Pound
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EON‐471806 9/21/2021 16:40 Answers Pet Food
Raw Goat's Milk
Formula

I started feeding Answers fermented goat's milk in April 2018, feeding 1 cup/day. On 
Saturday Sept. 18th, I opened a new carton of goat's milk that had been kept in a deep 
freezer and then thawed on Friday in the refrigerator. It had an "off" smell but I shook it, 
decided it was just a goat-y smell and fed my dog his 1 cup at 2:00 p.m. Around 4:00 p.m., 
my 75 lb airedale vomited and then had explosive diarrhea a little after that. The vomiting 
gave him some sort of seizure and he couldn't walk until 3:00 a.m. I have the half-gallon 
carton with one serving gone. I also have the other 12 half-gallons that I purchased at 

) on Sept 1, 
2021.

11 Years Terrier - Airedale Dog 75 Pound

EON‐471730 9/20/2021 19:12 Purina Waggin Train Chicken 
Jerky Tenders 36 oz Club size

Purchased "Purina Waggin Train Chicken Jerky Tenders" Yesterday. New treat for our dog. 
No other changes in food or treats, never unsupervised in the yard. Ate 1 this am after 
morning breakfast and walk. Within hours became extremely lethargic, drooling, difficulty 
walking and general malaise. Refused to eat or drink anything. Contacted vet. No orthopedic 
issues, advised to get dog to eat and drink or bring in to vet.

6 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 85 Pound

EON‐471722 9/20/2021 17:04 Chewy Louie Filled Bone 
Premium Dog Treat

Purchased a Chewy Louie Peanut Butter Filled Bone, Large, 8 oz at Market 32 grocery store 
on Friday, Sept 17. When I opened the package on Sunday, Sept. 19, the bone had slivers 
peeling off. These sliver could get stuck in a dog's throat or stomach and become a extreme 
health hazard. Tried to upload the picture of bone but your system not downloading it.

EON‐471715 9/20/2021 16:28 Smart Bones 
The Healthy Alternative to 
Rawhide
Vegetable and Chicken Dog 
Chews
Smart Twist Sticks

Patient presented for increased thirst and urination. Urinalysis showed glucose in the urine, 
despite normal blood glucose level. Testing through  lab positive for Fanconi 
Syndrome.

7 Years Shih Tzu Dog 13.8 Pound

EON‐471712 9/20/2021 16:04 Wellness Core Small Breed- 
Grain Free- Original Deboned 
Turkey Turkey Meal and 
Chicken Recipe

A new asymptomatic heart murmur was found on most recent annuals ~ 1 month ago. When 
reausculted a month later, the heart murmur was found to still be present. An 
echocardiogram revealed Dilated Cardiomyopathy (DCM), likely nutritional per cardiologist 
report based on signalment and diet history.

17 Month
s

Poodle 
(unspecified)

Dog 9.6 Pound
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EON‐471690 9/20/2021 13:28 EARTHBORN HOLISTIC 
BISCUITS

I found A LOT of brown bugs in our bag of treats, holistic biscuits, lamb. Then when I opened 
the bison bag there's mold on them. The dates are good until March of next year. I sent an 
email to Earthborn. this is their response. They did not address the mold. Luckily I opened 
the mold ones outside in the sunlight or I may not have noticed it. I wanted to see if there 
were bugs in that bag too.
Hello 
Thank you for your loyal support of Earthborn Holistic. We are sorry to hear that you have 
found bugs in our product. 
If you can supply me with the formula, bag size and date code on the packaging, I would like 
to report this to my quality team. The date code will look something like this: 02/Feb/21 
M1L1B5.

With that code, we can determine exactly when the product was manufactured and check 
manufacturing records and batch samples. If you can also send a photo of the object to me, 
we can get a better idea of what it is.
All of our products are 100% guaranteed so you can return the product to the retailer for a 
refund or exchange. We haven’t had other complaints about this so we believe it to be a 
random incident. We are truly sorry that you have had a less than perfect experience with our 
product.

5 Years Poodle 
(unspecified)

Dog 50 Pound

EON‐471645 9/19/2021 22:04 Hills Prescription Diet k/d kidney 
care beef and vegetable stew

Dog presented with symptoms of urinary tract infection on 8/6 and was prescribed Hills 
Prescription diet kidney care k/d, first 12 cans (chicken flavor) bought on 8/9. Over the next 
few weeks, dog’s kidney values fluctuated. On 08/31, Hills Prescription diet k/d beef and 
vegetable stew best by date 07/2023, Lot # T181070416924847 case of 12 was purchased. 
Over the next two weeks dog’s health began to deteriorate rapidly. Kidney values increased, 
symptoms of vitamin d level increase began. Dog began presenting with excess thirst, 
frequent urination, decreased urine output, inappetence, lethargy, painful abdomen, 
weakness in hind legs. A specialist was advised. Kidney damage was observed in ultrasound 
and increased kidney values were observed in blood work. Veterinary specialist suspected 
adverse reaction to k/d and advised against use of that food. No other explanation for 
symptoms could be found by three separate veterinarians across two clinics. After 3 days of 
diet switch off k/d kidney care, dog is beginning to resume normal behavior with lingering 
effects. Permanent kidney damage has been observed only after use of k/d.

12 Years Dachshund 
(unspecified)

Dog 10 Pound

EON‐471638 9/19/2021 18:40 Kirkland Nature’s Domain 
Turkey & Pea Stew for Dogs

After opening the cans and placing in bowls, there is a strong chemical smell. This is unlike 
the product in the past and noticed that the product is very runny. 

Did not feed to pets as the smell is a cause for concern n
EON‐471632 9/19/2021 16:28 Purina One Smart Blend Beef 

and Brown Rice Entree
I opened a brand new can of Purina One wet dog food and the food was full of blue green 
spots that appear to be mold. The can was not bulging or dented. I took pictures and 
discarded the can.

EON‐471624 9/19/2021 13:04 Rachael Ray meatball morsels Threw up a couple of times and was coughing and seemed very uncomfortable Mixed (Dog) Dog
EON‐471607 9/18/2021 23:40 Pedigree roasted chicken rice 

and vegetable flavor 
Adult complete nutrition dry dog 
food - 33 lbs

Poured my dog a bowl of food, pedigree dog food. A big piece of wood came out of the bag
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EON‐471603 9/18/2021 21:32 Purina Dog Chow High Protein 
with Real Chicken or Beef in 
Savory Gravy package of 12

Purina Dog Chow High Protein caused her to get very sick. She vomited once and had 
incessant diarrhea for 3 days. She stopped eating and her condition improved. After 2 days 
of normal stools, I resumed feeding her cans of Dog Chow High Protein - not realizing this 
was the cause of the issue. Within 8 hours, her condition deteriorated again and she began 
having diarrhea. I cut off feeding her the cans and purchased a different brand of wet food 
and she is back to her normal healthy self. I am reporting this because I am concerned that 
the dog food will cause others to get sick

3 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 55 Pound

EON‐471602 9/18/2021 21:20 Lamb and brown rice dry dog 
food
Life protection formula blue 
buffalo health holistic

Opened new bag of dog food on sept 9 . On sept 10 he began vomiting and diarrhea. 
Stopped food night of 10. Improved on 11th reinstated food the evening of the 11th. On 12th 
at 6am woke up to more vomiting and diarrhea and lethargic dog. Took him to emergency 
vet, admitted for dehydration. Stool samples showed bacteria

5.5 Years Dachshund - 
Miniature

Dog 14 Pound

EON‐471581 9/18/2021 12:48 Wellness Complete Health 
Grain Free Adult Deboned 
Chicken and Chicken Meal 
Recipe Dog Food

Opened recently purchased dog food to find it had discoloration and odd odor. Telephoned 
Wellness pet food customer service and sent email requesting picture of food and batch 
numbers. They relied next business day that food looks moldy and if I wish, to return it for a 
full refund. They also offered discount coupons on future purchase.

EON‐471579 9/18/2021 12:40 Purina prime bones chew stick 
with wild venison

He was given this treat last Friday and by Saturday, he wasn’t eating (he loves food), having 
explosive diarrhea and vomiting up bile for several hours. I took him to the vet and I gave him 
SQF throughout the weekend with a bland diet and fanotidine. By Monday, he was back to 
himself. This past Friday, I gave him another one of these treats and like clockwork, he’s 
vomiting up bile, having diarrhea, shaking, not eating and acting very anxious/uncomfortable. 
He generally has a stomach of steel. Never have I had an issue with anything hes ever eaten 
before these treats. It’s no longer a coincidence and I will be disposing of these treats but I 
thought it would be worth mentioning to the FDA. He takes apoquel regularly.

8 Years Bulldog - 
American

Dog 80 Pound

EON‐471543 9/17/2021 22:04 Nudges Chicken Jerky I fed my German shepherd/husky nudges Chicken Jerky one time purchased at Walmart and 
now we are battling a possible antibiotic resistant urinary tract infection. Waiting for urine 
cultures to come back to verify.

EON‐471505 9/17/2021 13:48 ROYAL CANIN EARLY 
CARDIAC

PLASTIC PARTS IN THE DOG FOOD

EON‐471461 9/17/2021 1:04 V-Dog Kind Kibble Vegan Adult 
Dry Dog Food 30-lb bag

On August 2, 2021, I purchased a 30 pound bag of V-Dog Kind Kibble Vegan Adult Dry Dog 
Food from chewy.com. My dog has had diarrhea since switching to the new food. My dog did 
not have diarrhea from a different bag of the same brand and type of dog food. The diarrhea 
has improved after 24 hours of a new dog food.

3 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Anatolian

Dog 60 Pound

EON‐471454 9/16/2021 22:24 Milo's Kitchen My dog has missing patches of hair and is losing weight for no reason. He eats Milo's Kitchen 
dog treats in Chicken Jerky and Steak Grillers. They both contain onion and garlic, which is 
toxic to dogs and upon looking into, Steak Grillers has been recalled for containg an elevated 
Thyroid Hormone levels which cause Hypothyroidism in dogs and can be deadly. His fur it 
literally bald on his back and tail. Why are these products still on store shelves?

7 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 70 Pound

EON‐471428 9/16/2021 16:04 Stella & Chewy's Tantalizing 
Turkey Freeze Dried Patties 
Grain Free

Dog suddenly fainted. Was seen by a cardiologist and had an echo and EKG and was 
diagnosed with DCM from grain free diet. She is on heart medication, taurine and new diet 
with grains. Has activity restrictions and needs to be rechecked in March to see if disease 
has progressed

3 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 30 Pound
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EON‐471423 9/16/2021 15:44 Rachael Ray Nutrish - real 
turkey brown rice vension recipe

 had taken Vetmedin about a month before this food. He ate this food and also took 
this medicine for about 3 to 4 weeks then started having seizures once a week for 5 weeks. 
He was completely healthy up until a few months before he got congestive heart disease. 
After multiple trips to vet we tried elimination testing. We took the food and the meds away 
from him and everything went back to normal. Just this month since I had 1/2 of bag of this 
food I thought I would introduce it back to him. The first evening I gave him 1/2 cup and that 
night he started the seizures again. So I am lead to believe it is caused by the food that we 
have now taken away again. It has been a week and he has not had any more seizures.

13 Years Schnauzer - 
Miniature

Dog 29 Pound

EON‐471376 9/16/2021 11:12 Taste of the Wild Dry Dog Food 
With Roasted Fowl
Flavor Name:Duck
Duck duck meal chicken meal 
sweet potatoes peas potatoes 
chicken fat (preserved with 
mixed tocopherols) egg product

after taking half a cup of "Taste of the Wild Dry Dog Food with Roasted Fowl" started having 
a rash on one side of the mouth(all over right side mouth to chin) from May 7 th through 
September 5th. It was getting worse slowly and on the 3rd of September, I gave him dog full 
2 cups of Taste of the wild dry dog food because I ran out of main dry food. The next day it 
suddenly got worse. So I stop giving my dog the Taste of Wild Dry Dog Food. In a couple of 
days it was getting better and now almost completely healed.

4 Years Siberian Husky Dog 60 Pound

EON‐471341 9/15/2021 19:44 Blue Buffalo Homestyle Recipe 
Chicken Vegetable & Brown 
Rice Puppy Food

After trying Blue Puppy Can food the first time, my dog became ill, vomiting, diahrea, then 
after a couple days very lethargic. I had to take her to the vet and the vet agreed this dog 
food caused her to develop pacreatitus! She currenty is very ill and has a 50% chance of 
survival.

4 Years Bulldog - 
American

Dog 22 Pound

EON‐471326 9/15/2021 16:32 Jerky Treats American Beef 
Dog Snacks 60 oz

https://www.costco.com/jerky-
treats-american-beef-dog-
snacks-60-oz -2-
count.product.100574966.html

P. has been coughing for 2 weeks. Today owner reports that patient seems to be getting 
worse. He has noted that the coughing/lethargy starts a few days after giving new treats. O. 
is concerned that p. may be having a reaction to them.

4 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 40 Pound

EON‐471324 9/15/2021 16:28 Oxbow Essentials Adult Rabbit 
Food 10 Pound bag

Both rabbits died within weeks of each other and pretty suddenly, the vet suspects a toxin. 2 Years Rabbit 5 Pound

EON‐471286 9/15/2021 14:48 FreshPet Chunky Beef and 
Brown Rice with Vegetables

* Our dog is an Australian Shepherd Mix. Not Australian Kelpie, but there was no choice for 
Aussie Shepherd. Our dog became lethargic and refused to eat this food, which he had 
never done, previously. When I was cutting a serving I noticed a yellowish, slimy film on the 
food. There was a foul odor, also. I discarded the rest of the food. The UPC# 851893001182. 
I did alert FreshPet and was told this food was not affected. I totally disagree since I saw and 
smelled this food and could not give it to our dog. I do not know what caused this issue with 
this food. We have used this food for a few yrs and this is the only time there has been an 
issue.

12 Years Australian Kelpie Dog 70 Pound

EON‐471188 9/14/2021 15:44 Wellness Grain free pate 0 Opened can of cat food and found metal in can. Have pictures
EON‐471108 9/14/2021 9:00 Diamond puppy I bought a different brand of dog food for him because it had what I thought were healthier 

ingredients,I transitioned him to it over a 2 week course and when he was only eating that 
food he started to get GI upsets and on day 4 of the illness jaundice set in and on day 7 he 
passed away,this puppy was never sick and all his symptoms seem to be aflatoxin poisoning 
and the vet advised me to report it because his blood work showed no other diseases that 
could have caused this.the food is Diamond Puppy and I bought the 20 pound bag.

5 Month
s

Doberman 
Pinscher

Dog 49 Pound
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EON‐471089 9/14/2021 6:04 Blue Buffalo Lifestyle Lamb Opened a new bag of dog food and fed our dog. He started having explosive diarrhea and 
extreme vomiting for hours.

8 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 33 Pound

EON‐471076 9/13/2021 22:04 Purina Friskies Pate Salmon 
Dinner

vomiting, fever, loose stool 18 Years American 
Shorthair

Cat 8 Pound

EON‐471074 9/13/2021 21:04 Pedigree Chopped Ground 
Dinner Filet Mignon & Bacon 
flavour

I got halfway through a can of the wet dog food and looked inside only to see it covered in 
mills and discoloured food in the bottom of the can.

EON‐471056 9/13/2021 19:12 11008605 Hill's Prescription 
Diet b/d Brain Aging Care - Dog 
Food - Original Flavor - Dry 17.6 
lb Bag

I found staple-like metal objects in the bag of Hill's prescription diet b/d.

EON‐471043 9/13/2021 15:08 Hills Prescription Diet Urinary 
Care c/d Multicare with ocean 
fish

The Pet owner reports the cat ate a small amount and vomited. O tried feeding his other 
indoor cats and none of them were interested in eating it. The owner stated he also tried 
feeding to his feral cat colony and they wouldn't eat as well. The owner stated that the odor of 
the food is different. The owner returned food to us and was given a different bag with the 
same lot number and cats are eating food now and not vomiting.

7 Years Mixed (Cat) Cat 12 Pound

EON‐470989 9/12/2021 18:44 Blue wilderness nature’s 
evolutionary diet with salmon 
adult cat food

All 6 cats have eaten the salmon flavored Blue Buffalo food for years. I get the bags from 
Amazon every few weeks. The cats ate the bag that came before this one and ate the one 
that came after it. This bag they started to eat and all of them vomited and refused to try and 
eat it again. Lot # 20221125L 4 1 9:15

6 Years American 
Shorthair

Cat 14 Pound

EON‐470965 9/12/2021 8:52 Pure Balance Grain-Free 
Salmon & Pea Recipe Dry Dog 
Food

Pure Balance Grain-Free Salmon & Pea Recipe Dry Dog Food.

I am finding small bones embedded in dog food thru the bag.
I tried getting in touch with Walmart online and they said I would need to go to the store.
I went to the store and they refunded the bag and said they could mention it to that 
department.

I have purchased another bag and it seems less so far but still visible bones... is that okay?

EON‐470937 9/11/2021 13:08 Farmina N&D Ocean Codfish & 
Orange Ancestral Grain Medium 
& Maxi Adult Dry Dog Food

 eats 2 different types of kibble, the same 2 types for 2+ years. She gets one type in the 
morning and one type in the evening, never together, always the same at breakfast and the 
other at dinner. The breakfast kibble is Farmina N&D Ocean with Ancient Grains, she has 
been eating this kibble at breakfast for 2+ years. Three days ago we opened a new bag of 
the Farmina N&D Ocean with Ancient Grains. Each day after eating the new bag of kibble, 
she has vomitted what appears to be the entire breakfast a little over an hour after 
consuming it. She is lethargic afterward but recovers by the late afternoon and goes for a 
walk and eats dinner with no issues at all, but dinner is an entirely different kibble. The kibble 
has a very strong fish smell but seemed possibly to smell a little rancid, it is hard to tell with 
the heavy fish scent. It does not expire until Aug 2022.

6 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 58 Pound

EON‐470927 9/11/2021 10:16 Halo Adult Cat Holistic Wild 
Salmon & Whitefish Recipe

 began to drool uncontrollably and drink excessive amounts of water. Took her to the 
vet as an urgent care patient the same day as symptoms appeared where they discovered 
she had a lacerated tongue.

3 Years Domestic 
Shorthair

Cat 10.9 Pound
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EON‐470887 9/10/2021 17:44 Forza10 Nutraceutic Renal 
ActiWet Feline Formula Wet 
Food for Adult Cats

Micro Capsules System

with Lamb from Iceland

A chunk of blue plastic about the size of a pea was found in a container of Forza10 Renal 
Wet cat food that we purchased for an elderly cat with kidney issues. The purchase was from 
Amazon. Fortunately, the cat left the plastic on the plate. He had no adverse affects, so we 
assume he did not eat any other pieces. I reported the problem to the United States business 
address for Forza10 by email. They responded with an apology for the inconvenience and an 
offer to send a replacement box of food. We accepted the offer because at the time, this was 
the only food the cat was eating. We planned to go through it with a fork in case we found 
more. Since, we have transitioned the cat to another food and stopped using this brand.

In the email exchange with them, we asked why this problem had not created a recall of the 
food. They did not answer. We looked deeper at Amazon reviews and found at least 6 
instances of very similar looking plastic found in the same food from other purchasers dating 
back to early May 2021. Our instance occurred 8/24/2021.

EON‐470858 9/10/2021 15:24 Pedigree Puppy Growth & 
Protection Chicken & Vegetable 
flavor, Ol' Roy Jerky Stick Beef

Owner obtained apparently healthy puppy approximately 7 days prior to presentation.  
was playful, in good body condition, and eating well at that time. One day prior to 
presentation the  became lethargic with decreased water and food consumption. The 
day of presentation the  was taking in no food or water and had begun vomiting. 

 presented in recumbency, minimally responsive, drooling, with a moderately painful 
abdomen. 
Parvo CITE test in-house was negative. Chemistry profile in-house had grossly aberrant 
renal values as well as other organ dysfunction. 

 was hospitalized for ~18 hours while owners decided how to proceed with this case. 
 was humanely euthanized.

8 Weeks Hound - Basset Dog 9 Pound

EON‐470857 9/10/2021 15:24 Diamond Puppy (kibble)
Formulated for Puppies & 
Pregnant or Nursing Dogs

Zero presented for lethargy, anorexia, and diarrhea about 3 weeks after acquisition. Fecal 
test: coccidia. Parvo test: negative. Was treated for coccidia and symptoms and sent home. 
Zero presented again 24 hours later. Symptoms are worse and now he is vomiting, mild 
abdominal pain. Owner declined hospitalization for the time.  was again treated 
symptomatically and sent home. 
Zero presented a third time 24 hours later due to no improvement.  was hospitalized 
and in-house bloodwork showed severe renal disease and multi-organ failure. Owners were 
notified and humane euthanasia was elected.

12 Weeks Bulldog Dog 10.8 Pound

EON‐470845 9/10/2021 13:20 Rachael Ray Nutrish PEAK 
Nutrient Dense Dry Dog Food 
Grain Free

Received Rachel Ray nutrish food....Macho had been on this for a few years.... when a new 
bag arrived...he got sick....we weren't sure what it was...so Amazon replaced the bag& we 
noticed the bag that got him sick was a different color??
After the Vet visit...he became well again & began the new bag...has been fine ever 
since...this happened in May 2021...
JM Smucker, after all the pictures, Vet diagnosis, etc has denied responsibility 3 times! I want 
to report that someone has to be held accountable.

6 Years Poodle - Miniature Dog 9 Pound
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EON‐470831 9/10/2021 10:28 Pedigree Adult Chicken and 
Rice dog food, Kirkland Nature's 
Domain Puppy Chicken & Pea, 
Nubz Edible Dog Chewz 
chicken, Gravy Train adult dry 
dog food, Beef hide chew

Twelve week old puppy presented for vomiting and diarrhea of 2 days duration. History of 
having a single DHPPC vaccine ~3 weeks prior to presentation. No deworming products 
given. Per owner, prior to getting sick the puppy had been playful and normal. 
Physical exam revealed dehydration, dog is underweight and lethargic, dry and jaundiced 
mucous membranes and skin, live flea infestation, painful when abdomen palpated.
Diagnostics and hospitalization were started.
Ultimately this puppy was humanely euthanized.

12 Weeks Pit Bull Dog 11.8 Pound

EON‐470830 9/10/2021 10:28 Purina Dog Food. Owner does 
not remember exact type and 
no longer has bag.

Presented to referring veterinarian on 17 August 2021. Serum ALT >2000. Euthanized. 
Necropsy at the  revealed chronic periportal 
hepatitis and perihepatitis with massive hepatocellular degeneration and necrosis, bridging 
fibrosis, biliary hyperplasia, megalocytosis, and cholestasis.

Mixed (Dog) Dog

EON‐470786 9/9/2021 17:04 EarthBorne rabbit Dilated cardiomyopathy-moderate biatrial enlargement. moderate mitral regurgitation. right 
sided congestive heart failure. ventricular arrhythmias (multiform VPCs occuring as singlets, 
couplets, triples and brief runs)

Bulldog Dog

EON‐470785 9/9/2021 17:00 Mr. Tim's kinesis grain free Suspect early dilated cardiomyopathy- rule out nutritional vs idiopathic. mild mitral 
regurgitation. ventricular premature complexes (multiform, occasional to frequent singlets 
and isolated couplet)

Poodle 
(unspecified)

Dog

EON‐470781 9/9/2021 16:48 home cooked mixed with purina 
dog chow

Dilated cardiomyopathy-severe right atrial and ventricular enlargement. mild left atrial 
enlargement. rule out nutritional vs arrhythmogenic right ventricular cardiomyopathy vs 
idiopathic vs other. severe tricuspid regurgitation. moderate mitral regurgitation, bicavitary 
effusion consistent with biventricular congestive heart failure

Bulldog - 
American

Dog

EON‐470726 9/9/2021 13:24 Blue Buffalo Life Protection 
Formula Adult Lamb & Brown 
Rice Recipe Dry Dog Food 30-
lb bag

Blue Buffalo Life Protection Formula Adult Lamb & Brown Rice Recipe Dry Dog Food, 30-lb 
bag bought from Chewy.com every month for years. I have 2 dogs brother & sister. I am not 
100% sure of dates & actual 1st ailments but remember there were issues. Guessing 
approximately 2 months ago  was sickly with poop problems & not wanting to eat. 
Lasted approximately a few days to a week. Got better & shortly after his sister  got 
sickly with poop problems & not wanting to eat the BB dog food. I searched for recalls with 
none found at that time. Her sickness lasted longer than  & she got better. On 9/3/21 
10pm ish  was having explosive watery diarrhea many times thru today 9/9/21 which 
this morning had a soggy poop. He has eatin his food but really not interested. Upon 
searching for a recall today I found an article for a recall on some Blue Buffalo products 
dated 8/23/21 with 1 product being the same as mine except for chicken. Stated something 
about Vitamin D. I don't know if this dog food is making my pups sick but I would like it looked 
into. Thank you. *P.S. the bags of dog food bought before this current incident bag were 
bought online from chewy.com on 8/27/21; the dates of previous bags bought online from 
chewy.com are: 8/2/21, 7/7/21, 6/6/21, 5/10/21... I don't have these previous bags.

11 Years Terrier - Bull - 
Staffordshire

Dog 50 Pound
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EON‐470713 9/9/2021 12:12 Infina grain free chicken Patient was in for his annual visit on 4/12/21. At that time a new murmur, 3/6, was found. 
When discussed with owner, said he coughs twice when they scratch his butt and does a 
play bow. They were told if frequency increased to do chest films.

On 5/5/21, patient was in for an exam. Wasn't eating well and breathing heavily in episodes 1-
2 times a day. Murmur was now 5/6. Enlarged cardiac silhouette on radiographs with 
pulmonary edema. Started on Benazepril 5mg - 1 tab SID, Furosemide 20mg - 1 tab BID for 
7 days and then 1 tab SID, Pimobendan 5mg - 1 tab BID. Also told to stop feeding grain free 
diet.

On 5/7/21, owner called that patient was suddenly acting disoriented and walking strangely. 
Also barely eating. Recommended that they go immediately to Blue Pearl for 
Echocardiogram and Blood Pressure. Their findings came back as consistent with dilated 
cardiomyopathy.

The owner has added Taurine 1500mg SID as recommended by Blue Pearl as well as 
Entyce and patient is breathing better and eating better.

__

Currently: a few episodes of labored breathing, he is eating ok, but not in love with dog food, 
but doing ok.

Seen by cardiologist on 7.22.21 - diagnosis of DCM

10.5 Years Retriever - 
Labrador

Dog 19 Kilogram

EON‐470711 9/9/2021 11:48 Taste of the Wild High Prairie Patient presented for exam on 7/21/21 to primary DVM due to coughing. O reported: "Pt has 
been coughing for a couple of weeks, getting worse. Only once or twice a week at first, now 
every day. Bile has come up before after coughing"

PE: Auscultation 
Cardiac - heart murmur II-III/VI; iregularly iregular rhythm heard initially upon presentation but 
when evaluated a second time, arrhythmia appeared to be more regular 
**an arrhythmia has not been documented before today
Respiratory - increased lung sounds but no wheezing/crackles
no cough elicited upon tracheal palpation

Started furosemide on 7.23.21 - coughing has resolved, is eating better and has more 
energy.

7.30.21 Patient was too stressed to obtain good thoracic radiographs. Was sedated for rest 
of diagnostics. Patient was cynotic and dyspnic during first part of echocardogram, large 
amount of ascites was noted so abdominocentesis was performed as well as administration 
of IV furosemide. Patient was able to tolerate rest of echocardiogram. 
8.3.21 - owner reported started feeling better about 24 hours after 7.30.21 visit, tolerating 
medications well, scheduled for follow up at primary.

9 Years Spaniel - Springer 
English

Dog 69 Pound
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EON‐470686 9/9/2021 10:20 See attachment After consuming Midwestern Pet Food,  had accidents in the house, loss of appetite, 
episodes of quivering, loss of balance, and difficulty lifting his head.

Papillon - Spaniel - 
Continental Toy 
(with erect ears or 
with dropped ears 
(Phaléne))

Dog

EON‐470672 9/9/2021 9:32 Bark Bright Dental Sticks for 
Dogs

I have used these chews before and I did think they helped with the tartar on my dogs teeth. I 
first purchased these moldy Bark Bright dental sticks for dogs from BarkBox.com on 
3/2/2021. The lot and expiration was 091622 09/22. In March, My dog  ate two chews. 
I gave her one a day, and she got sick on the second day after the second chew. She had 
one episode of vomiting, and she seemed a little off color that day only. She had no other 
issues after that.

I opened the bag the same day that she got the first chew. They had the mold on them when 
I opened them, but I thought it was just part of the chew at first. I didn't know it was mold until 
I took it to my work and looked at it under the microscope after she got sick. I am a clinical 
microbiologist.

Each box comes with two bags of chews and one tube of "toothpaste". Through the clear 
window of the other unopened package there was fuzzy white growth inside. I have photos of 
everything. I emailed the company and they issued me a refund.

On 7/8/2021 I purchased this item again, but this time from amazon.com. I thought I would 
give them another chance because I think they do work. My first bag of chews was not 
affected and my dog did not get sick. I do not know what the lot number was from that bag. 
The second bag is unopened and again growing white mold. I bought these on Amazon 
because I didn't want to renew my membership with BarkBox. It is still sealed and I'd be 
happy to send it to you. The lot is the same: 091622 and expires 9/22. I let them know of my 
problem and that it has happened before. They issued me a refund.

It seems they did not do anything after my dog got sick. I am happy to discuss this further, 
please let me know if you need any more information from me. I have photos from both 
incidents.

4 Years Cattle Dog - 
Australian (blue 
heeler, red heeler, 
Queensland 
cattledog)

Dog 40 Pound

EON‐470658 9/9/2021 0:36 Nutro Ultra Senior Dry Dog 
Food 30 lb bag

I started both of my dogs on this food and both of them got diarrhea from it. 10 Years Terrier - Jack 
Russell

Dog 10 Pound

EON‐470657 9/9/2021 0:16 Nutro Ultra Senior Dry Dog 
Food 30 lb bag

My dog got severe explosive diarrhea as soon as I started her on this bag of food. I initially 
suspected it might be a temporary food switch disturbance and fed her boiled rice for a few 
meals. She got better on the rice so I re-started with mixing this food in and starting the 
second night around 3 am she had a severe, incredibly foul smelling, liquid woke-up-in-the-
middle-of-the-night-and-begged-to-be-let-out level bout of diarrhea. After two nights in a row, 
I stopped feeding her this food entirely and switched to broth and rice and she is doing much 
better now.

8 Years Terrier - Rat Dog 12 Pound
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EON‐470642 9/8/2021 18:44 Purina
Beyond
Simply Grain Free
White Meat Chicken & Egg
Dry food

Purina Dry Cat Food, brand name "Beyond" product name "Simply grain free White Meat 
Chicken & Egg" barcode 017800170710, Best By Sep 2022, lot codes 1076 1082 0042 L16-
94. It is very hard to report this to the manufacturer, because they either have [1] very short 
customer "service" hours and/or [2] they DO NOT publish on their contact page what the 
hours of phone operation is/are. So that is also a root of the problem, a company that makes 
it difficult to report problems. I have been purchasing this exact same item every month for 
the past two years. I am very familiar with what the color and smell should be. This particular 
bag of food does not have the same good color, instead it is "tan" and "bland" or lacking in 
color AND the smell is not as pleasant. It seems to be borderline usable, BUT the color is not 
appealing and the smell is not appealing. The cats sort of walk away from this food from this 
lot/bag. Very different experience from last month. Purchased at walmart. No adverse effects, 
other than waste of money, cats are not interested in the food from this particular lot/bag. 
Again I stress, I am a retired engineer, I know EXACTLY what the color and smell should be 
of this product, based on previous months.

EON‐470639 9/8/2021 17:36 True Chews Premium Jerky 
Cuts Made with Real Chicken

I gave  two treats from the freshly opened and purchased True Chews Chicken Jerky. 
Purchased at Pet Smart on 09/03/2021. I looked in the bag and the bottom of the bag of 
treats were clumped together with heavy white fuzzy mold. Within 4 hours  had Projectile 
Water like diarrhea. She was heavy with lethargy. I've been giving her this treat for several 
months. She eagerly takes them. I also noted that the other Tyson Pet products we used in 
the past had some similar issues. I notified Pet Smart via facebook with images of the 
defective product and the expiration date of 2022 and they told me to contact the 
manufacturer. I suggested they remove the product from the shelves in the interim. I've spent 
a fortune on VET bills in the past two weeks. I hope it's not from this product and my Canines 
issues are more environmental. Most likely Allergies. But spoiled product is spoiled product. 
Mr. 

4 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 50 Pound

EON‐470632 9/8/2021 16:48 WholeHearted Grain Free All 
Life Stages Chicken & Pea 
Recipe (I believe it was dry but 
may have been canned)

 was presented on 9/1/21 for evaluation of suspected right CHF with recent onset 
lethargy, intermittent coughing over the last ~4 weeks, and increased urination. He was seen 
by the primary care DVM on 8/30 and diagnosed with moderate abdominal effusion and trace 
pleural effusion, with cardiomegaly noted on radiographs. He was started on Lasix 40 mg BID 
and sildenafil 30 mg TID pending cardiac evaluation. His cough improved spontaneously 
(prior to starting medications), but he was inappetant prior to starting cardiac medications. He 
has been on a grain-free diet for 1.5 - 2 years.

On echocardiogram he was diagnosed with dilated cardiomyopathy and right sided 
congestive heart failure, and was started on furosemide, pimobendan, spironolactone, and 
benazepril. Since then his symptoms of heart failure have improved, but the DCM is of 
course persistent.

14 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 24.3 Kilogram
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EON‐470619 9/8/2021 15:12 Spot & Tango
UnKibble
Beef & Barley

The only Fresh Dry food for 
dogs

15 Month
s

Portuguese Water 
Dog

Dog 47 Pound

EON‐470618 9/8/2021 15:08 V-Dog Kind Kibble  had been on the V-Dog vegan diet (pea-based protein) for the last 2 - 3 years per the 
owner. She was reportedly previously healthy, but presented to the pDVM about 2 weeks ago 
for coughing. This was initially thought to be due to kennel cough, but when she did not 
respond to Doxycycline she presented for a cardiac evaluation. On echocardiogram and 
examination on 9/7/21 (yesterday), she was diagnosed with dilated cardiomyopathy and 
biventricular congestive heart failure. She has no known toxin exposure; her familial history is 
unknown.

6.6 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog Kilogram

 had been a finicky eater with a strange appetite all through his puppyhood. I made the 
decision to switch him over to Spot & Tango after reading about the food, the company, and 
the reviews I found online. I received food for all three of our dogs, but decided to transition 

 first to be sure he would actually eat it since he is our only picky eater. 

The food arrived the morning of June 1st and  gobbled up the Spot & Tango quickly and 
left the other food in his bowl that morning. I slowly transitioned him over the next 10 days to 
eating the Spot and Tango kibble exclusively. This was the absolute best we had ever seen 

 eat in his young life! 

On the morning of , however,  refused his food and instead vomited that 
morning. Within 10 minutes of vomiting, he began panting, pacing and drooling profusely. We 

took him to our vet early that morning where they did an xray to check for bloat. Because 
nothing showed up on the xray, our vet sent us across the street to the emergency vet to 

have an ultrasound to be very sure no bloat was present. No bloat was found, but  was 
instead diagnosed only with gastroenteritis and made an inpatient for the rest of that day and 

the vet planned for him to go home the following morning. 

 remained stable at the emergency vet with a good prognosis until around 1am (now 
). The vet did bloodwork and realized that  had taken a turn for the worse and 

actually had pneumonia. We got the the clinic immediately and gave permission to do 
anything and everything to save our puppy.  was just 15.5 months old. The vets on staff 
from 1am going forward worked hard to save his life, but by around 330 on the afternoon of 

 body was exhausted and he died. 

We had  necropsy done at  and have spoken to a veterinarian who 
specializes in emergency care who reviewed the vet notes as well as the necropsy. He 

shared his concern that we may want to have  food tested because  deteriorated 
so quickly that it almost doesn't make sense. He was healthy, playful and a normal 15 month 
old puppy until the morning of . When I shared that his food was new to his diet, he 

thought it may be a good idea to have it tested. 

I spoke to  at  who is the head of , and he 
sent me all of the information to get this process started as  also believes that  

death could have been food related after reviewing Spot & Tango as well as  necropsy.
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EON‐470569 9/8/2021 11:32 True Chews Premium Jerky 
Cuts

Diarrhea, vomiting, lethargy. 11 Years Shih Tzu Dog 9 Pound

EON‐470521 9/7/2021 21:04 Stella and Chewy's Raw Coated 
Kibble
Lamb Recipe With Pumpkin & 
Quinoa (Wholesome Grains)

We switched from Stella and Chewy's Raw Chicken Blend to the LAMB RECIPE WITH 
PUMPKIN & QUINOA RAW COATED KIBBLE WHOLESOME GRAINS and she started to 
vomit and have diarrhea. Every day it seemed to get worse to the point on day 6 she refused 
to eat her food at all for breakfast or dinner. She was weak and just had diarrhea and vomit 
the entire time but progressively got worse. On day 7 we went to the store and bought her 
chicken blend again and she started to improve. Now 3 days later she is back to her normal 
self.

9 Years Plott Dog 60 Pound

EON‐470515 9/7/2021 18:44 Friskies Extra Gravy Chunky I purchased a 24 pack carton of Friskies Extra Gravy Chunky cat food. When I opened it I 
discovered that every can was badly dented and half of them had busted open. The food has 
been exposed and was rotten. There were also maggots present in the food. The outer 
carton showed no signs of damage. I believe this is a manufacturer issue rather than a 
problem from the grocery store where I purchased it.

EON‐470505 9/7/2021 16:48 Pedigree Adult Complete 
Nutrition Roasted Chicken Rice 
&

Dog died suddenly after 2 day period of not eating or drinking. Bloodwork indicated elevated 
liver and kidney values. 
Histologic examination of liver revealed massive panlobular hepatocellular necrosis with 
portal bridging fibrosis, biliary ductular reaction and cholestasis.

3 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog

EON‐470480 9/7/2021 13:40 Taste of the wild 
High prairie

 and  were reluctant to eat food. Usually ate all of her food and the other dogs if he 
didn't finish, she would go a day not eating anything, after eating she developed intense 
diarrhea and light vomiting for 14 days. The vet administratored something to help stabilize 
her as petobismol did not work.  had violent throwing up and could not keep down 
water, lethargic, and had a fever, vet had to administer a shot to reduce nausia and added 
pill for nausia

Years Collie - Border Dog 40 Pound

EON‐470431 9/7/2021 12:08 Hills Science Diet Puppy Small 
Bites Chicken Meal & Barley

Passed away at referring veterinarian's clinic . 
Massive hepatic necrosis at necropsy  Case report completed  

. 
 reported 5.84ppb aflatoxin in unofficial, owner-submitted 

sample of dog food on .

3 Month
s

Poodle 
(unspecified)

Dog

EON‐470422 9/7/2021 11:16 Chicken Jerky 
Chewmasters

Vomiting and excessive thirst 8.5 Years Retriever - 
Labrador

Dog 80 Pound

EON‐470402 9/7/2021 8:04 Blue buffalo small breed dog 
food. Chicken and rice

I fed blue buffalo for my dogs entire life, we have two dogs. Both are Chinese crested, they 
are not related. Both have developed the same heart condition. One just died. DCM.

EON‐470400 9/7/2021 6:40 Zuke’s Mini Naturals Peanut 
Butter & Oats Recipe

My toy Aussie puppy is having gastrointestinal issues and has vomited three times after 
consuming Zuke’s mini naturals peanut butter and oat flavored treats. The company hasn’t 
issued a real recall, just a “withdrawal” of the product and they are still recommending them 
to pet owners on their Facebook page. I want them held accountable for this safety issue that 
they are deeming a “quality issue.”

9 Month
s

Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 10 Pound

EON‐470398 9/7/2021 6:04 Golden Rewards Golden Rewards chicken jerky made in Thailand gives my dog severe diarrhea 11 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 105 Pound

EON‐470379 9/6/2021 15:48 Merrick Grain Free Smothered 
Comfort

When feeding my dogs from a can of Merrick Grain Free Smothered Comfort, a bone was 
seen in the food.

EON‐470358 9/6/2021 5:04 dentley's® nature's chews 12 
bully stick dog treat

Dentley's® Nature's Chews 12 inch bully stick eaten followed by 4+ days of diarrhea with no 
other dietary changes

4 Years Terrier 
(unspecified)

Dog 30 Pound
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EON‐470334 9/5/2021 14:56 Purina Dog Chow Little Bites I have a healthy 8 year old pitbull. He has had all vaccinations and is a strictly inside dog with 
no unsupervised trips outdoors. He normally eats Purina One and has since he was a puppy. 
Yesterday, I hadn't gone to the store yet and had a bag of Purina little bites that I had gotten 
on sale to donate. I gave my dog a bowl of little bites to tide him over. He was excited and 
jumped around barking at his food because it was new. He ate the whole bowl. An hour later, 
he started feeling sick and vomited 3 or 4 times. I assumed it was bloat and let him rest. After 
10 minutes or so, he became lethargic. He wouldn't move at all and felt cold to the touch. We 
went on to bed but kept him next to me. 3 hours later, I checked on him and he was having 
problems breathing. We loaded him up and carried him to the vet. They did immediate 
oxygen, xrays and blood work. He had all signs of a poisoning! He was dehydrated, bad liver 
enzymes, high white count and heartbeat was irregular. They started antibiotics and kept him 
in ICU for 5 hours hoping for a miracle when he went into cardiac arrest. My healthy 8 year 
old pup is dead because of a bowl of Purina Little bites.

8 Years Pit Bull Dog 60 Pound

EON‐470327 9/5/2021 11:16 Homestead Turkey Bone Broth 
Meal topper for dogs and cats 
made with humanely farmed 
turkeu raised without antibiotics. 
100% human grade ingredients 
rich soruce of collegen

Purchased Homestead Turkey Bone Broth from  
Store where purchsed  

 Started pouch followed instructions to keep refrigerated and at pouring it into 
bowl found pieces of some kind of sediment, thet requested pictures and lot number which I 
sent, with a promise that they would find out what the problem was. One person by phone 
said it was bones, another said carrots. I have contacted them by phone 2 times and they 
said they would get back to me. They never have. I sent numerous e-mails and they come 
back cannot be delivered. I have stopped using the product , I sent them the lot 
#OF440033021 S3EXP 093022 12:53. I want an answer to know what I fed my dog.

EON‐470307 9/4/2021 20:08 Call of the wild ancient grains 
salmon and wetlands ancient 
grains

Start noticing sores on dogs after switching to the call of the wild ancient grains. Dogs vary 
from female and male dogs ranging from 6 months, 1 year old, 6year old , 8 year old, 9 year 
old and 12 year old. Have pictures.

178999 Years Corso Dog Dog 10 Pound

EON‐470284 9/4/2021 4:56 Authority weight management 
dog food

 was 11 pounds at her heaviest. I put her on authority dog food: weight management 
the small dog version with a bulldog on the front. She was doing good on it, and then I got a 
second bag. The second bag changed the look of the bag- it was now blue with a different 
dog on the front, but it appeared to be the same food, just bigger kibble bits. Within a month 
of mixing the newer food with the old food,  dropped from 11 lbs to 9 lbs. at first I 
really thought the dog food was working. Then she began using outside more often. This is a 
dog that can hold her bladder all night. She was going multiple times a night, so I followed 
her. Her stools were jelly like consistency, and I began finding blood after a couple days. She 
was pacing the house and crying so I knew she was in pain. I took her to the emergency vet, 
where they said she was extremely dehydrated, and was in the early stages of something 
called HGE, which is an intestine problem. I switched her to chicken and rice diet to go 
“easier on her stomach”, pain pills, probiotics, and she was better within two days of going off 
of authority. After a couple weeks, I figured she was ok to restart her normal authority food. In 
two weeks, she is showing all of the same signs again. Something is wrong with this dog 
food, and I will never feed it to her again. I’m not sure what it is, hit it isn’t right.

3 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 9.5 Pound

EON‐470255 9/3/2021 16:44 Manna Pro formula for rabbits This questionnaire is flawed. I had 8 rabbits of different breeds different ages from 3 months 
to 2 years die in 2 days. Took one for autopsy not viral. I feed them all Manna Pro and they 
are dying.

2 Years Rabbit 3 Pound
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EON‐470220 9/3/2021 11:40 Blue Buffalo Wilderness Beef & 
Chicken Grill. No issue with the 
product. The issue is with the 
seller selling expired food.

About . is owned by  and he is purposely 
selling years old expired pet food. My can was from 2018, other people have reported 2016. 
He was confronted by me and didn't seemed concerned. When I notified my Vet clinic and 
another Pet store in the area, they too knew about this problem and told me he has been 
doing this for years and there seems to be no recourse to get him to stop. Why is there no 
law against selling to unknowing buyers years old expired food? How is this possible? 
There's food safety practices for businesses to sell human food but not pet food? Shameful! 
Even food banks will not take expired food. How can I get this seller to stop selling old food to 
his customers?

EON‐470201 9/3/2021 8:44 Cat Water I have questions about the ingredient list in a new product called "Cat Water." This water is 
supposed to be good for a cat's urinary tract health. The manufacturer claims that this is 

because the water is low in minerals and is at a pH (pH = 6.2) that is optimal for the reduction 
of kidney stones in cats.

The issue that I have is that the claimed pH = 6.2 is slightly acidic, and you will find the only 
listed ingredients on various websites selling the cat water as being ozone (this is used for 

disinfection, and will dissipate) and sodium hydroxide (a base). The addition of sodium 
hydroxide to water should raise the pH above 7.0, not lower it. On their website, the 

manufacturer claims that they obtain a pH between 6.2 and 6.4 with special processes and 
technology: "VETWATER achieves the perfectly balanced pH in CATWATER-Urinary 
Formula, specifically formulated to suit the needs of cats, using a unique process and 

technology." The only way that they could achieve a pH of 6.2 - 6.4 is by adding a weak acid 
or a buffer solution to the water. Adding base will only make the water more basic.

From one of the "one-star" reviews on Amazon (D Johnson), the user claims that they believe 
that the water made their cats sick: "I started them on it on Thursday. By Friday, first one 

started vomiting and then Saturday the second and third followed and all continued vomiting 
and not eating their food until the water was removed. Had to take them all to the vet and 

$550 later, the vet believes it is the water that caused the issue. So not sure if it is the 
product in general or if the pack I got had been somehow contaminated. " (Reviewed in the 

United States July 7, 2021)

Given the information in the one-star review above, I am reminded of the issues that some 
US consumers have seen with so-called alkaline water:

https://arstechnica.com/science/2021/03/complaints-mount-after-5-kids-suffer-liver-failure-
linked-to-alkaline-water/

https://www.8newsnow.com/news/local-news/deposition-from-former-employee-of-real-water-
raises-questions-company-currently-under-investigation/

P f i f D li f
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EON‐470175 9/2/2021 18:04 Diamond Care Sensitive Skin  started being lethargic and drinking a lot of water. Her vet ordered labs and 
diagnosed her with diabetes. A few weeks into her diagnosis  was having very 
labored breathing and started a cough that would end in a gag. Her resting bpm got up to 80 
and we took her to the vet. The vet did an x-ray and found that her heart was enlarged and 
she had fluid around her lungs and liver. She started her on Furosemide and told us to 
immediately stop giving her the food she was on. Her Dr approved a food that was safe for 
her and sent us to a cardiologist for an echocardiogram. In between that appointment and 
when the cardiologist appointment was scheduled  health deteriorated. We had to 
up her dose of Furosemide. Once she had her echo the Cardiologist explained that she had 
DCM and was in congestive heart failure due to a grain free diet. He made sure she was no 
longer on the food that she was given prior to her diagnosis and reiterated what items she 
should avoid. We have now been given multiple prescriptions and supplements to help her 
quality of life. All of her Doctors have made it clear that her DCM and now heart failure was 
caused by her food.

6 Years Weimaraner Dog 68 Pound

EON‐470170 9/2/2021 16:24 Just Food for Dogs Renal 
Support Low Protein Pantry 
Fresh
Veterinary Support

My dog has been ill with diarrhea for the last 5 days. Illness started with a new batch of food. 
My 1 year old dog also had a few bites of the food and was ill as well. I opened a new box 
yesterday to find white spots on the food. I immediately called the store where I purchase the 
food and emailed them pictures of the issue and explained the symptoms my dog is 
experiencing. They did not respond. I called again today and was passed to 3 different 
people that said it was probably moisture and not to worry. I pressed them that this food was 
making my dog sick and worried that other dogs eating from this same batch would become 
ill. This is especially worrisome given dogs eating it are in kidney failure already which is why 
they eat this particular diet. No remedy was offered. I then contacted the manufacturer of the 
food/corporate office via their website and I am awaiting a reply.

17 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 7 Pound

Perhaps the batch of cat water that sickened the cats of D Johnson was a case like that of 
the problematical "Real Water" above...

The cat water listing on the Amazon website claims to have proven results from a clinical 
study from the University of Montreal -- School of Veterinary Medicine. I looked in Google 

Scholar for any publication about this, and I could not find it. 

Long-story-short: If the Cat Water is simply water with added NaOH, it could suffer from the 
same issues as the alkaline "Real Water" documented above. Without adequate quality 
control, the water could be shipped out with too much added base, giving rise to serious 

illness and death, like the Real Water cases.

If the pH is really 6.2 - 6.4, something else has been added to the water, and it is not 
disclosed in the ingredients.

I have a  from  
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EON‐470169 9/2/2021 16:16 Zignature grain-free kangaroo 
and Zignature grain-free salmon

Dilated cardiomyopathy-rule out nutritional vs idopathic. Severe left atrial enlargement. Mild 
to moderate right heart enlargement. Moderate mitral and mild tricuspid regurgitation. 
Congestive heart failure

Unknown Dog

EON‐470167 9/2/2021 16:04 Taste of the Wild grain free Dilated Cardiomyopathy-rule out nutritional vs idiopathic. Moderate left atrial enlargement 
and mild right heart enlargement. moderate mitral regurgitation. Abdominal effusion-mild 
consistent with congestive heart failure

Retriever - 
Labrador

Dog

EON‐470165 9/2/2021 15:56 Lamb and Rice grain free Dilated cardiomyopathy-rule out nutritional vs primary. Chronic degeneratitive valve disease-
moderate to severe mitral regurgitation with mild to moderate left atrial enlargement. 
moderate to severe aortic insufficiency. increased transaortic velocites. heart base mass- 
suspect chemodectoma. mild pericardial effusion

Greyhound Dog

EON‐470162 9/2/2021 15:40 raw diet Dilated cardiomyopathy- rule out nutritional vs idiopathic, severe left atrial enlargement, 
moderate right heart enlargement. Moderate mitral and triscupid regurgitation. Atrial 
fibrillation. Congestive heart failure

Great Dane Dog 66 Kilogram

EON‐470138 9/2/2021 13:48 Purina ONE SmartBlend Tender 
Cuts in Gravy Variety Pack Wet 
Dog Food

chicken & rice 
beef & rice

Dog food had MOLD in it, I was wondering why he wasn't eating it and I made him eat some 
and he walked away after eating a fit bites, so I started inspecting the food and I saw mold on 
the pieces of chicken. I called PetSmart to let them know, I left Purina a voicemail and 
NEVER heard back, I've yet to hear a word from them. PetSmart offered an even exchange, I 
told them I want a batch that was made as far away from the one I purchased as possible. I 
opened one can at the store but I couldn't tell. This was wednesday night 08/25/21. I was 
leaving the next day to go out of town. I let the people  was boarding with know that 
they need to watch out for mold in the food. I had dry food as well. I bought the chicken and 
rice & beef and rice variety pack, and also the duck variety pack. I was not able to check the 
duck variety pack. I opened another can of the chicken variety pack last night 09/01/21 to 
feed him and saw AGAIN there was more mold. I have taken photos and I kept the first can 
of the moldy food, I threw away the one from last night. His poop is a mushy/ liquidy yellow 
and I'm guessing it's from the bad food. He didn't eat at all last night, not even the dry food. I 
don't trust that the boarders checked the food they were feeding him. It's possible the duck 
wet food was fine but there's no guarantee. I definitely will never trust purina again. I need to 
call PetSmart to let them know about the other pack that has mold.

3.7 Years Pit Bull Dog 50 Pound

EON‐470032 9/1/2021 13:48 Kit and kaboodle The cat began to vomit and losing hair very badly to the point of the skin ripping open and 
bleeding

2 Years Domestic 
Mediumhair

Cat 10 Pound

EON‐469955 9/1/2021 1:04 Good ‘n’ fun Triple Flavor 
Crunchy Spirals

I bought Good ‘n’ fun ( Triple flavor crunchy spirals) at Walmart today 8/31/21. I gave both my 
dogs a treat. They eat some and as one of my dog name  ran towards me I noticed 
something sparkle on the dog treat. I called her over and took the dog treat out her mouth 
and it had a small piece of metal embedded in the dog treat. I didn’t give the treat back to my 
dog and took the other dog treat away from my other dog  I am concerned and will 
have to take my dog to the veterinary as soon as possible just in case she didn’t ingested 
any other metal.

EON‐469933 8/31/2021 17:08 Blue Buffalo grain free Dilated cardiomyopathy-moderate left atrial enlargement; rule out nutritional vs idopathic, 
moderate mitral and tricuspid regurgitation, mild pulmonary hypertension

Beagle Dog

EON‐469931 8/31/2021 17:04 Fromm Gold Adult Dilated Cardiomyopathy- rule out nutritional vs idopathic; mild left atrial enlargement 9 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 23.5 Kilogram
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EON‐469910 8/31/2021 13:44 Fresh Pet Select Slice & Serve 
Roll
Chunky Chicken & Turkey 
Recipe

Ate from new chub of pet food. Threw up then showed signs of not feeling well. Four days 
later he died from kidney and liver failure. Was euthanized after second severe seizure. 
Emergency vet staff predicted imminent death prior to seizure.

10 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 12 Pound

EON‐469901 8/31/2021 12:16 Rachel Ray Nurtish Zero Grain 
Chicken & Sweet Potato’s dog 
food

We have been giving our dog Rachel Ray Nutrish Zero Grain Chicken and Sweet Potato dog 
food for 3 years now and we recently purchased a 40lb bag from Walmart in . 
The food appears a lot darker and more dense than usual. Our dog  has been sick to 
her stomach and having diarrhea all of the sudden starting right after we started feeding her 
from this bag

3 Years Terrier 
(unspecified)

Dog 15 Pound

EON‐469847 8/30/2021 21:44 Purina dog chow Maggots inside dog food
EON‐469837 8/30/2021 18:52 Purina Friskies Paté Wet Cat 

Food Seafood Favorites - 
5.5oz/32ct Variety Pack

/

Friskies Paté Salmon Dinner 
Wet Cat Food

I have been feeding my two cats Friskies wet food Pate for months now. Recently they have 
been having GI issues intermittently. These two cats get Diarrhea, Vomiting, and 
Constipation only after eating Friskie's Salmon Dinner Pate.

I have been buying the "Seafood Variety Pack" of 5.5Oz cans for months. 3 flavors "Mariner's 
Catch", "Captain's Choice" and "Whitefish Dinner" do not have the effect. "Salmon Dinner" is 
the only one that has this issue with both cats.

The GI issues usually resolve within a day and are not "severe" enough to warrant going to 
the vet. Though, I was considering it after this last time. I have only realized the connection 
today. 

This has happened with multiple boxes of the variety pack, intermittently. Both cats get sick 
at the same time for roughly the same duration.

12 Years Domestic 
Longhair

Cat 13 Pound

EON‐469830 8/30/2021 18:28 Purina Friskies Paté Wet Cat 
Food Seafood Favorites - 
5.5oz/32ct Variety Pack

/

Friskies Paté Salmon Dinner 
Wet Cat Food

My two cats have diarrhea, vomiting, constipation, after eating Friskies brand Salmon Dinner 
Pate. Other "flavors" in the same box do not have the same effect.

This has been happening on/off for weeks. I only figured out it was related to the cat food 
today.

8 Years Domestic 
Shorthair

Cat 16 Pound

EON‐469786 8/30/2021 14:28 Pup-Peroni
Original Bacon Flavor

I purchased Pup-Peroni original bacon flavor treats on 8/26/21 from Walmart at  
I fed three treats to my pup before realizing there were several 

treats with mold on them. I notified our veterinarian immediately and they advised that we 
bring our pup in so they could induce vomiting, which we did. The vet inspected the treats, 
confirmed that there appeared to be mold on them and then induced vomiting in our dog to 
prevent any adverse reaction from the mold. Our pup vomited up the treats and seems to be 
okay now. I was aware that the manufacturers of Pup-Peroni had voluntarily recalled two 
other flavors due to suspected mold, but I assumed the ones I bought would be safe because 
they were a different flavor.
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EON‐469760 8/30/2021 11:16 DreamBone The Healthy 
Alternative to Rawhide Mini size

The patient became PUPD around 6 weeks after beginning to feed treats but was otherwise 
acting normally. On first presentation, a urinalysis was unable to be done because of dog's 
temperament but the DVM recommended discontinuing feeding the jerky treats and 
rechecking as needed. No medications were given at the time.

The patient then presented two months later for an annual visit and wanted bloodwork and a 
urinalysis checked after discontinuing the treats. All of the patient's bloodwork and urinalysis 
was normal at that time. The owner then wanted us to pursue reporting the treats to the FDA 
for causing her dog's clinical signs.

9 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 14.5 Pound

EON‐469705 8/30/2021 5:40 Pedigree Complete Nutrition 
Adult Dry Dog Food Roasted 
Chicken Rice & Vegetable 
Flavor Dog Kibble 50 lb. Bag 
10112422

Large clumps of food stuck together with white fuzzy mold

EON‐469698 8/30/2021 1:04 Friskies tender and crunchy 
combo flavors of chicken beef 
carrots and green beans

Both cats started to throw up the food after consuming. 4 Month
s

Maine Coon Cat 5 Pound

EON‐469696 8/29/2021 23:44 The Honest Kitchen Dog Food 
Dehydrated Grain Free Fruit & 
Veggie Base Mix

After a year of being on Honest Kitchen Grain-Free Fruit and Veggie Base Mix, she 
developed an enlarged heart that almost perfectly lines up with the time in which she started 
and maintained this new diet. She was fed high quality proteins, but as the FDA has 
investigated, there seems to be a link with the grain-free status of this food and enlargement 
of the heart. She had two X-rays (related to her cough) with a year in between them showing 
a sudden enlargement of the heart.

10 Years Terrier 
(unspecified)

Dog 8 Pound

EON‐469684 8/29/2021 19:32 Purina kit n kaboodle Went to fill up the food bowls and found a giant piece of moldy food. 1 Years Domestic 
(unspecified)

Cat 5 Pound

EON‐469679 8/29/2021 17:16 Hill's Prescription Diet 
Gastrointestinal Biome dry dog 
food

 had been eating the same food from another bag without incident.  and  
both started to eat from the new bag on the afternoon/evening of August 24.  began to 
vomit later that night and continued for another day or so.  threw up on Wednesday 
evening.

6 Month
s

Sheepdog - Old 
English

Dog 50 Pound

EON‐469654 8/29/2021 10:00 Kirkland signature nature's 
domain
Beef meal and sweet potato 
formula for dogs

After a couple of hours of consuming his food, the dog had diarrhea, loss of coordination 
when walking, refused to eat or drink. Lethargy and loss of appetit in the following days. After 
3-4 days the dog was unable to get up without help. Other symptoms included fever, labored 
breathing, loss of balance, weakness, attempts to cought. The dog felt better in 8-9 days (no 
dog food had been consumed during recovery). We continued feeding him his dog food after 
he recovered. All the above symptoms have returned and withing a week the dog died.

14 Years Doberman 
Pinscher

Dog 70 Pound
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EON‐469626 8/28/2021 16:00 Owner will have exact name- I 
believe it was NutriSource and 
some type of Chicken Jerky

Fanconi-Like syndrome: In end of July, O reported acute marked increase in thirst and urine 
output, and urine was extremely clear. No exam was done yet but UA on 8/4 showed 
isosthenuria, with normal blood glucose but glucosuria, blood tests run at later appt on 
8/13/21 showed azotemia, increased creatinine, SDMA and BUN. Owner confirmed have 
been getting NutriSource Chicken Jerky (2 bags worth, possibly one chew a day) at the onset 
of this issue. After much discussion, I realized this could be the cause and advised yesterday 
that she stop giving any jerky treats whatsoever.
Recheck of blood and urine today (~2-3 wks later) showed mild improvement in renal values, 
persistent glucosuria and isosthenuria. Dog is now on Royal Canin Renal Support 
prescription food (dry and canned), with only occasional small bites of cooked chicken the 
owner prepares herself (as of today) and absolutely NO treats of any kind.

12 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 21 Pound

EON‐469612 8/28/2021 12:12 Purina One Smart Blend - 
Classic Ground - 6 count 
Variety Pack - 3 x Grain-Free 
Formula with real turkey and 
venison. 3 x Grain-free formula 
with real chicken and duck.

On Monday,   began with having diarrhea by 6 PM CT. By Tuesday at 
1:30 AM CT, he continued to have bouts of diarrhea with multiple episodes of vomiting. By 
Tuesday day, he was drinking very little water and refusing food. He started to become 
lethargic. By Wednesday, the diarrhea and vomiting slowed but he was becoming weaker. 
Refusing food. He wanted water but could not drink it. He started to continuously 
salivate/drool. Took to him to the vet, where the vet stated the symptoms are those of 
ingesting something toxic. Bloodwork had shown his kidneys had failed. He was put to sleep 
on Wednesday

13 Years Shih Tzu Dog 15 Pound

EON‐469591 8/27/2021 22:24 Freshpet Select Grain Free 
Chicken Recipe. Slice & Serve 
Roll

I fed my dogs Fresh Pet for their evening meal. (Just purchased it the day before) In the 
morning my 16 year old chihuahua had a fever of 104.5F. He refused food and water, and 
was lethargic. I took him to the emergency vet, where blood work indicated his liver was 
inflamed. He was given Enrifloxacin and Denamarin The next day my other 2 dogs (a 
chihuahua and Pomeranian mix) had diarrhea and refused to eat anything. I discarded the 
Fresh Pet and fed them chicken and rice. My

16 Years Chihuahua Dog 5 Pound

EON‐469521 8/27/2021 11:08 Fancy Feast Poultry and Beef 
Grilled Collection

My one cat refused to eat the fancy feast grilled catfood all week but ate fancy feast pate just 
fine. My wnd cat ate it but she hasn't been coming to eat like normal and she was puking and 
there was a little blood in vomit.

2 Years Domestic 
Longhair

Cat 12 Pound

EON‐469505 8/27/2021 8:44 the Honest Kitchen Grain Free 
Beef Recipe, the Honest 
Kitchen Bone Broth Pour Overs

Our dog became violently ill after eating Honest Kitchen Pour-Overs and Honest Kitchen 
kibble. We thought perhaps he had giardia. He received treatment from our vet for the 
vomiting and nausea, and began to recover. He then vomited again a couple days later when 
he had the food again.

2 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 77 Pound

EON‐469485 8/26/2021 23:56 Taste of the wild 
High prairie 
Grain free

I purchased a 65.00 bag of Taste of the wild dog food as I have been now for several 
months. Everything has been fine up until 4 days ago I brought home a new 65.00 bag of 
TOTW dog food, and 2 days later my pitt bull started throwing up all over the living room and 
has massive diarrhea. I figured maybe she just had a stomach bug. The next day I wake up 
and again throw up everywhere. I took her a shower and made her scramble eggs. She 
wouldn't eat, wasn't interested at all in food. Today I get up and she's feeling a little more 
stronger but still laying down and has diarrhea, although she did eat scramble eggs and her 
appetite is back. Tonight I walked into the living room, and noticed my 6 month old miniature 
pincher has massive diarrhea and it's bloody. I freak out, and figured omg it has to be the dog 
food!! I've taken the dog food away completely and here we go with day 1 of my puppy sick.

6 Month
s

Pinscher - 
Miniature

Dog 9 Pound
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EON‐469484 8/26/2021 23:56 Eartborn Holistic Coastal Catch 
dogfood

My chihuahua that is my service dog and has been for the last 5 years. In the last couple 
years he has strangly developed bouts of indegestion, gastritis and gerd. I have been to 
veterinarians and received little satisfaction. I have noticed he was finally doing better while I 
had him on a different food, but as I went back to the Earthborn Holistic coastal catch he is 
now sick and not recovering. The poor thing has been sick on and off for the entire time I had 
the coastal catch dogfood. As soon as I heard about the recall I stopped feeding him the food 
but he is not recovering this time. Unfortunately I do not have the money to take him back to 
a veterinarian until the September 1st. My other dogs went through a bout of sickness with 
the returm of this food as well but seem to have gotten better but he has no. I may loose not 
only my dog but one I depend on for medical alert. In the past he has been a healthy dog with 
few trips to the veterinarian and now he is constantly licking, gulping and regurgitating as if 
his digestive system is refusing food now and may be damaged.

8 Years Chihuahua Dog 16 Pound

EON‐469480 8/26/2021 21:28 Iams orange bag Constant puking all day after feeding. Bad batch 4 Years Maine Coon Cat 15 Pound
EON‐469479 8/26/2021 21:04 Wholesome sportmix Both my Greyhounds started losing weight, panting, drinking water more 9 Years Greyhound Dog 60 Pound
EON‐469474 8/26/2021 19:56 Diamond Naturals Lamb Meal 

and rice dog food
We started feeding our dogs diamond dog food about a year ago. Since that time we have 
lost 3 dogs to the same symptoms. We took Tequila to  small animal 
hospital for a necrospy. The results were that she died of a severe bacterial infection with an 
unknown cause. A month later our beagle died with the same symptoms. And last August we 
had another pit bull die of the same symptoms but due to her age we thought it was from 
natural causes. At this point I strongly feel that the food needs to be looked into

11 Month
s

American Pit Bull 
Terrier

Dog 60 Pound

EON‐469473 8/26/2021 19:52 Evanger's Vegetarian Complete 
Balanced Dinner

Maggots were found in Evangers canned dog food. I called Evangers and emailed them a 
picture. They called me back and said it was rice. I disagreed and they offered me coupons, I 
declined. The next morning I had an entomologist look at the product and he confirmed it was 
indeed maggots. I emailed Evangers and asked for a refund. I also wanted a response as to 
how they would address this issue and asked the production manager to contact me. I 
received no response.

EON‐469464 8/26/2021 17:48 Diamond Naturals Grain-Free, 
Acana Singles limited ingredient

We fed our dog grain free diet for 3.5 years. We started with diamonds naturals grain free for 
a year then switched her to Acana singles for 2.5 years. In may she was diagnosed by a 
cardiologist with Dilated cardiomyopathy and congestive heart failure. They told me it was 
likely caused from her diet. As her breed is not prone to these diseases. We treated her with 
a diet change and medications, however, after 5 weeks her heart couldn't take it any longer 
and she passed away.

5 Years Pointing Dog - 
German Short-
haired

Dog 63 Kilogram

EON‐469459 8/26/2021 17:00 NutriSource Turkey and Sweet 
Potato

This patient presented for evaluation of a cough. Thoracic radiographs revealed a large 
heart. Echocardiogram (read by a veterinary cardiologist)diagnosed Dilated Cardiomyopathy. 
Diet history confirmed that the patient had been eating a grain-free diet.

14 Years Sheepdog - 
Shetland

Dog 20 Pound

EON‐469453 8/26/2021 16:32 100% Natural Dog Treats
True Chews
Premium Jerky Cuts
Made with Real Chicken
Sourced & Made in USA

My husband bought our dogs True Chews treats and we found A LOT of mold inside the bag. 
This is concerning because we've invested in a few bag of these and have been feeding our 
dogs these treats.

The date on the expiration reads 10/02/2022, so it makes no sense why there would be mold 
in the treats. This is very concerning, and I hope this issue gets looked into, as it puts pets 
and families at risk.
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EON‐469433 8/26/2021 14:24 Golden rewards premium dog 
treats
All natural jerky cuts

Although skeptical about chicken being the second ingredient i bought and gave to my dog 
one piece of golden rewards jerky treats 1st ingredient alskan salmon. Over the next 2 weeks 
symptoms apeared and progressed into neurologica/seizure symptoms starting from diarrhea 
and vomiting. My boy nearly died from these china sourced ingredients.

7 Years Pinscher - 
Miniature

Dog 16 Pound

EON‐469348 8/25/2021 22:56 Thrills & Chills™ Halloween 
Ham Bone Dog Treat

The ham bone splintered into several jagged pieces immediately when my dog started 
chewing on it. I quickly removed the bone, but this defect could have been fatal for my dog if 
not for my fast reaction.

EON‐469342 8/25/2021 21:20 PetAG Kitten Milk Replacer 
(KMR)

Both kittens were found and in good health prior to being given PetAg KMR. Within 24 hours, 
both were deceased, no obvious signs of issues; normal body temp, good weight, no 
abnormal discharges, defecating and urinating as normal.

14 Days Unknown Cat 6 Gram

EON‐469273 8/25/2021 9:48 Pet pride chunky chicken Three out of four of my beagles started getting lethargic and not eating a day or two after 
swapping to pet pride dog food then died

Beagle Dog

EON‐469236 8/24/2021 19:24 . . 1 Minute
s

Other 1 Ounce

EON‐469232 8/24/2021 18:44 Freshpet Select Slice and Serve 
Roll Chunky Beef

I was slicing a FreshPet Beef 6lb roll when I felt something poke my finger. Upon inspection it 
was a shard of light blue colored hard plastic. I found a plastic string in a roll a month or two 
back as well it was similar in texture to a plastic grocery bag. I sent it to FreshPet for them to 
analyze and will do the same with this hard plastic.

EON‐469220 8/24/2021 17:20 Pro PAC Dog Performance 
Puppy

With each animal effected, we had just opened a new bag of Pro PAC Puppy. The dog would 
begin throwing up then continue further with bloody diarrhea until they were lifeless. All three 
dogs had to be seen by a veterinarian. One had to be kept over night and given medication 
to save her life. One month later, the male had the same reaction and had to be given IV 
fluids to save him. The last one who was sick was just given probiotics and other stomach 
medications. 
I had asked the dealer if anyone else was having these problems with the food.

2 Years Schnauzer - 
Miniature

Dog 12 Pound

EON‐469108 8/24/2021 9:08 Simply Nourish® SOURCE 
Freeze Dried Dog Treat - 
Natural High Protein Grain Free

We were using Simply Nourish freeze dried chicken to train with. In June 2021  (Small 
miniature Schnauzer) had all symptoms of what we now know as vitamin D toxicity including 
weight loss, vomiting, lack of appetite, excessive drinking. drooling and other symptoms.  
was taken to our local veterinary office and was immediately transferred to  
Hospital where she was kept for over 1 week. Multiple tests and drug screens were ran and 
all were negative. We have all medical records and bills from the veterinary office and Blue 
Pearl Animal Hospital. Since she was released, we discontinued using the Simply Nourish 
freeze dried chicken,  has since recovered and regained her weight.

1 Years Schnauzer - 
Miniature

Dog 9 Pound
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EON‐469013 8/23/2021 16:24 Pork Chomps Bacon flavor My dog,  got into some trash where there was an empty package of Pork Chomps. (the 
smaller twists) Unknown to me there was a small packet of a deoxident to preserve the 
treats.  chewed up the packets, which probably smell like the treats he love. He ate the 
contents. I called the Pet Poison Control number and was told to take him to the vet 
immediately, which I did. 
He had a fever by then and was given fluids. He was x-rayed and the film showed that the 
iron particles, which were in the packet, were already in his intestines, so it was too late to 
make him vomit. He was given enemas to flush out his intestines. He was also given 2 
prescriptions to take for a week, to coat his stomach and intestines. I was told there might be 
some erosion there, a well as potential damage to other organs. He is due for a follow-up visit 
this week which will include more x-rays and blood tests. I notifies the manufacturer who 
essentially blamed it on me that my dog got into the trash, and said they would refer this to 
their packaging and labeling department. Note: the packet of deoxidant says that the material 
is safe! It is not!

7 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 25 Pound

EON‐469003 8/23/2021 15:52 Redford Naturals Whole Grain 
Limited Ingredient Diet Lamb & 
Oatmeal Recipe Adult Dog 
Food, Redford Naturals Whole 
Grain Limited Ingredient Diet 
Chicken & Oatmeal Recipe 
Adult Dog Food, Redford 
Naturals Whole Grain Limited 
Ingredient Diet Beef & Oatmeal 
Recipe Adult Dog Food, 
Redford Naturals Whole Grain 
Limited Ingredient Diet Duck & 
Oatmeal Recipe Adult Dog 
Food

Over the past couple of years, our dogs have been eating different protein varieties of 
Redford Naturals Dog Food (chicken, turkey, duck, beef, lamb). We were very selective of 
which product to give them, based on the ingredients. Seemingly, Redford Naturals was 
good, based on what we read about the product online and noticed in the ingredients. We 
avoided legumes and lentils, changed the protein up to purposely prevent any food allergies, 
and ensured they had some grains (rice or oats). Since around the start of 2021, both of our 
dogs have had some issues that we did not believe were related until now, or connected to 
Redford Naturals.  (our 5-year-old male dog) has had mucus-covered diarrhea off and 
on for about 7-8 months. He had a fecal test performed that included looking for parasites 
and giardia. The tests were negative, but he continued with spells of this strange mucus-
covered diarrhea.  our other 5-year-old dog, had different, worse problems. In January 
2021, she became lethargic, gassy, and nauseous. She was treated with a variety of 
antibiotics and fluids. Immediately following that, she had blood in her stool, which could not 
be diagnosed, despite more tests. This cost hundreds of dollars in vet visits, medications, 
and tests. In March 2021, she had droplets of blood in her urine and was treated for that. In 
early June 2021, she was treated for diarrhea. In late June 2021, she developed pus-filled 
sacs around her anus. She was diagnosed with perianal fistula (an allergic/immune reaction) 
and is currently on expensive tacrolimus ointment and cyclosporine capsules. She was 
moved to an expensive prescription diet and, along with the medications, has been getting 
better, but we're still unsure what the future may hold, as it's a continuing issue. We decided 
to move  off Redford Naturals in August since he continued to have issues with mucus 
and diarrhea. Immediately, he was better. His stools were formed and there was no more 
mucus. All of this makes me convinced that Redford Naturals has been harmful to BOTH of 
my dogs this past year, and I felt it should be reported so other dogs and their owners aren't 
similarly bothered and spend hundreds of dollars to correct what Redford Naturals did within 
the bodies of their dogs. There are so many more details, but that's an overview of the 
problems we've had since our dogs have eaten Redford Naturals in 2021. I feel like the food 
has been poisoning my dogs and causing adverse reactions that may continue to haunt at 
least one of my dogs for their rest of her life.

5 Years Coonhound - 
Bluetick

Dog 50 Pound
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EON‐468990 8/23/2021 14:04 4 Health 
Lamb & Rice formula

My German shepherd developed a limp, after a month of medications , & radiographs & 
specialist opinion to no answers, got 2nd radiographs & discovered a infection in her leg . 
Amputated the leg, sent to have biopsy & it was diagnosed as 
A. terries, a fungi found in soil, air & animal feed . 
After I spoke with vet on my 2nd dog getting sick I pulled the dog food bag & found moldy 
dog food clumps in my dog food .

4 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 87 Pound

EON‐468979 8/23/2021 13:40 Royal Canin Feline 
Gastrointestinal Fiber Response

 has been eating Royal Canin Feline Gastrointestinal Fiber Response for over a year. 
On July 29, 2021, I opened a new bag of the food (purchased from either Chewey or Petco) 
and fed it to  Almost without fail, each time he ate the dry food, he regurgitated it. He 
also had diarrhea. I stopped feeding him the food on August 14, 2021, when I noticed he 
developed what I can best describe as a tic, i.e., he kept thrusting his tongue out of the side 
of his mouth trying to wipe it clean. I transferred him to an entirely different brand of food, first 
a broth, as that is what I had in the house, and then to a dry Science Diet. By the next 
morning, the tic disappeared, and he has not regurgitated his food, nor has he had diarrhead.
I sent Royal Canin an email on August 15th about the problem, and included information 
from the bag, so the Company could identify the source. Immediately after sending the email, 
I realized I had not included the information about the diarrhea and tic. I decided that, rather 
than send a series of emails, I would update the Company when it responded to my email. 
The Company has never responded to my email.

Here is the information I provided Royal Canin to help the Company identify the date and 
location of manufacture.

Bar code: 0-30111-48428-4
Under the bar code: 484288/P484288D

The information under "Best by":
USA BBD/MA/CAD 01 DEC/DEC/DIC 2022 122C4RCR04 03:32
484288

6.5 Years Domestic 
Mediumhair

Cat 16 Pound
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EON‐468978 8/23/2021 13:40 Redford Naturals Whole Grain 
Limited Ingredient Diet - Lamb & 
Oatmeal Recipe, Redford 
Naturals Whole Grain Limited 
Ingredient Diet - Beef & 
Oatmeal Recipe, Redford 
Naturals Whole Grain Limited 
Ingredient Diet - Duck & 
Oatmeal Recipe, Redford 
Naturals Whole Grain Limited 
Ingredient Diet - Chicken & 
Oatmeal Recipe

Over the past couple of years, our dogs have been eating different protein varieties of 
Redford Naturals Dog Food (chicken, turkey, duck, beef, lamb). We were very selective of 
which product to give them, based on the ingredients. Seemingly, Redford Naturals was 
good, based on what we read about the product online and noticed in the ingredients. We 
avoided legumes and lentils, changed the protein up to purposely prevent any food allergies, 
and ensured they had some grains (rice or oats). Since around the start of 2021, both of our 
dogs have had some issues that we did not believe were related until now, or connected to 
Redford Naturals.  (our 5-year-old male dog) has had mucus-covered diarrhea off and 
on for about 7-8 months. He had a fecal test performed that included looking for parasites 
and giardia. The tests were negative, but he continued with spells of this strange mucus-
covered diarrhea.  our other 5-year-old dog, had different, worse problems. In January 
2021, she became lethargic, gassy, and nauseous. She was treated with a variety of 
antibiotics and fluids. Immediately following that, she had blood in her stool, which could not 
be diagnosed, despite more tests. This cost hundreds of dollars in vet visits, medications, 
and tests. In March 2021, she had droplets of blood in her urine and was treated for that. In 
early June 2021, she was treated for diarrhea. In late June 2021, she developed pus-filled 
sacs around her anus. She was diagnosed with perianal fistula (an allergic/immune reaction) 
and is currently on expensive tacrolimus ointment and cyclosporine capsules. She was 
moved to an expensive prescription diet and, along with the medications, has been getting 
better, but we're still unsure what the future may hold, as it's a continuing issue. We decided 
to move  off Redford Naturals in August since he continued to have issues with mucus 
and diarrhea. Immediately, he was better. His stools were formed and there was no more 
mucus. All of this makes me convinced that Redford Naturals has been harmful to BOTH of 
my dogs this past year, and I felt it should be reported so other dogs and their owners aren't 
similarly bothered and spend hundreds of dollars to correct what Redford Naturals did within 
the bodies of their dogs. There are so many more details, but that's an overview of the 
problems we've had since our dogs have eaten Redford Naturals in 2021. I feel like the food 
has been poisoning my dogs and causing adverse reactions that may continue to haunt at 
least one of my dogs for their rest of her life.

6 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 45 Pound
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EON‐468929 8/22/2021 20:04 Multifunction Renal support 
Advanced mobility support

14 Years Terrier - West 
Highland White

Dog 18.5 Pound

EON‐468895 8/22/2021 7:44 Nature’s Recipe Grain Free Dog 
Food

My dogs have been eating Nature’s Recipe dog food from Amazon since June 2021. One of 
my dogs has severe diarrhea and my other dog has started to go blind from eating this dog 
food. We took them off this dog food after reading reviews that it contained toxic ingredients. 
After taking them off this dog food, they started to improve but still have some issues. This 
dog food is poisonous and a risk to all pet owners, and should be pulled immediately.

Pet (  lost appetite to her current prescription kidney diets: Royal Canin renal support A 
dry/ D can food, and wasn’t eating all her food (previously she has been provided with Purina 

NF dry food and Royal canin renal support/hydrolyzed dry food). I have ordered the Royal 
canin (RC) renal support/advanced mobility support (RS+M) and RC renal support F (RSF) 
dry food for her to tryout. On  both diets were received and I arrived home at 
8:12 pm (from door bell camera recording) and later started to prepare old (RC A) and new 
diets in the kitchen, each diet placed into individual bowl and presented to Pet. Pet smell 

these diets and ate all the RS+M diet (new diet) in the bowl but only picked up a little bit of 
the RC RS A (old diet) and RSF (new diet). That night, I went to bed after 11 pm and as 
usual,  stay in the 3rd floor master bedroom and slept on the floor, beside our bed. 

Between midnight and 5:00 am, my wife woke up as she noticed  was retching. She 
immediately took her to bathroom and  vomited out hand full foamy fluid. Next morning 

) I noticed  defecated (from 7:39 am to 7:42 am) with soft stool and after I 
left for work, my wife noticed vomitus (with food kibbles) in the living room (2nd floor). Since 

those vomitus in the master bedroom mainly with foamy fluid, thus estimate the vomitus (food 
kibbles )in the living room was vomited out the night before ). On  

2021, from morning to early afternoon my wife noticed  vomited several times, frequent 
urination and we both worried her have pancreatitis for new renal diets she ate might contain 
high fat that she could not tolerate. Later that afternoon  she vomit clear fluid, 

hematuria noted and was treated with cerenia and low fat diet; that night she no longer 
vomiting but only drink some water and ate little bit of food. From , 

2021, her condition getting worse with lethargy, neurological sign (over react when touching 
her head or when something approaching her; previously she occasionally with facial 

twitching but nothing worse like this noted before), not eating, bacteriuria noted and only 
drank some water and was treated with subcutanous fluid therapy, cerenia, oral antibiotic and 
low fat diet. On  (from morning to afternoon)  was tested and treated at a 

general practice veterinary hospital with IV fluid/dextrose therapy. Her blood work results with 
abnormal high on all the kidney values with hyperkalemia/hyperphosphatemia and urine 

specific gravity was 1.010. On  night,  was transferred to another hospital 
for urgent/intensive care. She was hospitalized from , 2021 and treated for 
severe azotemia, hyperkalemia (IV fluid therapy, feeding tube, dialysis and more). She was 
discharged on  night and continue to treat with dialysis as outpatient (on  

 On before her dialysis appointment (at 8:00 am) she developed into 
complication and was sent to urgent care. At urgent care; oxygen therapy, thoracentesis and 

CPCR were performed but she passed away on  before 9:00 am.
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EON‐468888 8/22/2021 0:32 Authority Large Breed Adult 
Dog Food

I work at a dog boarding facility and I was feeding a dog that boarded with us. They brought 
Authority Large Breed dog food so I gave her the food. I checked back later from night to 
morning and found about 10 dead house flies in her bowl. I checked the bag and there were 
a few flies in that as well. I’m not sure if this came like that from the manufacturer or store. I’m 
also not sure if this came like that from the owners house. I’m reporting this so hopefully 
someone can find out if this is the food that’s causing flies to die, which could potentially 
cause problems to a pet long term.

EON‐468885 8/21/2021 22:56 Sportmix Premium Small Bites 
Puppy Dry Dog Food

She became ill, vomiting repeatedly every 1-2 hours, lethargic, would not eat and had 
diarrhea. The occurred over a 30 hour period until the was treated by a vet. The vet gave her 
an anti-nausea medication so she stopped vomiting, however, currently she continues to be 
lethargic and not eating. At about the same time she became ill, we read about a recall of her 
dog food, Sportmix

5 Month
s

Hound - Basset Dog

EON‐468856 8/21/2021 14:44 Sportsman Choice Floating 
Pond & Catfish Food, 
Sportsman Choice

I have a farm pond where I was raising channel catfish. I have been raising them since 3-28-
12. I have an aeration system and a feeder. I have been using the same feed for many years. 
Sportsman's Choice floating catfish food. I have been buying it at Rural King in  

 I started feeding the fish this year when the water warmed up and they became active. I 
started seeing dead fish from time to time. And they were not eating as they normally do. 
Then on June 21st all the fish were dead and floating on top of the water.

8 Years Other 11 Pound

EON‐468848 8/21/2021 10:56 Venture limited ingredient rabbit 
meal and pumpkin

 has been less and less interested in food and stool quality has been deteriorating, 
culminating in bloody diarrhea which started in the past week. Vet was notified on 8/17/2021 
and she prescribed meds to treat presumed colitis. I found today 8/21/2021 that  
current bag of food is involved in the salmonella recall for Midwestern pet foods

5 Years Lhasa Apso Dog 20 Pound

EON‐468847 8/21/2021 10:24 Sheba , VA Walmart had a box of Sheba cat food full of maggots on their 
shelf.

EON‐468805 8/20/2021 18:08 Duck Jerky Strips My dog became very thirsty at first, kept drinking and leaking herself a lot after being given 
Jerky strips and Jerky twists. Then she's got diarrhea with mucus during the whole night. It 
repeated again after the next treat given because I didn't suspect these treats at first.

3.5 Years Alaskan Klee Kai Dog 8 Pound

EON‐468778 8/20/2021 15:08 Wellness CORE natural grain 
free large breed dry dog food

My younger dog (11 years) got sick during the night after the first feeding of this food. We did 
not think too much of it until the next morning when both of our dogs got sick to their 
stomachs almost immediately after eating this food. 

They have both been fed this food before, although it has been a couple of years since they 
ate it. It never made them sick when they previously ate it.

11 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 63 Pound
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EON‐468764 8/20/2021 13:08 Hill’s Prescription Diet- Multi-
Benefit W/D Dog wet food - 
Chicken flavor

Foul odor. Dog would smell it in the dish and walk away refusing to eat meat. Meat 
consistency was not firm as in past orders. They have been eating this for many years 
without issue. This began with my July 1st order but thought the smell was not bad and dogs 
ate a small amount of their food. The odor of the food I received with order July 31st was 
worse and the dogs would not touch. I still have a case left and there is no reason to keep it 
as they will not eat it. That is $45.00 a case of 12 cans. 

Hill’s Prescription Diet- Multi-Benefit W/D Dog wet food - Chicken flavor
13 oz can
Store at room temperature – refrigerate after opening
Lot number T0221440 183 31746 
Best before 08/2023
UPC code 0 52742 70170 7
Net weight 13oz (370g)
Purchase date (delivered) July 31, 2021 from Chewy online (order#1078391071)
No lab test done on product at this time
Cans stored at room temperature in pantry. Meat was removed from can, cut in slices and 
put on top of dry food. Remaining meat was stored in a Tupperware container with lid in the 
refrigerator until next meal. 
Description of the problem with the product. 

They got sick on the W/d that was recalled in 2018/2019 but my vet assured me the product 
was fine now and we continued to use.
I just want to make sure there is not another issue in the processing of this product.

EON‐468753 8/20/2021 11:44 Unrefined: Roasted Rabbit With 
Ancient Grains & Superfoods

While on Midwestern Pet Food's Unrefined Roasted Rabbit dry kibble, puppy was vomiting 
occasionally, then this culminated in an episode where he vomited 5 times in 24 hours. He 
was refusing all food and water, severely dehydrated. I took him to the vet who then referred 
us to an emergency hospital. He tested negative for parvo. His bloodwork was normal. 
Ultrasound found nothing. Diagnosis of exclusion was gastroenteritis.

Today I came across news articles about our food brand and the FDA's warning letter to 
Midwestern Pet Food from August 9.

I wonder if my puppy's illness might be due to contamination in his food.

15 Weeks Havanese Dog 6.5 Pound

EON‐468734 8/20/2021 7:12 Redbarn Naturals with added 
vitamins and minerals BULLY 
SLICES premium Dog Chews

I gave her a treat , thinking it was a Bully stick as the large name on front is BULLY SLICES. 
She choked and died No where on the front of this package does it state easily for the 
consumer it in FACT is RAWHIDE.

1 Years Terrier - Bull - 
Staffordshire

Dog 55 Pound

EON‐468726 8/20/2021 0:44 Farmland tradition Dogs 
Chicken Jerky Tread

View attached docs for all details please. 12 Years Japanese Chin 
(Spaniel)

Dog 12 Pound
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EON‐468721 8/19/2021 22:40 The Farmers Dog Chicken Farmers Dog Food (thefarmersdogfood.com) has been shipping packages of beef dog food, 
mislabeled as their chicken dog food. This is a problem for many dogs because the beef food 
packages include lentils, to which many dogs have allergic reactions -- including my dog. 
These packages have been mistakenly shipped all over the country. I know this because my 
son--who lives in California--receives food from them as well, and his packages were 
similarly mislabeled.

I had purchased the chicken dog food packages (which are listed on the website as not 
including any lentils) and received packages that were labeled chicken dog food, but were 
actually beef dog food, with lentils.

The company has admitted to this mistake, but refuses to agree to contact all the other 
recipients of their mislabeled dog food. My dog suffered problems from eating the lentils, and 
I would think that many other dogs have as well.

4 Years Barbet Dog 40 Pound

EON‐468718 8/19/2021 21:24 Sheba Cuts in Gravy
Roasted Chicken Entree
Perfect Portions Serving snap 
and peel

On May 31st 2021 I purchased a case of Sheba moist cat food in gravy, as a treat for them. 
When I gave it to each of my two cats in their bedroom as we call it, around 10pm. I woke to 
let them out in the am as we do every night because I am paranoid they will get into 
something when we are sleeping! I found large 0of vomit all over the room! I thought it just 
did not agree with them, cleaned it up and went about the day. Throughout the week they 
both became lethargic stopped eating and drinking! I did not offer them to sheba again after I 
found all the vomit! I ended taking my male cat to the ER at 1AM due to finding him non 
responsive in the bathroom! I went to PVSEC the did bloodwork radiographs and 
ultrasounds! Only thing the found was w white count of 64000!!! was placed on fluids and 
both cats were febrile with temps of reaching 107.5 which I took picutures of! took over two 
weeks and about 6000 dollars which at the start of all of this  was 14lbs and went down 
to 7lbs!! And  was 8 and went down to 5.5lbs! I contacted the company and they said 
they would do an invetigation but of course found nothing! I then found out the ER that I took 
them too blue pearl gets mayjor funding from Mars Pet food company so I am worried we 
didnt get a full or acurate invetigation! I am not looking for compinsation I just want to know 
what happened I have food and all the lot numbers. I callee Mars back to see what is going 
on and have not heard back from them! Please if you are able to offer any help I would 
greatley appreciate it!

8 Years Domestic 
(unspecified)

Cat 12 Pound

EON‐468708 8/19/2021 19:36 Pro pac overland red We bought a bag of Pro Pac overland red.  vomited shortly after eating. He continued 
to vomit and have diarrhea over night. We took him to our vet. He was sent to  
animal hospital where he spent 5 days in critical care. We have to return to the hospital a few 
days later as he was not eating.  spent another 3 days in the hospital. He was 
diagnosed with pancreatitis and his liver enzymes were very high. He has since recovered 
but we just found a report of this dog food being recalled for salmonella. Our vet suspected 
the pancreatitis was brought on by something he ate. We incurred $10000 in vet bills and 
distress over the situation. Do we have recourse from Midwestern Pet Food the manufacturer 
of the dog food to recoup some of the vet bills?

2 Years Hound 
(unspecified)

Dog 75 Pound
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EON‐468707 8/19/2021 19:12 sportmix wholesomes fish meal 
and rice

on 8/11/21  started getting sick with diarrhea. she was also sluggish and just not feeling 
well. it continued until 8/13 when the vet said over the phone to just give her chicken and rice 
along with pepto bismuth for a few days. on 8/15 our other dog  started getting sick with 
diarrhea and vommitting. it was very aggressive and they couldnt keep anything down and 
any food they had went right through them. i called the vet on monday 8/16 and they werent 
able to see my dogs due to lack of vets available. so they got us a stomach med and a 
probiotic and told us to contune with chicken and rice. i had a stool sample taken in and they 
did call and said there was hook worm in the one dogs fecal sample and they gave worm 
medicine for both dogs. as of today 8/19 neither dog has ate the food since 8/14 and are 
recovering. i do not belive it was worms, they were both very violently ill and i wanted to 
express concern of the dog food after i saw pets are getting sick after eating midwestern 
recently as of august 2021

9 Years Retriever - 
Labrador

Dog 90 Pound

EON‐468699 8/19/2021 16:40 Pet Pride Chunk Style Chicken 
Flavor dog food

Vomiting, bloody stool, diarrhea, constipation 1 Years Collie - Border Dog 15 Pound

EON‐468693 8/19/2021 16:00 Purina Pro Plan Focus
Puppy
Large Breed
Chicken & Rice Formula
(Dry Dog Food)

I opened the bag of dog food (Purina Pro Plan Focus - Puppy - Large Breed - Chicken & Rice 
Formula) and saw chunks of mold at the top of the kibble.

EON‐468653 8/19/2021 13:44 Pedigree small dog complete 
nutrition grilled steak and 
vegetable flavour

About two weeks ago, I had to replace my dogs food because I noticed something unusual in 
her food and decided to take a look. In the bowl there was what appeared to look like mold 
and maggots at the bottom. I threw it out and replaced the bowl and bought her the same 
brand of dog food thinking it was a issue maybe on my end. Only just a few days later I 
realised the same problem happened again with the maggots and the mold. Since then, I’ve 
purchased new food and haven’t had a issue since. So the brand I’ve had multiple problems 
with was the Pedigree dog food brand that I mention.

EON‐468642 8/19/2021 12:32 Earthborn Holistic Ocean 
Fusion Natural Dry Dog Food
Midwestern Pet foods

Dog was having issues with vomiting and diarrhea on and off along with decreased energy 
and lethargy. He had been to vet and no causes discovered. More recently there have been 
very loud gastrointestinal noises coming from him along with bloody diarrhea and more 
vomit. Finally decided to change his food a few days ago and the improvement is immense. 
There is no doubt in my mind that this food was the culprit. I asked around and found a friend 
who's dog had the same issues and same food manufacturer.

2 Years Schnauzer 
(unspecified)

Dog 43 Pound

EON‐468633 8/19/2021 11:04 Purina Beneful IncrediBites for 
small dogs. No artificial 
preservatives colors or flavors. 
With real chicken and wild rice. 
Specialized nutrition. 3 - 3 oz 
can packs.

Several ago, our dogs were fed Beneful dry food. Discovered bloody diarrhea in the yard, but 
could not determine which dog(s). Discontinued the food and never had another issue. I fed 

 a small can of Beneful soft chicken food. In less than 24 hrs,  experienced a 
severe, voluminous episode of diarrhea, primarily blood. I was concerned she had 
experienced a rupture of some sort. Contacted internal medicine vet. No appts available 
other than through ER. Discontinued the food, gave her an anti diarrheal med, pedialyte and 
boiled chicken breast. Issue resolved.

16 Years Maltese Dog 8 Pound

EON‐468623 8/19/2021 8:24 Earthborn Lamb Meadow Feast Dog began vomiting 2-3 times a day. Dog was lethargic. Noticed the product looked 
differently and the dry dog food had a lot of moisture. Contacted the company and asked if 
the ingredients had changed. Company responded and said ingredients did change; 
company did not tell me several of their products were under investigation.

6 Years Bulldog Dog 50 Pound
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EON‐468621 8/19/2021 6:32 Earthborn Holistic 25 pound 
great plains feast 25 pounds 
meadow feast

Was at local kennel while we were on vacation, kennel called 8-15-21 and said dog was not 
eating and had bad diarrhea the night begore, went and picked dog up and brought him 
home, ate no food that day but drank a little water, next day did not eat but drank, Dog 
seemed distresses like a bad hangover, but I thought it would get better thinking if it was 
drinking it may be okay, this was Sunday now and I just watched that dog got no worse 
otherwise I would call vet. Monday dog ate some breakfast and seemed better, Tuesday was 
the same, not even close to normal but better than before. Wed 8-18-21 seeks almost as bad 
as Sunday I will call the Vet when they open, dogs seems whipped and just wants to be left 
alone.

5 Years Spaniel - Springer 
English

Dog 50 Pound

EON‐468613 8/19/2021 0:36 Sportsmix puppy mix-purple After eating Sportmix my dog  had diarrhea for 72 hours and was lethargic. I immediately 
stopped feeding Sportsmix puppy food to him.

1 Years Spaniel - Cocker 
American

Dog 20 Pound

EON‐468602 8/18/2021 18:52 Nutro small breed chicken and 
rice

 was diagnosed with dilated cardiomyopathy. Symptoms began with coughing, labored 
breathing, vomiting, diarrhea, loss of appetite and lethargy.  has been fed Nutro small 
breed chicken and rice dog food for approximately one year. My veterinarian stated that DCM 
in small breeds is very rare and blamed the cause of the DCM on the ingredi nets in Nutro 
(specifically peas). Prognosis is that  has one year to live. He is a Shih Tzu/poodle 
mix.

4 Years Shih Tzu Dog 12 Pound

EON‐468590 8/18/2021 17:44 Earthborn Holistic Ocean 
Fusion

Expiry 07/14/22 M1 L1 B16 
0941 is current opened bag.

Orange tinged feces am 8/8/21, lethargy in PM. Vomiting blood tinged mucus overnight 8/8-
8/9. Collapsed 8/9 in afternoon while defecating. Taken to  
ER immediately after coming to. CBCdiff, Chem profile w/ lytes, EKG, abd xrays performed to 
r/o pancreatitis, obstruction, liver/kidney/gallbladder/pancreas issues. Sent home to be 
monitored with Maropitant and ondansetron. Was put on bland diet am of 8/9 of one cup rice: 
100 g boiled chicken at 6am and 5PM that continued with no change in fecal material. Feces 
were bright orange/yellow with up to 75% containing clear or white mucus. Metamucil 
flavorless added 8/14 each meal. Diarrhea x6 experienced 8/14. Canned pumpkin added 
8/16/21 at 5PM meal. Added probiotics 8/16. Feces from 8/16 contained visible blood in the 
mucus. Formed fecal material with some brown and 20% mucus observed 8/17 PM. Feces 
from 8/18 was formed but bright orange, containing 10% mucus. Will begin a regimen of 
Visbiome starting 8/20/21 added to bland diet with pumpkin and fiber.  had a 100% 
completely normal checkup at the beginning of April. This was diagnosed as an acute onset 
gastritis/gastroenteritis. Fecal float was negative for ova and parasites. Fecal cultures 
pending.

11.8 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 62 Kilogram

EON‐468581 8/18/2021 17:04 Stella and Chewy Meal mixers, 
Firstmate Australian Lamb Meal 
Formula, Dr. Becker's Venison 
Lamb and Vegetarian bites., Chi 
Dog Food Fire diet Turkey

Fed three main foods one frozen Chi Diet, Stella and Chewy meal mixer freeze dried raw, 
and kibble First Mate Australian Lamb. Treats were greenies and Dr. Becker's lamb, 
vegetarian and venison bites. Pet slowly became more and more lethargic over 2-3 week 
period and stopped eating all together even bland diet of rice/lean ground meat. Pet had 
markedly elevated liver enzymes ALT and slightly elevated AST, slightly low neutrophils and 
was switched to liver diet and SAMe supplement. All other foods were discontinued. Pet has 
slowly improved both appetite and activity level.

6 Years Terrier - Kerry 
Blue

Dog 32 Pound

EON‐468546 8/18/2021 14:56 Purina pro plan wet food 8/6/21 dog started acting sick after eating Purina pro plan. She gradually got worse and on 
8/8/21 was taken to the emergency vet where they thought she had a disc injury. The 
following day she started having neurological issues(loss of body control, eyes going in 
different directions, and extreme pain. 8/9/21 she was put down at the emergency vet and 
they had no reason as to why she passed. All her blood work and tests came back fine.

7 Years Chihuahua Dog 14 Pound
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EON‐468518 8/18/2021 11:48 Authority Dry Dog Food 
All Life Stages
Grain Free High Performance 
Turkey Pea Duck & Salmon 
Formula

The dog food is supposedly grain free but it was covered in a yellow dust and had what 
looked like corn kernels in it.

EON‐468517 8/18/2021 11:44 OlRoy dog treats she couldnt breath and has been sneezing and scratching her nose. 1 Years Siberian Husky Dog 40 Pound
EON‐468500 8/18/2021 9:24 Royal Canin Medium Adult Dry 

Dog Food
Last week, my 4 year old Vizsla dog,  began feeling ill. She quit eating her food around 
Tuesday or Wednesday. She lost her normal energy and threw up a couple of times. By 
Friday evening she was very lethargic and I took her into the local animal hospital. They 
found that her liver was failing, her blood pressure was low, body temperature was dropping 
and her blood was not clotting. We had to say goodbye to her that night. The doctors suspect 
that  ate something or was exposed to some kind of toxin.

Fast forward to Sunday, I was seeing family and gave the rest of (almost a entire bag) of my 
dog food to my uncle who feeds the same food to his two dogs. He fed the food to his dogs 
Sunday evening. Since then, his dogs will not touch their food. They are not experiencing any 
other symptoms but it seems strange that they both won't eat the food. I had opened the new 
bag of food less than a week before  started showing symptoms and quit eating.

4 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 45 Pound

EON‐468499 8/18/2021 9:12 Abound grain free duck dog 
food

We purchased a bag of abound dog food and she started having diarrhea within 24 hours. 
We started to worry on day two and on day 4 started to remove dietary item. We checked the 
bag of food and it smells moldy and metallic. 24 hours after stopping feeding that food she is 
pooping normally.

2.5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 52 Pound

EON‐468484 8/17/2021 22:12 Instinct Grain Free Dry Dog 
Food Original Raw Coated 
Natural High Protein Dog Food 
with Real Chicken

After receiving the bag of Instinct Dog Food, our dog began having diarrhea for every bowel 
movement. We moved his meals to rice and boiled chicken and the diarrhea subsided. When 
slowly returning to the food, the diarrhea came back.

20 Month
s

Retriever - Golden Dog 75 Pound

EON‐468421 8/17/2021 11:28 Merrick Backcountry Freeze-
Dried Raw Mixers Real Beef 
Recipe

We use Merrick Freeze-Dried beef toppers in our dog's food. We break the pieces into 
smaller pieces, and when one wouldn't break we saw a hunk of sheared, sharp metal was 
embedded in it. I reached out to Chewy, then Merrick with photos. Merrick asked me to send 
it to them and sent a label, I sent it, and though they were gracious, they concluded that there 
was no way of knowing what the metal was. 

I happened to be on a site (Dog Food Advisor) and saw that someone else had also found a 
piece of metal embedded in Merrick food, and on a deeper search found there were other 
instances of metal in bags of Merrick food. What I found could have done substantial damage 
to my dog's mouth and teeth, had we not tried to break a piece of kibble in two.

EON‐468413 8/17/2021 10:00 Milkbone Soft and Chewy. Beef 
and Filet mignon recipe.

I found material that resembles plastic attached to the milkbone product. It does not bend 
and has sharp edge with approx. dimensions of 1/4in long x 1/8in wide.

EON‐468398 8/16/2021 23:28 Solid Gold Buck wild Sensitive 
Stomach with venison potato 
&pumpkin grain free gluten free 
gut health for adult dogs

Purchased Solid Gold Sensitive stomach dry dog food from Petsmart on 60 and Staples and 
dog ate a violently vomited for 2 days after
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EON‐468395 8/16/2021 21:24 Adirondack 30% Protein High-
Fat Recipe Chicken Meal & 
Brown Rice Puppy & 
Performance Dogs Dry Dog 
Food

 was refusing the new bag of food, but would still eat food from the old bag (same food, 
flavor and brand.) After eating breakfast and lunch he threw up the food mostly undigested. 
He has never refused the food before or any food for that matter, and he was still accepting 
treats and other foods. Just not food from the newly opened bag. He also has never thrown 
up before.

19 Weeks Collie - Border Dog 30 Pound

EON‐468392 8/16/2021 21:00 Hills Prescription Diet Digestive 
Care 1/d with turkey

Dog has been eating Hills Prescription Diet I/D food all his life for gastrointestinal sensitivity. 
After eating the new formula for a few days, my dog developed severe cramping, pain and 
diarrhea. GI discomfort resulted in lack of appetite, too. The manufacturer abruptly changed 
the ingredients recently without any notification to consumers even though this is a vet-only 
prescription food.

11 Years Setter - English Dog 54 Pound

EON‐468385 8/16/2021 18:28 Wellness CORE Grain-Free 
Lamb Recipe Dry Dog Food

3 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 50 PoundBack in mid-March,  came down with what we thought was kennel cough. He had a 
small recurring cough and seemingly no other major symptoms. We took him into the vet, 
where they put him on antibiotics and told us to check back in a week. A week later, his 

cough had worsened, he started skipping meals, and he was noticeably lethargic with heavy 
breathing. We took him back to the same vet, who gave us a different antibiotic, and sent us 

home again.

The next night,  was exhibiting troubling symptoms. His breathing had become 
increasingly labored, and he wasn't moving around like normal. We decided to take him to a 
24 hour vet to see what was going on. It was a challenge to get him to move from his spot, 

but after some convincing we got him to go outside to load up into the car. He got up and ran 
outside like his normal self, but on his way back, started losing his balance and wobbling 

badly. We had seen enough and immediately rushed him to the emergency vet clinic.

I checked  in at  at 9pm for x-rays and additional testing. At 
midnight I got a call from the doctor who told me that  cough was due to fluid buildup 

in his lungs. He said he had heart disease, congestive heart failure, and likely had 3-12 
months to live. Obviously no dog owner wants to get this news.

The next morning, a different doctor called and said she potentially had some good news. 
After the diagnosis we got the night before, any positive news was welcomed. She explained 
that based on what we'd been feeding  his condition could be diet-related, and could 
potentially be reversible.  had been on a grain-free diet (Wellness CORE Grain-Free 

Lamb Recipe) for the past year and a half, as recommended by our vet. It turns out that dogs 
on "grain free, boutique, or exotic" diets were increasingly prone to heart conditions, primary 
Dilated Cardiomyopathy (DCM), which was one of  specific diagnoses. She said that 

with a change in diet and a lot of medication, his condition was potentially reversible and 
there was a chance he could live a full life. 

Once  could be taken off oxygen and was cleared for release from , we took 
i i l CCESS S i l i l H i l i l i W l
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him directly to  to see a cardiologist. We were lucky to get 
an appointment there, as it initially appeared that we'd have to wait weeks to get in.  

 was able to make a special request for  and got him seen right away. The 
cardiologist there ran more tests and confirmed the DCM, noting that it was severe and 

suspected to be diet-related. She also diagnosed him with congestive heart failure and a 
severely enlarged heart. We were sent home with 3 medications to be given every 12 hours 

and needed to supplement his diet with 2 amino acids.

We followed the treatment plan and monitored  closely for a week. His condition did 
not improve much, and we took him back for a checkup. The doctors said his body was 

handling the medication well and to stay the course, as it can take some time for the meds to 
work. A week later,  health seemed to be declining again and we reached the point 

where we felt he needed another ER visit. We took him in and this time, they kept him 2 
nights, ran additional tests, and diagnosed him with 2 arrhythmias, which would require 

additional medications to treat. The doctor said to try the new meds, but if these didn't seem 
to be working, the diagnosis would probably change for the worse.

 was now ordered to take 5 different medicines and 2 amino acids (18 pills a day), to 
be administered 5 times per day between 6:00am and 10:00pm. He needed food with some 
of the pills, so we had to spread out his feeding schedule to 3 times a day. We also had 2 

additional pills to use as needed to help with his nausea and lack of appetite.

We started this new regimen and a few days passed without much improvement. At this point 
we were not very optimistic.  had lost a lot of weight, was not eating regularly, 

continued to have very labored breathing and was lethargic most of the time. His spine was 
protruding and his rib cages were clearly visible due to the enlarged heart and lack of 

nutrition. We had a hard time getting him to eat and tried a few different foods with no luck. 

We finally decided to experiment with non-dog food options and made him cooked chicken, 
fish, beef, and rice with yogurt. He was eating this but wasn't putting on much weight. We 
eventually found a dry food he would eat (Purina Pro Plan With Probiotics High Protein
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EON‐468379 8/16/2021 17:28 Wellness Complete Health 
Lamb & Barley Dry Dog Food

We feed Wellness brand Complete Health Adult Lamb & Barley Recipe Dry Dog Food 
exclusively to our pets, and have never had any problems until the past few days. We 
received a new bag of the above food on the 4th of August, and started feeding it a few days 
later. Immediately, both of our dogs' stools became blackish gray, although no stomach upset 
occurred. (I can provide photos.) I did not immediately connect this change to the new bag of 
food, but it dawned on me maybe a week later. I purchased a new bag of the same type of 
food from a different seller, and started feeding that. The dogs' stools were back to normal in 
about 2 days. So I am sure there is something up with that particular bag of food. 
Unfortunately, I do not have the bag, so I cannot provide the lot number, but we have most of 
the food left, and can send some to you for testing, if you so desire. Please advise.

3 Years Siberian Husky Dog 60 Pound

EON‐468359 8/16/2021 15:24 12 Can Variety Pack of Chicken 
& Turkey Pate Favorites (12 - 
3oz cans)

I found a piece of curly plastic (approx. 2 inches) in a can of wet cat food from Wellness. I 
immediately scooped it out of the can before feeding the cats. 

I purchased the 12 Can Variety Pack of Chicken & Turkey Pate Favorites (12 - 3oz cans) 
from PetSmart on  on 8/7/2021. The incident was identified in 
ONE of the Wellness Pate Chicken Entree Smooth Loaf 3oz cans. The UPC of the 12 pack is 
7634409004. The UPC of the specific can where the plastic was identified is 7634408941.

EON‐468336 8/16/2021 12:12 sportmix
caninex 
xtreme pack
beef meal

we have used this product since feb of 2020 we noticed dogs not really eating bought new 
bowles thinking that was problem then we started to really watch about 10-15 min after eating 
they were getting sick so we contacted chewey they advised us to throw it away bought a 
brand we used before so we contacted vet he sugested to stop that food and contact 
company and you i do still have a half of container left if you need any sent in

2 Years Bulldog Dog 60 Pound

eventually found a dry food he would eat (Purina Pro Plan With Probiotics High Protein 
Shredded Blend Beef & Rice Formula) and he began to bulk up and regain his energy. His 
breathing leveled off and his energy was getting better every day. He continued to improve 

and after a couple weeks, he was back to acting like his normal self. At our next checkup, the 
doctor said  kidneys were handling all the medication well, and he looked good. We 

set up a 3 month checkup for June 30th. 

At our June 30th checkup, the doctor said he looked good and was still handling the 
medication well, but the x-rays showed his heart still appeared to be enlarged. She wants to 

wait another 3 months before doing an ultrasound to look further. We have a follow-up 
scheduled for Sept 30th.

At this point, we are happy that  has made these improvements. He is still taking 18 
pills a day spread out over 5 "pillings". We are going to stay the course and hope that he can 
one day make a full recovery and get off the medication. We have to just take it day by day 

and hope for continued improvement. He is such an important part of our family that we'd do 
anything to keep him healthy.
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EON‐468333 8/16/2021 11:52 Simply nourish fresh Dog has been unwell for weeks with no known cause. Showing all symptoms of vitamin d 
toxicity

14 Years American Pit Bull 
Terrier

Dog 68 Pound

EON‐468324 8/16/2021 9:24 Beyond Simply Grain Free 
White Meat Chicken and Egg

After being all 3 cats favorite food for years they ae a very sma amoun hen sopped and 
refused to eat more.
vomited up the undigested bits a few hours later.

10 Years American 
Shorthair

Cat 12 Pound

EON‐468303 8/15/2021 18:44 ORGANIX train free BUTCHER 
& BUSHEL - Organic chicken 
wing & Thigh Dinner with Sweet 
Potatoes in Gravy

My dog started throwing up and winced in pain when he laid down and when I felt his 
abdomen. He was somewhat lethargic and not his perky self. when he walked, it was 
slow...he was in pain. He was also burpbing.

3 Years Unknown Dog 14 Pound

EON‐468295 8/15/2021 15:08 Blue Buffalo Basics Limited 
Ingredient Diet Grain Free Lamb 
and Potato Recipe

Purchased Blue Buffalo Basics via Amazon as usual. Gave same amount of food normally 
provided.  ate it but within a few hours starting having diarrhea. Bathroom frequency 
spiked to 1 time per hour with panting, pacing, and eating grass. She stopped eating the food 
on her own after second meal. After 4 days, I bought the same food from a local store. She 
ate it as soon as I put it down and symptoms went away within 12 hours. Visually the food 
looks darker than usual but otherwise appears to be the same.

5 Years Poodle - Standard Dog 60 Pound

EON‐468270 8/14/2021 23:36 Blue Dental Bones Cleans 
Teeth + Freshens Breath

I always buy greenie Dental treats for my dog and she stopped liking them so i wanted to buy 
something new for her , i got her Blue Buffalo Dental Bones Regular Natural Dental Chew 
Dog Treats. Link 
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00FU7VHU0/ref=ppx_yo_dt_b_asin_title_o01_s00?ie
=UTF8&psc=1

at first she didnt like them i left it because she is a picky eater , after about 1-2 days she 
started having Blood Diarrhea none stop, then she stopped eating she was throwing up , I 
was like let me give her another 2 days to see if it stopped it got worse as of right now she is 
still sick , 8/14/2021. I took her to the vet i explained everything , they did a bunch of exams 
cost me about 1000$ and she is still sick i'm told if in another 1-2 days she doesnt get better 
to take her to a emergency hospital . I've been cleaning blood/diarrhea for 2+ days now and 
my girl is still sick!.

5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 47 Pound

EON‐468253 8/14/2021 17:24 Purina One Urinary Tract Health-
Cat Food

Both cats vomited up the food on multiple occasions. Sometimes the food was partially 
masticated and another time it was clearly digested food. They did not eat fast- only a little at 
a time. They were just taken to the vet with a clean bill of health. Switched to another brand 
and they stopped vomiting.

8 Years Domestic 
(unspecified)

Cat 13 Pound

EON‐468185 8/13/2021 15:36 Special Kirty Mixed grill Special 
Kitty tuna both 22 ounce cans., 
Special Kitty Mixed Grill and 
Special Kitty Tuna

Within hours of eating the food both  and  were basically paralyzed on their hind 
end, were urinating blood, had severe nerve pain, wouldn't eat, and were miserable.  
actually mauled her own back paw she was in such terrible nerve pain and subsequently had 
to have partially amputated. I contacted Walmart, who put me to distribution, who put me to 
manufacturing. Both cats hospitalized multiple days, no other common denominator, no 
pesticides in home, no houseplants in home. I learned that they issued a recall once I called.

2 Years Siamese Cat 11 Pound
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EON‐468176 8/13/2021 14:04 Old Roy Soft and Moist Beef 
and Cheese 36 packets

Went out of town on , animals were left with a pet sitter who has previously sat for 
us, dogs were fed in the mornings only, 1/2 packet of Walmart brand Old Roy Soft & Moist. 
Upon arriving morning of , pet sitter found dog to be deceased laying in his favorite 
spot. Vomit had been observed. Color consistent with dog food coloring. Pet sitter reported 
she was on property most of day  and everything was fine. She made sure 
dogs had fresh water each day. On  morning, , went to feed remaining dogs, 
they sniffed at their food and walked away. One may have taken a nibble but did observe the 
other two walking away leaving food untouched. They have been on this brand for approx. 8+ 
years. All the dogs were kept inside while we were gone except to go relieve themselves, 
weather was not excessively warm and house had good ventiliation. Other dogs were 
provided with some canned dog food which they readily consumed. Deceased dog was sent 
to  at  for necropsy. Initial 
examination show no physical evidence of why dog suddenly died. Samples of untouched 
food by other dogs, unopened packet of food, a bottle of water taken from their drinking bowl 
and a sample of the vomit was provided to  at time body was delivered.

9 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 13 Pound

EON‐468174 8/13/2021 13:44 Acana Wild Atlantic Recipe  had been eating Acana pet food since she was 2 year old or so and she was diagnosed 
with DCM on 5/5/19 at age of 5 year old. Below is her story.

 was diagnosed with DCM on 5/5 and further confirmed with Cardiologist on 5/6.
Her first symptom was a cough near the end of January. At the Vet, they thought maybe 
kennel cough but our two other dogs at home weren’t coughing. We took her back to the Vet 
a couple more times still puzzled because her lungs were clear and the cough was 
intermittent. In April, our Vet suggested we can try Temaril P if her cough was allergy related. 

We started the Temaril P April 29th and a few days later went up to the mountains. On Friday 
night, we noticed her belly was bloated. Next day, we called a local vet and we were able to 
get appointment on Sunday morning where she was diagnosed with DCM. This local vet 
wasn’t familiar with nutritional DCM but we were told it was bad and she might not make it 
much longer. 

(note: It was super unfortunate to have started the Steroid Temaril P. We learned it is 
definitely a medication you would NEVER give a dog with DCM but we didn’t know at the 
time and she was only on it for about 4 or 5 days. In a way the combination of Temaril P and 
being in the mountains, may have accelerated her symptoms, so while unfortunate, we may 
have never found out until much later)

Luckily, we were able to get a Cardiology appointment the next day on Monday.  showed 
advanced DCM and CHF. Her heart was almost as big as her rib cage and her FS% 
(fractional shortening) was ONLY 9.3%.

7 Years American Pit Bull 
Terrier

Dog 58 Pound
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EON‐468173 8/13/2021 13:44 Natural Balance Limited 
Ingredient Diet Small Bites Duck 
and Potato

I've been using Natural Balance LID Duck & Potato & NB Sweet Potato and Fish dog food for 
yrs. The past two purchases, there has been something wrong with each bag. First, the 
Sweet Potato Fish had two very distinct different sizes, shape, and colors or kibble in the 
entire bag. It never does that, so I returned it and exchanged it for a different bag. On the 
same day of that exchange, yesterday, 8/12, I purchased my dogs' bag of duck and Potato. 
When I opened it today, the entire bag had what looked like thick spider webs throughout it 
and tiny little worms. I have numerous pictures. I will not be serving this to my dogs! I'm 
literally beside myself with concern about what is going on with their good and what could be 
in it?

EON‐468127 8/12/2021 22:04 Royal Canin Veterinary 
Exclusive Hydrolyzed Protein 
(HP) - Feline

Dry cat food contained a piece of rock that was baked into the food.

EON‐468119 8/12/2021 20:24 IAMS proactive health sensitve 
digestion and skin

After eating IAMS digestive health food for 3 days,  began profusely bleeding from his 
anus and was covered and redish bruises. The vet determined that he had ingested 
soemthing very toxic as his blood was incapable of clotting. He had to be put down.

15 Month
s

Domestic 
Shorthair

Cat

EON‐468108 8/12/2021 18:04 Fromm four Star Pork & 
Applesauce

Cardiomegaly (asymptomatic) diagnosed on standard presurgical thoracic radiographs prior 
to oral mass biopsy. Dilated Cardiomyopathy confirmed on echocardiogram. Concern that 
this may be nutritional as on boutique brand dog food.

12.5 Years Retriever - 
Labrador

Dog 37.4 Kilogram

EON‐467955 8/11/2021 20:32 Vita Bone Artisan Inspired 
Maple Bacon and Blueberry 
Dog Snack

There appears to be a dangerous splinter of wood inside the dog snack.

Vita Bone Artisian
American Pet Nutrition
vitabone.com

Contacted three times - no response on voice mail.
EON‐467922 8/11/2021 14:20 Kibbles and bits bistro Three different breeds 3 different sizes all throwing up after eating kibbles and bits 1 day I 

normally don’t buy this dog food it’s usually in between trips to the bigger grocery store but 
it’s kibbles and bits three times about it lately and all three times they are all throwing up I 
thought it was just a fluke the first time or two but with it being all three of them throwing up 
and from what I’ve seen on the website they’ve been recalled three times in the past three 
years with somebody pulls in and their dog food I want some answers

1 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 75 Pound

EON‐467859 8/10/2021 17:52 Wagon Tran Chicken Tendors 
by Purina

Gave  3 chicken Tendors and within 2 hours he threw them up, he proceeded to vomit 
the rest of the night, he threw up his dinner and then bile, The next morning he continued to 
throw up bile, He was tired the whole next day, he would eat a little of cooked chop meat and 
rice and he drank water, that evening he threw up bile again. We called our vet and he said 
to give him Pepcid to help is stomach. He has been on a bland diet for a week now, I hope it 
is over,

14 Month
s

Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 56 Pound

EON‐467851 8/10/2021 17:04 Blue Buffalo Wilderness 
Chicken Recipe Grain-Free Dry 
Cat Food

 began experiencing symptoms on or before August 1. Symptoms include diarrhea 
with mucus, straining to defecate, vomiting, lethargy, decreased appetite.

1 Years Domestic 
Mediumhair

Cat 10 Pound

EON‐467848 8/10/2021 16:56 All i know is that it is treats from 
red collar in joplin mo

Metal fragments contamination. Due to not brushing down .

EON‐467819 8/10/2021 13:48 Taste of the Wild High Prairie 
Canine Recipe

 was on a grain free diet long term and developed dilated cardiomyopathy causing 
secondary congestive heart failure.

3 Years Pit Bull Dog 47 Pound

EON‐467814 8/10/2021 13:24 Milk bone dipped I have bought milk bone dipped since came out with no issues. Got new bag from chewy and 
there is black spots all over them.
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EON‐467799 8/10/2021 11:44 Royal Canin Urinary SO At time of diagnoses (back in 2018)  was put on Royal Canin Urinary S/O dry food and no 
issues were seen. The last quarter of 2020 he began to vomit after consuming the diet. The 
vomiting continued daily multiple times each day. I recently stopped feeding the RC Urinary 
S/O and switched him to another brand. The vomiting immediately stopped!

8 Years Domestic 
Shorthair

Cat 20 Pound

EON‐467792 8/10/2021 11:04 Abound small breed chicken 
and brown rice

Started new bag and two days later swollen belly, thirst, and dieareaha. 4 Years Chihuahua Dog 16 Pound

EON‐467767 8/9/2021 21:20 Merrick Purrfect Bistro Grain 
Free Chicken Pate

My cat eat Merrick Chicken Pate Canned food more than 5 years. Over this year the supplies 
are unstable and out of stock many times. After that my cat not willing eat much, she smells 
and feels dislike the canned. She throw up recently so I brought her to the vet. After blood 
test her ALT is higher than normal that means her liver may have problems.

I did some research and found that there are some cats throw up after their owner feed them 
Merrick canned food in many countries. Please help to establish a team to study if Merrick 
canned food have problems!

12 Years Domestic 
Shorthair

Cat 3.2 Kilogram

EON‐467739 8/9/2021 15:48 Temptations Sudden vomiting, vet sent him immediately to Emergency with low body temperature and low 
white blood count suspecting bacterial infection. He is now deceased. Second animal involve 
is a 10yr old multipoo dog who lives across the street. He was given the cat treats after 

 death and 12 hours or so later was rushed to the vet with the same symptoms as 
deceased cat.

14 Years Domestic 
Shorthair

Cat 12 Pound

EON‐467727 8/9/2021 14:52 Lovingly Simple with Lamb + 
Sweet Potato

I'm a veterinarian and saw this patient for a 1 week history of weight loss, coughing, vomiting. 
On examination, patient was tachypneic. Radiographs showed a severely enlarged cardiac 
silhouette and congestive heart failure. Ultrasound confirmed dilated cardiomyopathy. Clients 
elected humane euthanasia.

4 Years Pit Bull Dog 34 Kilogram

EON‐467690 8/9/2021 11:12 Bomgaars in Fort Dodge Iowa 
has these treats setting out in a 
bulk bin. There is no factory 
packaging that comes with 
these. Bomgaars supplies 
baggies to put the treats into.

 has been having a loose stool for a few weeks now. She recently started throwing up 
shortly after consuming these treats, and is going under my bed secluding herself for many 
hours after eating these treats. I recently noticed her acting like the treats had a funny smell 
to it, and she was put off by it.

12 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 14 Pound

EON‐467657 8/8/2021 21:32 Kirkland Turkey and pea stew 
canned dog food

Fed Kirkland Turkey and Pea stew canned dog food from Costco. Within 24 hours expulsive 
bowel movements. Followed by lethargic behavior and constant thirst. Upon drinking water 
(purified) would vomit shortly after drinking. Now refusal to eat or move. Threw up the dog 
food as evidence by the vomit contents.

12 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 25 Pound

EON‐467653 8/8/2021 19:16 Purina Dog Chow High Protein 
with real lamb

My Purina Dog Chow High Protein with real lamb has a lot of string bits throughout the bag of 
food, intermixed with the food.
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EON‐467643 8/8/2021 15:20 Earthborn Holistic Meadow 
Feast Grain-Free Natural Dry 
Dog Food

My husband and I rescued  a white and brown English Bulldog, age 5 in the beginning 
of July 2020. When we received her she had Earthborn Holistic Dog food with her, her dog 
bed, her blanket, stainless steel dog bowls and flavored Omega 3 dog spray. So we assume 
that she was eating Earthborn for many, many years.  started declining very quickly in 
July 2021. I tried taking her for a walk but she refused and stood there. She began to get very 
bloated and we thought maybe she was just gaining a lot of weight.So my husband called our 
Veterinary Clinic on Wednesday, July 21, 2021. When I took her there the vet listened to her 
heart and abdomen and didn't know if she had air in there. The vet did several X-rays, 
Ultrasound, , Heartworm Test, Full Bloodwork, Abdominocentesis and Urinalysis.  was 
sadly diagnosed with right sided heart failure.  prescribed Furosemide 10 MG 
Tablets every 12 hours, and Enalapril 10 MG Tablets every 12 hours. I was told to call back 
in 2 weeks and to inform the vet of  health status. My husband called the vets on 
Friday, July 30, 2021 about  health. Unfortunately my husband and I decided to wait 
until Monday due to having our 2 young children home at that time. So, my husband called 
the vet on Monday, August 2, 2021 for an Emergency appointment because  was 
gaining more fluid in her abdomen, front and back legs and needed Abdominocentesis. The 
vet and tech took more fluid out than last time the vet told my husband and I. On August 2, 
2021  increased  Furosemide to 20 MG Tablets every 12 hours. My 
husband called the vet on Friday, August 6, 2021I thought She needed an additional 
medication. The Veterinarian prescribed Vetmedin 5 mg chewable tablets 1 tablet every 12 
hours.I researched  Earthborn Holistic Grain Free Dog food and there is a 
correlation with heart disease and was recalled in March 2021 for Salmonella. I have 
documented evidence that I bought Earthborn Holistic Dog food from Chewy.com. I really 
believe that  has Heart Disease from Earthborn Holistic Grain Free Meadow Feast 
Dog food.

6 Years Bulldog Dog 38 Pound

EON‐467642 8/8/2021 15:08 Nudges natural dog treats 
homestyle made with real beef 
and rice

While shopping at Meijer grocery store for dog treats I found a bag of nudges dog treats with 
lots of white mold on them. When I found the bag I went to find a manager to bring to their 
attention but found out 2 days later the person I was told to talk to wasn’t a manager at all. 
The store manager did call me but didn’t seem to react like this was a big deal. Nudges home 
style meatballs dog treats beef and rice 16 ounce bag

EON‐467641 8/8/2021 15:04 Animal churi mix of CHURI 
(soybean chana chilka of toor 
urad masoor Matar kabuli)

We have purchased animal food from local reseller, we have given to our Cow and saw she 
stop eating after two day and started weakness in a day and stop walking and even stop 
having any food and water .later we realized food given her a this problem and we stop now 
she is recovering .

When we tested more and found they mixed sand and stones in food what we have 
purchased.we have contacted reseller and he taken back bag and return money as he also 
not aware about this issue ,he confirmed to complain manufured in this case and report us 
back ...I want this complain to manufured basukhinath industries bikaner ,not sure how many 
other animals got impacted. If need I have kept sample to test

5 Years Other 100 Kilogram

EON‐467640 8/8/2021 15:04 Purina Pro Plan Puppy Large 
Breed Chicken & Rice Formula 
with Probiotics Dry Dog Food

 began having GI issues with diarrhea and occasional vomiting causing me to seek 
vet care.  was prescribed 3 different medications to treat the GI issue. After resuming 

 on his typical diet, I noticed a foul smell and kibble covered in mold.

8 Month
s

Other Canine/dog Dog 116 Pound
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EON‐467639 8/8/2021 15:00 Taste of the Wild PREY Trout.  went into sudden congestive heart failure. He was diagnosed with atrial fibrillation and 
dilated myocardiopathy. Because of some food allergies, he was switched to a limited 
ingredient food 2 years prior. The food is Taste of the Wild PREY Trout. The vet suggested I 
immediately stop feeding him the food and stated that there had been correlation between 
grain free foods and DCM. He was healthy, very active, and very lean and muscular with no 
health issues besides some GI symptoms secondary to food allergies. He will be euthanized 
within the next week due to this terminal condition.

5 Years Doberman 
Pinscher

Dog 100 Pound

EON‐467637 8/8/2021 14:56 Nudges natural dog treats jerky 
cuts made with real duck

While shopping for dog treats I found a bag of nudges dog treats with mold. Nudges jerky 
cuts.

EON‐467636 8/8/2021 14:56 Nature's Recipe
Original
Chicken and Rice Recipe

We bought a new bag of Nature's Recipe Chicken and Rice dry dog food at Petco in  
last Sunday August 1, 2021. We opened this bag of food on Tuesday, August 3, 2021. 

We fed both dogs the food. They had breakfast and dinner out of this new bag of food. The 
following day, Wednesday, August 4, 2021, my dog  refused breakfast and dinner. He 
has never done that the whole time we've had him. I bought a small bag of Purina One to see 
if he would eat it. He did. That night overnight he vomited violently in several places of the 
house and had diarrhea. Thursday morning, August 4, 2021 I took  to  

because at first I thought he had an intestinal blockage. They x-rayed him and 
found no blockage. I started to feed  cooked chicken and rice per discharge 
instructions. On Friday, August 5, 2021 my other dog,  refused the Nature's Recipe 
Chicken and Rice dry dog food. She is 8 years old and has never refused a meal. She now 
has diarrhea.  is keeping food down now , is refusing to eat certain foods and still has 
diarrhea.  is eating and drinking but has diarrhea. I now suspect that the food is what 
made  so sick. He has a follow-up appointment with his regular vet coming up this 
Saturday August 14, 2021.

6 Years Rottweiler Dog 95 Pound

EON‐467572 8/6/2021 22:32 Zesty Paws Advanced Vision 
Bites

I purchased Zesty Paws Vision Bites from Chewy.com and and gave them to my dog for 3 
days. I followed the directions for her weight. The morning of the 4th day she was sick and 
refused to eat another Zesty Paw or anything else. Later that night I took her to an 
emergency vet, they thought she had pancreatitis. She received treatment for this and was 
hospitalized at the vet. She passed away the following morning.

13 Years Chihuahua Dog 7.5 Pound

EON‐467551 8/6/2021 16:56 Freshpet Dogjoy My dog consumed the fresh pet bacon treat and within an hour she had loss of balance, no 
coordination, she kept falling down. At first it was a little funny but she threw up and I knew 
something was wrong. The next day she slept it off and seemed to be doing better. At this 
time we didn’t know it was the treat that had this effect on her. So it happened again during 
the week and we still couldn’t figure it out until the third time as soon as she ate it she threw 
up and immediately the symptoms as before onset along with aggressive behavior because 
she was so scared and in pain from vomiting. We had to take her to the vet and it was 
concluded it was the treats that led to these episodes. She is doing much better and back to 
her happy self. Stay away from fresh pet bacon treats, serious neurological side effects.

3 Years Maltese Dog 10 Pound

EON‐467515 8/6/2021 10:24 Pure Balance grain free dog Opened a can of Pure Balance grain free dog food, there is black gooey stuff around the 
inside edge of the can. 
Number on the bottom of the can is UD9CM2H 1409, used by date is Feb 10 24.
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EON‐467512 8/6/2021 10:04 Felix as good as it looks
Felix selects in gravy
Felix Kitten
Gourmet Natural Creations

7 Month
s

British cat Cat 2.5 KilogramInitially when they became fussy with the sheba I used to buy, I switched them to the gourmet 
which they absolutely loved. Great I thought, bit more expensive but that's ok as I like them to 
have the best I can get them. Very quickly I noticed that they all had upset tummies and were 
hardly able to make it to the litter tray. I decided that maybe it was a little too much too soon 
so I reverted to mixing it with their sheba. There was still no sign of improvement, especially 

in our older long haired cat and he got quite distressed as he was getting in a right little pickle 
with his back end fur getting messy. I called the vets and he was given antibiotics.

Once he had completed the course of antibiotics he was still having an upset tummy so I 
decided to try the felix food, a few different varieties but they especially liked the selects. Our 
older cat seemed to improve but was no longer interested in wet food and to this day I cannot 
get him to eat wet food. Our other boy who had just turned 1 then went off his food for days 
and he became very lethargic and ended up severely dehydrated. We called the vets and 

they gave him IV fluids and said his temp was 40.5 way too high! there was no obvious 
reason and I still didn't associate the food but they said he may have had an allergic reaction 
to something. During this time our 4mth kitten had also started to have an upset tummy and 
we just put it down to the change of food, and he seemed ok in himself. Our other boy had to 

have 2 courses of antibiotics before he improved and he was also losing fur - we actually 
feared that we were going to lose him and the vets said we had been very lucky that we 

called them. He also went off wet food and we were told he had taken to going over into the 
neighbours to eat the dog food that they were putting out for the hedgehogs.

Our Kitten  by now had a permanent upset tummy and did not know he was even 
pooping, just wherever he went or laid down it would be spilling out, we had to have the 

carpets cleaned several times! We started to notice blood in his poop and we again called 
the vets. He was given probiotics and antibiotics and fluids to no avail and so the vets had to 

come back and do blood tests. The vets then called and said that they wanted to do 
advanced blood tests. At this point we decided enough was enough and we moved all 5 cats 
on to Whiskas delights and they absolutely devoure it! Unfortunately, our kitten has been so 
affected he now has a B12 defficiency and has to have supplements prescribed. He still has 

a very upset tummy!

The vets have now asked for more blood tests as they are concerned around his white cells 
and have suggested that he may have Lymphoma disease. I appreciate that this wouldn't be 
caused by the food but if he does have a serious illness then the felix food certainly hasn't 

helped! Now he is on Whiskas he can at least control his motions and make it to the litter tray 
in time. The vets are coming back in 3 weeks to take more bloods and they have said that if 
the tests are clear, then they will be able to say 100% as to whether he has experienced an 

allergic reaction to the food we were feeding him.
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EON‐467510 8/6/2021 9:48 Kirkland Signature Nature's 
Domain Turkey Meal and Sweet 
Potato Dog Food 35 lb.

Fed the dog a single dry food her entire life and she was diagnosed with dilated 
cardiomyopathy in Feb 2021. 
She was in excellent health and very active.
The diagnosis came late and disease had progressed without obvious symptoms. She was 
immediately started on medication after diagnosis but died within 4 months of diagnosis.
Medications included lasix, benzopryl, pimobendan
Food was Kirkland Signature Nature’s Domain turkey and sweet potato. This was a grain free 
food purchased from Costco.

6 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 50 Pound

EON‐467486 8/5/2021 22:24 Phycox MAX small bites Canine 
Joint Supplement

Found little particles possibly plastic or glass.

EON‐467483 8/5/2021 21:20 Simply Nourish® Healthy 
Weight Adult Dry Dog Food - 
Turkey & Brown Rice

The dog food Simply Nourish contains peas and pea fiber. I’m concerned about this brand 
and it’s ingredients and the correlation with canine DCM.

EON‐467477 8/5/2021 20:20 Blue Wilderness Denali Dinner Both dogs have been on the same Blue Wilderness food for several years. The Denali Dinner 
flavor since April or March 2021. We opened a new bag on Saturday 7/10/21 and that 
evening  began experiencing severe diarrhea. Not long after  began experiencing the 
same symptoms. It did not resolve on its own, so I put them on a chicken and rice diet and 
took them to the vet on 7/14/21. The vet provided medications to aid in recolonizing their gut 
flora and had us keep them on chicken and rice until they got better. Once they had normal 
bowel movements, we gave them the Blue Wilderness food from the same bag. Orange, 
mucousy diarrhea began within a few hours. We switched them to a new bag of the same 
food and they have been fine since. The vet confirmed that the food was the source of the 
issue and that the ova and parasite and ELISA tests came back negative. We completed 
Blue's medical incident report and they are refusing to investigate the need to recall this bad 
batch. Instead noted that it would take 8-12 weeks for their vet and legal team to review the 
report and determine if they are responsible for the vet bills. Medical records with the Vet's 
notes stating that we proved the issue was the single bag/batch of dog food were sent to 
Blue Buffalo as evidence. I asked them specifically if they would like a sample of the food to 
test so other dogs are not getting sick. They said no, and to return it to the retailer for a 
refund. 
Bad lot #20220617 AH1 B 2038
EXP: 2022 JUN 17

I can provide copies of the emails with Blue Buffalo, vet records, and pictures if needed. 
Please send me an email address to forward them.

5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 90 Pound
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EON‐467476 8/5/2021 20:08 Blue Wilderness Denali Dinner Both dogs have been on the same Blue Wilderness food for several years. The Denali Dinner 
flavor since April or March 2021. We opened a new bag on Saturday 7/10/21 and that 
evening  began experiencing severe diarrhea. Not long after  began experiencing the 
same symptoms. It did not resolve on its own, so I put them on a chicken and rice diet and 
took them to the vet on 7/14/21. The vet provided medications to aid in recolonizing their gut 
flora and had us keep them on chicken and rice until they got better. Once they had normal 
bowel movements, we gave them the Blue Wilderness food from the same bag. Orange, 
mucousy diarrhea began within a few hours. We switched them to a new bag of the same 
food and they have been fine since. The vet confirmed that the food was the source of the 
issue and that the ova and parasite and ELISA tests came back negative. We completed 
Blue's medical incident report and they are refusing to investigate the need to recall this bad 
batch. Instead noted that it would take 8-12 weeks for their vet and legal team to review the 
report and determine if they are responsible for the vet bills. Medical records with the Vet's 
notes stating that we proved the issue was the single bag/batch of dog food were sent to 
Blue Buffalo as evidence. I asked them specifically if they would like a sample of the food to 
test so other dogs are not getting sick. They said no, and to return it to the retailer for a 
refund. 
Bad lot #20220617 AH1 B 2038
EXP: 2022 JUN 17 

I can provide copies of the emails with Blue Buffalo, vet records, and pictures if needed. 
Please send me an email address to forward them.

4 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 63 Pound

EON‐467474 8/5/2021 19:12 Royal Canine Digestive Health Purchased the 17lb of Royal Canine Prescribed Digestive Health bag. Both of my dogs have 
been on this for 2 years with no adverse reactions. After new bag was purchased they are 
non stop vomiting after the first bowl given. I reported it to Petco, .

EON‐467464 8/5/2021 17:44 Fromm Family Adult Gold I found a piece of metal in the bag of dog food. I notified the Manufacturer. They are 
requesting the metal piece to be sent to them. I wanted to wait to see if you wanted it. It is 
only one piece. The dog did not ingest the metal piece. I found it when I scooped out some 
food to put in the bowl so I caught it before giving it to the dog. No harm was done.

EON‐467417 8/5/2021 12:28 Castor and Pollux Organix 
Grain Free Organic Chicken 
and Sweet Potato dry dog food.

In October 2020, dog suddenly began to cough and gag. Vet X-ray showed an enlarged 
heart in an otherwise healthy dog. Dog had been eating Castor and Pollux Grain Free 
Chicken and Sweet Potato dry dog food for a couple years because the original Chicken and 
Rice food was discontinued. Vet prescribed diuretics and heart medications, indicating the 
dog would only live another 6 months. Dog was fine for 5 months. In March 2021, dog began 
to cough and gag again. Emergency vet said that no treatment would save dog. Dog was 
euthanized. Expensive organic dog food killed her.

11 Years Spaniel - Cocker 
American

Dog 26 Pound

EON‐467403 8/5/2021 9:12 Blue Buffalo Wilderness Indoor 
Chicken Recipe Grain-Free Dry 
Cat Food

My cat  died unexpectedly from an aortic embolism related to undiagnosed dilated 
cardiomyopathy. He was a tuxedo cat with no obvious relation to a breed at risk for the 
disease. He was fed exclusively with Blue Buffalo Wilderness Indoor Chicken Recipe Dry 
Food with no treats and no supplements for approximately 2 years prior. Otherwise, he was 
perfectly healthy with normal lab work and no apparent problems.

12 Years Domestic 
Shorthair

Cat 10 Pound
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EON‐467392 8/5/2021 2:48 CHEW STICK PUMPKIN & 
HONEY RECIPE, CRUNCHY 
BISCUITS CHICKEN RECIPE

This concern is with the company BARKBOX. I had the super chewer box for my  that 
I also shared with my smaller poodle dog named  I had already made contact with 
BarkBox previously in the month, I stated with I was a bit weary about giving the “duck stick” 
to my dog because I saw a case of a dog becoming ill and died! so customer support sent out 
a different one. After it arrived I was still a bit weary on giving the treats so I waited a bit. I 
don’t really give my dogs treats other then ones I have been buying for years already & same 
food for years also so nothing really changed in their daily activities other then when I gave 
them the treats that came with bark box. I initially gave my dogs half each of the chew stick (I 
believe to be the pumpkin one) that was sent to me as a replacement for the June box on 
July 15. That same day my dog  started experiencing diarrhea and vomiting & I 
started a bland diet which made it stop the 17th. I then received the BarkBox for the month 
on July on 16th but I didn’t open it until the 21st. In this one I again gave both of my dogs half 
a chew stick (I recall it to be jerky) & 2 treats from the treat packs. Some hours after, my dog 

 has vomited back to back 7 times & starting having bloody diarrhea.  as well 
starting vomiting. Next morning June 22th I take them to the hospital and they are diagnosed 
with HGE. 

Noting my dogs don’t take any vitamins or dental chews, table scraps. I am 100% sure it 
came from the treats. 
I am and my husband are staying at home full time so we are always here. No standing water 
in our home back and front yard all is dry grass. I wash both my dog bowls about 2x a week. 
My dog  is a husky lab mix and will be 4yo in December and he weighs about 65-
70lbs. My dog  is a poodle and will be 2yo in October & weighs about 15lbs. 
My dog  was the most affected by this, I don’t know if it was because of her size but 
I’m truly heartbroken this happened & the emotional stress this has caused is not ok. 
Unfortunately, I don’t have the wrappers anymore, I didn’t think it was the treats until the 
veterinarian told me HGE usually comes from new food or new treats.

20 Month
s

Poodle - Miniature Dog 15 Pound
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EON‐467391 8/5/2021 2:44 Chew Stick Pumpkin & Honey 
Recipe, Crunchy Biscuits 
Chicken Recipe

This concern is with the company BARKBOX. I had the super chewer box for my  that 
I also shared with my smaller poodle dog named  I had already made contact with 
BarkBox previously in the month, I stated with I was a bit weary about giving the “duck stick” 
to my dog because I saw a case of a dog becoming ill and died! so customer support sent out 
a different one. After it arrived I was still a bit weary on giving the treats so I waited a bit. I 
don’t really give my dogs treats other then ones I have been buying for years already & same 
food for years also so nothing really changed in their daily activities other then when I gave 
them the treats that came with bark box. I initially gave my dogs half each of the chew stick (I 
believe to be the pumpkin one) that was sent to me as a replacement for the June box on 
July 15. That same day my dog  started experiencing diarrhea and vomiting & I 
started a bland diet which made it stop the 17th. I then received the BarkBox for the month 
on July on 16th but I didn’t open it until the 21st. In this one I again gave both of my dogs half 
a chew stick (I recall it to be jerky) & 2 treats from the treat packs. Some hours after, my dog 

 has vomited back to back 7 times & starting having bloody diarrhea.  as well 
starting vomiting. Next morning June 22th I take them to the hospital and they are diagnosed 
with HGE. 

Noting my dogs don’t take any vitamins or dental chews, table scraps. I am 100% sure it 
came from the treats. 
I am and my husband are staying at home full time so we are always here. No standing water 
in our home back and front yard all is dry grass. I wash both my dog bowls about 2x a week. 
My dog  is a husky lab mix and will be 4yo in December and he weighs about 65-
70lbs. My dog  is a poodle and will be 2yo in October & weighs about 15lbs. 
My dog  was the most affected by this, I don’t know if it was because of her size but 
I’m truly heartbroken this happened & the emotional stress this has caused is not ok. 
Unfortunately, I don’t have the wrappers anymore, I didn’t think it was the treats until the 
veterinarian told me HGE usually comes from new food or new treats.

3 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 65 Pound

EON‐467365 8/4/2021 18:24 Purina pro plan sensitive skin 
and stomach small breed

 had been on this food for a year and a half and never had any issues with it. I started a 
new bag on Friday  by Monday  had bad diarrhea. I started her on a 
bland diet of chicken and rice and by Tuesday  she has bloody diarrhea and vomiting. 
I brought her to the vet on  1 where she was treated for the diarrhea and 
vomiting and severe dehydration and sent home. Later that night i felt as if she was getting 
worse so I rushed her to the ER. They gave her some other medicine that they said to start in 
the morning and sent me home at 2am. Thursday at 8am I walked into the room and she was 
in worse shape. She had what I thought was thick snot coming out of her nose which ended 
up being from her aspirating and her breathing sounded bad also from aspirating. I rushed 
her back to the ER where she passed away by 4pm.

The same exact symptoms started for my other dog  (Yorkie) and by Friday 6/18/21 she 
ended up hospitalized for three days for all the same symptoms of straight blood coming out 
if her butt severe dehydration and vomiting.Luckily  was able to come home and is 
recovering. They both eat the same food  weighs twice as much as  so i believe 
that it took her an extra day or so to get as bad as  did.

14.5 Years Pinscher - 
Miniature

Dog 4.8 Pound
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EON‐467354 8/4/2021 16:44 Blue Buffalo Novel Protein (NP) 
Alligator dry food

Patient was noted to have a heart murmur for the first time 6/17/21 (grade III/VI). Had 
echocardiogram performed on 7/13/21 where dilated cardiomyopathy was noted... patient is 
small breed dog and therefore not typical breed associated with DCM. He has been eating 
Blue Buffalo Novel Protein Alligator dry food exclusively since 4/30/20. Suspected diet 
related dilated cardiomyopathy.

6 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 11 Pound

EON‐467332 8/4/2021 14:04 Purina Beyond cat food My brothers cat,  used to eat Purina Beyond cat food. She got sick late 2020, with no 
prior illness, after violently throwing up, which continued for months even on medication. She 
was diagnosed with IBD after thousands of dollars spent at the vet with inflammation of the 
intestines and a mass was found. I accidentally started giving my cat,  the same 
Purina Beyond food that  "wasn't allowed to have since she needed a special diet." I 
did not know this was  Purina Beyond food at the time, but it has been confirmed. 
About a few weeks after eating the Purina Beyond,  started throwing up every day, she 
stopped eating, and also had diarrhea, i took her to the vet and very similarly to  

 had inflammation of the intestines and a mass was found. I am highly suspecting the 
Purina Beyond is tainted, especially considering our friend also gave her cat some of the 
suspect food, and her cat  also started throwing up. I told her stop giving  the 
food immediately. I have a sample I can send at any time. It was purchased late last year, 
2020, at Wal Mart . My family is now roughly $5,000 
dollars in the hole due to this issue including but not limited to blood work, diagnostic tests 
such as biopsies, ultrasounds, surgical biopsies, medication, and expensive special diet. Not 
to mention the emotional toll of watching two family cats decline in front of our eyes, having to 
administer medication, and possible cancer diagnosis. Thank you for your time and I look 
forward to future communication.

10 Years Domestic 
Shorthair

Cat 10 Pound

EON‐467307 8/4/2021 10:36 Wellness Turkey Stew Purchased Wellness brand "Turkey Stew" on 7/21/2021. Fed to "  mixed with her 
normal dry food night of 7/21. She began experiencing vomiting and diarrhea w/in ~16 hours. 
Not thinking it was the food, gave the same wet food to "  evening of 7/22. She too 
began experiencing diarrhea (no vomiting) w/in ~12 hours.

13 Years Corgi 
(unspecified)

Dog 23 Pound

EON‐467272 8/3/2021 21:04 Whole Earth Farm Real Turkey 
Recipe Pate Cat food

Opened can of Whole earth Farm real turkey recipe pate cat food. Inside can, were 2 black 
masses floating in a putrid smelling brown liquid.
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EON‐467268 8/3/2021 19:40 Royal canin renal support 
advanced mobility support

Pet (  not interested to eat her kidney diets (Royal canin renal support A dry and D can 
food) as before and always with left over, thus ordered Royal canin renal support/advanced 
mobility support dry and renal support F dry food for her to try. I provided her with the old diet 
(Renal support A dry), RC renal support F dry and RC renal support/advanced mobility 
support (RC RS+MS) for her to choose at the same time on  night. She like the 
RC RS+MS diet and ate it and some A diet and a little bit of the F dry. On  4 to 
5am, my wife noticed she vomited out food in the bath room and later also found out there 
was food that she vomited in the living room (suspect vomiting start on ). On 

 morning her stool was soft and she defecated multiple times and later on that 
date my wife noticed that  vomited about five times with soft stool and not interested to 
eat or drink. I suspected she might have pancreatitis since renal diet usually with high fat 
content, thus treated her with cerenia and when no more vomiting noted I started to provide 
her with low fat diet (Hill’s i/d GI low fat dry and can) on  night. On  night I also 
noticed blood in urine noted. On  lethargy, not eating with possible neurological sign 
(overreact when checking touching her head), pyuria (rods bacteria noted) noted but drank 
some water; she was treated with subcutaneous fluid (late afternoon and at night), clavamox, 
cerenia, and low fat diet. On  her condition similar to previous day but urine 
was clear; she was continued with same treatment  blood 
test, x-ray and treatment (IV fluid) (from morning to evening) were done at  

  and at night she was admitted to  ) 
for ICU and the next morning ( ) treated with dialysis and other treatment. On 

  was discharged and continue to treat as outpatient. On  
morning before her 4th dialysis treatment she developed pleural effusion and other 
complications; FHA’s doctor and staff performed CPCR on her, however she passed away.

14 Years Terrier - West 
Highland White

Dog 18.5 Pound
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EON‐467263 8/3/2021 18:36 PUP-PERONI ORIGINAL BEEF 
FLAVOR

Gave her a Pup Peroni original beef flavor treat on Sunday July 25th. She was not sleeping 
well. She was very tired but could not sleep. She woke up and kept wrenching to throw up. 
She threw up white foam and a redish color liquid. Then just laid down. She has been getting 
her ears wet lately so I thought it was an ear infection. I took her to the vet and asked him to 
check ears. he said that had some inflammation not much but we could treat it as an ear 
infection but dogs dont usually throw up with ear infections. She was not eating and just 
sleeping. she woke up next day and threw up. we went back to vet. He had to do xrays. then I 
got the notice on my phone there was a recall on the treats i gave her the day before she got 
sick they have mold. call the company and they said my bag was not included in the recall. i 
checked and took pictures of the mold that I have on my treats in the bag I have the treat I 
was giving her to eat. She ate mold. It made her sick. I told my vet that I found out what made 
her sick and he said to come back in couple of days for liver test. Mold can effect her liver. 
The company will no issue a withdrawal or recall on the lot sell by date on my bag. They keep 
telling my my sell by date was not included int he recall although i have visible mold on my 
product that I gave her and made her sick. J sent them a picture of the mold. They want my 
treat with the mold sent to them. I will have no proof. They are lying to me and telling me 
dogs dont get sick from eating mold and to their knowledge they don't throw up. They are not 
vets. I told them to include it so other dogs do no go through the same sickness. They wont. 
Its Pup Peroni Sumckers company. SKU # 79100 58371 my sell by date is Sep 11 2022 with 
# 107839514 04:41 0761 ---I dont know if my dog has liver damage yet from this. and I have 
500. dollars so far in vet bills they are not helping. Thank you for your time and I hope they 
recall the lot number I gave them but as of now they are not

2 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 30 Pound

EON‐467260 8/3/2021 18:08 Healthy Edibles Chew Treats We have him a nylabone healthy edible treat before we went to dinner - we were gone for 
just over an hour and when we returned home we found that he had thrown up about 15 
times. We quickly cleaned everything up and noticed that every time he took a drink of water 
he would immediately throw up mucus w/water. So he was not able to keep anything down. 
We took him to the emergency vet clinic and they did an X-ray to determine that he had a 
piece of the nylabone edible bone lodged at his esophagus. They scoped him 3 times to try 
to dislodge it and were unsuccessful and then they tried to take a balloon down and try to 
dislodge it that way? Nothing worked - These bones must be taken off the market.

9 Years Pug Dog 23 Pound

EON‐467258 8/3/2021 17:44 IngredientPurinaOne 
Smartblend Sensitive Systems 
Formula Real Salmon #1

I mixed  and  old food with the Purina. For about a day I saw no problem. 
Then I noticed  had diarrhea, so I took her off the food, figuring she just had some sort 
of sensitivity. The next day  had diarrhea and vomited, so I took her off the food also. 
Within a day of being off the Purina, neither dog had diarrhea or vomiting.

2 Years Shepherd 
(unspecified)

Dog 50 Pound

EON‐467228 8/3/2021 13:20 RAWBBLE® Dry Dog Food - 
Lamb Recipe - 24 lb

 went into cardiac failure and kidney failure 3 Years Great Dane Dog 142 Pound
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EON‐467223 8/3/2021 12:04 Cesar Turkey Recipe Filets in 
Gravy

My dog has been eating from this batch of food since July, but had refused to eat it. I figured 
he was just being picky, so fed him other fare. Yesterday, I opened a packet of Cesar Turkey 
Recipe wet food, and noticed that it had liquified and was rotten. I figured it was just a one-
time thing, as I've used Cesar for years. The second packet seemed fine, but he refused to 
eat it. I then opened three more, and all were in different stages of decay, and two had 
maggots in it. They smelled horrible and were mostly liquified (this is not a liquid food; it's a 
soft morsel-type food). He has been eating food from the same batch for weeks. During this 
time, he refused to eat, and I had to feed him other products. Yesterday is the first time I 
noticed any rotten food.

17 Years Chihuahua Dog 8 Pound

EON‐467170 8/2/2021 16:40 Dasuquin Advanced joint health 
supplement soft chews 64 
pieces

I bought this product as a joint health supplement. There is no ingredient list on the 
packaging or a list of how much of each supplement is in each chew. I wanted to compare 
products with one I had & check dosage and could not do this at the vet. While I was able to 
go to the website & obtain the info. It seems wrong and has the potential to harm an animal 
should they be allergic to something in the product & given it without knowledge by the 
owner. The vet had a number of products by this brand & known had information about 
content on the packaging.

EON‐467128 8/2/2021 12:00 Heart to Tail Pure Being Natural 
Dog Food Deboned Chicken & 
Brown Rice Recipe.

5 pounds

Lot code: TD2 11/Feb/2021

She was fed the recalled Sunshine Mills product, "Pure Being". She developed vomiting, 
bloody diarrhea and refused to eat for almost 2 weeks. We changed her diet and she 
recovered

9 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 78 Pound

EON‐467122 8/2/2021 11:12 Canadian Naturals Salmon and 
Sweet Potato

She was being fed a Canadian Naturals Grain Free diet that caused her to get diet-
associated DCM (Dilated cardiomyopathy).

3 Years Mountain Dog - 
Bernese

Dog 80 Pound

EON‐467118 8/2/2021 10:44 Purina One Large Breed Puppy 
Formula Premium Dog Food 
31.1 lbs

I purchased a large bag of Purina One Large Breed Puppy formula for my dog at Target in 
 on 7/27/2021. When I opened the bag on 7/29, there were small black beetles 

and larva throughout the bag. That evening, I went back to Target to return the bag and get a 
new bag of food, but there was visible larvae on the outside of every bag of this particular 
food. I went to purchase a bag of the same food at Petsmart in  and there was 
visible larvae on the outside of every bag at this store too.

EON‐467109 8/2/2021 9:52 Blue Buffalo Healthy Growth 
Kitten

 began having explosive diarrhea after eating Blue Buffalo. I could audibly hear his 
stomach gurgling prior to defication. He then lost his appetite. So, i stopped feeding him Blue 
Buffalo after reading that a lot of cats develop digestive issues after eating it. After several 
days of feeding him different food, his stool slowly began returning to normal.

2 Month
s

British Blue Cat 2.2 Pound

EON‐467103 8/2/2021 9:24 Blue Buffalo Healthy Growth 
Kitten Food

I caught  getting into the kitten food. Then the following day we woke up to her 
having urinated in our bed. Something she has NEVER done. Then she began throwing up 
clear liquid. I then found a large pile of thrown up kitten food on the floor. I took her to the 
emergency vet because she was lethargic and refusing to eat. The vet noticed abdominal 
discomfort. She was given fluids and anti nausea medicine and brought her home to be 
monitored. Several hours later she was noticeably dehydrated (sunken eyes, sagging skin) 
and more lethargic. We admitted her to emergency care for 12 hours again where she got 
fluids and more medication. Currently she is at home with us stable but still fighting to stay 
well.

14 Years American 
Shorthair

Cat 10 Pound
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EON‐467096 8/2/2021 8:44 Dog treats The dog treat company Rex Bites LLC claims that their treats are all natural and dog safe. 
However, they do NOT clarify what ingredients they use for their glittery colorings. Upon 
asking, they stated that they are regular commercially available colorings that are obviously 
artificial, and not tested for safety in dogs. 
As far as we know this is illegal not to declare and they can NOT declare their treats as all 
natural.

EON‐467084 8/1/2021 22:24 Code 17800-14920 purina one 
plus healthy weight high protein 
formula natural

Purchased 17800-14920 purina one plus healthy weight high protein formula natural fed him 
food 10 min later thru up all of it. He didn’t want to eat that food again so we gave him 
something else to eat he ate and was fine. So today we tried giving him the above dry food 
he didn’t want to but ate it and again 10 minutes later thru it all up. Gave him canned food he 
ate it and was fine 
We believe the dry dog food above is contaminated 
Our other dog ate it yesterday also thru up we did not try again today with her

2 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 145 Pound

EON‐467058 8/1/2021 11:28 Instinct Limited Ingredient Diet 
Grain-Free Real Turkey Recipe 
Pate

Expiration Date 04/16/2023

I noticed that the coating/paint on the inside of the can of wet cat food comes off in places. 
Presumably, this substance gets into the food. I believe the spoon I used to scoop out the 
food scraped the coating off.

EON‐467056 8/1/2021 11:04 Pedigree chopped dinner with 
beef

Severe diarrhea and vomiting 13 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 25 Pound

EON‐467047 8/1/2021 4:56 Jerhigh stick with real chicken 
meat

We gave jerhigh jerk chicken strips to our 6 months old pet. On the same day she lost 
appitite and became lethergic.

6 Month
s

Beagle Dog 7.5 Kilogram

EON‐467042 8/1/2021 0:32 Ranch Hound Chicken and Rice 
vegetable flavored

We bought this dog food about 4 days ago, My older dog, a chiweenie, got sick and got over 
it, however a day later our Chihuahua got sick, she's showing all the symptoms of 
salmonella. We looked up the dog food and found a recall in April for them having 
salmonella. She's looking like she's not going to make it. She won't eat or drink. She's been 
puking and has diarrhea. She's at the point where she doesn't want to move, she's groaning, 
and it's hard to get her mouth open to give her any medicine/water. Her breathing is shallow 
and labored.

5 Month
s

Chihuahua Dog 10 Pound

EON‐467016 7/31/2021 13:12 Sheba pate in natural 
juices|Roasted Turekey 
Entree|Perfect Portions 1.32 OZ

After feeding cat majority of one package of the double pack of Sheba Pate Roasted Turkey 
entree a particle of glass was found to be present. The cat had already eaten the majority of 
the packet.

EON‐467011 7/31/2021 11:12 Taste of the Wild Pacific Stream 
Canine Recipe with smoked 
salmon A Grain-Free Recipe

A nail was found in a bag of Taste of the Wild Pacific Stream dog food.

EON‐467008 7/31/2021 9:44 Purina one smart blend classic 
ground chicken & brown rise 
entree

Cans of food (3 cases) are very watery and does not hold together. This is the second time in 
3 months that I’ve had this happen and did not feed to my 4 dogs
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EON‐466995 7/31/2021 1:56 Blue Buffalo Wilderness with 
Chicken Adult Indoor 9.5 lbs

9 Years Domestic 
Shorthair

Cat 15 Pound

EON‐466903 7/30/2021 12:36 PURINA PRO PLAN FOCUS 
LARGE BREED PUPPY 
CHICKEN & RICE FORMULA

Dog did not want to eat food. When encouraged to do so, dog would vomit the next morning 
each time the suspected food was eaten: appx. 12 hours after consumption.

3 Years Rottweiler Dog 110 Pound

EON‐466895 7/30/2021 12:08 Simply Nourish small breed 
salmon and sweet potato recipe

My dog  was given Simply Nourish dog food and immediately started having trouble 
breathing and vomiting. He later had diarrhea. I stopped feeding the food to him as he was 
no longer hungry either. Took him to the vet and blood work came back normal except for 
elevated BUN levels. Ruled out other co dictions. put him on a a chicken and rice diet for a 
couple days. Started normal diet again and same issue. Stopped and took him to the vet 
where he currently is right now.

14 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 13.8 Pound

EON‐466883 7/30/2021 11:12 Sportmix energy plus 44 lbs As I was pouring my dog food into a dog food container, I saw and took pictures of large 
chunks of what seem to be mold.

On the morning of July 27, 2021, I noticed our cat (  was coughing and gagging, and 
spitting up a small amount of clear fluid. It appeared to be similar to how cats appear when 

trying to cough up a hairball, and that’s what I thought it was at first. She continued to do this 
very frequently throughout the morning. As I rough estimate, I’d say about 5-6 times an hour. 
This isn’t normal behavior for her, but I thought maybe she had a larger hairball than usual. 
Just after 1:00 PM, I noticed she was having difficulty breathing and displaying open-mouth 

breathing. I immediately rushed her to our normal vet who took her in as an emergency walk-
in. On the way to the vet, her breathing worsened and she lost consciousness briefly at least 

once. I shook her and she regained consciousness pretty quickly. I think this may have 
happened twice, but I was driving and wasn’t able to observe the second occurrence as 

clearly. I believe the stress of being in the pet carrier and the car trip may have contributed 
to, or escalated, this episode. The doctor did a physical exam, blood pressure monitoring, 
and x-rays. Her breathing had stabilized and the doctor didn’t find anything conclusive. A 

slight heart murmur was detected at a well-exam in January 2021 and was still present, so 
the doctor referred us to a cardiologist at an emergency veterinary center for an ultrasound of 

the heart. The emergency center did another physical exam, blood work, and ultrasound of 
the heart (to rule out heart failure). Nothing conclusive was found by this doctor either, so we 
took  home and monitored her. When I fed the cats dinner that evening, she went to eat. I 
noticed that every time she tried to take a bite, she would gag and spit up clear fluid before 
she could even take the bite. It seemed that she wanted to eat, but was too nauseous. She 

eventually forced herself to eat, but threw up the food almost immediately afterward. The next 
morning, I noticed the other two cats started doing the same behavior. They threw up after 
breakfast and continued to gag and throw up clear fluid throughout the day. The cats are 

never outside and had not gotten into anything they shouldn’t have. We have a 4-month-old 
kitten who eats a different food, specifically for kittens, and she has been normal. I can’t think 

of anything else that could have caused these episodes, except the food. We have been 
feeding them this food almost exclusively, along with a hairball formula of the same brand 
occasionally. The hairball food had not been given to them recently though. The only thing 

different was that we had opened a new bag of food. I believe the bag may have been 
spoiled or contaminated, and hope you can have the batch/lot tested if possible. We have 

since changed their food and the episodes seem to have resolved (approximately within 2-3 
days). Thank you.
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EON‐466872 7/30/2021 4:52 PRO PAC GRAIN FREE DOG 
FOOD

Fed her PRO PAC GRAIN FREE all four varieties ONLY (exclusively) for five years resulting 
in advanced terminal dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM) with clinical heart failure due to extreme 
enlarged heart. She has full congenital heart failure with valve leaking fluids and blood into 
into lungs and is currently on regiment of medications. PRO PAC Company was aware lack 
of taurine, which is included in grain foods, is cause of heart Enlargement in canines, 
particularly large breed dogs that are not normally prone to this problem such as Dobermans, 
Labradors, Boxers, Dalmatians, etc. Confirmed with supplier that sales representatives were 
very well aware and says the company is “making changes.” We know two other families with 
dogs not prone to DCM also having end stage DCM that were on PRO PAC GRAIN FREE. 
We have encouraged them to file a report. Diagnosed May 2021 but veterinarian says DCM 
is a disease that grows over a coarse of 3-4 years before becoming clinical with symptoms, 
unusual to detect before then.

5 Years American Pit Bull 
Terrier

Dog 80 Pound

EON‐466844 7/29/2021 15:56 Wellness - Complete health 
Grain Free 
Indoor
Salmon

about a week after changing our cat's food, we noticed symptoms of vomiting in the older cat 
 (7months) she became lethargic and wasn't eating. We took her to the vet, where she 

remains with liver damage. She had a fever and was severely dehydrated. 
 the smaller cat had less symptoms, and no vomiting, he seemed not to be himself, but 

we attributed this to being seperated from his sister. We found him deceased the following 
morning, the autopsy revealed a damaged liver, which was the cause of death.

5 Month
s

Domestic 
Shorthair

Cat 4 Pound

EON‐466815 7/29/2021 11:04 Purina Busy Bone Original After ingesting Purina Busy Bone my dog became very ill. He was vomiting, defecating, and 
urinating uncontrollably for over 24 hours. There were small bits of the bones in his vomit. He 
eventually became lethargic and couldn't keep his balance. My dog has a strong stomach 
and very rarely anything makes him ill. This was the only new addition to his diet before he 
became ill. After looking these bones up on the internet it became apparent that these have 
made many, many, many dogs sick and some have even died.

One of hundreds of threads documenting the danger of these bones: 
https://www.facebook.com/purina/posts/busy-bones-dog-treats-just-killed-my-dog-she-died-
within-24-hours-of-eating-one-/10153579868858857/

10 Years Ridgeback - 
Rhodesian

Dog 65 Pound

EON‐466788 7/28/2021 20:04 Special Kitty 
Indoor chicken & pea flavor
100% Complete and Balanced 
Nutrition for Adult Cats

best by 06 01 22
122c20kc022100

During the course of feeding this brand within a week I observed my cats becoming lethargic, 
weight loss and urinary incontinence. Immediately I realized the new food they were 
consuming was indeed the culprit, because once I ceased the feeding of this product there 
was an obvious return to normal health. My cats became more active, gained weight and no 
longer experienced urinary inconvenience.

1 Years Domestic 
Mediumhair

Cat Pound

EON‐466758 7/28/2021 13:12 4Health Our dog  was high energy and was in perfect health. She went everywhere with us and 
was a huge part of our family. One day she just collapsed and had a seizure. We brought her 
to the vet and after testing she was diagnosed with Cardiomyopathy. We immediately 
changed her food from the (Grain free 4 health brand) like the dr suggested. She lived a little 
longer and passed away one month ago. My personal experience is painful knowing that she 
could have lived longer had I given her a healthier food. I feel as though other dog owners 
need to know about this.

9 Years Doberman 
Pinscher

Dog 90 Pound

EON‐466753 7/28/2021 12:44 4health grain free indoor cat I purchased 4health grain free on 07/26/2021. After feeding all four of my cats they have 
been vomitting the food after consuming.

Unknown Cat
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EON‐466742 7/28/2021 11:44 Prescription Diet Liver Care l/d I usually feed my dog the Royal Canine Hepatic wet food, but they were having stocking 
issues, so I purchased some of the Prescription Diet Haptic wet food. My dog has eaten this 
food before and never had issues. However, this time my dog has vomiting and diarrhea.

15 Years Spitz - German 
Pomeranian

Dog 13 Pound

EON‐466734 7/28/2021 10:12 Taste of the Wild Sierra 
Mountains

Repeat vomiting after being fed food, swollen, undigested food. Over two weeks worked with 
vet on anti-diarrhea regime, cut back in dog food. Both times attempted to return to normal 
dog food dogs began vomiting. 
Have fed this brand/line of food for 6 years, shouldn't be new.

3 Years Doberman 
Pinscher

Dog 70 Pound

EON‐466696 7/27/2021 22:16 Golden Rewards Premium Dog 
Treats All Natural Jerky Cuts 1st 
Ingredient Alaskan Salmon

I used to work for the manufacturer of Golden Rewards All Natural Jerky Salmon Cuts 
(Carolina Prime Pet). The bag says no soy and it's not listed in the ingredients, but they put 
soy in the treats. The owner is aware of this but tells the managers to do it anyway.

EON‐466690 7/27/2021 20:28 Publix chicken entree gourmet 
cat food pate

Cat became very ill throwing up refused to eat or drink 7 Years American 
Shorthair

Cat 9 Pound

EON‐466686 7/27/2021 19:56 Vibrant Life Golden Rewards 
TM Sweet Potato Wrapped with 
Chicken

I purchased these two 16 oz packages of "Golden Rewards Sweet Potato Wrapped with 
Chicken" dog treats at the  Walmart on 7-10-2021. I have actually been purchasing 
them for several months or a year. They work well for a dog with few teeth who still likes 
some meat as a snack. 

I started to use them around 7-17-2021. Their size is kind of random so we did prepare them 
by cutting the longer pieces into a two or three inch length. But that's all we did. We only use 
them as a treat after a walk, so the dog might possibly get 4 pieces in a day. 

As soon as we started feeding treats from this bag the dog seemed a little unwell but it was 
towards the end of the month when we deworm the dogs on the 25th; so I actually still used 
the treats and figured she had eaten something bad in the yard which sometimes happens. 
She wasn't improving and I started to feed her rice with her regular food (Purina One chicken 
and rice), or rice with chicken and no dog food at all. 

When she started eating tons of grass and vomiting, and then she started to have bloody 
stools; I withheld the treats altogether. I kept feeding her rice with her dog food and she has 
started to feel better and better. Her stools look nearly normal today. I did not take her to the 
vet as he is on vacation this week but I feel convinced that the treats are the culprit.

7 Years Hound - Basset Dog 45 Pound

EON‐466680 7/27/2021 18:00 Nutro Grain Free Chicken Lentil 
And Sweet Potatoe Adult, 
Zignature Kangaroo, 85% Lean 
Ground Beef, Pupperoni 
Original Beef Flavor, Rawhide, 
Venison Chews, Dehydrated 
Venison, Dehydrated Rabbit, 
Trader Joe's Salmon Treats

Dietary Associated Dilated Cardiomyopathy. Dilated Cardiomyopathy associated with grain 
free, exotic, and boutique diets.

3 Years Retriever - Flat-
coated

Dog
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EON‐466640 7/27/2021 12:12 Special Kitty Friend purchased the largest bag of dry Special Kitty cat food to feed 3 homeless cats. Prior 
to purchasing Special Kitty dry cat food, the friend had been feeding cats a more expensive 
brand of dry cat food which the cats were consuming well. She purchased the Special Kitty to 
offset her costs of feeding. The cats would not touch the food for 3 days. Not only cats, but 
the Blue Jay birds and squirrels that had been consumingp from the food refused to consume 
it. She poured the food out on the ground. There were rain showers and the food got wet. 
The food began to smell like decomposition. The only thing consuming that food was green 
flies. The odor was so horrible, I helped her to stifle it with pine pellet used in horse stables. It 
smelled like flesh decomposition. I have fed many feral's with other brands of cat food placed 
on the ground and it never smelled vile. Never an odor from my feedings. The food was 
purchased from Walmart Super Center 
in early July 2021.

EON‐466603 7/26/2021 21:12 Diamond Naturals Grain-free  had been fed Diamond Naturals Grain-free since he was a puppy. At age 7, he began 
acting lethargic and breathing rapidly at rest. He avoided exercise and lost his appetite. He 
began to cough frequently. He was taken to his regular vet who detected a heart murmur and 
took x-rays, seeing an enlarged heart. He was seen by a cardiologist and diagnosed with 
severe Dilated Cardiomypathy and mild congestive heart failure through an echocardiogram. 
After 4 months on medications and Taurine supplement, and switching to grain inclusive 
Purina Pro Plan, cardiologist reports his heart size and function have improved, leading her 
to believe the DCM is diet-induced by the grain-free food.

7 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 65 Pound

EON‐466582 7/26/2021 18:48 Hill's Prescription Diet- 
Metabolic Weight Management

I took  to the vet about 3 weeks ago for a checkup and to get his rabies vaccine. They 
suggested putting him on Science Diet, Metabolic for weight management, in order to help 
him lose a little weight. We took two weeks very slowly transitioning him to this food, from 
Blue Buffalo. After about a week and a half, I noticed he would refuse to eat it. After not 
eating for 2 days, I gave him back his old food and he would at least eat a little of it by itself. 
After two more days, he refused all food, wasn't using the litter box, and was not acting like 
his normal affectionate self. We took him to the vet to find out that he was having problem 
with his kidneys. One of his readings after the bloodwork for his kidneys was so high that it 
did not at first even register on their chart. The vet said it was 5 times higher than it should 
be. They said he had pancreatis as well, and had a very high fever. He had to stay all day, 
receive fluids for dehydration, as well as multiple other medications. we brought him home for 
the weekend, and had to take him back on Monday due to him really not improving over the 
weekend. We again had to now spend another $500 on IV fluids, X-rays, more medications, 
etc, and found out that he is nw compacted with fecal matter and will need to have an enema 
while under sedation in the next day or so. It was also noted that his spleen is enlarged and 
they recommended today that we take him to a specialist so that they can perform an 
ultrasound of his spleen. He is now on antibiotics, sedatives, anti-nausea medication, and a 
strict wet food diet as a result of eating the Metabolic Weight Management Diet food. Upon 
researching this specific food, there are numerous complaints about this food causing kidney 
failure in cats.

2 Years American 
Shorthair

Cat 19 Pound
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EON‐466538 7/26/2021 12:44 CET 
ENZYMATIC/ENZYMATIQUE 
Toothpaste CET dual Enzyme 
system.

I recently purchased the CET Enzymatic Toothpaste Poultry, 2.5 oz. & toothbrushes from 
Allivet after 3-4 uses I started noticing black material the following day on the toothbrushes 
even after carefully washing and disinfecting the products. I thought maybe it was the 
toothpaste that had stained the toothbrush. Again after use the second-third time around I 
notice he same thing. Since I started using the product my dog started to have extreme 
lethargy, diarrhea and she started to vomit daily. The 2 year old started with the symptoms 
and then the 4 month old puppy started with the same side effects. The puppy started to lose 
his appetite and is no longer wanting to eat. My 2 year old has been lethargic and seems like 
she has constant tummy aches. I contact Allivet and they refuse to give me answers as to 
why a product that causes mold is being sold even after this being reported. I asked them to 
recall this product is has gotten my animals extremely ill and it will be costing me $$ in vet 
bills I have scheduled an urgent app this week to see if the Mold has caused them even 
worse harm.

2 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 73 Pound

EON‐466508 7/26/2021 1:04 Freshpet Nature's Fresh Grain 
Free Turkey Recipe

My dog has been eating nothing but this brand and product since late May. When I opened 
the package before the one described in this message, she slowed her eating and didn't eat 
every meal, which was highly unusual. She also had uncomfortable stomach sounds. One 
night, after a long bout of stomach discomfort, she became extraordinarily lethargic, her 
breathing slowed to a just-detectable level, and I thought I'd have to take her to the ER. She 
recovered, though, but wouldn't eat for a couple of days. I tossed the last bit of her food 
(there was only a meal or two left) and opened a new package. She vomited every meal I fed 
her from this package. I immediately switched her to some canned food (different brand) that 
she'd eaten last winter when Nature's Fresh was not available locally. I mixed it with rice and 
gave her a small bit. She didn't vomit. Three meals later, she has not vomited. I suspect there 
might be an issue with the Nature's Fresh dog food so I'm bringing this to your attention.

2 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 12 Pound

EON‐466503 7/25/2021 21:52 Special Kitty Cuts in Gravy My cats do not like the food because it expired on July 2, 2021
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EON‐466493 7/25/2021 16:52 V-Dog Kind Kibble Our dog had had trouble digesting many traditional meat-based, high protein dog foods as a 
puppy. After trying several food, we tried V Dog, a vegan food. She appeared to do very well 
on it and was on this food for several years before her death. She had developed a random 
"hacking" very infrequently about a year into starting V Dog. The vet was not concerned. 8 
months before her death, she developed an interrmittent cough. Since she was so healthy 
otherwise and her lungs and heart sounded good on an exam, her vet was again 
unconcerned - maybe allergies. She remained on V Dog food. About a month before her 
death, we decided to add Taurine/omega 3 supplements as a precaution to support her 
health as she got older. 3 weeks before her death, her cough got worse. Her vet could not 
see her right away. 6 days before her death the coughing intensified. The vet took an x ray of 
the heart and chest and didn't see anything unusual and had her start antibiotics. 2 days 
before her death, she went in for an exam to follow up and the vet said she looked good and 
to continue the antibiotics. 1 day before her death, the coughing, which was getting better, 
got worse again, this time appearing to cause her pain, with almost a whistle sound. Her vet 
did not respond to the call about this. The following day, after repeated calls to the vet and an 
attempt at using a steroid/cough suppressant to help with her cough, she was not breathing 
well and her gums were pale. She went into an oxygen kennel immediately at the emergency 
vet. Oxygen and medications to clear fluid did not help. She died on the table as they got an 
x ray film. The film showed left congestive heart failure caused by DCM. Her breed is not 
genetically predisposed to DCM. Ultrasound at the moment of death confirmed the presence 
of fluid.

7 Years Sheepdog - 
Iceland

Dog 20 Pound

EON‐466487 7/25/2021 15:04 Applaws kitten chicken dry food I have been giving my kitten the Applaws Chicken dry food. 2 days ago he started urinating 
blood. I took him to the vet immediately and initially they didnt pick up the problem, however 
upon more tests, he was diagnosed with a fatal bone marrow disease. Unfortunately he had 
to be put to sleep as it was too advanced to be saved. As i heard the food has been recalled, 
however no one has been punished for what happened. How did the food pass the quality 
test? It was compared to rat poison. Hundreds of people have lost their beloved cats and no 
one has been found guilty for what happened. Applaws are still operating and sending food 
out even though their food killed hundreds.

1 Years Persian Cat 3 Kilogram

EON‐466481 7/25/2021 14:28 Grain free wellness signature 
selects
Flaked skipjack tuna and wild 
salmon entree in broth

One cat about 15mins after eating this food had full body shakes / one was low and didn't 
feel well All night
The other has diarrhea watery eye

Domestic 
Shorthair

Cat
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EON‐466448 7/24/2021 16:32 Purina Beneful Incredibites just 
for small dogs

11 Years Greyhound - 
Italian

Dog 13 Pound has eaten Purina Beneful Incredibites 3oz can, 1 can twice a day with a tablespoon (1 
tbsp) of Hill Science Diet Sensitive Skin and Stomach Small Breed Bites dry food (not 

because of her stomach, our other dog has allergies, so it’s the dry food he eats), for the past 
two maybe three years. It’s convenient because it allows us to have a different flavor, with an 

exceptionally picky pup- and she has always done well with it in terms of digestion. 
Occasionally we will switch to the other Purina Beneful wet food in the 10oz (I believe that’s 

the amount) tubs, just to keep her from getting too bored with flavors- she really is picky. 
Typically we purchase one 12 count and two 30 count packs per month, from either Amazon, 

Target, Chewy, or Petsmart. 
On July 11, 2021 we purchased a 12 count pack from Target (the usual salmon, beef, 

chicken).
When we gave her the first can from that pack that night, she had diarrhea and an episode of 

vomiting the next morning (7/12/21). Initially I thought maybe she got into something in the 
backyard, and didn’t think twice about it and gave her her usual meal. That night for dinner 

she had her normal meal, as we normally would do if she did ingest something in the 
backyard that gave her an upset tummy for the day (assuming the stool didn’t look alarming). 
Within a few hours she again had diarrhea, this time several times back to back, and 100% 

liquid. 
The next morning (7/13/21) we cut back and gave her half a can, without dry food. When we 
got home that afternoon she had thrown up again and had expelled her bowels all over the 

carpet. I knew she wasn’t okay. 
I decided to give her white rice with a tiny bit of dry food for dinner. She was *perfectly* fine. 
I gave her the same thing the next morning (7/14/21) and evening for dinner, and both times 

she had no GI reactions. 
So the following morning (7/15/21-36 hours after the last episode) I resumed her normal diet 

3oz can, 1 tbsp of dry food- barely three hours later she had another episode of diarrhea. 
That’s when I realized it was her wet food that was causing it- it wouldn’t have been the dry 

food because our other dog was having no issues, and she was perfectly fine when she was 
getting dry food with rice.

I called her vet who recommended I call the place where I purchased the food (Target), the 
manufacturer (Purina/Nestle), and report it (FDA). I’m reporting it first, I will call Purina/Nestle 

after I finish this, Target is my last step. 
She has been getting dry food with white rice for the past eight full days (and this morning 

with absolutely no issue), she had a total of five cans over four days broken up into five 
meals (three breakfasts, two dinners).

There are seven remaining cans that I am keeping in case I need to relay any numbers off of 
them. 

This has never happened with her before (or our other dog and the dry food), I’m very 
concerned about other dogs consuming food from the same batch and becoming ill- or 

having already done so. 
Please contact me for any further information if needed.
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EON‐466440 7/24/2021 13:52 Lovibles Poetry In Motion Liver 
& Chicken Entree Pate

I was going to feed my cat wet food. I opened the can and put it in his bowl. When I went to 
mash his food, I found a rubber-like, hard foreign object of about 1 X .5cm in size. 
Fortunately, my cat did not digest it as I found the object prior to giving him his food.

EON‐466381 7/23/2021 14:24 Eukanuba Adult Large Breed 
Chicken Flavor Dry Dog Food

I recently received a new bag of Eukanuba Large Breed dog food (chicken flavor). I've been 
feeding my dog this food since she was a puppy and she has always loved it. After opening 
this bag and feeding her, she seemed a bit "off." More lethargic than normal, barely touching 
her food (which is VERY unusual for her - I even tried adding peanut butter and she wouldn't 
touch it...), and her poops have been either extremely soft or she's been having diarrhea. My 
friends dog got into a little bit of her food the other night and the next day was also 
experiencing diarrhea. We think it may be a bad batch of dog food. After 2.5 days of this 
happening, I decided to stop feeding her food from that bag. She seems to be doing better 
and getting her appetite back.

1 Years Retriever - 
Labrador

Dog 62 Pound

EON‐466319 7/22/2021 19:36 Charpoocherie Boards ) is acting as a retail location for Charpoocherie 
Board, an unlicensed dog treat business. They claim to use dog treats found in the store to 
create “barkuterie” boards but we have been informed that many of the dog treats (not lab 
tested or certified) are made by the owner of Charpoocherie Board in an unlicensed, 
uninspected home kitchen. The treats are stored in a non-airtight container (paper box) and 
stay on shelves for weeks until sold. This is a danger to the health of dogs who are unaware 
of the shelf life of the items sold. Food labeling is non existent and can pose as 
misinformation or misleading to the contents of the treat box.

EON‐466254 7/22/2021 9:40 Purina puppy chow Dogs came down sick vomiting and diarreah 2 Years Bloodhound Dog 91 Pound
EON‐466229 7/21/2021 18:48 Nature's Recipe Grain Free 

Salmon Sweet Potato and 
Pumpkin

Heart murmur first heard 9/6/2019. Pet was on Nature's Recipe Grain Free Salmon/Sweet 
Potato/Pumpkin recipe. Echo done 9/14/2020 - pet has dilated cardiomyopathy (rule out due 
to breed versus diet related cardiomyopathy versus other). Pet had taurine levels sent out at 
this time - they came back normal. Pet was switched from a grain free diet to a diet that had 
grains included. It was recommended from cardiologist to start Vetmedin, enalapril, taurine. 
Pet had echo recheck 3/15/21 with significant improvement - more than cardiologist would 
expect with medication alone and suspects diet related DCM.

10 Years Retriever - 
Labrador

Dog 65 Pound
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EON‐466228 7/21/2021 18:28 SIMPLY NOURISH 

SOURCE
High Protein 

ADULT

95% PORK & BEEF 
EXCLUDING WATER

PORK & BEEF 
PATE

On April 22, 2021 I made an online purchase from my local Petsmart. (  
 

Part of my order contained 2 of the canned dog food, SIMPLY NOURISH SOURCE ADULT 
PORK & BEEF. This was my dog,  favorite flavors. I had ordered this for her lots of 

times with no issues.

However, something must have been wrong with this batch. ON JUNE 11TH,2021. I mixed 
this food with the same dry kibble she always has. About a tablespoon worth of canned food 
for the kibble. So one can can last about 5 days. The next day I noticed my dog had diarrhea, 

and VERY LOUD stomach noises, but was otherwise fine. After the third day of diarrhea I 
thought that it might be the food. I stopped giving her the food, and gave her something else. 

The diarrhea continued until I could take her to the vet on JUNE 15th.

The vet figured it was a bacterial infection and prescribed antibiotics. She couldn’t tell me if it 
was definitely the food or something my dog might have picked up somewhere else. So to 

not take any chances, I threw the rest of the food away. And my dog got better. 

JULY 20TH, 2021
She still had one can left that I held off on giving her. Since I didn’t know for sure if it was the 
food or not, I gave my dog a small spoon of this can with her kibble. Diarrhea again with the 
same loud noises coming from her stomach. She has no appetite and I’m afraid I’m going to 

have to take her to the vet again. 

She’s had no change in habits or other foods. This specific can of dog food is the Only thing 
in common. 

I’ve looked at some reviews for this specific flavor and and a few other people have 
complained about the same thing.

The bottom of the can I have now is.. 

Best By JAN 25. 24

H9PBM2H 2148

The Bar Code has the following info

7 3725782852 0
SN-18-243566 5287315 S01-H9PB01
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EON‐466213 7/21/2021 17:08 Hill's Prescription Diet Digestive 
Care i/d with turkey Clinical 
Nutrition Therapeutic Dog 
Nutrition NET WT 13 oz (370g)

Two cases of Hills I/D canned dog food had cans which, when opened, had a black hole in 
the middle of the food with a glob of some white substance on the underside of the lid. The 
consistency was entirely different that it had been for YEARS. Rather than firm, it was like 
oatmeal.  I called the distributor (Chewy.com) and sent them photos of cans (inside 
and label); the vet (where I also have bought this dog food. I went online and found a recall 
from 2019 -- but couldn't match the lot numbers (SKU was 7008, however and the exp date 
was May 2023).

EON‐466184 7/21/2021 13:24 Earthborn Grainfree Dog Food While I was in the process of adopting  I researched dog food with our local pet store 
and was assured Earthborn grain free was a high quality safe dog food.  was on this for 
a few years and then developed some kidney issues and it was discovered her heart was 
enlarged.  then had a series of vet visits varying from every week, to month then back 
to a few months and back and forth. Ultimately she was on a lot of medication and our family 
opted to do dialysis at home for almost a year.  had every symptom you have reported 
in your FDA investigation and I am convinced this food ultimately killed. This is truly 
disheartening since we thought we were giving her the best. It started with her passing out 
during a short walk and that is when the enlarged heart was discovered. The kidney 
problems came shortly after. Your form does not allow me to put accurate dates. The actual 
onset of the problem was 10/6/2018. I adopted  on April 18 2013. She passed on 
October 28, 2019.

10 Years Pinscher - 
Miniature

Dog 20 Pound

EON‐466160 7/21/2021 10:20 nutra nuggets maintenance for 
cats

se le compró y se le hizo transición a nutra nuggets maintenance según esquema indicado 
por fabricante. Le comienza a crecer en paralelo una masa en tercer parpado de ojo derecho 
y otra en mentón. Se lleva a veterinario, exámenes, especialista oftalmológo, tratamiento y 
deciden operar para retiro de la masa. Al verla que comienza a rechazar el alimento decido 
quitarll de su dieta y la masa comienza a desaparecer de su parpado de forma espontánea, 
veterinario refiere que a causa del alimento tuvo el crecimiento de la masa. del menton aún 
no ha podido recuperarse del todo

11 Years Domestic 
(unspecified)

Cat 3.85 Kilogram

EON‐466147 7/21/2021 1:52 All of their supplement products 
don't have an expiration date on 
them

I want to know why this company called, Only Natural Pet (https://www.onlynaturalpet.com/), 
doesn't have to have expiration dates on any of their food items? None of their supplements 
have expiration dates on them and there's no telling how long they've been sitting in the 
warehouse before being shipped. These are supplements yes, but everything has an 
expiration date.

Why can't anyone do an investigation on this company please?! I've ordered many products 
from them and none of them come with an expiration date. They say they care about our pets 
but really? Do they? Every time I order I have to ask how long the product lasts and they give 
a blanket statement. Again, this doesn't include how long it's been sitting in the warehouse!

I also read a complaint here: https://www.bbb.org/us/co/boulder/profile/pet-supplies/only-
natural-pet-store-1296-68000627/complaints, where a customer stated that they found a 
screw in their product! What's going on with that company. The response given to that 
customer was a bit concerning as they didn't bother to say anything about wanting to 
investigate to see why that happened.

Well that's why I'm here. This has to stop! Please!
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EON‐466129 7/20/2021 17:40 FRISKIES INDOOR PATE 
CHICKEN DINNER WITH 
GARDEN GREENS

Bought a flat of Friskies indoor pate chicken dinner with garden greens and all 4 of my cats 
vomited several times 7/16. This is the brand and flavor of food they have been eating for 
years. Bottom of can states best by: march 2023
Batch is 10741157 L7GA10205 [the G maybe a 6...cant tell]

5 Years Domestic 
Shorthair

Cat 16 Pound

EON‐466042 7/19/2021 15:52 Rachel Ray Nutrish Little Bites 
real chicken and veggies recipe.

My pet is constantly vomiting and it is foamy. He is lethargic and is passing extremely bloody 
diarrhea. Bowel Movement and urination is much more frequent. He is releasing anywhere in 
the house. Only difference since these symptoms started is the dog food.

2 Years Maltese Dog 10 Pound

EON‐466017 7/19/2021 11:40 REDBARN Naturals
7in Bully Braid

Found metal rod in the 7" braided Red Bark bully twist bone. We noticed our dog stopped 
eating and lost 4 lbs in less than a week (went from 57 lbs to 53lbs), diarreah, and blood in 
stool. Currently monitoring her, if conidition persists, will X-ray to make sure metal piece 
wasn't ingested.

1 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Dutch

Dog 57 Pound

EON‐466013 7/19/2021 11:12 Chicken Jerky Recipe After eating this chicken jerky, she vomited all night and into the next morning when I took 
her to the vet.

12 Years Retriever - 
Labrador

Dog 98 Pound

EON‐465988 7/19/2021 0:24 Retriever mini chunk adult 
complete nutrition savory 
chicken flavor

I bought Retriever mini chunk dog food on 6/18/2021. Today, 7/18/21 I went to scoop dog 
food into a bowl and found two tiny thin squared shaped pieces of almost what looked like 
plaster board, but fell apart easily. There was also white specks all over the food. I’m not sure 
if I just didn’t notice it the first month or if the first third of the bag just didn’t have any of the 
stuff in that area of the bag. Thankfully my dog hasn’t gotten sick, however I do not feel 
comfortable giving that to my dog. I will be calling the distributor, which is Tractor supply and 
bring the bag back to the store tomorrow. I also looked on the fda website for a recall and 
have not found any. I searched for the lot number and best used by, there’s a white box with 
the words “Best if used by:” except the white box is empty. It says nothing. I searched 
everywhere on the bag to see if it was printed elsewhere, but it wasn’t.

EON‐465972 7/18/2021 18:16 Nutra Thrive My elderly mother recently purchased "Nutra Thrive" pet vitamins from Amazon that turned 
out to be counterfeit. I personally phoned the manufacturer to confirm that it was counterfeit, 
but I also compared the counterfeit product purchased from Amazon to the genuine product 
and they are clearly different. Review after review on the Amazon product page ( 
https://www.amazon.com/Nutra-Thrive-Canine-Nutritional-
Supplement/dp/B089SB385M/ref=sr_1_2?dchild=1&keywords=nutra+thrive&qid=162664333
3&sr=8-2 ) shows that people's dogs are getting seriously sick from the product and that the 
product does not match the genuine product. I phoned Amazon three times to discuss the 
issue with them and each time was told something along the lines of "Oh my God! We had no 
idea! We will pull the product immediately." But weeks later it's still up and still has the 
Amazon's Choice endorsement. Amazon is clearly aware of the problem and yet takes no 
action. I have saved a sample of the counterfeit vitamins. One of our dogs became sick. I am 
not sure that it was from the vitamins but it is clear that other people's pets are being gravely 
affected by them.

American Pit Bull 
Terrier

Dog

EON‐465939 7/17/2021 20:20 Abound grain free turkey pea & 
berry recipe jerky bites

Abound Turkey, pea, barley jerky treat. UPC#01111080346, Lot# RB3. Production date 23 
May 2021. Expiration date 05-23-2022. Product was purchased second week of July. Stored 
according to package instructions, third day after opening found large amount of mold 
growing on treat surface. Discontinued use to avoid health issues.
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EON‐465909 7/17/2021 11:28 Stella Smallbatchcat 
Beef Sliders

Vomited several times after feeding of Stella small batch cat beefbatch sliders. Vomited after 
few minutes of ingestion happened several times prior to illness and again after recovery 
from illness. Symptoms of food poisoning occurred with in hours of ingestion. Starts with 
lethargy and whimpering and not eating. Excessive intimation and onset of high fever. Went 
to ER veterinarian and diagnosed with gastritis and script for clavamox antibiotics. After 
recovers from fever and back to regular activities and behaviors my cat was fed this cat food 
and vomited within 5 minutes of ingestion. I then suspected this to be cause of illness. Since 
changed food no issue. He never vomits. Very healthy 1 year old male cat. Stella pet food 
has had previously recalled food for suspected listeria and salmonella contamination. I 
suspect thus to be issue. I still have the remaining bag of cat food frozen. I would like tested 
and compensated for ER veterinarian costs. My cat suffered for several days and I was up all 
night first sign of obvious sickness with him and then 1 am at ER vet office and getting home. 
Up at 4 am for work. My cat was very sick and weak. I could have lost my cat. I raised as a 
rescue since 3 days old and hand bottle fed. I am very upset. I would like this reported and 
addressed immediately. Unable to leave VM with manufacturers and store I bought food 
from.

1 Minute
s

American 
Shorthair

Cat 8 Ounce

EON‐465903 7/17/2021 9:04 Merrick Smothered comfort dog 
food

There was a chicken bone in the can of Smothered comfort dog food see attached photo.

EON‐465891 7/17/2021 0:00 Purina Pro Plan Focus
Puppy 
Large Breed 
Chicken & Rice Formula 
For Puppies Over 50 Pounds At 
Maturity

Very long and involved - can provide medical records upon request. Developed lower urinary 
tract signs (pollakiuria and hematuria; diagnosed as severe sterile cystitis) about a week after 
starting a new bag of Purina ProPlan for Large Breed Puppies. All diagnostics were 
unremarkable (performed blood work twice, urinalysis twice, urine culture and sensitivity with 
confirmation testing, lepto PCR on blood and urine, SDMA test, abdominal radiographs, 
urinary ultrasound). Symptoms only improved after switching to a different food.

5 Month
s

Retriever - 
Labrador

Dog 32 Pound

EON‐465883 7/16/2021 20:32 Blue Wilderness Trail Treats Brand Name: Blue
Product Name: Wilderness Trail Treats - Grain-Free Biscuits Duck Recipe

I found a small piece of blue rubber in my dog treats.
EON‐465843 7/16/2021 13:32 Ollie I found what looked like mouse feces in a package of Ollie dog food. I notified Ollie and sent 

a picture of the food. They admitted that the food appeared contaminated and asked me to 
send a sample, however, I had already thrown it out. Now, a moth later, I found another 
object in the food. I have now save it to a plastic bag. I also have a photo I can send.

EON‐465829 7/16/2021 12:04 Sportmix See above. Poodle 
(unspecified)

Dog

EON‐465811 7/16/2021 8:56 Diamond Naturals Grain-Free 
Whitefish and Sweet Potato 
Dog Food

Developed DCM, likely dietary induced per the diagnosis 5.3 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 65 Pound

EON‐465783 7/15/2021 17:44 Taste of the wild prey angus 
beef

Dietary Associated Dilated Cardiomyopathy. Dilated Cardiomyopathy associated with grain 
free, exotic, and boutique diets.

6 Years Retriever - Curly-
coated

Dog 29 Kilogram

EON‐465760 7/15/2021 14:00 Sportmix Premium High Energy 
50
(See attached Bar Codes)

All of the beagles became lethargic and had diarrhea. They passed away on the same day. Beagle Dog
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EON‐465757 7/15/2021 13:44 The Blue Buffalo Co. Superior 
Nutrition Ultimate Protection. 
Life Protection Formula with 
LifeSource Bits.
Senior Chicken and Brown Rice 
recipe

I have an older dog and decided to try a senior type of dog food for her and would maybe add 
certain nutritions that younger dog food don’t provide. I decided to go with The Blue Buffalo 
Brand with the Senior type. Anytime I change her food, she avoids for a couple of hours and 
then devours it. In this case, she did the same but literally 3-4 hours later, everyone in my 
house saw visible signs of distress and my dog. She’s older so she lays down a lot but 
whenever everyone in the house come together in one room, she never fails to be right there. 
Anytime we are about to walk out the door or go in the backyard, she bets us to the door. 
When the whole family is slowly going to sleep in their rooms, she will follow behind us until 
we are all in our rooms and then she will lay down in her bed and stay there until the 
morning. Well, not after that dog food. Once we all saw the distress in our dog, we started 
intensely watching her. She laid down that entire day. Not once did she try to follow us or 
play with us. Even when we came back home, she wasn’t excited and wagging her tail. I 
knew then that it was a problem with the food. Literally hours before we gave her that food, 
she was perfectly fine. That night, we noticed she was licking her lips profusely, as humans 
do when they are about to vomit. 5 hours later, my brother was woken up by scratching at his 
room door and found my dog vomiting all over the house. He let her outside, and all she did 
was eat grass and we have had my dog for 14 years and never had she eaten grass the way 
she did that night/early morning. We immediately cleaned everything, including her bowls, 
threw the food in the garbage and went to get her regular Rachael Ray Nutrish dog food. 
After 3 days of wet dog food in order to clean out her system, my baby was perfectly fine and 
back to herself, thank God. After speaking with fellow dog owners, including my aunt, I was 
informed that Blue Buffalo was her dog’s everyday food and for a while, her dog seemed 
pretty depressed but with the lack of children around for play, she thought that couldn’t be the 
case. Sadly, my aunts dog passed away shortly after noticing very big red flags, including 
depression, stomach irritation and frequent grass eating that she said after eating Blue 
Buffalo Dry Dog Food.

14 Years Collie 
(unspecified)

Dog 60 Pound

EON‐465709 7/15/2021 0:16 Blue Buffalo Life Protection 
Formula Small Breed Adult 
Lamb & Brown Rice Recipe Dry 
Dog Food

My 3 Miniature dachshunds all developed GI problems which included vomiting and diarrhea 
after consuming Blue Buffalo Life Protection Formula Small Breed Adult Lamb & Brown Rice 
Recipe Dry Dog Food. This has been there primary dry dog food for several years and was 
not a dietary change.

2 Years Dachshund - 
Miniature

Dog 16 Pound

EON‐465666 7/14/2021 14:08 ProDen PlaqueOff Powder Extremely lethargic that continued to get worse. Diarrhea 7 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 70 Pound
EON‐465662 7/14/2021 14:04 ProDen PlaqueOff Powder Violent diarrhea and vomitting. Stopped 24 hrs after no longer using the product. 2 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 92 Pound
EON‐465648 7/14/2021 11:36 test test Snake
EON‐465622 7/13/2021 21:24 Farmland Triditions dogs 

chicken jerky treats
He stopped eating, threw up, and had diarrhea for 3 days. 12 Weeks Doberman 

Pinscher
Dog 25 Pound

EON‐465618 7/13/2021 19:52 Purina Beneful Incredibites. 
Farm Raised Beef

Dog became ill after being on Beneful Incredibites Beef flavor. He was vomiting, could not 
keep food down, diarrhea. After stopping incredibites and feeding rice porridge he is doing 
somewhat better. Lethargic, still vomiting 20-1hr after eating a little bit. His reaction is similar 
to reactions posted online after feeding Incredibites. He was on regular baneful and had no 
reactions.

9 Years American Pit Bull 
Terrier

Dog 47 Pound

EON‐465475 7/13/2021 1:52 HARU CHEESE CHEW PRODUCT PACKAGING STATES "FDA APPROVED" FOR CONSUMER PRODUCTS
EON‐465470 7/12/2021 22:48 Go SENSITIVITIES 

LIMITED INGREDIENT GRAIN-
FREE TURKEY RECIPE

 was diagnosed with Chronic Heart Failure and DCM when he was coughing almost 
continually and had difficulty breathing.

12 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 80 Pound
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EON‐465468 7/12/2021 21:40 Earthborn Holistic Grain Free 
Food - Meadow Feast

Lately he has been panting heavily and developed a cough. The x-ray at the vet confirmed 
that he has an enlarged heart. He hasn't had great endurance for awhile, but now it is 
affecting his resting health.

6 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 60 Pound

EON‐465427 7/12/2021 12:56 Iams Proactive Health Smart 
Puppy Large Breed Dry Dog 
Food Chicken 30.6 LB Bag

I purchased a bag of Iams Proactive Health smart puppy Large breed Dry dog food 30.6 lb 
bag on July 6th from Walmart at . After 3 feedings 
to both dogs, on July 8th both dogs started having diarrhea and vomiting. On July 11th we 
ceased feeding Iams Puppy food to  (8 month old, mixed breed), after realizing that 
maybe the cause.  has not puked nor had diarrhea accidents since ceasing Iams 
puppy food.  (7 year old, 60lb, mixed breed) was fed Iams puppy food for dinner on July 
11th, only consumed half a cup and vomited later that evening. 
The only change in our home has been this new bag of dog food.

8 Month
s

Terrier 
(unspecified)

Dog

EON‐465417 7/12/2021 12:04 Wagg Cookies with Peanut 
Butter and Banana.

Purchased well advertised "Wagg Cookies with Peanut Butter and Banana" in Pets at Home 
for our 9wk old puppy and whilst breaking them into tiny pieces I found lots of hair. Not sure if 
those are animal or human hair but some of them are very tough, almost like plastic fishing 
rod type of hair. I hope it's not actual plastic. I have reported in in my feedback on the Pets at 
Home website together with photos.

EON‐465375 7/11/2021 14:04 Heartlandfarms steak and 
vegetables flavor

Bought heartland farms dog food in place of normal dog food gave to her last night and this 
morning she started vomiting numerous times yellow foamy.

4 Years Coonhound - 
Black and Tan

Dog 120 Pound

EON‐465374 7/11/2021 13:28 Pet Botanics Mini Training 
Reward
Bacon Flavor

After giving Pet Botanics mini training reward,  vomited 3 times and had concerning 
stool. Bile was yellow and foamy the first 2 times and clear and foamy the 3rd time. Stool was 
grey, at first was firm and then soft and runny. She is very lethargic at this time, normal 
behavior consists of high energy.

4 Years Terrier - Cairn Dog 9.3 Pound

EON‐465310 7/10/2021 2:36 Kirkland Signature Healthy 
Weight Formula Chicken & 
Vegetable Dog Food 40 lb.

I have a Four year old Siberian Husky and I have long term fed her Kirkland Signature 
Healthy Dog formula and notice my dog having urinary difficulties. She was taken to the Vet 
and the doctor made some X-rays and noticed a large size stone inside her bladder. They 
mention that its more than likely that the dog food I have been giving her. Her bladder cannot 
process it. She is sick and will require a surgery. I never expect that this food would be so 
harmful.

EON‐465308 7/10/2021 1:20 PEDIGREE CHOICE CUTS IN 
GRAVY
MADE WITH REAL BEEF

PEDIGREE CHOICE CUTS IN GRAVY WITH BEEF. 13.2oz cans
I purchased a case of 12. (1 can barcode - 0 23100 01527 9)
I own 4 dogs and they ALL sensed something is/was wrong.
A couple of them did not touch it (I had opened 6 cans in 2 days in hopes that they would eat) 
The other 2 that did try them had diarrhea or vomited. ONe of my dogs will east almost 
anything and everything yet did NOT touch any of these cans out of this batch. I purchased 
them at Walmart Grocery on Pass Road in Gulfport, MS.

Other Canine/dog Dog

EON‐465298 7/9/2021 20:04 All Life Stages Lamb Meal & 
Rice Formula Dry Dog Food

I started feeding my dog canidae and a few days later he started acting very funny. The was 
consistently throwing up foamy yellow bile, he didn't have any energy. I took my dog to the 
vet and explained to him what was going on. The vet examined him and did blood work and 
came to the conclusion that the food I was feeling him was what made him sick.

6 Years Beagle Dog 33 Pound

EON‐465295 7/9/2021 19:04 Stella and chewys freeze dried 
raw duck patties

Metal pieces and metal shavings found inside freeze dried dog food bag and throughout 
product
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EON‐465249 7/9/2021 9:56 Greenies Dental Treats I gave both my dogs greenies starting last week. 4 days ago, my one dog  was 
throwing up. A day or two later my other dog Lexie started throwing up. I did not realize it was 
from the treats, so i kept giving them one a day. Yesterday, I stopped giving the dogs the 
treats, as I figured out that is what was causing the issue.  the 10 year old refuses to 
eat for the past 3 days. She has been throwing up, shaking, etc.  has stopped throwing 
up, and will somewhat eat (seems to be improving)  the older one is still acting sick. I 
will take her to the vet if this continues and it does not improve.

10 Years Chihuahua Dog 8 Pound

EON‐465234 7/8/2021 23:20 Old Glory I purchased about 10 bags of dog food from Dollar General on  
24501. 
My dogs had been vomiting for the past week or two, so I did a search on dog food recalls. 
All 10 of my bags were on this recall list and should have been taken of the shelves in 2020. 
This is very disturbing, company's like sunshine and dollar general should make sure all dog 
food on recalls is takin off the shelves. The product was old glory 0 70155014339 6

EON‐465202 7/8/2021 14:28 See attached  had excessive thirst, accidents in house, loss of appetite, episodes of 
quivering/shaking, loss of balance, falling to one side, head down, and difficulty lifting head. 
Did not make it to the vet. The dog died before transported to animal hospital.

American Pit Bull 
Terrier

Dog 74 Pound

EON‐465155 7/7/2021 22:52 Beneful incrediBITES -for small 
dogs- with farm-raised beef, 
Beneful Playful -Life- with farm-
raised Beef, Beneful Healthy 
puppy with farm-raised chicken

Found worms in new bag of Beneful Incredibites, then checked the new bag of Beneful 
playful life for our large dog and there were worms in that brand new bag as well as white 
stuff growing on the kibble. Then I opened the new bag of Beneful puppy food and there are 
worms in that bag as well. We have 3 types of Beneful food brand new unopened and found 
worms when each was opened. The puppy had diarrhea after eating some of the Beneful 
incredibites that she got into.

11 Weeks Shepherd 
(unspecified)

Dog 16 Pound

EON‐465137 7/7/2021 19:40 Cesar canine cuisine I recently bought over 30 ceasar filet mignon soft dog foods and there are multiple hard 
pieces in it. And the last ones I bought were molded

EON‐465081 7/7/2021 11:04 Taste of the Wild Appalachian 
Valley Small Breed Grain-Free 
Dry Dog Food

Took dog to the vet. Heart murmur detected and Vet informed FDA investigating heart 
disease in dogs eating grain free dog food. Vet tested via Pro BNP test and dog was positive 
for heart disease.

8 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 25 Pound

EON‐465043 7/6/2021 18:48 Grain free adult trim Nulo Owner noticed rapid breathing while dog was resting. Dog appears to have episodes of rapid 
breathing and send videos to my hospital.

7 Years Dachshund 
(unspecified)

Dog 16.4 Pound

EON‐465011 7/6/2021 10:40 Fancy Feast Gourmet 
NaturalsKitten Natural White 
Meat Chicken Recipe

Four kittens from same litter who were previously all eating and pooping regularly and 
normally, got diarrhea and vomited after eating Fancy Feast Gourmet Naturals White Meat 
Chicken Recipe, NZ 0800738 847, barcode 50000 50256.

14 Weeks Domestic 
(unspecified)

Cat 3 Pound

EON‐464989 7/5/2021 23:04 Purina proplan adult complete 
essentials

When the 1st dog started getting sick,, the 2nd dog became sick a few hours later.. The 
oldest newfie had to be taken to the ER by day 2 and this is after cutting out the puppy food 
and only giving chicken and rice. Day 3 and after meds, the 2 newfies and the chihuahua 
(only chicken and rice given) everyone was OK. Day 4, one of my boxers started pooping 
with blood and then by the end of the day it was straight blood. The vet called in an antibiotic 
and probiotic. Day 5, my other boxer had nothing but blood coming out of his rectum and 
throwing up. He was loosing alot of blood and became dehydrated. Ihave pics. Now at the 
end of day 3, the only common factor in this situation is that I mixed the purima proplan with 
the chicken and rice. I had to rush him to the ER.. Now, I am happy to send the bags of dog 
food back to be tested or whatever bc my dogs blood levels were normal, no signs of poison 
(rat or antifreeze,) all blood levels are normal besides being dehydrated but I haven't heard 
back from chewy.

3 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 60 Pound
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EON‐464959 7/5/2021 12:44 Hill Science Diet-sensitive 
stomach & skin adult chicken 
and rice premium cat food- dry

They are all vomiting 14 Years Mixed (Cat) Cat 15 Pound

EON‐464955 7/5/2021 11:24 Taste of the Wild - multiple 
formulas - since she was a 
puppy (fed by rescue), Kirkland 
Organic Salmon dog food, 
Frommes - various formulas, V 
Dog Dog Food

My dog was taken to the vet for a limp (shoulder injury). Upon exam, vet noticed a heart 
murmur and asked questions pertaining to diet. I explained she had always fed her the 
"healthiest" foods - Taste of the Wild, Kirkland Organic, Frommes, V Dog. An xray was taken 
and vet noticed that my dog's heart was enlarged. Vet told me to immediately change diet 
(recommended Purina or Hills or Royal Canin), start Taurine supplementation, and referred 
me to veterinary cardiologist. Cardiologist exam and echocardiogram confirmed that my dog 
had developed likely nutritional dilated cardiomyopathy. She now ONLY eats Purina Pro Plan 
Salmon and Rice, Enalapril, Pimobendan, and Taurine. My dog has now had 3 total echos 
and her heart has improved (but not fully recovered). She may continue to improve or her 
current condition may be her "new normal" (her heart remains dilated and the squeezing 
function is still lower than normal).

6 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 54 Pound

EON‐464948 7/5/2021 9:44 Dentley's Nature's Chews Pork 
Skin Twists Dog Treat

I gave my 2 dogs a Dentley's Nature's Chews Pork Skin Twist on 07/04/2021 in the early 
afternoon. I did not notice any adverse effects after they ate them. Both dogs were happy, 
alert, and eating other food fine. The dog affected,  slept in his crate overnight from 
12am to 8am. Upon waking up, we came downstairs to find vomit, diarrhea, and urine all over 
his crate. I took him outside and he immediately urinated and defecated however I noticed 
blood in his stool. He continued to try to defecate, which contained more blood. He has also 
been throwing up throughout the morning. Aside from this, he has had a dry mouth, but 
seems alert and relatively happy. We are planning on taking him to the vet when we are able. 
My other dog did not have any side effects  has not had this reaction to other dog treats 
or bones similar to the brand mentioned.

2 Years Hound 
(unspecified)

Dog 30 Pound

EON‐464912 7/4/2021 13:36 Wuffes Advanced 17-in-1 
Multivitamin

No adverse events have been noted as I am not aware of any local animals taking the 
supplements, but I am reporting this product for potentially false or misleading advertising, 
including (possibly erroneous) claims that their supplements are FDA approved. They are 
also claiming that their product can prevent or help myriad health conditions without providing 
evidence, and they are misleading consumers.

EON‐464900 7/4/2021 4:24 Purina Beyond Pacific Herring 
Recipe

I feed a pouch that I had got from Chewy and  started having loose stool. I noticed the 
cat food has a strong black pepper smell and is dark in color. I took him off it for 2 day to let it 
clear up and then I had got some pouches from Amazon and they have the same smell and 
he has had a few pouches from Amazon and seemed ok then the loose stool again. I have 
since stopped giving him that brand and have tried him on another brand so far he's doing 
ok.

4 Years Unknown Cat 20 Pound

EON‐464858 7/3/2021 5:08 Fresh pet My dog was throwing up and couldn’t keep anything down. Had diarrhea. Rottweiler Dog
EON‐464854 7/3/2021 2:28 Native American Premium Wild 

Bird Food 50 lbs
My flock of 11 contracted a major bacterial infection as soon as this seed was introduced. 
This brand of seed had never been given to them before. The day after it was introduced, 
their droppings became bright green. Then the next morning one bird was dead. All of the 
birds are now affected by a respiratory infection. I have now lost a total of four birds to this 
sickness. I have antibiotics from my avian vet but their conditions remain tenuous. There may 
be other factors that contributed to their vulnerability and exposure to this bacteria, but I 
cannot rule out the seed as a possible source of contamination.

3 Years Other Birds 4 Ounce
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EON‐464833 7/2/2021 15:28 Kirkland Signature Organic 
Chicken and 
peas

sudden cough that quickly led to repository distress
Diagnosed with dilated cardiomyopathy at emergency vet
confirmed by two cardiology assessments

3.5 Years Weimaraner Dog 72 Pound

EON‐464819 7/2/2021 12:56 CANIDAE PURE Petite Adult 
Small Breed Grain-Free with 
Lamb Dry Dog Food 10-lb bag

I ordered Canidae dog food and I found a small piece of green plastic embedded inside one 
of the kibble pieces. I kept it and have a picture if needed. This is extremely scary. It's a small 
bright green piece of plastic (very obviously not food). I reported the issue to Chewy (store) 
and Canidae (dog food company) and Canidae is sending me a kit to send them the kibble to 
investigate. I worry they will ignore the issue and are requesting the kibble so I no longer 
have it. This is very worrysome! They are known as a higher-end dog food brand that uses 
healthy ingredients, so to find plastic is frightening. Please investigate them. I have all the 
product info and pictures if needed.

EON‐464773 7/1/2021 21:36 Kibbles n Bits We have 2 miniature dogs (poodle and a mix). One is a healthy and hale 11 year old, the 
other a senior already 14. I only mixed half a tbsp to their dry food just for flavor change. I 
thought the senior 14 was having diarrhea from just having a bad day as he is old. The 11 
year old reacted the same hours later and worse. And I only tried to add a bit of the canned 
food, less than a spoon. I omitted adding it on and their poops have normalized. This was the 
KNB Bistro flavor with turkey, bacon and veggies. The expiration date was not until February 
2022, UPC 079100103782.

11 Years Poodle - Miniature Dog 20 Pound

EON‐464766 7/1/2021 17:04 Purina Waggin Tails Chicken 
Jerky treats

Pet started excessively urinating and drinking. Bloodwork and urinalysis revealed significant 
amount of glucose in urine and elevated liver value.  send out test confirmed Fanconi 
syndrome. O had been feeding Waggin Tails Jerky treats for one month

6 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 15 Pound
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EON‐464752 7/1/2021 15:28 SportMix Premium Energy Plus 
(black bag) 24/20
Also SportMix Cat Food Original 
Recipe (red bag)
Last bag was purchased on 16 
June 2021 at TSC .

Years Other Canine/dog Dog

EON‐464738 7/1/2021 13:44 Fromm Pork and Applesauce I have always fed Fromm dogfood to my dogs for the past 7 years and recently switched to 
an different flavor the pork and Applesauce before going on vacation. I'm not saying this 
caused my dog his stroke but my other 2 dogs wont eat the dogfood so I would just like to 
have the food tested to make sure there is no issues with it. I purchased the dog food prior to 
vacation last month and while on vacation day 7 my neighbor called me saying that my 14 
year old schnauzer couldn't stand on his own and had symptoms of a stroke up until that day 
he did very well for his age of course the recommendation was to put  at rest as he 
probably would not fully recover. I just want to see if there is some way of getting the dog 
food tested just for my ease of mind as well. Please let me know
Thanks

14 Years Schnauzer - 
Miniature

Dog 22 Pound

Recently, my dogs have developed diarrhea, bloody diarrhea, and a bit of vomiting. I moved 
from the  the end of March 2021. Since I could not find 
the dog food I fed them in , I had to find a new dog food. In , I fed them Nutrena 
River Run Hi-Pro (27/15, the blue bag) or the red bag Valu-Pak. I started feeding my dog 
SportMix, mostly SportMix Premium Hi-Energy. In this time, I bought a bag or two of mini 

chunks too. Until 2-3 weeks ago, my dogs wolfed down their food as they did with the 
Nutrena River Run. However, in early June, I noticed that      and 

 weren’t very interested in the food when I gave them their daily dinner. The others 
weren’t all that excited either but to a lesser extent. Several of those I just named also didn’t 
finish their meals.  then  did this the most. She often would eat a bite or two and 

then leave it. I also noticed in this time tha started pooping in her plastic crate when 
I was gone during the day. This is not normal for any of my dogs.  was the first one to 

get diarrhea. Then  started having uncontrollable diarrhea both day and night. 

I bought my last bag of SportMix (black bag) on 16 June 2021 at TSC, . I 
opened it and fed it to my dogs on Friday, 18 June. When I saw that several more of my 21 
dogs had diarrhea Saturday morning, I bought a bag of Purina Dog Chow (chicken based, 
thus the color of puddles of diarrhea in one of the pics). For those who hadn’t shown any 

symptoms, I fed them half SportMix and half Purina Dog Chow for Saturday and Sunday. By 
Tuesday, 2 of those dogs had diarrhea, one had swollen eyes, and one vomited. The last 

feeding of SportMix was on Sunday, 20 June 2021. 

For the lot numbers, I have pics of some of the SportMix dog food bags including the last 2, 
and one cat food bag. My cats were affected too. I have a list of all my animals and their 
status of symptoms. I have pics of the puddles of diarrhea and bloody diarrhea. I sent the 

above 2 paragraphs (as well as more text), the list and the pics to Midwestern Pet Food via 
an email. I was contacted by their veternarian . He never asked me about 

my dogs or anything about the dog food. Instead he engaged in written verbal attacks on me, 
my dogs and the care I give my animals. I have the netire conversation on email that I am 

willing to send to you so you can see for yourself. He was NOT interested that there may be 
another problem with pet food from Midwestern, as this would be recall number 3 in less than 

a year.
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EON‐464697 7/1/2021 1:04 freestyle high-meat kibble trim 
cod & lentils recipe

 has been diagnosed with dilated cardiomyopathy. Per the cardiologist, "This breed 
[Dachshund and Yorkshire Terror mix] is atypical for dilated cardiomyopathy, and there is 
concern that the cardiac changes are more consistent with a nutritional cardiomyopathy.".

7 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 14 Pound

EON‐464688 6/30/2021 21:48 Merrick Slow Cooked BBQ 
Carolina Style with Smokey 
Sausage

During a normal scheduled feeding, I opened a can of Merrick dog food and it literally 
exploded in my hands. I luckily was not injured, however, I very well could have. I did end up 
covered in spoiled dog food and it sprayed all over my dinner I was preparing. I have notified 
Merrick of the issue. I will be notifying the store, tomorrow.

EON‐464648 6/30/2021 13:08 Forza10 Netraceutic Renal 
ActiWet Feline Formula (wet cat 
food for adult cats)

Product: Forza 10 Renal ActiWet Feline Formula
Lot: 4007
Best Before Date: 11/2023

I ordered a case of the above cat food from Chewy.com. In two different containers, on two 
separate days, same lot number, I found pieces of hard, dark blue plastic about half the size 
of a pea. This happened with this same product (different lot) about two months ago but I 
chalked it up to a one-off quality control failure. Now I see that it may be an ongoing problem. 
I contacted the company several days ago through their online portal and reported the above 
but received no response back. I used the portal for their USA products located in Florida.

EON‐464609 6/30/2021 2:52 Freshpet Select Roll Tender 
Chicken Recipe

We had switched the dogs diets to FreshPet in hopes for a healthier alternative to dry dog 
food and after several days of giving them the food, they got really sick. They had symptoms 
of bloody diarrhea, dehydration, lethargy, and vomiting. We had taken them to the 
emergency clinic and had a fecal panel done on them for viruses/bacteria. The test for 
salmonella came back positive.

1 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 70 Pound

EON‐464606 6/30/2021 2:08 Golden Rewards All Natural 
Jerky Cuts Chicken

On two separate occasions I gave my dog Golden Rewards All Natural Jerky Cuts Chicken 
and he profusely vomited wishing several hours. Also had completely liquid stools.

1 Years Pit Bull Dog 50 Pound

EON‐464604 6/30/2021 1:24 Jerky Treats Every time I fed him the jerky treats he had diarrhea or soft stools. Two days ago he vomited 
three times and could not keep anything down after eating one. I gave him pepcid a/c and 
pedialite and 24 hours later he is starting to be back to himself. I threw the remainder of the 
treats away. These were various brands distributed by U.S. companies, but were made in 
China. I will never feed these to him again. We need to get the word out. These are deadly.

12 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 80 Pound

EON‐464596 6/29/2021 20:32 Heart to Tail Dog Treats Beef 
Flavored Sticks Made with Real 
Beef

As I was cutting the treat logs into smaller, individual reward portions, I pulled out a treat stick 
that had a foreign object sticking out of the end. I pulled out the black wire to further 
investigate. I gently poked tender skin to feel the hardness, and it felt like a metal wire. Upon 
investigating additional treats in the bag, I found another with wires sticking out of the end. I 
checked the treats I had already cut up and saw a couple of wires loose in the treat jar and 
one sticking out of a treat sliver. I had missed them initially. We had not gotten around to 
cutting up the treats until today and had previously been tearing off chunks to use as 
rewards.
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EON‐464592 6/29/2021 18:36 Nylabone Grain-Free with Real 
Bison Edible Dog Chews

I presented Nylabone Grain Free Edible Dog Chew to Tailor. He clamped his mouth shut. 
About a minute later, I noticed he was staring at me and not chewing it. He made a barely 
audible whimper. I went to him and found he was unable to open his mouth . I managed to 
pry open his mouth and free his incisors from the Nylabone. his teeth were stuck in it from the 
first chomp. He was sore and possibly scared and refused to eat,, ate nothing else that 
evening. I kept the remainder of the bag in case you need it. I tried to call The number for 
Nylabone on the bag, but it is always busy. There is no way to complain via their website.

11 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 12 Pound

EON‐464545 6/29/2021 11:56 Orijen Puppy We got our puppy on 3/19, at that time he was 5 months old. On 4/17 my puppy was 
diagnosed with a level 3 heart murmur at a wellness check for shots at peco. On 5/29 we 
went back to petco for our second round of shots and were told at this visit the level 3 hear 
murmur was still present and that his gums looked pale and he could be anemic. They 
recommended we follow up with our primary vet. I scheduled an appointment for my puppy 
on 6/9 however we had to reschedule due to a death in the family. I rescheduled the 
appointment for 6/18. Between this time I noticed my puppys appetite decreased and he was 
more bloated than normal. On 6/15 I noticed my puppy had access skin hanging from his 
neck and was immediately alarmed. I emailed the vet and they worked him in the next day. 
My puppy was diagnosed with congestive heart failure. 
Our puppy is a registered pure bred dog that was born healthy. Prior to us getting him he was 
HEALTHY and did not show any signs of heart issues. Our puppy was on diamond dog food 
before we started him on Orijen puppy food, a grain free dog food.

8 Month
s

Bulldog - 
American

Dog

EON‐464510 6/29/2021 3:04 Kaytee Fiesta Blueberry 
Flavored

Hello, good morning, I hope you read this report in detail. My name is  I 
bought two yogurt for hanster of the kayte brand of blueberries. It is the first time that my 
hanster would taste this food. My hanster already had other yoghurts that I was giving her 
since she was little. By giving him this food, neither hanster died after two days he was totally 
healthy. The same day I made a video at 2 in the afternoon and I was totally healthy and I 
went to my work after I left her two of these yogurt that I bought and in the morning I found 
her dead. My hanster always at 6 o'clock when I get home from work she is waiting for me 
and bites her cage a little so that I can take it out and give her a massage. She was very hurt 
by this loss, she was barely a year and a half old and was very strong. But I just gave her 
these yogurt and she killed her she had a little runny nose. I report this to Amazon at Amazon 
and they do little. They just want the product back but I don't know if it's the right thing to do. I 
take the life of my pet and amaozn does not take care of anything. In this report I will leave 
you the link of the product. I checked some reviews of other consumers and I could see that 
the same case appeared in other hansters after two days, it takes their life with the same 
food. This has not been reported in the correct way but I am willing to send the food to the 
FDA for investigation even at a cost. I have the maximum certainty that this food killed her.

1 Years Hamster
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EON‐464487 6/28/2021 14:44 Feline Greenies Dental Treats I have a 5 month old kitten and 3 year old cat. Just got the Greenies Cat Treats in from 
Amazon. Kitten threw up a few hours after giving her a treat. This happened a few times but 
we didn't know what caused it. Older cat didn't want any. She started eating some a few days 
ago. We were finding throw-up; however, we didn't know which cat it was from. Last night 
older cat ate several treats. By 7 in the morning she had thrown up twice. As of now, she has 
thrown up 3 additional times today. She NEVER throws up. She is currently curled up in our 
bathroom and won't eat/drink. I work for the FDA and have kept the container. Please let me 
know if you need it. I searched Amazon and there are several reviews of the same thing 
occurring with these treats.

3 Years Siberian Cat 10 Pound

EON‐464441 6/28/2021 9:48 Cutaneo TruBenefits  veterinarian had recommended Cutaneo Trubenefits for her 8 pound 
Pomeranian,  Due to the capsule size  punctured the capsule and poured 
its contents into  mouth on June 14, 2021. As soon as  started receiving the 
contents of the Cutaneo capsule, he started seizing.  said they got him to calm 
down and contacted their veterinarian, , who instructed to discontinue the product. 

 has no history of seizures and has not had any more since the initial administration. 
 has a follow-up appointment with  on June 17,2021.

 (an on staff veterinarian at  called to  on June 26th, 2021 to 
further discuss the adverse event.  reported that  collapsed and exhibited 
signs of tonic / clonic motions the second the contents of the Cutaneo capsule touched his 
mouth.  recovered quickly and exhibited a brief post-ictal period of distortion.  
has no history of seizures, but has had reactions to medications in the past.  tried 
to explain the differences between supplements and medications, but the owner continued to 
refer to Cutaneo as a medication.  claimed to be a veterinarian and explained that 
she had an understanding of seizures and how medications can cause them.  
explained that due to the instantaneous nature of this seizure the top diagnosis in this case 
was that stress of administration triggered the seizure as vitamin E could not have been 
absorbed that quickly. Unfortunately, at this point the conversation became contentious and 
argumentative.  refused to discuss the potential for the stress induced seizure, 
blamed the "medications" repeatedly, and stated that the product was not Vitamin E. Dr. 

 further explained that different tocopherols and tocotrienols are forms of vitamin E, 
which them made  more upset. The conversation ended by agreeing that Mrs. 

 should no longer use the  products.

14 Years Spitz - German 
Pomeranian

Dog 7.8 Pound

EON‐464435 6/28/2021 8:24 Taste of the wild high prairie 
canine recipe

Pet experienced vomiting and diarrhea, as well as skin irritation after starting on a diet of 
taste of the wild: high prairie several days ago.

3 Years Unknown Dog 50 Pound

EON‐464432 6/28/2021 7:52 Pedigree Healthy Weight 
Complete Nutrition

All three dogs consumed Pedigree Healthy Weight Complete Nutrition dog food. Two of my 
dogs presented with vomiting and bloody diarrhea. My third dog began to have loose stools. I 
fed all three dogs rice and chicken and omitted the pedigree dog food and withing 3 days the 
vomiting and diarrhea stopped. I have switched the brand of dog food and these issues have 
not occurred again.

5 Years Beagle Dog 35 Pound

EON‐464408 6/27/2021 17:12 Purina Friskies Paté- Poultry 
Platter.

Upon opening can, discovered there were green spots of mold on the cat food. Previous 
cans of the same product do not contain this, and this product was set to expire in 2023.
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EON‐464406 6/27/2021 17:04 Fancy Feast (all kinds) 3 ounce 
cans

Purina Fancy Feast label says there is "3 oz." net weight of food in the can. I have been 
weighing cans for weeks and have never found one with 3 ounces of food in it. It is always 
2.58, 2.66, 2.67, etc., but NEVER 3.0 ounces. It is always 1/2 to 1/4 ounce off. The empty 
cans weigh .32 ounces, so the total package should weigh about 3.3 ounces, but the total 
package weighs 3.04, 3.02, etc., so you KNOW that there is NOT 3 ounces of food in the 
can. This is hurting me, as the consumer, because I pay for 3 ounces of food per can. It is 
hurting my pets because they are not receiving the full amount stated on the can. BUT it is 
sure benefiting Nestle Purina Petcare, which profits off of the shortage per can!!!

EON‐464403 6/27/2021 15:32 Blue Buffalo life protection with 
lifesource bits. Senior chicken 
and brown rice recipe

Bloody, mucous stool after 3 days of feeding, no other changes to diet or lifestyle 13 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 33 Pound

EON‐464398 6/27/2021 12:40 GOLDEN REWARDS
Sweet Potato Wrapped with 
Chicken
16 pounces

After eating the Sweet Potato Wrapped with Chicken dog treat  began to be very 
disoriented and stumbling. He then threw up which must have been everything in his 
stomach. Which included the portions of the treat. Then he would not eat anything. While 
then lying down to rest he began to shake while he was breathing. This just happened this 
morning so I am not sure of the long term affects as of yet. I am hoping he will recover soon 
with no long term affects. I have kept the treats as well as the vomit I cleaned up should 
anything serious conclude from this issue.

12 Years Shih Tzu Dog 16 Pound

EON‐464392 6/27/2021 9:44 Purina One SmartBlend Classic 
Ground Beef and Brown Rice 
Entree i

When we opened the can there was visible mold on top. We tried a second can and it also 
had mold. We took pictures and sent to Purina. We have more unopened cans.

The expiration is May 2023. 
The lot number on both cans is: 1125 1157 and another number is slightly different on each 
L6fn41300 and L6fn41513.
Purina One ground 
We buy by the case from Chewy.com.
Thanks
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EON‐464362 6/26/2021 17:24 9 Lives Indoor Complete We have been feeding our cat Abbey "9 Lives Indoor Complete" dry cat for for many years. 
We buy the 20 lbs bags. I bought two new bags from Walmart on March 29th 2021 and 
began using the first one on June 13th. Starting the next day Abbey was throwing up all over 
the house. This cat never vomits and has never been sick in her life. She is only animal in the 
house and has never been outdoors. Thinking it was just a stomach upset we decided to wait 
a few days and see if it stopped but it only got worse. I emptied both her bowls back into the 
bag in question and saw there was a totally different lot # on the 2nd bag I had bought in 
March and immediately began using that. The vomiting stopped immediately. I saved the 
almost-full bag in question. The UPC is '0 79100 52446 4', the lot# ends with '...0644'. The lot 
# and best-by date is half printed so the beginning of the lot # is unreadable. Best by date is 
July 2022. The bag appeared normal and sealed when I purchased it. Abbey does not eat 
any other foods or treats, she doesn't like them, and drinks nothing but clean fresh water. I 
contacted the manufacturer (J.M. Smucker Co) and they did ask for information and said they 
would relay the complaint to their quality dept, but didn't seem interested in pursuing what 
happened, or testing this food. So that was a bit of a disappointment. I have photos of the 
bag, the cat, the vomit and all the email correspondence I've had with the manufacturer thus 
far. In light of what happened to our pets in early 2007
from poisoned ingredients, I am taking this very seriously and implore your attention and 
assistance. Thank you very much, -

14 Years Domestic 
Shorthair

Cat 13 Pound

EON‐464321 6/25/2021 20:52 Friskies pate liver and chicken I received a batch of friskies liver pate from chewy.all kittens first refused to eat it which was 
unusual but they became hungry and ate part of it. Few hours later every kitten started to 
throw up and had diarrhea. They kept throwing up just liquid and slime the next day even 
though didn’t have them any more of those cans
2 are still sick and need to see a vet. They don’t eat and are letargic

10 Weeks Domestic 
(unspecified)

Cat 2 Pound
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EON‐464315 6/25/2021 18:44 Abound Superfood Blend 
Salmon egg & pumpkin recipe

2 Years Dogo Argentino Dog 65 PoundThis past weekend my fiancé and I were out of the normal kibble we give to our dogs (Gentle 
Giants). It was out of stock everywhere other than ordering from Chewy which takes a couple 

of days. We soon figured out there is a national shortage on a lot of dog foods right now. 
Friday night (June 18) we got a “filler” food to tide them over until the morning. Specifically 

Abound superfood blend with salmon, egg, and pumpkin. We just gave them each a half cup 
mixed with what we had left of their regular diet of this and called it a day. Saturday night my 
dog (  had major projectile watery and dark diarrhea followed by vomiting up to 6 times 

throughout the night to early Sunday morning. In a panic, I took him to the Animal ER. He 
was foaming at the mouth. They did several tests for viruses and obstruction, he ended up 
with an imbalance in his floura determined from the food per the vet who diagnosed him, he 

gave him an injection for nausea, prescribed him a bland diet/antibiotics. He felt pretty 
lethargic until Monday June 21 where he finally perked up but is still a little upset with his 

tummy, he will be okay luckily. 

Tuesday night June 22 our other dog (  began throwing up about 3:45am. He wouldn’t 
stop, the first time he threw up it was food (we have been giving them boiled chicken and rice 
per vet recommendations until they’re healed). After at least 10 more times, he was vomiting 
blood and dry heaving. So, here we go to the ER again. That vet was amazing and told us 

the same thing, a different vet this time , it helped that they had some similarities to compare 
with what happened to  Long story short this food that I just grabbed for a quick solution 

for my dogs caused all of this and after reading about it I learned that it has been recalled 
before due to causing death and renal failure in dogs. The branding looks amazing right?? 

I’m going to find out how to report this because this isn’t normal AT ALL. I have contacted the 
manufacturer, Kroger distribution consumer affairs etc.  is the senior claims 

agent at Kroger in  whom I was escalated to in order to relay this serious matter. I 
wanted them to be aware of this dog food because I thought both of my dogs were going to 
die. I told her we cleaned up 6 piles of blood that our dog had thrown up and told her that I 

wanted to report to help others from causing this for the dog’s sake. I told her about the 
research I had done on the manufacture (sun mills) and the recalls that have happened 

within the last 3 years starting in 2018 (which I found in the fda website) I also mentioned that 
I l li i f l i l i f l l i i i
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EON‐464277 6/25/2021 13:16 Rachel Ray Nutrish Real Beef 
Pea & Brown Rice Recipe.
Real Beef #1 ingredient.

As of Sun June 20, 2021, I'm at a lost of words for the Rachel Ray brand. I've decided to try 
something that was supposedly too be a lil healthier for my babies. Bought the small bag of 
Beef, Pea, and Brown Rice to see if my babies would like and tolerate it. I can honestly say 2 
out of 4 liked it. All 4 of my babies were about 30 mins to 2 hours after consuming this 
product. They all were vomiting with extreme diarrhea. 12 hours later we was burying my 
smallest baby  after bleeding with diarrhea. Now my youngest named  has been 
still having the same symptoms and now I'm afraid I'm about lose him too. He's doing the 
exact same thing  was doing before he passed even with Medical attention, rice and 
potatoes as instructed.  will not move out of his Kennel, eat, or drink anything. I DO 
NOT RECOMMEND THIS PRODUCT BY FAR. PLEASE READ THE REVIEWS & ACTUAL 
PRODUCT INGREDIENTS BEFORE ALLOWING YOUR BABIES TO CONSUME THIS 
PRODUCT. I CALL IT POISON! MY BABIES ONLY HAD "1" BOWL EACH!!! 
I posted the above to the Rachel Ray website early morning  and they stated it 
didn't meet their requirements to allow them to post to their website. 
Update: I spoke with an Emergency Vet and they tried to tell me about Parvo and changing 
of diets stating that it affects animals that haven't been vaccinated, however;  was up to 
date on his Vaccines, but  wasn't. So I asked them to explain that to me because 
clearly  passed withim 12 hrs and  almost a week later and so by the time I got 
home from work 6p   had passed away. They weren't able to give an 
explanation. I am at a lost of words and my family is hurting. I've originally reported the food 
to be Turkey, Brown Rice, and Venison, but after double checking the bag it's Beef, Peas, 
and Brown Rice.

15 Month
s

Great Dane Dog 30 Pound

I have read several online reviews from multiple sites of people complaining about their dogs 
vomiting and having tummy issues from this exact brand, even their cat food that this brand 
makes. She proceeded to tell me that she doesn’t see that it is a problem because I am the 

only person who has complained about this and she “can’t just blame it on the food based on 
online reviews” she clearly didn’t take my concern for public health/negligence for pet food 

seriously. She began to argue with me and said that there was nothing she could do if I didn’t 
have the dog food any longer. She also laughed at me as if I was being overly reactive to the 
situation. I reassured her that I wasn’t asking for money or a refund or anything like that, I just 
wanted them to be aware of what one of the many dog food options that they sell is obviously 
a problem and I wanted to help others know about this so there can be an investigation done 
or at least try to look into this trend that has proven to increase the last 3 years. I feel like she 
will not report this and she said because there aren’t any other reports other than mine, that 
there is nothing she can do for me. I hope this is seen by someone who also thinks that this 
could be dangerous going forward and I would hate for others to have to go through what we 
did this last week with our dogs just to finally put an end to this brand and get it off the shelf 

before it kills or harms more dogs.
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EON‐464253 6/25/2021 10:40 The Farmer's Dog - Waco's 
beef recipe

After feeding beef recipe type food from Farmer's dog, my dog was having severe diarrhea. 
This started on Tuesday night June 15 2021 after feeding  the beef recipe. This is the 
first time we fed the beef recipe. He was fine and really liked the chicken recipe before. 
The order arrived frozen and was kept frozen right away in the fridge in -18 F. We continued 
to take one recipe at a time a day before feeding him and kept in the cool section. When we 
fed the food, it was still partially frozen. The batch code is 00C1936. We received the order 
on May 28 2021 and started feeding from June 2nd. 
We took him to Vet today and they said it is bacterial. We did not feed him anything out of the 
ordinary besides the beef receipt and started seeing the issue. I still have two packs left 
unopened and frozen.

16 Month
s

Siberian Husky Dog 70 Pound

EON‐464244 6/25/2021 8:44 Merrick Lil' Plates for Sall Breed 
Dogs Mini Medley Pack

Merrick Lil' Plates for small breed dog foods supposed to expire by March 14, 2023. Each 
day I open a small sealed container I get some that are rotten and smell like vomit. I am 
going to let the company know so they can do a recall. This could kill a dog.

SKU 22808 26030 bought on Amazon.
EON‐464240 6/25/2021 8:04 Little Ceasers Filet Mignon 

Classic Loaf, Little Cesar 
Porterhouse Steak

Dog became extremely ill and was vomiting and had diarrhea. I have fed her this food for 
years as a mix to her kibbles that she eats and she actually shied away from it some which I 
thought was a bit odd but still gave it to her. Because she wasn’t eating too much of it and I 
didnt want it to go bad I in turn gave some to my other dog as well.

14 Years Chihuahua Dog 5 Pound

EON‐464228 6/24/2021 22:04 Naturally Complete Whole Earth 
Farms
Grain Free Recipe

I fed  Whole Earth Grain Free food for approximately 3 years. I stopped when the news 
broke about the connection of grain free food and cardiac issues in dogs. Approximately 2 
years later  developed pericardiol effusion and had to have the fluid surgericaly 
removed. She did great for a year or so, but her heart is enlarged now. She is on 3 
medications to help control her issues. I told the vet that I had previously fed her grain free 
food, he said that is why she has heart issues.

8 Years Beagle Dog 26 Pound

EON‐464227 6/24/2021 21:56 V-dog kibble My dog dropped dead and was diagnosed with an enlarged heart 8 Years Akita Dog 95 Pound
EON‐464203 6/24/2021 16:24 The Honest Kitchen Whole 

Grain Beef and Oat Recipe
I started giving my dog  the honest kitchen dog food at the beginning of may and started 
noticing changes in his eating, skin and bowel movements. First it was his skin, then it was 
his lack of wanting to eat the food and then diarrhea and vomiting. We took him to the vet a 
few times and where he was tested extensively and given medication to calm his symptoms 
but it wasn’t until we discovered that we had been giving him moldy dog food and switched 
brands all together that his symptoms all together went away. We got a second dog in the 
middle of  eating the moldy dog food and the new dog  was also fed the moldy 
food and he mirrored  symptoms. We have now switched them to a new brand and the 
skin problems, diarrhea, vomiting and lack of appetite are all finally starting to go away.

5 Month
s

American Pit Bull 
Terrier

Dog 48 Pound

EON‐464186 6/24/2021 14:24 CHOMP'EMS PREMIUM 
BEEFHIDE SPRIAL WRAPPED 
IN PREMIMUM DUCK 
BREAST, DREAMSTICKS- 
THE HEALTHY ALTERNATIVE 
TO RAWHID

PRESENTED FOR WELLNESS EXAM AND VACCINES, O NOTED P HAD BEEN PU/PD 
FOR A FEW WEEKS- GLUCOSURIA PRESENT WITH EUGLYCEMIA. SUMBITTED URINE 
CULTURE, LEPTO NEGATIVE, FANCONI TESTING- P HAD BEEN EATING JERKY 
TREATS. FANCONI POSITIVE ON 6/22.

2 Years Poodle 
(unspecified)

Dog 13.6 Pound
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EON‐464163 6/24/2021 11:04 Top Chews Naturals Dog Treats 
Premium Chicken Jerky Recipe
PM #99324031
Item #1358909

Blood spotted feces: sometimes dark red blood, sometimes bright red blood.
Mucoid feces.
Urine accidents in home (NEVER happens unless he's sick).

Did a full-health exam at a vet with all tests returning negative. Opted to defer renal/liver 
panel at the time.

Have noticed a correlation of symptoms appearing about a day after this treat is given, with 
slow resolution if treats are withheld.

11 Years Retriever - 
Labrador

Dog 82 Pound

EON‐464150 6/24/2021 2:44 Bakery made item for dogs. Dog 
cake at  
located at 

United States

The product was placed in a 
box.

I fed my dog a cake from a specialty pet bakery for his birthday. The bakery is 
 

I feed him this cake literally 2-3 days later he had severe vomiting, diarrhea, lethargic, loss of 
appetite. I took him to the vet and they stated he had jaundice. They hospitalized him as he 
was severely dehydrated and gave him IVs and meds. He 10 hours later he had 2 seizures. 
The vet called snd asked if he had a history of seizures and I said no. The vet stated his 
bilirubin was very high. Xrays and ultrasound showed no mass on liver ect. Vet stated they 
believe he was poisoned. My dogs health declined rapidly and he started breathing heavy. 
They put him on oxygen. The vet stated his health declined rapidly and his quality of life was 
gone. After doing research I believed the bakery isn’t experienced and unaware of aflatoxin 
poisoning which resulted in my dogs death due to their negligence.

7 Years Bulldog Dog 70 Pound

EON‐464136 6/23/2021 20:28 RACHEL RAY'S NUTRISH 
ZERO GRAIN

I purchased Rachel Rays Nutrish dog food because I did not have time to go to the store that 
has

2 Years Pit Bull Dog 60 Pound

EON‐464131 6/23/2021 19:12 Whole Hearted Grain free white 
fish recipe in gravy 
meal topper for dogs

I purchased the Whole Hearted meal topper from Petco , the flavor is a white fish recipe and I 
did purchase it twice before and I didn't have any issues with it , until the recent purchase in 
the beginning of this month. I served it to my Maltese and he was eating and started choking 
and I immediately ran over to him and he then started to vomit and out came the food that he 
was just eating and along with fish bones . He didn't eat for the rest of the night and the next 
day he was having diarrhea so I called the vet to make an appointment and they examined 
him .

EON‐464130 6/23/2021 19:04 Soulistic Shrimply Divine Tuna 
and Shrimp Dinner in Gelee

Gave a heaping tablespoon of the product to each cat at the same time as an afternoon 
snack. Within 15 minutes, male cat started showing signs of distress--twitching, shaking, 
rapid breathing. He was unusually unresponsive to stimuli, kept slowly circling and appeared 
uncomfortable trying to lay down. Yowled when picked up--out of character. Within 10 
minutes, noticed similar behaviors from female cat. She also showed trouble with 
coordinated walking and yelped in pain when picked up. Took both cats to emergency vet. By 
end of the visit, both were acting normal and only the male cat had elevated temperature. Vet 
suggested I contact the pet store, food company, and file a report here while continuing to 
monitor them at home.

8 Years Norwegian Forest Cat 12 Pound
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EON‐464057 6/23/2021 10:04 Cesar Purchased Mars Petcare product CESAR from Walmart in  mid March, 2021 
in undamaged package of 8 or 10, containing Filet Minion dog food and Rotiserrrie Chicken 
dog food. Fed to my dog. Upon feeding the Roterrisie Chicken, dog got very ill and severe 
diarrhea. Took  to  on April 2nd, 2021. Diagnosis was 
diarrhea. Had to take  back for followup.; Contacted Mars corporation (Deena) who took 
claim and would investigate. Asked me to send her the bad product to have tested, which I 
did. After lengthy period, she turned the claim over to Liberty Mutual for processing payment 
to reimburse me for cost of product & for vet bills. Mars case no is  Liberty Mutual 
claim no  Liberty Mutual rep is . After another very long period of 
time, no response and neither will take my call or return my call. I omitted in earlier part of 
statement to say that, after my dog got so sick, I examined the packaging on the food product 
and found that the plastic trays were cracked at the seam allowing bacteria to enter the food 
product.

1 Years Corgi - Welsh 
Pembroke

Dog 20 Pound

EON‐463979 6/22/2021 11:52 Water Buffalo Bully Chew Around 6pm I gave my dogs each one of these chews. They did not have access to anything 
outside of their daily meals that they always eat without issue. 10-12 hours later, both dogs 
had explosive diarrhea and vomiting. They are both currently under observation for the day to 
monitor for continued/increased symptoms.

10 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 42 Pound

EON‐463913 6/21/2021 18:00 Taste of the Wild Grain Free 
High Prairie Dry Dog Food

We had been feeding our dog Taste of the Wild dry and canned food for 6.5 years of her life.
In April, she started having issues with incontinence.
We took her to the vet and test results showed her liver enzymes were 'off the charts'.
It was recommended that we have an ultrasound done, at which point they found a massive 
tumor on her liver which they then biopsied and it was found to be malignant. Several days 
later, she started having seizures at which pont we had to make the painful decision to put 
her down.
We now have a new puppy and I was researching how much to feed him as he grows, as we 
were still using Taste of the Wild puppy formula, when I came across postings of dogs having 
the same symptoms as mine that were also fed Taste of the Wild, many of which died earlier 
than what is considered normal for the breeds.
I am now scared to death that we have already caused irreparable harm to our puppy by 
feeding him this food and have immediately stopped.

8.5 Years Siberian Husky Dog 65 Pound

EON‐463909 6/21/2021 17:16 Natural Balance LID
Green Pea & Duck

Acute onset of dramatic increase in ALT (4000 u/l) after starting a new bag of Natural 
Balance LID Pea & Duck Feline on 6/4 (Best By 24 Apr 2022; N8G)201 WFA 04:17 337). 
Patient was also receiving low dose famciclovir and stable dose of prednisolone. Extensive 
work up (AUS, hepatic aspirates, bile culture) identified no cause. R/O idosyncratic reaction 
to famciclovir vs diet issue.

10 Years Domestic 
Shorthair

Cat 3.2 Kilogram

EON‐463898 6/21/2021 15:24 Ultra limited freeze dried 
chicken liver
Freeze dried beef liver

The product seemed different but company claimed it was ok. It was just cosmetic because 
of manufac process. Dog threw up several times.

11 Years Chihuahua Dog 11 Pound

EON‐463891 6/21/2021 14:56 Carna4 All Life Stages Chicken 
Formula Dehydrated Dry Dog 
Food × 1
22lb Bag

Purchased Carna4 All Life Stages Chicken Formula Dehydrated Dry Dog Food × 1
22lb Bag

Kibble gave dog “food mites” or “storage mites,” which are microscopic but give bad skin 
allergies and other symptoms according to the Veterinarian. Symptoms that were present 
were: Excessive licking, scratching, chewing different areas of the body, pink skin (hot spots), 
hair loss (bald spots), very itchy and irritating skin.

Unknown Dog
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EON‐463786 6/19/2021 17:20 Blue Wilderness with Chicken Hello FDA. My name is  and I was a veterinary technician who worked in both 
emergency and general practice. My cat  was a healthy 4 year old cat who was 
consuming Blue Wilderness for several years before I learned more about pet nutrition. I 
brought  to work with me to receive vaccines and preventative care. I performed 
routine bloodwork and noticed her ALT values (liver enzymes) were nearly 3 times the 
amount it should be in a cat. In veterinary practice, this would deem  to be in liver 
failure even though she was not showing any clinical signs. A bile acids test was sent to a lab 
(IDEXX) and it came back normal. I also had a veterinarian ultrasound her liver which 
showed no significant findings. She was also prescribed Denamarin for a month to see if that 
would help her liver values and after rechecking her bloodwork a month later, her values 
were still extremely high. I took it upon myself to change her cat food from Blue Wilderness to 
Hills and rechecked her bloodwork a few months later and her liver enzymes were completely 
back to normal. I feel confident that that pet food caused liver issues in my cat and am very 
concerned for the other pets who are on this type of diet.

5 Years Domestic 
Longhair

Cat 10 Pound

EON‐463741 6/18/2021 17:36 PRIMAL BEEF PATTIES THREE STANDARD POODLES ON PRIMAL RAW BEEF PATTIES FOR ALMOST THREE 
YEARS. APPROXIMATELY FOUR WEEKS AGO ALL THREE STANDARD POODLES 
DISPLAYED AVERSION TO THEIR BOWLS. REFUSING TO EAT. THIS IS HIGHLY 
UNUSUAL CONSIDERING ALL THREE DOGS COMMONLY DEVOUR THEIR PATTIES 
WITHIN MINUTES. I DID NOT OFFER ANY SUBSTITUE FEEDING AND ALL THREE 
DOGS WOULD EVENTUALLY BE FORCED TO EAT TO AVOID STARVATION. ALL 
THREE STANDARD POODLES DEVELOPED GASTRIC UPSET. I NOTICED THE 
COLORING OF THIS LOT OF PATTY WAS COMPLETELY DIFFERENT THAN MY 
PREVIOUS PURCHASES. I MADE THE CONNECTION FINALLY IT WAS DUE TO THE 
FOOD SUPPLY.

6 Years Poodle - Standard Dog 45 Pound
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EON‐463669 6/17/2021 17:24 Kirkland Signature Nature's 
Domain Salmon Meal & Sweet 
Potato Dog Food 35 lb.

11 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 25 Pound

EON‐463561 6/16/2021 16:08 The Farmers Dog, The Farmers 
Dog Oliver

I gave two of my dogs farmers dog they have been on it for like a year. They got 3 bad 
batches of food. It made them super sick with vomitting and diahrilla. The reason I know it 
was this is because I gave my two other dogs the food after the 1st two dogs got sick and 
they got the same symptoms. They all went to the vet I spent over 1,000 in 1.5 weeks and 
had to miss 3 days of work.

12 Years Terrier - Jack 
Russell

Dog 17 Pound

EON‐463545 6/16/2021 12:36 Stella and Chewys - Raw Blend -
Cage Free - Wholesome Grains 
- LOT #200708PRO024885 - 
BEST IF USED BY DEC-30-
2021 - 10:23:52

We received a bag of Stella & Chewy's Raw Blend Cage-Free Recipe with Wholesome 
Grains. When we opened it, it smelled very strongly of rotten chicken, like rancid chicken. We 
contacted the manufacturer and the store. The store sent us a new bag of the same food. It is 
from the same lot, but the smell was less. The manufacturer assured me there was no 
problem with the food, so I fed it to my dog. 3 days ago, my dog started vomiting everyday 
and having diarrhea. She has a vet appointment for today and they are analyzing her stool. I 
believe that the illness is from the food and have stopped feeding it to her.

4 Years Terrier 
(unspecified)

Dog 15 Pound

Sunday/Monday ~6/7: opened new bag of dog food (Kirkland Signature Nature's Domain 
Salmon Meal & Sweet Potato Dog)

Weds 6/9 started acting more lethargic, not as much barking

Thurs: 6/10: took him long time to eat food which was unusual for him

Fri 6/11-Sat 6/12: stops eating food completely

Sunday 6/13: Took to vet after had not eaten in 2.5 days. Vet recommended soft dog food as 
it might be easier on him to eat. He was lethargic, dehydrated, bloated. Xray was normal. 

Ultrasound showed fluid in abdomen (could feel his belly being bloated) and they said they 
couldn’t visualize much. Recommended bloodwork (showed high neutrophils) and scheduling 
ultrasound with a specialist (scheduled for 6/21 as that was earliest available appointment). 
They gave IV fluids and anti-nausea meds. Later that night we got him to drink some water, 

eat some popcorn, a piece of peperoni, and a few licks of soft dog food.

Monday 6:14: was a little better than day before. Eating soft dog food x2 (breakfast and 
dinner)

Tues: 6/15: even better than day before. Eating soft dog food x2

Weds 6/16: Was back to normal (even his stomach was no longer swollen/bloated). Not 
acting sick at all. Gave soft dog food in morning. For dinner we gave him his usual Kirkland 

signature (didn’t eat right away, finally went back and ate it later in evening). Almost 
immediately he started acting drowsy, legs weren’t really holding him, was stumbling more. 

We planned to take him back to the vet the following morning. When we woke he had passed 
in his sleep (early hours of 6/17)

He got no other people food besides peanut better for medicine, popcorn and peperoni.
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EON‐463499 6/15/2021 22:44 Pet'n Shape Chik'n Hide Twists My dog started drinking water a lot and wetting the bed at night. Then he developed lack of 
appetite and one night he threw up about 5 times, had bloody diarrhea, and peed the floor a 
lot.

6 Years Terrier - Jack 
Russell

Dog 14 Pound

EON‐463497 6/15/2021 22:16 PURINA® DOG CHOW® DRY 
DOG FOOD
Purina Dog Chow Complete 
Adult Dry Dog Food With Real 
Beef

Completely healthy, playful puppy. After feeding this food, she began having diarrhea and 
vomiting. She was very lethargic and spaced out. After a couple of days stopped consuming 
water completely, refused any foods offered, everything coming out of her was blood. She 
died after a few days.

19 Weeks Siberian Husky Dog 25 Pound

EON‐463491 6/15/2021 19:52 Taste of the Wild-Dog Food - 
High Prairie with Roasted Bison 
& Venison

Taste of the Wild-Dog Food - High Prairie with Roasted Bison & Venison 
Dog started throwing up a few hours after eating this food for the first time. Within a day he 
was not wanting to eat the food. Within 3 days he reused to eat the food. Each time he ate it 
he throw up. He had no energy. When we took him to the vet his ALT number showed 
greater than 2,000. We Di into use the dog food ad began him on SAMeLQ 425 tablets. 
Within3 days the ALT number dropped to 1096 and in 6 days (June 11th) it dropped to 656.

5 Years Retriever - 
Labrador

Dog 78 Pound

EON‐463490 6/15/2021 19:44 Plato Pet Treats Hundur's 
Crunch jerky minis

After feeding all 4 dogs Hundur's Crunch jerky minis, 2 of the dogs started vomiting within a 
couple hours. Neither dog is prone to vomiting or had vomited anytime recently. One of the 
dogs is the 55 lb mixed breed and the other is a 9 year old 15lb Chihuahua. Also, all of the 
dogs were hesitant to eat the food when, in the past, they've loved it and it's been one of their 
favorite treats. The dogs even spit some of it and wouldn't finish the treat.

1 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 55 Pound

EON‐463466 6/15/2021 16:24 Nature's Recipe Grain-Free 
Chicken Sweet Potato & 
Pumpkin small grain food.

 suddenly developed a bad cough to the point when she drank water, she would gag. 
In taking her to the vet, it was determined that  has an enlarged heart. This is not 
typical for her dog breed, regardless of age.  eats a grain free dog food that has 
potatoes and peas and those ingredients have been linked to heart disease in dogs.

12 Years Shih Tzu Dog 14 Pound

EON‐463461 6/15/2021 15:44 No package. Bulk treats from 
Ace Hardware

Gave treats. Started having diarrhea about 24 hours later. Started vomiting about 48 hours 
after that. 
Vomited blood and bloody stool within six hours of first vomiting. Took to emergency vet at 
midnight. Tested and treated decided it must be some sort of food poisoning. I can’t be sure 
but this is the most likely culprit. Would love to have the treats tested or something? 48 hours 
of hospitalization rehydration and IV antibiotics and it looks like he’s going to make it. My 
other dog got sick about 24 hours after and she had her first treats from them about 24 hours 
after as well. Took her to the vet and her first soft stool and is doing very well. On all the 
same meds he is.

4 Years Retriever - 
Labrador

Dog 50 Pound

EON‐463433 6/15/2021 11:32 Purina Puppy Chow I switched from Beniful Puppy to the Purina Puppy Chow and within the first feeding my dog 
had a bowl movement with blood. After her second feeding, she throw up her water and then 
had diarrhea with was rectal bleeding. I rushed her to the vet where she was checked for 
Parvo (negative), she was diagnosed with gastro irritation and given anti diarrhea meds. I 
stopped and got her the beniful and after one loose bowl movement, she is now back to 
normal. No diarrhea, no bloody stool. I as well as her vet believe it was the food.

9 Weeks American Pit Bull 
Terrier

Dog 10 Pound
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EON‐463413 6/15/2021 3:24 Rachael Ray Nutrish Beef 
Stroganwoof with Veggies and 
Rice Pasta

Rachael Ray Chicken Paw Pie 
with Sweet Potatoes &
Green Beans

Rachael Ray Lamb (don't 
remember name no receipt)

Fed the dog Rachael Ray Nutrish wet tubs for 2 weeks. (beef, chicken, and lamb). After 2 
weeks, on an early Friday morning, he became extremely ill with bloody diarrhea with the first 
diarrhea. 3 more diarrheas followed inside the house without blood on the kitchen floor and in 
the yard before I contacted his Vet on his cell phone ( , ) He 
immediately sent a script for Metronidazole 500mg. one a day to CVS pharmacy for the 
intestinal upset on 4/24/2021. Took 3 days to resolve the issue. I threw away the remaining 
tubs I had purchased.

7 Years Hound 
(unspecified)

Dog 81 Pound

EON‐463408 6/15/2021 0:32 Dentley’s Dog Chews Nature’s 
Chews 7-piece Small but mighty 
mix.

Gave dog beef rib bone from Dentley’s Dog Chew variety pack. Bone shattered like glass 
and dog ate pieces. Anxiously waiting to see if dog becomes ill.

EON‐463399 6/14/2021 21:24 Retriever
Hi Protein
Adult Performance
Beef & Chicken Flavor

New bag of food opened and dish filled with it late last night.
Dog has vomited the entirety of the food he ate since then and has since continued to vomit 
yellow liquid.
Dog food information: Retriever Hi Protein Adult Performance, Beef & Chicken flavor 52 lb 
bag with expiration date of 05/06/2022

5 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 70 Pound

EON‐463396 6/14/2021 19:52 Purina fancy feast classic pate 
chicken feast 12 cans

We purchased fancy feast wet food for cats, it was the chicken one and when the Cannes 
was opened there was mold and red speckles all over the top of the food. This was 
concerning as someone who purchases from them frequently, and for other pet owners. I 
went ahead and contacted fancy feast a few minutes before this, and do you have pictures of 
the can and the expiry date underneath the counter if needed

EON‐463386 6/14/2021 17:56 Halo
Chicken Stew
Adult Dog
5.5 oz can

Patient developed GI signs- vomiting and liquid diarrhea. The next day, owner noticed her 
batch of wet food (Halo brand, chicken stew for adult dogs 5.5 oz can. Best by Dec 18 2023, 
41DCM3 0145) had black spots in it. O brought can for me to examine, confirmed black 
spots. Can is dented in the center; o reports all cans are like this, so she threw them out.

EON‐463294 6/14/2021 7:24 Mackerel & Vegetable

K-9 Kraving Address

After our Dog finished her food we saw something strange in the dish.
On further inspection we found a fish hook inside her bowl.
We have been in contact with the manufacturer and they have state they do not have a metal 
detector on the line.

EON‐463267 6/13/2021 14:04 Purina Beneful Grain Free with 
farm-raised chicken the #1 
ingredient accented with 
blueberries pumpkin & spinach

Switched dog from Alpo dried food to Beneful Grain Free Dried dog food around June 1, 
2021. Previous owner had believed dog's allergies were helped by feeding grain-free kibble 
(she used Rachel Ray Nutrish food). June 5-8, dog didn't eat all food (Beneful kibbles) 
offered, seemed lethargic, and 3 times on June 8 vomited kibble already consumed. Dog 
refused to eat Beneful kibbles afterward (uneaten portion sat in bowl 2+ days). Diarrhea 
followed, June 7-11, including frequent bloody diarrhea June 9-10. No fever, but very 
lethargic, frequently licking under tail. Fed dog a canned dog food from June 10 to today, 
June 13, and dog quickly recovered. Suspect Beneful as cause. Spoke with vet's office 3 
times on June 10, but vet was out of town and couldn't see Willie until June 16.
My other dog was not offered and did not eat the Beneful Grain Free dried dog food, and did 
not get sick.
Hope to see vet on June 16, following his return to office.

8 Years Terrier - West 
Highland White

Dog 15 Pound
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EON‐463265 6/13/2021 12:44 Orijen 6 fish
Orijen Cat and kitten

I switched my cats from instinct to Orijen 6 fish formula gradually. Both cats started vomiting 
so I tried another formula by Orijen cat and kitten from a different store and the vomiting 
continued and also got worse. My youngest cat started loosing wait and was crying in pain 
before he through up. The 4 year old was constantly crying / attention seeking after eating so 
I could find her piles of throw up. I spoke with a friend who said both of her cats experienced 
the same thing. I looked online to see the reviews and so many say their cats are throwing up 
this awfully expensive food. I had dogs prior and they did well on it, but that was 10 years 
ago. I looked at the label and noticed they use ALOT of beans, lentils, and pea protein which 
is not biologically appropriate for cats.. it’s cheap protein filler. The brand instinct just uses 
peas so my cats switched back no problem without the gradual shift. Instinct is also cheaper 
which made me think to try the more expensive Orijen because we want what’s best for our 
pets. I was wrong to assume expensive equals better but at the same time Orijen products 
are not only worse but making pets sick. They need to be held accountable for this.

4 Years Domestic 
Shorthair

Cat 12 Pound

EON‐463264 6/13/2021 12:24 Orijin dry. Medium bag. Stopped 
feeding it to Daisy when she 
was diagnosed with heart failure

Heart failure, valve failure and thickened digestive wall with digestive difficulties, intermittent 
bloody stool and mucus! (Diagnosed with chest and abdomen ultrasound) we have spent 
tens of thousands of dollars on heart medication for this dog over the last few years. She had 
been fed exclusively and Acnna and Orijin dog food.

13 Years Poodle - Miniature Dog 16 Pound

EON‐463262 6/13/2021 12:00 Cesar I bought a box of Cesar's dog food from Walmart the grilled chicken/steak kind comes in a 
pack of 12 I've been buying these for years with no issues we'll yesterday I noticed a strange 
smell and couldn't figure out where it was coming from then I realized it was coming from the 
dog food I inspected it and towards the back I found black stuff under 2 of the Cesar's like 
they had went spoiled but they were sealed so that was very strange and there was about 30-
40 maggots crawling around I almost threw up and hurried and threw it away I had given her 
1 before I realized the box was spoiled she is ok so far but she's having to poop more then 
usual and looks down like she doesn't feel good. I did Little research and found 2 reviews on 
Amazon with situations similar to mine they also found maggots in there's. These need to be 
inspected immediately!!!!

Chihuahua Dog

EON‐463257 6/13/2021 9:28 Freshpet select small dog food On May 20,2021, I contacted Freshpet pet food because a blue fiber was inside one of the 
small dog food nuggets. I had sent a picture along with my concerns. They contacted me the 
next day requesting I send information regarding place of purchase, bar code, sell by date 
and that they would retrieve the nugget.The information they requested was sent that day ( 
May 21) and I had not heard from them again. After calling and leaving messages, I finally 
was able to speak with a representative on June 3,2021 and was told that I needed to speak 
with Tara at Freshpet and they took my phone number. I was not contacted by phone but by 
email the next day and was informed that the blue fiber was from the vegetable packaging 
and no harm would be caused to my dog. They thanked me and said they would send 
coupons.

EON‐463231 6/12/2021 15:36 Golden Rewards Duck Jerky 
Recipe. I threw the chicken 
jerky away so don't have that 
info.

Gave my dog both duck and chicken jerky, Golden Rewards I bought from Walmart. Both 
instances she starting vomiting and had diarrhea, Thought it was just her because of her age 
and she reacted that way to the chicken jerky, then I bought the duck and same thing 
happened. Luckily she has recovered. I tried to report this to Walmart but their web site will 
not take the information. Good way to handle complaints.
The product is made in China.

17 Years Papillon - Spaniel - 
Continental Toy 
(with erect ears or 
with dropped ears 
(Phaléne))

Dog 16 Pound
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EON‐463218 6/12/2021 9:48 Earthborn Holistic
Venture
Limited Ingredient Diet for Dogs
Duck Meal & Pumpkin
Grain Free Formula

I noticed that my dog's kibble looked different. Some kibble was broken in half and on the 
edges of the broken pieces there was something white on the edges I took some of these 
pieces out to look at them. Immediately contacted the manufacturer thru email. Later on in 
the evening I was going to feed my dog again. I decided to scoop some kibble on a paper 
plate to examine it further and remove those white pieces. As I was examining it, a worm 
crawled out from in-between the kibble. I then opened the bag of kibble and saw two worms 
crawling around inside the 25 lb bag.

EON‐463204 6/12/2021 0:56 Rachel ray just 6 lamb and 
brown rice
Limited ingredient recipe

I have two French Bulldogs that are now 6 years old I have fed them all sorts of dry dog food, 
one of my dogs was getting Seizures about once a month and blood in the urine. I have 
switch their food once again and all of those problems have stopped. I’ve read other things 
online about Rachel ray dog food and dog seizures and just wanted to add that I was having 
the same problem. They have been off that food since January 2021 with no health problems 
since taking them off that food.

EON‐463159 6/11/2021 15:44 FEDGROZYME Good day!
As i have already bought FEDGROZYME, i wanted to check the ingredient list. However, the 
label of the packaging does not contain any ingredient list so that the consumer can check 
the safety of the product first. I tried asking for the full ingredient list, however, i was only 
given a vague list of ingredients (e.g. live microorganisms and vitamins). The manufacturer 
did not indicate the specific vitamins and minerals, live microorganisms, etc. that are in the 
product and how much of each ingredient is in the product. My pet hasnt had any bad 
reaction to the product yet because i have not used it. But i am afraid that there might be 
some ingredients that may cause harm to my pet in the long run if i use it because there 
aren’t any exact ingredient disclosed to consumers. I hope you can investigate this and 
strictly implement adding the full ingredient list to the labels even just for pet products.

EON‐463072 6/10/2021 18:00 Oinkies tender treats wrapped 
with real chicken

Dog became lethargic and wouldn’t eat. Started running fever. Has been in the hospital for 
over a week now on fluids and antibiotics

8 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 40 Pound

EON‐463001 6/9/2021 21:32 Wellness Core Wild Game 
Grain Free

 appetite began to wane to the point that he was losing weight. I also began to notice 
a light coughing on occasion. Due to the lack of appetite and coughing, I brought him to the 
vet who diagnosed him with DCM.  has been eating Wellness Core’s Wild Game grain 
free kibble since we adopted him in 2017. His cardiologist suggested it was likely his diet 
which led to the DCM. He is currently on two heart medications and a diuretic as of 5/21/21. 
He is set to be rechecked by the cardiologist in 6 months, and the vet in 3.

5 Years Pit Bull Dog 80 Pound

EON‐462959 6/9/2021 13:08 GRILLERZ Large Pork Bone After exposure to the bone (approx. four hours after), the dog began vomiting pieces of the 
bone that are meant to be edible. The vomiting has continued into the next day.

5 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 55 Pound
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EON‐462957 6/9/2021 12:52 Merrick Grain Free limited 
ingredients

I fed her grain free Merrick limited ingredient switching proteins from month to month besides 
chicken her entire life. On March 5th, 2019 I brought  in for an echo because I was 
concerned about the stories of grain free food and our other great dane had a concerning 
echo.  heart was similar to  and was not normal. It was recommended that we 
recheck in three months (no medications or supplements were suggested at that time) and I 
changed their food to Purina Pro Plan sensitive skin and stomach and had  heart 
rechecked on June 18, 2019. At that time there was slight improvement and I was told to 
again keep her on the diet, no medication and recheck. Due to many things going on 
including covid I finally had her echo rechecked in March of 2021 and her heart is now 
perfectly normal with only a diet change, no medications or supplements. In that same time 
our other great danes heart function has gotten worse and she has been put on a medication. 
The cardiologists believes that the grain free diet was the issue because it was resolved 
purely through diet change.

5 Years Great Dane Dog 51 Kilogram

EON‐462906 6/8/2021 21:12 Nudges Natural Dog Treats  ate one Nudges Jerky Cuts treat 6/4/21 and the following day he became extremely ill. 
Nothing else in his diet changed prior. A trip to the vet today revealed he is battling some 
infection and is not on antibiotics.

3 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 85 Pound

EON‐462881 6/8/2021 16:08 Blue This issue does not pertain to a food that made my dog immediately sick, this is a different 
issue. My dog was diagnosed with Degenerative Valve Disease with congestive heart failure 
last week. I learned from my vet that feeding her grain-free food can contribute to her 
disease. I have been feeding her "Blue" for years and many of their products are grain-free. I 
gave her these products unknowing that they could put her at risk. I basically chose the flavor 
that she favored and many of them were grain-free. Grain-free products should only be given 
if the animal has been proven to have allergies to grains, because grains are important in an 
animal's diet. Every dog product on the market that is grain-free needs to have a warning 
label on it stating that feeding a grain-free diet can lead to heart disease! This is a proven 
fact! Please address this extremely important life saving information!

13 Years Dachshund - 
Standard Smooth-
haired

Dog 13 Pound

EON‐462875 6/8/2021 15:44 Wellness CORE Ocean 
Whitefish Herring & Salmon 
Recipe Dry Dog Food 26-lb bag

I noticed that my dog was lethargic and didn't want to eat her food. I had mixed the new food 
with her previous food to help with the transition from one brand to the Wellness Whitefish. 
She started acting strange and it wasn't until I had totally switched her to the new food, the 
Wellness Whitefish, that I realized it was her food that was making her sick. I looked the 
brand up on line and found that there are law suits with regard to extremely high levels of 
lead and arsenic in the food. Billions of times more that there should be; there shouldn't be 
any lead or arsenic in dog food or people food. I personally know the dangers & challenges 
of lead poisoning.

9 Years Retriever - 
Labrador

Dog 82 Pound

EON‐462835 6/8/2021 9:16 Wellness Complete Health 
Adult Lamb and Barley

Both of my dogs got sick all night long after eating their dinner from a newly opened bag of 
Wellness Complete Health Lamb and Barely. They've been on the same formula for a few 
years. I fed them from a new bag of food this morning and no symptoms yet. The other dog is 

. He is 12 and 15 pounds.

8 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 11 Pound

EON‐462814 6/7/2021 20:56 Rachael Ray Nutrish Real 
Chicken & Veggies Recipe

My dog started eating this dog food and within days she was lethargic and not herself. When 
she started throwing up this past Saturday I stopped feeding her the food. 2 days later she is 
still lethargic and throwing up.

7 Years Bulldog - 
American

Dog 65 Pound
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EON‐462808 6/7/2021 19:44 Sportmix Premium Maintenance 
21/12

This is a new food, so I was not immediately alarmed when Sweet Dees didn’t wipe out his 
bowl right away on Day #1, Friday June 4th.
The second and third day he ate as usual, but has become somewhat lethargic and definitely 
less interested in normal play and walks. Today, June 7th he is noticeably unwell. 
Today he seemed better, but in the last hour he won't come out of his kennel cage and the 
area around his mouth has blackened. 
I looked up this brand and found it is on a recall list if labeled with a certain lot number and 
expiration date, but those are nowhere on the bag. 
The UPC code number is 34846 70051
I was given this food by an area homeless shelter that also provides pet food for the poor. 
The facility is  in .
Their contact for support for pet owners is , whom I am notifying immediately. 
The quickest way to reach me is by phone @ ( .

4 Years Terrier - Bull - 
Staffordshire

Dog 50 Pound

EON‐462806 6/7/2021 19:20 ORGANIX® Grain Free Organic 
Small Breed Recipe

I have been giving my dog ORGANIX® Grain Free Organic Small Breed Recipe thinking this 
was a good product. I took my dog into the vet for an annual visit and was informed he had a 
heart murmur. I was told this was a level 4 out of 6 and was serious based on his age. I 
reached out to the breeder who told me my dog's parents were both healthy. She asked me 
(as did the vet) about the dog's diet. I told them what I was feeding  and they both said 
that may aggravating his condition and to stop immediately. Why is there NO WARNING on 
the product label saying this could cause heart issues. I purchased this product for years at 
Whole Foods thinking this was a safe product for my dog only to learn I may actually be 
poisoning him. I am taking my dog in for further evaluation by a cardiologist but feel like I 
have taken years off his life wtih a grain - free diet.

5 Years Spaniel - King 
Charles Cavalier

Dog 22 Pound

EON‐462798 6/7/2021 17:28 Iams Minichunks Chicken & 
Whole Grains Recipe

I have been feeding my two dogs exclusively Iams Minichunks for the last few years without 
incident. I purchased a new bag of this food the last week in May. Within 24 hours of feeding 
my dogs from this bag, they both became very ill and experienced vomiting and bloody 
diarrhea. I immediately removed the food, sanitized their water bowl, and fed them a diet of 
boiled chicken, rice, and pumpkin for the next 3 days until symptoms subsided. As soon as 
they were healthy again, I reintroduced the Iams Minichunks (from the same bag) in new, 
sanitized food dishes. Within 24 hours they became sick again with identical symptoms, and 
again improved as soon as I removed the food.

9 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 56 Pound

EON‐462785 6/7/2021 15:48 Pet Center Inc. "Chicken 
Nibbles"

 presented on 4/21/21 for inappetence, lethargy, polyuria, polydipsia, and occasional 
vomiting. Bloodwork showed increased hematocrit (59.7%), SDMA (16), creatinine (1.6 
mg/dL), reduced phosphorus (2.1 mg/dL), glucosuria (500 mg/dL), and proteinuria (UPC 1.1). 

 had a normal abdominal ultrasound and tested negative for leptospirosis. 

 was treated supportively with anti-emetic, anti-acid medication, and bland diet (Hill's I/D 
wet food). On 5/18/21 a urine sample was sent to the  for 
metabolic testing, and on 5/27/21, the  lab confirmed the urine results were consistent 
with Fanconi's syndrome.

12 Years Dachshund - 
Miniature

Dog 9 Pound
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EON‐462782 6/7/2021 14:44 Wholesome pride sweet potato 
chews dog treats

Purchased a bag of sweet potato chews. Many of them had significant amount of mould. 
Contacted company and asked how this can be resolved. They said they would get me a new 
bag of chews and sent them and expected me to pay the customs shipping charge to receive 
a replacement bag. I already was concerned about the fact that I can recognize mould on a 
treat, but some people may not and would have fed this to their pet. If the company can not 
figure out a way to keep products preserved and are not able to fairly replace the product if it 
is unsafe, they should not be selling them.

EON‐462776 6/7/2021 14:00 Taste of the Wild
Grain Free Recipe
High Prairie Puppy Recipe
with Roasted Bison & Roasted 
Venison

On the morning of 6/5/2021 the (63 yr old healthy male) owner opened a new bag of dog 
food and placed entire bags with its contents into large storage bin. Owner then filled the 
dog’s food bowl with the dog food. 

The following evening the owner became ill with sever stomach pain, vomiting, and diarrhea. 
The next morning the dog wimpered several times to go out - when the dog's female owner 
took the dog for a walk that same day, the dog stopped to deficate. There was no stool just 
liquid mixed with some blood. This continued throughout the day and night. The dog threw up 
his dog food twice before we made a connection with the owner and the handling of the dog 
food.

6 Month
s

Retriever - Golden Dog 50 Pound

EON‐462775 6/7/2021 14:00 Full Moon Sliced Chicken Jerky 
Natural Cuts

I'm pretty strict with my dog's diet, so I'm aware of when something isn't right. I usually feed 
her Instinct dog kibble with their freeze dried toppers and will also mix in real rotisserie 
chicken. I will also give her all natural peanut butter as a treat during the day. I have never 
seen my dog have any digestive issues in the almost 2-years that I have had her until I gave 
her some pieces of the Full Moon Sliced Chicken Jerky treats this past week. This was the 
only change to her diet. She has had bloody diarrhea multiple times and thrown up pieces of 
the jerky. She also feels like she has a fever which I've never noticed before. Undoubtedly 
these treats caused my dog to get very sick and I'd be very concerned for other pet owners 
feeding their dogs these treats.

2.5 Years Cattle Dog - 
Australian (blue 
heeler, red heeler, 
Queensland 
cattledog)

Dog 40 Pound

EON‐462771 6/7/2021 13:44 CASTOR&POLLUX NATURAL 
PETWORKS ORGANIX grain 
free BUTCHER & BUSHEL 
organic chicken wing & thigh 
dinner with sweet potatoes in 
gravy. USDA ORGANIC

CASTOR&POLLUX ORGANIX: grain free BUTCHER & BUSHEL organic chicken wing & 
thigh dinner with sweet potatoes in gravy. I purchased this product because my dog had 6 
teeth pulled @ her veterinarian recommended a wet food. When I punched this product I was 
shocked to see chicken bones! This could cause harm - death of an animal! The ingredients 
indicates “organic chicken”. The ingredients does not include chicken bones.

EON‐462761 6/7/2021 12:28 Authority Mature Adult Dog 
Food - Chicken & Rice

I have been using Authority dog food for approximately 2 years. I previously had it on 
autoship from Chewy. Recently Chewy stopped carrying it so I purchased via autoship 
directly from Petsmart. The first month shipment arrived broken open with ants. The second 
shipment arrived and when I opened the bag of dry kibble the size, color, and shape were all 
different than any bag I had previously received in all of those years. Immediately after 
opening it, 2 of my dogs became sick. One dog,  approximately 13 years old who is a 
chihuahua pug mix had diarrhea for several days, but seems to be doing much better after 
discontinuing the food and putting her on a bland chicken and rice only diet.  has 
remained ill, vomiting, bloody diarrhea. She can't hold anything down, not even the chicken 
and rice I attempted to give her. The diarrhea is so bad that she can't even make it outside to 
go and has also pooped in her crate which she never does.

14 Years Chihuahua Dog 5 Pound

EON‐462711 6/6/2021 10:36 Sweet potato chips Vomiting, bloody diarrhea, and drooling/panting in pain for 2
Days.

13.5 Years Beagle Dog 41 Pound
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EON‐462710 6/6/2021 10:36 Sweet potato chips Vomiting, bloody diarrhea, for 2 
Days.

2.5 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 73 Pound

EON‐462691 6/5/2021 22:12 NATIVE PET YAK CHEWS 10 
EXTRA LARGE CHEWS

I opened the container of Native Pet Yak Chews I recently purchased today, the seal was not 
broken, and the smell of mold was very strong. I pulled one out and it was covered In mold. I 
looked through the container and could see mold was all over the chews. I then sent an email 
to Native Pet and also Amazon where I always purchase them. I have purchased them many 
times, and previously (maybe 2 months ago) had received a container with a broken lid and 
punctured seal. I sent notifications at that time as well, but never heard back. I kept those 
chews because they did not seem to be bad and thought maybe the damage occurred in 
transport. This time is a serious issue.

EON‐462690 6/5/2021 22:08 Turkey Bone Broth Meal Topper 
for Dogs and Cats 

(comes in plastic pouch)

we had used this product for a few months but this last container caused both  to 
have severe diarrhea and lethargy for two plus days - we are still battling the diarrhea with 
the vet. We thaw the frozen broth and use a small amount on their food as incentive. Went 
fine until this last container of the broth. One vomited once but the other did not but both 
developed severe diarrhea and appears that at least one has groin pain when going. When 
we checked the product container other than a slightly off odor nothing else unusual. We 
have the container and also another one since we purchased two at the same time. This has 
been a nightmare for the last two days trying to deal with the diarrhea. They appear to be 
recovering from this but vet says probably 2-3 more days.

9 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 33 Pound

EON‐462689 6/5/2021 21:56 Butcher's Bone Smoked Ham 
Bone

Purchased a Butcher's Bone brand ham bone for my dog. He has eaten many bones in the 
past without issue. This bone caused my healthy dog to become so ill he almost died. Dog 
development a compacted colon, infection, and tears in the GI tract. He was hospitalized for 
7 days at a cost of $4,800. This bone splintered easily which ultimatly tore up my poor dogs 
insides. He literally almost died, and if we had not had the financial means to hospitalize him 
he would have to have been put down. He is a young dog that loves bones without issue, but 
now thanks to Butcher's Bone my dog will never eat another bone again and could very well 
require lifelong medication for the damage caused. The FDA needs to do more to make dog 
owners aware of the dangers in bone consumption, and outright ban their sale.

4 Years Cattle Dog - 
Australian (blue 
heeler, red heeler, 
Queensland 
cattledog)

Dog 30 Pound

EON‐462684 6/5/2021 18:32 FROMM Family Pet Food
GF Turkey Duck & Sweet 
Potato Pate

Today I received 4 cases of Fromm wet food (each a different variety). I immediately noticed 
one of the four cases (12 cans) had several damaged cans that had been dented and broken 
tops; brown fluid around the top and sides of the damaged cans and the box; and a very 
distinct smell of poultry feces emitting from the cans.

EON‐462677 6/5/2021 16:28 Acana Dog food My dog had been feeding on Arcana Dog food from a puppy until 3 months ago when he 
started coughing. He now has degenerative heart problem. He is on heart medication and 
switched to Pro Plan food. He is eight years old and in excellent
shape. He started excessive coughing, after a week of this I took him to my Vets office and 
was tended to by a canine heart specialist. Test results showed an enlarged heart for his 
age. I switched his food and he is on meds and supplements.
Restricted his activities considerably. He was an active field trail Labrador Retriever.

8 Years Retriever - 
Labrador

Dog 73 Pound

EON‐462676 6/5/2021 15:40 Orijen Senior Dry Dog Food Dog was referred to cardiology, who found he has a mild form of dilated cardiomyopathy. 
They prescribed Pimobendan for the duration of his radiation treatment (for unrelated 
sarcoma cancer). He has been eating grain-free Orijen Senior dry dog food for the past 3 
years.

10 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 80 Pound
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EON‐462648 6/4/2021 19:04 Tripett pure green tripe Dogs were fed Tripe with evening meal. The next morning one dog would not eat and then 
had diarrhea and was lethargic. The other dog ate normally then started throwing up all 
morning.

11 Years Terrier - Fox Wire Dog 20 Pound

EON‐462604 6/4/2021 11:20 Wellness 95% Botulism Canned dog food exploded with botulism all over kitchen. Death smell was 
everywhere. The food might need a recall.

Wellness

10 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 65 Pound

EON‐462591 6/4/2021 9:44 Zukes Puppy Naturals Lamb & 
Chickpea Recipe

Started giving Zukes Puppy Natural treats and within two days dog was throwing up, had 
diarrhea, and wouldn’t eat regular food.

6 Month
s

Retriever - 
Labrador

Dog 35 Pound

EON‐462572 6/4/2021 2:12 Purina Friskies Prime Filets 
Chicken and Tuna in gravy, 
Purina Friskies Prime Filets 
Chicken in gravy

I have been purchasing Purina Friskies Prime Filets Chicken and Tuna Dinner in Gravy and 
Prime Filets with Chicken in Gravy from online distributor, Chewy.com for several months on 
automatic shipping every two weeks. The last couple of cases of 24 cans I received have a 
very foul, distinctive and offensive odor. I had COVID-19 earlier this year and initially 
assumed the horrific odor was a lasting side effect of the virus since I did lose sense of smell 
and taste while positively infected. Typically I discard any food that smells or looks abnormal, 
however, since I work long hours and don't have time to visit the store often to shop for cat 
food, I have been feeding the food to my pets. They have been consuming the food and have 
not yet shown any signs of illness. After opening the cans of food, the awful smell lingers in 
my home for some time. The smell makes me nauseous. It is very distinct but not easily 
described. I have also smelled the same odor in dog feces at the small non-profit animal 
shelter where I work. Two of those dogs are puppies who have been previously diagnosed 
with bacterial overgrowth. The fact the smell from the cans is exactly like the odor of the 
feces is worrisome. I have even noticed that my own feces has begun to smell of the food. 
Clearly, I am not consuming the cat food myself, but I do handle the cans and the plates from 
which my cats eat the food. The shelter where I work does not use Friskies for any of the 
animals there. I reported the problem to Purina online to their consumer email address. They 
responded within hours stating my situation was unique and that they would send me a 
coupon to replace the food with other products. I have also contacted Chewy.com to stop the 
automatic shipping of these foods and to advise them of the problem. The lot numbers are 
11161161 for the Prime Filets Chicken and Tuna in Gravy with UPC code 50000 10044 with 
best by date of Apr 2023 and 10481161 for the Prime Filets Chicken with Gravy with UPC 
code 50000 17018 and best by date Feb 2023. Both flavors were purchased in cases of 24 
each 5.5 ounce cans shipped and stored ambient and were purchased in April or May 2021.

EON‐462569 6/4/2021 0:40 Iams mature adult chicken and 
whole grains recipe

Started a new bag of food not even 1 week ago and both dogs are continuing to vomit only 
food up. Vomit is very foul smelling

7 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 50 Pound

EON‐462536 6/3/2021 15:44 Rotisserie Chicken Flavor
Purina Alpo Chophouse extra 
gravy

T-Bone Steak Flavor
Purina Alpo Chophouse extra 
gravy

We fed  some canned Alpo Chop Home for 3 feedings & she vomited a few times 
during that time so we stopped. She got better & her vomiting stopped. Today we took her to 
the Vet & they did a blood screen, exam & some medicine to promote intestinal health to the 
tune of $239. She checked out fine at the end. She also had blood in her stools which today 
is much improved.

10 Years Terrier - Jack 
Russell

Dog 23.5 Pound
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EON‐462502 6/3/2021 10:32 Purina dog chow chicken flavor My dogs have been vomiting all their food and acting very sluggish. I have a male and female 
Doberman and a female mini Australian Shepard who all are vomiting. My male is showing 
signs of diarrhea as well. We have bought Purina dog chow chicken flavor for years and this 
is our first time experiencing this.

Doberman 
Pinscher

Dog

EON‐462475 6/3/2021 9:24 Hills science diet z/d small bite Had well controlled Inflammatory bowel disease. That’s the reason they were put on z/d by 
vet. They have been on it for years no problems. They came out with a small bite formula 
which we bought and tried it caused a flare in both Yorkies so I stopped and went back to the 
big bite. My husband last week bought the z/d small bite by mistake and he mixed it with the 
big bite. I was unaware until today. On Sunday my make developed diarrhea took him to the 
emg vet since it was Memorial Day. He died Monday with acute renal failure. We just had 
normal lab work done 3 wks ago. I suspect vit D toxicity. I am a physician so I understand the 
pathology and hope that you take this seriously. Please free free to contact me.

13 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 4.8 Pound

EON‐462457 6/3/2021 0:32 Kibbles n bits original The store was out of our normal dog food so we got kibbles n bits original and fed it to our 6 
month old puppy. All day the puppy had been playing with my son, nothing out of the ordinary 
but less than 30 minutes after he ate dinner he began foaming at the mouth and violently 
vomiting. I went back to the dog food and found it to smell particularly pungent.

EON‐462443 6/2/2021 18:28 Golden rewards Chicken Jerky 
Treats

Purchased Golden rewards chicken jerky 5/29/2021 and gave all three of the dogs 1 treat 
each, 5/29, 5/30, 5/31. On the evening 5/30 one of them started with runny stool-by 3/31 all 
of them did. On 6/1 I took them to the vet as  also had blood in his stool. All 3 were given 
stool tests and blood tests, medications all totalling @$2000.00. The vet is pretty sure it is 
either food poisoning or salmonella.

6 Years Terrier 
(unspecified)

Dog 30 Pound

EON‐462436 6/2/2021 17:24 Castor & Pollux Organix 
Organic Chicken & Oatmeal dog 
kibble

On May 24, 2021 I started incorporating the Organix Chicken & Oatmeal kibble by Castor & 
Pollux (purchased at Whole Foods the week of May 17, 2021) into  daily meals. 
Within 3 days, she had developed severe diarrhea, green gooey stool with blood streaks, 
accompanied by excessive vomiting. She was treated by  for Hemorrhagic 
Diarrhea Syndrome (HGE, AHDS). She was treated with fluids, antibiotics, anti-nausea 
meds, and is now on a bland diet of boiled chicken and rice until her stools firm up again. The 
loose stool is persisting even 4 days later, now with yellow seeds from the bad kibble she is 
still trying to pass. We are still waiting on the salmonella test results, but the vet confirmed 
that this was bacterial infection from what she had ingested in the kibble. I'm horrified that 
this happened to my sweet furry little shih-tzu -- she does not have food allergies or issues 
and has not had problems in the past. Castor & Pollux was rated so highly online, but clearly 
they do not regulate their ingredients well enough. I insist that they reimburse us for her 
medical bills at the very least and pull this line of contaminated food off the shelves to 
prevent harm to other dogs.

10 Years Shih Tzu Dog 11 Pound
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EON‐462432 6/2/2021 17:00 Purina Beneful Chopped Beef 
Blend 
Carton of 8 individual containers 
10 oz each

When I opened the carton of dog food I noticed a bad odor. As I pulled the individual 
containers from the carton I could see that at least one of the containers had not been tightly 
sealed and there was dried contents on several of the containers. When I went to remove the 
containers from the bottom rows, I saw that the lid was not on tightly on one of the containers 
and there was a lot more gunk on that container. When I went to pick it up, the lid came off 
and then I observed that there were little white worms crawling all over that container 
between the foil seal and the plastic lid. At that point I threw all the containers in the box and 
carried it outside. I took a picture and video of the worms on the container inside the box and 
also a picture of the label on the outside of the box. I then put the box and all the containers 
in a garbage bag, sprayed inside the bag with bug spray and threw it in the garbage. The 
other two cartons of the same brand of dog food purchased at the same time also went into 
the garbage without being opened. I then called the Chewy.com where I had ordered the dog 
food from and reported it and now I am reporting it to you.

EON‐462419 6/2/2021 12:40 Taste of the wild ancient prairie 
with ancient grains dog food

Severe vomiting and diarrhea 1.7 Years Cattle Dog - 
Australian (blue 
heeler, red heeler, 
Queensland 
cattledog)

Dog 28 Pound

EON‐462413 6/2/2021 12:28 Taste of the wild ancient prairie 
with ancient grains dry dog food

Severe vomiting and diarrhea 10 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 23 Pound

EON‐462357 6/1/2021 21:24 Heart to Tail Pure Being Adult 
Dog Food Salmon & Potatoes 
Recipe

After  consumed the food, she pooped what looked and felt like bile (poop was white 
and rock hard).  excrement was normal before eating the food and has always been a 
normal brown until the batch of wet food she ate ~ 05/29/2021. On that day, she pooped 
normal in the morning before eating the food, then pooped bile twice on two separate 
occasions after eating the wet food, and finally after not feed her anymore, her poop returned 
to brown and has been so since.

1 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 44 Pound

EON‐462350 6/1/2021 19:24 Sheba Delicate whitefish and 
tuna entree cuts

Ordered a 24 pack of Sheba perfect portions delicated whitefish and tuna entree from 
amazon. Five were open upon receipt, I figured it happened during shipping. I went to open 
one today, June 1, 2021, and it exploded on me. It smelled somewhat like meat left out in the 
heat for a day or so. I went and checked the last one I have left and it's bulging. Figured it 
had some contamination. I've been feeding this batch to my cat's over the last week and they 
have been vomiting more than usual and one wouldn't eat it at all. The upc is 0 2310011420 
0, the best by date is 15 Jan 2023.

EON‐462318 6/1/2021 13:28 Purina friskies ocean favorites 
pate with salmon brown rice and 
peas

Three of my cats began vomiting up the food, followed by vomiting clear liquid/foam after 
their stomachs were empty, and all three have been having diarrhea since eating this food 
two days ago. The one cat who ate the most has been significantly unwell since yesterday, 
refusing to eat or drink. After getting her to drink through a syringe and discontinuing feeding 
the food that caused this she has been improving. I called the manufacturer and it seems like 
they have no intentions of doing anything but offering coupons and deny the problem even 
though I see customer complaints about similar problems all over the internet.

7 Years American 
Shorthair

Cat 12 Pound

EON‐462274 6/1/2021 4:00 Golden Rewards Duck Jerky 
Treats

After giving my dogs the duck jerky treats they became very ill with diarrhea 3 Years Poodle - Miniature Dog 13.5 Pound
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EON‐462266 5/31/2021 21:48 Amazon Brand - Wag Wet 
Canned Dog Food
Chicken & vegetable stew 
recipe

I purchased the Amazon brand canned dog food named Wag from the Amazon site. Tonight 
when opening a can of dog food I had barely started to lift the pulltab when the canned 
exploded and the entire lid shot off. There were no visible dents or issues with the cans which 
clearly seems to me would indicate some kind of bacterial build up possibly botulism in the 
food. I tried to report the issue to Amazon but received nothing but automated responses. I 
went to the Amazon page for the product and was shocked to see how many people have 
been writing reviews for two years indicating issues with the canning process for this food. 
People have been reporting bulging lids, exploding tops, foul smelling food, diarrhea and 
sickness and their dogs after eating going back to June 2019 on this product and they’ve 
done nothing to fix their production issues. Clearly they have a problem with their canning 
that is allowing contaminated food to be sent to customers and despite dozens of reviews 
from people on their product page indicating issues they have done nothing to fix the 
problem.
This is the link to the webpage that shows the dozens of one star reviews indicating issues in 
accounting process and foul food - 
https://smile.amazon.com/Wag-Food-Chicken-Vegetable-Recipe/product-
reviews/B07HJTW65Y/ref=cm_cr_getr_d_paging_btm_next_3?ie=UTF8&reviewerType=all_r
eviews&filterByStar=one_star&pageNumber=3

EON‐462262 5/31/2021 20:04 Earthborn Holistic Ocean 
Fusion

I opened the new bag of Earthborn Ocean Fusion around March 25th. On March 29th  
vomited his breakfast. On March 30th he again vomited his breakfast. That afternoon I 
learned of the recall on Earthborn and other pet foods made by Midwestern Pet Foods at 
their Monmouth IL facility. I checked our bag of food, but the date did not match that included 
in the recall. But due to his vomiting, I checked with my vet to see if Salmonella could be a 
cause--they didn't think so--and called the Midwestern recall support number, left a message. 

 vomited again the evening of March 30th and the morning of the 31st, so I put him on 
chicken and rice for a couple days. Since the bag wasn't part of the recall, I put that 
completely out of my mind. Once back on the Earthborn for 2-3 days the vomiting began 
again...and for the next 6 weeks he had vomiting and/or diarrhea or just refused to eat about 
every 5-6 days. However, I didn't recognize the pattern until that 6 weeks had passed, mainly 
because for 3 of those weeks I was taking my youngest cat to the vet hospital to try to figure 
out why she was sick (separate report). Also during that 6 weeks, when attempting to get 

 to eat during his refusal periods, I would throw a handful of the food into the air around 
all 3 of my dogs--that sense of competition has gotten him to eat in the past when he wanted 
treats or something else instead of food. After doing that at 2 mealtimes, both my other dogs 
had vomiting episodes...from 8 hours up to 12 hours after the 2nd time. Unfortunately, again, 
I didn't notice the pattern and look into it. By the time I realized the pattern of illness with all 4 
pets--and those being the only ones who had eaten that food (out of 6 pets)--they were all 
healthy again. Well,  was on day 3 of chicken and rice. So it wasn't worth it to pay the 
$600 to test for salmonella. If only I'd recognized the issue sooner and gotten one of them 
tested.

My main concern is that the batch of food a bad code of Jul/14/22 M1 should have been part 
of the recall so other pets and pet parents don't have to go through this or worse.

7 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 72 Pound
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EON‐462261 5/31/2021 20:04 Earthborn Holistic Ocean 
Fusion

April 15th,  walked away from her dinner bowl without eating anything. I hadn't noticed 
if she'd eaten breakfast. She didn't eat again on Friday morning (16th) and spent the day 
lying on my bed, which is not like her. She's normally wherever the action is--or near where I 
am. Still not eating on the morning of the 17th, I contacted the vet's office and scheduled to 
take her in that afternoon to be checked out.  did bloodwork and xrays and didn't find 
anything conclusive. I did not mention the dog food recall for Salmonella as I had completely 
forgotten about it by then. They gave her fluids and anti-nausea medicine and sent her home 
with 4 doses of the anti-nausea meds and suggested trying various types of food to get her to 
eat--tuna, baby food, canned food, chicken, etc. After the subq fluids and anti-nausea 
injection, she felt well enough to eat some food that evening at home. However, the next day 
she wouldn't touch any food and again spent the entire day lying on my bed looking 
miserable. I tried a couple options on Monday (4/19) to see if she would eat, but she would 
only taste and then walk away. That evening the vet's office provided an appetite stimulant 
(ear salve) and again suggested baby food, tuna, etc. We spent the week trying a variety of 
canned cat foods, baby foods, tuna, various cat treats, chicken...everything they had 
suggested and more. She would eat a very small amount one day and then nothing the 
following day, and she'd never eat the same thing more than the first time. On April 23rd I 
took her back to the vet hoping for a diagnosis and a feeding tube. She had a fever and they 
recommended an ultrasound in addition to an ng tube, but the vet who was certified for US 
wasn't in that night. They gave her fluids and I brought her back home for the evening. I 
returned her to the vet in the morning (4/24) where she had an ultrasound and the ng tube 
was placed. The ultrasound was inconclusive--enlarged spleen and either inflammation or 
infection

4 Years Domestic 
Shorthair

Cat 10 Pound

EON‐462251 5/31/2021 14:32 Hill's Prescription Diet t/d Dental 
Care Chicken Flavor Dry Cat 
Food

I opened and fed two cats from a new bag of Hill's Prescription Diet t/d Dental Care Chicken 
Flavor Dry Cat Food. They have been happily eating this for a year. That is the only food they 
have in common. The next day they became lethargic, began vomiting and had diarrhea. My 
nine year old Tonkinese cat was taken to BluePearl Emergency, diagnosed with gastritis and 
given an anti-nausea injection. X rays were normal - no blockage or constipation. He seems 
to have recovered.  was taken to the vet two days in a row, diagnosed with enteritis. 
She was given intravenous fluids, anti nausea injection and metronidazole prescription. She 
is still sick five days later.
Hill's Prescription Diet t/d Dental Care Chicken Flavor Dry Cat Food Purchased from 
Chewy.com
8724 PT317753
Best before 10 2022. R2571030 084

12 Years Domestic 
(unspecified)

Cat 9.7 Pound

EON‐462235 5/31/2021 11:12 Hills Science Diet Adult 1-6 
Lamb Meal and Brown Rice

Diarrhea and Vomiting first night after first day of eating 2 Years Basenji Dog 35 Pound

EON‐462234 5/31/2021 11:12 Stew Leonards Freshly Baked 
All Natural Bubba Bites

Purchased Bubba Bites at the Stew Leonard’s in  on 5/26. Today 5/31 my 
husband noticed that they are moldy. I called store. They told me that they should be 
refrigerated. After taking a close look at the package it does say that in fine print. I did not see 
a notification in the store, they are not refrigerated in the store, and there is no expiration date 
on the bag. I don’t know when they started getting moldy but I have been giving them to my 
dog. She was throwing up on Saturday 5/29.
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EON‐462231 5/31/2021 10:44 Royal canin mother & baby cat We are part of a kitten foster group who uses Royal Canin mother/kitten can food which all 
kittens in this group started diarrhea, losing weight, and not wanting to eat and drink. When 
we stop using the Royal Canin can food symptoms go away. If we put them back on, 
symptoms reappear. We have cartons stamped with Sept 2022 and Dec 2022 as expiration 
dates. Seems ever since end of 2020 to now any kitten we try on Royal Canin mother/ kitten 
can food gets sick. We are very concerned and vet bills get costly for the rescue and our little 
ones health is at risk due to young ages. We are stopping use of Royal Canin products as 
kittens improve upon removal of this brand food from their daily diet.

8 Weeks Domestic 
Shorthair

Cat 1.9 Pound

EON‐462208 5/30/2021 22:16 Golden Rewards Chicken Jerky 
Treats

Gave my dog Golden Rewards Chicken Jerky bought online from Wal mart. Aftet a couple if 
days if having treats he began urinating increased amounts in the house which was 
something he never did. He began drinking excessive amounts of water. He refused food. He 
was regurgitating the water and still urinating. Took him to vet. Vet found high white blood cell 
count and glucose in urine. Vet wanted to hospitalize him and do IV fluids. I didn't have 2k. I 
spent 1k on his exams and tests and meds. Brought him hone. He started coughibg up 
blood. His drinking water was turned red from blood from his mouth while drinkibg the water. 
On ,  my dog went into shock and died. The only thing different was the 
Chicken Jerky treats. I normal gave him sweet potatoe treats. He was my swrvuce dog and 
very beloved.

5 Years Terrier - Jack 
Russell

Dog 31 Pound

EON‐462194 5/30/2021 15:08 Diamond Premium Complete 
and Balanced Dry Dog Food

I purchased Brand: Diamond Premium Complete and Balanced Dry Dog Food and my dog 
stopped eating it after a while. I ended up taking him to the Vet ER, and he died.

Mixed (Dog) Dog

EON‐462193 5/30/2021 14:48 Nudges duck jerkey dog treats 
16 ox

Tar-like granulated stools, vomiting. All symptoms stopped after removing treat from diet. 3 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 50 Pound

EON‐462173 5/30/2021 1:44 Pet. Releaf
Hemp Health
Edibites
Soft Chews

Bought Dog snacks based on false claims:
'Organic and Tested and verified for efficiency'.
Implying it was certified by outside lab or 
Agency.

EON‐462171 5/30/2021 0:48 9 Lives Wet Cat Food Fed all three of my perfectly healthy, vet inspected cats 9 Lives wet cat food. All three got 
very sick. Vomited, had diarrhea, and then refused to eat any food for 72 hours.

Maine Coon Cat

EON‐462164 5/29/2021 21:04 SmartBones Smart Kabobz 
triple flavor chicken pork & duck

Gave dog a third of a stick of smart bones smart kabobz triple flavor chicken, pork and duck. 
It is a no rawhide type bone

4 Years Shih Tzu Dog 15 Pound

EON‐462158 5/29/2021 18:52 Royal Canin Gastrointestinal 
lowfat food

Been feeding my dog Royall Canin GI lowfat canned for about 11 months. Recently within a 
case, some of the food consistency is ok and other cans the food crumbles apart. You cannot 
even keep it on a spoon. I tried contacting manufacturer several times and was told they 
submitted it to quality control yet will never give me an honest answer about the food. They 
seem to brush me off and make up various reasons. Recently told there are different 
moisture variations in different batches. That doesn't make sense since the cans vary within 
the batch. They sent me another case, but was in the same batch and had the same issue. I 
would like an honest answer as to why this food is so different

EON‐462150 5/29/2021 14:16 WholeHearted Smart Smiles 
Chicken Flavor Cat Dental 
Treats 6.3 oz.

I put a few treats in front of him he ate two then started vomiting it up 2 mins later I fed him 
water to try and get it all out he then laid down for a few hours before he tried to eat some of 
his food I poured him. I know for a fact peppermint isn’t something you put in cat food I’ve 
known it to be highly poisonous

11 Years Bombay Cat 17 Pound
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EON‐462138 5/29/2021 11:04 Trader Joe's Chicken Jerky 
Strips Treats Snacks Puppies 
Dogs

She was only given very small amounts of product over a period time, but started having 
consistent diarrhea, increased thirst, less active, and a couple rounds of uncontrollable 
shaking.

11 Years Terrier - Bull - 
Staffordshire

Dog 78 Pound

EON‐462112 5/28/2021 22:36 Hill’s Natural Jerky Strips  and her fur siblings were each given a jerky treat for the first time. There were no 
other changes to our day. About 4-5 hours after the treat was given, each dog started 
vomiting uncontrollably. This went on for about 12 hours. We texted with our vet, who told us 
to monitor and give Pepcid. We were truly worried for our dogs’ well-being. They have never 
had an episode like this before.

9 Years Retriever - 
Labrador

Dog 65 Pound

EON‐462111 5/28/2021 22:28 Hill’s Natural Jerky Strips  and her fur siblings were each given a jerky treat for the first time. There were no 
other changes to our day. About 4-5 hours after the treat was given, each dog started 
vomiting uncontrollably. This went on for about 12 hours. We texted with our vet, who told us 
to monitor and give Pepcid. We were truly worried for our dogs’ well-being. They have never 
had an episode like this before.

2 Years Retriever - 
Labrador

Dog 73 Pound

EON‐462110 5/28/2021 22:20 Hill’s Natural Jerky Strips  and his 2 fur siblings were given a piece of a jerky treat. 3-4 hours later, each one 
began vomiting. This persisted for almost 12 hours. The only difference in the dogs’ days 
were these treats. We were scared for their well being to the point that we called the 
emergency vet.

1 Years Retriever - 
Labrador

Dog 75 Pound

EON‐462104 5/28/2021 19:16 natures domain beef and sweet 
potato

 has developed DCM with congestive heart failure we believe due to grain free diet food 4.5 Years Great Dane Dog 150 Pound

EON‐462091 5/28/2021 15:48 Real Dog Box Duck Wing Dog had an adverse reaction, passing large amounts of blood in feces. Unknown Dog
EON‐462081 5/28/2021 14:16 Duck flavored chew from Loving 

Pets sent in Bark Box
Within 12 hours of having the lucky duck chew he began to throw up blood and have 
diarrhea. He then went into shock, emergency vet tried everything to save him and said it 
appeared he was poisoned. Almost 4,000.00 was spent trying to save him. He said he had 
never seen anything so aggressive and quick with no response to treatment. Vet bill is 
available upon request. I will reach out to vet.

23 Month
s

Unknown Dog 40 Pound

EON‐462070 5/28/2021 12:32 Rachel Ray Nutrish Zero Grain Developed heart failure and eventually passed away. Was fed grain free food for 5 years. 9 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 46 Pound

EON‐462029 5/27/2021 22:40 Lucky Chew Sticks I got the Lucky Chew Sticks in Rider's barkbox. He ate one in the afternoon and by that night, 
he was vomiting blood and very lethargic for three days. It was a terrifying experience, but 
luckily, he pulled thru and bounced back. He was given another one a month later and the 
same thing happened. He's had them before and been fine, so I never would have thought 
this would have been the problem. I saw a tragic post about a dog that passed within a day or 
so of eating these and her symptoms were very similar to what  went thru.

5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 75 Pound

EON‐462024 5/27/2021 20:12 Fancy Feast Seafood and 
Poultry grilled. And Fancy Feast 
Poultry and Beef

Cats ate Fancy Feast for years. Got violent diarrhea and vomited both cats were admitted to 
vet hospital and ran tests. Proved it was the food. Other complaints have been made to 
Chewy.com and on Facebook I spent $1600.00 for both cats in hospital which broke my 
wallet and  my 3 year old still has stomach issues. I no longer feed them Fancy Feast. 
I contacted the company and awaiting response

3 Years Russian Cat 7 Pound

EON‐461977 5/27/2021 11:28 Milk Bone Good Morning Daily 
Vitamin Treats - Total Wellness

We have given our these vitamin treats for about 2 years, but when we started this 
new container, he would throw up the treat after eating it. This happened 3 days in a row and 
we stopped the treat for 7 days and tried again. He once again threw up the treat each time it 
was given so after the second day, we stopped feeding him these treats. There isn't any 
obvious difference in the appearance or smell of the vitamin so I'm not sure what changed.

5 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 10 Pound
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EON‐461975 5/27/2021 11:08 DreamBone Twists wrapped 
with chicken easy to digest no 
rawhide made with real peanut 
butter

I gave all three of my dogs a treat called Dream Bone Twists, a treat I have never purchased 
before. That evening and for the next three days, all three of my dogs suffered terrible 
vomiting and diarrhea. They had to be put on an antibiotic called Flagyl and they seem to be 
recovering now as today is the first day that any of them has had a somewhat solid bowel 
movement and they seem to have some energy back.

5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 40 Pound

EON‐461955 5/27/2021 4:44 Pure Pet I changed my cats food from meow to pure pet, since meow was not available i changed to 
pure pet 
pure pet is the worst food I've seen .I've lost 4 cats of mine (1 adult male and 3 kittens)the 
adult died to kidney failure and I have the proof for that 
kittens were born with poliomyelitis and died in 24 hours and the mother is now in serious 
condition with a swelling in both the kidney. This food does not contain any nutrition as 
printed and it is just a very bad unhealthy food. 
so I need a compensation from the company for my loss

2 Years Persian Cat 4.5 Kilogram

EON‐461948 5/27/2021 0:48 Instinct Original Grain Free Real 
Salmon Recipe Natural Wet 
Canned Cat Food by Nature's 
Variety 3 oz. Cans (Case of 24)

SMALL PIECE OF BLUE PLASTIC FOUND IN FOOD

EON‐461929 5/26/2021 17:52 Greenie's Pill Pockets Up until about mid April 2021, my dog was energetic, had a good appetite, played with her 
toys and enjoyed walks in the neighborhood. I bought 2 new bags of Greenie's Pill Pockets to 
administer the Carprofen each morning. She had been taking these for about six months. 
Then she began to not want food and was lethargic. I took her to her veterinarian and after 2 
hospitalization, 2 ultrasounds, xrays, bloodwork and various antibiotics and appetite 
stimulants, she remained less than enthusiastic about food. The symptoms began about the 
same time I opened the newest purchase of the Pill Pockets. After 7 weeks of treatment 
mentioned above, I had to euthanize her. I have contacted the company and they do not 
acknowledge any problems or complaints with these treats. However, I see from the internet, 
there are a lot of complaints about other treats they sell which have been making dogs sick 
for years.

14 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 20 Pound

EON‐461928 5/26/2021 17:52 Jerky Treats Dog Snacks We bought a new bag of beef jerky treats from Costco. We gave the dog 3 treats from the 
bag over the course of 5 or 6 days. After the third treat he experienced explosive diarrhea 
that continued for two days.

11 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 55 Pound

EON‐461889 5/26/2021 13:08 Zignature kangaroo formula 
limited ingredient formula

We noticed her slowing down - thought maybe it was her age - then she started to look as 
though she was getting a potbelly - then she stopped eating ( she was always very good 
driven before ) ... then she collapsed on a walk and we brought her to the vet who couldn't 
seem to find anything wrong since her blood tests all came back clean and the ultrasound of 
her belly looked ok - then a week later her belly was getting bigger eventhough she wasn't 
eating and she collapsed again so we brought her in again and they pulled fluid from her 
abdomen and did an ultrasound of her heart and discovered that her heart is extremely 
entlarvend ( both sides ) but that she seems to have advanced right sided heart failure ! But 
her left side is so large that she may get both sides or sudden death ... 
she has now been on 4 different medications for a week and is doing a bit better but it 
doesn't look good .

6 Years Shar Pei Dog 62 Pound
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EON‐461870 5/26/2021 11:08 Nutrena loyell life lamb & rice 
adult dog food

My French bulldog started acting strange. Then lethargic. She wouldn’t eat or drink water. 
Then she had blood in her stool & she was vomiting. I took her to the vet and they discovered 
an enlarged pancreas from a food irritation. I changed her food to a prescription food per the 
vet. I continued to feed our Labrador retriever the nutrena loyell life food a week later he 
started having the same issues. I have now thrown all of that food out.

2 Days Bulldog - French Dog 30 Pound

EON‐461843 5/25/2021 23:08 Fromm Game bird Recipe 
chicken from age beef frittata

She has been eating Fromm since she was a puppy. I was told by the Vets this was a great 
food. She would have different flavors like the Beef Frittata, Game Bird chicken, chicken 
frommage. She was recently diagnosed with a new onset heart murmur. Free learning of the 
issues with grain feed food Bd Fromm being one of them, we are changing her food and will 
have an echo done to see the damage. She is a mixed breed with Ridgeback being one of 
them.

7.5 Years Ridgeback - 
Rhodesian

Dog 56 Pound

EON‐461813 5/25/2021 16:20 Rachael Ray Nutrish Dry Dog 
Food: Real Chicken and 
Veggies Recipe

(My dog  is a Petit Basset Griffon Vendeen mix - was no option for this under 
breed.)

I have been feeding my dog Rachael Ray Nutrish Dry Dog Food: Real Chicken and Veggies 
recipe for 2 years and he has been in great health. I recently bought a new bag of this same 
brand and flavor at the store. The only immediately clear difference was that the packaging 
has a new redesign. I fed the normal amount to my dog at his normal time, and within 1-2 
hours he was vomiting and having diarrhea. I didn't give him any more dog food after this. I 
instead fed him a bland diet of boiled chicken and rice for the next few days as recommended 
by a veterinarian. During this time, he didn't vomit any more, but he continued to have 
diarrhea which began to have blood in it. He began to have accidents in the house which 
were increasingly bloody, so I took him to the vet and they found an increased amount of a 
type of bacteria in his GI tract. They prescribed him medication and he is getting better now. 
They vet staff and I believe  became sick from the dog food. I discovered that new 
Rachael Ray Nutrish Chicken and Veggies uses a slightly different recipe than the original, 
but  hasn't had issues with food sensitivity in the past, and the vet said that wouldn't 
be enough to cause days of bloody diarrhea anyway. The vet and I think that this batch of 
dog food may be contaminated or defective in some way. Thank you.

3 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 21 Pound

EON‐461804 5/25/2021 15:04 Instinct Raw Chicken  (and a second dog of 3 total dogs in our household) developed moderately severe 
diarrhea after ingesting canned raw wet dog food made by Instinct on May 8 2021. Diarrhea 
was not bloody, but full of mucus. Not especially ill systemically. She maintained appetite and 
weight. Treat with chicken and rice diet, without substantial improvement. Accordingly, fecal 
examination for O+P was performed, which was negative. Given clinical presentation I 
suspected campylobacter infection, so pcr testing was submitted simultaneously on May 15. 
PCR results returned positive on May 19 for Clostridium perfringens A with high levels of of 
CPA toxin. Given the proclivity of clostridium species for growth in canned items, the dog 
food appeared to be the likely culprit.

13 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 78 Pound

EON‐461697 5/24/2021 18:40 V-Dog Kibble V-Dog Kibble does not have proper packaging for their dog food and does not have proper 
handling. I receive my food in wet boxes and it soaks into the bags. IN the past this has 
caused mold and health issues. When I notify v-dogkibble they tell me they don't have to 
make sure they mail their stuff properly.

4 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 10 Pound

EON‐461686 5/24/2021 15:48 Taste of the Wild grain free dietary cardiomyopathy and congestive heart failure. Taste of the Wild grain free. 3 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 27 Kilogram
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EON‐461599 5/23/2021 21:16 Delectables Stew lickable treat 
with Chicken and Veggies. 
Made by Hartz

He had breakfast early in the morning. He had this food before, all from the same package. 
At least two hours later he was given a lickable treat that was just purchased that morning by 
my husband at Walmart. My cat started to shiver within about 1.5 hours. He then had 
diarrhea. After that he vomited and meowed before doing this. He was restless, meowed 
again and vomited again. Both times was just liquid, nothing solid. Then he slowly walked to 
the liter box and had diarrhea again, just liquid. The diarrhea was coming out of him before 
he got inside the box. He then sat on the floor hunched over for at least an hour. After that he 
laid down in a more comfortable spot. He fell asleep after maybe another hour. He slept for 
5.5 hours. He woke and drank water then returned to bed. He looked more alert when he 
woke but we could tell he still was getting over the sickness. At this time I think he is on the 
mend. If he isn’t better by morning I will take him to the vet.

10 Years Abyssinian cat Cat 11 Pound

EON‐461582 5/23/2021 15:44 Amazon product
Solimo
Chicken Jerky

Dog had pancreatitis after he had treats.

EON‐461568 5/23/2021 12:04 Nutro natural choice chicken 
and brown rice recipe adult dog 
healthy weight

 has been eating the same food for her entire life. We received a new bag from Amazon 
on 5/7 and that same day she started vomiting. She then proceeded to vomit every other day 
the following week. The week after it turned to daily vomiting. I took her to the vet and they 
changed her diet and food and the day her food changed she stopped vomiting. I notified the 
brand via Twitter 3 times but they have failed to respond.

6 Years American Pit Bull 
Terrier

Dog 67 Pound

EON‐461546 5/22/2021 22:04 Nutro wholesome essentials 
indoor chicken and brown rice 
recipe adult cat food

Cat completely stopped eating in march.
I had to blend her food in blender , & syringe feed her.
She lost one pound.
She could not have a BM, and was extremely dehydrated.
Vet ran xray, sonogram and bllo panel -all results good.
Suggested fluids, because she could not have a BM.
Said kidneys were taking all fluids from colon.
Ran another blood test two weeks later, and creatins were high.
Started with fluids 2X a week, and had to increase to 3X a week.
Has been on fluids for 2 months.

14 Years American 
Shorthair

Cat 6 Pound

EON‐461530 5/22/2021 15:04 Trader Joe’s 
Chicken Recipe 
Jerky Sticks
Jerky treats for puppies and 
dogs

We regularly give Trader Joe’s Chicken Recipe Jerky Sticks as treats to the dogs. After 
opening a new package one of our 4 dogs came down with real bad bloody diarrhea. She 
was brought to the vet, treated and has since recovered. Less than 1 week after (5/15/2021) 
the incident we started giving the other dogs the same jerky treats. 2 came down with bloody 
vomit and bloody diarrhea on . 1 of the dogs recovered.  was taken to the 
animal hospital on , and the vet mentioned she was near death. After 2 days of 
treatment,  passed away in the morning of 

7 Years Spaniel - King 
Charles

Dog 30 Pound

EON‐461525 5/22/2021 13:36 Cesar Softies Medley Trio 
(Porterhouse Flavor Grilled 
Chicken Flavor Applewood 
smoked Bacon Flavor)

The  was giving Cesar Softies as treats. A few hours after treats were eaten,  would 
vomit. We withheld the treats for about a week. For the past week,  has not shown 
symptoms of upset stomach or vomiting. We gave her some treats last night. This morning 
she began to vomit again.

6 Years Bichon Frise Dog 15 Pound
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EON‐461502 5/21/2021 23:44 Pure balance grain free
Turkey and sweet potato dinner

The week before last I bought some pure balance wet dog food from Walmart in  on 
grocery pickup. One of the containers of 3.5 oz turkey and sweet potato dinner was swollen 
and about to bust, I sat it to the side to take back but fed my dog the others of the same kind. 
I was unaware what the swollen container meant. The next few days he started having 
diarrhea. My dog is 10 years old and has never been sick except one time so when this 
happened I knew it had to be something he ate. That is when I remembered the swollen 
container. One of the containers that I had left unopened had the same lot number and a time 
stamp of a few seconds later from the swollen one. I know that something is wrong with this 
batch and I know I fed him some out of the bad batch. My dog had horrible diarrhea for a 
whole week and started throwing up on about the fifth day. He lost a lot of weight. This 
started about last Monday and luckily he started feeling a little better about Monday the 
following week. Unfortunately I did not have enough money to take him to the vet.

EON‐461474 5/21/2021 16:24 Royal Canin Junior Giant 30lbs The Royal Canin giant junior dry dog food I purchased a few days ago, upon opening, 
contains dark and bad kibbles (suspected to be mold). It’s posing a dire food safety concern 
for the same batch of food produced by the Brand. Pictures and samples are preserved for 
further investigation upon your request.
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EON‐461438 5/21/2021 10:36 Black Gold Premium Dog Food 
Explorer Adult Original 
Performance Formula 26/18

4 Years Pointing Dog - 
German Short-
haired

Dog 62 Pound3/13/21 
Problem/Reason For Visit 

Comments: Started vomiting yesterday am and not wanting to eat. Appears like mouth is 
sore. Will take food from hand but then drops it. Seems interested in eating but wont. 

Vomited this morning food and grass. 
Exam 

Comments: PE: QAR 
MM pink 

Heart and Lungs wnl 
Abdomen moderately painful on palpation; no other abnormalities palpated 

Temp 102.2 
Lymph nodes palpate WNL 

Due to clinical signs, past and present history recommend rads and bloodwork 
RADS: Abdominal: Small intestinal loop adjacent to stomach is moderately gas-dilated; no 

obvious foreign material. 
Thoracic: WNL. 

Bloodwork: Markedly decreased/minimal platelet count, repeated CBC to confirm. Mild 
reticulocytosis. HCT WNL. 

ALT not reading; suspect too high to read; repeated and confirmed. ALKP moderately 
elevated. GGT moderately elevated. 

HW4DX: All negative. 
Diagnosis 

Comments: DDX for low platelets: Immune-mediated thrombocytopenia; secondary to liver 
disease 

DDX for liver disease: Hepatobiliary infection; toxin 
Suspect vomiting secondary to liver disease 

Plan 
Comments: Advised immediate referral to  for further work-up, 

possible ultrasound, possible platelet transfusion, and monitoring. 

Referral to emergency center confirmed acute liver failure and was hospitalized for 
supportive care. 

Owners are concerned that this has all started after opening a new bag of dog food. All of the 
dogs were hesitant to eat it the food however they still ate it.
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EON‐461433 5/21/2021 10:20 Companion cat food in sauce I purchase. Companion cat food punches in sauce 
I used the product to feed my cats the day I purchased them on 5-8-21
They became sick from vomiting for the next few days 
The One package I opened was like black Tar with bone fragments in it the smell was very 
intense 
My whole home smelled from opening this one package the others I used did not smell only 
on the outside of packaging after I noticed this ,, I saw the spots of vomit on my rug ( 7 
unopened packs remain in box )
I have the black tarry one in 2 zip locks and can still smell it . 
I called the manufacturer several times each time being blown off or hung up on ! They also 
said they would be in contact with me ( never called )
Actually saying the one time I called someone called never ever did they call 
Last time speaking with someone last week around 5-14-21 I was told an insurance company 
would be in touch after being put on hold 3 times during that call .
To this day 5-21-21 no one has contacted me
All cats had vomiting

2 Hours Domestic 
(unspecified)

Cat 7 Pound

EON‐461388 5/20/2021 18:00 Dr Marty premium freeze-dried 
raw cat food Nature's Feast

Following directions to rehydrate food for kitten. Notice that kitten love the food at first but 
then started begrudgingly not eating it. When preparing the food after several bowls given to 
the oh, I noticed shiny objects in the food. Took shiny objects out to inspect, and they were 
large shards of bone 1/2 to 1 centimeter in diameter. Currently requesting R M A from 
manufacturer for money back. Very concerned that other pets might get throat or GI tract 
damage.

EON‐461354 5/20/2021 13:04 Black Gold Explorer Jerky 
Sticks Beef Flavor Snacks for 
Dogs, Heartland Farms Munchy 
sticks Pork Beef & Chicken 
Flavor Treats for All Dogs, 
Canine Carry Outs Dog Snacks 
Chicken Flavor, Black Gold Pet 
Premium Food Explorer Original 
Performance Formula 26/18 
Adult Dog Food

Over the past year,  has become progressively weak in the hind limbs over the past 
year and over the last 3-4 months has not been able to get up. Negative for Myathesenia 
Gravis. She has no signs of vomiting or diarrhea, eats well, drinks and urinates more, and 
has several suspected urinary tract infections over the last year. She has severe 
hypophosphatemia, moderate hypokalemia, hypomagnesemia, low bicarbonate levels. Her 
urine is dilute and has glucosuria despite normal serum glucose. Urine amino acid and 
Fanconi Syndrome test through  has confirmed Fanconi Syndrome.

6 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 19.5 Kilogram

EON‐461335 5/20/2021 11:44 Taste of the Wild Pacific Stream 
Grain-Free Dry Dog Food

Multiple seizures within a few hour period. Veterinary checkup the next morning showed 
enlarged heart, fluid in lungs, bronchial infection, etc. Blood work sent out and results file with 

 in  . Veterinary indicated may be linked to the grain-
free diet she has been on most of her life. After further research, it appears the food (Taste of 
the Wild) is one of the top listed for this type of heart disease.

I currently work in Public Health as the  and also 
oversee all animal control operations in the City. This is my dog, so not sure if I should be 
submitting this report as a private individual or have public health official.

13 Years Retriever - 
Labrador

Dog 65 Pound
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EON‐461331 5/20/2021 10:40 Purina ProPlan Adult/Adulte 
Complete Essentials Beef & 
Rice Formula

Purchased new back of food Sunday 5/16/2021, poured into sealed buckets as done so for 
many years. Went to scoop out food for dinner on Tues 5/18 and noticed a large chunk of 
molded food. Informed my husband and he poured food out into the woods. I fed dogs from 
the other bucket of food, which had no visible issues. However, they had eaten from the 
contaminated bucket the night before. 2am dogs barking oddly,  had vomited large 
amounts of food in his cage, this happened 3 more times thru the night. Around 4am  
had vomited large amount of bloody tissue / blood.  the other ill dog, had begun vomiting 
food and quarter size of bloody fluid. Vet that morning 8am,  very ill, labs abnormal. 
Treated both dogs all day, at home thru the night w/ IV fluid boluses. Took back to vet for 
continued treatment this morning. Now awaiting lab results. I also kept samples of the food I 
have in baggies now. Two of our other dogs seem to be alright at this point.

4 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 43 Pound

EON‐461286 5/19/2021 19:48 Iams Lamb and rice adult After feeding my dog Iams Lamb and rice recipe adult twice my dog started with runs and 
progressed to runs and vomiting. And lastly poop that looked like water I have not feed her 
solid food yet. Fed dog noon and 6 pm. and by 8pm angel had runs. continued till 4 am 
Sunday. She has been on a bland diet for 3 days and little water only on Sunday. She had 
been fine this was the first time she had tried Iams.

34 Month
s

Jindo Dog 55 Pound

EON‐461282 5/19/2021 18:44 Zuke's Mini Naturals Rabbit 
Recipe Training Dog Treats

On Friday May 14, my dog began vomiting repeatedly. We'd done a training session with him 
with Zuke's treats that morning in which he had a good amount of treats. He vomited 10-15 
times and the vet wanted to see him for a possible blockage. No blockage showed on the 
Xray and his blood tests were normal. He started to do better the next day. I'd observed 
some gastro distress on other days he's received Zuke's treats. He also is now experiencing 
a cough and low energy which could be related to mold exposure. The treats had a very 
strong smell, and I had previously believed it to be just the smell of the rabbit. I think now, 
they may have been bad.

5 Month
s

Retriever - Golden Dog 38.5 Pound

EON‐461250 5/19/2021 14:48 Golden rewards chicken jerky 
recipe vibrant life

After ingesting treat dog had explosive diarrhea for three days. Removed product from diet 
and dog recovered. Re-introduced treat into diet and diarrhea reoccurred.

7 Years Poodle - Toy Dog 10 Pound

EON‐461175 5/19/2021 0:52 Hills Science Diet Digestive 
Care

The cans are defective and dangerous. The cans do not have pull tabs and require a can 
opener to open. I have tried 2 can openers and they usually leave a jagged metal piece on 
the can. This is dangerous to pets and owners. Yesterday I injured 2 fingers trying to get the 
top to detach from the jagged piece. I got a deep cut on one finger and a minor cut on 
another finger. It was so serious, I had to get medical care and a tetanus shot. These types of 
cans should be recalled. They are dangerous. The cans with the pull tabs are much safer 
and easier to open.

EON‐461154 5/18/2021 19:04 Purina Friskies Variety Pack Cat 
Food Fish-A-Licious Shreds 
Prime Filets & Tasty Treasures - 
(32) 5.5 oz. Cans

cat started vomiting yellow bile, stopped eating and drinking, became lethargic, back legs 
stopped worked, kidney failure resulting in euthanasia of pet...I mistakenly marked on the 
initial report that it was not related to the event, I meant go mark the product IS related to the 
event

8 Month
s

Unknown Cat 3 Pound

EON‐461152 5/18/2021 18:52 Castor and Pollux Organix 
Grain Free Small Breed Recipe 
(Chicken formulation)

Owner had been feeding Castor and Pollux Grain Free Small Breed Chicken Formulation to 
this dog as well as the other animals in the household for their whole lives. Patient presented 
to our office on 5/10/21 with a chief complaint of labored breathing and rapid heart rate. 
Through echocardiogram submitted to cardiologist, patient was diagnosed with Dilated 
Cardiomyopathy. Patient unfortunately was euthanized due to severity of disease. Although 
rare in small breeds, wondering if this was brought on by his intake of a grain free diet.

8 Years Chinese Crested 
Dog – Hairless

Dog 13.2 Pound
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EON‐461150 5/18/2021 18:44 Purina Friskies Variety Pack Cat 
Food Fish-A-Licious Shreds 
Prime Filets & Tasty Treasures - 
(32) 5.5 oz. Cans

cat started vomiting, stopped eating and drinking, became lethargic, back legs stopped 
worked, became stiff, barely breathing, kidney failure resulting in death of pet while at 
veterinary hospital

7 Years Russian Cat 10 Pound

EON‐461145 5/18/2021 17:44 Purina Friskies Variety Pack Cat 
Food Fish-A-Licious Shreds 
Prime Filets & Tasty Treasures - 
(32) 5.5 oz. Cans

cat started vomiting yellow bile, stopped eating and drinking, became lethargic, back legs 
stopped worked, kidney failure resulting in euthanasia of pet

8 Month
s

Unknown Cat 3 Pound

EON‐461061 5/17/2021 18:52 Life Protection Formula™ Dry 
Puppy Food Chicken & Brown 
Rice Recipe | Blue Buffalo

The day I started feeding the new bag of Blue Buffalo Puppy food I purchased, my puppy had 
diarrhea. I started to feed him rice and the diarrhea started to subside so I started feeding 
him rice with a little bit of his puppy food and he experienced fed diarrhea again. One 
morning he threw up. Upon switching him to a bland diet the diarrhea has started to subside 
and there has been no more vomiting.

4 Month
s

Mixed (Dog) Dog

EON‐461059 5/17/2021 18:04 Ol' Roy My dog ate half of the can of canned dog food, left a little which I was going to refrigerate for 
later but noticed a large white object on one of the chunks. I took the several chunks and 
placed on the counter. When I returned, the parasites/worms were crawling away from the 
chunks. I took pictures. I then put the chunks into a clear plastic container with a top on it. 
Several days later, the worms were crawling all around in the container and it looked like the 
chunks came together as if they are alive. Using a zoom, I noticed there are other things like 
tiny black "bugs" with pinchers, and one thing looked like a sperm with a double tail on it.
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EON‐461021 5/17/2021 15:24 Canidae PURE Real Salmon & 
Sweet Potato Recipe Dry Dog 
Food, Canidae Under the Sun 
Grain Free Large Breed 
Chicken Recipe Dry Dog Food, 
Canidae PURE Senior with Real 
Chicken Sweet Potato & 
Garbanzo Bean Dry Dog Food, 
Canidae PURE Duck & Sweet 
Potato Recipe Dry Dog Food

5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 50 PoundBack in late 2016, the dogs were being fed Canidae PURE real dog dry dog food. The bags 
purchased were between 21 pounds and 24 pounds. They were being stored in a dry, area, 
with no heat in it. The dogs were fed this meal 2 times daily. They had been fed the same 

dog food for over one year, after switching from another brand. Yet, around September 2017, 
the dogs begin getting sick off the food. They were vomiting, walking kind of dizzy like. And 
not wanting to move much. They hardly ate any more. My dad had done some medical and 

veterinary stuff while he was in the military a long time ago. So he attended to the dogs. They 
seemed to get a little better. However, about a month later while we were out of town. 

Somebody come and stole both dogs--the black mixed male AND the black mixed female. 
They were part Labrador and part bull dog. I was very upset about the matter.

The reason I am writing is because companies think people keep receipts and stuff. I've been 
robbed and even had to change my driver's license number. I have also been hacked where 
even my own personal medical information was stolen, erased, deleted, and mixed up with 

other people stuff. YES, all that happened.

So, I really don't have lots of receipts laying around. In order for the company to refund me 
back some of the money I lost over this matter. On very high priced dog food, I should say. I 

am placing the information here. These items were purchased around time frame shown:

Canidae PURE Real Salmon & Sweet Potato Recipe Dry Dog Food
price: $64.99 item ID: 00064-EA size: 24 lbs quantity purchased: 7

Purchased 1 time every two months over 2 years from October 2016 to October 2017
October 2016; December 2016; February 2017; April 2017; June 2017; August 2017; 

October 2017
Total spent if going by a 10% tax rate is $64.99 x 7 bags purchased = $454. 93 plus 10% 

sales tax TOTAL = $500
because the sales taxes adds an additional $45.49 

Canidae Under the Sun Grain Free Large Breed Chicken Recipe Dry Dog Food
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price: $44.99 item ID: 00259-EA size: 25 lbs quantity purchased: 7
Purchased 1 time every two months over 2 years from September 2016 to September 2017

September 2016; November 2016; January 2017; March 2017; May 2017; July 2017; 
September 2017

Total spent if going by a 10% tax rate is $44.99 x 7 bags purchased = $314. 93 plus 10% 
sales tax TOTAL = $346.42

because the sales taxes adds an additional $31.49 

Canidae PURE Senior with Real Chicken, Sweet Potato & Garbanzo Bean Dry Dog Food
price: $64.99 item ID: 00117-EA size: 24 lbs quantity purchased: 7

Purchased 1 time every two months over 2 years from August 2016 to August 2017
August 2016; October 2016; December 2016; February 2017; April 2017; June 2017; August 

2017
Total spent if going by a 10% tax rate is $64.99 x 7 bags purchased = $454. 93 plus 10% 

sales tax TOTAL = $500
because the sales taxes adds an additional $45.49

Canidae PURE Duck & Sweet Potato Recipe Dry Dog Food
price: $64.99 item ID: 00085-EA size: 24 lbs quantity purchased: 5

Purchased 1 time every three months over 2 years from August 2016 to September 2017
August 2016; November 2016; February 2017; May 2017; September 2017

Total spent if going by a 10% tax rate is $64.99 x 5 bags purchased = $324.95 plus 10% 
sales tax TOTAL = $357.45

because the sales taxes adds an additional $32.50

Either the dogs ate the dog food dry with nothing. Or it was mixed with just a little water 
sometimes. Nothing that should've made them sick. They got stolen around the end of 

October 2017. Even before August 2016, the dog foods had been purchased (really since 
August 2015). However, for the sake of this report, I am going by August 2016 because mid-

July 2016 is when the company counts as providing a small refund.

This means a total of 26 bags of various Canidae dog food (as listed on their settlement 
website also) was purchased. And I spent in two years over $1,670 on just the kinds named 
above. So, if they supposed to refund a mere $5 for every $50 spent (but only up to $125). 

Then that's $1,670 divided by $50 = 33. So, then 33 x5 = $165. That's what they should pay 
back, if going by five dollars for every fifty dollars spent. HOWEVER, THEY CAPPING THE 

AMOUNT TO $125 TOTAL. So, I should receive that much back.

Products were purchased at Allivet.com. I am only submitting my name and information to 
have this report on file and as proof. Since I know the items been recalled, I don't think the 

company has to be contacted. Again, not only was the items highly priced. But the two dogs 
got sick off eating the items. They were sick about 10 days or so. Then started to get better. 
Then when we were gone out of town to run a few errands on day in late October 2017; they 

got stolen from the front yard where they were tied up at their dog houses.
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EON‐461002 5/17/2021 13:12 Bocce's Bakery Mud Pie Oh My 
PB Carob & Vanilla Recipe

Fed the treats throughout the day (15-20 pieces total). Diarrhea, vomiting, and inappetence 
later that day. Approximate 24-hour duration.

3 Years Terrier - Border Dog 15.5 Pound

EON‐461001 5/17/2021 13:04 Bocce's Bakery Mud Pie Oh My 
PB Carob & Vanilla

Fed treats throughout the day (15-20 pieces total). Developed diarrhea, vomiting, and 
inappetence. Approximate 24-hour duration.

7 Years Terrier - Border Dog 16 Pound

EON‐461000 5/17/2021 12:52 Bocce's Bakery Mud Pie Oh My 
PB Carob & Vanilla Recipe

Fed Bocce's Bakery Mud Pie Oh My PB, Carob & Vanilla Recipe treats throughout the day 
(15-20 pieces total). Developed diarrhea, vomiting, and inappetence. Approximately 24 hour 
duration.

11 Years Terrier - Border Dog 16.5 Pound

EON‐460991 5/17/2021 11:40 Kirkland Signature Puppy 
Formula Chicken Rice and 
Vegetable Dog Food 20 lb.

I got the Kirkland Signature Puppy Formula Chicken, Rice and Vegetable Dog Food as the 
recommendation from the breeder and have been using it since Feb, 2021. Last bag that I 
ordered from Costco was in May 2021. Once I started feeding the dog with that food, it 
started vomiting once in a while and last 3 days it vomited a lot and lost weight. I have to take 
the dog to an emergency visit. The dog which loves food and would eat in few minutes, has 
stopped eating this brand. There is some smell in this bag that is different from the previous 
bags. The emergency visit cost me $576 so far and more bills are on the way.

4 Month
s

Beagle Dog 14 Pound

EON‐460989 5/17/2021 11:24 Hartz oinkies Dog given the treat marketed as safe and "highly digestable". He choked, vomitted and 
aspirated on bone. Caused aspiration pneumonia and has been in ICU for 3 days so far

10 Weeks Retriever - Golden Dog 20 Pound

EON‐460955 5/17/2021 1:36 Friskies Seafood Pate Favorites 
32 cans

Opened Friskies canned cat food Purchased from Walmart at the store (  
and the sides of cans were dented and dead bugs that are kind of 

white/brown with hard shells were insides the box and smushed between the cans. They 
were in the back of the box so I didn't noticed and I have been feeding my cats from the front 
few cans! I am horrified and disgusted.

EON‐460944 5/16/2021 19:28 Purina Fancy Feast Creamy 
Delights CHICKEN FEAST With 
a Touch of Real Milk IN A 
CREAMY SAUCE

On Thursday evening 13 May we gave  2 cans of food from a new case of food we 
received that day. The following morning at 4:30 445 when I woke up  staggered into the 
kitchen, stumbling and bumping into things, he appeared to be blind he was very weak and 
very disoriented. We sat with  for several hours starting in the morning through the 
afternoon and we fed him a different kind of food he ate it entirely he was very hungry and he 
seem to be getting better, he sat in the sunshine he was walking around, he could see and it 
looked like he was getting back to his old self. 
The following morning Saturday I gave him another can of the original food and the same 
thing happened again; he became very ill, he was staggering and stumbling and bumping 
into things and became very weak. He seemed like he was going to pass away. He is resting 
now, and we’re hoping for the best.

14 Years Domestic 
(unspecified)

Cat 15 Pound

EON‐460937 5/16/2021 16:32 Grain Free Diet Patient was on grain-free exclusive diet for 7 years. Px presented with right-side congestive 
heart failure, 5/6 Cardiac murmur, abdominal distention with fluid wave, effusion - transudate 
on. Cardiac murmur first auscultated February 2nd, 2021 graded 4-5/6. Was seen prior on 
October 22nd, 2020, normal auscultation, no murmur or arrhythmia detected at that time.

10 Years Terrier - Silky Dog 16.8 Pound

EON‐460918 5/16/2021 15:04 special kitty turkey and cheese 
with gravy

found large plastic pieces in 13oz "special kitty" turkey and cheese, while feeding the cat. 
"bar code number" 8113134400 on the case that we bought, started to feed the cat and 
found the pieces in the food on the spoon.
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EON‐460906 5/16/2021 7:12 Wild Eats Water Buffalo Prime 
Select Dog Chews Dog Bones 
& Dog Treats - 7 or 11 Pack 
(Long Lasting Dog Chews Dog 
Training Treats & Dog Bone) All 
Natural - Grain Free Dog Chews 
Bones & Dog Treat

I bought a bag of chew bones from Amazon. The bones became logged in my Dogs stomach 
/ colon causing pain, diarrhea, blood and extreme discomfort.

1 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 57 Pound

EON‐460894 5/15/2021 23:04 Pawstruck.com Dog was given for the first time one bully bone chew stick sold by Pawstruck.com. The next 
day the healthy dog had diarrea and continued vomiting pieces of the undigested bully bone. 
Taken to the vet. Diagnosed with severe inflation of the stomach and intestinal tract. X-rays 
confirmed condition. Dog was given medications and IV. Two days later dog died. Accoring 
to attending vets, the bully bone was the contributing cause to the condition. The vets have 
no idea what the ingedients are in the Pawstruck bully bones that caused this toxic reaction. 
The packaging does not disclose the ingredients nor does any information on their web site -
Pawstruck.com
To prevent any future grievious harm to animals, it should be a requirement that this product 
ingredients be listed for the buyer to inspect.

9 Years Hound 
(unspecified)

Dog 20 Pound

EON‐460865 5/15/2021 13:12 Blue Wilderness chicken He has been eating blue wilderness dry dog food since birth. Developed shortness of breath, 
massive ascites and ended up in ICU. He currently is on multiple medication 4 times daily 
with poor prognosis.

4 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 70 Pound

EON‐460829 5/14/2021 22:04 Grain free SportMix Caninex Purchased the bag of SportMix Caninix one week ago. All three dogs were consuming the 
product. One dog keeps throwing it up. The second dog has diarrhea and my 3rd dog 
suddenly died today while I was working from home. According to the vet it looked like a 
heart attack but my dog was perfectly healthy.

8 Years Terrier - Bull - 
Staffordshire

Dog 39 Pound

EON‐460825 5/14/2021 21:04 Sparkle dog dog food The company sparkle dog food produced dog food which has pink colouring that is very 
harmful to dogs. When 4 of my dogs consumed their product they started to lose fur and 
became very sick. I took them to the Vet and they told me that it’s the sparkle dog food that 
they eat that caused that. I stopped using it and a month later my dogs slowly recovered.

Secon
ds

Doberman 
Pinscher

Dog

EON‐460717 5/14/2021 4:16 Paws Happy Life Cat Food 
Classic Variety Pack
24 each

i am concerned with the quality/freshness of paws happy life wet cat food. specifically turkey 
giblet type (sold w/ variety pack, 24ct.) i’ve noticed some of the cans seem a little odd. upon 
opening, immediately there is pressurized air while peeling the lid back. have not noticed this 
w/ other flavors. once opened, i usually scoop about 1/2 out per feeding, & i’ve noticed some 
strange gray/mold-like chunks mixed inside. i’ve also found a few larger slimy black pieces of 
“meat” (assuming) stuck along the inside of the can??

EON‐460716 5/14/2021 4:16 Fancy Feast Gourmet Naturals 
white meat chicken recipe pate

Bottom of can says:
10191162 L2NT32127
Best by: Jan2023

Both cats fed from same can of Fancy Feast Gourmet Naturals white meat chicken pate. 
Code on can says 10191162 L2NT32127 with Best By date of Jan 2023 and ordered from 
online retailer (Petco). Within hours of eating it, both cats had significant diarrhea. Both cats 
are in excellent health, had recent annual check-up a, and are exclusively indoor cats in a 
home with no live plants. Neither have had any GI issues prior to both eating from this can of 
Fancy Feast.

11 Years Domestic 
Shorthair

Cat
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EON‐460713 5/14/2021 1:56 Heartland Farms Ship N' Shore 
cat food

1.25 Years American 
Shorthair

Cat 12 Pound

EON‐460712 5/14/2021 1:44 Doggy’s The food was rotten (it showed a greenish color) and both of the dogs are puking 9 Month
s

Mixed (Dog) Dog 35 Kilogram

EON‐460706 5/14/2021 0:04 Pedigree Chopped Ground 
Dinner, Nurture Farms 
Heavenly Harvest Holistic Dog 
Food

Since January 2021, my Chiweenies have had Pancreatitis twice & my Pit Bull has had 
Pancreatitis once. They have no prior history of Pancreatitis. We've checked their foods for 
recalls & none exist. The Brands are Pedigree canned food and Nurture Farms kibble.

7 Years Chihuahua Dog 12 Pound

My cat vomited 3 times in a week and he bacame lethargic so I took him to the Joplin animal 
shelter not knowing they did not have a veterinarian on staff. It was Good Friday late 

afternoon. The receptionist gave me a printed off list of veterinarians in the area and showed 
me the names of two that in her experience were good veterinarians and not as expensive as 

many others. One was quite a distance from  so I chose to take him to the other one 
which was just a few miles north of  I called her to get directions and she said she was 

about to close but she said she would wait till I got there so she could examine him. In her 
opinion she said she believed why he bacame ill was because the dry cat food I fed him that 
he loved was an inferior cat food due to the fact that it did not have sufficient protein for a cat 

diet and that he appeared to be having difficulty urinating due to crystals that form in the 
kidneys and he was having blood in his urine. She checked his rectal temperature and said 
he was running a little fever. She gave me some liquid antibacterial medecine to give him 

twice daily and had a food that she stocks on her shelves that is a food high in protein. I had 
to give him the oral medication and food with a small syringe. I gave him the medecine, food 
and water to drink after getting him home after leaving the vet office. The next day which was 
the Saturday before Easter Sunday he seemed no worse and possibly a little better. I gave 
him some more of the canned food and baby food as well as a dose of the medicine and 

water with the syringe. His urine looked better without as much blood in it as it had been. I 
had to go out to do a couple of errands and when I got home he was laying by the litter pan in 
the bathroom and was limp and I forced him to drink some wateer and eat some of the food, 

which I was able to get in him. 
tly did not have much appetite but I gave him some of the canned food and also some baby 
food that she said I should try to get some food in him. That afternoon I had to go run some 
errands and he seemed to be no worse and maybe even a bit better feeling, but when I got 

home he was laying by the cat litter box and was very limp. I did the best to get more 
medicine and food in him but he did not improve. Late Saturday evening he was in a very 
bad way and I held him and tried to make him feel comfortable but he passed a couple of 

hours later. I had in the past had cats and fed them similar food (Meow Mix) and never had 
any problems with them. Several days later I got to thinking that there may have been 

another cause of his condition and death. I had remembered that there were reports of pet 
food several months earlier but I was unaware that the food I was feeding my cat was 
manufactured by a mill under the name of Heartland Farms but the food that had been 

reported bad was dog food, but I thought his condition got bad so quickly that there may have 
been another cause.. The vet had asked what food I fed him and apparently she was either 

not aware that company had some bad food that was recalled or didn't think it pertinent to my 
cats condition.
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EON‐460702 5/13/2021 20:52 Purina dog chow complete adult 
with real chicken

Great dane was put down after having severe vomiting amd diarhea and was unable to walk 
or stay awake. German shepard mix about 100 lbs excellent health had severe diarrhea and 
vomiting. Small dog, chihuaha mix about 9 lbs got into bigger dogs food and had diarrhea 
about 8 hours after consuming half a cup

4 Years Great Dane Dog 130 Pound

EON‐460686 5/13/2021 17:04 Instinct Original Grain-Free 
Pate’ Real Rabbit Recipe

Discovered piece of soft plastic approximately 1” long within can of wet cat food.

EON‐460615 5/12/2021 20:28 Merrick Purrfect Bistro Beef 
Recipe Pate

 - usually a voracious eater was presented with science diet canned food and Merrick 
canned food. The shipment contain dented and opened cans which were thrown away. 
Remaining cans that did not have the appearance of damage were fed to the cats. Some 
cats rejected it and ate very little.  ate half of what she normally gets. By the next day 
she vomited. We fed her again thinking it was a hairball or something and she vomited again. 
She then vomited 3-5 times that day. Friday I took her to ER vet care ( ) and where 
they did xrays blood work and an exam. They gave her cerenia for nausea, found no root 
cause and sent her home. She went back the next day when the cerenia wore off and was 
given another cerenia shot plus a shot for a 14 week lasting antibiotic. After the 5th day she 
was able to keep some food down.

10 Month
s

Crossbred 
Feline/cat

Cat 8.4 Pound

EON‐460614 5/12/2021 20:04 Sheba Perfect Portions Grain-
Free Roasted Chicken Cuts in 
Gravy Entree Cat Food Trays

I have been purchasing Sheba Perfect Portions Grain-Free Roasted Chicken Cuts in Gravy 
Entree Cat Food Trays for over a year. But the recent experience shocked me. I purchase a 
24 twin pack from Sheba. When it arrives, the food was encased in small wormy bugs. The 
order we just got looked perfectly OK on the outside, but inside, the cat food was completely 
moldy. So disgusting! And what surprise me most is that another customers recently have the 
same experience. So I believe there is something wrong is the Sheba warehouse or Sheba 
quality control of their food.

EON‐460582 5/12/2021 14:08 Pet Center Inc. Dehydrated 
chicken breast tenders. Made in 
Los Angeles
1-800-390-0575, Blue Health 
Bar with apple and yogurt. 
1-800-919-2833, Nutro Non-
GMO Crunchy Treats with 
peanut butter., Denta Life Daily 
Oral Care. Made by Purina
800-778-7462

Glucose in urine noted in June 2020. 
Recheck May 2021 and glucose still in urine with normal blood glucose. No azotemia.
Pet is PU/PD.

7 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 21.5 Pound

EON‐460528 5/12/2021 3:12 Zuke's Mini Naturals I purchased Zuke's Mini Naturals treats, the Chicken Recipe (UPC 013423330210) on 
Amazon and it was delivered Apr 27, 2021. I have used it sparingly with my dog. I did a big 
training session today and by the evening he was throwing up for several hours. My dog has 
had no prior health problems whatsoever. He through up about every 15 minutes for nearly 3 
hours, and I had to call the vet hospital to ask for advice. I am currently monitoring him to see 
if his condition improves, but if he continues to vomit or if he seems to be worsening, I will 
take him to the hospital. I couldn't for the life of me figure out what he could have eaten (he 
didn't seem to get anything on our routine walks), so I decided to search for pet recalls just in 
case. And sure enough, this new treat by Zuke's had issued a voluntary recall.

3 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 23 Pound
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EON‐460517 5/11/2021 19:40 Life Protection Formula With 
Life Source Bits
Adult Lamb and Brown Rice 
Recipe

I have been feeding Tucker Blue Buffalo Lamb and Rice Dog food since he was about 18 
months old. I was running low on product and needed to refill his food storage container so 
on April 2, 2021 I went to Pet Smart in   and bought a new bag and brought it 
home. Once the food in his container which was the same exact type was about gone, my 
husband poured the new bag into the container.  when offered the food didn't want to 
eat it, then we coaxed him to eat it because it was odd he wasn't eating by watering the food 
down or mixing with the blue buffao can food. Within a day of eating some he started to 
become letharic and not his happy self. On April 27th, I took him to the vet and found out his 
liver enzymes were elevated. Went to bland diet per request of Vet and on antibiotic, 
however  continued to decline. April 30 took him back to the vet and he stayed 
overnight however I was called 5/1/21 being told  was declining fast, liver enzyme 
levels had increased to over 800 and his red blood cell count was at 18 and that he would 
probably need a blood transfusion and needed to transport him to  

, Where he could be treated with the specialty care he was in need of. Took 
 to the  where he was given extensive care and 

received blood transfusion as well as mulitiple test run on  They ran a leptospira PCR 
blood and urine test on him and both came back negative. I explained what happened to the 
vet and that I thought that his food was the issue, and we fed it too him without knowing.

2 Years Terrier - Bull - 
American Pit

Dog 74 Pound

EON‐460505 5/11/2021 16:40 Pet n Shape Chunx Beef Lungs product is Pet n Shape Chunx Beef Lungs Natural Dog Treats, I have already purchased this 
item twice so I know what it should be like and it was slimy, fatty, greasy. My dog took one 
piece and had diarrhea with blood for 3 to 5 days and needed medication from a doctor. She 
is still sick and other dogs on Amazon have had the same reaction but they have ignored my 
repeated complaints about this poison.

2 Years Spaniel - Cocker 
American

Dog 26 Pound

EON‐460489 5/11/2021 14:44 Rachel Ray Nutrish I started feeding both of my dogs Rachel Ray's just 6 dog food about a year ago. 2 weeks 
ago my 8 yr old pug started passing blood and losing bladder control in the house. After an 
emergency vet trip, diagnostics and xrays, it was found that he has numerous bladder stones 
and 2 in his urethra. Surgery is scheduled for this Thursday. My other dog (12 yr old lab-
rottweiler mix) started dribbling blood in his urine a month ago, and has had numerous trips 
to the vet over this issue, He got very ill yesterday. I took him to another emergency vet late 
in the evening. He also has a UTI and possible bladder stones. He needed an overnight vet 
stay, IV's Xrays, and a catheter to drain his bladder. I am a retired Veteran and both of these 
dogs are very dear to me.

8 Years Pug Dog 30 Pound

EON‐460468 5/11/2021 11:44 Pup-eroni prime rib flavor My Dog became sick after eating these treats. He experienced nausea, vomiting, diarrhea 
and loss of appetite. At first I did not make the connection with the treats. He does not get 
them very often so after the third time he got sick I realized the common factor. This most 
recent illness was much worse than the previous two. He didn’t eat for 4 days, displayed 
discomfort in his mouth when I was able to hand feed him mushy foods I bought for him. His 
urine was discolored and he was lethargic. Upon my research I found countless accounts of 
other dogs who have had the same reaction to these treats.

7 Years American Pit Bull 
Terrier

Dog 65 Pound

EON‐460428 5/10/2021 23:24 Hill’s Prescription c/d diet for 
urinary care

I opened a can of Hills Prescription c/d diet wet can food. It had white and green mold on it.
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EON‐460424 5/10/2021 21:40 Purina Pro Plan Puppy Under 
One Year Puppy Lamb and 
Rice Formula

The Purina Pro Plan Puppy Lamb and Rice dog food I received has a overwhelming 
fishy/seaweed smell. It smells just like furikake rice seasoning (seaweed and sesame seeds) 
and scents of chemicals. This is my third bag I have bought from chewy and I haven’t had 
this problem before. I have a ziploc of food from the previous bag to see if it was just my 
perception and it smells nothing like this one I received last week. Not even a subdued 
seaweed smell.

Visual appearance is normal and I have fed it to my puppy and he seems fine. But the 
overwhelming scent is concerning.

EON‐460421 5/10/2021 19:48 Special Kitty Crunchy & Creamy 
Cat Treats Tuna Flavor

All four cats reacted by vomiting after receiving these treats the 2nd and 3rd times they were 
given them.

Domestic 
(unspecified)

Cat

EON‐460419 5/10/2021 19:44 Just Food For Dogs fish and 
potato and beef and potato

Developed Dilated Cardiomyopathy while eating Just Food for Dogs fish and potato and beef 
and potato; had previously been eating Purina Pro Plan Salmon and Rice for the last several 
years.

10 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 42 Pound

EON‐460299 5/9/2021 20:52 Purina puppy chow tender and 
crunchy

I have four 8 week old puppies and the mom and dad both was also eating the same Purina 
puppy chow but I noticed it my female puppy to start with throwing up wouldn't eat dirhaia 
and it's drinking but want it now my male puppy and the dad is doing the same thing it's like a 
chain reaction they was eating the Purina puppy chow tender and chunky they was fine up 
playing no signs of sickness or nothing now they are suck

8 Weeks American Pit Bull 
Terrier

Dog 15 Pound

EON‐460270 5/9/2021 11:40 Kirkland Signature Nature's 
Domain Salmon Meal & Sweet 
Potato Dog Food (and Beef and 
Turkey)

We've been purchasing the Kirkland Signature Nature's Domain dog food from Costco for 
many years. The past few times we've purchased it, our dogs have started to refuse the food. 
We tried different flavors, such as Salmon and Beef, and each time, they have barely 
touched it (which is VERY unusual, especially for our lab). 

We have not done anything different in the way we are feeding our dogs, either. Our lab will 
even push the food away and cover it up with a blanket, refusing to eat. 

We are concerned there may be an issue with the food, and wanted to report this in case 
there have been other reports. Thank you.

Collie - Border Dog

EON‐460213 5/7/2021 23:52 Scoobeestix We bought a packet of chicken chew sticks by the name of scoobeestix we found a 3 Years Spitz - German 
Medium size

Dog 25 Kilogram

EON‐460211 5/7/2021 22:24 Great Choice Indoor Immunity 
Support drycat food

I purchased a bag of cat food, and, upon opening the bag to serve my cats, I found insect 
webbing all throughout the interior of the bag along with insect eggs and what looked like 
insect chrysalises. The outside of the bag was completely clean and free from tears prior to 
opening. I had purchased this bag of cat food at a Petsmart in  , and it was 
after purchasing several bags of the same brand of cat food from the Petsmart in  

 and being very displeased. The bags from the  location would be covered with h 
shedding, eggs, and larva (worms), to the point where I would need to go to the pet cleanup 
station in the store to thoroughly clean and sanitize the bags before leaving the store, which 
was both disgusting and unacceptable. I had brought it to the attention of management for 
over a year now, but that issue still has not been fixed. I hoped I would have better luck 
purchasing cat food from a different location, but I think what I discovered was even worse. 
This has the potential of getting an animal very sick, especially those with weakened immune 
systems.
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EON‐460196 5/7/2021 17:52 Retriever hi protein adult 
performance

Purchased a new bag of food and found chunks of mold and what appears to be paper 
contamination in food bites

EON‐460181 5/7/2021 14:24 Natural Balance L.I.D. Limited 
Ingredient Diets Chicken & 
Sweet Potato Formula Grain-
Free Dry Dog Food

I fed my dog out of the bag for 2 days before he got terrible, uncontrollable diarrhea. I 
stopped feeding him the food immediately and it took him almost a week to recover. He had 
terrible gas, digestive issues, and very fatigued during this time.

6 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 64 Pound

EON‐460168 5/7/2021 12:48 Zuke's Mini Natural plus 
vitamins & minerals Chicken 
Recipe

 vomited throughout the day approximately 16 times and had diarrhea.   
&  had diarrhea for 2 days.  is a male Shih Tzu, 1-year-old, 14lbs, Neutered, 
excellent health before treats.  is a female Golden Retriever, 2-years-old, 80 lbs, intact, 
excellent health before treats.  is a male American Eskimo, 8-years-old, 18 lbs, Neutered, 
excellent health before treats.

1 Years Shih Tzu Dog 16 Pound

EON‐460160 5/7/2021 12:20 Purina ProPlan Adult 7+ Bright 
Mind Chicken and Rice Formula

Vomited after eating two times on 5/1/21. It was the same kind of food he has been eating, 
but it was a new bag. Put on bland diet and was okay until reintroducing food on 5/5/21. He 
vomited again within an hour after eating. Blood tests revealed pancreatitis and has elevated 
liver enzymes. Veterinarian suggested making a report. Pet is back on a bland diet and being 
monitored.

8 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 70 Pound

EON‐460120 5/6/2021 19:44 Zuke's Mini Naturals Dog Treats 
Rabbit Recipe, Zuke's Mini 
Naturals Chicken Recipe

 has had diarrhea for weeks now. Last week, I took her to the vet, she was given 
Diagel in the office and we were instructed to give her probiotics daily. There was no 
improvement to her stool, so I took her back to the vet a week later and the vet said don't 
give  anymore of the Zuke's mini treats, she said that if they're rancid due to a 
problem with preserving the treats that could be the culprit of  gastrointestinal 
ailments. They gave her another dose of Diagel, sent us home with some antibiotics for her 
and a bag of special food to feee her until her stool is regular again.

3 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 75 Pound

EON‐460106 5/6/2021 16:36 PetHonesty
Allergy Skin Health

I purchased a product called Pet Honesty Allergy Skin Health through Amazon to address my 
dogs dry skin. I gave her the first treat on  evening, . She became 
sick overnight with vomiting and diarrhea. In the morning she was extremely ill, disoriented 
and had trouble walking. She was panting excessively. I rushed her to the emergency vet 
and despite many hours of medical intervention she died on .

3 Years Bulldog - French Dog 35 Pound

EON‐460067 5/6/2021 11:36 Taste of the Wild Prey brand 
Beef and Trout limited 
ingredient formulas

Diagnosed with severe dilated cardiomyopathy and biventricular congestive heart failure 
(mild) with both pleural and peritoneal effusion. Suspected dietary involvement and started 
medications for treatment of CHF (furosemide, pimobendan) as well as taurine 
supplementation. Recommended a diet change. Dog was switched to Purina ProPlan and 
showed improvement in ventricular function and dimensions at his 6 month recheck. His 
doses of heart failure therapy were reduced. At his most recent recheck on 4/22, his 
ventricular function had normalized completely with a normal left atrial size and mild residual 
dilation. His furosemide was discontinued. We plan to recheck again in 6 months and 
discontinue pimobendan at that time if his ventricular diameter has normalized.

7.5 Years Pit Bull Dog 27.4 Kilogram
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EON‐460053 5/6/2021 9:32 Rachel Ray Nutrish Super 
Premium Food For Cats: Real 
Salmon and Brown Rice Recipe

Mixed (Cat) Cat

EON‐460050 5/6/2021 9:08 Dentley's Gourmet Wrapped 
Rawhide Sticks with real 
chicken, Dentley's Dog Chews 
Knotted Turkey Tendon Bone

Dog developed kidney damage ( Fanconi syndrome) after daily ,lifelong consumption of 
chicken jerky treats.

6 Years Poodle - Toy Dog 10.8 Pound

EON‐460016 5/5/2021 17:04 Meow Mix 30 lb bag boutique 
through Sam's Club.

We bought Meow Mix 30lb bag from Sam's Club. We ordered it online and it came through 
the mail. First cat has been throwing up everyday since last week, second cat started 
throwing up two days ago and has diarrhea. Our 4 other cats stopped eating the food and we 
threw out the whole bag and bought new food.

6 Years American 
Shorthair

Cat 10 Pound

Rachel Ray Nutrish Real Salmon And Brown Rice, dry kibble, bagged, 2 x 14lb bags, to be 
stored at room temperature. Opened bag was partially stored in a clean airtight locking pet 

food container and the other portion was in a clean food dispenser.
Purchased on 4/29/21 from Chewy.com 

UPC: 071190007018
Best By Day: 07/23/22
Lot # 10281640521:27

Both bags have the same lot number, one was opened and used, the other remains 
unopened. 

No noticeable issues to either the opened or unopened bag, no unusual odor, no foreign 
objects appreciated, bags were not ripped/punctured prior to receipt.

6/7 cats fell ill after consuming the dry kibble over 2 days. No pre-existing conditions. Ages: 
12, 5, 4,4,4,4 (3 female, 3 male, all spayed/neutered). No treats were given in the week 

preceding the incident and not in the 24 hours since. None of the cats are on medications or 
supplements. All cats are indoor cats. The 7th cat had not ingested food from the new bag 

and was the only one that did not become ill.

Symptoms included vomiting every few hours for all cats affected. Initial vomit included food, 
then gradually became white and foamy, and in one case pinky and foamy due to 

esophageal irritation. Suspected food was removed, and symptoms decreased over 24 
hours. Over the course of 24 hours the cats vomited well over 30 times. 

We suspect it was the food that caused the illness because all other environmental factors 
have been ruled out, our dog did not become ill and shares space with the cats. No charges 
in routine, food, cleaners, etc happened prior to the cats so becoming ill at the same time. 

We still have one full, unopened bag of the product and one opened, almost full bag (both 
bags net weight was 14 lbs each).
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EON‐460001 5/5/2021 16:08 Fromm Four-Star Hasen 
Duckenpfeffer® Dog Food

11 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 59 Pound

EON‐459945 5/5/2021 11:04 Zuke's Mini Naturals plus 
vitamins and minerals Chicken 
Recipe

 was given Zuke's Mini Naturals (Chicken flavor) training treats during a mid-day play 
session with an older dog (13 months old) on Saturday, May 1, 2021. That evening and 
through the next day he had loose stools, diarrhea, and a little vomiting. He seemed 
somewhat lethargic, too, but recovered his energy the next day. As of today (4/4/2021) he 
still has stools that are more watery & copious than they were before he had the Zuke's treats 
on 5/1/2021. My sister informed me on 5/4/2021 that Zuke's are recalling the treats.

13 Weeks Mixed (Dog) Dog 20 Pound

I purchased a 12lb bag of Fromm’s Hasen Duckenpfeffer dry food on Mar 23, 2021 from 
retailer   I have an emailed copy of the receipt. The bag was well-

sealed. 

I first started opened the bag on Mar 28. There was no apparent mold, odor, or anything 
unusual in appearance to the kibbles. 

I gave my dog 1/2 cup of the Hasen Duckenpfeffer from the bag and mixed with a 1/2 cup of 
his other food (same Fromm brand, different formula. I continued this for the next few days, 
twice a day until the other dry food was gone. I noticed his stools were exceptionally dry and 
hard and that he was eating grass, a habit he doesn't do unless he feels bad. I did not at the 

time attribute either issue to the Hasen Duckenpfeffer, as he has had this dry food many 
times before without any adverse problems. 

Once all the previous dry food was gone, I washed out the plastic storage bin, and emptied 
the bag of the Hasen Duckenpfeffer into the container. My mistake was throwing out the bag. 

On or about Apr 1, I gave him a full cup of the Hasen Duckenpfeffer in the evening. About 4 
hours later, he vomited his entire meal with bile. I still did not consider the dog food as the 
problem as I had used the brand for over 4 years. To settle his stomach, I placed him on a 

bland diet (rice, chicken, chicken bone broth) for 6 days. He never lost his appetite and 
seemed to be doing better. So I restarted the Hasen Duckenpfeffer on Apr 7, giving him 1 
cup in the morning. Again he vomited his entire meal within 4 hours. So again I placed him 

on the bland diet for 6 days. He recovered well in that time.

Unfortunately, on Apr 13 I offered him a small amount of the dry food, which he vomited in a 
few hours. I placed him back on the bland diet. 

Now the safety of the food seemed most likely. I contacted the retailer online, asking if any 
customer had notified them of problems with this particular Fromm product. By Apr 14 

Natural Pawz responded stating that they had no other complaints. I didn't have the bag but 
the retailer accepted what product I had and provided me with a refund. On Apr 19, I 

purchased a bag of Merrick Chicken and Sweet Potato, and my dog has not had a problem 
with this dry food.

I contacted Fromm online the weekend of Apr 17/18 and they replied by Apr 20. Basically, 
they stated without the bag's Best By Date, timestamp, and BIN number their Quality 

Assurance could not investigate. They offered a voucher for another bag, but I did not accept 
the offer.
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EON‐459920 5/4/2021 20:40 PurinaPro Plan Focus Sensitive 
Skin & Stomach Adult Dog Food 
-Salmon & Rice

Dog became very sick after eating dog food PurinaPro Plan Sensitive Skin and Stomach 
Salmon and rice, vomiting, sever diarrhea with blood and became dehydrated, received 
emergency care and treatment, continues to recover at home on special diet and 
medications

12 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 70 Pound

EON‐459915 5/4/2021 17:52 Rachael Ray Nutrish - Zero 
Grain Turkey and Potato Recipe

Have fed this brand food for at least 10 years. Recently switched to Grain Free product 
(same company). Had just opened new bag of same and fed first cup from bag (at evening). 
Next morning, Mollie was very sick with liquid diarrhea. Switched to recovery diet (light meals 
of rice, ground turkey) and diarrhea stopped. (So, morning after one cup from new bag, 

 had liquid diarrhea. Second day, some residual diarrhea. After that, and while eating 
recovery diet, no diarrhea. Called vet who said not to feed anymore from that new bag (had 
only fed that one initial cup, which was same brand and variety as previous bag).

17 Years Collie - Border Dog 43 Pound

EON‐459891 5/4/2021 14:04 Whole Earth Farms Grain-Free 
Healthy Weight Dry Dog Food

Dog began a diet for mature dogs using Zero Grain dog food. Specifically Whole Earth Farms 
Grain-Free Healthy Weight Dry Dog Food was used for meals. The dog has been in excellent 
health. After prolonged use of this product, the dog's heart as become very enlarged and is 
now a health risk. The dog has been ordered to immediately stop use and change diet to 
Hill's Science Senior Formula to attempt to correct the condition.

11 Years Beagle Dog 45 Pound

EON‐459883 5/4/2021 12:04 Taste of the Wild Grain Free 
Dry

Enlarged heart 6.5 Month
s

Pit Bull Dog 56 Pound

EON‐459846 5/4/2021 0:20 Zuke’s mini naturals chicken 
recipe

My puppy became very sick with diarrhea and vomiting after eating the zuke’s training treats 
for a few days. She needed veterinary care due to this issue and the vet could not find any 
other cause of her symptoms. Today I saw that the zukes company has “withdrawn” the 
treats due to mold and health issues it has caused some pets. Once the treats were 
discontinued her condition improved dramatically. The sku number on my zukes treats is 
013423330210.

9 Weeks Pointing Dog - 
Hungarian Short-
haired (Vizsla)

Dog 9 Pound

EON‐459833 5/3/2021 19:52 Dick Van Patten's Natural 
Balance L.I.D. Limited 
Ingredients Diets

Heart murmur. DCM 10 Years Terrier - Bull - 
Staffordshire

Dog 53 Pound
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EON‐459807 5/3/2021 14:40 4Health Grain Free Beef & 
Chicken Formula

I purchased a new case of 4Health Grain Free Beef & Chicken formula on 4/28/21 and fed 
the majority of a can to my Golden Retriever, (dog 1), and split the remaining can with my 
Miniature Schnauzer (dog 2), and my Mixed Breed dog (dog 3). Later that evening dog 1 
started having diarrhea around 8 pm. He continued having diarrhea and vomitting every hour 
for the next 12 hours. On 4/29/21 I stopped feeding him the canned food and started him on 
a chicken and rice bland diet to ease his digestive system. He continued to be sick the rest of 
the day on 4/29/21. The next day 4/30/21, I continued feeding a bland diet of chicken and 
rice to dog 1. His health started to improve.
Friday evening (4/30/21) dog 2 began to have diarrhea around 8 pm. He gets the smallest 
amount of wet food of all the dogs, about 1/4 of the can. His diarrhea and vomitting worsened 
as the night went all. Dog 3 also vomited 4 times throughout the night. Dog 2 Totaling about 
12 rounds of diarrhea and 6 rounds of vomiting. On saturday 5/1/21, he would not eat or 
drink. Blood appeared in his diarrhea until eventually he collapsed and had to be rushed to 
the emergency room. He had his blood drawn, x rays, pancreatitis tests, everything came 
back negative. He was put on half a dozen medicines to stabilize him as well as IV fluids for 
severe dehydration caused by the diarrhea and vomitting. This bill was over $1,000.00.
Saturday morning (5/1) I fed dog 1 normally, which was 1/2 can of the wet food because his 
health had been improving after I stopped feeding him wet food. Dog 3 got a small amount of 
wet food mixed with bland chicken and rice because of his stomach upset.
5/2/21 - Dog 1 begins vomiting and having diarrhea again after eating the wet food 
yesterday. Dog 3 continues vomiting and starts having diarrhea. 
5/2/21- By process of elimination, I realized the wet food was making all 3 dogs extremely ill. 
I discontinued feeding them wet food and started all of them on a bland chicken and rice diet.

6 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 82 Pound

EON‐459793 5/3/2021 13:20 Blue Delights For Small Breed 
Dogs Roasted Chicken Flavor 
in Gravy

I purchased Blue Delights (for Small Breed Dogs) Roasted Chicken Flavor in Gravy for my 
dog (5 pound yorkie/chihuahua). She changes food very often, and has never had a problem 
with any food before. Unfortunately, within a few hours of her eating the Blue Delights last 
week, she started throwing up. The next morning, she had diarrhea. Her diarrhea continued 
for several days, and unfortunately, I kept feeding her the Blue Delights, as I hadn't yet 
connected her illness with the food. Last night she was defecating yellow mucusy liquid every 
hour. I have since stopped feeding her the Blue Delights, and her diarrhea is subsiding. I 
hope this item is pulled from the shelf so that other dogs do not experience the same 
problems

9 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 5 Pound

EON‐459771 5/3/2021 10:04 Hills Prescription Diet
Multi-Benefit
w/d
Chicken Flavor

Have two dogs (small schnauzers) and have been fed this food for last seven years with no 
issues. Local veterinarian ordered replacement bag from distributor on or about April 14, 
2021 and I picked up bag on Thursday April 29, 2021. Bag Saturday morning, May 1, 2021 
and attempted to feed both dogs. Both dogs sniffed at food and walked away. Dogs are fed 
twice a day, 8am and 5pm, so food left out. At 5pm, food was still untouched so it away and 
feed fresh food from bag. Again, both dogs sniffed at food and walked away. Added boiled 
white rice and dogs refused to eat. Problem continued through Sunday. Purchased and 
boiled chicken breast Sunday afternoon and placed in bowls. Dogs ate this without any 
issues. Contacted Hills Monday May 3, 2021 and reported issue and sent photo comparing 
color of current food with new food. Advised Hills rep that new food much darker than current 
food and 16 year old son reported new food smelled "odd" (his term for spoiled). Advised by 
Hills to return product to vet for full refund.
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